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PREFACE
TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

NOW that this Grammar has reached a fourth edition it

may, perhaps, without presumption, be allowed to rest on

its own merits. I have, therefore, dispensed with much

of the prefatory matter which introduced the previous

editions.

Any one who compares the present Grammar with its

predecessor will see at once the .difference between the

two, not indeed in its structure and arrangement, nor

even in the numbering of the rules, but in the fuller and

more complete explanation of* points of detail.

It may be well, however, to draw attention to some of

the most noteworthy alterations and improvements.

A table shewing the interchange of letters in the three

sister languages, Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, has been

given at pages 18-20.

The list of suffixes at pages 57-75 has been consider-

ably enlarged, and arranged in alphabetical order under

each declension.

The subject of declension has been elucidated by a

clearer method of synopsis.

A more complete account of Sanskrit accentuation has

been given at the end of the volume.

The Reading Exercises have been slightly curtailed.

The publication by the Delegates of the Clarendon Press

of such a Class-book as the Ncda> and quite recently of

the &akuntala, sufficiently supplies what is likely to be

needed for the prosecution of the study of Sanskrit after

the jflements of Grammar have been acquired.
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VI PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION.

Four indices instead of two have been appended.

In order to bring the present edition into harmony

with the Greek and Latin grammars now in use, some

of the grammatical terms have been altered, e.g. suffix

has been substituted for affix; stem for base; special

and general tenses tor conjugational and non-conjugational

tenses respectively.

Some errors which, notwithstanding all my efforts,

crept into the last edition have been corrected, and a

few other improvements effected. But I dare not even

now hope to have attained the standard of perfection.

Sanskrit is far too vast and intricate a subject to admit

of such pretensions. I can, however, with truth affirm,

that I have done what I could to bring the present

work up to the level of the scholarship of the day;

and my acknowledgments are due to Mr. E. L. 1 fogarth,

M. A., of Brasenose College, for his aid in conducting

the sheets through the Press.

In conclusion I may, perhaps, be permitted to express

a hope that my second visit to India will add to my

powers of improving any future edition that may be

required, as it certainly will increase my ability to pro-

mote a more general knowledge of the Sanskrit language

and literature among my own fellow-countrymen, to

whose rule a vast Eastern Empire has been committed,

and who cannot hope, except through Sanskrit, to gain

a proper acquaintance with its spoken dialects, or to

understand the mind, read the thoughts, and reach the

very heart and soul of its vast populations.

M. W.
Oxford, October 1876.
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CHAPTER I.

LETTERS.

i. The Deva-nagari or Nagari character (or its modifications *),

in which the Sanskrit language is usually written, is adapted to the

expression of nearly every gradation of sound ; and almost every

letter has a fixed and invariable pronunciation (see, however, 16).

There are fourteen vowels (or without hi thirteen, see 3. d) and

thirty-three simple consonants. To these may be added a nasal sign,

standing for either true or substitute Anusvdra (see 6), and a sign

for a hard breathing, called Visarga (see 8). They are here first

exhibited in the order followed in dictionaries. All the vowels,

excepting a, have two forms ; the first is the initial, the second the

medial or non-initial.

VOWELS.

3U M Tf d, ^fi, f^ U ^ Q », ^!^ W t
ri, "% e

n>

<3 ro kh *J m lr(, I£ "\ j£^ai, 3CT*t 0, #1 an,

v
v* ^ .

,

> •

Nasal sign called true or proper Anusvdra, * n. Substitute

Anusvdra, * m.

Sign for a hard breathing, called Visarga, I ft.

CONSONANTS.

Gutturals, ^k T$kh *l9 Vgh ^ n

Palatals, ^6 ^6h 5fy ^ijh 5T n

Cerebrals, Zt Zfh 34 ^4h ?Hn

Dentals, Ht Hth ^rf Hdh *^ n

Labials, Vp T*\ph lb Hbh *f\ m

Semivowels, Vy TLr 7*1 1«.

Sibilants, *F< 1^sh *»
Aspirate, \h

Two characters, 35 ?, 555 /* (often= ? </, 7 dh), are used in 1;he Veda.

* Such as the Bengali, Gujarati, &c. In the South of India Sanskrit is gene-

rally written, not in the Deva-nagari, but in the Telugu, Kanarese, and Malayalam

^ B



* LETTEKS.

The characters are written from left to right, like the Roman.

The compound or conjunct consonants (see 5) may be multi-

plied to the extent of four or five hundred. The most common

are given here. A more complete list will be found at the end of

the volume.

THE MORE COMMON CONJUNCT CONSONANTS.

^Fl 66hy, *§ Mr, *jq ndy, -m tsn, w tmy, «T try, w tsy, |T Mr,

^r ttv, x\ ddy, 2T ddhy, w dbhy, ^ dry, ^ nty, wj mby, \ rdr, x§ rtfy,

f rvv, -% shtr, ^ sthn, m sty, ^ str, r^q tsny, ^1 ntry, wt rtsy,

t& rtsny.

characters, as well as in the Grantha (or Grantham), which is a name for the character

used for Sanskrit in the Tamil country, the Tamil alphabet being too defective to

represent all the necessary sounds. In- the second edition of this Grammar I gave

a comparative table of old Inscription characters from Mr. Edward Thomas'

edition of Prinsep's Indian Antiquities, which shows that the present form of

Deva-nagari character is traceable to the inscriptions of As'oka, who is called

Piyadasi for Priyadarsin—a well-known Buddhist king, grandson of Candra-gupta

=Sandrakottos—and who must have reigned over nearly the whole of India, his

capital being Patali-putra (=Pali-bothra, the modern Patna). These inscriptions

are found on rocks at Giri-nagara (Girnar) in Gujarat on the Western coast, and

at Dhauli in Kuttack on the Eastern coast (in the province of Orissa); and again

at a place called Kapurdigiri, quite N. of the Panjab, a little to the E. of Purusha-

pura (Peshawar). It is from the Girnar rock-inscriptions that the present Deva-

nagari is most evidently derived, and these are not yet clearly traceable to a

Phenician origin, those of Kapurdigiri being more so.



LETTERS. 3

Observe—In reading the following pages for the first time, the

attention should be confined to the large type.

Observe also—When reference is made to other parts of the

Grammar, the numbers will denote the paragraphs, not the pages.

The letters (except r, called Repha, and except the nasal sign

called Anusvdra and the sign for the hard breathing called Visarga)

have no names (like the names in the Greek alphabet), but the

consonants are enunciated with the vowel a. Native grammarians,

in designating any letter, add the word wt kdra ; thus, ^cRtt a-kdra,

' the letter a

;

' 0R0RTC ka-kdra, ' the letter ka?

NUMERICAL FIGURES.

* 3 $ M % v9 b * *o «n ^ $$M

2 3 4 5 6 7 « 9 10 1

1

\% 345

THE VOWELS AND THE METHOD OF WRITING THEM.

2. The short vowel ^f a is never written unless it begin a word,

because it is supposed to be inherent in every consonant. Thus,

ak is written ^rw, but ka is written sr ; so that in such words as

3FPR kanaka, tjtr nagara, &c, no vowel has to be written. The

mark \ under the k of ^T^, called Virdma (see 9), indicates a con-

sonantal stop, that is, the absence of any vowel, inherent or other-

wise, after a final consonant. It is omitted in the first tables that

the letters may be kept unencumbered by additional marks.

a. The other vowels, if written after a consonant, take the place of

the inherent a. They assume two forms, according as they are initial

or not initial. Thus, *?To(i dk, srt kd; ^ ik
i
p^ki.

b. Observe here, that the short vowel f ifwhen initial, is written

in its right place, but when not initial, is always written before the

letter after which it is pronounced. Hence, in order to write such

a word as iti
9
the letters would have to be arranged thus, iit ^fir.

c. Perhaps the true explanation of this peculiarity is that in the earliest alphabets

the two t's were written over the consonant to which they belonged, short i

inclining to the left, and long ( to the right, a perpendicular stroke having been

afterwards added. *

3. The long vowels T d and *\ i, not initial, take their proper place

after a consonant. Also the non-initial and au (which are formed

by placing ^ and * over T a), like T d, take their proper place after



4 LETTERS.

their consonants; thus, * ko, «t kau. The vowels u
f

u, ri, ri, Iri,

not initial, arc written under the consonants after which they are

pronounced ; as, $ ku, f ku, «j kri, ^ kri, ff
klri.

«. Except when u or u follows ^ r, in which case the method of

writing is peculiar ; thus, ^ ru, ^ rw.

£. When, however, the vowel ^ ri follows * r the vowel is written

in its initial form and r in the crescent shape placed over it (see 5. a);

thus, ftr^fiT nirriti, 'the goddess of destruction /

fl c. The vowels n, ri, Iri and //•£ are peculiar to Sanskrit (see 11. c).

^ Iri only occurs in the root ^\klrip, ' to make/ and its derivatives.

d. The long o| /n is only used in technical grammatical ex-

planations ; strictly it has no existence, and is useless except as

contributing to the completeness of the alphabetical system.

e. The vowels e and ai, not initial, are written above the consonants

after which they are pronounced ; thus, i|» ke, % kai,

f. In a few words initial vowels follow other vowels ; e. g. vi^jk)^ a~rinin t

' without debt ;' 1TTO?J go-agra, ' a number of cows
;

' in*1! pra-iiga, ' the pole of

a chariot;' fiTcHr Utah, *a sieve.'

METHOD OP WRITING THE SIMPLE CONSONANTS.

4. The consonants have only one form, whether initial or not

initial. And here note that in every consonant, and in the initial

vowels, there is a perpendicular stroke or the commencement of

one, and that all have a horizontal line at the top; but in two

of the letters, V dh and >? bh, this horizontal line is broken. In

writing rapidly, the student will do well to form the perpendicular

stroke first, then the distinctive parts of the letter, and lastly the

horizontal line. The natives, however, sometimes form the horizontal

line first.

METHOD OF WRITING THE CONJUNCT CONSONANTS.

5. The necessity for conjunct consonants is caused by the fact

that every consonant is supposed to have the vowel TO a inherent

in it, so that it is never necessary to write this vowel, excepting at

the beginning of a word or, in a few cases, of a syllable (see 3./).

Hence when any simple consonants stand alone in any word, the

short vowel to a must always be pronounced after them ; but when

they appear in conjunction with any other vowel, this other vowel

of course takes the place of short to a. Thus such a word as
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JScWitlT would be pronounced kaldnatayd, where long WT a being

written after / and y takes the place of the inherent vowel. But

supposing that, instead of kaldnatayd, the word had to be pronounced

kldntyd, how are we to know that kl and nty have to be uttered

without the intervention of any vowel ? This occasions the necessity

for conjunct or compound consonants. Kl and nty must then be

combined together thus, $*, ^, and the word is written jfiT«i<i r.

And here we have illustrated the two methods of compounding con-

sonants; viz. ist, by writing them one above the other; 2ndly, by

placing them side by side, omitting in all, except the last, the per-

pendicular line which lies to the right.

a. Some letters, however, change their form entirely when combined

with other consonants. Thus ^ r, when it is the first letter of a

conjunct consonant, is written above in the form of a crescent,

as in ^ kurma, ^rr^§ kdrtsnya ; and when the last, is written below

in the form of a small stroke, as in the word wNj kramena.

b. So again in T$ * ksha and ^ t jna the simple elements ^r ^ anrf ,

ST *T are scarcely traceable. ^

c. In some conjunct consonants the simple letters slightly change

their form ; as, $r ka becomes t in ^ Ma ; s d with tj ya becomes

V dya; ^ d with v dha becomes 3 ddha; ^ d with h bha be-

comes Jf dbha ; fit with t ra becomes ^ tra or 3 tra ; ^ k with fl ta

becomes ^5 kta.

d. Observe, that when r comes in the middle of a conjunct consonant, it takes

the same form as at the end; thus, VX grya, ?J gra. When conjunct consonants

commencing with c are followed by the vowels t, it e, ai, 0, au, or by a nasal

symbol (see 6), then
fc

is for the convenience of typography written on the right

of all ; thus, fift rni, J$$ rm, cfi rke, *S rJcau, % rkani.

ANUSViltA AND ANUNA*SIKA.

6. Anusvdra ( m\ i. e. * after-sound,' is a nasal sound which

always belongs to a preceding vowel, and can never be used like

a nasal consonant to begin a syllable (though like a consonant it

imparts, in conjunction with a following consonant, prosodiai length

to the preceding short vowel). It is denoted by a simple dot,

* Sometimes formed thus <5f, and pronounced kya in Bengali,

t This compound is sometimes pronounced gya or nya, though it will be more

convenient to represent it by its proper equivalent jha.
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which ought to come either immediately over the vowel after which

the nasalization is sounded, or on the right of the vowel-mark ; thus,

*fr kam i ^ kum, fife kirn, vf kirn.

This dot serves two purposes. It marks, 1. the Anusvara

proper or True Anusvara; 2. a short substitute for the five nasal

consonants ; in which latter . case it may be called Substitute

Anusvara.

a. True Anusvara denotes the nasalization of the vowel which

precedes it before 31 i, ^ sfi, ^ s, and ^ h, in the body of words.

It is then pronounced with the nose only (like n in the French

mon, &c), and will in this Grammar be represented in the Indo-

Romanic type by «, as in ^f ania, ^ffftT anhati.

But since the true Anusvara must take the place of a final ^ m

when the three sibilants ^^, ^sh, ^.9, and the aspirate ^ h (bftt see

7. c) follow; and also generally when T r follows at the beginning

of a word (see e. next page) ; it is then in this Grammar expressed

by m; thus, hh ^w is written IT W£{ tam hatrum; im n»TR*

becomes fl TJ»TWH tarn rdjdnam; and *w with root 5 is written

W$ samhri.

b. Substitute Anusvara is sometimes used, for shortness, as a

substitute for any of the five nasal consonants ^ », ^ n, m n, ^ n,

* m, which belong to the five classes of letters (see 15), when no

vowel intervenes between these and a following consonant in the

middle of the same word (thus the syllables w ink, T^inS, w^and,

jttinty J**{imp may for shortness be written ^r, ^, ^, ^, ^).

In these cases Anusvara must be pronounced like the nasal con-

sonant for which it has been substituted, and in this Grammar it

will always be represented in Indo-Romanic type by these nasal

consonants.

But Anusvara is more usually substituted for these nasals when

final and resulting from the euphonic adaptation of the final m of

accus. cases sing., nom. cases neut, some adverbs and persons of

the verb to a following word (see 60). It will then in this Grammar

be represented in the Indo-Romanic type by m
y

as in the cases

mentioned in 6. a.

c. Anusvara is* even used in some printed books, though less

correctly, for the final H m of the words specified in the last

paragraph when they stand in a pause (i. e. at the end of a
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sentence or clause, or when not followed by another word). In

such cases, too, it should be represented by wi.

d. But Anusvara is never admitted as a substitute for the original

final ^ n of a pada or inflected word (as in accus. cases plur., loc.

cases of pronominals, the 3rd pers. plur. and pres. part, of verbs, &c,

see 54), unless the next word begin with (*, /, /, or their aspirates,

when, by $$ y
a sibilant is interposed before the initial letter.

e. And in the case of roots ending in 7^ n or * m, these final

nasals, if not dropped, pass into Anusvara before terminations or

suffixes beginning with a sibilant or h, but are not changed before

semivowels; thus i?^ + F?ff= W&ll mansyate, 'he will think;' *r^+
^ = iraT manye, ' I think ' (617) ; ip^+^Tf?l = *tofif yansyati, 'he will

restrain ;' *W + *T= m^T gamya, ' accessible ' (602); •TT + t='W
namra, i

bent.' ^ followed by HW is *NJT*T samrdj, ' a sovereign/

f. Hence it appears that the nasal sign Anusvara is peculiarly

the nasal of the three sibilants ST i, *r sh
y ^ s, and the aspirate £ h

;

and that the true Anusvara always occurs before these letters. It

is also to a certain degree the nasal of the semivowel U; so that

these five consonants having a nasal sign of their own have no

relationship to the corresponding nasal consonant of their respective

classes.

7. That Anusvara is less peculiarly the nasal of the semivowels

is evident from e, above. Hence it m final in a word (not a root)

may, before ^ y, «^ /, ^ v, either pass into Anusvara or be repre-

sented by ^ o£, ^f, or assimilate itself to these letters ; thus *P? + t&

= *PPT or *A*T, *TC + o*fa^= 1} c3fa*T or *i|rtaw.

In the latter case the nasal character of 1^ y and H / is

denoted by a nasal symbol called Anundsika (i. e. ' through the

nose/ sometimes called Candra-vindu, ' the dot in the crescent '),

which is also applied to mark the nasality of a final 7^ / deduced

from a final t^n when followed by initial 7J /, see 56. Of course

the word Kjq^samyanS, 'going conformably y (formed from *rfa -f ^^),

retains the m.

a. And this Anundsika " is not only the sign of the nasality of

* V> c^ K anc* ^ v > m the preceding cases, but also marks the nasality

of vowels, though in a less degree than Anusvara, see 11. /.

b. In the Veda Anunasika is written for a final ^ n after a long vowel before

another vowel; as, TOflf ?*£lfa for TOTT^f»5Tfiff Riff-veda vm. i, 6.
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c. Observe—A final ^m before H^hm, j| hn, ^hy, ^ hi, 3J[ hv, may either be

changed to Anusvara or undergo assimilation with the second letter; thus fifc

TOffiT or ftRH Wc9^fiT, fifc JgTT or fait^ g^, fife W or fiiP^ W5, &c. (see 7). '

VISARGA, JIHVAMULIYA, AND UPADHMANIYA.

8. The sign Visarga, 'emission of breath/ (sometimes said to

derive its name from symbolizing the rejection of a letter in pro-

nunciation,) usually written thus :, but more properly in the form

of two small circles °, is used to represent a distinctly audible and

harder aspiration than the letter f h. It is reckoned under the vdhya-

prayatna, and is said, like the hard consonants, to be a-ghosha
y
without

the soft articulation. This sign is never the representative of f h.

Although conveniently represented by h, it should be borne in mind

that "Visarga (#) is a harder aspirate than f h, and is in fact a kind

of sibilant, being often a substitute for s and r preceded by vowels

whenever the usual consonantal sound of these letters passes into an

aspiration at the end of a sentence or through the influence of a

k, kh, p, ph, or a sibilant commencing the next word.

And since, according to native grammarians, ^ s ought not to be

allowed at the end of a complete word, all those inflections of nouns

and verbs which end in s and stand separate from other words are,

in native Grammars, made to end in Visarga.

But in this Grammar such inflections are allowed to retain their

final H s. We have only to bear in mind that this s is liable at the

end of a sentence, or when followed by certain consonants, to pass

into an audible breathing more distinct than s in the French ks or

the English isle, viscount, when it is represented by h (:).

In some parts of India Visarga has a slightly reverberating sound

very difficult of imitation ; thus TFtt rdmah is almost like T^iflf rdmaha,

vfnr: agnih, like ^fr^ agnihi, %t: Hvaih like f^ltfij sivaihi.

a. An Ardha-visarga, half-visarga,' or modification of the symbol Visarga, in

the form of two semicircles ^ , is sometimes employed before k, kh, and p, ph.

Before the two former letters this symbol is properly called JihvdmuMya, and the

organ of its enunciation said to be the root of the tongue {jihvd-mula). Before

p and ph its proper name is Upadhmdniya, ' to be breathed upon,' and its organ

of utterance is then the lips (osh(ha).

The Jihvamuliya and Upadhmdniya are therefore to be regarded as the sibilants

of the guttural and labial classes respectively. (See Pan. 1. 1, 9.)

b. The sign Ardha-visarga is now rarely seen in printed Sanskrit texts. In the
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Vedas the Upadhmaniya occurs, but only after an Anusvara or Anunasika;

thus, *JX "Tlf^ or *JX
ITT^» an(l in tms case a^° the symbol Visarga may be

used for it.

VIRAMA, AVAORAHA, &C.

9. The Virdma, ' pause ' or c stop/ placed under a consonant (thus

*lf £), indicates the absence of the inherent ^r a, by help of which the

consonant is pronounced.

Observe—Virama properly means the pause of the voice at the

end of a sentence. In some MSS. it is employed like a mark of

punctuation at the close of a sentence ending with a consonant,

while the mark I is the proper means of denoting the close of a

sentence ending in a vowel, all the preceding words being written

without separation, because supposed to be pronounced without

pause.

to. The mark z{Ava(jraha
i
sometimes called Ardhdkdra, half the

letter a), placed between two words, denotes the elision (lopa) or

suppression (abldnidhdna) of an initial ^r a after *J e or *ft final

preceding. It corresponds to our apostrophe in some analogous

cases. Thus, flsfir te'pi for ff ^fa te api.

a. In books printed in Calcutta the mark S is sometimes used to resolve a long

d resulting from the blending of a final d with an initial a or a; thus TT^TS'q^Ifor

iHIT vtH^<4, usually written frSTTC^'T. Sometimes a double mark SS denotes an

initial long ^BTT. The mark s is also used in the Veda as the sign of a hiatus between

vowels, and in the pada text to separate the component parts of a compound or of

other grammatical forms.

b. The half pause I is a stop or mark of punctuation, usually placed at the end

of the first line of a couplet or stanza.

c. The whole pause II is placed at the end of a couplet, or is used like a full stop.

d. The mark of repetition ° indicates that a word or sentence has to be repeated.

It is also used to abbreviate a word, just as in English we use a full point; thus*T°

stands for ^%, as chap, for chapter ; so °*T for 3W.

PRONUNCIATION OF SANSKRIT VOWELS.

11. The vowels in Sanskrit are pronounced for the most part as

in Italian or French, though occasional words in English may exem-

plify their sound; but every vowel is supposed to be alpa-prdna>

'pronounced with a slight breathing* (see 14. a).

a. Since ^ a is inherent in every consonant, the student should

be careful to acquire the correct pronunciation of this letter. There

c
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are many words in English which afford examples of its sound, such

as vocal, cedar, zebra, organ. But in English the vowel u in such

words as fun, bun, sun, more frequently represents this obscure sound

of a ; and even the other vowels may occasionally be pronounced

with this sound, as in her, sir, son.

b. The long vowel ^nd is pronounced as a in the English father,

far, cart ; ^ i as the i in p\n, lily ; \ i as the i in marine, police

;

?was the u in push ; "ft u as the u in rude.

c. The vowel ^j ri, peculiar to Sanskrit, is pronounced as the ri

in merrily, where the i of ri is less perceptible than in the syllable

77, composed of the consonant r and the vowel i *. ^[ ri is pro-

nounced nearly as the ri in chagrin, being hardly distinguishable from

the syllabic tf ; but in the case of the vowels ri and ri there is a mere

vibration of the tongue in the direction of the upper gums, whereas in

pronouncing the consonant r, the tongue should actually touch them

(see 19, 20) : *? e as the e in prey, there ; 'sft as in so; *» ai as ai

in aisle; tft au as au in the German Haas or as ou in the English

house f. o£ Iri and o£ Iri differ little in sound from the letter ^ /

with the vowels ri and ri annexed.

d. Hence it appears that every simple vowel in Sanskrit has a

short and a long form, and that each vowel has one invariable

sound; so that the beginner can never, as in other languages, be

in doubt as to pronunciation or prosody.

e. Note, however, that Sanskrit possesses no short e and in opposition to the

long diphthongal sounds of e and 0.

/. Although for all practical purposes it is sufficient to regard vowels as either

short or long, it should be borne in mind that native grammarians give eighteen

different modifications of each of the vowels a, i, u, ri, and twelve of Iri, which are

thus explained :—Each of the first four vowels is supposed to have three prosodial

lengths or measures {mdtrd), viz. a short (hrasva), a long (dt'rgha), and a prolated

* That there is not, practically, much difference between the pronunciation of

the vowel ri and the syllable ft ri may be gathered from the fact that some words

beginning with *% are also found written with ft, and vice versa; thus, ftfif and

^f?, ftfa and ^fa, ft*l and ^p*T. Still the distinction between the definition

of a vowel and consonant at 19 and 20 should be borne in mind. There is no doubt

that in English the sound of ri in the words merrily and rich is different, and

that the former approaches nearer to the sound of a vowel.

t Colloquially in India ai is often pronounced rather like e and au like 0.
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(pluta)-, the long being equal to two, and the prolated to three short vowels.

Each of these three modifications may be uttered with a high tone, or a low tone,

or a tone between high and low ; or in other words, may have the acute, or the

grave, or the circumflex accent. This gives nine modifications to a, i, u, j-ij and

each of these again may be regarded either as nasal or non-nasal, according as it

is pronounced with the nose and mouth, or with the mouth alone. Hence result

eighteen varieties of every vowel, excepting Iri, e, ai, o, au, which have only

twelve, because the first does not possess the long and the last four have not

the short prosodial time. A prolated vowel is marked with three lines underneath

or with ^ on one side, thus ^T or ^3 (see Pan. i. 2, 27).

PRONUNCIATION OF SANSKRIT CONSONANTS.

12. ^T k, *T j, \p, * b are pronounced as in English.

a. T\g has always the sound of g in gun, give, never of g in gin.

b. ^ 6 is pronounced like ch in church, or as c in Italian.

Observe that ^ 6 is a simple consonantal sound, although repre-

sented in English words by ch. It is a modification or softening

of k, just as j is of g, the organ of utterance being in the palate,

a little in advance of the throat. Hence, in Sanskrit and its cognate

languages, the palatals 6 im&j are often exchanged with the gutturals

k and g. See 25.

c. llt,*d are more dental than in English, t being something

like t in stick, and d like th in thw; thus veda ought to be pro-

nounced rather like vetha. But in real fact we have no sound

exactly equivalent to the Indian dentals t and d. The sound of th

in t\\in, this, is really dental, but, so to speak, over-dentalizcd, the

tongue being forced through the teeth instead of against them.

Few Englishmen acquire the correct pronunciation of the Indian

dentals. They are said to be best pronounced by resting the end of

the tongue against the inside of the front teeth and then suddenly

removing it.

13. \(, * d. The sound of these cerebral letters is in 'practice

hardly to be distinguished from the sound of our English t and d.

Properly, however, the Sanskrit cerebrals should be uttered with a

duller and deeper intonation, produced by keeping the tongue as far

back in the head {cerebrum) as possible, and slightly turning it

upwards. A Hindu, however, would always write any English

word or name containing t and d with the cerebral letters. Thus

such words as trip, drip, London would be written f^, ff^, c3^.
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In Bengal the cerebral ^ d and ^ dh have nearly the sound of a dull r; so

that vicldla, ' a cat,' is pronounced like virdla.

In some words both Zt and Td seem interchangeable wither and c£ I; so

that 1$tZkhot, 'to be lame,' may be also written ^nT, *^, *?ft<^. In Prakrit

cerebral letters often stand for the Sanskrit dentals. Cerebrals rarely begin words

in Sanskrit.

14. ?r kh, "^ gh, ^ ch, ?§ jh, ^ th> ^ dh, "*! //*, V dh, t^ ph,

H bh. These are merely aspirated forms of simple consonants.

They are not double or compound letters ; h is only added to

denote a distinct aspiration. Thus if is pronounced like kh in

inkhorn, not like the Greek ^ ; ^ as th in anthill, not as in thm£ ;

t^ as ph in z/phi/7, not as in phytic, but colloquially ph is often

pronounced like f (as phala is pronounced ,/«/«) ; H M as in

cabhor^f. Care must be taken not to interpolate a vowel before

the aspirate. Indeed it is most important to acquire the habit

of pronouncing the aspirated consonants distinctly. Da and

dhd, prishta and prishtha, siamba and stambha, kara and khara

have very different meanings, and arc pronounced very differently.

Few Englishmen pay sufficient attention to this, although the

correct sound is easily attainable. The simple rule is to breathe

hard while uttering the aspirated consonaut, and then an aspirated

sound will come out with the consonant before the succeeding

vowel.

a. With regard to aspiration we may note that according to Pan. 1. 1, 9, the

letters are all either slightly aspirated (a/pa-prdna) or more strongly aspirated

(mahd-prdna). To the former belong vowels, semivowels, nasals, and k, g, r5, j, t,

d, t, d, p, b, which are supposed to require a slight breathing in uttering them

when they are initial. The mahd-prdna letters are kh, gh, th, jh, th, dh, th, dh, ph,

bh, s, sh, s, h, Anusvara, Visarga, Jihvamuliya, and Upadhmaniya.

15. ^ w-, *T n, ro n, ^ n, ?? m. Each of the five classes of

consonants in Sanskrit has its own nasal sound, represented by a

separate nasal letter. In English and most other languages the

same fivefold division of nasal sounds might be made, though we

have only one nasal letter to express the guttural, palatal, cerebral,

and dental nasal sounds. The truth is, that in all languages the

nasal letters take their sound from the organ employed in uttering

the consonant that follows them. Thus in English it will be found

that guttural, palatal, cerebral, dental, and labial nasals are followed

by consonants of the same classes, as in ink, sing, inch^nnder
^
plinth

,
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imp. If such words existed in Sanskrit, the distinction of nasal

sounds would be represented by distinct letters; thus, ^m, fww
f

^, ^H!J^, ftw, sp*T. Compare 6.

a. It should be observed, however, that the guttural nasal 7 n, which is rarely-

found by itself at the end of a word in Sanskrit, never fit the beginning, probably

has, when standing alone, the sound of ng in sing, where the sound of g is almost

imperceptible. So that the English sing might be written ftlT. The palatal *T h

is only found in conjunction with palatal consonants, as in ^w<f, ^ nj, 3 6n, and

^jn. This last may be pronounced like wy, or like gn in the French campagne.

In Bengal, however, it always has the sound of gy : thus T^sH is pronounced rdgyd.

The cerebral nasal T^ n is generally the result of a preceding cerebral letter, as

explained at 58. It is found in conjunction with cerebral consonants, but is not

found at the beginning of pure Sanskrit words (except when used artificially as a

substitute for roots beginning with ^n). It is pronounced, as the other cerebrals,

by turning the tip of the tongue rather upwards. The dental and labial nasals

*( n and ^ m are pronounced with the same organs as the class of letters to

which they belong. See 21.

16. T^y
9 ^ r, c^ /, ^ v are pronounced as in English. Their

relationship to and interchangeableness with [samprasdrana) the

vowels i
y

ri, Iri, m, respectively, should never be forgotten. See

22. a.

When ^ v is the last member of a conjunct consonant it is

pronounced like v>
}
as ?nx is pronounced dwdra ; but not after r, as

jff% sarva. To prevent confusion, however, ^ will in all cases be

represented by v, thus £TC dvdra. See Preface to Sanskrit-English

Dictionary, p. xix.

a. The character <g I is peculiar to the Veda. It appears to be a mixture of

7^ I and ^ r, representing a liquid sound formed like the cerebrals by turning

the tip of the tongue upwards; and it is often in the Veda a substitute for the

cerebral ^ d when between two vowels, as 35£ fh is for <^ dh.

b. The semivowels r and I are frequently interchanged, r being an old form of /.

Cf. roots rabh, rip, with the later forms labh, lip. (See examples at 25.) •

17. SF §
9

T^sh, ^ s, ^ h. Of these, ji[6 is a palatal sibilant,

and is pronounced like sh or like s in sure ; (compounded with r it

is sounded more like s in sun, but the pronunciation of s varies in

different provinces and different words.) ^ sh is a cerebral, rather

softer than our sh. That its pronunciation is hardly to be dis-

tinguished from that of the palatal is proved by the number of

words written indiscriminately with $T or ^; as, ^1 or ^Rta. This w
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is often corrupted into ^ in conversation, and ^M k often P>

nounced like f 6k The dental ^ s is pronounced as the cowmc

English s. Different sibilants, of course, exist m English, thoug,

represented by one character, as in the words sure, session, pressure,

stick, sun.

| h is pronounced as in English, and is guttural.

CLASSIFICATION OF LETTERS.

1 8. In the arrangement of the alphabet at page t, all the con-

sonants, excepting the semivowels, sibilants, and h, were distributed

under the five heads of gutturals (leanthya), palatals (tdlavya), cere-

brals (murdhanya), dentals (dantya), and labials (oshthya). We are

now to show that all the forty-seven letters, vowels, semivowels,

and consonants, may be referred to one or other of these five grand

classes, according to the organ principally concerned in their pro-

nunciation, whether the throat, the palate, the upper part of the

palate, the teeth, or the lips *.

0. We have also to show that all the letters may be regarded

according to another principle of division, and may be all arranged

under the head of cither hard or soft, according as the effort

of utterance is attended with expansion (vivdra), or contraction

(samvdra), of the throat.

* a. According to some native grammars the classes (varga) of consonants are

distinguished thus : ka-varga the class of guttural letters beginning with k, in-

cluding the nasal, 6a-varga the palatals, ta-varga the cerebrals, ta-vnrga the

dentals, pa-varga the labials, ya-varga the semivowels, sa-varga the sibilants and

the aspirate h.

b. In the S'lva-siitras of Panini the letters are arranged in fourteen groups

:

thus, a i u n—p hi k—e on— ai au 6—h y v r t—I n—n mnnn m—jh bh n—gh

dh dh sh—j b g d d 6—kh ph thftth 6tt v—k p y—s sh s r—h I. By taking the

first letter of any series and joining it to the last of any other series various classes

of letters are designated; thus al is the technical name for the whole alphabet;

hal for all the consonants ; a6 the vowels ; ak all the simple vowels ; an the vowels

a, i, u, short or long ; e6 the diphthongs ; yan the semivowels
; jai the soft con-

sonants g y j, 4, d, b J jhas the same with their aspirates ; jhash the soft aspirates

alone ; yar all the consonants except h ; jhal all the consonants except the nasals

and semivowels; jhar all the consonants except the aspirate, nasals, and semi-

vowels.
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b. The following tables exhibit this twofold classification, the com-

prehension of which is of the utmost importance to the study of

Sanskrit grammar.

/ Gutturals Nra^nd Iw&a ^kha I nga vgha l&rta 1%/ia

Palatals l^z $ / jt e £ at \^6a -Qthal ifja mjha l*?m vyaly
Cerebrals ^ ri ^ri \z fa z (ha \zda ? dha

\ w na \ x ra \nsha

Dentals «$ Iri *| hi \nta n tha I % da v dha

Labials Nrw ^u ^towaulqpa t&phal'qba H bha

r(na let la

mna\^ va

fl sa

The first two consonants in each of the above five classes and the

sibilants, including Visarga, are hard ; all the other letters, including

Anusvara, are soft, as in the following table

:

HARD OR SURD LETTERS.

*T#a* ^kha*

^ta* "Sf^a* 3T &a

?/<** z(ha* "%sha

Uta* Vtha* msa

^joa* Xftpha*
i

SOFT OR SONANT LETTERS.

^T a ^rr d Jiga* Ttgha*

%i %i Tie irai *ja* Vijha*

*$ri ^ri ?</a* <sdha*

Tftlri t^M %da* vdha*

7« "5 w ^ft o ^au qba* hM«*

Tfttf \ha

^iia $ya

T$na Xra

^na "ft la

f{ma qva

Note— Hindu grammarians begin with the letters pronounced by the organ

furthest from the mouth, and so take the other organs in order, ending with the

lips. This as a technical arrangement is perhaps the best, but the order of creation

would be that of the Hebrew alphabet ; 1st, the labials ; 2nd, the gutturals ; 3rd, the

dentals.

c. Observe, that although £ e, 5* ai
y
are more conveniently con-

nected with the palatal class, and ^ft 0, *ft au, with the labial, these

letters are really diphthongal, being made up of a -f i, d + i, a + u,

a + u, respectively. Their first element is therefore guttural.

(In the Pratisakhyas the diphthongs e, ai, 0, au are called

Sandhy-akshara.

)

d. Note also, that it is most important to observe which hard

letters have kindred soft letters, and vice versa. The kindred hard

and soft are those in the same line marked with a star in the above

table ; thus g, gh> are the corresponding soft letters to k, kh

;

j, jh, to <*, Mi, and so with the others.
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In order that the foregoing classification may be clearly under-

stood, it is necessary to note the proper meaning of the term

vowel and consonant, and to define the relationship which the

nasals, semivowels, and sibilants, bear to the other letters.

19. A vowel is defined to be a sound (wara) or vocal emission

of breath from the lungs, modified or modulated by the play of one

or other of five organs, viz. the throat, the palate, the tongue, the

teeth, or the lips, but not interrupted or stopped by the actual

contact of any of these organs.

a. Hence ^? a, ^ i
)
3 w, ^ n, *j lri, with their respective long

forms, are simple vowels, belonging to the guttural, palatal, labial,

cerebral, and dental classes respectively, according to the organ

principally concerned in their modulation. But 1* e and ^ ai are

half guttural, half palatal ; ^ and ^ft au half guttural, half labial.

See 18. c.

b. The vowels arc, of course, held to be soft letters.

20. A consonant is not the modulation, but the actual stoppage,

of the vocal stream of breath by the contact of one or other of the

five organs, and cannot be enunciated without a vowel. Hence

the consonants from k to in in the table on p. 1 are often designated

by the term sparsa or sprishta, 'resulting from contact;* while the

semivowels y, r, I, v are called ishat-sprishfa, ' resulting from slight

contact/ By native grammarians they are sometimes said to be

avidyamdna-vat, ' as if they did not exist/ because they have no

svara (sound or accent). Another name for consonant is vyanjana,

probably so called as * distinguishing' sound.

a. Ail the consonants, therefore, are arranged under the five heads

of gutturals, palatals, cerebrals, dentals, and labials, according to the

organ concerned in stopping the vocal sound.

b. Again, the first two consonants in each of the five classes, and

the sibilants, are called hard or surd, i. e. non-sonant (a-ghosha),

because the vocal stream is abruptly and completely interrupted,

and no ghosha or sound allowed to escape ; while all the other

letters are called soft or sonant (ghosha-vat, 'having sound*),

because the vocal sound is less suddenly and completely arrested,

and they are articulated with a soft sound or low murmur

(ghosha).

c. Observe, that the palatal stop is only a modification of the
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guttural, the point of contact being moved more forward from the
throat towards the palate

*

In the same way the cerebral {murdhanya) stop is a modification
of the dental. See 13.

d. The cerebral letters have probably been introduced into
Sanskrit through pre-existing dialects, such as the Dravidian, with
which it came in contact (see 24). As these letters are pronounced
chiefly with the help of the tongue, they are sometimes appro-
priately called Unguals.

21. A nasal or narisonant letter is a soft letter, in the utterance
of which the vocal stream of breath incompletely arrested, as in all

soft letters, is forced through the nose instead of the lips. As the
soft letters arc of five kinds, according to the organ which interrupts

the vocal breathing, so the nasal letters are five, viz. guttural, palatal,

cerebral, dental, and labial. See 15.

22. The semivowels y, r, /, v (called mem antahstha or antah-
sthd because they stand between the other consonants and the

sibilants) are formed by a vocal breathing, which is only half

interrupted, the several organs being only slightly touched (tshat-

sprishta) by the tongue. They are, therefore, soft or sonant

consonants, approaching nearly to the character of vowels in

fact, half vowels, half consonants. See 16.

a. Each class of soft letters (excepting the guttural) has its own
kindred semivowel to which it is nearly related. Thus the palatal

soft letters $ i, $ i
9 * e, * ai, i^j, have ^ y for their kindred semi-

vowel. Similarly ^ r is the kindred semivowel of the cerebral soft

letters ^ n, ^ n', and 3 d; so also <^ I of the dentals m Iri, •% In,

and ^ d-\\ and ^v of "5 «, "31 w, *ft 0, ^ au, and * 6.

b. The guttural soft letters have no kindred semivowel in Sanskrit,

unless the aspirate ^ h be so regarded.

* The relationship of the palatal to the guttural letters is proved by their fre-

quent interchangeableness in Sanskrit and in other languages. See 24, 25, and 176,

and compare church with kirk, Sanskrit 6atvdr with Latin quatuor, Sanskrit 6a with

Latin que and Greek Kai, Sanskrit jdnu with English knee, Greek yovv, Latin genu.

Some German scholars represent the palatals ^and
1J

by k' and y.

t That
«J lis a dental, and kindred to ^ d, is proved by its interchangeableness

with d in cognate languages. Thus lacrima, iaKpvfxa. Compare also ?(fa^with
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23 » The sibilants or hissing sounds (called 3TO?( ushman by native

grammarians) are hard letters, which, nevertheless, strictly speaking,

have in some measure the character of vowels. The organs of

speech in uttering them, although not closed, are more contracted

and less opened (ishad-vivrita) than in vowels, and the vocal stream

of breath in passing through the teeth experiences a friction which

causes sibilation.

a. The aspirate f k, although a soft letter, is also called an ushman,

b. The palatal, cerebral, and dental classes of letters have each their own sibilant

(viz. ^, ^, ^, respectively, see 17). The Ardha-visarga, called JihmmuUya (X=%),

was once the guttural sibilation, and that called Upadhmdniya (^=</») the labial sibila-

tion (see 8. a) ; but these two latter, though called ushman, have now gone out of use.

Visarga (I) is also sometimes, though less correctly, called an ushman. The exact

labial sibilation denoted by/, and the soft sibilation z are unknown in Sanskrit.

24. That some of the consonants did not exist in the original Sanskrit alphabet,

but have been added at later periods, will be made clear by a reference to the ex-

amples below, exhibiting the interchange of letters in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin.

The palatals 6, 6h
y j, jh, n were probably developed out of the corresponding

gutturals ; the cerebrals t, th, d, dh, n are thought to be of Dravidian origin

;

the guttural nasal n is evidently for an original n or m before a guttural letter;

I is supposed to be a more modern form of rj s belongs to the palatal class, and

is generally for an original k; sh is for an original s, cf. root ush, 'to burn,' with

Lat. us-tu-s, from ur-o; h is for an original gh> sometimes for dh, and occasionally

for bh (e. g. root grah, 'to seize,' for the Vedic grabh).

Of the vowels probably only a, i, u were original ; ri is not original, and seems

to have been a weakened pronunciation of the syllable ar, and at a later period

Iri of al. In Prakrit ft is represented by either i or u. The diphthongs are of

course formed by the union of simple vowels (see 29).

INTERCHANGE OF LETTERS IN SANSKRIT, GREEK, AND LATIN.

25. The following is a list of examples exhibiting some of the commonest inter-

changes of letters in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin.

Sanskrit a = Greek «, £, 0, = Latin a, e, 0, i, u; e.g. Sk. a/ra-s, 'a plain,'

Gr. aypo-s, L. &ger; Sk. jm-sls, 'race,' Gr. yev-of, L. gm-us; Sk. jawas-as,

gen. c, Gr.
/
yeve(<7)-os', ytvovs, L. gener-isj Sk. naua-s, 'new/ Gr. Vfo-i",

L. novu-s; Sk. apas-as, of work/ L. oper-is.

Sanskrit d= Gr. a, y, w>= L. a, £ dj e. g. Sk. mi4fi (stem mdtar-), ' a mother/

Gr. pyTyp (stem /a^t€/3-)
?
Dor. fiaTyp, Lat. miter; Sk. jni-ta-s, ' known/ Gr.

yvw-TQ-£t L. (g)n6'tu-s; Sk. simi-, 'half/ Gr. ijjou-, L. stmi-.

Sanskrit i= Gr. /,= L. i, e; e.g. Sk. saroi-, 'half/ Gr. yfM-9 L. semi-.

Sanskrit {=. Gr. /, = L. (1 e. g. Sk./w-a-s, 'living/ Gr. $<o-$", L. viv-u-$.

Sanskrit u = Gr. v, = L. w, 0; e. g. Sk. «ru-s, ' broad/ Gr. €vpv-$ ; Sk. jdnu,

* knee/ Gr. yovv, L. genu.
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Sanskpt te= Gr. v, = L. «; e. g. Sk. mush, mush-a-s, &c, 'a mouse/ Gr. five,

L. mus.

Sanskrit ri, i. e. ar= Gr. p with a short vowel, = L. r with a short vowel ; e. g.

Sk. mrUa-s, ' dead,' Gr. /3po-TO-$ (for ppo-ro-s or pop-ros), L. mor-tuu-sj Sk.

m<ftrio%as, 'from mothers,' L. matr'xbusj Sk. mdtnshu, 'in mothers,' Gr. [XVjTpdai.

Sanskrit ri'= Gr. /J with a vowel, = L. r with a vowel; e. g. Sk. aV/rin, ace. pi.

of ddtri, 'a giver,' Gr. Jo-T^-a?, L. da-tor~es; Sk. mifcri*, L. mafres.

Sanskrit e= Gr. ai, ci, o/, = L. fl *, £ oi, o>, ce, i, 7/; e.g. Sk. re^-a-$, 'an

abode/ Gr. (F)gik6-s
9 L. mcm-s; Sk. e-rot, 'I go,' Gr. €?-/*/ ; Sk. cua-s, Agoing,'

'a course/ Gr. a/-»v, L. gecM-w.

Sansknt a* = Gr. a,
jj,

a?, = L. <e in certain inflexions; e.g. Sk. rf«?yai, 'to a

goddess,' Gr. 0ea, L. rfeae.

Sanskrit = Gr. at/, ev, 01/,= L. am, 0, «; e. g. Sk. gola-s, ' a ball,' Gr. yav\o-$ ;

Sk. q/as, 'power,' L. au^eo.

Sanskrit aM=Gr. av, *jv,=:L. a«; e.g. Sk. nau-s, 'a ship,' Gr. vavs, vyv?,

L. nam, wauta, 'a sailor.'

Sansknt k, kh, 6, 4, = Gr. tf, = L. c, r/; e. g. Sk. kravis, kravya-m, 'raw flesh/

Gr. Kpta$
9 Kpuov, L. crw-or, coro; Sk. kha/a-s, 'a granary,' sdlri, 'a hall/ Gr.

K«A*a, L. ceWa; Sk. da, 'and/ Gr. /cot/, L. -qwe.

Sanskrit $r, j, = Gr. y (/3), = L. g (h); c. g. Sk. yug-a-m,

'

a yoke/ Gr. £17-0- v,

L.JMg-M-m; Sk. jefow, ' knee/ Gr. yovu, L. g^M; Sk. ajra-.v, 'a plain/ Gr. dypo-$,

L. ager; Sk. gaw-s, 'a cow/ Gr. jSou-f, L. bo*; Sk. gurus, 'heavy/ Gr. fiapv-f,

L. grav-i-s.

Sanskrit gh= Gr. %, = L. a; e.g. Sk. rt. stigh, 'to ascend/ Gr CTe/^-w,

<JTtX "^ L. ve-stig-ium; Sk. Zaghw-s, 'light/ Gr. iXayy-g.

Sanskrit <tt = Gr. ff tf, = L. sc; e. g. Sk. 6hdyd, * shade/ Gr. <JKtd ; Sk. rt. <^hir/,

'to cleave/ Gr. (?Xi%-w9 0"%^->?, L. scind-o.

Sanskrit t(th) = Gr. t, = L. *; e. g. Sk. trayas, ' three/ Gr. Tpe/V, L. tm.

Sanskrit d=z Gr. 0,— h. dj e.g. Sk. dam-a-s, 'a house/ Gr. ^Ofxo-g, L. domu-s.

Sanskrit dh= Gr. 0,= L. initial/, non-initial d, h; e. g. Sk. rfa-dha'-mt, 'I place,

Gr. Ti-Qy-pt; Sk. dhw-ma-s, 'smoke/ Gr. 0u-/ao-£, L. hi-mu-s; Sk. w'dh-ar,

'udder/ Gr. ov0ap, L. uber; Sk. awdh-as, ' food/ &c, Gr. av0-o?, L. ad-or.

Sanskrit /? (ph) = Gr. ?r ($), = L. ^ (/); e. g. Sk. pftrt, Gr. irar^, L. \wter;

Sk. phwWa-ro, ' a flower/ Gr. (pvXko-v, L. foliu-m.

Sanskrit b = Gr. # (*),= L. 6 (/); e.g. Sk. rt. lamb, ' to hang down/ L. fab-i;

Sk. budh-na-s, 'ground/ Gr. Trt/fl-^v, L. fundus ; Sk. bwrfA, 'to know/ Gr.

TtvvQa.vop.ai (nvQ-).

Sanskrit bh = Gr. (£, = L. initial /, non-initial 6; e. g. Sk. rt. bhn, bhor-o'-ww,

I bear/ Gr. (p€p-v, L. fer-o; Sk. nabh-as, 'vapour/ 'a cloud/ Gr. V€(j)-o$
9

L. nub-e-s.

Sanskpt n, n, = Gr. 7 before gutturals, = L. w; e.g. Sk. an.*a-5, a hook/

Gr. ayK-uv, oyt<-o-f, h. anc-u-s, unc-u-s; Sk. paMan, 'five/ Gr. 9T€VTe, L.

quinque.

D 2
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Sanskrit n, n, = Gr. i>, = L. n; e. g. Sk. nava~s, new,' Gr. veo-f , L. no»«-s.

Sanskrit wi= Gr. ^,= L. m ; e. g. Sk. md-tri, 'a mother,' Gr. fty-Typ, L. ma-ter.

Sanskrit y = Gr. , f, = L. j; e.g. Sk. yakjit, 'liver,' Gr. ^Trap, L. jecar;

Sk. yug-a-m, Gr. £t/y-o-v, L. jw^-M-m.

Sanskrit r=Gr. p, A,= L. r, /; e.g. Sk. rdjan, 'king,' L. rex (stem reg-); Sk.

sara-s, 'whey/ Gr. opo-i> L. seru-mj Sk. rudh-i-ra-s,

*

blood-red/ Gr. epvS-pog,

L. rwier, rw/«s; Sk. rt. &«, smvas, iru-ta-s, Gr. Kfo-og, k\v-to-$, L. in-cty-ftt-s.

Sanskrit Z= Gr. AJ== L. /; e. g. Sk. rt. 1m, \u-nd-mi, 'I cut,' Gr. Af-a>, L. re-lw-o,

so-k-o (for se-\u-o); Sk. HA (=nA), 'to lick,' Gr. Au%-cu, A;%-vg-s, L. \ing-o
t

\ig-uri-o.

Sanskrit v = Gr. F {v)
y or disappears, = L. v (u) ; e. g. Sk. nava-s, new/ Gr.

v(Fo-$, i.e. veo-f, L. novu-s; Sk. xish-a~s, 'poison,' Gr. i-o-g, L. virus ; Sk. dvi,

'two,' Gr. Qvo, L. duo.

Sanskrit s (for an original k)= Gr. tf, = L. c, q; e. g. Sk. dakan, ' ten,' Gr. Getf«,

L. decern j Sk. asva-s, a horse,' Gr. nnrQ-$, ikkq-$> L. eqww-s; Sk. sva, a dog,'

Gr. Kv-tov, L. can-is.

Sanskrit s, sh, = Gr. 0", , disappears between two vowels, = L. s, changes to r

between two vowels; e. g. Sk. asti, 'he is,' Gr. ear*, L. est; Sk. janas-as, 'of a

race,' Gr. •y€i>e(0')-©s
,

J
ytvoi^, L. gener-isj Sk. vtsh-a£f 'poison,' Gr. /-0£,

L. vir-us; Sk. sha/, 'six,' Gr. €£, L. sex.

Sanskrit h (for an original gh, sometimes for dh, and occasionally for bh) = Gr.

%, ac (sometimes #),= L. h, c, </; e. g. Sk. hi-ma-s, 'winter,' Gr. X^-M, L. hiems;

Sk. hrid-aya-m, 'the heart,' Gr. Kapo-ta, L. cor (stem cord-); Sk. ha» for gh<m

and dhfln (in ja-ghdn-a, 'he killed;' «i-dh«tf-ff, 'death'), Gr. $av-ctT0$ ; Sk. hita

for dhita, ' placed ' (fr. dhd, Gr. ^), Gr. 6eT0$.

THE INDIAN METHOD OP WRITING.

0,6. According to Hindu grammarians every syllable ought to

end in a vowel *, except at the end of a clause or sentence, and

every final consonant ought to be attracted to the beginning of

the next syllable ; so that where a word ends in a consonant, that

consonant ought to be pronounced with the initial letter of the

next word. Hence in some Sanskrit MSS. all the syllables are

separated by slight spaces, and in others all the words are joined

together without any separation. Thus the two words WWt* TTOT

dsid raja would in some books be written \R *ft "$T «!T and in others

^Hflg lW . There seems little reason for considering the mere spaces

left between the words of a sentence to be incompatible with the

* Unless it end in Anusvara or Visarga It, which in theory are the only conso-

nantal sounds allowed to close a syllable until the end of a sentence.
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operation of euphonic laws. Therefore in some Sanskrit books

printed in Roman type every uncompounded word capable of separa-

tion is separated, e. g. pitur dhanam ddatte ; which is even printed

in Deva-nagari letters (by those scholars who allow an extension of

the use of the mark called Virama) thus, fxjj}^ y^ W^$, for

The following words and passages in the Sanskrit and English

character, are given that the Student, before proceeding further in

the Grammar, may exercise himself in reading the letters and in

transliteration. . r

To be turned into English letters.

w%, snr, $ps?i wn, 3tr> ??*> 3^* f^ t*>

^3, ^, ^, ^T!!, 1f[H, Try) ^1$, ^[fj, f^jf^

<piR> ^Sf, f^fR, WJ, % <jp, TOR, fi^, *TTf>

^w, ^u, n, ^, ^, ^rcro, ^, ftm, fas,

^ sffaT, ^> ^Nrr^ 35, !ft, €N> fi^ WTO:,

\h:, 5=r:, 3for, ^T, Mf«M^, tj^, ijfr:, tjt*-

^3iT> ^n» ^^> ^f^[' oft?> ^TO : > %J^» srfy

To be turned into Sanskrit letters.

Ada, asa, ali, ddi, dkhu, dgas, iti, ikili, ihd, uddra, upanishad,

uparodha, uru
y
usha, rishi, eka, kakud, kafu, koshah, gaura, ghata,

6aitya, 6et> 6halam, jetri, jhiri, fagara, damara, §hdla, nama
9

tatas, tathd, trina, tushdra, deha, daitya, dhavala, nam, nayanam,

niddnam, pitri, bhauma, hheshajam, marus, mahat, yuga^ rush, rutfhis,

lauha, vivekas, Mam, shodasan, sukhin, hridaya, tatra, adya, buddhi,

arka
y

kratu, ansa, anka, anga, anSala, afijana, kantha, arufa, anta
3

manda, sampdrna.

3V! 'X. 2 \
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The following story has the Sanskrit and English letters

interlined.

wfa ffwHiijl fwtft tt* ^ms i era vir
asti hastindpure vildso noma rajakalj, tasyagarda-

#/jo 'tibhdravdhandd durbalo mumurshur abhavat tatas tena

rajakendsau vydghraiarmand pratthddydranyasamipe fasyakshetre

iftfac?: I Heft ^Gf^ ^Rcft^I ^IVI^I %re-
molitah v ta£o rfitrarf avalokya vydghrabuddhyd kshetrapa-

in: s*t topi* i ir %*ift w^^n wr
tayah satvaram paldyante atha kendpi sasyarakshakena dhusara-

kambalakritatanutrdnena dhanuhkdndam sajjikritydvanatakdyena

^rp?t fam* i «nr« w ^ ^: sip lr^*T: 9"""**

ekdnte sthiiam tatas tarn la dure drishfvd gardabhab pushjdngo

gardabhiyamiti matvd fabdam kurvdnas tadabhimukham dhdvitafy

ta/as feraa Sasyarakshakena gardabho 'yamiti jhdtvd lilayaiva

The following story is to be turned into Sanskrit letters.

Asti kriparvatamadhye brahmapurdkhyam nagaram, Tatra kaila-

tikhare ghanfdkarno ndma rdkshasah prativasatiti janapravddah Sru-

yate. Ekadd ghanfdm dddya paldyamdnah kaUi6 tauro vydghrena

vydpdditab. Tatpdnipatitd ghanfd vdnaraih prdptd. Te vdnards tdm

ghanfdm anukshanam vddayantu Tato nagarajamir manushyafy khd-

dito drishfab pratikshanam ghan\drdvatta bruyate. Anantaram

ghantdkarnah kupito manushydn khddati ghanfdm 6a vddayatityu-
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ktvdjandfy sarve nagardt paldyitdfy. Tatah kardlayd ndma kuttinyd

vimrisya markafd ghantdm vddayanti svayam vijndya rdjd vijndpitah.

Deva yadi kiyaddhanopakshayah kriyate taddham enam ghantdkarnam

sddhaydmi. Tato rdjnd tushtena tasyai dhanam dattam. Ku((inyd

6a mandalam kritvd tatra ganeSddigauravam darSayitvd svayam

vdnarapriyaphaldnydddya vanam pravikya phaldnydkirndni. Tato

ghantdm parityajya vdnardh phaldsaktd babhuvuh,. Kutfini 6a

ghantdm grihitvd nagaram dgatd sakalalokapujydbhavat.

CHAPTER II.

SANDHI OR EUPHONIC COMBINATION OF LETTERS.

We are accustomed in Greek and Latin to certain euphonic

changes of letters. Thus for the perfect passive participle of reg-o

(stem reg-) we have (not reg-tu-s but) rec-tu-s, the soft g being changed

to the hard c before the hard t (cf. rex for reg-s). In many words

a final consonant assimilates with an initial; thus trvv with yvcojuitj

becomes avyyi/cofAJj ; eV with Aa/U7ra>, eXXa/xxw. Suppressus is

written for subpressus ; appellatus for adpellatus ; immensus for

inmensus ; affinitas for adfinitas ; offero for obfero, but in perfect

obtuli; colloquium for conloquium; irrogo for inrogo. In English,

assimilations of the same kind take place in pronunciation, though

they are not always recognized in writing; thus cupboard is pro-

nounced as if written cub-board, and blackguard as if written blag-

guard. These laws for the euphonic junction of letters are applied

throughout the whole range of Sanskrit grammar; and that, too,

not only in the interior of words when a stem is united with its

terminations and suffixes, but in combining words in the same

sentence. Thus, if the sentence
iEara avis in terris' were Sanskrit,

it would require, by the laws of Sandhi or combination, to be written

Bardvirinsterrih. The learner is recommended, after learning the

most common rules of combination, printed in large type, to pass

at once to the declension of nouns and conjugation of verbs.
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There are two classes of rules of Sandhi, viz. i. Those affecting

the junction of final and initial letters of completely formed words

in sentences as well as of the stems of words in compounds

;

2. Those which take effect in the process offorming words by the

junction of roots and of stems, whether nominal or verbal, with suffixes

and terminations (see 74. a). As the rules which apply to one class

are generally applicable to the other, it will be convenient to consider

them together ; but some of the rules which come into operation in

the formation of verbs, are reserved till they are wanted (see 294).

Sect. I.—EUPHONIC PERMUTATION AND COMBINATION

OF VOWELS.

27. The changes of vowels called Guna and Vriddhi should at once

be impressed on the memory. When the vowels ^ i and § i become

£ <?, this is called a Guna change, or qualification [guna meaning

* quality *). When i and i become $ ai, this is called a Vriddhi

change, or iricrease. Similarly, 7 u and ^s u are often changed to

their Guna wt 0, and Vriddhi ^ au; ^ ri and ^ ri to their Guna

^ ar, and Vriddhi tor dr; and ^? a, though it can have no corres-

ponding Guna change, has a Vriddhi substitute in ^rr d.

a. Native grammarians consider that a is already a Guna letter, and on that

account can have no Guna substitute. Indeed they regard a, e, as the only

Guna sounds, and a, ai, au as the only Vriddhi ; a and a being the real Guna and

Vriddhi representatives of the vowels ^ and oj. It is required, however, that r

should always be connected with a and a when these vowels are substituted for ri;

and /, when they are substituted for Iri.

b. Observe—It will be convenient in describing the change of a vowel to its

Guna or Vriddhi substitute, to speak of that vowel as gunated or vriddhied.

28. In the formation of stems, whether nominal or verbal, the

vowels of roots cannot be gunated or vriddhied, if they are followed

by double consonants, i. e. if they are long by position ; nor can a

vowel long by nature be so changed, unless it be final. The vowel

^T a is, as we have seen, already a Guna letter. See 27. a,

a. But in secondary derivatives long vowels are sometimes vriddhied : Wirt

sthaula, ' robust/ from ^^ stkula ; ffa graiva, ' belonging to the neck,* from

*f\m grfad; *uH tnaula, 'radical/ from ^c5 miila (see 80. B).

29. The Guna sounds * e, Vt are diphthongal, that is, composed

of two simple vowel sounds. Thus, £ e is made up of a and i

;

*ft of a and u; so that a final *f a will naturally coalesce with an
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initial 3[ i into e; with an initial 7 u into o. (Compare 18. c.) Again,

^ ar may be regarded, as made up of a and ri; so that a final ^ a

will blend with an initial ^r ri into ar.

a. Similarly, the Vriddhi diphthong ^ ai is made up of a and e,

or (which is the same) a and i; and ^ au of a and o, or (which is

the same) a and w. Hence, a final a will naturally blend with an

initial T* e into ai ; and with an initial 5sft o into au. (Compare 18. c;

and see note to table in next page.) The simple vowels in their

diphthongal unions are not very closely combined, so that e, o, ai,

au are liable to be resolved into their constituent simple elements.

b. If ai is composed of d and i, it may be asked, How is it that long d as well

as short a blends with i into e (see 32), and not into ai? In answer to this some

scholars have maintained that a long vowel at the end of a word naturally shortens

itself before an initial vowel (see 38. i), and that the very meaning of Guna is the

prefixing of short a, and the very meaning of Vriddhi, the prefixing of long «, to a

simple vowel. Hence the Guna of i is originally a i, though the two simple vowels

blend afterwards into e. Similarly, the original Guna of u is a u, blending after-

wards into 0; the original Guna of ri is a p, blending into ar.

c. The practice of gunating vowels is not peculiar to Sanskrit. The San-

skrit a answers to the Greek € or (see 25), and Sanskrit Ufa emi, '
I go,'

which in the 1st pers. plural becomes ^^ imas, 'we go,' is originally a i mi,

corresponding to the Greek €i[Xt and ifJLW. Similarly in Greek, the root <pvy

(e-(f>vy-ov) is in the present <}>€vy-(0. Compare also the Sanskrit veda (vaida),

'he knows,' with Greek ol$a; and compare Xe-Xom-a, perfect of Xm, with the

Sanskrit perfect.

30. Again, let it be borne in mind that ti y is the kindred semi-

vowel of i, i, e, and ai; "ST v of u, u, 0, and au; xr of ri and ri;

and c^ I of Iri and IrL So that i, 1, e, ai, at the end of words, when

the next begins with a vowel, may often pass into ?/, y, ay, dy>

respectively; u, u, 0, au, into v
}

v, av, dv; and ri, ri, into r.

[Observe

—

Iri is not found as a final.]

The interchange of vowels with their own semivowels is called

by Sanskrit grammarians samprasdrana.

In English we 'recognize the same interchangeablcness, though

not in the same way; thus we write holy, holier ; easy, easily; and

we use ow for ou in now, cow, &c.

In order to impress the above rules on the mind, the substance

of them is embodied in the following table

:
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Simple vowels, a or d iori Mora ri or ri Iri or Iri

Guna substitute, e
i i

ar
1

al

I

Vriddhi substitute, d

1

ai

I

au
l

dr dl

Simple vowels,

Corresponding semivowel,

iori

y

UOYU

V

ri or ri

r

Iri or Iri

I

Guna, €
1 i

Guna resolved,

1

a + i

i

1

a 4-M
i

With semivowel substitute,

1

ay
I

av

Vriddhi, ai

1

a + e

i

au

1

a + o
i

Vriddhi resolved,

1

a + a + i

1

. *d + i

i

1

a + a + M

1

*a-t-M
i

With semivowel substitute,

1

ay
1

dv

The following rules will now be easily understood. They apply

generally to the junction (i) of separate words in sentences and

compounds
; (2) of roots and stems with suffixes and terminations.

To distinguish the second class of combinations the sign + will be

used in the examples given. The object of most of the rules is to

prevent a hiatus between vowels f.

31, If any simple vowel (short or long) is followed by a similar

simple vowel (short or long), the two vowels blend into one long

similar vowel (Pan. vi. 1, 101) ; e. g.

•T iftfl^ na asti iha becomes «mftf ndstflia, 'he is not here.'

THn ^3 "STPtt rdjd astu uttamah becomes utiugWK rdjdstiittamak, let the

king be supreme.'

irNT 'QRtjivd anta becomes SffaTnTjivdnta, 'end of life.'

wfil $*BT adki tivara becomes ^nfNSTC adhUoara, ' supreme lord/

^fg TWR ritu utsava becomes ^^rtH ritutsava t
'festival of the season.'

fa? rf* pitrifiddhi becomes fflfis pitrfddhi, ' a father's prosperity.'

* Since c=a-J-« and o=a+u, therefore a+e will equal a+a+i or d+i; and

a+o will equal a+a+u or d+ifi.

t In the Vedic hymns hiatus between vowels is not uncommon ; cf. note to 66.
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33. !f«or!n a, followed by the dissimilar vowels $ i, gr % ^r ri

(short or long), blends with i or i into the Guna ^ e; with «ont
into the Guna ^ft 0*; with ri or rl into the Guna *rc ar (Pan. vr.

1, 87); e.g.

*IT*f $^It/?arama {faara becomes HiM^paramefoara, 'mighty lord.'

finr ^H^l hita upadeia becomes ugfliM^i hitopadeia, ' friendly instruction.
,

I^T T%%i gangd udaka becomes *lf$^¥ gangodaka, ' Ganges-water.'

K^^fStava fiddhi becomes tf^ff tavarddhi, 'thy growth.

'

T^T ^fa mahd rishi becomes T^Tm maharshi, ' a great sage.'

Similarly, 1R T^FffR tava Irikdra becomes tm^WKtavalkdra, 'thy letter Iri.'

33. va or wr a, followed by the diphthongs * e, *ft 0, i? as, or

*OT aw, blends with e into the Vriddhi ai ; with ai also into ai ; with

into the Vriddhi au; with au also into aw (Pan. vi. 1, 88); e.g.

tit ^filTT para edhita becomes *ftfViT paraidhita, ' nourished by another.'

("qui V3 vidyd eva becomes falN vidyaiva, ' knowledge indeed.'

^ CTTm deva aisvarya becomes ^3*w5 devaiivarya, ' majesty of deity.*

W^J vil^t^ alpa ojas becomes 'W^ITiT^ alpaujas, '
little energy.'

Ttfffl W9 gangd ogha becomes I^N gangaugha, ' Ganges-current.'

sjt wWjvara aushadha becomes ^<JmIjvaraushadha, 'fever-medicine.'

34. 5 i, * u, ^ ri (short or long), followed by any dissimilar

vowel or diphthong, pass into their kindred semivowels ; viz. i or i

into y ; u or u into v\; ri or ri into r (Pan. vi. 1, 77); e.g.

vtf'H TO^T «^m flsfrvz becomes W^T^f agny-astra, * fire-arms.'

UfiT "^^TT^^ra/* ttflrfcfa becomes Ifig^TtTprafy-twala, ' he spoke in reply.'

?J
^<;i«l)l^ftc iddnim becomes irt^ivjl^fo iddnim, but now.'

*TTJ ^H*^ mdtri dnanda becomes ITTflii^ mdtr-dnanda, ' a mother's joy.'

*n^[ WflJ^T mdtri autsukya becomes *<l<tffrtj«W mdtr-autsukya, 'a mother's

anxiety.'

35. Final * e and ^ft 0, followed by an initial *r a, if it begin

another word, remain unchanged, and the initial *T a is cut off

(Pan. vi. 1. 109); e.g.

n trftj te apt becomes nSPJ te 'pi,
' they indeed ' (see 10).

In ^&fa so flf/?i becomes flfafa so
y

pi, ' he indeed.'

* The blending of a and t into the sound e is recognized in English in such

words as sail, nail, &c; and the blending of a and u into the sound is exemplified

by the French faute, baume, &c.

t Illustrated by some English words; thus we pronounce a word like

million as if written millyonj and wc write evangelist (not euangelist), saying,

playing, &c.

E 2
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a. In compounds the elision of initial a after a stem like go appears to be optional,

e.#. go-imih or go-ahdh, 'oxen and horses ' (ran. vi. i, 122). See 38. e.

b. But go may become gava in certain compounds, as go agram may become gavd-

gram, see 38. e; so go indra becomes gavendra, ' lord of kine,' or gav-indra by 36.

36. But followed by a, i
f

(
}
u, u, ri, ri, e, 0, ai, au, if any one of

these begin another word, final *j e and ^ft are changed to ay and av

respectively; and the y of ay, and more rarely the v of ay, may be

dropped, leaving the a uninfluenced by the following vowel (Pan. vi.

1,78)5 e.g. 4

n ^NTTfTTJ te dgatdh becomes dMlliu! tay dgatdh, and then »T WHITI ta dgatdh,

they have come.'

Similarly, fqtml ^ vishno iha becomes rwr^lfat? vishnav iha, and then fa^!J f^

vishna iha, Vishnu, here
!'

Observe—When go, 'a cow/ becomes #«*? in compounds, v is retained; e. g.

ITT ^IT #0 &Wa becomes 'iqlqK gav-ihara, ' owner of kine.'

Tl ^TO^r/o okas becomes *vi\<*T{gav-okas, 'abode of cattle.*

a. And in the case of s e and ^ft followed by any vowel or

diphthong in the same word, even though the following vowel or

diphthong be a or e or 0, then e must still be changed to ay, and

to av, but both y and v must be retained ; e. g.

»f + ^./e-f a becomes *{Hjaya, the present stem of ji,
' to conquer ' (see 263).

^Hf -f £ agne-\-e becomes \a**\** agnaye, ' to fire ' (dative case).

Hi + tH bho-\-a becomes *T^ bhava, the present stem of bhu (see 263).

37. $ ai and *rt au, followed by any vowel or diphthong,

similar or dissimilar, are changed to dy and dv respectively (Pan,

vi. 1, 78); e.g.

^TC*? Wftl kasmai api becomes WWT^ft kasmdy api, ' to any one whatever.'

Ti + W^rai+as becomes TX^rdyas, 'riches' (nom. plur.).

<^T Vaq^ dadau annum becomes ^TCOT daddv annam, ' he gave food.'

•!? -f Wi nau+au becomes •TT^T ndvau, 'two ships' (nom. du.).

a. If both the words be complete words, the y and v are occasionally

dropped, but not so usually as in the case of e at 36 ; thus 3IWT *lfi( kasmd api

for cfiwiqfs kasmdy api, and ^[T ^T^ rfadrf anwaro for ^TC^dadau annam.

,
PRAGRIHYA EXCEPTIONS.

38. Therq are some exceptions (usually called pragrihya, ' to be

taken or pronounced separately
}

) caused by vowels which must,

under all circumstances, remain unchanged. The most noticeable

are the terminations of duals (whether of nouns, pronouns, or verbs)
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in /, u, or e (Pan. i. i, u). These are not acted on by following

vowels; e.g.

3R«ft *nft kavi etau, 'these two poets;' '^j^'Ti bandhu imau, 'these two rela-

tions;
1

^SHJ^iUin * these two sit down;' XT^fl ^ 'these two cook;'

$T^5 ^TTI* 'we two lie down.'

Ohserve—The same applies to wft ami, nom. pi. masc. of the pronoun ^^.
a. The Vedic asme and yushme are also pragrihya according to Pan. I. I, 13.

b. Prolated vowels (n./) remain unchanged, as WFaa: fBH^^T 'Come,

Knshna, here/ &c. (Pan. vi. t, 125; vm. 2, 82).

c. A vocative case in 0, when followed by the particle iti, may remain unchanged,

as ftrnjn ^fif vishno iti, or may follow 36.

d. Particles, when simple vowels, and wt 0, as the final of an interjection, remain

unchanged, as ^ ^J i indra, ' 6, Indra!' T W$? u umeh, ' O, lord of Uind!'

TO^ ^*5 aho indra, 'Ho, Indra!' (Pan. 1. 1, 14, 15.)

Observe—This applies also to the exclamation ^TT a (but not to the d which

native grammarians call W^ dn, and which is used as a preposition before verbs

and before nouns with the meanings ' to/ ' up to,'
' as far as,' ' until,' a little ')

;

e. g. ^TT V3\ d evam, ' Ah, indeed
!

' (but d udakdt becomes odakdt, ' as far as

water;' a ushna becomes oshna, slightly warm ').

e. Before initial ^? a the ^ft of *ft go, 'a cow,' remains unchanged and

optionally cuts off the a; e.g. it\wrp{go-agram, or ^V^go-'gram, 'a multitude

of cows' (cf. 35. a. b, 36. Obs.).

Other Exceptions.

f. The final a or d of a preposition blends with the initial ^f r» of a root into dr

(not into flr); e. g. IT^ = VJ%
'

to go on;' OT^ =W^ 'to approach;'

H ^ = TTT^ 'to flow forth;' WT ^^= ^T^ 'to obtain' (Pan. vi. 1, 91).

Compare 260. a.

g. The final a of a preposition is generally cut off before verbs beginning with

^cor^ 0; see 783. k. Obs. and 783. p. Obs. (Pan. vi. 1, 89, 94).

Observe—The particle T& when it denotes uncertainty is said to have the same

effect on a preceding final a.

h. The ^1 u which takes the place of the ^T of WT^ in the ace. pi. of suchwords

as HtH lf, 'a steer training for the plough,' requires Vriddhi after a, as HhMj.

». The 3T u of fail| may remain or be changed to \v before a vowel, as fag TO"*

or ftfe^FT^ ' whether said.'

j. According to Stekalya, a, i, m, ri (short or long), final in a word, may option-

ally either remain unchanged (but, if long, must be shortened) before a word

beginning with ^ or follow the usual rule, thusW *&fa: (or even WOT ^fa
f

a Brahman who is a Rishi ') may be either "5W ^fa or pTirffi:, but in no case

can WOT ^fa: be allowed to remain unchanged. Similarly,W ^fil may be

either *T*rf$ or qvj^jfa ' according to the Rishi.'

So in the case of < or u or rf final in a word, followed by dissimilar vowels, thus
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*Wl *<f is either VsRZ or *ft* Wff 'the discus armed here/ But com-

pounded words follow the usual rule, as 1$ *S*= H^f* 'river-water/ Except

before words beginning with ri, as in the example ^*<k1^M: or $*iik^;^:

(Benfey's larger Gram. p. 52), and in ^fa^fifffl ' made prosperous by (the power

of) the sword/ Maha-bh. xvm. 105.

k. The words ^ftg 'a cat' and *sfo 'the lip/ when used in compounds, may

optionally cut off a preceding final a; e. g. ^£c* wtj is ffcrtlj or ^rttjjW
wtF is TO*nfar or ^SPJOT 'the lower lip ;' (see Pan. vi. 1, 94. Yart.) j and fijf ^W*J
may be either ty tilth '4^ or f^Ni^ ' a deity.'

/. So also the sacred syllable wT and the preposition ^1T d may cut off a final a;

e. g. f^ranT ^i TO = fijPTTOT TO *Om ! reverence to Siva ;'
fifT^ sfij (i.e. ^HT with

^) = fi^fi|*OSfiva» come!' ?,%2\0

m. The following words illustrate the same irregularity: ^1 ^T*V becomes

SPIT*?; ^r5r ,SPt| becomes «K%^ 'jujube;' ftlftri ^T becomes cST^rffal

'plough-handle;' (see Gana S'akandhv-adi to Pan. vi, 1, 94.)

n. The following compounds are also irregular (see Pan. vi. 1, 89. Vart.):

vi«jiT$<ut akshauhini, 'a complete army ' (from aksha uhini for vdhini).

XTr? praudha, ' grown up ' (from pra udha).

TJi|f prauha, 'reflection ' (from pra uha).

*st svaira, *gft«^ svairin, ' self-willed ' (from sva ira).

*}^Tn sukhdrta, ' affected by joy ' (from sukha rita).

TOT prdrna, 'principal debt* (from pra rina).

*HM"6 kambaldrna, ' debt of a blanket ' (from kambala rina).

^ERTO vasandrna, * debt of a cloth ' (from vasana pna).

«q<m<ij rindrna, * debt of a debt ' (from rina rina).

Vft praisha, ' an invitation ;' IT*T praishya, ' a servant ' (from pra esha).

The annexed table exhibits the combinations of vowels at one

view. Supposing a word to end in w, and the next word to begin

with au, the student must carry his eye down the first column

(headed * final vowels *) till he comes to m, and then along the top

horizontal line of ' initial vowels/ till he comes to au. At the

junction of the perpendicular column under au and the horizontal

line beginning w, will be the required combination, viz. v au.
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Sect. II.-EUPHONIC COMBINATION OF CONSONANTS.

39. Before proceeding to the combination of consonants, let the

letters be again regarded as divided into two grand classes of Hard

and Soft, as explained at 20. b.

HARD OR SURD.

k kh

6 th *

t th sh h

t th s

p ph

9 gh

d dh

d dh

b bh

SOFT OR SONANT.

a a

i i

ri ri

Iri hi

u u

n h

h y

n r

n I

m V

e ai

au

or

m

40. The stems of nouns and the roots of verbs may end in almost any letter,

and these final letters (whether single or conjunct) are allowed to remain when the

crude words stand alone ; but complete words, when they stand alone or at the

end of a sentence, can only, according to the native system, end in one of nine

consonants (or, including Visarga and the Anusvara substituted for final m, eleven),

viz. ^f k, ^ t, T^t, \p, T n, Jff n, 7[ n, * m, 7^ I, Visarga (J), and Anusvara (m) ;

and even stems of words not ending in one of the above eleven letters are liable to

undergo changes which shall make them so end, before the process of their

euphonic union with other suffixes and other words in sentences is commenced.

Panini (viii. 4, 56), however, seems to allow a word ending in one of the soft

consonants g, d, d, and b, optionally to stand at the end of a sentence or before a

pause ; e. g. ^T^[ or TPT, &c.

41. In this Grammar the soft letters g, (f, d, b, the sibilant ^ s,

and the semivowel T r will be admitted as possible finals of com-

plete words standing alone, as well as of stems preparing for

euphonic combinations ; but the following five preliminary laws

must be enforced under any circumstances, without reference to

the initial letters of succeeding words.

FIVE PRELIMINARY LAWS.

I. A conjunct quiescent consonant (i. e. a conjunct consonant

having no vowel after it) is not generally allowed to remain at the

end of a word,' but must be reduced to a simple one. As a general

rule this is done by dropping every consonant except the first;

thus tarants becomes 6aran
9
civets becomes avet, tikirsh becomes txkir

(see 166. a).
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Observe, however, that "^ k, ^ f, 1^ t, \ p, when preceded by T r, remain

conjunct if both elements of these conjunct letters are either radical or substitutes

for radical letters, e.g. urk, nom. of urj, * strength' (176. h); amdrt, 3rd sing.

Impf. of rt. mrij (Pan. vm. 2, 24). But in abibhar for abibhart, t is rejected as

not being radical (see the table at 583 ; cf. ctwttov for ctiwtovt).

II. An aspirated quiescent consonant is not allowed to remain

final, but is changed to its corresponding unaspirated letter

;

e. g. facTfc*'^ lUralikh becomes 6itralik (see 43) ; ^ 6h
9
however,

usually becomes ^ ( (see under IV. below).

III. The aspirate 7 h is not allowed to remain final, but is usually

changed to z { (thus lih becomes li() ; sometimes to "m k or lit*

(see 182, 305, 306).

IV. Final palatals, as being of the nature of gutturals, are

generally changed to gutturals ; thus ^ 6 is usually changed to

^ k
9
e.g. vdS becomes vdk (see 176); but «j 6h becomes ^ / (see

176); ST/ is changed to i\g (or 0^ k) and sometimes to 7 d (or Z /),

(see 176) f. [Technical grammatical expressions are excepted ; cf.

50. *•]

V. The sibilants sr §
}
v sh

3
if final, arc generally changed into

Z t ; sometimes, however, 5^ § becomes ^ k; and ^ sh either 0^ k or

Visarga (see 181) J.

a. The above changes must hold good before all suffixes and terminations of

nouns and verbs beginning with strong consonants (i. e. all consonants except

nasals and semivowels), and before? Taddhita suffixes beginning with nasals.

b. But before terminations of nouns and verbs beginning with vowels, and

generally before weak consonants (i. e. nasals and semivowels), the finals of roots

and stems remain unchanged (see vd6, 176; va6, 650), even in opposition to the

general rule which requires the softening of a hard letter when a soft letter follows.

GENERAL RULES FOR COMBINATION OF CONSONANTS.

42. If two hard or two soft unaspirated letters come in contact,

there is generally no change ; thus

f*l€M 1(41 31 vidyut prakd4a remains falJriM^t vidyut-prakdfa, * the brilliance

of lightning.'

* So in Arabic 5 h becomes 5 /.

t So in cognate languages ch is often pronounced as k or passes into k. Com-

pare archbishop, archangel, church, kirk, &c. Again, nature is pronounced nachure,

and g in English is often pronounced as j.

X Compare parochial with parish, and nation pronounced nashun.
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^Rpf f<i<M« kumud vikdsa remains ^•jPs^iH kumud-vikdsa, ' the blossoming of

the lotus.'

^T^ Wtfarfir drisad adhogati remains ^Jl^tftJlfri drifad-adhogati, 'the descent

of the rock.'

fasp^-f
?J

vidyut+su remains fairaj vidyutsu, ' in lightnings ' (loc. case plur.).

43. If any hard letter (except a sibilant, see 64-66) ends a word

when any soft initial letter follows, the hard (unless affected by

some special rule) is changed to its own soft, which must always be

in the unaspiratcd form by 41. II. (but see d. below) ; thus

^Kr^TT sarit raya becomes fl(V$«i sarid-raya, ' the current of a river.'

faftfcS^T fofcfiT ditralik (for titralikh, 41. If.) likhita becomes fa^fefijfenr

titralig-likhita, * painted by a painter.'

WT^r^ft vdk (for vd6, 41. IV.) devi becomes "«fT*^'<f1 vag-devi, 'the goddess of

eloquence;' similarly, "^1^ ^[J vdk tea becomes ^TJft^T vdg-ih, 'the lord

of speech.'

f^T *?^r vit (for vish, 41. V.) bhava becomes fa?*TeT vid-bhava, 'generated by

filth.'

a. An option is allowed before nasals, as follows : When two

words come together, the initial of the second word being a nasal,

then the final of the first word is usually (though not necessarily)

changed to the nasal of its own class (see Pan. vni, 4, 45) ; thus

fl^nG^T tat netram becomes IRffl^tan netram (or tad netram), 'that eye.'

^m 1J3FT ap mulam becomes WJcFJ am mulam (or ab mulam), ' water and

roots.'

*TO^lJ^san7 mukha becomes *H<*j*S sarin-mukha (or ^ft^JlsT sarid-mukha),

'the source of a stream.'

b. Before maya and mdtra, the nasalization is not optional but

compulsory; thus

f*nf TO tit maya becomes P«i*h*< tin-maya, ' formed of intellect.'

TT^ "HC vdk (for vd6, 41. IV.) maya becomes ^TT^pf vdn-maya, 'full of words.'

T%Z TT vit (for vish, 41. V.) maya becomes f«w*iH vin-maya, ' full of filth.'

ITr^ Hi^« tat mdtram becomes TTTTqJH tan-mdtram, merely that,' ' an element.'

c. In the case of roots followed by Krit suffixes there is not usually any change j

e. g. sjtf + T«^ ihad-\-man becomes «t«*^ dhadman, disguise.'

d. It will be seen from 41. V. a. b. that the general rule 43 applies

to case-endings of nouns beginning with consonants, but not to

case-endings beginning with vowels. In the latter case, the final

consonant attracts the initial vowel, so as to form with it a separate
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syllable; thus vdk+ bhis becomes vdg-bhis
9 'by words ;' but in vd6

+ a, 6 attracts d, thus vd-td, * by a speech * (not vdj-d) : sarit -f bhis

= sarid-bhis, ' by rivers ; ' but in s*m/ + d
y

t attracts d, thus sari-td,

'by a river ' (not sarid-d). So also samidh + d becomes sami-dhd
y

' by fuel * (not samid-d).

e. Similarly, in the case of verbal terminations beginning with

vowels or with m, v, ?j, attached to roots ending in hard letters (see

pat, 597. c ; kship, 635 ; vat, 650), rule 43 does not apply.

/. *ra six' (becoming TO by 41. V.), when followed by the augment n before the

case-ending TOT* dm, becomes ^UUt^ shan-n-dm, because the final ^ becomes ^
and cerebralizes also the inserted n coming in contact with it. Similarly, "R^ *nfn

becomes TO^frT shan-navati, 'ninety-six,' and ^ «T*T*b becomes "H^PT^: shan

nagaryah, 'six cities.' Compare 58.6.

44. If a soft letter ends a word or stem, when any hard initial

letter follows, the soft is changed to its own hard, vihich must

always be in the unaspiratcd form by 41. II; thus

<§*%% + *J
kwnud+su becomes ^ftjW[ kumutsti, loc. pi. of kumud, ' a lotus.'

"fa^ + ^J
samid (for samidh, 41. II.)+sw becomes BfarJJ samitsu, loc. pi. of

samidh, ' fuel/

Note—Similarly in Latin, a soft guttural or labial passes into a hard before

s and t; thus rey+si becomes (reksi) rexi, scrib+si~scri])si, reg+tum=.{rektum)

rcc/urn, &o.

a. With regard to palatals see 41. IV.

b. Soft letters, which have no corresponding hard, such as the nasals, semi-

vowels, and ^ h, are changed by special rules.

c. If the final be an aspirated soft letter, and belong to a stem whose initial is

*T g or T d, \ d or ^ b, then the aspiration, which is suppressed in the final, is

transferred back to the initial letter of the stem; as *f^ + *5 *M^+SM becomes

*|?5 bhulsu, loc. pi. of budh, 'one who knows' (177; cf. also duh, 182). Similarly

^+ TTC^ dadh+ tas becomes V1^ dhattas, 'they two place;' and see 306. «,

299. a. b, 664.

Note—Greek recognizes a similar principle in Tpe^cc, 6ptt;o(J.ai ; Tpv(f>, SpwrTv:

cf. also 6pi£
9 i. e. SpiK-$ from the stem Tp%-.

CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIAL RULES.

It is stated at 40, 41, that complete words as well as stems

preparing for combination can only end in certain consonants. Of

these the moat usually occurring final consonants are 7^ t and ^ d,

the nasals ^ n and u m, the dental sibilant ^ s (changed to Visarga

by native grammarians), and the semivowel t: r (also by them changed

F %
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to Visarga). It will be sufficient, therefore, for all practical purposes

to give special rules under four heads

:

ist, Changes of final T^and ?.

2nd, Changes of the nasals, especially ^ and it.

3rd, Changes of final ^.

4th, Changes of final ^.

CHANGES OF FINAL \ t AND ^ d.

45. By the general rule (43), final ^ t becomes ^ d before soft

consonants, and before vowels ; as jtjth mfn marut vdti becomes

T^Tfk marud vdti, * the wind blows/

a. Certain exceptions are provided for by 41. V. b, 43. d. Hence also stems

ending in t followed by the suffixes vat, mat, vin, vala do not necessarily change

;

e. g. vidyut-vat, possessed of lightning;' garut-mat,

'

possessed of wings.'

46. And, by 44, final <f d generally becomes fi t before hard con-

sonants; as "^r^ tjjHT becomes ^TOiPT drikat-patana^ 'the fall of

a stone/

47. And, by 43. 0, final ^t or 3 d may become *{n before n or m.

Assimilation of final it t or H d.

48. If t^ / or ^ d ends a word, when an initial ^ 6> ^ j, or <^l

follows, then i^t or ^ d assimilates with these letters ; thus

H*n^rtV<lf^ bkaydt lobhdt 6a becomes WT^HTO bhaydl lobhd6 6a, ' from fear

and avarice.'

H^ *t1«l1*i
x
tadjfoanam becomes d*ifl<MH taj jfoanam, 'that life.'

0. A final 1^ t or ^ d also assimilates with a following ^ 6h or W.jh, but by

41. II. the result will then be 6 6hj j jh; thus 1HI fBFtftl becomes Tfferfir ' he

cuts that ;* TT^ Wft = KrX&l 'the fish of him.'

b. Final J{t or ^ d assimilates in the same way with ^ t, ^ d, and their aspirates;

thus ITi^^faiT becomes it|gW ; TT^ «ft«T^, fl|1«i^> fH^T^TJ, flJ§KJ.

Observe—The converse does not take place in the contact of complete words

;

thus TC n (not ^) 'those six :' but ^ + If= §jg
* he praises,' see 325.

Final Tf t or ^ d may also assimilate with initial H h and Uln,

49. If lit or ^ d ends a word and the next begins with $1 6

immediately followed by a vowel, semivowel, or nasal, then t or d is

changed to * 6, and the initial ^£ is usually changed to ^ 6h ; e. g.

iTR ^Ftf tat frutvd becomes (USHi ta6 6krutvd, ' having heard that ;' but riV4}r*H

ta6 fautvd is allowable.
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a. Similarly, the change of initial 3! £ to ^ 6h is optional after a final ^» ; thus

fHRP may either remain so or be written ^ISRTjT * a hundred speeches.' Again,

after a final \ t and \p this rule is said to he optional; but examples are not

likely to occur: though in Rig-veda in. 33, 1, we have frm'^gjjf) for fW^
^J«J^>

the two rivers Vipas. and S'utudri in the Paiijab.

50. If ^ t ends a word, when initial ^ h follows, the final a t is

changed to ^ d (by 43), and the initial ^ /* optionally to V dh; thus

K?^ ^tf? tat harati becomes T&jfn tad dharati, ' he seizes that;* but ITS ^Cfif

tad harati is allowable.

a. By a similar rule, and on the same principle, any consonant (except a nasal,

semivowel, or sibilant) followed by ^, must be softened if hard, and its soft aspi-

rate optionally substituted for the initial ^ ; thus ^T«F fTfiT vdk harati becomes

^Ti'M<frt vdrj gharati, ' speech captivates.'

b. Similarly, ^H^ JH&: a6 krasvah becomes TO$g9: aj jhrasvah,
(

a short vowel.'

Insertion of w t changeable to ^ L

51. When ^ 6h is between two vowels (long or short) in the body

of a simple word, ^ t changeable by 48. a. to ^ 6 must be inserted

before ^ 6h; thus root jr^F prath followed by a vowel must be

written v&& prattha (as in VMRSi paprattha, ipaiTfa, &c. at 631); so

also fa*+%^ becomes fara^ 'he has cut;' ^ * + f^*TiT= ^ftaOT

'he was cutting* (see Pan. vi. 1, >]$, 75).

Observe—In the case of root murch there is no insertion of 6 in murthana, &c,

because 6h is not between two vowels.

0. This insertion of 6 is obligatory when m th is initial, and when

a previous syllable of any word, either separate or compounded,

ends in a short vowel ; as, ||f!5B? *5X*n or fhswn ' the shadow of a

rock/

b. The same is obligatory after the preposition ^n* d and the

particle m md; as ^n ^ becomes ^rraw ' covered ;' so m f§^
becomes in f*&$1{md 66hidat, Met him not cut* (Pan. vi. 1, 74).

c. In all other cases after long vowels the insertion of *T 6 is

optional ; as, W^tfHTOT or q^'OvdllJiT ' the shade of a jujube tree
;

y

ST fiRftr or iRT ftarrftr ' she cuts* (Pan. vi. 1, 76).

d. An augment T^t may optionally be inserted after final 7 t before initial ^s;

as, ^Rtt or M^W*iC 'being six' (Tin. vm. 4, 42; 3, 39).

* fa di is the syllable of reduplication to form the perfect of fg^ 6hid (252), and

V a the augment to form the imperfect of all verbs (251).
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CHANGES OF THE NASALS, ESPECIALLY ^ n.

52. If the letter ^ n, preceded by a short vowel, ends a word,

when the next begins with any vowel, the n is doubled ; thus

^TTO^ ^Tcl dsan atra becomes ^TCH^ dsann atra, they were here/

ffftR^ o«ln tasmin udydne becomes flfwsiwiH tasminn udydne, ' in that garden/

a. 'This applies equally to final "^ n and ^ n ; as ITW^ ^fif becomes HW^fn ' he

goes towards the west;' ^jTOT ^fisT= tj'Kufct * he is a good calculator' (see Pan.

viii. 3, 32); but these, especially the last, rarely occur as finals.

b. Technical terms in grammar, such as Un-adi (i. e. 'a list of suffixes beginning

with un')
t
are said to be exceptions to this rule.

53. If tj n ends a word, when an initial ^ 6 or it t or Z ( (or their

aspirates) follows, a sibilant is inserted between the final and initial

letter, according to the class of the initial letter ; and the ^ n then

passes into the true Anusvara, see 6. d ; e. g.

«Rf9?*^-f- fall kasmin+tit becomes ^ftflfaSfi^ kasmin&Ht, ' in a certain person.'

'STfeT^ IffFT asmin taddge becomes ^ftTOTR asmiijs taddge, '
in this pool.'

•1^1*^ Zl&Vmahdn tankah becomes H^T^JI mahdnsh tankah, ' a large axe.'

a. The same holds good before "3 6h (as, nl^i^ftT 'he covers them'), and

before ^ th, <T fh; but the two latter are not likely to occur.

b. If s immediately follows t in a conjunct consonant, as in the word 7^ * a

sword-hilt,' there is no change ; thus fl*^ W^t remains fi»tM^t.

c. A similar euphonic s is inserted between the prepositions sam, ava, pari,

prati, and certain words which begin with k, as 44«3»R saus-kdra, H^jRW says-krita,

VfXJ»8JilT.parish-kdra, WHi^lXpratish-kdra, &c. (see 70); just as in Latin, between

the preposition ab and c, &c, e.g. ab-s-condo. Also, between *pT 'a male,' and

a word beginning with a hard consonant, as "tufao ' a cuckoo,' thus jj*5wf«i»Ht J

also when «RT«^ is repeated, e. g. 3ii«AVt^ or ^fail^ ' whom ?
'

' whom ?
'

' which

of them?' (Pan. vm. 3, 12, but cf.Vopa-deva 11. 35.)

d

.

«^n at the end of a root does not require an inserted s before terminations begin-

ning with t ; thus^ + ft han + ti is ^ftr hanti, ' he kills' (but see 57, 57. a. b).

e. Except, also, J^V^praMn (nom. of praidm, 179. a); as, M^ii*fl«tifiT 'the

peaceful man spreads ;' H^nfeRMft 'the peaceful man collects' (Pan. viii. 3, 7).

54. The only cases in which «^w, when originally the final of a word, can pass

into Anusvara are given above at 53, 53. aj thus in classical Sanskrit combina-

tions like iTT«^ ^ttftl or TfTr^^fif must not be written Wf 3Rtfff, WT <^TfiT.

55. If fj n ends a word, when the next begins with 9 §, then

^ n and 3f 3 may be combined in either of the two following ways

:

1st, the final 7^ n may be changed to palatal «? n; thus *%}*{ SfTt

mahdn iurah may be written H"£I*-^C. ' a great hero/

2ndly, the initial 31 § may be changed to ^ 6h; thus *n?I*3PC:.

a. According to native authorities an augment t, changeable to 6 (51), may be
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inserted in both cases, thus H^P^JTt or *T^TC^T:, but this is rarely done; and in

practice, both «^and 31 are sometimes erroneously left unchanged against the rule

(thus, H£\<\ ^fTJ).

b. Final TF n may optionally insert an augment °R k when any sibilant begins the

next word or syllable. Hence VX^ 3HT may be either Hi^lfl (or JH^fOT by 49. a)

or may remain unchanged.

c. Similarly, final *T n may insert ^ t, and final ^ n may insert T^f before ^s;

e.g. CTRET, *a good reckoner,' is in loc. pi. *jT*R{ or ^JTHSg; and ^ *n, 'he

being,' may be H*tW ; and some say the inserted letters may optionally be aspirated.

The insertion of IT between a final r[ and initial ^ is common in the Veda; but

in later Sanskrit these insertions are not usual.

56. If f^» ends a word, when the next begins with c^ I, the n assimilates with

the /, and the 6andra-vindu mark * is placed over the /, substituted for n, to

denote its nasality ; thus *TCfT^ <5*nfir becomes *Je|i«(iiPH or iJEfT^ <JRfTfif ' he

clips the wings ;' see 7. Similarly, ev + XdfJ.7ta = eXXd[X7rco ; con+ligo— colligo.

a. Final ^w, before ^> or %jh, and ^ ra, is properly written in the palatal

form ST, but in practice is often allowed to remain unchanged against the rule.

b. Final *^w, before 3 d, Z dh, and UT n, should be written in the cerebral form TIT

.

c. But final f^w, before gutturals, labials, semivowels (except * y), and the sibi-

lants ^s, ^sh, remains unchanged ; as, HT^ TO those six.'

57. ^w as the final of nominal stems is rejected before termina-

tions and suffixes beginning with consonants; thus vfir^+fa^

dhanin + bhis becomes tjfaftnfC dhanibhis, ' by rich people
;

' p^+ r*

yuvan + tva becomes xprar yuva-tva, ' youth.' Similarly svdmin + vat

becomes svdmi-vat, ' like a master/ But TTO^ rdjan-vat is excepted

in the sense of ' having a good king.' (Raghu-v. vi. 22 ;
Pan. vm.

2, 14; cf. also -^m^udan-vat, 'the ocean/ Raghu-v. x. 6.)

a. *{n as the final of a root is rejected before those terminations beginning with

consonants (excepting nasals and semivowels) which have no indicatory P (see

307 and 323) ; thus ^+*iP is ffa, but ^*{+tas is ^H^, see 654.

b. Also, when a word ending in ^n is the first (or any but the last) member of

a compound word, even though the next member of the compound begins with a

vowel ; e. g.U^ $F** rdjan purusha becomes tHTJ^ rdja-purusha, '.the king's

servant;' U*T^

^

rdjan indra becomes U^J rdjendra, 'chief of kings;' ^Tm^

*r*TO svdmin artham becomes W^^svdmy-artham/ on the master's account.'

c. V n not final, immediately preceded by a palatal, is changed to the palatal

form; e.g. ^4 ^=^1 'prayer,' ^+* =^ ^ sacrifice;' similarly,

TT^ft ' a queen/ fern, of tTH^ * a king.'

Change of ^ n (not final) to *r n.

58. If ^n (not final, and having immediately after it any vowel,

or one of the consonants ^ n, * w, \ y, \ v) follows any one of the
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three cerebral letters ^ ri (short or long), ^ r, ^ sh, in the same

word (samdna-pade), then ?[ n must be changed to the cerebral ^ n,

even though any vowel or any of the guttural or labial consonants

at page 15 (viz. k
y
kh, g, gh, rt, h, and p, ph, l, bh, m, v), or y or

Anusmra, either singly or combined together or with any vowel,

intervene; as in the following examples formed with suffixes or

terminations: fwftr(635); 7*^(152); 1^(107); ^'causing

to grow fat ;' <fjP#i[i « horned ;' wam 'devout/ ftwrS ffift dSdrydni,

'the wife of an i&arya/ is an exception (Pan. iv. 1, 49. Vart.)*,

Obs. 1. tjw final (i.e. followed by Virama) in a word is not so

changed; e.g. ^ttw, not ^T^ (see 127).

Obs. 2. In a word like $tfcr, 'they do/ t immediately after n

prevents the change. Similarly, ^5^(671).

Obs. 3. This change of a dental to a cerebral letter is called nati in the Pr&ti-

s'akhyas.

a. The intervention of any of the palatal, cerebral, or dental consonants at

p. 15, except y (viz. 6, 6k, j, jh, n, /, t, th, d, dh, n, t, th> d
f
dh, I, s), prevents the

operation of this rule, as in TO^*TT' worship/ ^n»T 'abandoning;' 3fe«T 'playing/

^Hfrfa ' roads ' (nom. pi. of 37^) ; 3pTT&»T ' by a jackal* (149).

The intervention of a labial, conjunct with »^ n, precludes any change in the

conjugational forms of the verb JR. 'to satisfy/ cl. 5. (jrftfir &c, 618), and in

thoseof ^('toshake/cl. 9. (WtfTfiT&c, 694); see Pan. vin. 4, 39. In the Veda,

however,
q

fc<ulfn is found. But the intervention of nasals, semivowels, or h, though

conjunct with the «^, do not prevent cerebralization, as in ^nfain (157); W4JMUI

inst. c. of ^<l«l^ ' hostile
;

' iJNIQI of *JFF{ ' a stone.'

Observe—According to Pan. vi. 1, 16, the past pass. part, of vraSt, 'to cut/

and ruj, 'to break/ should be ^TO, ^!f.

b. If two conjunct ^ws follow the letters causing the cerebralization, they each

become ^, as in faTO vishanna f (540).

c. Even in compound words where ^, ^, ^, ^ are in the first member of the

compound, and «^ occurs in the second member, the change to *IF may sometimes

take place (especially when the separate ideas inherent in each word are lost sight

of in a single object denoted), and sometimes is optional. When, however, the

* The whole rule 58 is thus expressed in the first two Sutras of Panini vin. 4,

OT«IT ^ «TJ WTO^ I ^«$«n^g«"Mm*|sfa. The vowel fi is supposed to be

included in T. ^Z stands for the vowels, diphthongs, y, r, v, and h; TJ for the

guttural class of consonants ; *} for the labial ; ^TT^ for the preposition ^H \ "J"

for Anusvara.

t Except a word like HTftlUU^redup. aorist of W^ 'to breathe/ with U.
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words do not, so to speak, merge their individuality in a single object, no change

is generally allowed, but even in these cases it is impossible to lay down a precise

rule. The following are a few examples : iiiwiH 'a village-chief/ ^??J*rft 'foremost,'

*j*UH<u 'the Ramayana/ ^TCftara 'a Rhinoceros' ('leather-snouted animal'),

«<*U« 'having a sharp nose,' but ^HHifaohl 'a whip,' and ^rTW^ ' a pronoun,'

^t^ or 4<n5<{)
' the river of heaven/ ^RT^R ' a plant' (where ^flUT^PT might

be expected), fq(V«t<{t or firftSEJt ' a mountain-stream,' WJ3TTO ' a mango-grove/

rid^JT (ace. of ««^) 'the killer of a Brahman.' Similarly, ^cTfHSW ace. c. of

^^ 'the slayer of Vritra/ but ^TK (where han becomes gkna); H^T^ 'the

whole day;' and in other similar compounds when the first member ends in

short a, but TOJT ' afternoon' (if from "TO ^HpfJ. See Pan. vm. 4, 3, ike.

d. In a compound, *{n is not generally changed to *TT w, if the first member ends

in ^{sfi, and the next word is formed with a Krit suffix containing t^w, as frP*n«T,

g^R, J4«JU||cf«f (Pun. vm. 4. 35)-

e. If the second member of a compound contain a guttural or be monosyllabic,

the change of *Jm to TTT n is necessary, as in ^tol («<!)!, ffcRM (Pan. vm. 4, 13),

«/Kq<U (Pan. vm. 4, 12); but not in compounds with agni, as ^TOf^T.

59. The prepositions ^TT, fat: (for f^), TO, nft, T?, and gT (for

<ra) require the change of ^ n to "Hi n in most roots beginning vvitli

^ (which in the Dhiitu-patha are therefore written with cerebral ot)
;

e.g. Trcrafif 'he bows/ 'srenirqfn" 'he leads inside/ fa^ftr
( he drives

out/ tJTPJ^fir ' he drives away/ man ' guidance/ JWVtt ' a guide/

xffosn? ' circumference/

a. But in the following roots the ^is never changed, and these roots are there-

fore written in the Dhatu-patha with dental ^ w; ^/ to dance,' ?T*5 ' to rejoice,'

*l! 'to roar,' THi 'to kill/ ^Z 'to dance *,' TTT^T 'to ask,' TfTV ' to ask,' «T 'to lead.'

b. In the case of ?HI 'to destroy,' the change of ^ into UT only takes place,

when 3T is not changed to *1, as W^ftf, llfUUi^frT, but JPTC, *rfOTC (Pan.

vm. 4, 36).

c. In the case of ^f'to kill/ the change of ^ to Intakes place except uhen ?

is changed to ^, as in U£*W rt , TRTTJH, but TUffa (Pan. vrn. 4, 24). An option .

;

allowed when ^ is followed by * or ^, as in V^Q or IJ^ftTH , &e. ( Pan . v 1 1 1
. 4, 2,1 ).

d. When the preposition f«T intervenes between the above-mentioned preposif m,ii,s

and the root, the change of ^ into Offtakes place m the following verbs, m*^, •Trf,

^, v%, w, *, *ft, f^, w, ^t, ^t, *m, ^% ^f , W{, f^, f^f •
I" m<)st oihcr

verbs the change is optional, as TTf^ftTTlfe or JTfrjfa^fe (Pan. vm. 4, 1 7, iN).

e. After prepositions containing an r, the » of certain suffices like ana is liable

to be cerebralized, but in the case of causal stems, and in some other eases, the

z ,. ,.. . ^
* According to some the resistance of this root to ccrcbrahaatur.i is only when

it belongs to class io, and means 'to drop or fall.'
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A

change is optional (see Pan. vm. 4, 29-31); e.g. H^RI or M<»lmu, hmimi or

IIMITO. In TTSfTT, 'JJHJH , l(Vfl**l»T, 1HIHH, JWT«T, &c, no ohange to n is

allowed (Pan. vm. 4, 32, 34). In the case of root 'W^ ' to breathe,' the final

becomes *!F in UT^and TO*^, making fllftffif
' he breathes,* and nOftiffl (Pan.

vm. 4, 19). The causal aorist allows two cerebral nasals, e. g. mf<u«unj as does

also the desid. of TOQ^, e. g. mj fill film fel. In this way final ^ may be changed

to ^ at the end of a word, as in TOT , "HtP^, formed from rt. an. But this is only

true of rt. ^Tr(. In no other case can final ^ become ^. When r is separated

from the *n of an by more than one letter, no change is allowed, as in twftrft.

Changes of final * m.

60. If *? m ends a word, when any one of the consonants /c, kh,

g, gh; 6, th, j, jh; /, th, d, dh; t, th
9
d

f
dh, n; p, ph, b, bh, m

follows, then » m may pass into Anusvara, or may, before any one

of those consonants, be changed to its own nasal ; thus JJ^ »prm

griham jagdma is written either ip( ^irm or Jj^ffirm ' he has gone

home ;' and nagaram prati either ^nx ufcf or ^Ttwfil ' towards the

city;* but in these cases Anusvara is generally used. So also ?fttf

preceded by prep, sam becomes either srfa or W$*\ ' flight ;' **^
either h^tj or w&t ' collection f w* ^m cither jfan* orH&m ' abandon-

ment;' but in these cases Anusvara is not so usual.

a. The final Hmofa root is changed to ?[n or *tf n before suffixes beginning

with any consonant except y,r,l,s; thus »T5^+ ft= «n?fa* (see 709). So also

^H&l + ^t= ^HKW** (see 58 ; and Pan. vm. 2, 65).

b. Before ${, ^, ^, ?, a final H is represented by Anusvara; also generally

before the semivowels, but see 6. e.f, 7.

c. With regard to final fl before f when followed by m, n, y, I, v, see 7. c.

d. When the next word begins with a vowel, then w m must

always be written ; thus JJ^T ^TRTfir becomes ^fnronft ' he comes

home ' (not Tfi W*nft).

e. Observe—When ^ n or ^m not final is preceded by ^ 6h, the latter becomes

31 s, as JT^ + «T = TO ' a question ;' ft^ + «T = fafl ' lustre ' (Pan. vi. 4, 19)

;

miT^ + ft= MlltfyY ' I ask frequently.'

CHANGES OF FINAL V
61. Many cases of nouns and many inflections of verbs end

in ^ s, which is changeable to 3( h and * sh, and is liable to be

represented by Visarga (:, i.e. the sign for a hard breathing, see 8),

or to pass into T r (regarded as the corresponding soft letter of the
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hard sibilants and Visarga). As these changes will constantly meet the

student's eye, the following five rules must be carefully studied.

Observe—In other grammars these rules are designated 'rules for the changes

of Visarga/ a sibilant not being allowed at the end of a complete word standing

alone (see 40).

In the following pages, however, s is preserved as a final, both in declension and

conjugation, for two reasons : 1st, because it is more easily pronounced than a

mere breathing ; 2ndly, because it keeps in view the resemblance between Sanskrit

and Greek and Latin terminations.

6z. First Rule. When does the final sibilant remain un-

rejected?—Before \t9 ^S, and ^ U and tneir aspirates, respectively;

thus, final ^ s before t, th, remains unchanged ; before t, th, passes

into the palatal sibilant $T § ; and similarly, before f, th, passes into

the cerebral sibilant ^sh.

a. Final ^ s is also allowed to remain unchanged before initial ^ *, and to assi-

milate with initial SJ/ and ^sh*. More commonly, however, it is in these cases

represented by Visarga; see 63.

b. So also, the final ^s of a root must always remain unchanged before the

terminations si, se; thus $TT^+ ^= STTW ; ^+ ^ =W ; see 304. a.

c. When an initial lit is compounded with a sibilant, a preceding final s, instead

of remaining unchanged, may become Visarga as if before a sibilant; e.g. ^RI

W% JJ^lfri ' Hari grasps the sword-belt.'

d. For exceptions in as, is, us, see 69.

63. Second Rule. When does final ^s pass into Visarga (:)?

—

Before ^ k, \ p, and their aspirates, and generally (but see 6%, a)

before the three sibilants ^ s, 51 s, and w .9/*t.

a. Before a pause, i. e. at the end of a sentence.

b. When an initial sibilant is compounded with another hard consonant, the

preceding final s is often dropped in MSS.; e.g. ^ft ^fi^fa or ?ftt tai^fn

' Hari goes.'

c. Nouns ending in is or its followed by verbs beginning with k, p, or their

aspirates, and grammatically connected with these verbs, may optionally substitute

sh for Visarga ; e. g. JtfWOfif or^;^^

'

he makes 8hee '
(
Pdn ' VIII> 3 '

44 ^'

64. Third Rule. When does final^ as become o ?—Before all

soft consonants.

a. Similarly, before short ^ a, which a is then cut off.

This rule is more properly, but less simply, stated thus. When does final ^5

* The assimilation of^ with an initial * is rare; but a^fe is an example.

t Examples before initial *, like ^Ntf?, are rare.

G 2
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blend with a preceding u into the vowel o f Before all soft consonants final ^s is

treated as if liquefied into u *.

b. The names of the worlds (bhwas, mahas, janas, tnpas, &c.) change s to r

before soft consonants; e.g. bhnvar-loka, mahar-Ma, &c.

63. Fourth Rule. When does final ^ s become T r?—When

preceded by any other vowel but *r a or **T re, and before all soft

letters, consonants or vowels. 9

a. Unless T r itself be the soft letter following, in which case, to

avoid the conjunction of two r*s, final ^ s is dropped, and the vowel

preceding it (if short) is lengthened.

The interchangcablcness of s, r, and Visarga is illustrated in some (ireek and

Latin words; v.g.flos,jiurisj genus, generis ; labor for labos ; sex— €%', suaviszz:

66, Fifth Rule. When is final ^s rejected?—When preceded

by short ^ «, before any other vowel except short ^ at. NB. The

^ a, which then becomes final, opens on the initial vowel without

coalition |.

a. When preceded by long Wl a, before any soft letter, consonant

or vowel. NB. If the initial letter be a vowel, the *&1 a, which then

becomes final, opens on it without coalition.

b. When preceded by any other vowel but ^ a or *%\ a, before

the letter r
y
as noticed at 65. a.

c. Native grammarians say that final $ passes into Visarga, which is then

changed to y ; which y is rejected in accordance with 36, 37.

The above five rules are illustrated in the following table, in

which the nominative cases ?TO( naras,
{

a man ;' TRT^ nards, ' men ;'

?rfej harts
}

' the god Vishnu f ftg^ ripus,
4

an enemy ;' and "^T naus,

(

a ship'—arc joined with verbs.

* That is, it is first changed to r, as at 65, and r is then liquefied into a vowel

;

just as I is often changed to u in French. The plural of animal is animaux.

t That is, it blends with a into a, as in 64 ; and o becoming av before any vowel

but fi, the v is rejected by 36. Indian grammarians hold that final s or Visarga

here becomes y, which wquld also be rejected by 36.

% This is one of the three cases in which a hiatus of two vowels is admissible in

Sanskrit. The three cases are, 1. when final s is rejected from as or as (66) ; 2. when

a complete word, ending in e, is followed by any other vowel but a (sec 36);

3. when certain dual terminations, $ {,
"$ u, T£ r>, are followed by vowels (see 38).

In the middle of a word a hiatus is very rare (see 5, b).
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67. There is one common exception to 62, 63, 64 : q^sas, * he,' and

V^ eshas, ' this/ the nominative case masc. of the pronouns tt^ tad

and Sc^f etad (220, 223), drop the final s before any consonant, hard

or soft; as, * ^rcfrfir sa too/e, 'he does;' S JTPsatfw sa gatthati, 'he

goes / ^c tr^fir eMa patati, ' this (man) cooks/ But rules 64. a, 56,

and 63. a, are observed ; thus, *ftsft so 'pi, ' he also / sr TO sa es/w$,

' he himself/ Sometimes (but only ijr^juifr to fill up a verse or suit

the metre) sa may blend with a following vowel, as ffa: for fl TO.

In poetry syas, ' he/ nom. masc. of tyad, may optionally follow the same rule

(Pan. vi. 1, 133).

Compare Greek for 0$. Compare also Latin qui for quis, and Me, iste, ipse,

for illus, istus, ipsus. The reason why sa dispenses with the termination s may be

that this termination is itself derived from the pronoun sa.

68. The preceding rules are most frequently applicable to ^s, as

the final of the cases of nouns and inflexions of verbs ; but they

come equally into operation in substantives or adjectives, whose stem

ends in w^ a$
y ^ is, and ^ us ; thus, by 65, *ia^ §T5pfr 6akshus

ikshate becomes ^Jtfap takshur ikshate, * the eye sees / and *rei^+

ftTH 6akshus + bhis — ^wfiS^ takshurbhis, ' by eyes/ Similarly, by 64,

H*TB[ »TRTfa manas j'dndti becomes *nft SfHrfir mano jdndti, ' the mind

knows/ and jt*T^ + fa^ manas + bhis= H»ftfa^ manobhis,
i by minds/

Exceptions in^ as, ^ is, ^ us.

69. ^H^ as at the end of the first member of a compound word retains its *

before derivatives of the roots
<J

and «PT, and before «fa, $**?, m%, ^TT, Vftff

(see Pan. vm. 3, 46); e.g. 7T»T*3PC 'causing light/ ^PTOR 'a blacksmith/

tfHHK 'adoration,' fal^T. ' disrespect */ MM*ai»t ' a lover of milk.' The s is

also retained in some other compounds, generally when the second member begins

with «F, ^? as, f^Wfif 'lord of day/ qi-q^Pri 'lord of speech;' similarly also,

HTTjITC
' the sun.' Also before the Taddhita suffixes «TiT vat, fa«^ vin, and ^c5 vala;

e. g. ^TOTT, inrfe^ ' possessing light.'

a. Words ending in ^ is, ^ us, such as ff&(, wNj, V^, &c, and the

prefixes ftpB[, ^f?^> Wft^, gfy Wg^, when compounded with words beginning

with ^, ^, H.>^ change their final ^ into ^ (Pan. vm. 3, 41, 45); e. g. ^f^f^
1

performing a sacrifice/ flfihTR ' drinking ghee/ V^nT. ' a bow-maker/ f?P^p!

* In forms of flTCQi the retention of ^5 is considered optional (P&d. viii. 3, 42);

e. g. ftos^ or firctoii|.
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'removed/ ftfHRcJ 'fruitless/ ^^iT * excluded/ ^TfatajH 'made evident/

gbMR ' difficult to be drunk/ VJ^fK ' made manifest.'

b. Nouns ending in ^is, "Z^us, before the Taddhita suffixes Kl^mat, ^vat,

"Pfc^ vin, ^?5 vala, change the final ^ s to ^ sh according to 70 ; e. g. ^P^RW,

alfl fd "*{ H * possessing splendour/ V*pTi^' armed with a bow.'

c. Similarly before Taddhita suffixes beginning with ^ t, as tva, tama, tara,

taya, &c. (see 80), final s of is and us is changed to sh, but the initial t is then

cerebralized ; thus T^tfin^+R becomes Tqifii{f jyotish-tva,
(

brightness.' So

**fl frt8H jyotish-tama, ' most brilliant.'

d. Similarly ^, liable to be changed to *T according to 70, is retained before the

suffixes «fi, "SRsffj 1,n^T, and when compounded with the nominal verb <+l^fd

;

as, HIT^i * splendid/ *T$rai ' glorious/ ^q*ai<^ 'a little milk/ *ffitE5R^T
f

a little

ghee/ ^WTfil 'he desires sacrifice' (Pun. vin. 3, 39).

70. ^ s, not final, if followed by a vowel or by t, th, n, m, y y
v,

or by certain Taddhita suffixes, such as ka, kalpa, &c. (see 69. d),

passes into V sh when preceded by any other vowel but ^ a or WT a,

and when preceded by 0^ k, or ^ r, or 73 /; thus ^rfcr +
*J

agni + su

becomes ^frTTJ agnishu,
6
in fires ;' cptt + ftr karo + si=z spttfa karoshi,

<
thou doest ;' ^T^+

*J
vdk + su = ^TTJ vdkshu, ' in words ;' fw^ -f ft?

Mbhar + si~ fwfl bibharshi, ' thou bearest/ See 69 and 69. a.

a. An intervening Anusvara or Visarga or sibilant does not pre-

vent this rule ; e. g. ^fiffa, ^^jftf, ^f^:^ (or ^f^j), ^WV.

b. In accordance with this rule, certain roots and their derivatives beginning

with ^ change their initials to ^ after the prepositions ^fa, ^rfV, fa, ftf > Tft,

Jffif, ^rfrf , ^, ^&fa; thus, ^falj from ^ffW and *FJ, llfirffal from ^ft and ft^,

frfUJH from ftf and ^T J
and the change may even be preserved though the augment

^ a intervenes, as in ^ifa^ from ftf^ with fa, ^rwreTr^ from FIT with S?ftl

;

and though the reduplicated syllable of the perfect tense intervene, as ^TftnTTn

(but not always in either case, as T^wi^, <w*Jn*w).

c. Hence roots beginning with s and followed by a vowel or a dental consonant

are written in the Dhatu-patha as if beginning with shj e.g. fav (for ftw),

5 (for *j), BT (for WT), TIHT (for ^T); and this applies also to tho roots fe,

fe^, ^, 5^, ^, &C

d. Certain roots beginning with s resist all change to sh and are therefore always

written with sj e. g. q^, ^*T, ^, *J, ^, ^, ^, *^. In certain roots the

change is optional, as in ^T*3!, ^W, &c.

e. The root ^T*** changes its initial to *T after ^H 9 as viqgtlifff.

/. In a few roots the change is optional, as ^fm^fa or nftt^fir, ftF^fif

or faujFCfif ; and there are cases where s is retained quite exceptionally, e. g.

g. The root ^TCf as,
'

to be/ when it drops initial a, leaves the 5 liable to be
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changed to sh if it be followed by y or a vowel ; e. g. 'SffiTBITfT , ^rfifRfcr, ftp?fcf,

Tnjroffi^ mj:1^ (Fan. vm. 3, 87).

Even in compounds the initial s of the second member of the compound may be

affected by rule 70, especially if a single object is denoted, as in the names ^fr/fau

hari-shena for hari-sena, *jfafl?t yudhi-shtkira for yudhi-sthira ; and in ^T'fiH agni-

shtha for agni-stha, ' a frying-pan.' So also in 'STfHKto, Pl|iJM*j, gt*PT, &c.

h. In compounds formed with ^H? (rt. '57), the initial becomes ^ where ? is

changed to a cerebral (^, ^, or #). See 182. e.

i. The ^ of the suffix *ffi^is not changed, as ^(*ntiir<y 'to consume by fire.'

j. Observe—The preposition nis followed by the root tap does not become nisk if

repeated action is denoted ; e. g. fiTOV to melt (gold &c.) repeatedly ' (Pan. vm.

3, 102); otherwise fa^.

CHANGES 01*' FINAL T r.

71. For purposes of Santlhi nearly all words ending in T r may

be regarded as ending in *T s, Most of the cases in which the

changes of final ^ r differ from those of final ^ s will be found

below in large type.

a. Thus, by 63, UTTf^. 3TO prdtar hila becomes TJfiTI^iTc* prdtah-kdla, 'the time

of morning;' 'STnTT tj^ natar pvra becomes ^ff^ ontah-pura, 'the female apart-

ments;' and prdtar sndna becomes TtTcWR prdtah-sndna, 'morning ablution.'

/;. But r as the final of a stem, or as a radical letter, remains

unchanged before a sibilant; thus ^4-^ =^ (70); fatft:-J-fa=
ftnfR; ,i^ + ^ =^ ,

g (see 203, cf. 62. b); and sometimes before the

hard letter \p in compounds; as, jftftfir gir-pati, 'lord of speech'

(also written rftjirfw, xftxqfir); ^§fir svar-pati, 'lord of heaven' (also

written ^Tjtffl).

c. After the analogy of (\2, HTrl^ 3 prdtar tn becomes WlrtfJ prdtas tu; and

TTHf^ *% prdtar 6a becomes TtttMi prdtus 6a.

The transition of r into s before t is exemplified in Latin by gestum from gem,

ustum from uro, &o. On the other hand, r in the middle of words is preserved

before t in Sanskrit, as in karlum, &c.

d. But in opposition to 64 and 66, final ^ ar, unlike ^ as
}

remains unchanged before any soft letter (consonant or vowel); thus

THTT^ Wiy prdtar dsa remains TJTHTT^I prdtar-d&a,
e morning meal ;'

5?R *nfir punar ydti remains g*nfrfw punar ydti,
i

again he goes
;'

g«T^ ^$ punar ukta remains 5^^ punar-ukta, ' repeated' (cf. nir-ukta,

1

described/ for nis-ukta, by 6$).

e. After the analogy of 65. a, final ar before initial r drops its own r, and

lengthens the preceding u; as fflT. t^fn* punar rakshati becomes *p!T ^fif puna
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rakshati, again he preserves.' Analogously, 'fl^xf gi-ratha (i.e. f*T$. UQ gir ratha),

' epithet of Brihaspati.'

/. Analogously to 69. c, ^j}^+ iPl tatur+taya becomes ^J!?^ catush-taya, 'the

aggregate of four.'

72. Prefixes such as nir and dwr must be treated as originally ending in sj see

nis, dus, 69. a.

73. ^ r preceded by a vowel may optionally double a consonant immediately

following; thus ftf^ r^T nir daya may be written either ftp^I nirdaya or fiHpT

nirddaya, 'merciless;' except F h and a sibilant followed by a vowel, as in ^H
71. b; but karshyate may be written karshshyate. In doubling an aspirated letter,

the aspiration of the first is rejected, as *&£ (for 'ETm). 7 h is said to have the

same effect in doubling a consonant immediately following; thus brahman may be

written brahmman; but for the sake of simplicity it is better to avoid doubling in

both cases, and write always nirdaya and brahman.

a. The doubling of consonants, when they come in contact with others, is con-

stantly allowable in Sanskrit, though not usual in practice. Thus, in any con-

junction of two (or even more) consonants preceded by any vowel, especially if a

semivowel be the la3t letter in the compound, the first letter, provided it be not

^ or ?, may be doubled (Pan. vm. 4, 47) ; thus JJ?T may °e written for ijef , **%^
for TOra, ^npFTRJ for ^iSl«mi«4, but the more simple form is preferable.

b. Again, any one of the first four consonants of any class may be doubled

before the nasal of its own class, and if this takes place the middle consonant is

called the yama of the preceding; thus in kkrtiti (Pan. 1. 1, 5) the second k is the

yama or twin letter.

c. It should be noted that by Pan. vm. 4, 65, there is an optional rejection of

one of two homogeneous consonants after any consonant, so that ohlfS may be

written ^ftfrf

.

The following table exhibits the more common combinations of

consonants at one view. In the top line of initial letters the

aspirated consonants have been omitted, because it is a universal

rule, that whatever change takes place before any consonant, the

same holds good before its aspirate.
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CHAPTER III.

ON SANSKRIT ROOTS AND THE FORMATION OF

NOMTNAL STEMS.

Before treating of the declension of Sanskrit nouns (ndman or

sanjnd), it is necessary to point out the peculiar method of forming

the stem from the root.

74. Every Sanskrit noun (including substantives, adjectives, pro-

nouns, and numerals; has at least two distinct states prior to the

formation of the nominative case; viz. 1st, a root (dhatn); 2ndly,

a stem (prdtipadika or anga^) formed directly from the root or from

a modification of the root, generally by the addition of a suffix

(pratyaya); which stem becomes a complete word (pada) by the

addition of a case-ending {vihhakt'i)\

.

a. The root is of such importance in Sanskrit that it should be

clearly defined before another step is taken.

A root (dhdtu) is to language what the primitive elements are to

chemistry ; it is that primitive part of a word which, being incapable

of grammatical decomposition, is supposed to contain the primary

meaning antecedent to any addition or modification. When a root

has been developed in any way by the addition of letters or syllables

or by internal change it becomes a stem, which again is subject to

further development by the addition of letters or syllables called

case-endings or inflexions (vibhakti), whether nominal or verbal.

Thus ddna and dadd are stems (the former nominal, the latter verbal)

developed out of the root dd, but ddna and dadd are not fully

* According to Pan. 1. 4, 13, the term anga is used for the stem when speaking

of some suffix {pratyay a) or termination which is required to be added to it,

whereas prdtipadika is a general term for a stem without reference to its suffix.

t The process of forming a complete word (pada), in the case of nouns, may be

shewn, as it were algebraically, thus: Root {dhdtu) + Suffix (pratyaya)=z Stem

{prdtipadika); again, Stem (prdtipadika) + Case-ending {vib/iakti)= a complete

word {pada); e. g. in the word jan-a-s, 'a person,' jan is the root, a is the suffix,

and 5 is the masculine termination for the nominative case.
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developed until they have received terminations or inflexions, when

they become complete words (pada); thus ddna-m, ' a gift;' dadd-ti,

'he gives' (cf. Lat. do-nu-m
y
Gr, Si-Sco-an).

b. There arc in Sanskrit about 2000 roofs, and every one of

these conveys some simple idea, conveniently expressed in English

hy the sign of the infinitive 'to,' as in ad, 'to eat/ though it must

be noted that the simple root ad only denotes the idea of ' eating/

which appears under different modifications in its derivatives (see

76. a). The following are a few of the commonest roots, with the

leading idea conveyed by each (omitting 'to'):

*r$ ad, ' eat.*

OT arS, ' honour/

^ as, ' be.'

STT^ dp, ' obtain.'

%*i ish, 'wish.'

*W ham, ' love.'

f *W, 'do/

f* £m//, ' draw.'

3HT £r«w, * go.'

TJit hi, ' buy.'

*$V #rw</A, ' be angry

fey &M£, ' waste away

fW{ kship, « throw.

OT £%«, * relate.'

vmr/am, l

go.'

#f ym/t, < seize.'

TR ghru, 'smell.'

^TT tar,
l

go.'

fa <V collect/

foff^/ think/

^? (^tfd, ' cover.'

^jan, * produce.'

f«T,/V, * conquer.'

*Tfy'&, ' live.'
'

ffT^a, ' know.'

11^ tan, 'stretch.'

W^ tap, ' warm.'

[5^ /«</, 'strike/

W\tyaj, 'quit.'

^f ^a/i, 'burn.'

^T ddy
' give.'

f^ tfiv, « shine.'

f<*3K/2.v, 'point out,

3K '% ' shine.'

^ f/m, ' see.'

^ afy?//,
' shine.'

I dm, ' run.'

f^T </w>/*, ' hate.'

/(vt^M, 'place/

tf^ nand, ' rejoice.'

m{ nas, 'perish.'

fcFZ Hindi ' blame.'

tf\ ni, 'lead.'

\pa£, 'cook.'

V\pat, ' fall.'

V\pad, 'go.'

*n /?a, ' drink.'

TTT /?«, ' protect.'

\pu, ' purify.'

n^prath, 'ask.
5

?^ te«f/j, ' bind.'

^JV W^, ' know.'

\bru, 'speak.'

»T^ bhaksh, ' eat.'

>TT <S//tf, ' shine.'

fk% bind, ' split.'

tf bin, ' fear.'

>}t^ /;%', ' enjoy.'

£ bhu, ' become.'

>J
bhri, « bear.'

*fij mad, 4

rejoice.'

^ man, ' think.'

TT w«,
' measure.'

g^r «///, * liberate.'

9f
wihA, ' be foolish.'

9 w/7, ' die.'

^ Vajy * sacrifice.'

^ yat, ' strive.'

t\yam, 'restrain.'

Wya, 'go.'

JW 'join.'

JPW> 'join/

3X^,' fight/

tf ra/j, ' quit/

^f r^>
' grow/

3W foM, * obtain/

^ vat, ' speak/

^ varf, < speak/

ww, * dwell/

*f vah, ' bear/
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fa? vid> ' know/

fa3^ trci, * enter/

^TT vrit, ' be/

^ fans,
c
praise.'

^ sak, ' be able.'

3ft i/, 'lie down/

OT Su^ ' grieve/

sp? fahh, ' shine/

*J
&v/, ' hear/

F| sah, * bear/

HTO J«d//, ' complete/

g sn, ' go/

?pT tf/'i/, 'create/

^ srip, ' creep/

I ^i^ skand, ' go/

^ s/?4, 'praise/

FTT jM«, ' stand/

W snd, ' bathe/

^3T spris, ' touch/

ft»? sm£, * smile.'

97 wi, ' remember/

^T^ svap, ' sleep/

^ svri, ' sound/

^ han, ' kill/

?r^ has, 'laugh.'

"$} ltd, ' quit/

£ ^7, ' seize.'

ftr 7/m//, ' be glad/

fTf ///aW, ' be glad.'

3T live, ' call/

75. A cursory glance at the above list of common roots will serve

to shew that they are all monosyllabic. In other respects they

differ. Some consist of a single vowel only ; some begin with one

or two consonants, and end in a vowel, but none end in either *r a

or ^fr an; some begin with a vowel, and end in one or two conso-

nants ; and some begin and end with one or two consonants, in-

closing a medial vowel ; so that a root may sometimes consist of

only one letter, as ^ /, 'to go;' and sometimes of four or more, as

^ir<* skand, ' to move/ Roots consisting of simple letters, such as

3£, >£, ^, ftf, 5*?, &c, arc probably primitive; and those which

have compound consonants, such as ^7% &c. are in all likelihood

developed out of more primitive forms*. Those with cerebral

letters, such as 757 ' to roll/ have some of them been formed by

adopting sounds from aboriginal dialects.

a. The few polysyllabic words recognized as roots have probably resulted from

a constant habit of joining some particular preposition with some particular mono-

syllabic root till it has at length come to be regarded as part of the root; e.g. in

^nfTT sangrdm, 'to fight/ ^HTViT avadlrir, 'to despise,' the prepositions Tfl^s/im

and ^Rava have combined thus with the root. A few other polysyllabic roots are

the result of the constant habit of reduplication ;
(as, <^R$T dnridrd, to be poor

;'

Ml'l jdgri, 'to be awake;' ^cfiTH cakds, 'to shine/ wt vevi, 'to go/ 'pervade/)

and a few are derived from nouns; as, ^TPC to play/ from $*uT kumdra, a boy/

Most of the latter are of the 10th class, and may be regarded as nominal verbs (see

28S. b).

* Thus ^BJTT styut (also written scut), 'to drop,' beginning with three conso-

nants, was probably merely developed out of rts. <hju, cyid, a sibilant and dental

having been added (cf. 51, 53, 84. III).
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b.^n and ^s at the beginning of a root are liable, according to 58 and 70, to

be changed to %n and \sh. Hence these roots are generally represented in

Native Grammars as beginning with ^and ^, because the Indian system exhibits

that form which may occur under any circumstances (see 70. c. d). But in this

Grammar, the real initials ^w and ^ s will be retained.

c. According to Indian grammarians, roots are either uddtla or anuddtta (see

explanation of accentuation at end of Grammar). Uddtta roots take the inserted

\ i in certain tenses (see 391), anuddtta roots reject this inserted vowel (Pan. vn.

2, 10). Native grammarians attach to roots (either at the beginning or end)

certain symbolical letters or syllables indicative of peculiarities of conjugation,

called anubandhas, 'appendages' (or technically ^it), which have the uddtta

accent on the vowel used as an anubandha, to shew that the verb takes the

Parasmai (243) terminations only (such verbs being then called uddtteta/j); or the

anuddtta, to shew that it takes the Atmane only (such verbs being anuddttctah) ;
or

the srarita, to shew that it takes both (such verbs being svariteta/j). See Panini

I. 3> 12. 72. 78.

The following is a list of Panini's anubandhas (with one or two added by Vopa-

deva)

:

^TT indicates that the past participle suffixes (530, 553, called nishthd in native

grammars) do not take the inserted i, vu. 2, 16. 3[ that a nasal is inserted

before the last letter of the root in all the tenses ; thus nid-i shews that the

present is ninddmi &c, vn. 1, 58. ^ that the Aoriot (or 3rd Pret.) is

formed in two ways, either with form I (418) or form II (435); tlius glwsh-ir

shews that the Aor. is either aghoshisham &c. or aghusham &c, and dris-ir that

the Aor. is either adrdksham or adarsam. \ that the past participle (530,

553) is formed without i, vn. 2, 14. "3 that the indeclinable participle (555)

may optionally reject i, while the past part, always rejects it, vn. 2, 56,

15. "35 that i may optionally be inserted in the general tenses, vn. 2,

15. ^ that in the Caus. Aor. the radical long vowel must not be shortened,

vn. 4, 2. "^that the vowel may be either lengthened or shortened in

the Caus. Aor. "3£ that the Aor. takes form II (435) in the Par.,

in. 1, 55. * that Vriddhi is not admitted in the Aor. Par., vn. 2, 5. ^ft

that the past pass. part, is formed with na instead of ta, vm. 2, 45. w that

a root is anuddtta, i. e. that it rejects the inserted i.
^J

that a root is inflected

in the Atm v 1. 3, 12. ^ that a root is inflected in the Par. and Atm.,

1. 3, 72. ftf that the past part, has a present signification, m. 2, 187. J

that a noun with the suffix athu may be formed from the root; thus tu-kshu indi-

cates that kshavathu may be formed from kshu, hi. 3, 89. J that a noun

with the suffix trima may be formed from the root ; thus du-kri shews that kri-

trima may be formed from kri, in. 3, 88. ^that the vowel a must not be

lengthened in forming the Causal, that in the 3rd sing. Aor. pass, (technically

called tin, 475) and indec. part, of repetition (567, technically named namul) the

vowel can be optionally lengthened or shortened, and that nouns of agency in a

(580) can be formed from Causal stems having short radical vowels, vi. 4, 92. 93.
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94* "9 that a noun may he formed from the root hy adding the suffix a

(8o. I), in. 3, 104.

76. Since every word in Sanskrit, whether substantive, adjective,

verb, or adverb, stands in close filial relationship to its root, the

learner is recommended to commit to memory the commonest roots,

as given at 74. b. He will thus become master of a large family of

words, which are easily remembered when attention is directed to

the leading radical idea running through them all.

a. For example: let him take one of the foregoing roots, budh, 'to know;'

out of it are developed, 1st, a set of simple substantives; 2ndly, of simple

adjectives ; 3rdly, of simple verbs : e. g. bodha or bodhana, ' knowledge ;' buddhi,

intellect;' bodhaka, an informer;' bauddha, 'a Buddhist;' badha, 'wise;'

buddhimat, 'intellectual;' and the following verbs, bodhati, 'he knows;' budhyate,

it is known ;' bodhayati, ' he informs ;' bubhutsate or bubodhishati, ' he wishes to

know;' bobudhyate, 'he knows well.' And the simple idea contained in the root

may be endlessly extended by the prefixing of prepositions; as, prabodha, 'vigi-

lance ;' prabudhyate, ' he awakes,' &c.

b. Similarly, from the root man, to think,' a vast number of derivatives are

developed, throughout all of which the leading radical idea is traceable ; e. g.

ma-ta (i. e. man-j-ta), 'thought,' ' an opinion ;' ma-ti (i. e. mun+ti), mind ;' mati-

mat, 'mind-possessing;' man-ana, thoughtful;' man-as, 'mind;' manas-vin,

intelligent;' manci, 'devotion;' mand^yu, zealous;' man-ishd, reflection;' mani-

shita, 'desired;' mam'shin,' wise;' maii-u, 'man;' man-tu, 'an adviser;' man-tri,

a thinker;' man-tra, a sacred text;' mantrin, 'a counsellor;' mantri-tva, office

of a minister;' man-man, ' desire ;' manyu, 'courage;' mdna, 'pride;' mdiiana,

'honouring;' mdnaca, 'belonging to man,' &c. ; mdnasa, 'mental;' mdnita,

'honoured;' mdnin, 'proud;' mdnusha, human;' mimdnsd (from the Desid.

stem), investigation;' mimdnsya, 'to be investigated.'

Similarly, after prefixing prepositions (such as anu, abhi, ava, ni, prati, vi, sam,

&c.) to the root, the meaning may be extended and a large number of derivatives

formed; e.g. from anu-man, to assent:'

—

anu-mata, agreed to;' anu-mati,

'assent;' anu-manana, 'assenting.' From ava-man, 'to despise:'

—

ava-mata, des-

pised;' ava-mati, 'disrespect;' ava-mdna and aua-mdnana, dishonour;' ava-

mdnin, 'holding in contempt;' avamdni-td, ' disrespectfulness.'

77. It has been shewn at 74 that a stem (prdtipadika) is an

intermediate state between the root and nominative case—the,crude

form of the noun, which serves as a kind of stock out of which its

eight cases, beginning with the nominative, are made, as it were, to

grow. In a Greek or Latin dictionary we look for the noun under

the nominative case ; but in Sanskrit we look for it under its stem.

Thus, bodha, bodhana, tat, pahhm, bhavat are the stems under
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which the nominative cases bodhas, hodhanam, sas, paiiSa, bhavdn

are to be sought.

The stem is, in truth, no mere useless grammatical invention.

It is that form of the noun which, with occasional modifications, is

used in the formation of compound words, and in this respect may

be regarded as the most general of cases. And since every Sanskrit

sentence contains more compound words than simple, it may even

be said, that the stem is the form under which the noun most

usually appears.

Similarly, Greek and Latin grammarians might have supposed a root Afy, from

which was drawn out the nouns Aef/f, Aef/KOf, Ae/fTOf, KaraXoyY}, (XXoyot,

and the verbs keyw, KaTaXeyw, eAAoyeo) : so also, a root scrib, from which was

derived the nouns scriptio, scriptum, scriptor, scripturaj and the verbs scribo,

perscribo, ascribo : or a root nau, from which would come nuuta, navis, nauticus,

navalis, navigo, &c. And a stem Aff* and Aef/Ko of Aeff-f and Aef/KO-f, and

navi of navis ; which stem is, in fact, the form used in the formation of com-

pound words, as in \eljiKO-ypa(po-$ and nairi-ycr.

78. It will now be perceived that the consideration of Sanskrit

nouns must divide itself into two heads : ist, the formation of the

stem ; 2ndly, the inflexion or declension of the stem ; that is, the

adaptation of the stem to a common scheme of case-terminations.

a. In fact, the same system applies both to nouns and verbs. As in verbs

(see 248) the formation of a verbal stem from a root precedes the subject of verbal

inflexion or conjugation, so in nouns the method of forming the stem from the

root precedes declension,

b. Moreover, nouns, substantive and adjective, are classified into

separate declensions, according to the finals of their stems, not

according to the finals of their nominative cases. In Greek and

Latin grammars a similar system of classification is now adopted.

c. The final syllable of nominal stems may end in almost any

letter of the alphabet except ^ n, ^ n, and *l y.

Those stems that end in vowels may be conveniently separated

under four classes, each class containing masc, fern., and neuter

nouns ; the 1 st ending in ^r a, m d, and § i ; the 2nd in \i; the

3rd in "3 u ; and the 4th in *% ri.

Those that end in consonants may also be arranged under four

classes ; the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, ending in ^ t and ^ d, ^ w, and ^ s,

respectively (compare 44); and the 4th comprising all other final

consonants.
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Primary and Secondary Derivatives.

79. Nominal stems (prdtipadika), formed by means of suffixes

(pratyaya,), are of two kinds: 1. Primary derivatives formed imme-

diately from a root, or from a modified form of it, by addition of

a 7£W/-suffix (henee called Krid-anta, ' ending in a AVi7-suflix/ the

word Krit being an example of a primary derivative) ; under which

head are included some participles formed with uniya, tavya, ya

(which with elima are sometimes called Kritya suffixes) ; as also

words formed with Unddi * suffixes. 2. Secondary derivatives,

formed from the stems of primary derivatives by means of Taddhita

suffixes, and therefore called secondary (for examples see Ho. A. B).

Observe—It is not intended that the student should commit the following lists

of suffixes to memory, but he is recommended to note carefully the final letters of

the stem under each of the eight classes. _^"

FORMATION OF THE STEMS OF NOUNS.

80. First Class.-—Stems ending in TO a (m. n.); in TOT a and § 1 (f.)

A. Primary Derivatives, formed from Roots by adding the following

Krit suffixes

—

Observe—A list of adverbial suffixes will be found at 718-723, and the parti-

cipial suffixes will be more fully explained 324-5S2. Feminine suffixes must be

looked for under their corresponding masculine forms. In the examples which

follow, the meaning of roots will not be given when they coincide with that of

their derivatives. Thus when bheda, ' division,' is said to come from bilid, it is

implied that the root bhid means 'to divide/ In a few cases the meanings of

roots are omitted when doubtful. From is written fr. ; Root, rt.

I. TO -«, forming, 1st, abstract nouns, generally masculine, after Vriddhi of a

medial radical a and Guna (with some exceptions) of a vowel capable of gun.ition ;

a final palatal 6 or .;' being changed to its corresponding guttural k or gf (cf.

20. c, 24, 25); e.g. bheda, m. 'division,' fr. bhid; veda, m. 'knowledge,' fr. cid;

* A list of suffixes 'beginning with the suffix un' (i.e. w, with the indicatory

letter n), so called from the words kdru, miyu, &c. in the first Sutra being formed

with this suffix. The sense of Unadi derivatives frequently does not agree with

the meaning of the root, and even when it does, usually receives a special signifi-

cation j e.g. kdru, though it involves the general idea of doing, means especially

an artizan.'

t F<*ms like pa6a, varja, &c. (from pnt, vrij), generally found at the end of a

compound, retain the palatal ; e. g. kim-para, rasa-varja, &c.

I
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bhava, bhdva, m. 'existence/ fr. bhu; bhara, tjhdra, in. a load,' fr. bhri, to

bear;' bodha, in. 'knowledge,' fr. btidh; jaya, m. 'conquest,' fr. ji; pdka, m.

cooking,' fr. pa6; yoga, m. 'joining' &c, yuga, n. 'a yoke,' fr. yuj; ydga, ni. a

sacrifice/ fr. yaj.

Forming, 2ndly, other nouns, substantive and adjective, especially nouns of

agency (fern, d, sometimes /); e.g. plava, 'what swims/ fr. plu; sarpa, 'what

creeps/ fr. srip; deva, 'a god/ fr. div, 'to shine/ cara (fern. i), 'one who goes/

fr. <far; jana, a man/ fr. ;aw, 'to produce/ hbha, 'beautiful/ fr. fafjh; kara,

doing/ fr. kri; jaya, 'conquering/ fr. ji; damn, 'subduing/ fr. dam. Cf. Gr.

forms in o = Sk. a; e.g. Aiwo-f, Xoyo-g
9

<popo-<;, (papo-s, %vyo-v, fpyo-v, &c.

:

Lat. aonu-s, deu-s, vivu-s, &c. Words like kara, (ara, jaya, plava often occur at

the end of such compounds ; as, bhayan-kara or bhaya-kara (fern. i), fear-causing'

(see 580); ariii-dama, 'foe-taming/ (cf. nrvo-ba[A.Qf
f
veri-diens, grandi-loquus,

omni-vorus, &c.) When sit,
* well/ and dus, '

ill,' are prefixed to such words, they

take a Passive sense, as in Greek (576. a); e.g. su-kara (fern, generally i), 'easy

to be done / dush-kara (fem. generally i),
'
difficult to be done/ tyc. Cf. ev-(popQ<;>

Qvg-cpopos, §v$-to[Jlgs, ike.

^TT-(/, frequently without change of the radical vowel, forming feminine substan-

tives (Pan. in. 3, 103-105); e.g. bhidu, ' splitting/ fr. bind; ksfiudhd, 'hunger,'

fr. kshudh; rnudd, 'joy/ fr. mud, to rejoice/ sprihd, 'desire/ fr. sprih : Ickhd,

'writing/ fr. likh; jard, 'old age/ fr. jri, 'to grow old/ often added to the

desiderative stem (Pan. in. 3, 102); e.g. pipusd, 'thirst/ fr. Desid. of pa, 'to

drink:' sometimes to the intensive stem; e.g. lohUjd, 'determination to cut/ fr.

Intens. of hi, 'to cut.' Cf. Gr. forms in a, r\\ e.g. fpop-a, '/wy-fy to^yj^

anovO-Y} : Lat. tog-a, mol-a.

\-i, forming a large class of feminine nouns, generally corresponding to mascu-

lines in a (see 123); e.g. gopi, 'a herdsman's wife' (see Pan. iv. 1, 48); dein, 'a

goddess/ nad(, 'a river/ vriki {r\om. is), 'a she-wolf/ sinhi, 'a lioness/ putri,

a daughter.' Many of such feminines in d and i arc not strictly formed with

Krit suffixes, being rather derived from masculines, or formed with Taddhita

suffixes: some words like lndra, 'the god Indra/ have a fem. form for the

goddess ; e. g. Indrdni, ' the wife of Indra/

II. ^T«fi -aka (having six technical names, ^, ^, "E|^, ^T,
^J<^, ^T'),

forming adjectives (fem. akd or ikd) and nouns of agency (see 5S2. b), after

Vriddhi of a final vowel and generally of medial a, and Guna of any other vowel;

e. g. tdp-aka, ' inflammatory/ fr. tap, to burn / kdr-aka, ' a doer/ fr. kfi; ndy-aka,

a leader/ fr. ni; nart-aka, 'a dancer/ fr. writ; sddh-aka (fem. akd or ifaf), ' effec-

tive/ fr. sddh; khan-aka, 'a digger,' fr. khan.

Observe—The feminine of the agents is usually formed with ikd; e. g. kdrikd,

ndyikd*

III. IBft -a-tra. See -fra.

IV. *HT -ana (having nine technical names, ^J, *jpj, *J^, g^, "^, 3J^,

^T?, UTC, *3?), forming, 1st, a large class of chiefly neuter substantives after
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Guna of the root; e. g. nay-ana, n. 'the eye/ fr. ni, 'to guide;' ddna, n. 'a gift,'

fr. ddj sthdna, n. 'place,' fr. sthd, 'to stand;' darp-ana, 'a mirror/ fr. drip, 'to

make proud;' day-ana, n. 'collection/ fr. ci; vad-ana, 'the mouth,' fr. vad, 'to

speak/ say-ana, 'a couch/ fr. si, 'to lie down.'

Forming, 2ndly, nouns of agency (see 582. c) and adjectives (fern, and or am);

as, nart-ana, 'a dancer/ fr. nrit; sobh-ana, 'bright/ fr. tuhh.

Observe—The feminine of the agents is in am. Cf. opyavo-v, ipeTravo-v,

l/<avo-S9 7rt6avo'-$, &c.

V. ^STrTTT -amya, forming future passive participles (see 570) after Guna of a

radical vowel liable to gunation; e.g. Oiy-aniya, 'to be collected/ fr. 6i, 'to col-

lect.' According to Schleicher -aniya is for -ana-\-ya.

VI. ^TT -a. See page 58.

VII. wich -dka (fern, dki), forming a few adjectives and nouns of agency ; e. g.

jalp-dka, 'chattering/ fr.jalpj bhiksh-dka, m., bhiksh-dki, f. 'a beggar/ fr. bhiksh.

VIII. T3TR -«/ia (^Trf^f, ^HST, ^IT^, ^R^), forming, 1st, present partici-

ples Atm. (see 526; cf. -mdna, XXVII); e.g. lih-dtia, 'licking/ fr. lih; say-ana,

'lying down,' fr. si; einv-dna, 'collecting/ fr. ti-nu, present stem of (i.

Forming, 2ndly, perfect participles A'tm. (See 534. d); e.g. bubhuj-dna, ond

who has bent/ fr. bu-bhvj, perfect stem of bhuj, 'to bend / dadris-dna, one who

has seen/ fr. da-dris, perfect stem of dris.

IX. ^?T -i-ta, ^rT^T -i-tavya. See -ta, -tavya.

X. ^t -ira, ^c«5 -ila. See -ra, -la.

XI. ^ -i. See page 58.

XII. T=R -uka ($«lf*J, ^^> ^R^, *J^> 33^0> forming a fcw adjectives

after Guna or Vriddhi of a radical vowel; e.g. varsh-uka, 'rainy/ fr. vrish; kdm-

uka, amorous/ fr. karh.

XIII. "^iofi -uka, forming adjectives and nouns of agency from intensive stems ;

e.g. vdvad-vka, 'talkative/ fr. Intens. of vnd, 'to speak/ ydyaj-uka, 'constantly

sacrificing/ fr. Intens. oiyaj, 'to sacrifice.'

XIV. T£*X -enya, forming a kind of future passive participle after either guna-

tion or weakening of the root; e.g. var-enya, 'desirable/ fr. vri, 'to choose/

us'-enya, * to be wished,' fr. vas, to wish.'

XV. *!T -era, forming a few adjectives and substantives ; e. g. pat-era, flying/

'a bird/ fr. pat, 'to fly;' muh-cra, 'a fool/ fr. muli.

XVI. "SB -ka, forming a few words ; e. g. hsh-ka, ' dried up/ fr. sush (see 548)

;

dhd-ka, m. 'a receptacle/ fr. dhd, 'to hold.' Cf. Gr. Syj-kyj : Lat. lo-cu-s,

pau-cu-s. For the Taddhita suffix -ka, see LVI.

XVII. IT -ta, -i-ta, forming past passive participles (see ftfo&c.); sometimes

without change of the root; sometimes with weakening of the root; sometimes

with rejection of the final nasal of a root ; frequently with insertion of i (which

takes the place of aya in Causals and verbs of the 10th class) ; e. g. sru-ta, ' heard/

I 2
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fr. sruj jiid-ta, ' known,' iv.jnd; kri-ta, 'done,' fr. kri; sthi-ta, 'stood,' fr. sthd;

ya-ta, 'gone,' fr. gam; ta-ta, 'stretched/ fr. tan; pot-i-ta, 'fallen/ fr.pat; grih*

i'ta, 'seized/ fr. grah (inserted % lengthened); ved-i-ta, 'made known/ fr. Caus.

of vid. Cf. Gr. KAu-TO-f, 'yiw-TO-ft ora-TO-? : Lat. da*tu-s
t
sta-tu-s, {g)no-

tu-s, &c.

XVIII. cT^l -taiya, -i-tavya, forming future passive participles from the stem

of the first future (see 569); e.g. kar-tavya, 'to be done/ fr. kri; dd-tavya, to

be given/ fr. da; sto-tavya, 'to be praised/ fr. stu; ikeMavya (for thed-tavya),

to be cut/ fr. chid; yok-favya, 'to be joined/ fr. yuj; pak-tavya, to be cooked/

fr. pa6; bhav-i-tavya, 'to be become/ fr. blui; bodhay-i-tavya, 'to be made

known/ fr. Caus. of bhi; grah-i-tavya, 'to be seized/ fr. grah. Cf. Gr. partici-

pial in -reo-£ (for T6F*yo*$), as Sg-tcg-c, Qt-Tto-$.

XIX. W -tya, forming future passive participles after roots ending in short

vowels (see 573); e.g. kri-fya, 'to be done/ fr. kri; i-tya, 'to be gone/ fr. i;

stu-tya, to be praised/ ' laudable/ fr. stu; bhri-tya, ' to be borne/ fr. bhri. These

are occasionally used as substantives ; e. g. bhrityd, f.
' maintenance/

XX. ^ -tra {'trd), -a-tra, -i-tra (for the adverbial suffix tra see 720), forming

(after Guna of a root capable of gunation) nouns denoting some instrument or

organ, generally neuter ; e. g. iro-tra, n. ' organ of hearing/ ' ear/ fr. sru; pd-tra,

n. ' a drinking-vesscl/ ft*, pd; vas-tra, n. ' a garment/ fr. vas, to wear/ chat-tra,

n. ' an umbrella/ fr. (had, ' to cover ;' yd-tra, n. ' a limb/ fr. gd, to go / vak-tra,

n. the mouth/ fr. vac, to speak/ ne-tra, n. 'an eye/ fr. 111, 'to lead.'

A few are masculine and feminine ; e. g. datjsh-tra, m. or da-nsh~[rd, f. instru-

ment of biting/ 'a tooth/ fr. daws; man-tra
t
m. 'a holy text/ ' prayer/ fr. man,

to reflect/ yd-trd, provisions (for a journey)/ fr. yd, 'to go/ vara-trd, f. in-

strument of surrounding/ ' a strap/ fr. vri.

Sometimes i is inserted between the root and suffix ; e.g. khan-i-tra, n. 'a spade/

fr. M«m, 'to dig/ (ar-i-tra, n. 'proceedings/ fr. cor, 'to go/ and sometimes the

present stem is used ; e.g. krinta-tra, n. ' a plough/ fr. krit, 'to cleave/ pata-tra,

n. a wing/ fr. pat, to fly/ vadha-tra, n. a weapon/ fr. wzrfA, to kill.' Cf.

similar Gr. forms in -T^o-v, -fyo-v, (fee. ; e. g. v/tt-t^g-v, apo«Tpo-v, fiaK-Tpc-v,

fla-Spo-v, pvj-rpa, (ppa^Tpa, noiiiy-Opa, : Lat. ras-tru-m, ros-tru-m, ara*tru-m,

plec-tra-m, fulge-tra, &c.

XXI. r3 -taa (for secondary suffix -fy« see LXVIII), forming a kind of future

passive participle (probably an abbreviated form of 'tvya
}
-tumja) after Guna of a

radical vowel capable of gunation; e.g. kar-tva, 'to be done/ fr. kri; je-tva, to

be conquered/ fr. ji; vak-tva, to be spoken/ fr. vat; snd-tva, fit for ablutions/

fr. snd.

-tvd, forming indeclinable past participles (see 555), appears to be a kind of

instrumental case of a suffix tva (see 555. a), and is either added to the root or to

the same weakened form of the root as the -ta of the past passive participle (see

XVII); e.g. kri-tvd, 'having done/ fr. kri; slhi-tvd, 'having stood/ fr. sthd;

uk-tvd, 'having spoken/ fr. vac, 'to speak/ sometimes an i is inserted; e.g.
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vid-i-tvd,
* having known/ fr. vidj Ukh-i-tvd or lekh-i-tvd, 'having written,' fr.

likh; forayi-tvd, 'having stolen,' fr. vur, to steal/

-tvi a Vedic form of -tod (e.g. kri-tvi, 'having done'), appears to he for toyd

(which is thought to be for tvayd).

XXIt. r^-tmja, a Vedic abbreviated form of -tavya (see XVIII); e.g. kri-toya,

'able to perform,' 'effectual,' fr. kri.

XXIII. V-tha or -a-tha, forming some nouns of either gender; e.g. yu-tha, n.

* a herd,' 'flock,' &c, fr. yu, 'to unite ;' uk-tha, n. * praise,' fr. uc, a form of va< {

,

'to speak;' tir-tha, m.n. 'a sacred bathing-place,' fr. tri, 'to cross over;' ni-tfut,

m. n. 'guiding,' fr. n(; gam-a-tha, m. ' a traveller,' fr. gam, 'to go;' also u6-atha,

rav-dtka* sap-atha, has-atha.

XXIV. *T -na, forming (in place of -ta, q. v.) many past passive participles (see

530-540); e.g. bhin-na, 'broken/ fr. bhid ; bliay-na, 'broken/ fr. bhahj; an-na,

'eaten/ fr. ad; stir-na, 'spread/ fr. stri.

Forming also a few nouns, generally masculine ; as, yaj-ha (57. c), m. sacrifice/

fr. yaj; yat-na, m. 'effort/ fr. yat ; soap-no, m. 'sleep/ fr. snap; ush-na, m.n.

'heat/ fr. ush, 'to burn.'

Forming also a few feminine noun3 in -nd; e.g. ush-rtd, heat/ trish-nd,

'
thirst,' fr. trish; ydc-hd (57. c), ' a request/ fr. ydL Cf. Gr. vwws, arvy-VQ-g,

^ei^vo-g, GTt^vo-v : Lat. som-nu-s, mag-nu-s, pk-nu-s, reg-nu-m.

XXV. H -ma (H«^, ^), forming adjectives and a few masculine and neuter

substantives, generally without change of the radical vowel ; e. g. b/ti-ma, ' terrible,'

fr. bh(t 'to fear/ tig-ma, 'sharp/ fr. tij (cf. 80. I); idh-ma, m. 'fuel/ fr. iadh,

'
to burn / ghar-ma, m. ' heat/ fr. gfiri (after Gnna) ; dim -ma, m. '

smoke/ fr. dhv ;

yug+ma, n. 'a pair/ fr. yt//, 'to join.' Cf. Gr. 0e/>-/*o-;, ^o-f, w-c-p-ff

:

Lat. fu-mu-s, an-i-mu-s.

XXVI. Ht-wwra (^TC^), forming a few adjectives and substantives; e.g.

ghas-mara, '
voracious,' fr. yto,

' to devour
;

' ad-mara, ' gluttonous/ fr. ad,

' to eat-'

XXVII. *m -mdna (liable to become mdna), added to the stem of the present

tense of the first, fourth, sixth, and tenth classes of verbs Primitive, and of verbs

Causal and Passive (see 526-528) to form present participles Atm, and to the

stem of the second future tense to form future participles Atm. (see 578); e.g.

bhara-mdna, 'bearing/ fr. bhri; kriya-mdna, 'being made,' fr. Pass, of kri;

bodhaya^mdna, 'informing/ fr. Caus. of budh; ddsya-mdna, 'about to give/ fr.

the stem of the second future of dd. In the Veda mdna is also added (instead of

dna) to the stem of the perfect, to form perfect participles Atm.
;

e.g. sasri-mdna

(for sasrdna), fr. sri, 'to go;' {ja-mdna, fr. yaj, 'to sacrifice/ cf. suffiv -dna. Cf.

Gr. (jjepQ-lxevo-s, Uo-fuvo-g, iuxJO-fxevo-g: Lat. alu-mnu-s (for alo-meno-s),

Vertu-mnu-s (for verto-meno-s).

XXVIII. H -ya (*m, U^, V\, *, W^). forming future passive participles

(see 571-576), adjectives, and substantives, generally after Guna or Vriddhi, and
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sometimes other changes of the root (see 571); e.g. te-ya, 'to be gathered,
'
fr. 6i?

stav-ya or stdv-ya, 'to be praised,' fr. stu; yoy-ya and yoj-ya, 'to be joined,' fr.

yvj; guh-ya and yoh-ya, 'to be concealed,' fr. guh.

Forming also many neuter abstract substantives; e.g. vdk-ya, n. speech,'

fr. va6; bhog-ya, n. 'wealth/ 'corn,' bhoj-ya, n. 'food/ both fr. bhuj, to

enjoy.'

Forming also feminine substantives in yd; e. g. vid-yd, f. knowledge/ fr. vid

;

vraj-yd, f. 'wandering about/ fr. vraj; say-yd, f. 'a couch' (for se-yd), fr. ii, to

lie down / cf. jd-yd (i. e. jan-yd), 'a wife ;' 6hd-yd (i. e. 6had-yd), shade ;' md-yd

(i. e. man-yd), '
illusion.' Cf. Gr. ay-zo-S" (= ydj-ya-s), vtvy-tt-s : Lat. gen*iu-s,

in-gen-iu-m, con-jug-iu-m.

For the indeclinable participial suffix ya ('&\) see 555.

XXIX. T -ra (w^9 T^, *> *«^> 1^), -a-r«, -»-»"« (faW
v),

-w-rt** forming ad-

jectives, nouns of agency, &c; e.g. dip-ra, 'shining/ fr. dip; kship-ra, swift/

fr. kskip, 'to throw/ vand-ra, 'worshipping/ fr. \mnd; chid-ra, pierced/ a hole'

(neut.), fr. 6hid, 'to cut ;' aj-ra, m. 'a plain/ aj~i-ra, active/ 'an area' (neut.),

fr. aj ; pat-a-ra, ' flying/ fr. pat .- also with t or u inserted ; e. g. 6hid-i-ra, m. an

axe/ thid-u-ra, 'cutting,' fr. 6hid,
' to cut ;' rudh-i-ra, ' red / bhid-u-ra, ' splitting,'

'fragile/ 'a thunderbolt' (neut.); bhds-ura, 'shining' (=bhds-vara), fr. bhds.

Cf. Gr. XafATr-po-f, €pv$-po-£, ay-po-g^ (j>av-t-po$ : Lat. rub-er (stem ru-bro),

rubra, ag-er, gna-ru-s, pu-ru-s.

XXX. c$ -la (^i, c5«F), -a-la, -i-la, -u-la, forming adjectives, &c. = -ra, &c.

above; e.g. hk-la (=zhk-ra), 'white/ fr. s'uf, 'to shine/ tar-a-la, 'tremulous/

fr. tri; an-i-la, 'wind,' fr. an, 'to blow/ harsh-u-Ja, delighted/ fr. hrish. Cf.

Gr. ^Aey-aAo-^, 6e/-Ao-£, Tpo^-aAo-f, (pv-\o-v*. Lat. seZ-£a (for sed-la), trem-

ulu-s, &c.

XXXI. ^ -fl« (W^> ^» ^)> forming participles, adjectives, and substantives;

e.g. pak-va, 'cooked/ fr. pa6 (regarded as a past passive participle, see 548);

at-va, 'a horse/ fr. an assumed rt. at, 'to be quick / e-va, going/ fr. i; pad-va,

'a road,' fr. pad, 'to go.' Cf. Gr. nr-Tto-s (for ttc-Fom$): Lat. eq-uu-s, ard-uu-s

(= urdh-va), ar-vu-m, ce-vu-m.

XXXII. ^C -vara (WV{.i ^% ^^> &c.), forming adjectives, nouns of

agency, &c. (fern, generally /); nas-vara (fern, i), perishing/ fr. nas, 'to perish;'

ii-vara, 'a ruler/ fr. U; sthd-vara, 'stationary/ fr. sthd, 'to stand.' After roots

ending in short vowels or a nasal, t is sometimes inserted; as, i-t-vara, 'going'

(fern. {), fr. i; ji-t-vara, 'conquering/ fr.ji; ga-t-vara, 'going/ fr. gam.

XXXIII. ^ -sua («R&), forming a few adjectives; e. g. tik-shna, ' sharp/ fr. tij;

Mak-shna, 'smooth* (said to be fr. ilish).

XXXIV. Other uncommon suffixes (mostly Unadi, see 79. note) forming primary

derivatives of this class are, -anga, e. g. tar-anga (according to some rather

taran-ga), pat-anga; -anda, e.g. kar-anda, tar-anda; -ata, e.g. dars-ata, pa6-ata,

yoj-ata ; -anta, e. g. jay-anta, tar-anta, vas-onta ; -anya, e. g. tur-anya, nabh-anya,

parj-anya; -apa, e.g. ul-apa, ush-apa}
mand-apa; -abha, e.g. rish-abha, gard-abha,
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vrish-abha, sar-abka; -ama, e. g. kal-ama, rus-ama, sar-amd; -amba, e.g. kar-

amba; -asa, e.g. fam-asa, div-asa, man-asa, vad-asa; -asdna,
'

being,' pres. part,

of as, 'to be,' e.g. mand-asdna, vridh-asdna ; -dnaka, e.g. dhav-dnaka, lav-dnaka;

-dnaka, e.g. bhay-dnaka, say-dnaka; -dyya, e.g. pan-dyya, panay^dyya, mah-dyya;

-dra, e. g. ang*dra, tush-dra; -dla, e.g. kap-dla, kar-dla, <?ash-dla; -ika, e.g. krish-

ika, vri^-6-ika; -isha (i.e. -isa), e.g. dm-isha, tao-isha, avyath-isha; -ika, e.g.

an-{ka, dris-ika, 6ar6ar-(ka; -ita, e.g. krip-ita; ira, e.g. gabh-ira, sar-ira, kins-

(ra; -isha, e.g. rij-isha, pur-fcha, man-ishd; -utra, e.g. tar-utra, var-uira; -una,

e. g. ar-una, arj-una, yam-urid, var-una; -usha, e.g. nah-asha, purritsha, man-usha;

-ukha, e.g. may-ukha; -utha, e.g. jar-utha, var-utha; -lira, e.g. may-ura; -ula
t

e. g. Idng-ula; -elima, e. g. pa6-dima, bhid-elima (576. ft); -ora, e. g. kath-ora, sah-

ora; -kara, e.g. push-kara, tas-kara; -trima, e.g. kri-trima, pak-trima (Pan. in.

3, 88); -thaka, e.g. gd-thaka (perhaps for gdtha-ka); -sa, e.g. drap-sa, vrik-sha,

yhran-sa.

B. Secondary Derivatives, formed from the Nominal Stems of

primary derivatives.

Preliminary Observations.

a. The final vowels of the nominal stems of primary derivatives are liable to

certain changes before Taddhita suffixes beginning with vowels or y; thus

(1) a, d, i, i are rejected; e.g. s'uti, 'pure;' faufa, 'purity:' (2) «, u are gunated

into 0, whieh then becomes av; e.g. fr. Manu comes Mdnav-a, 'a descendant of

Manu :' (3) and au become av and dp according to the general rules of Sandhi;

e. g. from go, ' a cow,' comes gavya, ' relating to cows ;' from nau, a ship/ cornea

ndvika and ndvya, belonging to a ship.'

b. A final n is generally rejected before Taddhita suffixes beginning with con-

sonants j and both n and its preceding vowel are sometimes rejected before vowels

and y; e.g. yuvan, 'young,' yuva-td or yuva-tva, 'youth;' dtman, self,' dtmya

and atmfya,
' own,' ' personal.' There are, however, many exceptions to the latter

part of this rule; e. g. yauvana, 'youth,' fr. yuvan; rdjanya, 'regal,' fr. rdjan;

dtmamna fr. dtman.

c. It wijl be found that Taddhita or secondary suffixes often require Vriddhi of

the first syllable of the words to which they are added, as in maula, ' radical,' fr.

mula, 'a root;' hufa, ' purity,' fr. hti, 'pure.' Similarly, in the case of deriva-

tives formed from compound words ; e, g. sauhrida, ' friendship,' fr. su-hrid, a

friend :' sometimes a double Vriddhi takes place, as in sauhdrda, 'friendship,' fr,

su-hrid; saubhdgya, ' good fortune,' fr. su-bhaga, fortunate.'

d. When the initial consonant of a word is compounded with y or v followed

by a or d, as wdghra, 'a tiger,' svara, ' sound,' the y and v are generally resolved

into iy and uv, thus yndghra and su vara, and then vriddhied, e. g. vaiydghra,

'
relating to a tiger,' sauvara, ' relating to sound ;' so also sva, ' self,' makes sauva,

'relating to self;' 4wn, 'a dog,' huvana, 'canine.' Similarly, svasti makes

sauvastika ; nydya, naiydyika ; sv-afoa, sajwahi, &c.
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XXXV. ^ -a (fern, i), after Vriddhi of the first syllabic, forming abstract

nouns, collectives, patronymics, and adjectives expressing some relationship to

the primitive noun ; e. g. suw'a, n. * purity,' fr. su<%, pure ;' sauhrida, n. or sau-

Juirda, n. 'friendship,' fr. su-hrid($Qe Preliminary Obs. c); paurusha, n. ' manliness,*

fr. purusha, a man;' suisava, n. 'childhood,' fr. sisu, a child ;' kshaitra, n. a col-

lection of fields,' fr. kshetra, 'a field;' Vdsishtha, 'a descendant of Vasishtha;'

Mdnava, ' a descendant of Manu,' fr. Manu; Vaishnava, ' a worshipper of Vishnu,'

fv. Vishnu; paurusha, ' manly,' fr. pvrusha, a man ;' saikata, sandy,' fr. sikatd;

ddrava, ' wooden,' fr. dam, ' wood' (see Preliminary Obs. a); vaiydkarana, ' gram-

matical,' fr. vydkarana, 'grammar' (see Preliminary Obs. d).

XXXVI. ^ -aka (%% %m, ff^, 3^, *pr), generally after Vriddhi of the

first syllable, forming adjectives (fern, generally i) and substantives (cf. -ika, -ka);

e.g. aumaka, ' flaxen,' fr. umu, 'flax;' Angaka, 'coming from An-ga;' aushiraka,

coming from camels,' 'a quantity of camels' (neut.), fr. ushtra, a camel;'

vdtsaka, n. ' a number of calves,' fr. vatsa, a calf.' The fcm. of this suffix is

sometimes ikd, which, however, may be regarded as the fern, of ika.

XXXVII. ^TTJ ~dta, as ydddta, 'talkative,' fr. u«V, 'speech;' similarly, sringdta

fr. tiriwja.

XXXVIII. *Mm1 -dn{, forming feminines from masculine nouns like Indra,

see Lidrditi under -i, page 58. (Observe—Agni, 'fire,' has a fcm. form Agtidyi, the

goddess of fire/)

XXXIX. ^VFl-dyana ("Ofi, "^i5?, Tff^, ^fi^, "*R*T), forming patronymics, &c,

after Viiddhi of the first syllable ; e. g. Ndrdyana, ' a name of Vishnu,' fr. nara.

XL. ^TIc5 -»'/«, as vdcdla, 'talkative,
1

fr. vac, 'speech.'

XLI. ^«fi -ika (fern, iki), forming adjectives and a few collective nouns after

Vriddhi of the first syllable; e.g. dhdrmika, 'religious,' fr. dharma, religion;'

vainavika/ * flute-player/ fr. vena; Vaidika, ' Vedic,' fr. Veda; dhnika, ' daily,' fr.

ahan, ' a day;' naiydyika, ' knowing the Nyaya philosophy,' fr. mjdya; dauvdrika,

'a porter,' fr. dvdra; kaiddrika, n. 'a quantity of meadows,' fr. keddra. Cf. Gr.

iroktfA-ih'Q-g, (SacriX'iKO'il Lat. bell-icu-s, naut4cu~s, &c.

XLII. ^U -ita, as phalita, 'having fruit,
1

fr. phala (the past passive part, of

phal being phulla, 547. 6); rathita, 'furnished with a chariot,' fr. ratha. Observe

—

This may be regarded as a past passive participle suffix added to the stems of

nominal verbs, cf. -ina below.

XLIII. ^«T -ina (^»T^), as phalina, 'fruitful,' fr. phala; malina, 'dirty,' fr.

mala; tiringina, 'horned,' fr. s'ringa; rathina, 'having a carriage,' fr. ratha.

XLIV. 3pfa -ineya, forming a few patronymics after Vriddhi of the first syl-

lable; e.g. saubhdgineya, 'the son of an honoured mother,' fr. su-bhagd.

XLV. ?*f -iya (fern, d), as agriya
f
'foremost,' 'the best part' (neut.), fr.

agra.

XLVI. ^T. -ira (fem. d), as medhira, 'intelligent,* fr. medhd, 'intelligence;*
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XLVII. :(& -ila (fern, d), as pkenila, 'foamy,' fr. phena, ' foam' (cf. -la, LXXX).

XLVIII. ^? -ishtha (fern, a), forming superlatives, as alpisktha, 'least,' fr.

alpa, 'little,' which also uses kanishtha fr. rt. kaa (see 192-194). Observe

—

Perhaps this suffix is in most cases rather primary than secondary, being generally

added to the root or modified root, as urn, wide,' forms varishtha fr. vri (see

-{yas, 86. V). Cf. Gr. pzy-LVTQ-$, r$-iVTQ-s : Lat. juxta for jug-(i)sta, lit. 'most

joined.'

XLIX. ^T ~ina (^, ^T), forming adjectives and substantives, as grdmina,

'rustic,' fr. grama, a village;* kulina, 'of good family,' fr. kula; navina, 'new,'

fr. nova; adhvanina, 'a traveller,' fr. adhvan, 'a road;' anupadind, f. 'a boot,' fr.

annpada; dhina, 'being a day's journey for a horse/ fr. aha.

L. %fl -iya, forming adjectives, sometimes after Vriddhi of the first syllabic of

the stem ; e. g. svdsriya, ' a sister's son,' fr. svasri, a sister ;' bhrdtriya, ' frater-

nal,' fr. bhrdtri ; pdrvatiya or parvatiya, 'mountainous,' fr. parvata ; ahiya,

'relating to horses,' 'a number of horses' (neut.), fr. aha; parakiya (fern, a),

' belonging to another,' fr. para (in this the final of the stem apparently remains

and k is inserted); saakhiya, pleasurable,' fr. sukha.

Forming also possessive pronouns, as madiyu, tvadiya, &c. (see 231).

LI. ^C -ira, -ila, only lengthened forms of ira, ila, qq. vv.

LII. 3T -ura, as dantura, ' having long teeth/ fr. danta.

LIII. "375 -ula, as mdtula, a maternal uncle/ fr. rndtri.

LIV. "3ic5 -ula, as dantula, 'having teeth/ fr. danta; vdtula, 'rheumatic,' 'a

whirlwind ' (masc), fr. vdta.

LV. VR -eya (fern. /), forming adjectives and substantives after Vriddhi of the

first syllable; e. g. paurusheya, 'manly/ fr. purusha ; dr/neya, fiery/ fr. agni;

ddseya, 'born of a slave-girl,' fr. ddsi; mahcya, 'earthen,' fr. mahi; jndteya, 11.

'relationship,' fr. jhdti. Cf. Gr. keovTtio-g, XeovTto-g: Lat. igneu-s, &c.

LVI. <K -ka, forming adjectives, collective nouns, and nouns expressing diminu-

tion or depreciation; e.g. Sindhuka, 'belonging to Sindh/ fr. Sindhu; madhuka,

'sweet/ fr. madhu; rdjaka, n. 'a number of kings' or a petty king' (m.), fr.

rdjan; asvaka, 'a hack/ fr. aha, 'a horse.' Sometimes almost redundant, as

madhyamaka (fern, ikd),
' middlemost,' fr. madhyuma; bhiru-ka, timid,' fr. bhfru;

putraka,\ son / bdlaka (fern, ikd),
1

young.' For the Krit suffix -ka, see 80. XVI.

Observe—Some of these may equally be regarded as formed with the suffix

-aka, q.v. Cf. also -ika.

LVII. cfi^tf kalpa (TOnO, regarded by native grammarians as a secondary

suffix (see Tan. v. 3, 67. 68, &c), denoting ' similitude with inferiority,' or in the

sense of
'
nearly,'

' about / as, kavi-kalpa, ' a sort of poet / mrita-kalpa, nearly

dead / pacati-kalparn,
' he cooks fairly well.' See Diet, kalpa.

LVIII. ?PT -tana (km. {), forming adjectives from adverbs of time; e.g. has-

tana, 'future/ fr. has, 'to-morrow;' hyas-tana, 'of yesterday/ fr. hyas; prdtas-

tana, '

belonging; to the early moriu^,'
'
early moruu^' (neut.), fr. prdtar,

'
at

K
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day-break ;' prdk-tana, ' former,' fr. prdk, ' previously ;' other examples are prdhne-

tana,pratana, nutana, cirantana. Cf, Gr. eTT-Tje-Tavo-^ : Lat. cras-tinu-s, diu-tinu-s,

LIX. 7PR -tama (fHT^), (-tamdm), forming, ist, the superlative degree, &c. (see

191, 195-197); e.g. punya-tama, 'most holy* (see 191); uttais-tama, very lofty,

fr. uMais. Sometimes added to pronominal stems (see 236). Cf. -tara, -ma : Lat.

op-timu-s, ul-timu-s, &c.

Forming, 2ndly, ordinals (tPTC); e.g. trinfati-tama (fern. i), 'twentieth,' fr.

viysati, 'twenty
1

(see 21 1-2 13).

Tamdm, derived from the first, is added adverbially; e.g. u66ais-tamdm, ex-

ceedingly high;' vadati-tamdm, 'he talks incessantly.'

LX. KM -taya, forming adjectives (fem. {) and neuter substantives from nume-

rals; e.g. tri-taya, 'consisting of three/ a collection of three' (neut.); fatush-

taya, 'four-fold,' 'a collection of four,' &c. (neut.), fr. tatur, 'four' (see 214).

LXI. Hl.-tara (?TT*0, forming the comparative degree (see 191, 195-197, 236);

e. g. punya-tara,
' more holy ;' u6cais-tara, ' higher,' fr. u66ais, ' aloft.' Sometimes

added to pronominal stems (see 236). Cf. -tama. Gr. ykvKv-Ttpc-i, /xeAav-

TtpO-c,.

Tardm, derived from -tara, is added adverbially ; e. g. uttais-tardm, in a higher

degree' (cf. bahu- tardm); vadati-tardm, 'he speaks more (than he ought).'

LXII. TH -td (=-tva below), forming feminine abstract substantives from

stems of nouns or adjectives ; e. g. bahu-td, ' multitude,' fr. bahu, many ;'

prithu-td, 'breadth,' fr. prithu, 'broad;' yuva-td, youthfulness,' youth,' fr.

yuvan, 'young;' purusha-td, 'manliness,' fr. purusha, 'a man;' deva-td, a

divinity.' Cf. Lat. jiwen-ta, senec-ta, vindic-ta.

LX11I. fire -titha (fem. i), forming ordinal adjectives, &c; e.g. bahu-titha,

'manifold,' fr. bahu; tdvatitha, 'the so-manieth,' fr. tdcat.

LXIV. ?fta -tlya (fem. d), forming ordinals; e.g. dci-tiya, 'second;' tri-tiya,

third' (see 208).

LXV. (3" -tna, forming adjectives ; e.g. tira-tna, 'old,' 'ancient,' fr. tira, ' long
;'

other examples are nutna, pratna. Cf. -tana above.

LXVI. 7T -tya (1^, 71^), forming a few adjectives; e.g. tatra-tya, 'being

there,' fr. tatraj iha-tya,
' being here,' fr, iha. Sometimes with Vriddhi of first

syllable ; e. g. pds6dt-tya,
' subsequent,' fr. pascdt, ' behind.' Similarly, ddkshind-

tya fr. dakshind; pauras-tya fr. puras.

LXVII. WT ~trd, forming a few feminine collective nouns ; e. g. go-trd, ' a herd

of cattle,' fr. go. For the adverbial suffixes *tra, *trd, see 720.

LXVIII. r* -tva {=-td above, q.v.)> forming neuter abstract nouns; e.g.

bahu-tva, yuva-tva, prithu-tva, deva-tva, &c.

LXIX. PR -tvana (= -tva), Vedic, forming neuter abstract nouns ; e. g. mahi-

tvana, 'greatness,' fr. mahi or mahin, 'great' (Vedic); sakhi-tvana,

'

friendship,'

fr. sakhi, 'a friend;' vasu-tvana, 'wealth,' fr. vasu, rich.'

LXX. %R daghna (^IT^), regarded (like dvayasa and mdtra) as a secondary
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suffix (Pan. v. 2, 37), denoting * height,' ' measure/ &c. ; e. g. uru-daghna (fern. t)»

'reaching to the thighs.'

LXXI. ^Tffta deitya (^Am^.), regarded (like kalpa, q. v.) as a secondary suffix

(Pan. v. 3, 67), denoting 'about/ 'nearly/ e. g. patu-desiya, 'tolerably clever.'

LXXII. l^f^T dvayasa (sm*HJ, denoting 'height,' 'measure/ &c. (see daghna

above); e. g. uru-dvayasa (fern. {), reaching to the thighs.'

LXXIII. *T -na (»T, «T*^), forming adjectives and substantives, sometimes after

Vriddhi of the first syllable ; e. g, purd-na (fern, d or {),
' old/ fr. purd, ' formerly /

pra-na, 'old/ fr. pra; paunsna (fern. {), 'virile/ 'manhood' (neut.), fr. puns,

*a man/ straina (fern. *'), 'womanly/ 'womanhood' (neut.), fr. stri.

LXXIV. *1 -ma (probably an old superlative suffix, cf. -tama, -ra), forming

ordinals and other adjectives; e.g. panra-ma, 'fifth/ sapta^ma, seventh' (see

209); madhya-ma, ' middlemost/ fr. madhya, ' middle / ava-ma, undermost,' fr.

ava, 'away/ para-ma, 'furthest/ fr. para, 'beyond.' Cf. Gr. €pdo-/AO-f : Lat.

septi-mu-s, pri-mu-s, infi-mu-s, sum-mu-s, &c.

LXXV. WH -maya (*rq^), forming adjectives (fern. 1) denoting ' made of/ 'con-

sisting of/ e.g. loha-maya, 'made of metal/ 'iron/ fr. loha, 'metal/ tejo-maya,

' full of light/ fr. tejas, 'lustre/ buddhi-maya, 'intellectual.'

LXXVI. m& mdtra (*TT^), added to words to denote 'measure,' 'height/

&c. (cf. daghna, dvayasa); e. g. yava-mdtra (fern. <),
' of the size of a barleycorn /

uru-mdtra, ' up to the thighs.' See mdtra in Sanskrit-English Dictionary.

LXXVII. * -ya (H^, *, «J, ^, ^, T®, ^p*, ^pFT, H^, ^, «*p^, ^,
TO, 1^, ^), forming adjectives, patronymics, and neuter abstract substantives,

generally after changes similar to those required by secondary suffixes beginning

with vowels (see Prelim. Obs. a. b. at 80. H); e. g. dhanya, 'wealthy/ fr. dhana,

' wealth / rahasya (fem. d), ' secret/ 'a secret' (neut.), fr. rahas, ' secrecy / pitrya,

'fatherly/ fr.pitrij ritavya, 'seasonable/ fr. ritu; frequently after Vriddhi of the

first syllable, e. g. sanmya (fem. a or mi), 'lunar/ fr. soma, 'the moon / mddhur-

ya, n. 'sweetness/ fr. madhura, 'sweet/ taur-ya, n. 'theft,' fr. 6ora, a thief/

sauhrid-ya, n.
' friendship/ fr. su-hrid, ' a friend / saubhdg-ya, n. ' good fortune/

fr. su-bhaga (see Prelim. Obs. c); svdm-ya, 'lordship/ fr. svdminj vaiydghrya, n.

'
the state of a tiger/ fr. vydghra. Sometimes the nasal and preceding vowel are not

rejected; e.g. brahman-ya (fem. a), 'relating to Brahman/ rdjan-ya, 'regal/ fr.

rdjan (see Prelim. Obs. b. d). Cf. Gr. Ttarp-to-g, iraTp-la, wrljp-u-S, ctovip-i* '•

Lat. patr-iu-s, patr-ia y nefar-iu-s, &c. (cf. the primary suffix -ya, 80. XXVIII).

LXXVI1I. T Va (probably an old comparative suffix, cf. -tara, -ma), forming a

few adjectives (fem. a); e.g. m.adhu-ra, 'sweet/ fr. madhuj asma-ra, 'stony/ fr.

asman; ava-ra, 'inferior/ fr. ava, 'down/ apa-ra, 'posterior/ fr. apa, 'away.'

Cf. Lat. sup~eru-s, sup-er; inf-eru-s, inf-er.

LXXIX. ^J rupa (^H<0, regarded as a secondary suffix giving the sense

'composed of/ 'consisting of/ 'full of/ &c, and sometimes almost redundant;

e. g. mtya-rdpani vdkyam, '

a speech full of truth/ or simply ' a true speech / drya-

K 2
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™,a, 'respectable.' Sometimes giving the sense 'good,' 'well,' and even used

with verbs adverbially; e.g. pntu-rupa, 'very clever;' miya'karana-rvpa, a good

grammarian ;' paMi-rtipum, ' he cooks well '
(Van. v. 3, 66).

LXXX. 75 -la (fern. «'), forming a few adjectives (cf. -i-la); e.g. M-la, ' fortu-

nate,' fr. M: pdnh-la,
' dusty,' fr. path: phena-U, ' foamy,' fr. phena.

LXXXI. 1 -fa (probably for -»««, »4- VII), as Aes«-ea, ' hairy,* fr. Ma.

LXXXII. TO -vala (TO*, JW^). forming a few adjectives (fern, rf) and sub-

stantives; e.g.ar;« s-,«/a, 'strong,' .',«>;>«.. m^ala, crested,' a peacock

(masc.), fr. sikhd,
'

a crest
;' dantd-vala, m. ' an elephant,' fr. aW«, a tooth.

^

LXXXI1I. *t -<>y« (-*,, «*0. »a P''^8
.

'

a I
,aternid UnClC *' fr

'^ "

father.' Cf. Gr. -xaif-m-i : Ut. patr-im-s.

LXXXIV * -ia, forming a few adjectives (fern, a) and substantives; e.g.

loma-sa,
'
hairy,'

'
a sheep ' (masc), ' a fox ' (a, fern.), fr. loman, ' hair.'

LXXXV. * -so, forming a few adjectives, sometimes with Vriddhi
;

c. g. Infa-

nt, 'grassy,' fr. trim; trdpusha, ' made of tin,' fr. tmpu, 'tin.'

81. Second Class.—S/m»* «'*'".'/ *'» \ > (™- f- n -)

A. Primary Dumvativkh, formed from Roots by adding the followmg

Kiit suffixes

—

I 2 -i forming abstract nouns, nouns of agency ol' all genders, and adjectives

(with occasional Guna or Vriddhi of the radical vowel); e.g. kavi, ma poet, fr.

i„. «hi, m. 'a snake' foif, ^uis), *• «»*• *"«•'• m '

MUnd>
/'' ^

T'
,,„,' i, m.

'
a worshipper,' fr. y(y; pesA-i, m. ' a thunderbolt,' fr. pi.*, to crush ;

tL-i, f.
' splendour,' fr. *«,*, ' to shine ;' «rf-,\ f. '

friendship,' fr. «rf; AmA-,, t

•

plou-hing,' fr. ArisA; Up-i, f. 'a writing,' fr. % 'to smear;' 6hid-i, f. an axe

I ak •; cut;' pW, n. 'water,' f, *n, 'to surround;' aUk-i, n an eye

fr aksk; M-i, 'pure,' fr. hi, 'to be pure;' WA-i, known* fr. budh.

Sometimes with reduplication; e.g. jttgm-i, 'quick,' fr. gm, to go; «A„-L

'slaying,' fr. .«. Cf. Gr. w'A^ ii^-f, «™«-ft «f*-ft &c: Ut. or-.,

trudi-s, &c. ..,/•*„ r„,.,».

Often added to rfM, 'to hold,' after various prepos.toons and prefixes, to lorm

masculine nouns, the final of the root being dropped ; e. g. ni-dhi, m., vi-dh, m.,

san-dhi, m.; one or two are exceptionally fern. (e.g. osAadAi).

II ft -ti (ef -m), forming feminine abstract nouns and a few masculines, and

clo*lj related to the -ta of the past pass. part, at 80. XVII, being added with

similar changes (except that i is rarely inserted); e. g. *-*, f. hearmg fr. sru:

M.H, f 'existence,' f, M: stki-ti, f. 'state' fr. «U:~*, f- nund
;

fr man

;

,lk.,i, f. 'speech,' fr. vat, 'to speak;' ptir-ti, fulness,' fr. pr(, to fill; dtf-h, f.

'

tt <dft
'

fr. rf«; 6««-«, f. ' a fragment,' fr. Mid, to split
'
(but past part, bhm-na);

m-ti, f. 'splitting,' fr. Md (but past part. «<Ai«-n«); vnd-dhi (ue. *•* + *)• »;

< increase,' fr. vridk; yati, m. 'a sage,' fr. yam, 'to restrain ;' jhdti, m. a relahon,
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fr. jhd; pad, m. 'a husband' (for pdti), fr. pd, 'to protect/ Cf. Gr. pr-ri-;,

(pa-ri-g, (f>a-(Ti-$, {xav-Ti-g, Tro-ai-g : Lat. ves-ti-s, mes-si-s (for met-ti-s), mors

(stem mor-ii), po-ti-s, cam-pos (stem com-po-ti).

III. fiT -Bt, forming feminine abstract nouns (in many respects analogous to

those formed with -ti, so that when the past passive participle ends in -na, q.v., a

noun may generally be formed with -ni), also a few masculines and adjectives;

as, gld~ni, f.
' weariness,' fr. glai, 'to be languid;' hUni, f. 'cutting,' fr. hi; jir-ni,

f. 'old age,' fr. jn, 'to grow old;' hd-ni, f. 'loss,' fr. kd (but past part, hma);

agni, m. 'fire,' fr. ang or anj; vah-ni, m. 'fire,' fr. vah
t
'to bear;' vnsh-ni,

raining,' 'a ram' (m.), fr. vrish. Cf. Gr. friq-vi-g
9
<md-vi-;: Lat. ig-ni-s (=Sk.

ag-ni-s), pa-ni-s.

IV. "R -mi, as bhu-mi, f. 'the earth,' fr. bhu, 'to be;' r/flZ-rw, m. '
lndra's

thunderbolt,' fr. dal ; ur-mi, m. f. 'a wave' (perhaps fr. vri); ras-mi, in. 'a ray

'

(perhaps fr. ras for las). Cf. Gr. (pYj-fU-g : Lat. ver-mi-s.

V. ft -n, as in anh-ri, angh-ri, as-ri, vank-ri, vadh-ri. Cf. Gr. H$-pt-$.

VI. T^T -m\ as in ghrish-vi, jir-vi, sfr-vi, jdgri-vi, dddhri-vi.

VII. fa -M, as in dftd-si, pluk-shi, suk-shi.

B. Secondary Derivatives, formed from the Nominal Stems of primary

derivatives by adding the following Taddhita suffixes.

(See Prelim. Obs. at 80. B.)

VIII. ^fa -aki, forming a few patronymics after Vnddhi of the first syllable;

e.g. Vaiydsaki, a descendant of Vyasa.'

IX. ^mifff -dyani, forming patronymics; e.g. vdsindyani fr. vdsin (Pan. vi.

X. ^-i, forming patronymics after Vriddhi of the first syllable; e.g. Daushyanti,

the son of Dushyanta;' so Ddstiralhi, 'a descendant of Das'a-ratha;' Sauvasvi

i'r. Sv-asvn.

XI. rTTTfT -tdti (—-td), forming Vedic abstract substantives; e.g. deva-tdti, f.

divinity,' fr. deva ; vasu-tdti, f. wealth,' fr. vasu; sarva-tdti, f. entirety,' fr.

sarva, 'all.' Cf. Gr. (pikc-TY}$ (i.e. (pi\6-TY)T-g), kolko-ty\<; (KaKO-TYjr-og) : Lat.

civi-tas (stem c'wi-tdt- or civi-tdti-), celeri-tas (stem celrri-tdti-), vetus-tas, &c.

XII. fir -fi, as in yuva-1i
7

' a young woman,
1

fern, of yuvan (Pan. iv. i, 77).

82. Third Class.—Stems ending in s u (m. f. n.)

A. Primary Derivatives, formed from Roots by adding the following

Krit suffixes

—

I. W*J -athu ('W^^), after Guna of a radical vowel ; e. g. kshay-athu, m. ' con-

sumption,' fr. kshi, 'to waste away;' faay-athu, m. 'swelling,' fr. hi; also vep-

athu, vam-athu.

II. WJ -dtu, as jiv-dtuy m. f. n. 'life,' &c, fr. j(o, 'to live/
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III. *l*-dru, as hr-dru, ' hurtful,' fr. ift 'to injure;' r««^r«, 'polite,'

*

*?««</, 'to praise.*

IV. ^THJ -alu (= -orti above), as s'dy-dlu,
' sleepy, ' fr. 4%t

' to lie down / sprihay-

dlu, 'desirous,' fr. sprik (ioth class), 'to desire.'

V. ra -i7»w, forming adjectives &c. from verbal stems of the ioth class ; e. g.

gaday-itnu, 'talkative/ fr. $W, 'to speak;' stanay-itnu, m. thunder,' fr. start,

'to sound.'

VI. i^tlj -isJtnu (i.e. «-skk) = snn, as ksay-ishnu, 'perishing,' fr. foA»; bhav-

ishnu=zbhu-shnu, 'becoming,' fr. bhii.

VII. 3T -m
(^f, J, 7, 5^, 3W, ^ir), forming adjectives (fern, us or m) and a

lew nouns, the radical vowel generally undergoing change ; e. g. prith-u, broad,'

fr. prath, to extend;' mrid-u, 'mild,' fr. mrid, 'to crush;' svdd-u, 'sweet,' fr.

svad or svdd; lagh-u, light,' fr. hmgh, 'to spring;' tan-u, 'thin,' fr. tan, 'to

stretch;' ds~u, 'swift;' bandh-u, m. 'a kinsman,' fr. bandh, 'to bind;' bhid-u, m.

a thunderbolt,' fr. bhid, 'to cleave;' kar-u, in. 'an artisan,' fr. hi, 'to make;'

tan~u> f. the body,' fr. fan; rf*ir-w, n. 'timber/ fr. dri, 'to split/ madh-u, n.

honey.' Cf. Gr. a)K-v-f
9
$-v-$, TtXar-v-g : Lat. ac-w-s, i(/-w-s, sudv-i-s (for

-swa'Jtt-i-s).

Forming also desiderative adjectives (sometimes governing an accusative, see

824) from desiderative stems ; e. g. jigamish-u, ' desirous of going,' fr. jigamisha,

desiderative stem of gam, 'to go:' similarly, didrikshu, 'anxious to see;' jigishu,

striving to conquer.'

VIII. g -tu (g, TjflJ, forming nouns of agency &c, generally masculine; e. g.

gan-tu, m. a wayfarer/ fr. gam, 'to go/ yd-Ui, 'a goer/ &c, 'time,' fr. yd, 'to

go/ bhd-tu, m. 'the sun/ fr. bhd, 'to shine' (cf. bhd-nu)-, jan-tu, m. 'a creature/

fr. janj ri-tu, m. a season,' fr. ri, 'to go ;' vas-tu, n. 'an object/ also wfa-fa, m.n.

'building-ground/ fr. vas, 'to dwell.' Cf. Gr. Poy-Tu-g, c&^-TV-f, aV-TU (for

Fckt-tv) : Lat. sta-tu-s, vic-tu-s, cur-su-s (for cur-tu-s).

Observe—The accusative of this suffix is used to form the infinitive; e.g. ydtum,

to go:' and in the Rig-veda other cases, as the dative, genitive, arc used as in-

finitives ; e. g. ydtave, ydtavai, ydtos (see 458, 459).

IX. fj -nu 0$, fj), as gridh-nu, ' eager/ 'greedy/ h.gridh, 'to covet;' tras-nu,

timid/ fr. <ras, to tremble/ su-nu, m. 'a son/ su-nu or sm'-wm, f. 'a daughter/

fr. su, to bring forth / bhd-nu, m. ' the sun/ fr. Ma; dhe-nu, f. ' a milk-cow/ fr.

dhe, ' to suck.' Cf. Gr. Spy-vis, kty-vi-s.

X. J -yu > as 4undh-yu, 'bright/ 'fire' (m.), fr. hndh, 'to purify/ jan-yu, 'a

creature/ fr. jaw; man-yu, 'wrath/ fr. man, 'to think/ also bhij-yu, das-yu,

mri-t-yu.

XI. ^ -ru, as M&'-rw (nom. fern, rus or m), 'timid/ fr. bid, ' to fear/ ai-r«, '

a

tear' (said to be fr. as).

XII. ^ -5w« (cf. -ishnu), as sthd-snu, 'firm,' fr. sM«, 'to stand/ ji-shnu, 'vic-

torious,' fr. ji, 'to conquer/ bhu-shnu, 'being,' fr. bhu.
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B. Secondary Derivatives, formed from the Nominal Stems of

primary derivatives by adding the following Taddhita suffixes

—

XIII. •£ -yu, forming adjectives, frequently in the sense of wishing for,' and a

few nouns; e.g. urnd-yu, ' woollen,' fr. urnd; svar-yu, 'desiring heaven,' fr. svar,

* heaven;' also subha?n-yu, kam-yu, aham-yu, asma-yu.

XIV. <? -lu, as kripd-lu, dayd-lu, * compassionate,' fr. kripd, dayd.

Stems ending in \ 1 and "31 u (see 1 23).

XV. t -(, forming numerous feminine nouns, which will he found under their

corresponding masculine suffixes, see 80. I. &c, 123-126. Others, mostly mono-

syllabic, and often formed by taking a naked root to serve as a noun, are, bU, f.

'fear;' dhi, f. 'understanding;' sri, f. 'prosperity;' stri, f.' a woman;' Lakshmi,

f. 'the goddess Lakshrni;' ni, m. f. 'a leader' (whence send-ni, in. 'a general;'

grdma-niy m. f.
' the chief of a village ').

XVI. "31 -m, forming feminine nouns, which will be found under their corres-

ponding masculine forms, as m-nu, bhi-ru, 82. IX. XI. (see also 125, 126). Others,

sometimes monosyllabic, and formed by taking a naked root to serve as a noun,

are, lu, m. f. 'a reaper;' bid, f. 'the earth;' Svuyam*bhu, m. 'the Self-existent;'

vadhu, f. 'a wife.'

83. Fourth Class.—Stems ending in ^ ri (m.f. n.)

Primary Derivatives, formed from Roots by adding the Krit suffix—

H -tri, forming, 1st, nouns of agency of three genders, and a kind of future par-

ticiple, the same change of the root being required which takes place in the first

future, and the same euphonic changes of t (see 386 and 581); thus kshep-tfi,'

*

thrower,' fr. kship; dd-tri, 'a giver,' fr. dd; bhar-tri, 'a protector,' fr. bhri, 'to

bear;' boddhri, ' a knower,' fr. budh ; sodhri, 'patient,' fr. sah, ' to bear;' bhav-i-tri,

'about to become ' {=:fu-turu-s), fr. bhu, 'to become' (Raghu-v. vi. 52).

2ndly, nouns of relationship, masculine and feminine; in these the vowel of the

root is frequently modified; as, pi-tri,
' a father,' fr. pd, 'to protect;' rnd-tri, 'a

mother,' fr. md, 'to form,'
' produce ;' bhrd-tri, 'a brother,' fr. bhfi, 'to support.'

Cf. Gr. fo-TYjp, <na-Tfi?> ^ryjp: Lat. da-tor, da-turu-s, pa-ter, ma-terjra-ter.

84. Fifth Class.—Stems ending in i^t and ^ d (m. f. n.)

A. Primary Derivatives, formed from Roots by adding the following

Krit suffixes—

I. V^-at, forming present and future participles Par. from the stems of the

present and the second future tenses respectively (see 524, 525, 578) ;
e. g. ad-at,

'eating,' fr. ad; 6nv-at, 'collecting,' fr. &; karishy-at, 'about to do,' fr. kri

;
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dadh-at, * placing/ fr. dhd. Cf. Gr. (f)ip-uv (stem 4>(p-0VT~), hl-ov-g (stem

O/OovT-), T^-ej-s" (stem TJ0-tVT-) : Lat. veh-ens (stem veh-cnt-), i-ens (stem e-unt-).

II. ^-i7, forming a few nouns and adjectives; e.g. sar-it, 'a river,' fr. m,

to flow;' har-it, green.'

III. TT -tf frequently added to roots ending in a short vowel, to form nouns of

agency, substantives, and adjectives (often used at the end of compounds) ; e. g.

ji-t, 'conquering,' in sarva-jit, 'all-conquering,' fr. jij kri-t, a doer/ in karma-

krit, a doer of work/ fr. kri.

Sometimes t is substituted for a final m of a root, generally at the end of a com-

pound; as, ga-t in adhva-gat, m. 'a traveller/ fr. gam, 'to go.'

IV. This class, besides comprehending a few nouns already ending in d, as

sarad, f. 'autumn / drisad, f. 'a stone;' htmud, n. 'a lotus/ includes a number

of monosyllabic nouns formed by taking roots ending in t or d, and using them

in their unchanged state as substantives and nouns of agency, the technical suffix

kvip (leaving v) being theoretically added, for which a blank is substituted (see 87)

;

e.g. tit, f. 'the mind;' mud, f. 'joy;' vid, 'a knower' (in dharma-oid); ad, 'an

eater' (in kravydd, 'a flesh-eater
1

); dyut, f. splendour/ pad, m. a step.'

Some nouns falling under this class are formed by prefixing prepositions to

roots ending in t or d, or in a short vowel; e.g. sum-pad, f. 'success/ sam-vid,

f. 'an agreement/ ri-dyut, f. 'lightning;' vpa-ni-shad, 'a philosophical treatise/

sam-i-t, ' conflict ' (fr. sa?n-i, 'to go together').

The practice of using roots at the end of compounds prevails also in Greek and

Latin; as in %tp-vi$ (-w$-), (3ov-itXyj^ (-tfA^y-), &c, arti-fex {-fie-), carni-fex

(-Jic-), pra-ses (-aid-), &c. And there is a very remarkable agreement between

Sanskrit and Latin m the practice of adding /to roots ending in short vowels; thus,

corn-it- [comes), ' a goer with ;' cqu-it- (cques), a goer on horseback ;' al-it- (ales),

4

a goer with wings / super-stit- (superstes), a standcr by/ &c. Greek adds a similar

t to roots with a long final vowel ; as, a-yvvT- (ayvcos), d-mcoj- (aTTTo^), &c.

B. Secondary Derivatives, formed from the Nominal Stems of

primary derivatives by adding the following Taddfiita suffixes

—

V. rTTcT -tat, a Vedic suffix (~-tdti, 81. XI); e.g. deva-tdt, f. worship;'

satya-tdt, truth.'

VI. mi -mat (*fij^, ^JiJHJ, forming adjectives (fern. at() signifying 'possessed

of/ '
full of,' &c.= -vat below; usually added to stems ending in i, i, or u; e. g.

agni-mat, 'having fire;' tri-mat, 'prosperous;' dU-mat, wise;' ays'u-mat, 'radiant;'

yava-mat, 'abounding in barley/ madhu-mat, 'full of honey/ vidyun-mat=zvidyut-

vat, 'possessing lightning/ fr. vidyut; jyotish-mat, 'brilliant/ fr. jyotis, 'light/

dhanush-mat, 'armed with a bow ' (see 69); artish-mat, 'brilliant' (69. 6).

VII. ^7f -vat (^J^, ^rfff), forming, 1st, adjectives (fem. ati) signifying 'pos-

sessed of,' &c; usually added to stems ending in a, d, or m, and in some other

consonants ; e. g. dhana-vat, ' possessed of wealth / aha-vat> ' having horses /

vira-vat, 'abounding in heroes/ sikhd-vat, 'crested,' fr. sikhd; vidyd-vat, learned,'
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fr. vidyd, 'knowledge;' raja-vat or rdjan-vat (see 57), 'having a king,' fr. rdjan;

agni-vat=zagni-mat, having fire;' kirn-vat, possessed of what;' pad-vat, ' having

feet/ fr. pad, ' a foot;' vidyut-vat, ' possessing lightning,' fr. vidyut (see under -mat);

tejas-vat, 'brilliant,' fr. tejas, 'splendour;' bhds-vat, 'sliming,' 'the sun' (m.), fr.

bhds, 'light;' srug-vat, 'having a ladle,' fr. srui. Cf. Gr. forms in -Fa$ (i.e. for

FevT-$), -Feaaa (i. e. Fttya— vati for vatyd), -fev (for Fwt); as, yapi-us (stem

yapi-FtVT-), iauepvo-uf (stem tioucpvo-FevT-).

Forming, 2ndly, past active participles (see 553) ; e. g. krita-vat, ' one who has

done;' bhagna-vat, 'one who has broken.'

For the suffix -vat, in td-vat, so many,' yd-vat, &c, see 234 ; and for the

adverbial suffix -vat, expressing 'similitude,' see 724.

85. Sixth Class.—Stems ending in ^an and ^in (m. f. n.)

A. Primary Derivatives, formed from Roots by adding the

following Krit suffixes

—

I. TOr^-fln, forming several nouns, chiefly masculine; e.g. rdjan, m. a king'

(fem. rdjhi, 'a queen,' 57. c), fr. raj, 'to govern;' taksh-an, m. 'a carpenter,' fr.

taksh, ' to form by cutting ;' sneh-an, m. ' a friend,' fr. snih, to love ;' uksh-an, m.

'a bull,' fr. uksh, 'to impregnate;' as-an, m. a stone,' fr. as; ud-an, n. water,'

fr. ud or und, 'to wet.' Cf. Gr. kAzS-ojv, TeKT-wv (stem t€Kt-ov~), eiK-wv (stem

ciK-ov-)i Lat. hom-o (stem liom-in-), asperg-o (stem asperg-in-), pect-en (pec-tin-).

II. ^ -in, forming numerous substantives, adjectives, and nouns of agency

(fem. ini); e.g. math-in, m. 'a churning-stick,' fr. math, 'to shake;' path-in, m.

'a path,' fr. path, 'to go' (see 162); kdr-in, m. 'an agent,' fr. kri, 'to do;' dvesh-in,

m. 'an enemy,' fr. dvish, 'to hate.' Cf. the secondary suffix -in at VI.

III. rTF^ -tvan (fem. tvari), see under -wra below.

IV. Hf^ -man (^fa^, Hfa, lfiFBl), -im<w, forming neuter and a few masculine

abstract substantives, and rarely adjectives, often after Guna of the radical vowel

(those in iman being generally masc.) ; e. g. kar-man, n. a deed,' fr. kri, to do
;'

jan-man or jan-iman, n. ' birth,' fr. jan, 'to beget ;' ves-man, n. a house/ fr. vis,

'to enter/ nd-man, n. (for jhd-man), 'a name/ fr. jnd, 'to know/ sar-man, n.

'happiness/ probably fr. sri; pre-man, m. n. 'affection/ fr. pri, to please/ ush-

man, m. 'heat/ fr. ush, 'to burn:' also si-man, f. 'a boundary/ as-man, in. 'a

stone/ hsh-man, m. 'fire/ 'strength' (neut.); pdp-man, m. 'sin.'

Sometimes with insertion of i (and Vedic 0, in which case the gender is generally

masculine (cf. the secondary suffix -iman) ; e. g. sar-man or Ved. sar-iman, m.

'going/ fr. sri, 'to go/ star-iman or Ved. star-iman, in. 'a couch,' fr. s/H', to

spread/ dhar-iman, m. 'form/ fr. dhri, 'to hold/ har-iman, m. 'time/ fr. Ari,

'to seize.' Cf. Gr. aK-fXW (stem aK-pov-), yv£-puv (stem yvcc-fxov-), vvO-pqv

(stem nvS-fxev-): Lat. no-men (stem no-wiin-), s/r<?-men (stem stra-min-), ag-men,

teg-men, teg-i-men.

V. ^ -ran (gifif^, ^finO, forming substantives, adjectives, and nouns of
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Tf
' »? «„/fiv mra with which -van appears to be co

agency (fern, generally van; cf. suffix -vara, wn i

^

,
< ,.,<>„> A. 7ind to go; mad-van (km. part), n

nected); e.g. pad-van, m. away, ir. pact, 10 go, v /

treating/ fr.mad/ to ghdden ;> M-van (fem. varS), praismg, fr. art (or nc<)

dris-van, 'one who has seen ' (generally at the end of a comp.), fr. dni; yaj-vat,

(km. vari), 'sacrificing,' fr. yaj.

When a root ends in a short vowel, t is inserted; e.g. Iri-t-van (fern, vari),

'effecting,' fr. kri; ji-t-vcm, 'conquering,' fr. ji ; i-t-van, 'going,' fr. i.

B. Secondary Derivatives, formed from the Nominal Stems of primary

derivatives by adding the following Taddhita suffixes

—

VT. j^[ -in, forming numerous adjectives of possession, &c. ; e. g. dhan-in,

'wealthy,' fr. dhana, 'wealth;' bal-in, 'strong,' fr. bala, 'strength;' mdl-in,

wearing a garland,' fr. mala, 'a garland;' vrih-in, 'having rice,' fr. vrihi, 'rice;'

kes'-in, 'having hair,' fr. kes'a, 'hair;' padm-in, 'abounding in lotuses' (padmini, f.

a quantity of lotuses'), fr.padma, 'a lotus.'

VII. j^f^ -iman (^[HnTO ,
^ilficjj, forming masculine abstract substantives,

mostly from adjectival stems, the finals being generally rejected, and the same

changes being frequently required as before the comparative and superlative

suffixes -(yas, -ishtha (cf. the Krit suffix -mart, 85. IV) ; e. g. kdl-iman, 'blackness,'

fr. kdla, black ;' lagh-iman, 'lightness,' fr. layhu, ' nimble ;' mah-iman, 'greatness,'

fr. mahat; also gar-imam, drdgh-iman, prath-iman, &e. (cf. comparisons, 194).

VIII. far^ -min, forming adjectives of possession (cf. the suffixes -in, -vin, -mat,

-vat); e.g. vdg-min, eloquent,' fr. vat, 'speech;' go'min, 'possessing herds,' fr.

go, a cow;' svd-min, 'an owner,' fr. sva, 'self.'

IX. T^-vin, forming adjectives, generally from stems ending in a or as; e.g.

medhd-vin, 'intellectual;' tejas-vin, 'splendid' (69); srag-vin, 'wearing a gar-

land,' fr. sraj.

86. Seventh Class.—Stems ending w^as, ^is, 3^ us (m.f.n.)

A. Primary Derivatives, formed from Roots by adding the

following Krit suffixes

—

I. W{ -as, forming numerous nouns, mostly neuter, and a few adjectives,

generally after Guna of the root; e. g. man-as, n. 'the mind,' fr. man, 'to think :'

similarly formed are nam-as, n. adoration;' tap-as, n. 'penance;' tam-asyii.' dark-

ness ;' jan-as, ' a race ;' sar-as, n. water,' fr. sri, 'to go ;' 6et-as, n. ' mind,' fr. tit ;

srot-as, n. 'stream,' fr. sru, 'to flow' (in this case t is inserted); vsh-as, f. (nom.

as), dawn,' fr. ush {=:vas), 'to shine;' jar-as, f. 'old age,' fr. jri, 'to grow old

'

(171) ; vedh-as (nom. m. f. n, ds, ds, as), creating,' ' name of Brahman ' (m.) Cf.

Gr. y€V-Q$, /xeVof, €v-y€ihys (stem tv-yev-ts-), ti-fxtv-fc (=su-manas) : Lat.

gen-w (stem gen-es- or gen-er-), scel-us.

II. ^-ts(= -as above), asAor-ts, n. 'ghee,' fr. hu, to offer;' also ard-is, jyot -is,

dyot-is, ro6-(s, fa<f-i$, n. 'light,' 'lustre,' fr. art, jyut, dyut, rut, Sat, 'to shine.'
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111. sTH -us (= -as, 86. 1), as daksh-us, n. 'an eye,' fr. 6aksh, to see;' also

vap-us, n. 'body;' (anus, n. 'body/ dhan-us, n. (in.) 'a bow;* jan-us, n. 'birth-/

mun-us, m. man.'

IV. '^-Pfls, -mhm (nom. m. f. n. #</», wsH, vat), forming perfect participles from

the stem of the reduplicated perfect (see 554); e. g. vivid-vas
f
'one who has known,'

fr. vivid (cf. vidoas, 168. e); similarly, ten-ivas, jagm-ivas, &c. (see 168).

B. Secondary Derivatives, formed from the Nominal Stkms of primary

derivatives by adding the following Taddhita suffixes

—

V. S^H -iyas, forming the comparative degree (see 167, 193, 194); e.g. bal-

{yas,
' stronger,' fr. bala for balin or bala-vat. Observe—Perhaps this suffix is in

most cases rather primary than secondary, being generally added to the root or

modified root j as, uru, 'wide,' forms variyas fr. vri (cf. -isktha, 80. XLVIII).

VI. TJH -yas (= -iyas above), as bhu-yas, ' more,' comparative of bahu (see 194)

:

also jyd~yas (194)5 nav-yas, Ved. (comparative of nava, 'recent ').

87. Eighth Class.—Stems ending in any Consonant, except

71 1 and \ d, ^n, ^s (m. f. n.)

Almost any root may be used alone in its naked unchanged state as a nominal

stem, no suffix of any kind being apparently added, but as it is a rule, of native

grammarians that no word can be formed without a suffix, they suppose a suffix

technically called kvip (leaving v), for which a blank is then substituted. Most

naked roots so used, form nouns of agency, especially at the end of compounds.

Those roots which end in t or d, or in a short vowel, having t affixed, have been

already noticed as falling under the fifth class, see 84. 111. IV. This eighth class

is intended to comprise all other roots, ending in any consonant ; e.g. bhvj (nom.

bhuk), ' an eater;' so, budh (nom. bhut), ' a knower ' (see 44. c) ; spris (nom. sprik),

'one who touches;' roV(nom. vit), 'one who enters,' 'a Vaisya' (m.), a house' (f.);

lih (nom. lit), 'one who licks;' duh (nom. dhuk), 'one who milks.'

a. Some require modifications; as, prdch (nom. prat), 'an asker,' fr. pra<9i.

A desiderative stem is sometimes used alone in the same way ; e. g, pipaksh (nom.

pipak), one who wishes to cook.'

b. Many roots are taken in this way to form substantives; e.g. yudh, f. (nom.

yut), 'battle;' kshudh, f. (nom. kshut), 'hunger:' some requiring modifications of

the radical vowel; e.g. vd6, f. (nom. vdk), 'speech,' fr. vad, to speak;' pur, f.

(nom. pur), ' a city,' probably fr. pri; gir, f. (nom. gir), praise,' fr. gri.

c. Many roots ending in nasals, when used in this way, especially at the end of

compounds, either reject the nasal, or exchange it for t (see -/, 84. Ill)
:
gam, to

go,' has ga or gat; jan husjaj han has ha or ghna.

d. There are also a few dissyllabic nouns formed from roots which must be made

to fall under this eighth class ; as, trishnaj (nom. trishnak), ' thirsty ;' asrij, n.

(nom. asrik), 'blood:' also a few substantives formed by prefixing prepositions

to roots; as, sam-idh (nom. samit), 'fuel.'

L 2
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CHAPTEE IV.

DECLENSION ; OK INFLEXION OF THE STEMS OF NOUNS,

SUBSTANTIVE AND ADJECTIVE.

general observations.

88. Having explained how the stem of a noun is formed, we

have now to shew how it is inflected.

In the last chapter, nouns, Substantive and Adjective, were ar-

ranged under eight classes, according to the final of their stems

(the first four classes comprising those ending in vowels, the last

four those ending in consonants). In the present chapter their

declension or inflexion will be exhibited under the same eight

classes. Moreover, as every class comprises Adjectives as well as

Substantives, so the example of masculine, feminine, and neuter

Substantives given under each class will serve as a model for the

declension of masculine, feminine, and neuter Adjectives coining

under the same class.

Gender of Nouns.

89. The noun has three genders, and its gender is, in many

cases, determinable from the termination of its stem. Thus, nearly

all stems in a, f, and those formed with the suflix ti (81. II), are

feminine : most abstract nouns and those denoting an act or instru-

ment, formed with the suffixes ana, tva (80. LXVIII), tja, tra (see

under 80), as, is
y
us (86), and man (85. IV), are neuter; those

formed with the suffixes na (80. XXIV) and iman (85. VII) are

generally masculine ; but those in a, i, w, and ri are not reducible

to rule. The Nominative case is, however, in the first of these

instances a guide to the gender; as, deva-s
y
'a deity/ is masculine;

but phala-m, * fruit/ neuter. And in other cases the meaning of

the word ; as, pitri, ' a father/ is masculine ; and mdtri,
i

a mother,'

feminine.

It may be noted also that words denoting gods, mountains, seas,

divisions of time, are generally masculine ; words denoting rivers,

the earth, and night, are usually feminine; while adjectives and
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participles, used as abstract nouns, the names of woods, flowers,

fruits, towns, and water, are generally neuter.

Cases of Nouns.

90. In Sanskrit, nearly all the relations between words in a

sentence are expressed by inflexions {vibhakti, Pan. 1. 4, 104).

Many prepositions exist, but in Post-Vedic Sanskrit they are not

often used alone in government with cases, their chief use being as

prefixes to verbs and nouns. Hence the necessity for eight cases.

These, as it were, grow out of the stem, and are called, 1. Nomina-

tive (prathamd, scil. vibhakti, 'the first case') ; 2. Accusative [dvitiyd,

'the second'); 3. Instrumental (tritiyd, 'the third
') ; 4. Dative {6a-

turthi, 'the fourth '); 5. Ablative (pantami, 'the fifth*); 6. Genitive

(shashfhi, 'the sixth')
; 7. Locative (saptami, ' the seventh*) ; 8. Vo-

cative (see 92). 1. The Nominative is the kartri or 'agent/ but the

agent is not always in the N. case * ; thus in the sentences, ' he did

that/ and' ' that was done by me/ the agent in the last sentence is

in the I. case. 2. The Accusative is the karman or ' that acted on/

but the karman is not always in the Ac. case ; as in
c that was done

by me/ where ' that ' is the karman, and is in the N. case. 3. The

Instrumental expresses karana, ' instrumentality/ i. e. it denotes the

instrument or agent by which or by whom a thing is done ; as, tena

kritam, ' done by him f.' 4. The Dative is used in the sense sam-

praddna, ' giving/ ' delivering over/ &c. 5. The Ablative generally

expresses apdddna, ' taking away/ and is usually translatcable by

'from/ and not as in Latin and Greek by 'with/ 'by/ 'in' (see

812). 6. The Genitive expresses sambandha, 'relationship/ 'con-

nexion J/ 7. The Locative is used in the sense adhikarum, ' location/

and generally expresses the place or time in which anything is

done; as, Ayodhydydm, 'in Ayodhya;' purva-kdle, 'in former time;'

bhumau, 'on the ground f/ 8. The Vocative is used in the sense

sambuddhi and sambodhana, ' addressing/ ' calling to.'

* These cases will sometimes be denoted by their initial letters. Thus N. will

denote Nominative; I., Instrumental; Ac, Accusative; Ab., Ablative.

t The Instrumental and the Locative cases denote various other relations. See

Syntax, 805, 817.

X The Genitive in Sanskrit generally denotes 'possession/ but is of very exten-

sive application. See Syntax, 815, 816.
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91. According to the Indian system, each of these eight cases

has three numbers, singular (eka-va6a,na) i
dual (dvi-vatana), and

plural (bahu-vaSana) ; and to each belongs a termination which is

peculiarly its own, serving alike for masculine (pum-linga), feminine

(stri-Unga), and neuter gender (kliva or napunsaka-linga).

Again, according to the native system, some terminations are

technically combined with servile or indicatory letters to indicate

some peculiarity, or to distinguish one from the other, or to enable

Pratyaharas to be formed (see note below). Thus the proper

termination of the Nominative singular is ^ s (expressible by

Visarga : before k, kh, p, ph, and before the sibilants, or at the

end of a sentence, see 63) ; but the technical termination is su
y

the letter u being servile *. Similarly, the termination of the Nomi-

native plural is really as, but technically jus, the j being servile.

The two schemes of termination, with and without the servile

letters, are here exhibited. The first, or merely technical scheme,

is given in small type.

Technical Terminations with the Real Terminations without

indicatory letters in capitals.
1

the indicatory' letters.

SING. DUAL. PLURAL. SING. DUAL. PLUUAL.

N. *}«(/*" ^T an 1V^ Jas s au as

Ac. WT am vfyauT* y*(S'as am an as

I. Z\Td WITH bhydm fa^ bhis 1 a bhydm bhis

D. TJVe — bhydm Wfl^bhyas ' e bhydm bhyas

Ab. 7fa Nasi — bhydm — bhyus \

as bhydm bhyas

G. T^IVo* Wt^os OTTwm as OS dm

L. fSNi — OS ^^SllP
)

i OS su

* The servile u may possibly indicate that final s, in certain positions, is liable

to be liquefied into w. The object of the ^ of w^ in the Ac. du. is to enable a

pratydhdra ^ to be formed, denoting the first five inflexions, i. e. the Strong

cases of masculine and feminine nouns (see 135). The terminations for the D.

Ab. G. and L. sing, are called by Panini nitah, ' having n as their it,' to indicate

that they are applicable to the four cases, admitting occasional substitutions ; cf.

the inflexion of mati, dhenu at 112, sri, &c. at 123. The pratydhdra ^{sup is used

to denote all the cases from the N. sing, to the L. pi. Pratyaharas are generally

formed by combining the first member of a series with the final consonant of the

last member, as above (cf. page 14, note b).
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92. The Vocative is held to be a peculiar aspect of the Nomina-

tive, and coincides with the Norn, in the dual and plural. Hence

it is not supposed to have a separate termination of its own. In

the singular it is sometimes identical with the stem, sometimes with

the Nominative. Sometimes, however, it differs from both*.

a. The terminations beginning with vowels will sometimes be

called vowel-terminations; and those beginning with consonants,

including the Nom. sing., consonantal terminations.

Again, those cases which take the vowel-terminations will some-

times be called vowel-cases ; and those which take the consonantal,

consonantal cases.

See also the division into Strong, Middle, and Weak cases at

135. <*•

Observe—The terminations should be read horizontally, i.e. for

each case in all three numbers ; not perpendicularly, i. e. not for

all the cases of the singular before passing to the dual. Hence

the expression ' sas and all the remaining cases ' must be taken to

mean the Ac. pi. and all the other cases sing. du. and pi., and the

* first five inflexions ' must be taken to denote s, au, as, am, au, or

N. sing. du. pi., Ac. sing. du.

93. Having propounded the above scheme as the general type

of the several case-suffixes in the three numbers, Indian gram-

marians proceed to adapt them to every Substantive and Adjective

in the language, as well as to Pronouns, Numerals, and Participles,

whether masculine, feminine, or neuter.

In fact, their theory is, that there is but one declension in San-

skrit, and that the stem of a noun being given, and the regular

case-terminations being given, the stem is to be joined to those

terminations according to the regular laws of euphonic combination,

as in the following examples of the two stems, tft nau, f. 'a ship'

(navi, vav), and ^ft^ harit, m. f. ' green.'

* In the first or commonest class of nouns the masculine stem stimds alone in

the Vocative, just as the termination is dropped from the 2nd pers. sing. Impera-

tive Parasmai in the first group of classes in conjugation, see 246.
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y4 . ._._ —
!

1 SINGULAR.

Noin.Voc. ^nans
nau + s

1 DUAL.

r|i^ ndvau

nau + au. See 37.

PLURAL.

^TW^ ndvas

nau + as. $J.

j

Ace. TTT^T ndvam

nau + am. 37.

— ndvau — ndvas

Inst. Tfm ndvd

nau -\-d. $J.

fftwn* nauhlnjdm

nau + bhydm

^Ifa^ naubhis

nau + bhis

Dat. rn^ nave

nan + e. $J.

— naubhydm Tftw^ naubhyas

nau + bhyas

Abl. «TTO^ ndvas

nau + as. tf.

— naubhydm — naubhyas

Gen.

nau + as. $>].

TTTTfa ndvos

nau-}- os. 37.

^mv\ ndvdm

nau + dm. 37.

Loc.

nau + i. 37.

— ndvos TfTTj navshu

nau + su. 70.

95.

SINGULAR.

Norn. Voc. ^ft^ harit

harit + s. Sec 41. L

DUAL.

^foff haritau

harit + aw. 43. rf.

PLURAL.

^ft?f^ haritas

harit -{ as. 43, rf.

Ace. ^ftfl^ haritam

harit + #w. 43. d.

— haritau — haritas

Inst. ^fan Aanfr«

harit + a. 43. d.

ijftOTR haridbhydm

harit -f bhydm. 43.

^ftfg^ haridbhis

harit -f Mis. 43.

Dat. ^fti AflnVe

A«n7 + ^.43.c?.

— haridbhydm ^ftlf^ haridbhyas

harit + &%<w. 43.

Abl. ^fcr^ haritas

harit + 0S. 43. ^.

— haridbhydm — haridbhyas

Gen. — haritas ^ftift^ haritos

harit + 0$. 43. c?.

ijftflT^ haritam

harit + am. 43. c?.

/writf -M.43.G?.

— haritos ?ftt^[ haritsu

harit 4- sw. 42.
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g6. Unfortunately, however, •$ nau, 'a ship/ is nearly the only

noun, ending in a vowel, that joins its stem thus regularly with case-

endings; and although nouns ending in consonants are numerous,

and nearly as regular as harit, they are far less common than nouns

in a, a, i, i
}
u, and ri

}
whose declension requires frequent changes

in the finals, both of stem and terminations.

97. Thus in cl. 1 of stems ending in a (comprising almost as

many nouns as the other seven classes together ; compare 80 with

81— 87), not only is the final a of the stem liable to be lengthened

and changed to e, but also the termination ina is substituted for a,

the proper termination of the Inst. sing. masc.
;
ya for e of the Dat.

;

t for as of the Ab. ; sya for as of the Gen. ; n for as of the Ac. pi.

;

ais for bhis of the Inst. pi. And in other nouns changes and sub-

stitutions arc required, some of which arc determined by the gender.

(Compare the first group of verbal stems at 257. a.)

The annexed table repeats synoptically the terminations, with

the most usual substitutions, throughout all the classes of nouns.

SINGULAR. DUAL. PLUBAL.

N. ^(m.f.), \* (n.) *1(m.f.),$(f.*n.) ^(m.f.), 5 (n.)

Acwi (m.f.), \* (m.f.n.) ^(m.f.),$(f *n.) *^(m.f.),;f (m.)^(n.)

I. *rr (m.f.n.), ^f* (m.n.) *n* (m.f.n.) f^ (m.f.n.), ^* (m.n.)

D. * (m.f.n.), V* (m.n.) *n* (m.f.n.) ^ (m.f.n.)

Ab.^(m.f.n.),^(m.f.),7f (m.n.) wrm (m.f.n.) ^ (m.f.n.)

G. ^(m.f.n.),^(m.f.),^(rn.n.)^ (m.f.n.) TO! (m.f.n.)

L. 5 (m.f.n.), TO»
v
(f.),^(m.f.) ^(m.f.n.) g (m.f.n.)

Obs. 1. Those substitutions marked * are mostly restricted to

nouns ending in a
}
and are therefore especially noticeable. Femi-

nines in a are peculiar in taking the neut. substitution { in du. N.

Ac. V.

Oba. 2. It will be perceived that the Accusative pi. of all masc. nouns in the

first four declensions ends in n, whilst that of all fern, nouns ends in the regular

termination s.

a. Comparing the above terminations with those of Latin and Greek, we may

remark that s enters into the Norn. sing, masc, and m or n into the neuter, in all

three languages. In regard to the Sk. dual au, the original termination was a, as

found in the Vedas; and d equals the Greek a, », and €. In Norn. pi. masc.

the s appears in many Lat. and Gr. words. In Ac. sing., Sk. agrees with Lat.,

and even with Gr., final j* in Gr. being changed into v. S appears in all three

languages in Ac. pi; and when the Sanskrit ends in n, as in the first class of

M
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nouns, this n is probably for ns, since a preceding a is lengthened to compm

for the rejection of,. Cf. some Vedic Ac. plurals; cf. also swwoif Ac. pi in t

Cretic dialect; and Gothic forms, such as balgins, sununs; cf. likewise theradde

in the Veda after the Ac. pi, e. g. *[$% fitA am (Rig-v. I. 49, 3)- In Inst
- !>'

this is preserved in the Lat. nobis, vobis, and Gr. 4>t{v) forfa (vav-(f>tv= naubkis),

The ais which belongs to Sk. nouns in a is probably a contraction of dbhis, since

in the Vedas ebhis for dbhis is found for ais, as vrikebhis for vrikais, &c. Sec. This

ais probably answers to the Latin Dat. and Abl. plural in is, just as bhis and bhyas

answer to the Latin bus. In the Gen. sing, all three languages have preserved

the s (^fH^, nav-is, vrro$ for vafo$); and in the Gen. pi. am=Gr. <cv and Lat.

inn O^FfPT= voiwv, pedum). In Loc. sing. Sanskrit 1 is preserved in Lat. and Gr.

in such words as oikoi, 'at home,' lcrSfAoi, 'on the Isthmus;' humi, domi, &c.

;

and in the Dative (fa% = vvkti, ?(lfa = navi). In Loc. pi. su = Gr. ai; e.g.

6upacri(y), 'at the door;' upa<Jt(v), 'at the right time ' (^3= vavai). Sanskrit

stems in a prefix % to su; so that vrikaishu (29. b) = XvKOidl, The Voc. sing, in

Gr. is frequently identical with the stem, and the Voc. du. and pi. with the Norn.,

• as in Sanskrit; e.g.7roXiTY]-$, stem and Voc. vohiTa; pY)Tup,stemar\dVoc.pYjTop
;

€vy€vr
t $9 stem and Voc. evyeve$.

98. In the following pages no attempt will be made to explain

how or why particular nouns deviate from the general scheme of

terminations. A division of nouns into eight classes, four ending

in vowels, and four ending in consonants, will be made; and under

every one of the eight classes a model noun for the masculine,

feminine, and neuter, serving for adjectives as well as substantives,

will be declined in full.

99. But the student must understand, that this division into

eight classes is entirely arbitrary. It does not imply that there

are eight separate declensions in Sanskrit. All that is meant is,

that the final letters of the stems of nouns may be conveniently

arranged under four general heads for vowels, and four for conso-

nants.
.
Indeed, according to native grammarians, there is only one

declension in Sanskrit, all nouns, whatever may be the final of their

stems, being forced to adapt themselves to one common scheme of'

nearly similar case-terminations.

100. It is most important to remember, that the formation of

every case in a Sanskrit noun supposes the application of a rule of

Sandhi or * junction;' and that declension in Sanskrit is strictly

'junction/ i. e. not a divergence from an upright line (rectus), but

a joining together of a stem with its terminations.
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i oi. Sometimes, however, before this joining together fakes place,

the original final of the stem has to be changed to its Guna or

Vriddhi equivalent (see 2j), or even to some other letter (see 41.

II-V), so that it will often be necessary to point out in what

manner the inflective stem (anga, see 135. c) varies from the original

stem (prdtipadika) ; and sometimes the original termination of the

scheme will have to be changed, as indicated at 97 ; thus, at 103,

under the Gen. du. Sivayos, she + os denotes, that before the stem

Siva is joined to the termination os, the final letter a is to be changed

to e; and the reference 36. a. indicates the rule of Sandhi (explained

at 36. a) which must come into operation in joining give and os to-

gether. Similarly, when the original termination has to be modified,

the termination will be exhibited in its altered form; thus, at 103,

under the Ac. sing., Siva + m denotes, that the stem is to be joined

with m, substituted for the original termination am. See the table

at 97.

102. In declining the first model noun siva, the stem with the sign +, and

after it the termination will be exhibited under each inflexion, and a reference

will be given to the number of the rule of Sandhi which must come into

operation.

In the other nouns the process of Sandhi will be explained when necessary,

along with the changes of the stem, immediately before the paradigms of declen-

sion, and in the paradigms a transliteration in Italic type will be generally given

immediately under the Sanskrit type.

Section I. -FIRST FOUR CLASSES OF NOUNS.

Inflexion of Nouns, Substantive and Adjective, whose stems end

in vowets.

First Class in ^ a, m a, and $ L

This large class corresponds to a common class of Latin and Greek words in us

and 0$, urn and ov, a and a, e.g. lupus, \vkq-$ (=Sk. vrika-s, Nom. oivrika);

donu-m, 8wpe-v; terra, x&pa (=dhard) ; and to adjectives like bonus, ayaSog,

e.g. Sk. nava-s, nam, nava-m, 'new,'=Lat. novu-s, nova, noou-m; Gr. vco-g (for

vcFo-ij, vea, vto-v.

103. Masculine stems in a, like f$R siva, m. * the god Siva,' or

as an adjective, * prosperous.'

M 2
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The final of the stem is lengthened in D. Ab. sing., I. D. Alv du. f
Ac. G. pi.

;

and changed to e in G. L. du., D. Ab. L. pi. : n is euphonically affixed to the final

in G. pi. Hence the four inflective stems £va, s'ivd, five, sivdn.

SINGULAR.

[fiva+s

DUAL.

f$$ man
PLURAL.

s*iva-\-au. See 33. ^wa-f-aJ* See 31.

[ iiva -f-m

•— Mvau f^RT^ iivara

^W+w

I. <

f^nr»T tiivena fifRWW Hvdbhydm f$I^tf $tfai*

Jwa-\-ina. 32. iivd+bhydm fwa+ais. 33.

D f f$I?rc maya

[ tivd+ya

•— Hvdbhydm fiflW^ Hvebhyas

£ve-\-bhyos

\fQHH{6ivdt

[ £ivd+

1

— sivdbhydm — fwebhyas

J%^f masya

[iioa+sya

f$IW^ sivayos f$N l»{HT mdndm
£vc-\-os. 36. a. fivdn+dm

h, •

r

f^k me — sivayos fifl^J siveshu

Jiva-\-i. 32. £ve+su. 70.

\f$Rtiva %$ kivau fifHT^ iwas

1 siva (s dropped). 92. siva+ mi. 33. tiva+as. 31.

Obs.—The Vedic I. sing, may end in «, e.g. &W for s"wena; N. Ac. du. may

end in a', e.g. $prf for swam; N. pi. may end in dsas, e.g. tivdsas for &Wf; I. pi.

may end in ebhis, e.g. iwebhis for &wais. Cf. e6Azs, I. pi. of idam, 224.

104. Neuter stems in a, like fyjR Siva, n. * prosperity/ or as an

adjective, ' prosperous/

The final of the stem is lengthened and assumes n in N. Ac. V. pi.

JV. Ac. i
x

[£yfl-|-m. 97.
* fwa+i 32. $ca+n+t

Tlie Vocative is fifTC $iw, f$re me, f^l^Tfrr ^warn ; all the other

cases are like the masculine.

105. Feminine stems in d and i> like fifl^T md, f. 'the wife of

Siva/ or as an adjective, 'prosperous/ and tfift wa<#, f. 'a river.'

Their declension is exhibited side by side that their analogy may

be more easily perceived.

In iiWthe final of the stem is changed to e in I. sing-., G. L. du.; yd is inserted

in D. Ab. G. h. sing.; and n in G. pi. Hence the inflective stems tivd, five. In

nadi the final is changed to y before the vowel-terminations by 34 ; d is in-

serted in D. Ab. G. L. sing.; and n in G. pi. ; in V. sing, the final of the stem

is shortened.
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Junction of stem with termination: N. sing, s rejected; N. du. &vd-\-i=z£ve

by 32; N. pi. rfiW-|- as= tivds by 31; I. sing. sive-\-d-=.$wayd by 36. aj D. sing.

sivd-\-yd+e-=fivdyai by 33 ; G. L. du. £ve -+ os= swayos by 36. a. D. sing, nadi

+ d+e= nadyai by 34 and 33 ; L. pi. nadi -\-su— nadishu by 70.

N
- {tied

[ sivam

Jf$iw^
\Hvayd

Givdyai

sivdyds

fwt

§ive Hvds

Ab.

G.
swayas

J
torero*

kwdbhydm kivdbhis

bwdbhydm Sivdbkyas

Hvdbhydm hivdbhyas

Sivayos kwdndm

\ Bve

hivayos

Give

§ivdsu

Sivds

wfl^/f nadyau nadyas

^\ — ^^t^

nadim nadyau nadis

nadyd nadibhydm nadibhis

*§ — ^«^;
nadyai nadibhydm nadibhyas

^m\ — —
nadyas nadibhydm nadibhyas

nadyas nadyos nadindm

TOT* — ^f*3

nadydm nadyos nadishu

nf% to) to^
w«$ nadyau nadyas

Obs. 1. The Vedic I. sing, may be sivd for sioayd; D. sing, sioai for sivdyai;

N. pi. iivdsas; G. pi. &Wm.

Obs. 2. The Vedic N. pi. of nouns in 1 may end in &, e. g. wfft/w for warfyffs.

106. Monosyllabic nouns in $ (, like *ft f. 'fortune,' >tf f. 'fear,' &c, vary from

nadim the manner explained at 123.

107. In accordance with 58, such words as Jjn mriga, m. 'a deer;
1

tj^ij purusha, m/araan;' m§T Man/a, f. 'a wife;' fintf toan,

f. 'a girl
5—must be written, in the Inst. sing. m. and the Gen. pi.

m. f., with the cerebral hi?; thus, -JTO mrigena, ^^TO, yTTOT*,

J^ITOT*, HT^TCTT^, fHTT^TR. When n is final, as in the Ac. pi. m.,

it remains unchanged.

108. When a feminine noun ending in d forms the last member of a compound

adjective, it is declined like Siva for the masc. and neut. Thus fr. vidyd, 'learning/ •

alpa-vidyas (m.), alpa-vidyd (f.). alpa-vidyam (n.), 'possessed of little learning.'

Similarly, a masculine noun takes the fern, and neut. terminations; and a neut.

noun, the masc. and fern.

a. When roots ending in A, such as pi, 'to drink ' or 'to preserve,' form the

last memher of compound words, they assume the terminations at 91 regularly
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for their masculine and feminine, rejecting, however, the final of the stem in Ac.

pi. and remaining Weak or vowel-cases; thus, *UH<t¥ soma-pd, m. f. 'a drinker of

Soma juice ;' N. V. -m^, -^, -Vl^} Ac. -*n*, -itf, -^; I. -*TT, -tTT»T1*, &c.j

I). -m, &c. They form their neuter like that of fiva, e. g. neut. N. Ac. V. *ftwj,

-^, -^TTfVT, &c.

Similarly, fa*5PJT ' protector of the universe,' and ^T^^TT ' a shell-blower.'

b. Analogously in Rig-veda iv. 9, 4, T?TT * a woman ' is in N. sing. *»T1^.

c. Afasculine nouns in a, like ^T^T hdhd,m. ' a Gandharva, ' not derived from verbal

roots, assume the terminations with the regular euphonic changes, but the Ac. pi.

ends in «^ thus, N. V. fT?T^, ^T^, ^JfV^; A. ^T^T*?, *?Tff, s?T^; I. ?T?fT,

fT^TwmT, ir^Tfi^, &c; D.frt, &c; Ab. W^, &c.j G. ^T?T^, ^T^,
^T*T; L, <?T?> &c.

d. The Voc. cases of Wfil ambd, ^T^T akkd, and ^H^TaWa, all signifying 'mother,'

are ^T*f , ^n$, ^, ' mother
!

'

e. <**?T in. a tooth,' HTH m. ' a month,' VJi$ m. 'a foot,
1 ^ m. n. ' soup,' ^TCS

n. ' the face,' $<f*Tn. 'the heart,' ^<fi n. 'water,' ^ftn n. 'the head,' *ffa n. 'flesh,'

fcf^n f. 'night,' tTTftfaiT f. 'the nose,' ^JTRT f. 'an army,' are declined regularly,

but may substitute ^, *TTO[, tf^, TO^> ^^ S*T> ^ft> 3ft*K> "T^ f^TW,

•Tfy T^ m *ne Ac P^-
an(* remaining cases (see 184). In the neut. nouns, the

Nom. pi. does not admit the same substitute as Ac. pi. Thus, 3^«R will be Ac.

pi. T^iTfa or ^TfH; I. sing. *q<M or T5T. Again, «TTftro|iT in I. du. will be

mfcl <*!*?!* or ^ftwil'T; and Iffa, ufalWW or UTWJTH.

109. To understand the importance of studying the declension

of this first class of nouns, the student has only to turn back to

pp. 57-68, where the formation of the stems of nouns, substantive

and adjective, which follow this declension, is explained. All mascu-

line and neuter substantives in this list are declined like siva, and

all feminine cither like siva or nadi, all the adjectives following the

same three examples for their. three genders.

Second Class in ^ i. Third Glass in "g* u.

The inflexion of the 2nd and 3rd classes of nouns (see 81, 82) is exhibited side

by side, that their analogy may be more readily perceived,

The 2nd answers to Latin and Greek words like ignis, turri-s, "noki-g, tii<jti-$,

mare, fiikt ; the 3rd, to words like gradu-s, cornu, /3oTpv-$, i}8v-?> fxeSv.

110. Masculine stems in ^ i and 7 w, like ^frr agni, m. (ignis),

'fire;
5

HT*J bhdnu, m. 'the sun.'

The final of the stem is gunated in D. Ab. G. V. sing., N. pi. ; lengthened in

N. Ac. V. du., Ac. G. pi. ; dropped in L. sing., or, according to Panini, changed
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to a; n is inserted in I. sing., G. pi. Hence the inflective stems agni, agni, ague, agn;

bhdnu, bhdnu, bhdno, bhdn; according to some the Locative of bhdnu was originally

bhdnavi (such a form occurring in the Veda), and i being dropped, bhdnav would

become bhdndv (bhdnav).

Junction of stem with termination : V. sing., N. Ac. V. du., case-termination

rejected; N. pi. agne+ as z= agnayas by 36. a; 1). sing. agne-\-ez=.agnaye, 36. a;

G. L. du. agni -\-os-=z agnyos, 34; L. pi. agni+su= agnishu, 70. Similarly, N. pi.

bhdno + os= bhdnav as, 36.0; D. sing. bhdno -\-e= bhdnave, 36.0; G. L. du.

bhdnu -f osz=z bhdnvos, 34; L. pi. bhdnu-\-su—bhdnushu, 70.

I.

SING. DUAL.

\agnis agni

Ac.j*^ ~
[ agnim agni

agnind agnibhydm

D. f*"* -
[ agnaye agnibhydm

I
agnes agnibhydm

[agnes agnyos

\w^t —
\ agnau agnyos

[ agne agni

agnayas

agnin

agnibhis

agnibhyas

agnibhyas

agn indm

agnishu

agnayas

bhdnus

bhdnum

bhdnund

bhdnave

bhdnu

bhdnu

bhdnavas

bhdnun

bhdnubhydm bhdnubhis

bhdnubhydm bhdnubhyas

«T?ffa[ —
bhdivos

bhdno

s

bhdnau

bhdno

bhdnubhydm bhdnubhyas

bhdnvos bhdnund

m

bhdnvos

bhdnu

bhdnushu

bhdnavas

in. The Vedic Gen. sing, may be bhdnvas, which form may also serve for the

Nom. and Ac. pi.

112. Feminine stems in 5 i and ^w, like iffiT ma/z, f. 'the mind/

and ipj dhenu, f. ' a milch cow/

The final of the stem is gunated in D. Ab. G. V. sing., N. pi.; lengthened in

N. Ac. V. du., Ac. G. pi.; dropped in L. sing, (unless the termination be WT);

n is inserted in G. pi. Hence the inflective stems mati, mati, mate, mat; dhenu,

dhenu, dheno, dhen.

The junction of stem with termination is generally the same as in the mascu-

lines agni and bhdnu. Inst. sing. mati+d=matyd, 34; D.mate+e=mataye,^6.a;

nati-\-d+e—matyai, 33.
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( *fir^ *rft warn

\ matis mati matayas

( nfir^ — infl^
1

( matim mati matis

I TOT HflWT^ iffiffa^

( waft/a matibhydm matibhis

m& or i^ — *rfk«T^

rnataye or tyai matibhydm matibhyas

( irk^ or TOT^ — —
(
mates or °tyas matibhydm matibhyas

( — TO^ *nfoTT*

j
mates or °fya$ matyos matindm

Hr^ or JTWT^ — *fipj

matauor°tydm matyos matishu.jo.

( mate ma/« matayas

dhenus

dhenum

dhenvd

dhenava

dhenus

dhenubhydm dhenuhh

dhenu

dhenu

\(F& or ^1 — vg«i^

dhenavc or°nvai dhenubhydm dhenuhh

\R^ or ^T^ — —
dhenos ox nvds dhenubhydm dhenubh

dhenos or °nvas dhenvos dhenum

^ or fcrm — >Fj3

dhenau or°nvdm dhenvos dhenushu.

<Mewo tf/tinu dhenava

With the optional forms in D. Ab. G. L. sing., compare similar forms in the same

cases of nadi.

113. The Vcdic Xom. pi. may be dhenvos.

114. Neuter stems in 5 i and ^r u, like ^lft vdri, n. ' water/ and mj

madhu, n. ' honey ' (/neOu).

The stem inserts n before the vowel-terminations, and the final is lengthened in N. Ac.

V. and G. pi. Hence the inflective stems vdri, vdri; madhu, madhu.

SING, DUAL. PLURAL. SING. DUAL. PLURAL.

vdri vdrini, 58 vdrini madhu madhuni madhuni

vdrind vdribhydm vdribhis madhund madhubhydm madhublm

vdrine

— ^Tft*re(

vdribhydm vdribhyas madhune madhubhydm madhubhijn

vdrinas vdribhydm vdribhyas madhunas madhubhydm madhubhp

vdrinas vdrindm.$. madhunas madhunos madhundw

vdrini vdrinos vdrishu. 70. madhunos madhush

*nftor*rft mfwt
vdri or vdre vdrini

*$ or wt irgrl

madhu ormadho madhuni madid®

115. The Vedic Ac. pi. may be madhu.
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116. Neuter nouns in i and u follow the analogy of nouns in in at 159, except

in G. plur. and V. sing.

a. ST*} n. 'summit/ 'ridge,' optionally substitutes ^ in all cases except the first

five inflexions.

117. There are not many substantives declined like arjni and vdri (81), but

nouns like mati are numerous (81. II). Moreover, adjectives like suci, and com-

pound adjectives in i, are declined like agni in masc, like mati in fem., and like

vdri in neut.

118. Again, there are few substantives declined like dhenu and madhu, yet many

simple adjectives like tanu and pipdsu (82), all compound adjectives in m, are de-

clined like bhdnu in the masc, like dhenu in the fern., and like mudhu in the neut.

a. Many adjectives in u, however, either optionally or necessarily follow nadi in

fem. ; as, tanu, 'thin,' makes Nom. fem. either tanus or tanvi; *P7, ' tender,' makes

Norn. f. ipft mridvij and *T<S,
* heavy,' »pff gurvi : and some optionally lengthen

u in the fem.; as, bhiru, ' timid,' makes fem. *fa? or *ft^, declinable like nouns

in u, 125.

119. When feminine nouns in i and u form the last member of a compound

adjective, they must be declined like agni in masc, and vdri in neut. Thus alpa-

mati, 'narrow-minded,' in the Ac plur. masc. would be alpa-matdi ; fem. alpa-

matis; neut. alpa-matini.

Similarly, a masc or neut. noun, at the end of a comp., may take a fem. form.

a. Although adjectives in i and u are declined like vdri and madhi for the neut.,

yet in the D. Ab. G. L. sing., and in the G. L. du., they may optionally follow

the masculine form ; thus 6u6i and tanu will be, in D. sing, neut., ^jfa^ °r ^T^>
iHJn or ?PT^; and so with the other cases.

120. TTTC^ sakhi, m. 'a friend,
1

has two stems, <i^ri«J for the Strong cases (see

135. a), and sfa for the others ; thus, N. *H3T, S^l^U, WSI^ ; Ac. WTC*,

Ab. s?g^, sfawiw, *cfa*m; g. ^^5^, s^fl^, wbriH ; l. ^n, *wt^,

*K«ih; V. TO", ?TlsTl*U , TOsTR^. Hence it appears that sakhi in some cases

assumes the terminations at 91 more regularly than agni. In the rest it follows

agni.

Obs.—The feminine W&> 'a female friend,' is declined like «T<(t.

121. Xjfif m. 'a master,' 'lord' (7T0<Ji$), when not used in a compound word,

follows sakhi at 120 in I. D. Ab. G. L. sing, (thus, I. TOT, I). ^, Ab. G. ^"j*^

L. "TOT) ; in the other cases, agni. But pati is more usually found at the end of

compounds, and then follows agni throughout (thus, $^fiPTT ' by the lord of the

earth ').

Obs.—The feminine of trfcf is ^T^fl" patm, declinable like »T^T.

122. A few neuter nouns, ^Tfiw n. ' a bone ' (oVtcov), ^faf n. 'an eye ' (oculus,

°wV), SfiR n. 'a thigh,' ^filn. 'coagulated milk,' drop their final i in I. sing, and

remaining weak or vowel-cases, and are declined in those cases as if derived from

obsolete forms in an, such as ^WJ> &c (cf. ndman at 152); thus,

N
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*fa * a bone :' N. V. Ac. *ft«T, wfaptf , VWtfa', I. ^T, *fiW*fT^, &c.

;

D. *n$, ^ftqranH, &c. ; Ab. 'CTCJft, &c. ; G. ^ft, ^^, ^T*T ; L. *faj

or wiftr, ^^N^, *rfar*j.

Hence, ^ffaf,
* an eye/ will be in I. sing, vuafiii', in D. ^BTC^T, &c. (see 58).

Nouns ending in | i and "31 u.

133. Besides the feminines of adjectives and participles, &c,

declined like nadi at 105 (cf. 80. XI), there are a few common

monosyllabic words in long $ i (generally roots used as substantives)

primitively feminine, i. e. not derived from masculine substantives

(see 82. XV), whose declension must be noticed separately. They

vary from the declension of^ (105) by forming the Norn, with ^,

and using the same form for the Voc, and by changing the final i

to iy before the vowel-terminations ; thus,

ysf\ f. 'prosperity:' N.V. 'Sft^, forir, foR^; Ac. fopflT, f&PIT, ftspfl^;

I. foPTT, ^flwiTH, sflfa^J D. fvti or f^TO, ^ftwniT, ^ft»T^; Ab. fopW( or

ftTOTC(, ^ftwfl^, ^ftwR^; G. f&R^ or foRT^, ftr^, fapiW or ^ftJOUT;

L. faftl or ftsnnH, fa*fl^, Tjffa.

a. Similarly, *tf f. 'fear/ §[t f. 'shame,' and Vt f. 'understanding;' thus, N.V.

h^, finft, ftTrq;; Ac. fira*, &c. 5 I. fan, &c. ; d. fiR or fait, & c .

&, Ujft f., ' a woman ' (not being itself a root like the examples above), follows

«T^ in N. V. sing., and varies also in other respects ; thus, N. ^pfl, f^Mi, f^R^j

V. %, %^, %^; Ac. ^ffc or %PW(, %^> *^ or %^; I. ffeFT,

jrftail*^^; d. %^, W)«<i*, ^*^; Ab. %rt^, ^*tt^, ^tfwn^;

g, %nn^, %nft^> jjfan^; l. %pn*, %^» #?•
As the last member of a compound adjective, it shortens its final, and -in some of

its cases follows agni and matij e. g.

^fif%T m. f. n. 'surpassing a woman :' N. masc. -%|% "%Rl> ~^R^5 Ac.

-fifj^ or -ffeFfy -%^i -^(K or -%^^5 I. -%^T, "%«nH, &c; D. -^,
&c. ; Ab. -^, &c. ; G. -^, -%^[, -^NlH ; L. -J^, &c. ; V. -^, &c.

The fern, form is like the masc, but Ac. pi. -$f^or-%pi^; I. -f^TT; D. -%P
or -56JRJ Ab. "f^^i^or -^R^, &c. For neut., see 126.,;'.

124. A few primitively feminine words not monosyllabic, such as co«*n 'the

goddess of prosperity,' IHot 'a lute-string,' TPCt *a boat,' like ^n, take s in the

Nom. sing., but in other respects follow ^t'
f
thus, N. coejfl^, HH5HJT, c*e*q^;

Ac. rJ^fN, &c. ; T. c^ftST.

Obs.—Analogously in the Veda ^S\ 'a she-wolf (Rig-v. 1. 1 17, 18), and (accord-

ing to some authorities) fij^t 'a lioness,' make N. sing, ^1^, fth^.

But *TO f,
' the brilliant (goddess),' as a derivative fern, noun, is N. sing. Tra.
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1 25. Feminine nouns in long 31 ii
}
not monosyllabic, are declined

like primitively feminine nouns of more than one syllable in $i, i.e.

like c5^ft, they follow the analogy of nadi except in N. sing., where

$ is retained. In the other cases is u becomes v, wherever $ i is

changed to y (see 34) ; thus,

^' a wife :' N.^ Wl, W^; Ac. ^h, toI, ?^ I. wr,

*f*Fb ^ftr^; D. *d, ^«n*T, ^«^ ;
Ab. wt^, ^«it^, ^«n^;

G. WT^, Wfy ^rm
N ; L. ww, ^sffy *fj; V. ^, ^4, TO^.

Similarly, ^ f. ' a host ;' tqq f. * a mother-in-law.'

a. Again, monosyllabic words in u primitively feminine are de-

clined analogously to ^ft f. at 1 23 ; u being changed to uv, wherever

i is changed to iy ; thus,

£f. 'the earths N. V. ^, >pfl, g^; Ac. $**, g^, >j^; I. >pn,

$WTT*, ^ftr^; D. g^ or $§, $*n*, 9^; Ab. g^ or ^nr, >jw(T*,

Jjwnr ; G. ipw or g^R, g<for, $<n* or ijrfT^; L. $fa or >pn*, f^, $3.

Observe that the V. is like the N.

b. Similarly, tf f. 'the eye-brow ' (6(ppvg) : N.V. OT, g^, ^fy &c.

126. Roots of one syllabic ending in { and w, used as masc. or fern, nouns, follow

the declension of monosyllabic words in i and ?/, such as "Sft at 123 and *£at 125. «;

but in the D. Ab. G. L. sing., G. pi., take only the first inflexion ; thus,

"aft m. f., 'one who buys,' makes D. fas only for m. and f., and tj£ m. f,, 'a

reaper,' makes 1). <g^ only for m. and f.

a. The same generally holds good if they have adjectives prefixed to them;

thus, *Tt*?sft m. f. ' the best buyer ' (N. V. -"pft*, -fti*n\ -fWTCT ; Ac. -faniH, &c.)

b. And when they are compounded with another noun as a dependent term they

generally change their final i and u to y and ?;, before vowel-terminations, and not

to iy and uv (unless ^and u are preceded by a double consonant, as in ^T^Bu 'a buyer

of barley'), thus conforming more to the declension of polysyllables ; e.g.

Sfojtf (for STcW!) m. f.,
' a water-drinker/ makes N. V. "5^^^, -W, '*Wj

Ac. iMUJH ,
-T$, -Vf*) I. »Tc5nn, -iflwn*, &c. ; D. *TFTO, &c. ; Ab. W<W\,

&c. ; G. Hcft^U^, -"HmT, &c. ; L. ^Mfa (in opposition to 31), &c.

So also, ^TfTJin. f. 'a sweeper :' N.V. TO^, -W, -*&{', Ac. ^Tc5W^,'&c;

I. *Jc4«ll, &c. ; L. ^<3fa, &c. : gej'one who cuts well;' N.V. Jf^, -W, -^.
c. Similarly, *Pfr£m. f. 'a frog,' "<p£m. 'a thunderbolt/ WT&m. 'a finger-

nail*' 3^m. f. ' born again ' (N.V. ipf^J Ac. -^, &c. ; I. -^Tj D. -^f J
Ab.

G. -*N^, -ftt. But if the sense is limited to a distinct female object, as * a virgin

widow remarried,* the D. will be -*f J
Ab. G. ->#U{j L. -^T^, like ^).

d. Similarly also, ^TT^ m. 'a general,' VFWfo m. f. 'the chief of a village;*

but these, like tjeft, take dm for the termination of the L. sing, even in masc. j

thus, N. V. *HHl^, -*ft, -t^; Ac. -*T*, &c. ; T. -*an; L. %4f|4||l^ ^TP^,
N 1
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fonfa, &c. This applies also to the simple noun tft m. f/a leader/ but the

final becomes iy before vowel-terminations.

e. But OT*£and ^£ m. 'self-existent/ as a name of Brahma, follow *£ at

125. a, taking only the first inflexions; thus, 1). -^Jw; Ab. -^JW(» &c.

/. Masculine non-compounds in /and u of more than one syllable, like ^Vf\ m.

' who drinks ' or ' cherishes,' 'the sun,' ||? m. 'a Gandharva/ follow *ic*Ml and

^F5^at 126.6, except in Ac. sing, and pi.; thus, N. V. Wfy VW, W^J Ac.

ijTft^, VFCfl, W|t^; and in L. sing, the final /combines with the i of the termination

into / (31), not into yi; thus, L. sing. V& (but jfe from fj). Again, TTWJWi

m. 'an antelope ' (surpassing the wind), as a compound, may follow »frtMi ', but

Vopadeva makes Ac. sing, and pi. follow tpft. When such nouns have a feminine,

the Ac. pi. ends in s; thus *TC m. f., 'tawny,' makes ^HS^for the Ac. pi. fern.

g. A word like H\ft f.
' superior understanding ' (formed from the compound

verb *BW), when used as a fern, noon, is treated as a polysyllable, and follows

aTcJnfr, except in D. Ab., &c, where it takes the second inflexions (D. sing. Tw,

&c.) But when used adjectively, in the sense 'having superior understanding,*

it follows *Tc3*ft throughout, both for masc. and fern., but may optionally for the

fem. be declined like the fern, substantive. The Voc. fern, maybe TPffa^or TTiV.

Two rare nouns, ^pft ' one who loves pleasure ' and ^JrTT
' one who wishes for a

son,' also follow ITc*^, but in Ab. G. sing, make ^pj^, WS^S
h. Monosyllabic nouns primitively feminine (like HT f., VT f., W f., at 123,

^f. the eye-brow '), forming the last member of a compound adjective, still follow

the declension of monosyllables, but use the first inflexions only in the D. Ab. G.

L. cases and G. plur. for the masc, and may optionally use them for the fern.;

thus, N. T?T>ft^ in. f., 'fearless/ is *TTTftnT only in 1). sing, m., -fa^ or -faq in

1). sing. f. So also, ?{v^ m. f. ' intelligent,' JpJVfr m. f. ' having pure thoughts/

g*ff m. f. 'stupid/ ^TTm. f. 'having good fortune/ *J^m. f. 'having beautiful

brows / thus, N. V. *J^, -^T> "^^5 Ac. ^§^> &c. According to Vopadeva,

the Voc. f. may be
*J*|,

and this form occurs once in the Bhatti-kavya.

i. Words necessarily feminine {nitya-stH-linga), such as kumdri, 'a girl,' Gauri,

the goddess Gauri/ &c. (not like ?JlWT, which may be masc. and fem.), retain

their nadi character (Pan. 1. 4, 3), even though they afterwards assume another

sense which makes them masculine. This may happen in a compound, as in

TJ^PNft m. ' a man of many excellences :' N. «rs*s<^tfl, -OT, -OT^J V. -fa,

&c. ; Ac. -ift^, -^f), -*fy I. -OT, -tf«?T*, &c. ; D. -A, &c. ; Ab. G. -*TT^,

&c. ; l. -*rm, &c.

Or in words not compounded, as in ^HTU 'a man who acts like a girl/ N. masc.

$HlO. But these differ in Ac. sing, and pi. ("JHtS* ,
^i3^). Cf. the name

Gopdla-sarasvati in Sanskrit-English Dictionary.

Also like bahu-ireyasi (but N. sing, will end in ^), *ifnoK*tl m. f. 'one who has

surpassed Lakshmi/ tRTntfSSil m. f. ' deprived of fortune/ ^fn^m. f. ' victorious

over hosts ' (N. ^ffaPJJ[, -*ft, -^; V. -^ ; Ac. -ij*, -T$, -^, Ac. pi. f. -ijfl;

I. -*ST, "l^n^, &c. ; D. -»§, &c. ; Ab. -*^, &c.) ; but these three may follow

Vopadeva'^ declension of ^finpft at 1 26. /.
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j. Adjectives ending in /and u shorten the final vowel for the neuter, and follow

vdri; but in the I. D. Ab. G. and L. cases they may optionally take the masc.

terminations; thus, N. V. sing. neut. Tinfa; I. TTjrfHrn or TfffinT; D. Tfffir^

orTfffW^, &c. N.V.Ac, sing. *THfty; I. "SfHfi^n or -"qr,^. N.V. Ac.^Tc^f;

I. -*pn or -T*T. N. V. Ac. ^J^ffa; I. -SkftHT or -^TOT; D. -'^f*H or

-^TC^, &c. N. V. Ac. Unrftl; I- -fin^TT or -*n?T.

Fourth Class in ^ ri.

This class answers to OOTfjp, 7raTYjp
9
pater, &c. ; ri being equivalent to ar.- and

it is remarkable, that ddtdram, ddtdras, &c, bear the same relation to pitaram,

pitaras, &c, that loTVjpa, iorypet, ioTypt, &c, bear to irarepa, vaTcpet, narfpt,

&c. Compare also the Latin datoris from dator with patris from pater.

127. Masculine stems in ri, like ^ ddtri, m. *a giver/ and fire

pitri, m. 'a father/ The former is the model of nouns of agency

(83) ; the latter, of nouns of relationship.

In nouns of agency like ddtri the final ri is vriddhied (28), and in nouns of

relationship like pitri (except naptri, ' a grandson/ and svasri, ' a sister ') gunated, in

the Strong cases (see 135) ; but the r of dr and ar is dropped in N. sing., and to

compensate in the last case a is lengthened. In both, the final ri is gunated in

L. V. sing., and ur is substituted for final ri and the initial a of as in Ab. G. sing.

In Ac, G. pi. final ri is lengthened, and assumes n in G. pi. Hence the inflective

stems ddtri, ddtar, ddtar, ddtri, ddtur j pitri, pitar, pitri, pitur.

Junction of stem with terminations : s is elided at the end of a conjunct conso-

nant after r ; hence in Ab. G. ddturs and piturs become ddtur and pitur. See 41 . 1.

SINO. DUAL. PLURAL.

N. {^,
[ddtd ddtdrau ddtdras

Ac I*™** —
[ddtdram ddtdrau ddtrin

I. i^f,
[ ddtrd ddtribhydm ddtribhis

D l^
[ ddtre

—
^ w^

ddtribhydm ddtribhyas

'[ddtur ddtribhydm ddtribhyas

[ddtur ddtros ddtrindm. 58.

L. I^*
[ddtari ddiros ddtrishu. 70,

V. 1^
[ ddtar

<lrtlu

ddtdrau ddtdras

pitarau

SING.

fllHT

pita

pitaram pitarau pitrin

j?i/r*£ pitribhydm pitribhis

pitre pitribhydm pitribhyas

^ —
, .T

pitur pitribhydm pitribhyas

joi/wr ^7ro# pitrindm. 58

ftffft — ft^l

j»i/an p/ros pitrishu. 70.

faiT^ faro rmR^
pi7ar pitarau pitaras
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128. ntri seems to be a weakened form ofpdtri, 'a protector' (pd, 'to protect >)

The cognate languages have preserved the root in irar^p, pater, 'father/ &c.

The Latin Jupiter, however, is literally Dyu-pitar, or rather Dyaush-pitar, father

of heaven/ It is clear that stems like ddtri, pitri, &c, originally ended in ar.

a. *W naptri, ' a grandson ' (thought by some to be derived from na,
'
not/ and

pdtri, ' a protector '), is declined like <JTJ ddtri.

b. There are a few nouns in ri expressing neither relationship nor agency.

«T mi, m. 'a man/ is said to be declined like pitri; thus, N. ?Rnd, Ac. «fTfy

I. ^T, I). *, Ab. G. «JT, &c. But the forms *T, %, «f£
are seldom, if ever, used.

The following forms certainly occur: N. sing. «TT, Ac. ^V[) N. Ac. du, «TTT,

I. I). Ab. SJWTT^, G. L. ^^J N. pi. TO^, Ac. ^, J). Ab. Y^, G. ^JT^ or

•pfTJT, L. «JT|. In the I. I). G. L. sing., the corresponding cases of «TC are gene-

rally substituted.

c. "afa? m., ' a jackal/ must form its Strong cases (except V. sing.) and may form

its Weak cases (135) from TKtV. N. "^FT, -FPtf, -fU^J Ac. -STT^, -FPCT, -fft

or-E^J I. -"ET or -^TT, -"g»rW, &c. ; D. -^ or -T?^, &c; Ab. -"g^or-lfft^ &c;

G. -^ or -ift^, -"gfa^or -"ft^, -^H* or -f^TTH; L. -^ft or -Tm, &c; V. -#l.

As the last member of a compound adjective, in the neuter, wg alone is used.

d. Nouns like TS|^[ m. ' a charioteer,' r3T| m. ' a carpenter/
*ty

in., t[uj m., *?TiJ

m. ' different kinds of priests,' *uS in. ' a warrior,' of course, follow ddtri. But

«<M8 m., 'a charioteer,' follows pitri.

129. Feminine stems in ^ n belong to nouns of relationship,

like mdtri, 'a mother ' (from t?w, 'to create/ 'the producer '); and

only differ from pitri in Ac. pi., which ends in s instead of n;

thus, *?T7TO. Compare iiyTtjp, /nqTepa, Voc. /ntjrep.

a. ^H svasri, ' a sister/ exceptionally follows <^T]J r/uYa; but the Ac. pi. is still

SjPETCT. The lengthening of the penultimate in the Strong cases is probably caused

by the loss of the t from tri, preserved in the English sister. So soror for sostor.

b. The feminine stem of nouns of agency is formed by adding ^ ?'

to the final ^ ri ; thus, 3T5 + $, ^T^t ddtri, f. * a giver ;' and oR^ 4- ^,

W^fff. 'a doer.' Their inflexion follows /?w/« at 105.

130. The neuter stem is thus declined : N. Ac. ^, ^TJUl't^ ^llff*n; V. ^TH^ or

<*Tf[. The rest may conform to vdri at 114 or resemble the masc. ; thus, I. r^fifT

or ^fij*in> &c. But neuter stems in ^J ri belong generally to nouns of agency or

of relationship, when used at the end of compound adjectives, such as TJ^TJ bahu-

ddtri, 'giving much,' or f^spfuj divya-mdtri, agreeing with neuter words like

3p5^, i.e. 'a family having a divine mother,' or fSHll^ 'having two mothers'

(compare itfJLvjrop). Their declension may resemble that of vdri at 114, or con-

form to the masc. in all cases but the N. V. Ac. ; thus, N. Ac. ^TrJ, qig<u1, ^irtfal

;

V.^TJor^TTf^, &c; I. r^^ITor ^T<PfT,&c.; D. tfff^or^, &c; Ab. G.^T^!I^

or ^TiJ^, &c. ; L. jjnjftll or ^fifft, &c. N. Ac. -HT7[, -Huydft, -fllfjfiff; V. -HTJ

or -TTW^, &c. ; I. -Hfip&T or -HT^T, &c.
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Nouns ending in 5* ai, ^ o, ^ au.

131. We may notice here a few monosyllabic nouns in £, sft,

and m, not sufficiently numerous to form separate classes.

132. T rai, m. f. * substance,' ' wealth ' (Lat. res) : N. V. 7TC, U*S, T7TO ; Ac.

T3R*, &c. ; I. TT^TT, TT»n^, *lfa^ (rebus) ; D. X^ f TTWIT*, XJ^; Ab. TCTOT,

&c. ; G. TJVR(t mft^, TTOT* ; L. Ufa, *nffy TT^.

133- ^90, m. f. 'a cow' or 'ox' (60s, favf), 'the earth:' N. V. T^W, rmt,

itt^; Ac. nw, nr^, *tt^; i. *nn, nt«m^, *ftfa^; d. n^, &c . 5 Ab. ift^, & c . 5

G. n^, T^, WTj L. *Tfa (£oi»), T^, 'frj. Compare *TT^ with yyv.

a. m dyo, f. 'the sky,' follows Wt; thus, N. V. Sm^, ITT^, ?TT?^; Ac. OTT,

ITW, in^; I. 3RT, iftwrPT, sftfa^; D. 3^, &c. The Vedic N. du. is WTT.
V

134. *ft wam, f. 'a ship' (cf. «ai?is, vaiJf), is declined at 94, taking the termina-

tions with perfect regularity. With the N. pi. ndoas, compare naves, vae$ (?Y]($).

The gen. vtfl$ for vao$ or vafcs = n«W.

Similarly may be declined ^JT m. 'the moon :' N. glaus, gldvau, gldvas, &c.

a. The above nouns sometimes occur at the end of compounds ; as, f?f rich,'

N. m. f. «rg<J«, &c. ; ^TJm 'having many ships/ N. m. f. *I^HTH, &c. The

neuter is «fjP<, ^?*j ; of which the Inst, cases will be ^?fWT, 1?3«n; and so

with the other cases : the masc. forma being equally allowable in "^fft throughout,

except in N. Ac. V. sing. du. pi. ; e. g. ^fflOT or t^CTOT.

b. In the case of go, 'a cow,' the compound seems always formed with gu; e.g.

dvi-gu, us, us, u, worth two cows;' pak6a-gu, bought with five cows;' fata-gu,

possessing a hundred cows.
5

Section II.— LAST FOUR CLASSES OF NOUNS.

Inflexion of Nouns, Substantive and Adjective, whose stems end

in consonants.

135. The last four classes of nouns, though including substantives,

consist chiefly of adjectives, participles, or roots at the end of adjective

compounds. All masc. and fern, nouns under these remaining classes

regularly take the terminations at 91. Neut. nouns take the substi-

tutions at 97 in N. Ac. du. pi.

a. The case-terminations are here repeated with Bopp's division

into Strong, Weaker, and Weakest, as applicable especially to nouns

ending in consonants (though not to all of these even), The Strong

cases will be here denoted by the letter S ; the Weaker, sometimes

called Middle, will be denoted by M ; and the Weakest by w. In

those nouns which distinguish between Strong and Weak cases only,

the Weak will be marked by both M and w.
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SINGULAR. M.F. N. DUAL. M. F. N. PLURAL. M. F. N.

Nom.Voc.^(S),(Neut.M) wU(S), (Neut.w) *^as (S), (Neut. S)

Ace. OT
n
am (S), (Neut. M) —au (S), (Neut. w) — as (w), (Neut. S)

Inst. ^HT a (w) «itit bhydm (M) fk^bhis (M)

Dat. *e(w) — bhydm (M) wR^bhyas (M)

Ah\. w^as (w) — 5%am (M) — £%as (M)

Gen.— as (w) *ft^ o$ (w) *n* dm (w)

Loc. ^ i (w) — os (w) *j $w (M)

The Vocative, though identical with the Norn, in the dual and

plural, has sometimes a peculiar form of its own in the singular

(see 92).

b. Fanini always considers the Nom. sing. masc. as having the termination 5,

which is supposed to retain its effect, though it experiences lopa (cutting off); but

in the N. Ac. Voc. sing. neut. there is luk of the terminations s and am, i.e. these

terminations disappear altogether (Pan. vn. 1, 23).

c. The terms anga, pada, bha (the first two of which have also

general meanings, see 74 with note) are applied in a restricted sense

to different forms of the Pratipadika or stem as modified by the

above terminations or by suffixes ; thus, the stem is called anga

before the terminations of the so-called Strong cases or Paninr's

sarva-ndma-sthdna (viz. the Nom. sing. du. pi., Ac. sing, and du.

of masc. and fern, nouns, and the Nom. and Ac. pi. of neuter nouns,

see the above table)
;
pada * before the terminations of the Middle

cases (viz. bhydm, bhis, bhyas, and su), as well as before Taddhita

suffixes beginning with any consonant except y (Pan. 1. 4, 17);

bha before the terminations of the Weak cases beginning with vowels

(except of course the anga terminations mentioned above), as well

as before Taddhita suffixes beginning with vowels and y (see Pan.

1.4,18).

d. A stem is made strong by lengthening the vowel of the last

syllable, or by inserting a nasal, e.g. yuvan, yuvdn; dhanavat, dha-

navant : and made weak by eliminating one or more letters, e. g.

yuvan, yun; pratyanS, prattt.

e. It should be noted that the Ac. pi., and in neuter nouns the

* Probably so called because the laws of Sandhi which come into operation at

the junction of separate words (pada) in a sentence generally hold good before

the terminations of the Middle cases,
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Inst, sing., is generally the guide to the form assumed before the

remaining vowel-terminations.

/. This division of cases has not been noticed before, because it

is of no real importance for stems ending in vowels. That it applies

to stems ending in ri is accounted for by the fact that these originally

ended in ar.

Fifth Class in t^ t and ^ d.

This class answers to Latin words like comes (stem comit-), eques (stem equit-)>

ferens (stem ferent-) \ and to Greek words like %o.piq (stem %apiT-), Kepag (stern

K€par-), ikvig (stem IXml-), %apUig (stem %apievT~).

136. Masculine and feminine stems in T^t and ^ d, like ^fbr harit,

m. f. 'green' (declined at 95), and 'qftj^sarit, f. *a river/ and the

compound vtffa^ dharma-vid, m. f. ' knowing one's duty ' (see 84. IV).

Observe—The Nom. sing, is properly harits, dharma-vits, hut s is rejected by

41. I. The same applies to all nouns ending in consonants. So aiOyfiwv for

aiovjfAovg. Latin and Greek, when the final of the stem refuses to combine with

the s of the Nom., often prefer rejecting the final of the stem; thus, %<*pi$ ^or

%apiT£, comes for comits ; and in these languages the final consonant frequently

combines with the s of the Nom., as in lex (for leks), <j>Xo% (for <J)Xok$).

N.V.i^

Ac.

mtJIT

(
sarit saritau

( ^fOTH —
(saritam saritau

saritas

saritas

D.

Ab.

G.

(
saritd saridbhydm saridbhis

!*fi$ — *rft?P9(

sarite saridbhydm saridbhyas

[saritas saridbhydm saridbhyas

(
saritas saritos saritdm

\sariti saritos saritsu -vidi -vidos

137. Neuter stems in i(t and ^ d, like ^fn^harit, n. 'green/ \mftr^

dharma-vid, n. * knowing one's duty/ and ^qfikumud, n. 'a lotus.'

• These only differ from the masculine and feminine in the N. du. pi., Ac. sing,

du. and pi., the usual neuter terminations § <t \ i (see 97), being required, and

n being inserted before the final of the stem in N. Ac. pi. ; thus,

O

-vit

-vidam

-vidd

-ft*

-vide

-vidau

vidau

-vidhhydm

-vidas

-vidas

-vidbhis

-vidbhyas-vidbhydm

-f^ — —
-vidas -vidbhydm -vidbhyas

-vidas -vidos -viddm

-vitsu
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N. Ac. V.^ harit, ^fbft hariti, ?ftftr harinti; I. ?fbn haritd,

*ftWT* haridbhydm, &c, like masc. and fern.

N. Ac. V. y^, vflfatf, \mf%f^; I. v^ft^T, &c.

Similarly, N. Ac. V. fg^, ffft, ^f^; I. fJJ^T, &c

138. All nouns at 84. II-IV. follow ffftt^and V%fk^.

139. ^ hrid, n. 'the heart,' is said to be defective in the first five inflexions,

these cases being supplied from hridaya (see 108. e).

140. Possessive adjectives formed with the suffixes ^-vdt (84. VII)

and w^-mat (84. VI), like ysn^f^dhana-vat, 'rich/ and xftm^dhi-mat,

* wise/ are declined like harit for the masculine ; but in the Strong

cases (see 135. a) n is inserted before the final of the stem.

In N. sing, dhanavdn for dhanavants, ts is rejected by 41. 1, and the final vowel

of the stem lengthened by way of compensation.

N. VfRT^ dhanavdn iR^Rn dhanavantau VR^ dhanavantas

Ac. v«TW* dhanavantam — dhanavantau M^Tfl^ dhanavatas

I. VRRJ\ dhanavatd, v*TTOTT dhanavadbhydm, &c., like harit.

V. V*TW^ dhanavan, &c.

Similarly, vfrfi^ 'wise:' N. tfan^, vfa^, vfrR^; Ac. vtatHT,

tftH^rt, tffajT^, &c. ; V. *|fa^, &c.

a. Like dhana-vat are declined Past Active Participles, such as ^nqri'one who

has done' (553) ; thus, N. masc. ejifl«n^, ^(TOw, ^TCR^, &c.

b. The feminine stems of adjectives like Viqn and ^frff, and Participles like

fKTiT , are formed by adding $ i to the Weak form of the masc. stem j as, V«T^ift,

tfafift, ^fimft, declined like^t at 105 ; thus, N. MtTTrft, VH^flr, *Hq»q^, &c.

c. The neuter is like the neut. of harit: N. Ac. V. V»T^, *PTCift, VH^fni.

141. Present Participles (524) like TCttpatat, 'cooking/ and

Future Participles (5J8) like ^ftanr karishyat, 'about to do/ are

declined after dhanavat (140), excepting in the N. sing, masc, where

a is not lengthened before n ; thus,

N. V. sing. Vftt^pafan (for patents), and not H^\f\paMn .• N. du. pi. WRTT,

tHFrT^; Ac. *lWf, *Wift, ^rt*(; I. ^^HT, &c. Cf. Latin and Greek Par-

ticiples like ferens, ferent-i$, ferent-em, &c. ; <j>epwv
t
(j>tpovT-o$, (fxpovT-a, &c.

a. Observe, however, that all reduplicated verbs of the 3rd class and Frequen-

tatives (but not Desideratives) ; a few verbs from polysyllabic roots (75. «), and

some few other verbs—such as «fl5(/to eat,' TflTCj/to rule '—which reject the nasal

in the 3rd pi. Pres. of the Parasmai-pada, reject it also in the declension of the

Pres. Participle. Hence the Pres. Participle of such verbs is declined like harit,

the N. sing, being identical with the stem ; thus, fr. ddy cl. 3, to give/ N. V. sing.

du. pi. dadat, dadatau, dadatas; Ac. dadatam, &c. : fr. bhri, cl. 3, ' to bear/ N. V.

sing. du. pi. bibkrat, bibhratau, bibhratas. So also, jdgrat, ' watching ' (fr. jagri),
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idsat, 'ruling ' (fr. ids), jakshat, ' eating ' (fr. jaksh). The rejection of the nasal

is doubtless owing to the encumbrance of the syllable of reduplication.

Obs. i. Quasi-reduplicated verbs of cl. i and Desideratives do not reject the nasal;

e.g. tishthat, fr. sthd, 'to stand,' makes N. sing. du. pi. tishthan, tishthantau, tishthan-

tas, &c. Similarly, jighrat, fr. ghrd, 'to smell;' jighrikshat, Desid. ofgrah, 'to take.'

Obs. 2. The reduplicated verbs of cl. 3, &c, mentioned above, optionally reject the

nasal from the N*V. Ac. pi. neut. j thus, dadati or dadanti, jakshati ovjakshantu

But jagat, n. 'the world,' is only jaganti in N. Ac. pi.

b. In Present Participles derived from verbs of cl. 1, 4, 10, a nasal is inserted

for the feminine stem ; thus, H^Tnft fr. *J^, cl. 1 (declined like nadi at 105) ; and

this nasal is carried through all the inflexions, not merely, as in the masculine,

through the first five. So <{l*M*iil fr. div, cl. 4 ; and ^fFrft fr. 6ur, cl. 10.

Similarly with quasi-reduplicated verbs of cl. 1 and Desideratives ; e. g. tishthanti,

fr. sthd; jighranti, fr. ghrd; jighrikshanti, fr. Desid. of graft (cf. Obs. 1. above).

The same conjugational classes also insert a nasal in the N. V. Ac. du. neut. as

well as the pi.; thus, IFT^, tj^ffirt, *T^fa.

In all verbs of cl. 6, in verbs ending in a of the 2nd, and in all Participles of

the 2nd Fut. Parasmai, the insertion of the nasal in the feminine is optional ; thus,

tudati or tudanti, fr. tud, cl. 6 ; ydti or ydnti, fr. yd, cl. 2 ; karishyati or karishyanti,

fr. kri. It is also optional in the N. V. Ac. du. neut., which will resemble the Nom.

eing. fern. ; thus, tudanti or tudati, ydnti or ydti, karishyanti or karishyati.

c. Verbs of cl. 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 follow 140. b. c, and insert no nasal for feminine

nor for N. Ac. V. du. neut. ; although all but cl. 3 assume a nasal in the first five

inflexions in the masculine; thus, adat (fr. ad, cl. 2); N. V. masc. adan, adantau,

adantas; fern, adati: juhvat (fr. hu, cl. 3); N. V. masc. juhvat, juhvatau, juhvatas

;

fem. juhvati .- rundhat (fr. rudh, cl. 7); N. V. masc. rundhan, rundhantau, rundhan-

tas; fem. rundhati. The neut. will be N. Ac. V. adat, adati, adanti; juhvat, du.

juhvati, but ul.juhvanti or juhvati (see 141. a),

142. The adjective^\, ' great,' is properly a Pres. Part. fr. T^ mah, 'to increase
;'

but its masculine lengthens the a of at before n in the N. Ac. sing., N. V. Ac. du.,

N. V. pi., and neuter in N. V. Ac. pi. ; thus, N. masc. *f1^, *^Ffff, *?T^;
Ac. *?FiPT, li^wi, *npf^; I.f^HT,&c.; V, H?^, H£l*ri1, &c: N.fem.H^ft,

&c, see 140. a. b : N. V. Ac. neut. *T^, H^lft, H^Tfa.

a. ^flT m. f. n. ' great,' "SHIr^m. f. n. 'moving,' ^^m. f. ' a deer/ follow Pres.

Participles; e.g. N.V. masc. ^^,^^,^^ff^. Fem.^rft. Neut.^,&c.

143. The honorific pronoun >T^ (said to be for «T^ bhd-vat) follows *TC^

(at 140), making the a of at long in the N. sing. ; thus, W^ 'your honour/ and

not H^. The V. is «^. The fem. is «^ift, see 233.

Wi^' being,' Pres. Part, of $/to be,' follows of course ^^at 14 1.

144. Ttffl^n. 'the liver' fivap, jecur), and ^Tf^n. 'ordure/ may optionally be

declined in Ac. pi. and remaining cases as if their stems were M**{ and ST^J

thus, N. V. H*jfy TJf ift, *tffa ; Ac. If\, If rft, **ffa or U^fa ; I. iJfTTT or

lET, *TfWTH or *TS|r«n*, Iffff^ or *n*fa^ ; D. T?f7* or ^, &c .

O 1
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a. A defective noun <fr^is optionally substituted for <p?T in Ac. pi. and remaining

cases (see 183), and is often used at the end of compounds; e.g. su-dat, 'having

good teeth/ making N. masc. fem. neut. su-dan, su-datf, su-dat.

I 4&- *R%t a foot,' at the end of compounds becomes^ in Ac. pi. and remaining

Weakest cases ; thus, $1*1?, ' having beautiful feet,' makes in masc. N. V. $t?Tf

,

froft. W^%; Ac. g^, gm& 3^; 1. 3^, -§mm*> frik^ &c.

The fem. is *p?^t, like nadt'&t 105. Neut. N. V. Ac. *pTT^, *Ji^t, *pnf^.

a. Similarly,fe^, but according to Pan. iv. 1, 9, the fem. is dvi-padd, if agreeing

with rik, 'a verse ;' dvi-padi, if agreeing with stri, 'a woman.' So also feTO, &c.

Sixth Class in ^ an and iftin.

This eta answers to Lat. and Gr. words like sermo (stem sermon-), homo (stem
homin-), iatfiw (stem iatfMih). Latin agrees with Sanskrit in suppressing the n
in N. masc. and fem., but not in neut. ; thus Aomo is N. of masc. stem homin, the

stronger vowel being substituted for i, just as 1 is substituted for i in Sanskrit;

but nomcM is N. of the neut. stem nomin.

146. Masculine and feminine stems in ^ <m, of two kinds, A
and B.

A. If an be preceded by m or v at the end of a conjunct conso-

nant, then the model is *rn*?^ dtman, m. ' soul/ ' self/

B. But if an be preceded by m or v not conjunct, as in *fa{
*fm<m, f. (sometimes m.) < a border/ or by any other consonant,

whether conjunct or not, than m or v, as in ire^ takshan, m. 'a

carpenter/ xj^ rdjan, m. ' a king/ then the a of an is dropped
in the Ac. pi. and before all the other wwW-tcrminations, and the

remaining n is compounded with the preceding consonant.

Obs —In the Loc. sing, this dropping of a is optional.

All nouns ending in an, lengthen the a in the Strong cases (V. sing, excepted);

and drop the n before all the consonantal terminations (see 57). The inflective

stem will be dtman, dtmdn, dtma ; siman, simdn, simn (see above), s(ma.

Junction of stem with termination
: N. sing, n final of stem, and s case-termina-

tion rejected by 57 and 41. 1 ; V. sing, case-termination rejected.

A. B.

SING.

^TrTTT

dtmd

..... ^

dtmdnau

Ac.!™'* -
[atmanam atmanau

dtmdnas

dtmanas

I.
P^lfMr *TWHTT^ ^STWfH^

SING.

stmd

DUAL.

simdnau

simdnam simdnau

PLURAL.

simdnas

*ftrf*H(

[dtmand dtmabhydm dtmabhis
I simnd simabhydm simabhis
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\dtmane dtmabhyd

G.
\dtmanas dtmanos

[ dtmani

\ dtman

dtmanos

dtmdnau

dtmabhyas

dtmabhyas

tt'mrae simabhydm simabhyas

simabhydm simabhyas

dtmandm Mmnew simndm

VHrHtJ

dtmasu

tftftl or tftnfff —
simni or simani simnos simasu

dtmdnas simdnau simdnas

147. Like 'tilfH*^ are declined «w\ ynjvan, m. 'a sacrificer' (e.g. N. *T5JT,

*Wlf, M*n«(Mj Ac. *W1*T, M^Ull, '-M^H^; I. TORT, &c); TTP'R^a/jrofln,

m. sin;' "d^i^aiman, m. a stone;' £ hi^ ushman, m. 'the hot season;' ^TO^
sushman, m. 'fire;' «w«^£ratam, ra. 'the god Brahman;' VXUF^adkvan, m. 'a

road;' nw^drisvan, ra. 'a looker.'

Like *flH«^are declined 'jft^m. 'head' (I.*jt6t,&c; L. ijffi or 'jSf'T, &c.) ; MlM^

m. 'fat' (Ac.pl.Thp(); ^r^m/aloonl; ,
7jftp?«^m. 'lightness' (I. c5fTOT,&c.)

148. Similarly, like tflH^, are declined ircp^ m. 'a carpenter
5 and

:rj*T«J ni. * a king/

Obs.—In the inflexion of words like takshan, rdjan (which follow the B form stman

in combining m and w), the dental n of the stem being combined with a cerebral or

palatal is changed to the cerebral or palatal nasal respectively. See 57. c, 58.

SINO.

N. (
W

,

[ taksha

DUAL.

takshdnau

PLURAL.

takshdnas

SING.

ttstt

DUAL.

UWRT

PLURAL.

rdjdnas

'

[ takshdnam takshdnau takshnas, 58.

*TiTH*

rdjdnam rdjdnau rdjhas. 57

JfTOUT cTCW^ n^fo^

[ takshnd. 58. takshabhydm takshabhis rdjfid. 57. p. rdjabhydm rdjabhis

[
takshne takshabhydm takshabhyas rdjhe rdjabhydt» rdjabhycu

Ah.!
1"*"*

'

[

takshnas takshabhydm takshabhyas rdjhas rdjabhydm rdjabhyai

\takshnas takshnos takshndm rdjhas rdjhos rdjhdm

L
FrTf^I*

[takshni takshnos

TTT^

takshasu

TTf^rt

rdjhi rdjhos rdjasu

V. j
1"^

takshdnau takshdnas rdjan

*mm1
rdjdnau rdjdnas

* Or insjfty takshani t Or TR^T rtf/ant

.
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149. Masculine stems in *^, like ifhpj, "J^, *HFJ, generally

form their feminines in *tf (Pan. iv. 1, 7); e.g. iftatf, jqft, *OTCt,

declined like nadi at 105.

150. When a feminine stem in \{ is formed from words like T&ftj it follows

the rules at 146. A. B. for the rejection of the a of an; thus, TX^rdjhi, 'a queen.'

151. When rdjan occurs at the end of a compound, it may be declined like tiva

(103); as, N. sing. masc. mahdrdjas; Ac. mahdrdjam, &c. (cf. 778) : but not neces-

sarily, as bahu-rdjan, m. f. n. ' having many kings*' The fem. stem of which may

be bahu-rdjan or bahu-rdjd or bahu-rdjni.

15a. Neuter stems in ^ an, like irf^ 'an action
y and ?TFfi[ 'a

name' (nomen, ovojxa*).

Obs.—The retention or rejection of a in an before the Inst. sing, and remaining

vowel-terminations, as well as optionally before the Nom. Ace. du., is determined

by the same rule as in masculines and feminines (146. A. B). They only differ

from masculine nouns in Nom. Voc. and Ace. sing. du. pi.

Ac.
(
karma, karmai^i karmdni

(
karmand karmabhydm karmabhis

-J , Hite dtman. 146.

(
karmane, &c.

]

SING. DUAL. PLURAL.

ndma cmni or °manl ndmdni

ndmnd ndmabhydm ndmabhis

^m, &c. ) n ,
> like siman. 140.

namne,<kc. \

•ITU or «TTH«T, &c. ) ... __ .

,
K

p > like N.Ac.
nama ornaman, &c.

)

(w*or**fc&c.
ilike N.Ac.

( &arwia or karman,hc.
\

153. Like *R*N[ n. are declined *i»**«\ 'birth,' 1^1^ 'house/ ^H?( 'armour,'

^W^ ' prayer,' ' the Supreme Spirit,' 378^ * road,' ^W«^' leather,' W^* pretext,'

W^ ' a joint.*

Like ni**^n. are declined <\\n<\ 'string,' *TR»^ ' conciliation/ VP1^ mansion,*

*lta^ ' sky,' tttr^ (for d^f( rohman; from ruh), ' hair,' TW^ (also m.) ' love.'

154. When nouns in an, man, and van form the last member of adjective com-

pounds, the feminine may be declined like the masc, or its stem may end in d,

and be declined like Hod; the neuter follows the declension of neuter nouns at

152. Those in an, if they follow the declension of siman and rdjan, may also form

their feminine in i, rejecting the a of aw, and be declined like nadi (Pan. iv. 1, 28).

155. There are a few anomalous nouns in a», as follow

:

a. ^m. 'a dog' (cams, wav): N.*SJ>
1%W, 1,

V\'m> Ac. mil*, W$> ^T^J

I. ^pTT, WTH, ^fffaq[; D.^, &c; Ab. TJpl^, &c.j G. ^T^ (tcwoc), ^pffy

* Greek has a tendency to prefix vowels to words beginning with consonants

in the cognate languages. Cf. also nakha, ' nail/ ovvq ; laghu, ' light/ ckayv-f \

^' brow/ o<ppv-$<
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^pTT*; L. JjfiT, jpfa{, ^J ; V. ^, W$, &c. See 135. a. Fern. Jjptf , &c.

(like nadi at 105).

b. J^ra.' a youth,' ' young:' N. fU, 3^, J^J Ac. f^Pflf, xpTpft,

ij^; i.^,p*ni?,y?fa(; d.^,&c . ; Ab.^[,&c.j G.^,xpta(,
^n*T; L. ^fiT, ^fa(, pg; V. jp^[, pn^, &c . See 135, a. Fern. *jft (like

nadi) or gwfiff (like mati). Neut. ^, *pt, ^T^T, &c.

c. iTW^m/anameof Indra:' N. IHTTT, ~^ft, -^T^ ; Ac. »nmR*T, -^Tfft,

**iU*(; i.*nrto,in»wm^-*rfH^; D.ir^,ifXRwn«T,&c , ; Ab.*rfa^,&c.;

G. nvlH4(, miltfl^ hvIhi*; L.inflfa,^^,inpFg; v.inn^,&c. Fem.

*nft *ft or *nnnft.

The last may also be declined like a noun in vat .- N. HVI!^, -Wt, &c. See 140.

156. ^ff^n., ' a day/ forms its N. Ac V. sing. fr. *T^ ahar, and the consonantal

middle cases fr. ^^ ahas; in the other cases it is like ndmanj thus,

N. Ac. V, *?^ (41. 1), 'Wjft or *^ft, w^rftr ; I. *gT, *^wn*, *n^fa^;

D. ^, ^^falT*, ih^1k<^; Ab. ^Pf^[, &c. ; G. ^g^, ^jfi^, ^JTH ; h. ^T%

or ^ftT, ^|A^, ^^J or *lfH|* At the beginning of compounds the form is

generally ^H^, as in ahar-nifam, day and night.' At the end of compounds it

may be declined as a masc. ; thus, N. ^mT^T^, -^TW, ""ST^^J Ac. -^TOJT, &c;

V. *vp(, &c, or sometimes becomes ^T£ or ^TJ.

a. l^qt^ m., 'a day,' lengthens the i in those cases where the a of aw is rejected

;

thus, Ac. pi. <ffa|*(; I. ?ffcp> &c.

b. ^llM^n., 'the head/ is said to be defective in N. sing. du. and pi. and Ac.

sing, du., these cases being supplied from fijIU^ n., or $ftH 108. e.

c. *TO*^n., ' the liver/ and 31 opf^ 'ordure/ are said to be defective in the first

five inflexions, these cases being supplied from yakrit and salcrit respectively,

see 144.

157. ^*!*i«^ m., ' the sun/ does not lengthen a of an in N. du. pi., Ac. sing. du.

;

thus,

N. ^rilm, WF1W, WfrV®\; Ac. 'hS^ku'T, ^T%TOJT, vi3*qj^; I.^U0f,&c.

a. Similarly, $^' the sun:' N. "J^T, ^JWIT, &c; Ac. 'JW^, &c; but the

Ac. pi., and remaining Weakest cases, may be optionally formed from a stem ^;
thus, Ac. pi. ^n^[ or *J5*(.

b. Similarly, compounds having -^as the last member, such as ncic«^m. 'the

slayer of a Brahman :' N. tlll^l, »lll£4(Jr,&c.; but in Ac.pl. «ww^; I. «tiw,

"TO^TR, &c. (A becoming gh where the a of han is dropped).

158. ^r[m. 'a horse/ or m. f. n. 'low/ 'vile/ is declined like nouns in vat

at 140, excepting in N. sing. ; thus, N. ^tt, ^*NT, ^t^J Ac. ^rt^flT, &c;

I. ^Sr%HT, ^itllT^, ^tfiS^; V. *Pft(, &c. If the negative ^precedes, ^t^is

regular; thus, N. ^R^T, ««f3No), &c.j Ac. HBI'H^HOH, &c; I. pi. *Rt6%

159. Masculine stems in Iftin, like vf^dhanin, m. 'rich/

In N. sing, dhani for dhanins, n and s are rejected (by 57 and 41. 1), and the

vowel lengthened by way of compensation.
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SINOULAB. DUAL. PLURAL.

N. \tftdhani vfa& dhaninau ^ff^dhaninas

Ac. vfavp^dhaninam — dhaninau — dhaninas

I. vfaftldhanind vfwmzdhanibhydm.ttf. vftfft^ dhanibhis. 57.

D. vfa% dhanine — dhanibkydm vfw^ dhanibhyas. tf.

Ab. vftR^dfomewas — dhanibhydm — dhanibhyas

G. — dhaninas vf«T*Jta( dhaninos xfawydhanindm

L. vfaffT dhanini — dhaninos vf^ dhanishu, 70.

V. vft^^Aawm. 92. vftnT dhaninau xfaiR^dhaninas

Obs.—Many adjectives of the forms explained at 85. VI. VIII.

IX. are declined in masc. like vftr^; thus, mnfa^ medhdvin, 'intel-

lectual;' N. wrtt, -fw, -far?^, &c. Also numerous nouns of

agency, like 7*rfoj * a doer/ at 85. II ; thus, N. *nrct, surfed (58),

^rfan*(, &c.

160. The feminine stem of such adjectives and nouns of agency

is formed by adding ^ i to the masc. stem ; as, fr. vfcl^, vfiffit f.

;

fr. ^!Tft^, ^FTftlft f. ; declined like nadi at 105 ; thus, N. vfoft, -"aft,

-7^, &c,

161. The neuter is regular, and is like vdri as far as the Gen. pi.

;

N. Ac. vft, *rfcpft, vftfa. But the G. pi. qfirHlH, not V^ft^rn^;

V. sing, ufa or vft^.

162. mOm«\ m. *a road,' *\T*F{ m. ' a churning-stick/ and ^J*jfoj«^ m. *a name

of Indra,' are remarkable as exhibiting both suffixes, an and in, in the same word.

They form their N. V. sing, from the stems M*M^, •f»mty ^P5^ j their other

Strong cases, from the stems S'M^, H»*t«^, ^pB^J their Ac. pi., and remaining

Weak cases, from the stems Vfy W^y ^*JW; in their Middle cases they follow

dhanin regularly j thus,

n. v. tn*n*( (163), xn^nl, m*hh^$ Ac. m^mh , tito^,^ ;
1. TO ,

trPqwTP^, ^W^; D. H^T, &c. Similarly, N. V. H^^, &c; ^J^T*(, &c.

:

I. 1TOT, &c. ; ^f^T, &c. Observe—The V. is the same as the N.

a. The compound *}m(n«\, * having a good road,' is similarly declined for the

masc.) the N.fem. is fj*4^> -W, -^P^, like nadi at 105 ; the neut. is N.Ac. *plftl,

-irft, -1»lUfa> &c; V. tjsT^or ^plftf; the rest as the masc.

Seventh Class in W^as
}
$$is, and W^us.

This class answers to Gr. and Lat. words like va$o$, [Mvos, genus, seeks, &c.

163^ Masculine and feminine stems in *na[a$, like ^^H\ iandra-

yias, m. * the moon/

In N. sing, as is lengthened to compensate for rejection of the termination s;
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tandramas becomes 6andramo by 64 before the terminations bhydm, bkis, bhyas ;

in L. pi. dandrcynas+su becomes dandramahsu by 63, or 6andramassu by 62. a.

N. M^H\^6andramds *F&(m tandramasau ^n^m^Sandramasas

Ac. ^»5#i^H tandramasam — Sandramasau — tandramasas

I. VrJTflT Sandramasd ^^H\^\H^6andramobhydm ^n^pftfira Sandramobhis

D. *KH*I 6andramase — tandramobhydm «*l*£*ftm^ 6andramobhyas

Ab. ^»£H*m 6andramasas — 6andramobhydm — tandramobhyas

G. — tandramasas ^^RVt^Sandramasos M^HmH Sandramasdm

L. ^njrftr Sandramasi — fiandramasos ^«iHW tandramahsu or -"9

V. '*F%t^6andrama8. 92. V5*TCff tandramasau ^KHU^ Sandramasas

a. Similarly, ^mi^apsaras, f. 'a nymph :' N. mmij^ , &c

164. Neuter stems in ^H^ as, like *nj^ manas, n. 'mind* (iueVo?,

These differ from the masc. and fern, in the N. Ac. V. The a of as remains

short in N. sing, after the rejection of the case-termination s, but is lengthened

in N. Ac. V. pi. before inserted Anusvara.

N. Ac. V. H«T*( manas HHUl manasi iTtriftr mandmi

I. H*T9T manasd, JRtwTTH manobhydm, &c, like the masc. and fern.

a. Obs.—Nearly all simple substantives in as are neuter like manas; but these

neuters, when at the end of compound adjectives, are declinable also in masc. and

fem. like 6andramas. Thus mahd-manas, * magnanimous,' makes in N. (m. f. sing.

du. pi.) mahd-mands, mahd-manasau, mahd-manasas. Similarly, sumanas, well-

intentioned;' durmanas, 'evil-minded ' (N. m. f. sumanas, durmanas, &c.) : cf. €f-

fJLtvfc, W-/A€wfc, m. f., but neut. arid stem ev-pevec, W-/xevfV> derived from

[JL€V0$.

b. Where final as is part of a root and not a suffix, the declension will follow

froiT^'on&who devours a mouthful;' thus, N.V. sing. m.f.fwSR;; Ac. -<&*»*.

N. V. Ac. du. -mft, pi. -H*^; I. -IRT, -iftW^ &c. N. V. Ac. neut. -^,

"ipft, -?fftf • When a root ends in as, s will be rejected before bk by 66. a ; thus,

^cRT^r, 'brilliant/ makes in I. du. ^WITH.

c. But^ (fr. ^N[) and «R( (fr. «N^), at the end of compounds, change final

^ to 7T before the consonantal terminations, making N. sing.^ and JflT^; e. g.

TOTHi^, ^«Tf^(see Pan. in. 2, 76; vii. 1, 70; vin. 2, 72).

1615. Neuter stems in ^[ is and T^ us are declined analogously to *<\*\manas

at 164, t and u being substituted for a throughout, sh for 5 (70), ir or wr for (65);

thus,

ffil^foww, n. 'ghee/ N. Ac. V. *faq[, *fatf, ^ffft; I.S^ *M*%,

a. W$t( takshus, n. 'the eye:' N. Ac. V. TO^, ^Hjtf, ^ft; I. ^^T,
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*iptfy *Tgfao d.^, vtgft*, *rcn*j; Ab. to^, *t|**, ^5^;
g. ^pq[, ^to(, ^pn*; l. *^ft, ^5^, ^:^ or -w.

166. Nouns formed with the suffixes is and us are generally neuter. In some

nouns, however, the final sibilant is part of the root itself, and not of a suffix

;

such as wf$PE( Mis, f. ' a blessing ' (fr. rt. $ITO(), and TOJT^ m. f. ' an associate ' (fr.

SJ 1

^). These follow the analogy of masc. and fern, nouns in as (163) in the N. Ac.

cases ; and, moreover, before the consonantal terminations, where the final sibilant

is changed to r, unlike nouns formed with is and us, lengthen the i and u (compare

nouns in r at 180) ; thus,

N. Stttfl^, -fsptt, ^fipq; Ac. -fitf^, -fw, -fip^; 1. -fi^r> -jfldhfy

-tftfS^, &c.; L. pl.-tfjijor-^faj.

N. *n|j(, -*p&, ~spH(; Ac. -»pm, &c. ; i. -»pn, -\wh*, &c

a. Nouns formed from Desiderative stems in ish (497), such as ftplfij^ (for

jigadish), desirous of speaking,' are similarly declined; thus,

N. V. m. f. ftpRfa[, -fipft, &c. ; I. du. -^Wh^. The N. V. Ac. neut. pi. is

ftPTfijfa, the nasal being omitted (cf. 181. d).

So faRft^, * desirous of doing/ makes N. V. m. f. facftl^, -«ffttf, &c.

b. *JjpB[ well-sounding/ where us is radical, makes N. V. sing. m. f. *p[f(5

Ac fJR*; N.V. Ac. du. *jpl, pi. *}p*(; I. gpn, $*^> ?*%> &c.

N. V. Ac. neut.
^fljfl,

ggtf, fljftr.

c. Obs.—When neuter nouns in w or us are taken for the last member of com-

pound adjectives, analogy would require them to be declined in masc. and fem.

according to fandramas at 163 ; but, according to the best authorities, the N. sing,

does not lengthen the vowel of the last syllable ; thus, TrMcJ'fttJ^ m. f. n. ' having

lotus eyes/ N. masc. and fem. 7TO(0«iig^, "^^^> &c. ; and llfandftrc^ m. f. n.

'having brilliant rays/ N. masc. and fem. WfaOfcl^, ^jNttf^^Tj &c.

d. ^t^dos, ra. 'an arm/ follows the declension of nouns in is and us; but in

Ac. pi., and remaining cases, optionally substitutes doshan for its stem (see 184);

thus, N.V. ^, -*$, "W^; Ac. ^fa*, -w, -^ or -W^l I. ^T or $tanT,

^tAjf^ or ^V^TTRT, &c. As a neuter noun it makes in N. Ac. V. $*(, <jWfr, ^ffa.

167. Comparatives formed with the suffix $^ iyas (192), lengthen the a of as,

and insert n, changeable to Anusvara before s, in N. sing. du. pi., V. du. pi., Ac. sing,

du. masc. ; thus, Wcftlq^ m. f. n., 'more powerful/ makes N. masc. ^fc5lH]f( (for

"fc9hri^[9 s rejected by 41. A), -T|fau, -*rNTC{; Ac. -ffaw, -Trfttf, -XRTC{; I. -"TOT,

••jftOTT, &c, like 6andramas at 163. The V. sing, is TOfa^J du. and pi. like

the Nom.

a. The fem. irtlstfl follows nadi at 105. The neut. VtiU^ is like manas.

168. Perfect Participles, formed with vas (see 554), are similarly declined in the

Strong cases ( 135,. 6). But in Ac. pi., and remaining Weak cases, vas becomes usk,

and in the Middle cases vat; so that there axe three forms of the stem, viz. in vdns,

ush, and vat*; thus,

* Vat is evidently connected with the Greek or. Compare tutupvat (fr. rt. tup)

with TtTV<t>-(F)oT, and tutupvatsu with T€Tt/</>-o(T)c7.
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fafaf^ (Perf. Part., fr. ft^ ' to know >) : N. fa%T?(, fafa?f*h ftrfasfa^

;

Ac. firftr*ta(, faftnrNft, fafa^; i. W^r, ftfrnim, ft%f^; d.

fafag^&c; v. ftf^r^, ftrftw, &c.

The neuter is N. Ac. fafa*T^, -g*ft, -jff* ) for fem. see d below.

a. When this Participle is formed with ivas instead of vas (see 554), the vowel

*

is rejected in the cases where vas becomes ush ,* thus,

*rf*IR^ (fr. T^' to go ') : N. masc. fPHMK, &c. ; Ac. STfawj, iTf^rfw,

ipg^, &c. ; I. w*pn, &c. ; v. srfnre^, nforrtA, &c.

b. Similarly, ?tf^^ (fr. TT^ * to stretch'): N. itf*^, ?HlRT*T, &c. ; Ac.fffa-#
N
, Tfftnrfat, ?^(, &c. ; V. 7tf^, -H^y &c.^

c. But not when the i is part of the root ; thus, faP"n^ (fir. f*) t faf\^ (fr.

tf) make in the Ac. pi. f^^^, Ih^M^. TH[ (fr- f) makes, of course,

d. The N. fem. of these Participles is formed from ush ; and the N. Ac. neut.

sing. du. pi. from vat, ush, and vas, respectively ; thus, N. fem. hfhtjjl, &c,

declined like nadi at 105. Similarly, from the root incomes^* (cf. Tfrw/wa),

Those formed with ivas do not retain i in the feminine ; thus, tenivas makes N.

ing. masc. fem. neut. tenivdn, tenushi*, tenivat.

e. The root fa^, 'to know,' has an irregular Pres. Part, fa*^ vidvas, used

commonly as an adjective ('learned'), and declined exactly like W*T3^ above,

leaving out the reduplicated vij thus, N. masc. fa^,f^^,faffT*^; V.ftnPJ,

See. With reference to 308. «, it may be observed, that as a contracted Perfect

of vid is used as a Present tense, so a contracted Participle of the Perfect is used

as a Present Participle. The fem. is fag^t, and the neut. f%Z\

169. fa m„
'

a male/ forms its V. sing, from yft(, and its other Strong cases

(135. 6) from yri^; but Ac. pi., and remaining Weakest cases, from fa; and I.

du., and remaining Middle cases, from y^; thus,

n. gm^, yrhfr ymr^; Ac. yrtor, yri*1, fan; 1. f*r, ywj, F^;
D.^,&c; Ab.^,&c; g.^,^K,^; L.ffa,**K,*!;v.3^,

Jii^t, &c.

170. **R^ m., 'a name of the regent of the planet Sfukra,' forms N. Bing.

^RT from a stem *$R^ (i47>- Similarly,^^ m
-

'

a name °* In

^
ra/ and

^T^f^m. 'time/ The other cases are regular; thus, N. du. q^HOT. But

7^R^ may be optionally in Voc. sing. "^R^ or ^5M or ^i«i<.

171. TO( f., ' decay ' (7%>«?), supplies its consonantal cases (via. N. V. sing., I.

D. Ab. du. pi., L. pi.) from 1TCT f. Its other cases may be either from *Tt^ orW,
thus, N. sing. TO; V. **; Ac. "TOWt or TO*; I. *t*T and STOT, WIT*,

*rcrfH^, &c.

There seems, however, difference of opinion as to the rejection of t; and

some grammarians make the feminine tenyusht.

t Since SIT** certainly occurs, it may be inferred that the N. Ac. V. du. are

UTS* or *ft ; N. Ac. V. pi.*n^ or STCTC(. These forms are given in the grammar

of I'svara-dandra Vidya-sagara, p. 51.
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Eighth Class.—Stems ending in any consonant except

173. This class consists principally of roots used as nouns, either

alone or at the end of compounds, or preceded by prepositions and

adverbial prefixes. Stems ending in «^ / or ^ d
}
formed in this

manner, are of common occurrence ; but their declension falls under

the fifth class at 136.

With regard to stems ending in other consonants which we place

under the eighth class, the only difficulty in their declension arises

from their euphonic combination with the consonantal terminations.

173. Whatever change of the final consonant takes place in Nom.

sing, is preserved before all the consonantal terminations
;
provided

only, that before such terminations the rules of Sandhi come into

operation.

174. Before the vowel-terminations the final consonant of the

stem, whatever it may be, is generally preserved. If in some nouns

there is any peculiarity in the formation of the Ac. pi., the same

peculiarity runs through the remaining Weakest or vowel cases.

The terminations themselves undergo no change, but the s of the

Nom. sing, is of course cut off by 41. 1 (see, however, 135. b). There

is generally but one form of declension for both masc. and fem.; the

neuter follows the analogy of other nouns ending in consonants.

175. Stems ending in ^ k, ^ kh, t\ g, V g declined.

. ^T^ m ' f* ' one wft0 is ahle ' (in sarva-fak, * omnipotent 'J.

N. V. 51^ tok srWI tokau TfloF^ sakas

Ac. $n&T tokam — 'tokau — sakas

I. $I«FT tokd ^nm^togbhydm "^fn^togbhis

D. $TO toke — togbhydm 3P«TC( togbhyas

Ab. Tfps^tokas — togbhydm — togbhyas,

G. — sakas y£fl( tokos $l<*in tokdm

L. ^iftfi saki — tokos $rcj tokshu

The neuter is N. Ac. V. SPG , ^T^ft, ^rfl?> &c. ; the rest like the masc.

a. Similarly, f<^ ' one who paints * (in tilra-likh, one who paints a picture ')

:

N. V. f(5* (41. 11, 41. 1), fc3^fi (174), ftW^J Ac. ft***?, &c; 1. fTWl,

fonan*, fefrn^, &c. ; L. pi. fc5*{.

The neuter is N. Ac. V. f?5^, fWQft, fof$> &c. j the rest like the masc.
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b. In the same way final ^,^ are changed to ^, and when final ^, ^, \, ^, ^
lose their aspirate form, the aspirate must be transferred to the initial, if that

initial be ^, T, ^, or ^ (see 44. c).

c. g^*Tm.f., 'jumping well/ makes N.V. ^^(41. 1), gT^ft,&c; Ac. y**\*\?

&c.;I.^Rm,g^«nH,&c.; D.f^,&c.;Ab.G.g*P3iqr,&c.; L.*prfH*prefl*{,

g^5 (see 70). Neut. N. Ac. V. *J^, *pi^ft, ^«f"s»l or (see 1 76. h) *prf9T.

176. Stems ending in * 4, ^ 6h, nj
9
v^jh declined.

Final *T is changed to off or ^; final ^ is changed to 3^, which becomes 7 or ^
before the consonantal terminations ; final IT to ^T (*t) or <£ (\) ; and final *^,

which is rare, to ^ or T, before the consonantal terminations (41. IV, 92. a).

«JT*T f. ' speech ' (fr. rt. «^) : N. V.^ (for vdks, 41. 1 ; vox, fy),^ (oxre),

m^ (voces, ones) ; Ac. *TT^ (t>ocem), m^t, TT^ (*™0 ; I. ^T^T, wm^
irfniH; D. ^, *F»IHT, ^F«^J Ab. *TTO(, IT**!*, ^«^J G. *TTO(,

^T*ft^, ^N^ ; L. mf% (oV/), VfTHft^, ^TCT. Compare Latin vox, and Greek

0\p or ott for Foit throughout.

Similarly, fl*
' a liberator :' N. V. «J^, «J^, *p^.

q^m.f. 'one who eats:' N.V. $"*, ^, *pT^J Ac, *pT*, &c; I. ^H,

qroror, $fr*^, &c.

W?| m. f/an asker' (fr. rt. H^) : N. V. TH^, W, JTT$t^; Ac. HT^T, &c.

;

i.in^TjinTwn^&c.; l. Pi. m^g.

The root H^ becomes HT5^ (just as t>a<f becomes vd6) ; e. g. N. V. *T* m. f. n.

' a sharer.'

a. The neuters are thus formed : N. Ac. V. ^, Wf, *nfa> &c (as in *J*I*

'speaking well'); ^, ^ptf, tf*' &c; UTS, UT$I% mfl^, &c.

i. The root^ aftrf,
'

to go/ preceded by certain prepositions and adverbial

prefixes, forms a few irregular nouns (such as TR\
l

eastern '), and is found at

the end of a few compounds after words ending in a; such as WTI^/ tending

downwards/ &c. These all reject the nasal in the Ac. pi. and remaining cases

masculine. In Norn. sing, the final \t being changed to ^ *, causes the preceding

nasal to take the guttural form, and the ^ is rejected by 41. 1. In the Ac. pi.,

and remaining Weakest cases, there is a further modification of the stem in the

case of H«^, &c.

UT^m. ' eastern/ 'going before :' N.V. Hl^, HT**t *T*W[; Ac. ITra*,'W,

ITT^; I.lim,innOT
x
,Jnfr^; D.UT^&c; L.pl.HTW. Similarly,w^

m. ' southern.' ~

Vm^m.' western:' N.V. W^, Wlff, TO^J Ac. OTT3*, W"W, m^l
I. mrNT, WPWIIH, TOf**^ D. mft*, &c. Similarly, *WP^' going with/

'fit/ and even^ 'northern/ which make in Ac. pi., and remaining Weakest

cases, *nrt*rc^, ^Nt^.

So also, fa*^, ' going everywhere/ forms its Ac. pi., and remaining Weakest

cases, fr. a stem fa^*, making fa«jV^, &c.
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Analogously, firf^ 'going crookedly/ 'an animal/ forms its Weakest cases f

ft stem fin^, making Ac. pi. Piksi^, &c.

The feminine form and the neut. du. of these nouns follow the analogy of th

Ac. pi. ; thus, N. fem. wfi &c, TSHVti &c, UrfW &c, T$*ft Sec,WW &c.

firT^sft &c, declined like •Rft.

The neuter is N. Ac. V. ITT^, TU^, Ulftf, &c. ; TTW^, WrfM, HWftsT, &c.

c. W^y when it signifies 'worshipping/ retains the nasal, which has become

guttural, throughout ; but 6> which has become ht is rejected before the consonantal

terminations; thus,

N. V. UT^, W$, &c. j Ac. Ura^, &c ; I. TTT^TT, TTl^I^, &c.

Similarly, ^ 'a curlew/ N. V. ^, ^P^, &c; Ac. TJ*JH, &c; I. 3J3T,

f^, &c. ; L. pi, f^J or^ (55. *).

d. ibhj^ n., 'blood/ is regular; thus, N. Ac. V. WJJ^, 'Hptf, ^*jf%(j &c;

but it may optionally take its Ac. pi. and remaining inflexions from a defective

stem, WZ\asanj thus, N. V. pi. ^fef; Ac. pi. ^f^ or ^H-nftT; I. *TCpTT or

^tot, ^rcjrarr^ or TOtwmr, &c. ; L. ^njfsr or ^rafcr or ^rftr, &c.

e. Nouns formed with the roots *T3^'to worship/ TJ3T ' to shine/ f^T 'to rub/

OT^ to shine/ Hri^'to fry/ 3*^ 'to wander/ TF[5^ to create/ generally change

the final *^to <£ or ^ before the consonantal terminations ; thus,

^5^ m. 'a worshipper of the gods' (V^ becoming ^»T) : N. V. sing. ^q$*

Similarly, TT^m. 'a ruler/ N. sing. TXZ; I. *JHT, tT^«n^, &c. So also, *jfap*

' a cleanser / N. sing. ^fiCJ^. So also, faHT^ m. f. ' splendid :' N. sing. ftWTif

.

Similarly, trfr^rs^ m# ' a religious mendicant ' (^^ becoming ?TT5^) : N. sing.

tTft^T7. So also, faiytj^ m. ' the creator of the world •/ N. sing. fa<H^.

But faTfl when it precedes TT1^ as in f^tl^ m. ' a universal ruler/ becomes

fWT wherever ^becomes ^ or ^; thus, N. faHMU^, fWO»ft, &c.

^jfiq^m., ' a priest ' (^TJ + ^for ^), is regular : N. V. ^frT^.

/. f^TTS^ m. a kind of priest/ ' part of a sacrifice/ forms the consonantal

cases from an obsolete stem, vmn^: N. V. sing. du. pi. ^nn^, -VJw, -11W^;

Ac. -*TR*, &c. ; I. -*n»TT, -,

'ft«n^, &c. ; L. pi. ^FfErrreg or OTHI*J.

g. VR^y 'one who fries/ may take *p3^for its stem, and make N. V. *|7, *pOT,

*| **!*(> Ac. >jtji^, &c. Similarly, "3^, one who cuts/ makes, according to some,

^, &c, and not ff^, &c. j but others allow vrat.

A. l^f.,' strength/ makes N.V. 1^(41. 1. Obs.),&c; Ac."9t^,&c; I.'3tf$T
>

whJH^ &c. At the end of a comp. the neuter is N. Ac. V. urk, iirj{, linrji. But in

these cases where a word ends in a conjunct consonant, the first member of which

is r or Z, the nasal may be optionally omitted in the plural, so that urji would be

equally correct.

i. ?R^, 'lame/ makes N. ^, 58TW» WHty I. pi. ^rft»Tfy L. pi. ^P*J.

177. Stems ending in y^th, ^dh declined.

The final aspirate is changed to its unaspirated form before the consonantal

terminations (41. II, 43), but not before the vowel (43. d). W^m. f. 'one who

tells :' N. V. ^, W$tt 1HQJ Ac. ^PT, &c. ; I. W, ^1TW[, &c.

So also, JVf. 'battle/ N.V.^ $$, fV^; Ac. JHW,&c; I. gVT, gW^, &c
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In the case of 5H,m. f., 'one who knows/ the initial ^ b becomes ^ bh wherever

the final \dh becomes / or d, by i^.b. and 44. c; thus, N. V. $7T, W, "JW;
Ac. ^m, &c; I.3VT,SiOT^,&c.; L. pi. $?§.

a. The neuter is N. Ac. V.
3fy

3T*ft, <*fi*f, &c . ; J7T , <|\ft, gfar, &c .

178. Stems ending in \p, ^ph, ^#, hM declined.

y^m. f. 'one who defends:' N. V. JJ^, W^, »TT^; Ac. JJ^T, &c; I. jm,
jpwnn, gfa^, &c.

<3* m.f.'one who obtains :' N.V. W{, SOT, HH^J Ac. cWT, &c; I. eWT,

*5«W*, c5f^T^, &c; L. pi. tS^.

a. The neuter is N. Ac. V. *£{, ^ft, ^jfa?, &c. ; c5^ c*tft, Tjfi&T, &c.

£. TO^f. ' water,' declined in the plural only, substitutes t (d) for its final before

bh; thus, N.V. Wq^; Ac.WT^; I. *fk^; D.Ab. *nq^; G. WTO ; L.
1^.

In the Veda it is sometimes singular.

179. Stems ending in ^m declined.

The final m becomes n before the consonantal terminations, ^fl $am, m. f. one

who pacifies:' N. V. ^, ^, ^R^ ; Ac. $R*, &c.; I. ^WT, $P*n*, $?fofy

&c; L. pi. $P*J.

c. Similarly, TJ$TT^m.f., 'quiet,' makes N.V. U$TT^, VftVm, Hy\n\; Ac. J^n*t*^,

&c. ; I. WSTTHT, H$IT?aiTJT, &c. ; L. pi. U^iraj or THflFrg. Compare 53. <».

£. The neuter is N. Ac. V. ^, ^pfi, 5^*, &c. ; JHfTT^, ~W% -$nfir, &c.

1 80. Stems ending in ^ r and ^ v declined.

If the vowel that precedes final r be i or m, it is lengthened before the conso-

nantal terminations (compare 166) ; and final r, being a radical letter, does not

become Visarga before the s of the Loc. pi. (71. b).

^Cm.f. 'one who goes:' N. V. ^, ^, TO[ ; Ac.TO^&c.j I.TO,**tlW,

Mfify &c; L.pl.^f.

TR$ f.
* a door :' N. V. ?T^, 5T^, £TT^, &c.

fiT^ f.
' speech :' N. V. *ft^, ftn&, frt^; Ac. f*TOT, &c. ; I. f*TCT, nft^T*,

»ftf5^,&c.; L.pl.tff.

a. The neuter is N. Ac. V. ^, *tf, ^ft, &c. ; ift^, fatf, flft, &c.

So also, 3T^ n. ' water :' N. Ac. *CT$, ^5 ^ift.

6. One irregular noun ending in \v, viz. f^f. ' the sky,' forms its N. V. sing,

from iffr (133. a), and becomes
1J

in the other consonantal cases ;
thus,

n. v. iffy, f^, fi^; Ac. f^, fipft f^; 1. f^r, S*^ **

Similarly, gfi^ m. f. 'having a good sky,' but the neuter is N. Ac. V. ^,

181. Stems ending in vj and ^^ declined.

The difficulty in these is to determine which stems change their finals to ^ and

which to \ (see 41. V). In the roots f<J3T, fST, H*[,^> and 1ft(the last forming
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^|^' impudent *) the final becomes ^, and in «T3T optionally W or ^ («T^ or «^f ).

Otherwise both ^and ^at the end of stems pass into ^.

fan m. f. ' one who enters,' or * a man of the mercantile and agricultural class

:

!

N. V. fkZ (41. V), fa^ff, fa^J Ac. fa$P^ &c. ; I. f^TT, fa^T^, &c. fi^f

'a quarter of the sky.' N. V. fi*cR (41. V, 24), f^$T, f^l^J Ac. f^I^, &c;

I. f^$IT, fif»»«^, &c. fg\m. f. 'one who hates:' N.V. ffc^ (41. V), %^
%^; Ac. ffTW, &c. ; I. ftf^Tj fiST'WPTj &c. ^m. f. 'one who endures: 1

N.V. «pf (41. V), ^, JpTC^; Ac. 1J1W, &c; I. «J^T, 1^*TPR, &c. ^fi[
'one

who touches :' N. V. W^T, ^W> ^J?H» &c *

The neuters are N. Ac. V. far, fa^ft, Nf$T, &c; f^, f^ft, f^f^I, &c. ; f?^,

%*ft, f£fa, &c. ; ^, «j*ft, «jfa, &c.

a. *jOsi3{ * a priest/ in the Veda, makes N. V. sing. jjOii^, and forms its othei

consonantal cases from an obsolete stem, $UT^. Compare 176./.

b. ?jfif^m.f., Very injurious/ makes N.V. *jf^(, ^^^5 &c. ; Ac. ^jfipEW, &c.

;

I. Jjfi^&T, *jf^**n*f , &c. But nouns ending in ^, preceded by vowels, fall under 163,

c. *lk^, * a cow-keeper/ makes N. V. *ftol[ or *f\XZ, *ftT$fT, &c.

d. Similarly, nouns from Desiderative stems, like HUTE^ ' desirous of cooking,'

and P«HB( ' desirous of saying/ make N. V. faTO, ftmsjt, &c. ; fa5^, f«f*IH|lj

&c. (see 166. a).

182. Stems ending in f h declined.

In stems beginning with
<J

d, the final aspirate generally becomes "^ k (l^), in

other stems Z t \^d), before the consonantal terminations; and in stems whose

initial is ^ d or *\g, the loss of the h, which disappears as a final, is compensated

for by aspirating the initial, which becomes dh or gh wherever final h becomes k (g)

or t (d). See 44. c, 175. b. f?5^ m. f. 'one who licks:' N. V. "fe^ (41. Ill),

fc<R?T, fr5^; Ac. fe?H, &c. ; I. f<3^T, foTHJTH, &c. ; L. pi. f<73^ or fo?[RT.

Jfm.f.'one who milks:' N.V.^T, g^T,^^; Ac. JgH, &c; I. 3t?T, tpani?,

gfr^&c; L.pl.^g.

The neuter is N. Ac. V. fe^, fi^ift, ft$f*?, &c. j >J^T, |^t, jf^, &c.

a. But "5? m. f., 'injuring/ makes N. "^T or 1T7 (44. c) ; I. >n*T, IpHnT or

TJTarpT, &c. ; L. pi. 1£Q or 1JZ*J. Similarly, lj^ m. f
.

' infatuating / N. *pK or $7

.

The same option is allowed in Vff^ 'one who loves' and ^p| 'one who vomits/

b. TfajT? f., ' a kind of metre/ changes its final to Jc (g) before the consonantal

terminations, like stems beginning with d : N. 3rftins&, "Sfan^T, &c.

c. ^Tf ,
* bearing ' (fr. rt, 3? 'to bear'), changes ^T to 1 m in Ac. pi. and re-

maining Weakest cases (and before the \i of the fem.) if the word that precedes

it in the compound ends in a or d; this a or a combining with u intow au (instead

of ^fto, by 32); thus,

*TT3T^ m. f. 'a burden-bearer:' N. V. masc. HTT3T^ *HOT£T, tfTTSfi?^;

Ac. UTTST^, *TT31^T, HlfijJ^; I. HiS^I, HT^T^wn^, &c. N. fem. MlOi^, &c.

So n*mt m. 'a steer ' and fi*y^i£ 'all-sustaining.' Under other circumstances
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the change of vdh to iih is optional; thus, $nf^T?, 'bearing rice/ makes in Ac.

pi. SIT^f^ or $nfi*^T^.

d. 4)n«ll^ m., * Indra' (* borne by white horses '), may optionally retain ^T in Ac*

pi. &c; and in consonantal cases is declined as if the stem were Tflfl^H; thus,

N. V. Wm^, ^THJT^, WH^; Ac. ^rTCT^T, yj7T3T^T, ^^^ or W^T^;
I. ^ifi^T or^^7, ^H^ft«nH, ^fcnftfa^, &c.

e. In "j<.1^T| ,
' a name of Indra,' the ^ is changed to "G wherever ? becomes T

or ^: N. gn^, 3TTHT^, (JTTST?^; Ac. gtfHT^*, &c; I. (JU^T, IjTT-

ifT^wn*, &c.

/. ^TfT^ m., 'anox' (for ^TrffaT^ fr. *R^ ' a cart ' and^ ' bearing '), forms

the'N.V. sing, from ^tjfl J the other Strong cases from ^T^T?, and the Middle

cases from ^BR^; thus, N. ««l^, W*TRff, Wf|T^5 Ac. ^SRfT^*, ^«T|T^f,

^R|f^; I. WT|?T, ^MiiqiH, ^frf?fe^, &c; L. pi. ^^TfrW; V. ^rTJ^.

There is a feminine form 'STrpn?*^, but at the end of compounds this word makes

fern. N. sing. «<*!j^; neut. N. V. WTffy ^R|^, ^«Tffff

.

183. rf? 'binding,' tying/ at the end of compounds, changes the final to IT or

<£, instead of ^ or T; thus, ^THf f.,
' a shoe,' makes N. V. JMHt^, TTT^T,

^fffi^; Ac. "^T*T?^, &c. ; I. W^T, T¥MWI*> &c.; L. pi. <JMWrW.

See 306. b.

Defective Nouns.

184. The following nouns are said to be defective in the first five inflexions, in

which cases they make use of other nouns (see Pun. vi. 1, 63): ^HfTf^n. (176. d);

WR^n. (108. e); "3^r[n. (108. e); ^m. (108. e); <fftr[ n. m. (166. d); «!^f.

(108.6-); f?nFTf. (108. e); T|^m.(io8.e)j ^f. (io8.c); TT^n. (108.^); *T^m.

(108. e); ^F^n. (144, 156.C); ^[m. (wS.e); 3J<5R^n. (144, 156. c); tfl^n.

(156. b); ^n. (116. a); f^ n. (108. e).

185. Examples of nouns defective in other cases are v<^ n. (156); m^ m.

(128. c); ITT^f. (171).

Section III.—ADJECTIVES.

186. The declension of substantives includes that of adjectives

;

and, as already seen, the three examples of substantives, given under

each class, serve as the model for the three genders oi' adjectives

falling under the same class. Adjectives may be grouped under

three heads, A, B, C, as follow

:

A. Simple adjectives, coming immediately from roots, and not

derived from substantives. These belong chiefly to the first, second,

and third classes of nouns (see 80. A, 81. A, 82. A, 103-115).

B. Adjectives formedfrom substantives by secondary or Taddhita

Q
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suffixes. They belong chiefly to the first, fifth, and sixth classes

of nouns (see 80. B, 84. B, 85. B, 103, 140, 159).

C. Compound adjectives, formed by using roots and substantives

at the end of compounds. These are common under every one oi

the eight classes.

187. A. Examples of Simple Adjectives.

^p? fabha, 'beautiful/ 'good:' masc. and neut. stem m fabha;

fern, stem mij fabhd.

An example of an adjective of cl. 1 is here given in full, that the declension of

the masc, fern., and neut. forms may be seen at once and compared with that of

Latin adjectives in us, like bonus, 'good.' The fern, of some of these adjectives

is in /, and then follows nadi at 105. In the succeeding examples only the Nom.

cases sing, will be given.

Singular.

MASC FEM.

N. ^
Ac. ^w
I. qfcl

Ab. ^prn^

G. spns

L. J*

V. ^

Dual.
MASC. FEM. NEUT.

N.Ac.V. ^ ^ **
I. D. Ab. spTwn^ 5J*T*n^ $pTTW?T*

G. L. sjwfej; wM ^JH*ft^

Plural.

N. V. $J*T^ $JHT^ ^HTftr

Ac. $JHT^ — —

D. Ab. sjwiq; *j*twi^ *jh*^

G. 3J*T7fTH *J*HTR ^g^RT*

L.^ jmg ^
NOM. MASC NOM. FEM. NOM. NEUT.

?^^ 1^ or g^tf. 105 . *p^

^^ ^^ ^mg

?n^ *T^or*T*ft. 105. my

*ft^[ >ft^ or tf^. 1 35, nhs

Obs.—The neuter of adjectives in i and u may in D. Ab. G. L. sing, and G. L.

du. optionally follow the masculine form; thus, 1). sing, htine or sw<%e, mridune

or mfidavej Ab. G. sing, iutinas or &<fes, mridunas or mridosj L. sing. iultni

or &(fau, mpduni or mricfau ; G. L. du. rfudino* or s'ttfyos, mridunos or mridvos.

See 119. «,

fftpi 'dear'

l*p^ * beautiful*

{^* * Pure
'

WQS ' pale

'

W% ' good

'

i}tj[
' tender

9

tfl^
i

timid
'
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188. B. Examples ofAdjectives formedfrom Substantives.

{*?TfJ^ ' human

'

VTfira ' religious

'

J^W'^' strong'

1 ^fcr^ * prosperous

'

6. {gftf^* happy'

>nf*^ vrfifol

IcM^ ^H?fft. 105.

^ffal^ ^ft?Hfl 105.

*pft Jjftnft. 105.

VTfihlW

9*

189. C. Examples of Compound Adjectives.

NOM. MASC. NOM. FKM. NOM. NEUT.

wyjm *r?^Toft j 05.

{ ^gfqtl

' very learned

'

{jffiff 'foolish'

{ ^nrg * small-bodied'

{ If^?
' very ^eral

'

{ tftftn1^ ' all-conquering

'

{ fl*t»*^
' well-born

'

{ mreire
'
deprived of sense ' TH^ril^ JfiT^TTT^

{ *mW5T ' piercing the vitals ' J?*N^B 'W^^f

190. Examples of some other Compound Adjectives.

^wn 'a shell-blower' (108. a). W^ Vff**"H

TOTt ' ruined' (126. h). ?TC^ ?TC^

TOS/ a sweeper' (126. b). ^<^ **>W\

f^TOfij
( having a divine mother' (130). f^armm f^WTTTT

^ * rich ' ( 1 34. a)

.

^tl^ ^T^
*np^ ' having many ships ' (134. a). *S^ T*H

DEGREES OF COMPARISON.

191. The degrees of comparison arc formed in two ways:

1st, by adding to the stem ITC tara ( = Gr. -repo-i) for the com-

parative (see 80. LXI), and ?W tama ( = Lat. -timu-s, Gr. -raro-s) for

the superlative (see So. LIX), both of which suffixes are declined in

m. f. n. like Subha at 187; thus,

ftW punya, 'holy,' pflTC punya-tara (Nom. m. f. n. tw, a, am), 'more holy,*

JWW jw»ya-taa (Nom. m. f. n. as, d, am), ' most holy.' Similarly, Wf^dftfl-

Q 2
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navat, 'wealthy,' V»R>PC dhanavat-tara, Snore wealthy,' VtfEIWl dhanavat-tama,

most wealthy.'

a. A final n is rejected; as, yf^dhanin, 'rich/ >|ftnR dhani-tara,

'more rich/ vftnm dhani-tama, 'most rich/

£. fa?^, 'wise/ makes f^TT, ftnHT. Compare 168. e.

192. sndly, by adding ^n^ iyas (Norn. m. f. n. -iydn, -iyasi, -iyas,

sec declension below, cf. Gr. loov) for the comparative (see 86. V), and

^S ishfha (Nom. m. f. n. -ishthas, -ishthd, -iskfkam, declined like iubka

at 187, cf. Gr. -lo-Tos) for the superlative (see 80. XLVIII).

Obs.—The difference in the use of tara, tama, and iyas, ishtha, seems to be

this—that iyas and ishtha, being of the nature of primary suffixes, are generally

added to roots or to modifications of roots (the root being sometimes weakened,

sometimes gunated), while tara and tama are of more general application.

a. Note, that while the Sanskrit comparative suffix ends in n and s (tyans) for

the Strong cases, the Greek has adhered to the n throughout (N. {ydn— iw,

Voc. iyan= iov); and the Latin has taken the s for its neuter (iyas— ius, neuter

of ior; s being changed to r, in the masc. and oblique cases). Cf. Sk. gariyas with

Lat. gravius.

193. Before iyas and ishtha, the stem generally disburdens itself

of a final vowel, or of the more weighty suffixes in, vin, vat, mat,

and tri; thus, srfo^ * strong/ wal^

'

more strong/ *rfr5tf ' strongest /

x?Tftr^ 'wicked/ qTrftuq; 'more wicked/ xrrftre 'most wicked / cHj 'light/

Wqfa^ ' lighter/ <5$fw ' lightest ;' ihnft^ ' intelligent/ Jfrrta^ ' more

intelligent/ iffvre 'most intelligent/ Similarly, m^' great/ H^fto^

'greater/ *f^r 'greatest/

a. Compare Hkj'Ui^ (N. of svddiyas) from svddu,
f

sweet,' with Vjb-lwv from

yfivg ; and ^if^B^ with y}$-ioto$.

The declension of "^l^ masc. is here given in full (see 167).

SINGULAR. DUAL. PLURAL.

N. SetfMI^ baliydn ^raftxfTOT baliydnsau ^TsWfl^ baliydnsas

Ac. 'Sxfafai^baliydnsam — baliydmau TCcftTW^baliyasas

I. "StfafWl baliyasd V7Mwvt{baliyobhijdm W^\^l\f^ baliyobhis

D. "^ril^ baliyase — baliyobhydm 'qtftifatf^baliyobhyas

Ab. afertw^ baliyasas — baliyobhydm — baliyobhyas

G. — baliyasas ^cfrmt^baliyasos Hcfam* baliyasdm

L. "qwl^fa baliyasi — baliyasos "^hnfl baliyahsu

Y. Tc*l^ baliyan TOfalTOT baliydnsau TOfafa^ baliydnsas

T<#Wt fem. is like nadi (105), and qrafap^neut. like manas (164).
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HSfTO prahsya, ' good
'

TURpriya,

'

dear'

^J bahu, 'much/ 'frequent

'

^f<£ bahula, ' much

'

^f^T bhriia, ' excessive
*

$"J mriduy ' soft

'

3^ywwm, 'young' (juvenis)

^TZvddha,' firm, "thick'

^T vriddha, ' old

'

^K vrinddra, * excellent

'

fart *^j>fl, ' firm/ ' stable

'

*J<* stMla, ' gross/ ' bulky

'

TOK sphira, ' turgid
'

J^ krasva, ' short

'

n^neda (rt. f*T^)

*jr»T &ana (rt. 3R«^)

^T>ara (rt. ^)

^T rya (rt. ^)
"Bi^T Jcrah (rt. ^f

)

^ ^e^a (rt. ft|^)

^fc foAoefa (rt. W[)

VX gara (rt. *T)

^T^a (rt. ^)
"JTO drdgha (rt.^)
^ dara (rt. g)

"5<? dradha (rt. "H?)

^k$ic parivradha

TT^pratha (rt. 1HT)

r^t^r«(rt. ^ft)

l^nt;ya(rt.i?n)

Utp-a(rt. rft)

^5 iffwia (rt. ^7)

W$T Mra/« (rt.
*fty

HrJ mrarfa (rt. W)
^yava (rt. TJ)

*TTV saWAa (rt. *T*()

{^ uarsAa (rt. ^)
Tmt;ya(rt. WT)

^»^ vrinda

^T sMa (rt. OT)

**?^ s/Aata (rt. ^)
^fi spha (rt. *W^)

jffl Arasa (rt. f[^)

COMPARATIVE. SUPERLATIVB.

194. Besides the rejection of the final, the stem often undergoes
change, as in Greek (cf. eX9lm 9 ^O^ro^ fr. ix0p69) ; and its place is

sometimes supplied by a substitute (cf. 0eXTiW, j&f\T«rrof, fr. ayaflcfr).

The following is a list of the substitutes

:

POSITIVE. SUBSTITUTE.

^ftni antika, ' near

'

. ^3^ alpa, '
little '

*

7^ uru, ' large ' (tvpvg)

^ riju, ' straight '
*

*J$T Wd, ' thin/ ' lean

'

ft^TT kshipra, ' quick
'

TSTJ kshudra, 'small,' 'mean'

3*\ ^wrw, ' heavy ' (f3apv$)

ipt tripra, '
satisfied

'

^T*T dirgha, ' long
'

^ dura, ' distant

'

^ dridha, ' firm
'

^Vp parivridha, * eminent

'

Tffiprithu, ' broad ' (irXaTvg)

^¥

*nfw

fftnr

T^T may be also regularly ^T^ftq^, ^?fej¥; and ^g may be T^ftl^, &c.

T In the case of ^ and U the final vowel is not rejected, but combines with iyas,

and ishtha agreeably to Sandhi. In^ and ^, yas is affixed in place of {yas.
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195. Tara and tama may be added to substantives; as, fr. TR«J, 'a king,'

tHTTTT, &c. ; fr. J^, 'pain/ Jt^TcR, &c. If added to a word like *fiN(, 'clarified

butter,' the usual euphonic changes must take place; thus, FlHl?t> &c. (70).

These suffixes are also added to inseparable prepositions; as, Ti{ up/ T^TT

'higher/ "3W1 'highest' (cf. Lat. ex-timus, in-timus, &c); also to pronominal

stems (236); and tama is added to numerals (209, 211).

196. Tard and tama may sometimes be added to feminine stems ending in %

and w (like J^ ' a woman/ *nft ' a faithful wife,' "fajpft
' a wise woman '), which

may optionally be retained or shortened ; e.g.^TO, ^"iTHT, or P^nO, %nWT ,"

*nftro, ?nfhfHT, or Trfrnm, ¥finr*n; fag*ftinn or f^fMnHT (Pan. vi. 3, 44. 45)-

But if the feminine be the feminine of a masculine substantive, as tiilNIjT of

«lw<U> the shortening is compulsory, as WTCrftriTTT (Pan. vi. 3, 42).

197. Tara and tama may even be added, in conjunction with the syllable ^TTH dm,

to the inflexions of verbs; as, IfsGfifWOT 'he talks more than he ought.' See

80. LIX, LXI.
*

a. Sometimes (yas and tara, istyha and tama are combined together in the same

word (just as in English we say lesser) ; thus, 3TTOT, ^??R; t^HH; ^P^tfdH,

&c. : and tara may be even added to ishthaj thus, iRJlfinC.

Section IV.— NUMERALS.

CARDINALS.

198. The cardinals are, v^ m. f. n. 1, «\ ; fe m. f. n. 2, ^; f& m. f. n.

3>3; *nj$m.f.n. 4, *; TO^m.f. n. 5,M; irem.f. n. 6, *,; Tn^m.f.n.

?,$; ^m.f.n. 8, b; ^9>*; ^10,10; wn^ii,**; T^W{
ia,^; ^^13,^; ^3^14,^; <w<*i^i5>*w; ^^1^16,^;

*m^i7,w; srer^i8,<ft; H«i^K or ^R^M* 19, q*; f^firf. 20,^0;

wfiUifa 21; srf%f?r 22; ^ftf^ifiT 23; ^gfi^ifiT 24; Trerfastfir 25;

^ff^frT 26; «HfJ3lf ff 27; Wlf4*lfir 28; ^f^^ff or JUfcJ^i^ 29;

fa^f. 30; *r*f?h^3i; ^^32; ?rcf*^33; ^re^34;
M^f^l ^ 35; M^ftf^ 36; HTrf^rr^ 37; WTf^TT^ 38 ;

^f^ or

aH^Hifqir^ 39 ; ^rwrfqr^ 40 ; s^Fttftjr^ 41 ; f^Hifqr^ or sttot-

ft^42; f^n^qr^or ^^1(^1^43; ^wir^i^; ^""WiTt^

45; Ttr*rr*rfT$n^ 46 ; ***raTfqn^47; TOlfrilft^or WMtflft^ 48

;

H^rilfi^or ^RWTity^ 49 ; <rcilty'i\ jo; «wai^ ji; f?M^i^i^or

3iw^j2; few^or^:*iW^j3; ^wnjn^; ww^jj;
^r^rqr^ 56; *rnrarr$r^j7; wrai^or*iiTOiTjn^58; ^irerT^or

TRffir 59 ; irffc 60 ; ^Rftr 61 ; %^f? or srnrff 62 ; f^rf? or ^qjnfo
*

63; ^5:^*64; Tr5Rfe 65; TC&fo66; ^nr^ft 67; wrfi? or ^rsrofi?

* These may also be written W^fe, ^fij^fe. See 62. a. and 63.
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68 ; !T*Plfk or iKFHHfir 69 ; unrfff 70 ; ^uvrffl 71; ftpRTRfiT or xmrfn

72; f^nrfwor an:*rrfir 73; ^.swfir 74; xr^^rrfH 75; tr^nrfk 76;

^nr^rrfw 77; TO^nfrr or ^reTOTrfa 78 ; vwtDinr or •gH iylfw 79 ; ^ftfir

80; mitfn 81; sr^ftfw 82; 3^ftfir 83; ^T^fiT 84; trg^tfw 85;

rc^ftfir 86 ; Trar^ftfir 87 ; ^m^ftfir 88 ; c^T^ftfiT or -grrT^rfw 89 ; ?refir

90; ^^^fir 91; f^fRfir or snTCfir 92; f^FRfif or ^fcrcfir 93;

^JH^fir 94; TO^fa 95; tntofk 9^ (43-/); ^nr^fw 97; vsg^fff or

^SITT^Rfif 98 ; HWifir or >n«i^n n. (m.) 99 ; ^nr n. (also m.*) or^ 31^1?

100; SoG^nrn. 101; fk^Iffn. 102; f^nric>3; ^t^TT 104; wsp 105;

ir^m 106; *n$nr 107; ^?^nr 108; ^n^nr 109; ^r$nr no; fepr
(nom. sing, n.) or £ 5IW (nom. du. n.) or ^Tff (nom. du. n.) 200 ; fi^nw

(110m. sing, n.) or ^h% ^TWTftT (nom. pi. n.) 300 ; ^ij:$nw or ^TRTft: ^RTfa

(nom. pi. n.) 400 ; trg^nfH or t^f STffTfir 500 ; i^pp^or V^ ^nnftr 600

;

and so on up to W&J n. (also m.) 1000, which is also expressed by

m *T^W or by ^r STHTfa or by ^T^rft f.; 3 *# 2000; sfiftr

*?bt% 3000 ; ^r?5rTft: *^snfri 4000, &c.t

199. The intervening numbers between 100 and 1000, those be-

tween 1000 and 2000, and so on, may be expressed by compounding

the adjective ^ftl«R adhika (or occasionally T^C uttara), 'more/ 'plus/

with the cardinal numbers ; thus 101 is £cR$rw*j (see above) or UcRrftns

^TfT«T (or occasionally ii<i\^i $R^), i. e. ' a hundred plus one/ or com-

pounded thus, Jjofirfijoh^irfH. Similarly, srftrti $T1T* or STftrar^TWH 102

;

*jftra» $nra or *rfv3F$ni* 103 ; ^nnfirt? ^ra^or jnftat ^rim 107; f^r^fv-

^nrw 130; i^m^fw$[H^i5o (also expressed by SIV^IrfH 'one hun-

dred and a half*) ; ^f^TTlfinfife^rt^ 226
; ^ftmftRif^nT^ 383 ; vm-

^wftrwg:^^ 485 ; ^^nFffinFTT^nr^ 596 ;
^irofirayq^nT^ 666

;

TOrfVnir^r^rH or TOpnctm^ 1060 ; tft^ninn^ or ^R^nnftr^r^r^ 1600

;

^TOftl* Ml a \\ \\ ri *^ 1666 J.

* I have found ^1TT ^TUT: ' a hundred hundred ' and *Tff$nn: ' seven hundred

'

(agreeing with WCTTS) in the Maha-bharata.

t ^J^fETH is used in Rig-veda V. 30, 15 for 4000; and on the same principle

%^Ef^ might stand for 3000, and f^I^for 2000, &c; but it is a question

whether these might not also stand for 1004, 1003, 1002 respectively.

J Similarly 2130 may be expressed by fi^ftA «hP=l$! Prf 31 rl^ or -$nnfa or by

using VX; thus, fifor^fiA^H Ml t *%$> Other forms of expressing numerals

are also found; e.g. 21,870 ^«l^^|frT: y*T*1$ 95TO TOffa: ; 109,350

?W^# ^ *^TTfoj ^m^rlT^T Sftfiff. According to Pan. vi. 3, 76, S9JT3

may be prefixed to a number in the sense ' by one not,' ' less by one / e. g. ^TO-

f^rfiT 'by one not twenty,' 'one less than twenty,' i. e. 19.
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In the same way the adjective 1R * less/ * minus/ is often placed

before a cardinal number, to denote one less than that number, ^5

' one ' being either expressed or understood ; thus, "3Rf^rfir or \l<k\i\-

fi^rfif * twenty minus one' or * nineteen' (cf. Lat. undeviginti, i.e. unus

de viginti). And other cardinals, besides *eR * one/ are sometimes

prefixed to ^R, to denote that they are to be subtracted from a

following number ; as, M^Ih $HW or M^lH^N^ ' a hundred less five

'

or < ninety-five.'

a. Again, the ordinals are sometimes joined to the cardinals to

express 1 1 1 and upwards ; thus, i^RT^f yif\ or *l*\$\\ \\ fl^ 1 1 1 ; TO^f

^1^115; fttf 3^120; f^f $n^ or ^^130; tot^t w\ l 5°'>

^pS^rw ^nrn 194 ; tra^f %^nn^ 215 ; f^f *^er* or f%^gn^ 1020.

b. There are single words for the highest numbers ; thus, ^BPJIT n. (also m.) ' ten

thousand ;' H^ n. or ^3|T f. or ftT*JTT n. (also m.) 'a lac/ ' one hundred thousand

'

(*lrt*<$t*)j TTgiT n. (also m.) 'one million;' oftft f. 'a krore,' 'ten millions;'

,W^ m. n. ' one hundred millions ;' H^T^ m. n. or Vft n. or ^^T n. ' one thou-

sand millions;' ^ n. 'ten thousand millions;' ft^Hl n. 'one hundred thousand

millions;' T^TOTn. 'a billion;' ^Tlf m. (or n^lsl^ n.) 'ten billions ;' ^m. n. or

'9? m * <a hundred billions ;' fl^Y^I^ m. n. or Wn*T 'a thousand billions ;' ^T^T m.

or *THf ' ten thousand billions ;' H^T^T m. or W§ m. ' one hundred thousand

billions;' >J»T n. tyw) 'one million billions;' *fi£T>pT n. (*rfT>JH) 'ten million

billions;' ^'SJTf^ft f. 'one hundred million billions/ H^IK|lf^Vone thousand

million billions.'

Note—Some variation occurs in some of the above names for high numbers,

according to different authorities.

DECLENSION OP CARDINALS.

200. J£2R i, ftr 2 (duo, Svo), % 3 (tres, rpelq, rpla), *rg^ 4 (quatuor),

are declined in three genders.

H^eka, 'one* (no dual), follows the declension of the pronominals

at 237 : Norn. m. tt^ekas; Dat. m. 1?^ ekasmai; Nom. f. jr^l ekd;

Dat. f. *sm ekasyai ; Nom. n. v^\ ekam ; Nom. pi. m. t&r eke,
i some/

It may take the suffixes tara and tama; thus, eka-tara, 'one of two;'

eka-tama, 'one of many;' which also follow the declension of pro-

nominals ; see 236, 238.

201. ftr dvi
t
'two' (dual only), is declined as if the stem were

* dva, like Hva ; thus, N. Ac. V. m. "it dvau, f. n. ^ dve; I. D. Ab.

m. f. n. *T»n^; G. L. *7ffy

202. f<J tri, 'three '(pi. only), is declined in the masculine like
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the plural of nouns whose stems end in ^ i at no, except in Gen.;

thus, N. V. masc. ^; Ac. ^; I. fatoj; D. Ab. fa«i^; G. ITOT-

OT^ (Ved. ^hffT^) ; L. Qfij. The feminine forms its cases from a

stemfir^; thus, N. Ac. V. fern, fro^ ; I. fir^fa^; D. Ab. firg*TC(; G.

fiiq<UI\; L. ftrgj. The N. Ac. V. neut. is ^fi& ; the rest like masc.

203. *np£ tatur, 'four' (plural only), is thus declined : N. V, masc.

WTt^ (reTrapc?, T€<r<rapei) ; Ac. ^IJT^; I. ^gfS^; D. Ab. ^gwfc^

G. ^m\; L. *rgi|. N. Ac.V. fern. *rro^; I.^rrgfa^; D. Ab. *7TCJ-

«T^; G. ^ ri ^iui^ ; L. *nr^J. N. Ac. V. neut. ^r^Tft; the rest like

the masculine.

a. In tatur, shash, panfan, &c.
;
an augment n is inserted before dm, the termina-

tion of Gen., by Pan. vn. 1, 55.

204. xp^pantan, 'five' (plural only), is the same for masc, fern.,

and neut. It is declined in I. D. Ab. L. like nouns in an (146),

The Gen. lengthens the penultimate ; thus, N. Ac. V. "TO (Wire)

;

I. Trerfirq;; D. Ab. xra«i^; G. h*n<ti^; L. irag.

Like xrar?( are declined, TOlrj; * seven
5
(septem, eirra), Vf^'nine'

(novem), ^[^ * ten' (decern, oVkcc), S^iT^r^ ' eleven ' (undecim), dl^K
* twelve ' (duodecim), and all other numerals ending in an, excepting

'SE^
f
eight.'

205. ^ shash, ' six/ is the same for masc, fern., and neut., and

'

is thus declined : N. Ac.V. ^; I. ^^; D. Ab. Vf^; G. mm*

shanndm (43./); L. ^*J.

a. Similarly without distinction of gender, TO^ ashtan, 'eight:'

N. Ac V. Wl orm (octo, oktco) ; I. *?TfH^ or wfa^ ;
D. Ab. *m*K(

or *re«r^; G. ^rerarc;; L. tottj or ot$.

b. The numerals from n^'five' to ^^1^ 'nineteen' have no

distinction of gender, but agree in number and case with the nouns

to which they are joined; thus, TOfinc ?utffa: 'by five women.'

206. All the remaining cardinal numbers, from SRf^rfif * nineteen

'

to $nr 'a hundred,' *?B ' a thousand/ and upwards, may be declined

in the singular, even when joined with masculine, feminine, or neuter

nouns in the plural. Those ending in fir ti are feminine, and declined

like Hfir matt at 112 ; and those in \t are also feminine, and declined

like vfa{8arit at 136; thus, %WT g^: 'by twenty men;' %ffi

TO^ ace. pi. 'twenty men;' ftftnn J*fc 'by thirty men;' f^TW

TOFj; ace. pi. 'thirty men.' yn 'a hundred' and T^Q 'a thousand'

and all the higher numbers are declined according to their final
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vowels, whether a, a, i, i, or u ; thus, $nf fqilV. ' a hundred ancestors
;'

^nfTi^f^wi: 'from a hundred ancestors;' ^FTf^F^nr fare: 'a hundred

and one ancestors

;

5

*n[iNl fa^fa: 'with a thousand ancestors;' JigiT

tTtr.
f
a million men;' cR^fT TJ^h 'with ten million men/ &c.

207. Although these numerals, from ^Tf^rfiT 'nineteen/ when joined with

plural nouns, may be declined in the singular, yet they may take a dual or plural

when used alone and in particular constructions ; as, finfUli two twenties / f^TIn
' two thirties / fift$| fl^ ' many thirties / $" n two hundred / ^nnf»T ' hundreds

;'

fl^fcilftf 'thousands/ ' Bixty thousand sons,' Vfll ^cfa^tanfar.

The things numbered arc often put in the genitive; thus, 3 Tf%8 TTTRT^ two

thousand chariots/ UN^IriTftT ^PTRT^' seven hundred elephants/ HT^N^rfffJ

^POTT^' twenty-one arrows.' See other examples in Syntax at 835.

ORDINALS.

208. The ordinals are, VRR ' first ** (cf. x/)wroc, primus); ffccfN

' second 5
[Sevrepo-^j ; jpftn ' third

5
(tertiu-s) ; which three are all

declined like &iva and kubha at 187; but the first may optionally

follow sarva at 237 in N. V. pi. m. (wok or TPPfft^) ; and the other

two the pronominals at 237, 238 in D. Ab. L. sing. m. f. n. ; thus,

D. -feflWr or fsrrffrlTO m. n., fewWi or f^rfhn^ f. See also 239.

209. '*£§ ' fourth
5

f (rerapro^) ; ip3H 'fifth;
5
TO 'sixth;

5 WW
' seventh' {septimus) ; W? ' eighth ;' tr* ' ninth

5
(nonus)

;
^p* ' tenth'

(decimw) ; declined like viva and subha for masc. and neut., and

like nodi at 105 for feminine ; thus, Nom. m. **£§*{> f. ^pff. (In

VRM &c. the old superlative suffix ma may be noted.)

210. The ordinals from 'eleventh
5
to 'nineteenth

5
are formed from

the cardinals by rejecting the final n ; thus, from 4!4il<^|«\ ' eleven,
5

^SRT^T * eleventh
5 (Nom. m. f. n. TO^*(, -$ft, -^, 103, 105, 104).

211. 'Twentieth,
5
'thirtieth,

5
'fortieth,

5 and 'fiftieth
5
are formed

either by adding the superlative suffix tama (195) to the cardinal, or

by rejecting the final syllable or letter of the cardinal; as, from

f^^Tffl 'twenty/ f%f7nm or 1% 'twentieth
5 (Nom. m. f. n. -**{, -#,

-**; -^, -tft, -JPfc 103, 105, 104). Similarly, f^r^H or ftjy 'thir-

tieth,
5

qqity^q or *F3T$r 'fiftieth,
5
&c. The intermediate ordinals

are formed by prefixing the numeral, as in the cardinals ; thus,

^fcqtfddM or ssrf% ' twenty-first/ &c.

* Other adjectives may be used to express 'first / as, w«r^, -OT, -Vftj ^ffTf^%

t 3^^, -VJ, -^; 3^, -^T, -H* are also used for 'fourth.'
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212. The other ordinals, from ' sixtieth ' to 'ninetieth/ are formed

by adding tama ; also by changing ti to ta in the case of another

numeral preceding, but not otherwise ; thus, from ^ftr ' sixty/ nftnre

' sixtieth ;' but TO for ' sixtieth ' can only be used when another

numeral precedes, as V^m or ^wftrm ' sixty-first/ faro or f^fferF?

' sixty-third / from ^fflf * ninety/ TnffflTH 'ninetieth/ but ^7T for

' ninetieth ' can only be used when another numeral precedes (see

Pan. v. 2, 58).

213. ' Hundredth y and * thousandth ' are formed by adding tama

to ^TTT and ^H, declinable in three genders ; thus, $nnTH * hundredth*

(Nom. m. f. n. iprWTI^, -*ft, -H^). Similarly, H^GraT^, -*ft, -H^,

' thousandth/

214. The aggregation of two or more numbers is expressed by modifications of

the ordinal numbers; thus, ITl^'a duad,' <fPT ' a triad,' -qg*q*t/the aggregate

of four.'

215. There are a few adverbial numerals; as, ^PJT^'once,' fgR^ ' twice,' T^[^

'thrice/ ^{J^ 'four times.' fW^ may be added to cardinal numbers, with a

similar signification ; as, M^J«pr*^ 'five times.' The neuter of the ordinals may

• be used adverbially ; as, TTW^ ' in the first place.'

For a table of the numerical symbols see page 3.

CHAPTER V.

PRONOUNS.

216. Pronouns (sarva-ndman) have no one stem equally appli-

cable to all the cases. In the 1st personal pronoun, the stem of

the sing, is practically^ ah in Nom., and in the oblique cases * ma.

In the 2nd, the stem of the sing, is practically H tva or g ta, while

that of the dual and plural is g yu. The 3rd has * sa for the stem

of the Nom. sing., and w ta for the other cases.

217. Nevertheless the form of the pronoun used in derivative and

compound words is regarded by grammarians as expressive of its

most general and comprehensive state, and this in the pronouns of

the first and second persons, corresponds with the Ablative cases,

singular and plural, and in the other pronouns, with the Nominative

and Accusative cases singular neuter.

r 2
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DECLENSION OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Obs.—In Sanskrit, as in other languages, the general and indefinite character

of the first two personal pronouns is denoted by the fact that no distinction of

gender is admitted. For the same reason, the termination of the Nom. case of

some pronouns is made to resemble the neuter, as the most general state. This

may also be the reason why the 3rd pronoun sa drops the s of the Nom. caSe

before all consonants. There is no Vocative ca&e*

218. itf» mad
}
sing. '1/ *nw% asmad, pi. 'we/

N. \T£* aham> ' I
'

^cn^T* dvdm, ' we two

'

^H vayam, ' we

'

A.c. m^mdm or «n md,

'

me' — dvdm or t^ nau,

'

us two' ^mT^asmdn or tf^nas, ' us

f. KTRmayd ^j^j^m dvdbhydm vwjfo^asmdbhis

D. ifWQmahyam or H me — dvdbhydm or fff nau *w*masmabhyam or Tf^nt

Hb.m(mat* — dvdbhydm ^m\asmat

9. iffi mama or ^ me ^nspft^ dvayos or «tf nau ^mw\asmdkam or 'f^nm

U i?fa mayi — dvayot ^WPg asmdsu

219. TO tvad, sing. ' thou/ *pT3 yushmad, pi. 'you/

tf. R* tvam, ' thou

'

*pra yuvdm, ' you two

'

^xp? yuyam, ' you ' or * ye

'

\c. RTH tvdm or ?«n /va — yuvdm or ^n* #awt 3**^ yushmdn or ^[ va$

[. mm tvayd TjflX*f\\yuvdbhydm Tj^jfa^yushrndbhis

D. jpqrMubhyam or lite — yuvdbhydm or ^T*i;am ^W^yushmabhyam or ^trc

U). WH /va/ * — yuvdbhydm *p?7T yushmat

jr. ?re totf or ft te ^ft^ yuvayos or ^T^vdm y*TO*^w$tea&am or^ wzs

[* wfil tvayi — yuvayos ^ em*} yushmdsu

Obs.—The alternative forms mrf, we, nau, &c, have no accent, and cannot be

uBed at the beginning of sentences, nor before the particles 6a, ' and 1' vd, ' or

/

eva, indeed,' &c.

220. 1^ tad, 'he? 'that.'

MASCULINE.

N. W%sas (usually %sa\), 'he' ift/GM, 'they two' ^te/ they/ 'those'

Ac. TT^ tarn — tan Kl^ tan

I. fatena nvmrxjdbhydm jt^tais

* As the stems mad and tvad are generally used in compounds, mat-tas an

tvat-tas more commonly stand for the Ablative; see 719. Similarly, the Ablativ*

plural mat be yhshtoat-tas, atfoat-tat; but these Very rarely occur.

t By 67, ^ will be the usual form, tftj usually exists as *ft, see 64. a.
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D. TTCR tasmai

Ab. KWU^tasmdt

G. W&tasya

L. fffw^ tasmin

flT«n* tdbhydm

—
• tdbhydm

W^tayos
— tayos

7>WTC{ tebhyas

— tebhyas

TttTT*T teshdm

7TJ /esAw

FEMININE.

N. W sd, 'she*

Ac. in\ tdm

I. mn taya

D. 7T^ tasyai

Ab. iWT^ /o^/os

G. — tasyds

L. T&W^tasydm

it te, 'they two' (fern.) flro[ /&, 'they' (fern.)

ITW^ tdbhydm

— tdbhydm

— tdbhydm

?nto[ tayos

— tayos

— tds

infW^ tdbhis

WT*m tdbhyas

— tdbhyas

fllfll*^ tdsdm

flTCJ tdsu

N. Ac. flff /a/, ff te, jfrftTfani; the rest like the masculine.

a. Observe the resemblance of the Sanskrit personal pronouns to those of the dead

and living cognate languages. Aham or ah is the Greek eyw (^Eolic eywv), Latin

ego, German ichy English '
I ;' mdm or md (the latter being the oldest form found

in the Vedas) equals €/*€, me; mahyam=mihi ; mayi=mei; the mat of the Abl.

sing, and of asmat, yushmat, corresponds to the Latin met in memet, nosmet, &c.

:

vayam or va is the English
'

we;
1

asmdn= us; nas^nos; tvam=ztu, thou;' tvdm

or tvdi=zte, 'thee;' tubhyam=ztibi; tvayi=ztui; yuyamz=vfxe'i^ English 'you ;'

vas=zvos. The 3rd personal pronoun corresponds to the Greek article; thus, tau

= T«, tam=zT0v; tdbhydm =zTo7v
y
rah, &c.

DEMONSTRATIVE PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

221. The third personal pronoun 1^ tad, 'he/ declined above, is

constantly used in a demonstrative sense, to signify 'that* or 'this.'

a. It is sometimes used emphatically with other pronouns, like Me and ipse;

thus, ^fts^JT 'Ule ego;' 71 qipj'itfi nos;' * ?** 'Ule tu;
y

*T &*' Ma tu ;'

K ^Jftf
*
t7ti i>o$ / TRW * Ule ipse ;' AST VK1{ ' id ipsum.'

222. It is also combined with the relative ya to form another demonstrative

pronoun (rarely used except in the Veda), of which the stem is tyad: N. ^^(67),

f^,W; Ac.W*, &c. Fern. *TT, d, WT^, &c. Ncut. ?T^, W, Wlftf, &c.

223. By prefixing * e to TT^, another common pronoun is formed,

more proximately demonstrative ; thus,
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WJ$ etad, ' this/

MASCULINE.

N. jrqne$has(u8u.mesha).7o. *wl etau

Ac. gff^ etam or grp^ewaw — etau or^ ercaw

I. ^?hT etewa or ^%ff enena

D. ^TTw etasmai

Ab.^ROTtl etasmdt

G. ^ro e/a^a

L. ^rffw^ etasmin

miete

inn^etdn or S»TT«Jfl

^ff«l^ etebhyas

— etebhyas

*UT«IT* etdbhydm

— etdbhydm

— etdbhydm

gaxifo etayos or *H*lT^
ercayos ^tNth eteshdm

— etayos or — enayos i&^eteshu

The feminine is N. ^n eshd, ^ ete, HWH( etas ; Ac. ^TfT^ or ^TTH,

STT or *^, IJTTT^ or !&&(', I. S1HIT or *W, *nl*si*
N
, JJflTfa^;

D. gcW, &c.

The neuter is N. g?n^, *ff, SiTTfiT; Ac.^ or *^, ^ or *^,

g?nftT or iRTfa, &c.

a. The alternative forms V5{i\, g^«T, JHTTH, &c. are, like those of

the ist and 2nd person, enclitic, and ought not to be used at the

beginning of a sentence. Moreover, they can only be used with

reference to some one or something mentioned in a previous sen-

tence (see Syntax 836).

With etad cf. Lat. iste, ista, istudj etamz=zistum, etasya= istius, etat= istud.

224. There is another common demonstrative pronoun, of which

jgR idam, ' this/ the N. neuter, is supposed to represent the most

general state (cf. Lat. is, ea, id), though there are really two stems

—

the vowels *J a and ^ i (cf. a-tas, i-tas, 719). The latter serves also as

the stem of certain pronominals, such as ^arc, ^CT, ^Hf- See 234,

234. b, and 236.

MASCULINE.

^Ju imau,
i

these two y

— imau

WIT^ dbhydm

— dbhydm

— dbhydm

VM4t^ anayos

-— anayos

N. WW ayam, 'this
y

Ac. ^R^ imam

I. ^%*f anena

D. ^& asmai

Ab. vmr\ asmdt

G. *TOf asya

L. ^ftw^ asmin

^ ime,
(
these

y

^*K\ imdn

gfa^ ebhis
*

gwi^ ebhyas

•— ebhyas

WXR eshdm

* This is an example of the old form for the Inst. pi. of masculine nouns of the

first class, common in the Vedas.
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N. ^qu iyam

Ac. jrtm imam

I. ^«TTT anayd

D. ^^ asyai

Ab. ^roi^ asyds

G. — asyas

L. ^?Wf asydm

FEMININE.

^H ime

— ime

^T«I1* dbhydm

— dbhydm

— dbhydm

*BR*fa( anayos

— anayos

— imds

W*T^ dbhyas

— dbhyas

*rrcn*r dsdm

N. Ac. ^r iefaw ^ ime ^mfip

225. There is another demonstrative pronoun (rarely used, excepting in Nom.
sing.), of which <C?^, 'this ' or 'that,' is supposed to represent the mo3t general

state, though the stem is^ amu > an(l m N. sing.
^?*J

asu. It is thus declined

:

Masc. N. *nft Wl, *T*ft ; Ac. *njH, W^, WR; I. *ipT, *nj*n*r, ^ftfi^;

D. *r*p&, unjwmr, wftaq; ; Ab. ^rt^, ^wn*, *nft«i^; g. ^yg, *npify

^T»fhmH; L. Wjfa^, *«p?l^, WJfaj. Fem. N. TOu\ ^HJ, 'SH}^; Ac. *1J3, ^;,

*pj$; 1. ^ipn, ^nj*ror, wjfaq;; D. *g^, ^T^wn^, *njwm; Ab. wpm{,

&c; G. Wj«n^, ^*pJN^, W^T^; L. VlJVHH, Vll}*fV^, ^HfJ. Neut. N. Ac.

RELATIVE TRONOUN,

0,0,6. The relative is formed by substituting v y for the initial

letter of the pronoun tad at 220 ; thus,

q<* yad, ' who/ ' which/

MASCULINE.

^ yaw

— yau

Tn*lT^ ydbhydm

— ydbhydm

— ydbhydm

TWt^ yayos

— yayos

The feminine and neuter follow the fem. and neut. of tad at 220.

Fem. N. *n yd, ^ ye, v^ yds ; Ac. m^ydm, &c. &c. Neut. N. Ac.

^yat, ^ ye, inftf ydni; the rest like the masculine.

With yas, yd, yat, &c, cf. Gr. oV» ?> £ &c, Sk. y corresponding to spiritus asper

in Gr. (see 25).

N. IPE^ yas

Ac. T&^yam

I. ifa yewa

D. 7^ yasmai

Ab. TOTi^ yasmdt

G. TTFJ yasya

L. nftR^ yasmin

ij ye,*who' or 'which*

ifal^ yebhyas

— yebhyas

ifaT^ yeshdm
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INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS.

227. The interrogative differs from the relative in substituting k

instead of y for the initial letter of the pronoun tad at %%o ;
and in

making the N. Ac. sing. neut. fa\ instead of W\* ; thus, N. masc.

?F^ has, $ kau, % Are, ' who?' * which?' 'what?' Ac. w^kam, ' whom?'

&c. N. fern. *rt M, % fo, -m\ kds, &c. The N. Ac. neut. are fa*

fo'm, % ke
9 Jsrfa Mrci. Although the real stem of this pronoun is ka,

yet kirn is taken to represent the most general state, and occurs in

a few compounds; such as fan §*^' on what account?' 'why?'

a. To the true stem ka may be affixed ti, to form <$fiT kaii (quot), 'how many ?'

The same suffix is added to ta and ya, the proper stems of the third personal

and relative pronouns, to form tati, 'so many' (tot), and yati, 'as many.' These

are thus declined in pi. only :

N. Ac. V. "sfifir; 1. "sfifirfa^; Dat. Ab. ^fir«^; G. •sfiitom; L. ^fipj.

Note—The Latin quot and tot, which drop the final i, take it again in composi-

tion; as, quotidie, totidem, &c.

INDRF1N1TE PRONOUNS.

228. The indeclinable suffixes 6id% api, and Sana (718), affixed (in

accordance with the rules of Sandhi) to the several cases of the

interrogative pronouns, give them an indefinite signification ; as,

cRfasre kastidy ' somebody,5
* some one/ * any one/

f

a certain one/

MASCULINE.

N. <*faHfl kai&U 62. 'wfafikautit ^fm^fo&'f,' some persons'

Ac. «rf%TI kan&t. 59.
— kautit "Sifm^kdnMit. 53.

I. *li

,

r|fat^jfcena&7 «ST«nftr^ kdbhydhtit ^flR^kaistit. 62.

D. ^J^falT kasmaitit — kdbhydhtit WHfatf^kebhyastit

Ab. ^rarfcrff kasmdttit. 48.
-1- kdbhydhtit — kebhyatitit

G. «BU^Pff^ kasya6it ^wfef(kayQ$6it. 62. "WWfej^keshdntit

L. <*ftH f»g H kasmijittit. 53. — kayokit Wtfafl keshutit

Similarly, Fern. Nom. ^FTfa^, ^fa?^, ^Blfts^; Ac. "SRTfe^, &c. : and

Neut. Nom. Ac. fafe^' something/ * anything/ *rfa^, ^rfVrf^, &c

229. So also by affixing ^?ft; as, Nom. masc. 3usfn (64. a) 'some one/ 'a

certain one/ ^Rfa,% 5 fa (37, 35); Ac. TOfa, &c. ; I.^RTfa,&c.(3i); D.^W"

* Kflf (or kad)
t
however (= Latin quod), was the old form, and is, like kirn, found

at the beginning of compounds ; such as ka66id, ' perhaps
;

' kad-artha, ' useless

'

('of what use ?
') ; kad-adhvan, ' a bad road ' ( what sort of a road ?').
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*Tfa, &c. (37 ); Ab. qWT^fa, &c; U. ^FITftT, &c; L. ^ftRtffa, &c. (52).

Norn. fern, ^ifa, &c. ; Ac. ^Rpq, &c. ; I. ^"mfxr, &c. &c. Norn. neut. "farfa

Something,' * anything,' &c. The suffix tana is rarely found, except in Nom.
masc. 3TC5R 'some one,' 'any one;' and in Norn. neut.fcB^«T 'something.'

230. In the same way interrogative adverbs are made indefinite; thus, from

kati3 'how many?' katicid, 'a few;' from kadd, 'when?' kaddcid or kaddiana or

kaddpi, ' at some time ;' from kutham, ' how ?' kathanfana, ' some how ;' from kva,

where?' kvacid or kvdpi, somewhere.'

a. 'Whosoever,' 'whatsoever* are expressed by prefixing the relative to the in-

definite; thus, *K ^iftj^or HI sftsfij' whosoever,' ^ faftp/ whatsoever :' or

sometimes to the interrogative; as, "^R "^T T^Tm^T 'by any means whatsoever:'

or sometimes by repeating the relative ; as, ^ft "9!, *PT Tffi.

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

231. Possessive pronouns (Pan. iv. 3, 1-3) are mostly formed by-

affixing iya (80. L) to those forms of the personal pronouns, ending

in d, which are used as stems ; thus, fr. ^ '1/ Ji^faj madiya, ' mine /

fr. trw? ' we/ ^SR^fa asmadiya, ' our / fr. ^ ' thou/ ft^fr tvadiya %

'thine/ fr. tt 'he/ ir^faT tadiya, 'his/ Similarly, OT^faT
'
yours

*

(Pan. iv. 2, il^) is formed from bhavad, and not from the regular

stem bhavat (see 233). They are declined like mbha at 187: e.g.

Nom. m. *$*&{, f. H^Nt, n. iT^frm.

a. Other possessive pronouns differently formed are mdmakn (fern, aki, but

generally ikd) and mdmakina (fern, a), 'mine;' tdvuka (fern, «£»') and tdvaktna

(fem. a), 'thine/ dsindka (fem. a'K) and dsmdkina (fern. «), 'our/ yaushmdka

(fern, tt/ct') and yaushmdkma (fern, a ), ' your.' Mdmuka and those formed with the

suffix tna (80. XLIX) make their feminines in «, and are declined like sm6/m at

187; the others follow siva or subha for masc. and neut., and nadi (105) for fem.

Obs.—The genitive case of the personal pronouns is often used as a possessive;

thus, TT^T 3^* ' Ins son ;' TH g^t ' my daughter.'

REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS.

232. The oblique cases sing, of TRjTRw^dtman/ soul/
k

selP (declined

at J46), are used reflcxively, in place of the three personal pronouns,

like the Latin ipse.

Thus, dtmdnam (meipsum) andhdrena hamshydmi, '
I shall kdl myself by fasting;'

dtmdnam {te ipsum) mritavad darsaya, * show thyself as if dead ;' dtmdnam (se

ipsum) nindati, 'he blames himself.' It is used in the singular, even when it

refers to a plural; as, dtmdnam punimahe, 'we (will) purify ourselves;' abudhair

dtmd paropakarardkritah, 'foolish people make themselves the tools of others.'

#. The indeclinable pronoun ^Ti&svayani is sometimes joined,
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ill the sense of * self/ to the three personal pronouns ; thus, *f ^iro

* I myself,' &c.

h. ^r sva (suns) is used reflexively, with respect to all three

persons, and may stand for ' my own ' (mens), ' thy own ' (tuus), ' his

own/ 'our own/ &c. (cf. <r(p6s, cr<£>/, crtpov). It often occupies the first

place in a compound, e. g. ^Tpr xr*afrf
*

nc goes to ms own house.'

The Gen. case of >.H l r*^ dtman, or often the simple stem, is used

with the same signification ; as, <3rT7R«fl 3pf or SEllfWJ£ *T5S[f«T. It is

used in the singular even when it refers to more than one*. In

the most modern Sanskrit, fair nija is often used in place of ^" and

^Tr*^, and from it transferred to Bengali.

^T, in the sense of ' own/ is declined like sarva at 237; as a pro-

nominal the Ab. L. sing. masc. neut. and N. pi. masc. may optionally

follow sabha at 187 ; thus, N. pi. m. sve or svds in the sense of

«o\vn;' but used substantively in the sense of 'kinsmen' or 'pro-

perty/ sva can only follow s"iva or subha (N. pi. m. svds).

r. ^fa (f. a), ^Tofifa (f. a), and ^oR (f. ukd or ikd), declinable like mblui,

sometimes take the place of ^ in the sense of i own/ 'one's own.'

HONORIFIC OH RESPECTFUL PRONOUN.

233. U3RJ bhavat, i your Honour/ requiring the 3rd person of the

verb, is declined like dhanavat at 140; thus, N. masc. )ffi\*{bhavdn,

>^Cm bhavimtau, *T3RT^ bhavantas ; V. *R^ ; N. fem. ^f?ft bhavati,

>reWT bhavatyau, ^7^ hhavatyas, &c. ; V. H^fk. It is constantly

used to denote 'respect/ in place of the 2nd personal pronoun; thus,

>T^T^ *J5 T*3nj * let your Honour go home' for 'go thou home/

PRONOUNS OP QUANTITY AND SIMILITUDE.

234. Modifications of the demonstrative, relative, and interroga-

tive pronouns may take the suffix ^7T vat to express ' quantity/ and

531" drisa, "F^ driksha or T^ldris (Nom. masc. neut. drik
y
fem. dri§i) to

express ' similitude/ frequently used as correlative pronouns ; thus,

(Wildcat, *tnmt{etdoat, 'so many/ 'so much' (tantus); VRfl (quantus) 'us

many/ ' as much* (declined like dhanavat at 140); FRf^T tddrih or K\T$ tddriksha

or K\X\tddris, 'such like' (talis, TVjKiKog); ^ril'g^i' etddrifa or ^rtld.9^ etddris,

'like this or that,' following hbha (187) for masc. and neut. of those ending in

ytsa and "8J kshaj and dis, at 18 1, for masc. and neut. of those in 3T 6 ; and nadi,

* Lassen cites an example (Ram&yana II. 64, 28) in which dtman refers to the dual

:

Putram dtmanah spj-ishtvd nipetatuh, they two fell down after touching their son.'
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at 105, for the fern, of all three. Similarly, the correlatives Wtt or *JTTO or

7TT|3I 'as like,' 'how like' {qualis, faiKog); ^ r ^^ or $pi 'so like/

"<#<$$! or oft^f or ^^31 ' how like ?
* (grtta/is ?)

a. Note, that ^T is derived from the root dris,' to see,'
'

appear,' and is in fact

our English Mike/ d being interchangeable with Z, and £ with it.

b. ftfi^'how much,' and ^V^ so much,' are declined like >3R^TT (140).

c. A few peculiar pronouns of quantity, some of which are of the nature of

ordinals, are formed with the suffix tha (itha), thought by some to be an old

superlative, or titha (80. LXIII); e.g. ydoatitha, as, i, am/ to whatever stage or

degree advanced/ 'how-manieth,' 'as-manieth/ katitha, as, 1, am, 'to whatever

degree/ * how-manieth / katitho divasa/i, ' what day of the month is it ?' kathaya-

tha, as, {, am, * advanced to a certain degree.'

PRONOMINALS.

235. There are certain common adjectives, called pronominals

which partake of the nature of pronouns, and follow the declension

of tad at 220 ; but may also take a vocative case.

236. These are, ^TTC other ' (but in Veda the neut. may be itaram as well as

itarat, Pan. vn. 1, 26, cf. Latin iterum); 3fiTC * which of the two?' (7TOT€po$ for

KOTepog); ^ilTO 'which of many?' IRit' that one of two/ rnw' that one of many/

liT^ 'who or which of two/ *THT who or which of many' (formed by adding

the comparative and superlative suffixes to the various pronominal stems, 195);

'BI'JT other,' 'another/ v<»Hin/one of two/ and <i«pn*l 'one of many.' They

are declined like iT<J, and make the N. V. Ac. neut. sing, in at ; thus, anyat, itarat,

anyatarat, katarat, katamat, &c. ; but they have a vocative, viz. V. masc. anya,

V. fern, anye, V. neut. anyat, &c. ; the V. du. and plural is like the Norn.

a. With regard to itara, it loses its pronominal declension at the end of Dvandva

compounds, but at the end of Dvandvas (748) it may optionally follow tad in the

Nom. pi. ; e. g. varndirametards (or -re), classes, orders, and others.'

237. There are other pronominals, which make am instead of at

in the N. Ac. neuter. The model of these is ^ sarva, 'all ;' thus,

SINGULAB.

N. 'Wt^sarvas

Ac. TR^sarvam

I. *^for sarvena

D. *nNH sarvasmai

Ab. *%ott^ sarvasmdt

G. *nNiT sarvasya

L. ^rlftq^ sarvasmin

V. ^r% sarva

Masculine.
DUAL.

^ftT sarvau

— sarvau

$ptT*n^ sarvdbhydm

— sarvdbhydm

— sarvdbhydm

*|ifa( sarvayos

— sarvayos

^f sarvau

PLURAL.

tfif sarve

^%^ sarvdn

iff^ sarvais

*^fwTC( sarvebhyas

— sarvebhyas

S^far^ sarveshdm

sifij sar-veshu

W$ sarve
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Feminine.

SINGULAR. DUAL. PLURAL.

N. *!t sarvd *lW *fln?<? *?%*{ sarvds

Ac. wti^sarvdm. —
• sarre — sarvds

I. fff*JT sarvayd *T%wrm sarvdbhydm ^r^Tf^ sarvdbkis

D. ^tw sarvasyai •— sarvdbhydm ^^T«p^ sarvdbhyas

Ah. W^l^ sarvasyds — sarvdbhydm, — sarvdbhyas

G. — sarvasyds *?t*fa( sarvayos *T^TflT>T sarvdsdm

L. S^OT*^ sarvasydm — sarvayos *ifnj sarvdsu

V. *fif sari?e *%" sarve

Neuter.

m^TC( sarvds

N. Ac. tffi^ sarvam *r sarve TtIt% sarvdni

V. *nj jan'rt — sarve •— sarvdni

The other cases like the masculine.

238. Like sariM are declined "OTS 'both' (properly only found in sing, and pi.,

ubha being used in du. ; the fern, of ubhaya is ubhayt, like nadi) ; f^PB *
all ;' ^HTt

'one of two ' (eKartpos) ; 'SPiiTO 'one of many ;' *W meaning ' all/ but not when

it signifies 'equal;' ftn3
! 'the whole;' r^ 'other;' "?PT 'half.' The N. Ac. sing.

neuter of these will end in am, but t^ is optionally r^. In N. V. pi. masc. «TT is

^T or ^IfT^.

Obs.—W, 'both' (ambo, a/x0a?), is declined like sr/m/, but only in du. ; thus,

N. Ac. V. masc. Wf , fern, and neut. ^T ; I. D. Ab. 3*T«1T* ; G. L. ^H^.
a. WK 'inferior,' ^ * other,' ^^TT 'other,' ^J"3T 'posterior,' 'west,' "5T^t

'superior,' 'north,' <?n5pBI 'south,' 'right,' ^f 'east,' 'prior,' '^STnTC! meaning

either 'outer' or 'inner' (as applied to a garment), ^ 'own' (232), follow sarva,

and optionally subha, at 187, in Abl. Loc. sing. masc. and neut., and Nora. Voc. pi.

masc. ; as, ^TVtWTH or ^WTfT, &c. They can only be declined like pronominals

when they denote relative position ; hence dakshindh (not daksldne) kavayah, 'clever

poets.' Moreover, the pronominal inflexion is optional in certain compounds.

239. J^'one,' follows sarva, see 200; f^nTT ' second,' fjfffa 'third,' follow

4ubha (187), and optionally sarva in certain cases, see 208; they make their fein.

in a.

240. ^s?? 'a few,' ^TV or ^g ' half,' ^fiftR (fem. a or i) ' several,' ' few,' ' some,'

U^TO ' first,' *H& ' last,'^ (fem. 0, fiSTTPT (fem. {)
' twofold,' xp^tTTT (fem. {)

' five-

fold,' and all in -ya and -taya, properly follow siva at 103 ; but may make their

Nom. V. pi. masc. in e ; as, ^Tsm or ^H^ 'few,' &c. (see Pan. 1. 1, 33).

a. W*ifaT, JpKflTl, 'one another,' * mutual,' make their Nom. Ac. sing. neut.

in am, not at j and V. in a.

b. In some pronouns the syllable ka or ak is introduced, generally before the

last vowel or syllable, to denote contempt, in the same way that ka is added to

nominal stems; e.g. *TTO for *TOT 'by me,' ipR3»TfiT^ for ^^ufa^/by you."

Similarly, fp^fr, ftpJPF, for ^, ftpfl 'all ' (see Pan. v. 3, 71).
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CHAPTER VI.

VERBS.

OENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

241. Although the Sanskrit verb (dkhydta, kriyci) offers many

striking and interesting analogies to the Greek, yet our explanations

of its structure are not likely to fall in with the preconceived notions

of the student of Greek grammar.

There are ten tenses and moods {Mia), Seven of them are of

common occurrence; viz. j. the Present (technically called c3? lat,

which, with the other technical names, is applicable also to the

terminations of each tense respectively) ; 2. the Imperfect, some-

times called the First Preterite (c^ Ian)
; 3 . the Potential or Optative

(fc=5T tin)
; 4. the Imperative (cAt lot)

; 5. the Perfect, sometimes called

the Second Preterite (fe7 lit) ; 6- the First Future (75^ lut)
; 7. the

Second Future ("<5^ Irit). Three are not so commonly used ; viz.

8. the Aorist, sometimes called the Third Preterite (^ lun)
; 9. the

Precative, also called the Benedictive (^TTfspC fc5^ dsir lift); 10. the

Conditional (oT3f Inn). There is also an Infinitive, and several Par-

ticiples. Of these, the Present, the three Past tenses, and the two

Futures belong to the Indicative mood. The Imperative, Potential,

Precative, and Conditional (see 242) are moods susceptible of

various times ; but, as there is only one form for each, it can lead

to no embarrassment to call them tenses, and to arrange them indis-

criminately with the tenses of the Indicative.

The first four tenses, viz. the Present, Imperfect, Potential, and

Imperative, are frequently called Special tenses*, because in these

each of the ten classes of roots has a special structure of its own (as

will be explained at 248).

a. Obs.—The ancient Sanskrit of the Veda is more rich in grammatical forms

than the later or classical Sanskrit. There is a Vedic Subjunctive mood, technically

called^ let, which comprises under it a Present, Imperfect, and Aorist ; moreover,

the Vedic Potential and Imperative are thought to have distinct forms for various

tenses. The Vedic Infinitive, too, has ten or eleven different forms (see 459. a).

* In the previous editions of this Grammar these tenses were called ' Conjuga-

tional/ I have thought it better to bring the present edition into harmony with

other Grammars by adopting Bopp's designation of '
Special.'
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242. Although the three past tenses are used without much distinction, yet it

should be observed, that they properly express different degrees of past time.

The Imperfect (anadyatana-bhuta) corresponds in form to the Imperfect of Greek

verbs, and properly has reference to an event done at some time recently past, but

before the current day. It may denote action past and continuing, or it may be

used like the Greek Aorist. The Perfect (paroksha-bhuta) is said to have reference

to an event completely done before the present day at some remote period, unper-

ceived by or out of sight of the narrator; it answers in form to the Greek Perfect,

but may also be used like the Aorist. The Aorist refers to an event done and past

at some indefinite period, whether before or during the current day ; it corresponds

in form and sense to the Greek 1st and 2nd Aorist, and sometimes to the Pluper-

fect *. Again, the two Futures properly express, the First, definite, the Second,

indefinite futurity f: the Second, however, is the most used, and answers to the

Greek Future. The Potential or Optative may generally be rendered in English

by some one of the auxiliaries
' may,' ' can,' ' would,' * should,' ought. It is

said to denote 'command,' 'direction,' 'expression of wish,' enquiry,' condition,'

' supposition' (sambhdvana, Piin. in. 3, 161). See Syntax, 879. The Conditional (or

Imperfect of the Future) is occasionally used after the conjunctions yadi and 6ed
y

'
if:' it has an augment like the Imperfect and Aorist, and ought on that account

to be classed with the tenses of the Indicative (see 891). The Precative or Bene-

dictive is a tense sometimes used in praying and blessing (dsishi). It is a modifi-

cation of the Potential. There is no tense exactly equivalent to the Pluperfect in

Sanskrit, although the form of some Aorists (in a few primitive verbs, and in verbs

of CI. 10 and Causals) resembles that of the Greek Pluperfect by taking both aug-

ment and reduplication : the sense of this tense, however, may often be expressed

by the Past Indeclinable Participle or by the Past Passive Participle; as, tasminn

apakrdnte, * after he had departed.' See Syntax, 840, 899. a.

a. According to some, the form of the Imperfect and Aorist, which remains after

rejecting the augment of these tenses in the Indicative, and which is especially

used after the particles *TT md and IT Wmd sma (see 884. Obs. and 889), ought to

be called the Subjunctive Imperfect and Subjunctive Aorist.

b. The Infinitive generally has an Active, but is capable of a Passive significa-

tion (see Syntax, 867-872).

* The fact is, that the three past tenses arc not very commonly used to repre-

sent the completeness of an action. This is generally done by employing the Past

Passive Participle with an inst. case ; or by adding vat to the Past Pass. Part., and

combining it with the Present tense of as, 'to be ;' as, uktavdn asmi, ' I have said.'

See Syntax, 897.

t The First Future {hit) is said to be an-adyatane, i. e. to be so far definite as to

denote what will happen at a future period, not in the course of the current day;

as,^ W[ftR ' to-morrow I shall go ' (Pan. in. 3, 15) ; whereas the Second Future

may refer to immediate futurity ; as,W *TTOT& ^jt *n TfiTOlfa 'this very evening

or to-morrow J shall be going.*
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243. Every tense has three numbers, singular, dual, and plural.

To each tense belong two sets of Active terminations; one for the

Active voice (properly so called), the other for a kind of Middle or

Reflexive voice. The former of these voices is called by Indian

grammarians Parasmai-pada ('word* directed to another'), because

the action is supposed to be Transitive, or to pass parasmai, ' to

another (object) ;' the latter is called Atmane-pada (' word* directed

to one's self), because the action is supposed to refer atmane, ' to

one's self.' This distinction, however, is not always observed, and we

often find both Parasmai and Atmane employed indifferently for

Transitive verbs.

Some verbs, however, are conjugated only in the Atmane-pada,

especially when they are Intransitive, or when the direct fruit of

the action accrues to the agent (see the distinction of Uddttetah and

Anuddttetah at 75. c), or when particular prepositions are used; thus,

Mud and rut meaning to be pleased,' ' please one's self;' bhuj meaning ' to eat

'

(not 'to protect ') ; da, ' to give/ with a prefixed, meaning ' to give to one's self/ ' to

take/ are restricted to the Atmane-pada. Sometimes, when a verb takes both

Padas, the Atmane, without altering the idea expressed by the root, may be used

to direct the action in some way towards the agent; thus, padati means 'he cooks/

but patate, he cooks for himself :' yajati,' he sacrifices;' yajate, he sacrifices for

himself;' nama/i, 'he bends;' namate, he bends himself:' darsayati (Causal), he

shews;' darsayate, he shews himself/ 'appears :' kdrayati, 'he causes to make/

kdrayatc, 'he causes to be made for himself:' and y&(; 'to ask/ although employing

both Padas, is more commonly used in the Atmane, because the act of asking

generally tends to the advantage of the asker. (See this subject more fully ex-

plained at 786.)

a. Passive verbs arc conjugated in the Atmane-pada. Indeed,

in all the tenses, excepting the first four, the Passive is generally

undistinguishable from the Atmane-pada of the primitive verb.

But in the four Special tenses, viz. the Present, Imperfect, Potential,

and Imperative (unlike the Greek, which exhibits an identity "between

the Middle and Passive voices in those tenses), the Sanskrit Passive,

although still employing the Atmane-pada terminations, has a special

* Pada is an inflected word as distinguished from an uninfected root (Pan. 1.

4, 14). The term pada has here reference to the scheme of terminations only; so

that in this sense there are only two voices in Sanskrit, and they are often used

indiscriminately. Although the Atmane-pada has occasionally a kind of Middle

signification, yet it cannot be said to correspond entirely to the Greek Middle.
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structure of its own, common to all verbs, and distinct from the

conjugational form of the A'tmane-pada in all but the fourth class*.

Thus the Greek ctKovw makes for both the Middle and Passive of those four

tenses, ist sing. aKovofMu, YjKOVGfxyv, aKovGifx^v, otKQvov (2nd sing.) 13ut the

Sanskrit sru, ' to hear,' makes for the conjugational form of the A'tmane, 3TO,

^J%, ^Wfa, ^pnl; while for the Passive it is ^, *TCT&, m^T(
f
wq,

244. As in nouns the formation of a nominal stem out of a root

precedes declension, the root generally requiring some change or addi-

tion before the case-terminations can be affixed, so in verbs the forma-

tion of a verbal stem out of a root must precede conjugation. Again,

as in nouns every case has its own proper termination, so in verbs

each of the three persons, in the three numbers of every tense, has

a termination (vibhakti), one for the Parasmai-pada, and one for the

A'tmane-pada, which is peculiarly its own. Moreover, as in nouns,

so in verbs, some of the terminations may be combined with servile

or indicatory letters, which serve to aid the memory, by indicating

that where they occur peculiar changes are required in the root.

Thus the three terminations which belong to the ist, 2nd, and 3rd

persons of the Present tense, Parasmai-pada, respectively, are vii, si,,

ti
;
and these are combined with the letter P (mtP, si\\ UP), to

indicate that roots belonging to the second and third groups of

classes (see 258, 259, and 290) must be modified in a particular way,
before these terminations are affixed.

The annexed tables exhibit, 1st, the scheme of terminations for

Parasmai and Atmane-pada, with the most useful indicatory letters

(denoted by Roman capitals), in all the tenses, the four Special tenses

being placed first
;
2ndly, the same scheme with the substitutions

required by certain classes of roots (the numerical figures denoting
the classes in which these substitutions occur, see 257).

245- Terminations of Special Tenses.

Parasmai-pada. A'tmane-pada.

Present tense.

PKRS SINO. DUAL. PLURAL. SING. DUAL. PLURAL.

I. ftn^wiP ^vas l\\mas He ^ vahe W$ make

2. ftni>p y^thas Vtha ^se ^?TO athe Wf dhvc

3- faq^iP H^tas ^n% anti Ttte ^tfff ate ^i^ante

* For this reason we prefer to regard the Passive, not as a Voice, but as a distinct

derivative from the root. Sec 461. a.
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Imperfect or First Preterite (requiring the augment a, 251).

2,fin^sIP Kfittam

3
.f^dIP KT\tdm

Hma

IT /a

Potential

W^thds

or Optative.

rf$ vahi

^JKV[atdm

TftfmaAi

EpTdAraro

VtTanfa

1

.

T(W yam TR ydva

2. TJT^ yds TTrTf ydtam

3. ''nif ydt M\ti\t{ydtdm

i.^nfiT^aniP 'BTR^^aP

TPT yama

TTTTyata

5^y«5

Impe

WT^amaP

^Qiya

fltf^tihds

rative.

$^fif &aAi

^l^THiya7Aaro

\mtli«fydtdm

w\H$\dvahaiP

$*Tfi? imaAi

"^^it/Aparo

^C^ (ran

y*w$\dmaha

2. fi[ At HT tawi iTta ^sva ^rniTH ofAaro *%i{dhvam

3
§ g^^p limtdm ^njaw/w KWtdm VMMI^awi W*A[*\a7itdm

Terminations o]p General Tenses.

Perfect or Second Preterite

i.TJP^NaP ^Tva IT ma

' (requiring reduplication, 252).

^ e ^ vahe ^ make

^ se ^T^ dthe £ dhve (£)

].^N«P Wtjftatus "3^ MS *e TRT^dle jtire

Firs£ Future (>r Definite Future.

i.lttfTRtdsmi "finat^tdsvas Hl^^fasmas fTT*» ta'Ae H\W% tdsvahe HTCR^ tdsma/u

i. rTTftr tdsi K[W(^tdsthas iTTW ffl«/k 1TT& tdse fTT^rr^T tasdthe IRtk tddhve

J. AT td KFQ tdrau flK^ ^arfl* HT/rf rTTTj /«/•«« THX^tdras

Second Future c r Indefinite Future.

J.^fifCsyasi UN^syathas

^fW^sydmas

.

UN syatha

*M\*i\ syanti WTsya/e

tMl^S sydvahe

&§ sydAe

444IH£ sydmah

^TI4 syadkve

WiT syanfe

Aorist or 7%«Vc? Preterite
(
requiring the augment a, 23

fa si ^% spaAt whs smaAt

Wsta

TSX sta

f&[dhvam (j*

^nTsa/a

•^WT yasaw *n^T yawa *TTO ydsma

-'^yds M]i$*\ydstam HWydsta

Miminydstdm V^^ydsusl-t^ydt

- ^^syarn

'^^syas

'^[syat

Precative or Benedictive.

ifhlsiya lffl%s(vahi *fo?ffsimaAi

*H\l\k(siskthds tffanWT siydsthdm 'tftWtjstdhvam

iftVsishta TftmWHsiydstdrn tfh^sfran

Conditional (requiring the augment a, 251).

^TR sydva J&msydma

UW^syatam WT syata

UW^syatdm TQ^syan

miffl{syathds ^m^syetkdm

^fiT syata wni^syetdm

*<4i*i^ sydmah

T&V8(^syadhvai

TQRtsyanta
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246. The same terminations , with the substitutions required in certain classes.

Terminations of Special Tenses.

Pakasmai-pada. Atmane-pada.

Present tense.

»ERS. SING. DUAL. PLURAL

i. miP vas mas

z. si? thas tha

5- <*p

1 vaAe mahe
{*' 1,4,6,10. f

1*2,3,7; 5,8,9.

1

{i//te 1,4,6, 10. f„
1 dhve

«^e 2,3,7; 5,8,9. L

{i/e 1,4,6,10. f rate 1,4,6,

«^ 2,3,7; 5,8,9. La^e 2,3,7;

nti 1,4,6, 10.

/as i anti 2,7; 5,8,9.

art 3 (2).

An initial 5, as in si, se, &c, is liable to become sk by 70.

Imperfect or Firs/ Preterite (requiring the augment 0, 251).

tw^i mahi
ff» 1,4,6,10. r

'UwP2,3,7;5,8,9.l
va ma

tarn ta2. sP tarn ta ihds

in
1,4,6, 10.

ar* 2, 7; 5, 8,9. tfa

m*3(2).

Potential or Optative.

In 1, 4, 6, 10.

[, iyawi iva ima

j. w i/am ita

\. it itdm iyus j. iya

In 2, 3, 7; 5,8,9. 2.ftAa*

[. yaw yava ydma 3. «/a

i, yas ydtam ydta

j. ya7 ya/aw yws

1 c^Amm
iMam 1.4,6.10. f

1
c

dthdm 2,3,7; 5*8»9- *

itdm 1,4,6,10. fw^a 1,4,6,

dtdm 2,3,7; 5> 8>9« l- a^ 2>3>/i!

In all the classes.

ivahi

iydthdm

iydidm

imahi

idhvam

iran

. dniP

—1,4,6,10; 5,8.

^2,3; 5,9.

dhi(4hi) 2,3,7.

—after ana 9.

5. tu?

dvaV dmaV

tarn ta

Imperative,

ai?

tdm

ntu 1,4,6,10.

antu 2,7; 5,8,9.

\atu 3 (2).

dvahai? dmahaiY

tdm

r«M»,,4,6.,a \
dhvam

I dthdm 2,3,7; 5>8j9» I

\ itdm 1,4,6,10. \ntdmi,^> ]

[dtdm 2,3,7; 5,8,9. 1 a/A» 2,3.7)5'
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In cl. 9, hi is dropped after dna, substituted for the conjugational ni of the 2nd

sing. Impv., Parasmai, in the case of roots ending in consonants. A form HVlttdt

(cf. Latin to, Greek tw) may be substituted for hi and tu, and even for ta, to imply

benediction, chiefly used in the Vedas.

Terminations of General Tenses.

Perfect or Second Preterite (requiring reduplication, 25%).

1. aP *iva *ima e *ivahe *imahe

2. itha orthaP athus a *ishe tithe *idhve or*idhve

3. flP atus us e ate ire

* Only eight roots, viz. iru, stu, dru, sru, kri, bhri, sri, vri, reject the initial

t from the terminations marked with * ; and of these eight all but vri (meaning

to cover') necessarily reject it also in the 2nd sing. Parasmai. See 369-372.

First Future or Definite Future.

l.tdsmi tdsvas tdsmas tdhe tdsvahe tdsmahe

2. tdsi tdsthas tdstha tdse tdsdthe tddhve

3.td tdrau tdras td tdrau tdras

Many roots prefix i to the above terminations; thus, 1. itdmi, 2. itdsi, &c.

TR lengthens this i ; 3 vri and all roots in long ri optionally do so.

Second Future or Indefinite Future.

l.sydmi sydvas sydmas sye sydvahe sydmahe

2. syasi syathas syatha syase syethe syadhve

3. syati syatas syanti syate syete syante

Many roots prefix i to the above terminations; thus, 1. ishydmi (70), 2. ishyasi,

&c. ?T? lengthens this i ; ^ and all roots in long ri optionally do so.

Aorist or Third Preterite (requiring the augment a, 251).

Form I.—Regular terminations of the scheme.

i.sam sva sma

2. sis

3. sit

stam or tarn sta or ta

stdm ortdm sus

si svahi smahi

sthds or thds sdthdm dhvam

sta or ta sdtdm sata

J* 4hvam is used for dhvam after any other vowel but a or d, or after * d imme-

diately preceding.

The same terminations with i prefixed, except in 2nd and 3rd sing.,

where initial s is rejected.

i.isham ishva ishma ishi ishvahi ishmahi

2. is ishtam ishfa ishthds ishdthdm idhvam

3.* ishfdm ishus ishta ishdtdm ishata

5$\i4hvam may be used for idhvam when a semivowel or h immediately precedes.

Hf lengthens the • throughout ; ^ and all roots in long ri optionally do so in Atm.

T %
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Form II.—Terminations resembling those of the Imperfect.

i.am dva or va dma orma eoxi dvahi dmahi

2. as or s atam or tarn ata or ta athds ethdm or dthdm adkvam

$,al or t atdm or tarn an or us ata etdm or atdm anta or ata

Frecative or Benedictive.

i.ydsam ydsva ydsma siya sivahi simahi

2. yds ydstam ydsta sishthds siydsthdm sidhvam

3. ydi ydstdm ydsus sishta siydstdm siran

Many roots prefix i to the Atmane, but not to the Parasmai, of the above ; thus,

I. ishtya, &c. XC^ lengthens the i in this tense also, but no other root can do so.

w^i^styhvam is used for Tfcm^sidhvam after any other vowel but a or a, and

optionally after the prefixed i, when immediately preceded by a semivowel or k

(see 442),

Conditional (requiring the augment a, 251).

l.syam sydva sydma sye sydvahi sydmahi

%. syas syatam syata

3. syat syatdm syan

syathds syethdm syadhvam

syata syetdm syanta

Many roots prefix i to the above terminations throughout; thus, 1. ishyam, 2.

ishyas, &c. *J^ lengthens this i ; ^ and all roots in long ri optionally do so.

247. Those terminations which are marked with P will be called

the P terminations. They are technically designated Pit (i. e. having

P for their i7), and are as follow

:

Present, Parasmai, 1, 2, 3 sing. Imp/., Par., 1, 2, 3 sing. Impv., Par., 1, 3 sing.,

1 du., 1 pi. ; Atm., 1 sing., 1 du., 1 pi. In these, however, the P is indicatory only

with reference to certain classes of roots (see 244), but in Perf. t
Par., the indicatory

P in 1, 2, 3 sing, applies to all the classes.

Obs.—Instead of NaP, thaP, NaP (which are from Vopa-deva), Panini gives

NaL, thaL, NaL ; and this L, like the P, has reference to accent.

a. Sometimes, however, it will be convenient to adopt Bopp's

expression,
l

Strong forms/ in speaking of the form assumed by the

stem before the P terminations, these terminations being themselves

called Weak.

b> In fact the P or Pit terminations are an-uddtta, 'unaccented ;' and when these

are added, the stem on which the accent falls is called Strong. In other cases the

accent is on the terminations, and the stem is then Weak and unaccented.

c. The terminations of the first four or Special tenses are called by Panini sdrva-

dhdtuka, belonging to the full form of the verbal stem,' which name is also applied

to suffixes like idna6 (i. e. -ana), iatri (i. e. -at), having an indicatory s (but not to

Vikaranas like fap, &c.) The term drdhadhdiuka, ' belonging to the half or shorter
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form of the verbal stem,' is given to the terminations of the Perfect (ft/), and Pre-

cative (d&r lin), as well as to certain distinctive additions to the root before the

terminations of the remaining four tenses (such as tds and sya in the Futures and

Conditional, s in the Aorist, yds and sty in the Precative), and therefore practically

to the terminations of all the six General tenses.

d. If we examine these terminations, we shall find that they are composed of

two distinct elements, one marking person, number, and voice ; the other, mood

and tense. The terminations in which the former element prevails may be called

simple, and belong to the Present, Imperfect, Imperative, Perfect, and 2nd form

of the Aorist ; those which include the second may be called compound, and are

peculiar to the other tenses. Thus the terminations of the Potential consist of *

or i or yd as characterizing the mood, and of am, s, t, va, tarn, turn, &c, as marking

person, number, and voice. So, also, in the 2nd Future the syllable sya prefixed

to all the terminations, characterizes the Future tense, while the mi, si, ti, vas, thas,

tas, &c, mark person, number, and voice. If, then, such initial parts of every

termination as mark mood or tense were left out, an examination of the remaining

parts would shew that the Present and Imperfect are the prototypes of the termina-

tions of all the other tenses, that is to say, that the formation of the terminations

of every other tense may be referred back to one or other of these two. The Present

tense may in this way be connected with the two Futures. These three tenses agree

in shewing a certain fulness of form, which is wanting in most of those connected

with the Imperfect. The terminations of the Perfect, however, partake of the cha-

racter of both the Present and Imperfect. In the Atmane-pada they very closely

resemble the Present. Many of them exhibit the same fulness as that tense, while

some of the other terminations of the Perfect shew even more lightness than those

of the Imperfect *. It should be observed, too, that the terminations of the Im-

perative, though evidently connected with the Imperfect, are in some instances

even more full than those of the Present.

e. Although comparative grammarians have bestowed much labour on investi-

gating the origin of Sanskrit verbal terminations, the only point that may be

asserted with probability is, that they stand in a certain relationship to the pro-

nominal stems ma, tva, sa, ta. The m of the first persons is related to the stem ma

(mad, 218); the t, th, sv, s, of the second persons, to the stem tva of the second

personal pronoun (Gr. <7€) ; and the t, of the third person, to the stem ta. We may

also observe a community of character between the termination nti of th,e 3rd pi.

and the plural of neuter nouns like dhanavat (dhanavanti). But whether the v in

the dual is related to a pronominal stem va occurring in d-vdm, va-yam; whether

the s of the dual and plural terminations is the result of blending different pro-

nominal stems (e. g. vas=zva~si, mas=ma-si,
i

I and thou ') ; whether the termi-

nations of the Atmane-pada are formed from those of the Parasmai-pada by guna-

tion or by composition of the latter with other stems,—these are questions which

* Comparative grammar, however, has established that these terminations arc

to be referred to the same source as the fuller ones.
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cannot be determined with actual certainty. The subject, however, is fully and ably

discussed in Schleicher's Compendium of Comparative Grammar, §§ 268-286.

/. Whatever the exact state of the case may be, the student may aid his memory

by noting that the letter m generally enters into the 1st sing. Par. ; s into the 2nd

sing. Par. and Atm. ; and / into the 3rd sing. du. and pi. Par. and Atm. of all the

tenses. Moreover, that the letter v occurs in the 1st du., m in the 1st pi. of all

the tenses, and dhv in every 2nd pi. Atmane. In the Impf. and Pot. Atm., and in

the Perf. Par., th is admitted, instead of s, into the 2nd sing. ; and in the 2nd pi.

of the last tense, th has been dropped, owing to the influence of the heavy redupli-

cation. For the same reason the m and t are dropped in the 1st and 3rd sing. Perf.

Observe also—When the 1st du. Par. is vas, the 2nd and 3rd end in as (except the

3rd du. 1st Put.), and the 1st pi. is mas. When the 1st du. Par. is va, the 2nd

and 3rd end in tarn, tdm (except in the Perf.), and the 1st pi. in ma. When the ist

du. Atm, is vahe, the ist pi. is make, and the last letter of the remaining termina-

tions is generally <?. When the ist du. Atm. is vahi, the 2nd and 3rd end in dm;

the ist pi. is mahi, and the 2nd pi. is dhvam,

g. The frequent occurrence of m in the ist sing., of s in the 2nd, of t in the 3rd,

of mas and ma in the ist pi., of ta in the 2nd pi., and of ant in the 3rd pi., suggests

a comparison with the Gr. and Lat. verb. We may remark, that m, the characteristic

of the ist per. sing., is suppressed in the Pres. Indie. Act. of all Gr. verbs except

those in pi (asmi=:tl[j.i
f
Dor. e/X|U,/for €0"f«, daddmi= lt^fxi), and also in Lat.

verbs (except sum and inquam) ; but w and answer to the Sk. d of bhardmi=z<j>(p(0,

few. In the Gr. Middle and Passive, the /*/, which originally belonged to all

Active verbs, becomes pou ; while the Sanskrit, on the other hand, here suppresses

the ro, and has e for at
; bhare (for bhara-me)=:(pepo(xai. In the Impf., Gr. has v

for Sk. and Lat. mute m, because /* is not allowed to be final in Greek ; atarpam—

€T€/?7rov, adaddm^zehivv, astrinavam=.€<TTopvvv, avaham^vehabam. Gr. has fit

in the ist sing. Opt. ; and in verbs in (At, v takes the place of the mute m of Sk.

and Lat.; thus, bhareyam=:(l>tpOi[Ai
} feramj dadydtn=.h1>oiY}V, dem ; tishtheyam—

KTTaivjv, stem. In the Gr. First Aorist, m is suppressed, so that Sanskrit adiksham

(Aor.)=e$€*l;a; but not in the 2nd Aor., so that a(fc£m=eW In the Perf., Sk. a

=Gr. a
f
tutopa=zTtTV(pa. In the Gr. Middle and Passive Futures, m is retained,

but not in the Active ; ddsydmi— Oo?0"W, dekshydmi= oe/fw, ddsye=zQ®vofJ.ai. As

to the ist per. pi., Sk. mas of the Pres. is (AiV (for peg) in Gr., and mus in Lat.

;

tarpd-mas=2ttp7K-fAev ',
sarpd-mas~€p7lo-fAtv, serpi-mus; dad~mas=zOtO0-(A€V, da-

mns; tistyhd-mas-=.t<JTa-(Atv, sta-mus. The Atmane make answers to Gr. [AeSa;

dad-mahe=$tlo-[A€$a. As to the other tenses, in Impf. ist pi. abhard-ma~t(p€po-

fJL€V, fereba-mus ; avahd-ma— veheba-mus ; adad-ma= €Oibo-(Atv; abhard-mahi—

efcpOfAtSa. In the Pot. ist pi. bhare-mazzzfapoi-fAW (-/*€£), fera-mus; dadydma—

Si&o/>?/A€V (-(J-€;)
9 demus; dad{-mahi=.h$oi-[At8a. In 2nd Fut. ddsyd-mas—§u<ro-

j&ev, dekshyd'masz=$it};Q-fJ.ev. In 2nd pers. sing. Act., the characteristic s has been

preserved in all three languages ; thus, in the Present, Sk. asi (for original assi)=

teat, es; dadd-si= h$u$, das; bkara-si= <t>cpWi fers; vahasi—vehis. In the

Atmane, Sk. se (for sai, by 32) answers exactly to Gr. ?cu of verbs in (At (tish(ha-
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se=i<TTa-<TM). In other Gr. verbs, cr has been rejected, and eai contracted into y,
something in the way of Sk. (Twrnj for riwreu). In 2nd du. thas=:Gr. tcv,

and in 2nd pi. tha=zT€ and Us; bhara-thas—fpepe-Tov; tishtha-tha=z?<TTa-T€,

sta-tis; bhara-tha=z(pepe-T€,fer-tis. In 2nd pi. Xtm. bhara-dhve=(p€pe-<Td€. As
to the other tenses, in the 2nd sing. Impf. atarpas—eTepire^ avahas=vehebas &c.

So also, tam=Tov, adat-tamz=.lllfo-TW, ta=Te, adat-ta=&$o-T€. In A'tm. thds

is found for sds in 2nd sing. Impf. and Pot.; hence abhara-thds=t<p€pt-<ro
9 adat-

thds =€0$o-o-o, dad-i'thds= §l$~Ol(<r)o. In 2nd sing. Pot. tishthes— terrain
t stes;

dadyds=.oiboiYj^desj vahes=vehas; bharesz=<p€poi$, /eras .- in 2nd du. bhare-tam=

<pepoi-TOVl m 2nd. nLtishtheta=l<7TaiY)T€
9 stetis; dadydta=.h§olv}T€,detis; bhareta

z=(f)€poiTe,feratis. In 2nd sing. Impv. hi and did answer to Gr. 0/. Dhi was originally

universal in Sk. (see 291), as in Gr. verbs in fxi; e-dhi—W-Qi, vid-dhi—lc-Qt,

de-hi= 0i0G-8i, ^ru-dhi=:Kkv-Si. Many verbs drop the termination hi both in

Gr. and Sk. ; as, HH= (pepe, and compare leiKW with tinu, &c. In 2nd du. Impv.

tam—TOVy and fa=Te. In Impv. Xtm. s»a=the old form <ro ; bhara-sva=<p€pe-ao

(old form oi(pipov); dat-sva—§lh-<TO', dthdm=z6(T$ov
y &c . In Perf. the tha of

the 2nd sing.= Latin sti; dad-itha~dedi-sti, tasthi-tha= steti-sti, tutodi-tha^z

(utudi-sti. In the Aor. addsz=€0(cg, avdkshis=vexisti. In the 3rd pers. sing.

Active, Gr. has dropped the characteristic t (except in e(7T/= Sk. asti, Lat. est);

bharati=z(l>tp€(T)i
y fert ; vahati—vehit. Verbs in [Xi have changed t to s; daddti=

hi(C<7i (for iftoTi). In Atm. bharate=:<p€p£T<Xi. In Impf. avahat= vehebat,

abharata— tcptpero. In Pot. bharet=:<p6pQi, dadydt=.h§oiY}, In Impv. bhara-tu

or bhara-tdt—cpepz-TWifer-to. In Perf. tutopa=TeTV<p€. In Aor. avdksh{t=vexit,

adikshata—iO^iqaro. As to 3rd pi, in the above tenses, bharantiz=.(p€powi
yferunt;

vahanti=vehunt ; bharante=^(p€povTai ; dadati=hoov<7l ; tishthanli=stant ; bha-

reyus= <p€poi€V'
) bharantu=zferunto; abharan= £(p€pQV

} abharanta=:l<p£pQVTQ\

dmn=.y\<Ja.)t\ atarpishus=eT€p\pav ; ddsyante=z§u<TOVTat.

248. The terminations exhibited in the preceding tables are sup-

posed to be applicable to all verbs, whether Primitive or Derivative :

and as in nouns, so in verbs, the theory of Indian grammarians is,

that before these terminations can be affixed, a stem must be de-

veloped out of a root, according to certain rules which vary for the

first four tenses in ten different ways, according as a root belongs

to one or other of ten classes. Accordingly, ten special rules are

propounded for forming verbal stems out of roots in the first four

tenses, which are therefore called the four Special tenses ; while all

verbs are arranged under ten classes, according to the form of the

stem required by one or other of these rules. In the other tenses

there is one general rule for forming the stem, applicable to all verbs

of whatever class, and these tenses are therefore called General
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Hence the ten classes of roots are sometimes regarded as following

one or other of ten conjugations; and the four tenses, which alone

are affected by these conjugational rules (viz. the Present, Imperfect,

Potential, and Imperative), are sometimes called the conjugational

tenses. It is evident, however, that all Sanskrit roots, of whatever

class, follow one general conjugation for the majority of the tenses

of the Primitive verb, although they require a special formation of

stem depending on the class of each root for four of the tenses.

249. We begin by giving a brief summary of the ten rules for the

forming the stem of the four Special tenses in the ten classes of roots,

according to the Indian order of the ten classes.

Obs.—Native grammarians distinguish the ten classes of verbs by the name of

the first root in their lists ; e. g. cl. 1. Bhv-ddi, i. e. Bhu, &c, or the class of roots

beginning with bhu. Similarly, cl. 2. Ad-ddi ; cl. 3. Juhoty-ddi (i.e. the IIu class)

;

cl. 4. Div-ddi; cl. 5. Sv-ddi (i.e. the Su class); cl. 6. Tud-ddi; cl. 7. Rudh-ddij

cl. 8. Tan-ddi; cl. 9. Kry-ddi (i.e. the Kri class); cl. 10. Cur-ddi.

Cl. i. Gunate the vowel of the root (unless it be IS a, or a long

vowel not final, or a short vowel followed by a double consonant,

28) before every termination of the four Special tenses, and affix

^ a—lengthened to ^tt a before initial wa* and v—to the root thus

gunated.

The accent is on the vowel of the root, unless it be thrown on the augment.

Cl. a. Gunate the vowel of the root (if capable of Guna, as in

the last) before those terminations only which are marked with P

in the scheme at 246. Before all the other terminations the original

vowel of the root must be retained.

The accent rests on the vowel of the root, but only when the P terminations are

added. In other cases it rests on the first vowel of the Non-P terminations.

Cl. 3. Reduplicate the initial consonant and vowel (see 252) of

the root, and gunate the radical but not the reduplicated vowel

before the P terminations only, as in cl. 2.

The accent rests on the first syllable of the stem before the Non-P terminations,

and before the P terminations beginning with a vowel.

Cl. 4. Affix tj ya—lengthened to HT yd before initial m* and v—
to the root, the vowel of which is generally left unchanged.

The accent is on the vowel of the root, not on the ya (cf, 461).

* But not before ro final, the termination of the 1st sing. Impf. Parasmai.
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CI. 5. Affix cj nu to the root, and gunate this nu into no before

the P terminations only.

In this class, as well as in cl. 8 and 9, the accent is on the inserted Vikarana

(250. b) before the P terminations, and in other cases it rests on the first vowel

of the Non-P terminations.

Cl. 6. Affix ^ a—lengthened to ^t d before initial m* and v—to

the root, which in other respects generally remains unchanged.

The absence of gunation of the radical vowel results from the accent being on

the Vikarana a (250. b).

Cl. 7. Insert ^ na between the vowel and final consonant of

the root before the P terminations, and ^ n before the other termi-

nations.

Observe the peculiarity of this conjugation—that the conjugational na or n is

inserted into the middle of the root, and not affixed.

The accent is on the inserted na before the P terminations ; in other cases it

rests on the Non-P terminations.

Cl. 8. Affix "3" u to the root, and gunate this u into before the

P terminations only.

Obs.—As nine out of the ten roots in this class end in n or n, cl. 8 will resemble

cl. 5.

Cl. 9. Affix ffr nd to the root before the P terminations ; ift ni

before all the others, except those beginning with vowels, where only

^ n is affixed.

Cl. 10. Gunate the radical vowel (if capable of G una) throughout

all the persons of all the tenses, and affix ^fR aya—lengthened to

^snn aya before initial m* and v—to the root thus gunated.

The accent rests on the first vowel of the inserted aya.

250. It will appear, from a cursory examination of the above

rules, that the object of nearly all of them is to insert cither a

vowel—sometimes alone, sometimes preceded by y or n—or a letter

of some kind between the modified root and the terminations. • The

1st, 4th, 6th, and 10th agree in requiring that the vowel, which is

immediately to precede the terminations, shall be a or a. The 2nd,

3rd, and 7th agree in inserting no vowel between the final of the

root and the terminations. The 5th, 8th, and 9th agree in interposing

either u, a, or i after the letter n.

a. Any letters or syllables required to be inserted by the above

* But not before m final, the termination of the 1st sing. Impf. Parasmai.

u
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ten rules, are inserted only in the four Special tenses (except only

in the case of cl. 10). In the other six tenses the stem is formed

according to one general rule for all roots of whatever class, whence

their name of General tenses. But in these also, some letter or

syllable has to be inserted (the only exception being in the Perfect).

b. This inserted conjugational vowel, consonant, or syllable is usually called the

vikarana. Pjinini's technical names for the ten insertions between the modified root

and terminations under each of the ten classes, in regular order, are hp, s'apo luk,

i/w, syan, snu, h, siiam, u, snd, nic; the last, however, does not strictly contain the

vikarana, the real insertion in cl. 10 (and in Causals) being aya (represented by

the i of nic). The above Vikaranas (with nic) hold good before Krit suffixes con-

taining an indicatory s (such as satri or sanac", sec 247. c). In Passives and Neuters

the insertion is technically called yak (leaving ya), to distinguish it from the Vika-

rana syan of cl. 4. With regard to the six General tenses, the Perfect has strictly

no vikarana (the almost universally inserted i of it being called an augment). But

in verbs belonging to cl. 10, in Derivative verbs (such as Causals), and in a few

Primitive verbs like iksh, the syllabic dm is added to the verbal stem. With regard

to the other General tenses the Agama it (or inserted i) is by no means universally

interposed, but certain letters or syllables are regarded as additions to the root

distinct from the terminations; that in the 1st Future is technically called tdsi

(=tds) ; that in the 2nd Future and Conditional is sya ; that in the Aorist is called

tti (for which either si6 or km or can or an or tin are always substituted) ; that

in the Precative is ydsnt (=yds) for Par., and slyut {—siy) for Atm.; that in the

Vedic Let is called sip.

THE AGAMA OH AUGMENT ^5? a.

251. In classical Sanskrit (but not always in Vedic) the augment

^T a (called agama, * increase') is prefixed to the stems of the Imper-

fect, Aorist, and Conditional tenses, and when the stem begins with

^ a or ^tt d, the augment blends with these vowels into ^JT d by 3 1

.

(So in Gr. e and e become y\ in yyeipov, &c.)

a. But when the augment a is prefixed to stems beginning with

the vowels 5 i, "3" u, and ^j ri (short or long), it blends with them

into i? ai> ^ au, WT dr (against 32, which would require the result

to be e, 0, ar).

Thus the stem ^«5 ittha (fr. rt. ish/ to wish') in 3rd sing. Impf. becomes TTSJT^

attthat : the stem "3!^ uha becomes ^T^IT auhata (Impf. Atm.) ; the stem ^JJfl

fidhno becomes ^TOffi drdhnot ; the stem ^fta okha becomes ^^f^aukhat.

b. When a root is compounded with one or more prepositions,

the augment is placed between the preposition or prepositions and
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the root, c. g. anv-atishtham (fr. anu-stltd), vpa-sam-aharat (fr. vpa-

sam-hri).

When ^5 is prefixed to the root of kri, after certain prepositions (see 53. c), the

augment is placed before the s, e. g. sam-askarot.

Obs.—The augment a is thought by some to have been originally a kind of

demonstrative particle denoting past time (probably connected with the stem a of

the demonstrative pronoun idam, see 224), while the separable particle sma (thought

to be an abbreviation of another demonstrative pronominal stem s<i-mn), also de-

noting past time, and often discharging the function of the augment u (see 878),

has remained a detached particle.

REDUPLICATION.

252. After explaining the augment it will be convenient to specify

the rules of reduplication (afjJiydsa), as these have to be applied in

the Special tenses of Primitive verbs of cl. 3, in the Perfect tense of

all Primitive verbs, in the Aorist of a few Primitive verbs, and of

verbs of cl. 10, and of some Nominals (521), as well as in Desidera-

tives and in Frequentativcs.

In reduplication the initial consonant and first vowel of a root

are doubled, as in iilip fr. rt. lip, dadaridrd fr. daridrd. There arc,

however, special rules, as follow

:

1st, as to consonants, thus:

a. A corresponding unaspirated letter is substituted for an aspirate, as ^ (/ for

V dh, in dadhd fr. dhd. (So in Gr., T is repeated for 0, as Svcc, TeQuKOc, &c.)

b. The hard palatal ^ c is substituted for the hard gutturals W k or ^ kh, as in

takhan fr. khan; and the soft palatal l^j for the soft gutturals *T g, *!#//, or ^ h,

as mjagam fr. gam,jaghasfr. ghas,juhu fr. ha.

Obs.—|^ to, 'to kill,' and ff hi, 'to go,' substitute V^gh for ^ h when redu-

plicated ; mSfjaghan fr. han.

c. If a root begin with a double consonant, the first consonant only or its sub-

stitute is repeated ; as, ^ 6 for T5T ksh, in cikship fr. kship ; ^ s for ^mj, in stisyand

fr. syand; «Tj for £ hr, in jahras fr. hras.

But if with a double consonant whose first is a sibilant, and whose second is

hard, the second or its substitute is reduplicated; as, ^<? for ^sk, as in caskand

fr. skand; l{t for l^sth, as in tasthd fr. s/hd; \p for FT sp, as in paspris fr. spril

sndly, as to vowels, thus

:

d. A short vowel is repeated for a long, and diphthongal sounds arc represented

by their second element; e.g. ^ a is reduplicated for md; \i for %t, ^n, *%ri,

S e, and 5? ai; ^ u for "5 u, ^ft 0, and W an.

Obs.—In certain cases $ i is also repeated for a and a, as being a lighter vowel,

and dyut, 'to shine,' makes didyut for diuhjnt.

IT 2
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e. In fact it may be observed, that when a long vowel causes too great weight

in the radical syllable, it is generally lightened in the reduplicated syllable.

/. When a form has once been reduplicated, it is never reduplicated again in

forming other Derivatives from it (see 517. a) ; and when roots which have to be

reduplicated have any changed form, this modified form is taken in the redupli-

cation ; thus,
^J smri, ' to remember/ being changed to ^9T^ in the Desiderative,

the vowel of the root does not appear in the reduplication
(*J^|^)-

VERBS PRIMITIVE, PASSIVE, CAUSAL, DESIDERATIVE, &C.

253. In conjugating a verb, then, two things have to be done

:

1 st, to form the stem from the root according to ten rules for four

of the tenses, and one general rule for the other six ; 2ndly, to join

the stem so formed with the terminations, according to the regular

rules of Sandhi or euphonic conjugation. As yet, however, we have

only given a general explanation of the formation of the verbal stem

of the Simple or Primitive verb under the ten classes of roots.

There are four other kinds of verbs deducible from all roots,

whatever be their class.

254. In fact, every Sanskrit root serves as a kind of stock out

of which the inflective stems of five kinds of verbs may be evolved :

1. of a Primitive, Transitive or Intransitive ; 2. of a Passive
; 3. of a

Causal, having often a Causal and often merely a Transitive signifi-

cation
; 4. of a Desiderative, giving a sense of wishing to the root

;

and 5. of a Frequentative (or Intensive), implying repetition, or

heightening the idea contained in the root (see, however, ,507).

255. The first, or Primitive verb, is formed from the root, accord-

ing to the ten different rules, already given, for the formation of the

stem in the first four tenses.

The second, or Passive, is" formed according to the rule for the

change of the root, required by the 4th class ; viz. the addition of

ya in the first four tenses.

The third, or Causal, is formed according to the rule for the

change of the root required by the 10th class ; viz. the addition of

aya to the root in all the tenses excepting the Aorist.

The fourth, or Desiderative, is formed by the addition of sa or

isha, the root also undergoing reduplication.

The fifth, or Frequentative, is formed like the Passive, according

to the rule required by cl. 4, and is, in fact, a reduplicated passive

verb. It may also be formed analogously to the rule for cl. 3.
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Thus, if we take the root ^^subh, conveying the idea of ' shining '—from this

are developed, ist, the Primitive verbal stem, sobha, '

to shine ;' 2ndly, the Passive,

tubhya,' to be bright;' 3rdly, the Causal, sobhaya,' to cause to shine' or 'illuminate;'

4thly, the Desiderative, tiusobhisha, ' to desire to shine ;' 5thly, the Frequentative

or Intensive, sosubhya or iosubh, to shine very brightly.'

a. And as every root is the source of five different kinds of Derivative verbs, so

there are secondary Derivative verbs developed out of nouns called Nominal verbs.

An explanation of these will be found after Frequentatives at 518.

256. The subject of verbs, therefore, as of nouns, will divide itself

into two heads :

A. The formation of the stem ; ist of Primitive, 2ndly of Passive,

3rdly of Causal, 4thly of Desiderative, ^thly of Frequentative verbs

;

with their respective Participles.

B. The exhibition of the stem, united to its terminations, under

each of the five forms of verbs consecutively.

PRIMITIVE VERBS.

FORMATION OF THE STEM OF THE FIRST FOUR TENSES, IN THE

TEN CLASSES.

A brief summary of the ten rules for the formation of the stem

of the four Special tenses—viz. the Present, Imperfect, Potential,

and Imperative—in the ten classes of roots, has already been given

at 249. These ten rules may be collected into three groups, which

form three distinct general conjugations, as follow

:

257. Group T. Conjugation I. This (like the declension of the

first class of nouns whose stems end in a and a) is by far the most

important, as comprising roots of the ist, 4th, 6th, and 10th classes,

which agree in making their stems end in a (liable to be lengthened

to a). These also resemble each other in taking substitutions for

some of the terminations, after the analogy of the stems of nouns

ending in a and a at 97. (See the substitutions indicated in the

table at 246.)

Note—Of about 2000 roots belonging to the Sanskrit language, nearly 1300

belong to this ist conjugation. Besides which, every root in the language may

take a Passive and Causal form, and so be conjugated as if it belonged to the 4th

and 10th classes.

258. Group II. Conjugation II. This comprises verbs of the 2nd,

3rd, and 7th classes, which agree in affixing the regular terminations
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(at 246) to the final letter of the root, without the intervention of a

vowel, after the analogy of the last four classes of nouns whose stems

end in consonants.

259. Grovp III, Conjugation III, comprising verbs of the 5th,

8th, and 9th classes, also affixes the regular terminations (at 246) to

the root ; but after the intervention of either u, d, or i, preceded by

the consonant n.

260. In comparing Sanskrit verbs with Greek and Latin, it might be shewn

that group I, comprising the 1st, 4th, 6th, and 10th classes, answers to the Gr.

1st conjugation in w, the conjugation al ^T a being represented in Gr. by or e

(tarp(fmas=zT€p7roft.a9 tarpatha~T€piF€T€) ; and although the Gr. 1st conjugation

contains more subdivisions than the first group in Sk., yet the inflexion of these

subdivisions is similar. As to the Sk. 10th class, however, it appears to correspond

to Gr. verbs in af<u and i%a
9
which, like the 10th, are generally found in company

with other verbs from the same root; thus, KaSapify, 'I make pure* (KaQatpcci),

<n€va%u)> '
I groan ' (orei/a), where £ corresponds to "Qy, as in ffa and *W ' barley.'

To this class also may be referred verbs in #<w, €0>, oco ', thus parayami= irepaw,

where the y has been dropped, and the two «'s combined. Lat. verbs in io, like

audio &c, seem to be related to the Sk. 4th class, as well as to the 10th ; thus

cupio answers to kupyami; and the i of audiebam answers to the aya of the 10th,

just as in Prakrit aya is contracted into ?? c. The second and third groups of

classes in Sk. (viz. the 2nd, 3rd, 7th, 5th, 8th, and 9th) answer to Gr. verbs in (At
;

thus emi cl. 2=e/,a/, daddmi cl. ^OtoccfAi. Class 7, however, has no exact parallel

in Gr., but many Gr. and Lat. verbs resemble it in inserting a nasal into the middle

of the root ; see 342. a. The 5th and 8th classes answer to Gr. verbs like Q€iK-vv-£U,

Zevy-vv-fu, which agree in inserting vv between the root and termination; in Gr.

the vowel v is lengthened before certain terminations, just as u is gunated into

in Sk. ; thus sirinomi= (7T0pvvp.i, stri7ioshi=: <TT0pvv$
y
strimti— (JTOpvvvi (for

GTOpWTt), strinumas = <TT0pW[j.tv (for GT0pvvpL€$), &c. The 9th class answers to

Gr. verbs in va (vy)
; thus krinrimi = Trepvapu (vcpVYjfju), krinimas = 7repva[Atv.

Cf. also Lat. forms in ni ; thus s/erm'mus =Sk. strindnas, fr. stri, cl. 9.

GROUP I.—FORMATION OF STEM IN ROOTS OF CLASSES I, 4, 6, IO.

261. Class i (containing about 1000 Primitive verbs).—Rule for

the formation of the stem in the four Special tenses.

Gunate the vowel of the root (except when debarred by 28) before

every termination of all the four tenses, and affix the vowel ^? a to

the root so gunated. Remember, that this ^T a is lengthened into

^TT ft before the initial m and v of a termination, but not when m is

final, as in the 1st sing. Impf.

262. Thus, fr. root^ budh, 'to know,' is formed the stem tfabodha, lengthened
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into VtWbodhd before m and v (Pres. I.* bodhd+mi=i\xnftbodhdrni, bodha+si=
Ttfvfa bodhasi, bodha+ ti =*ftvf<T bodhati ; Du. i . bodhd+vas =?ftvm^ bodhdvas,

&c; Atm.Pres.^/m+i=^6 ^by 32,W/m+^zz:^V^^c/tee,&c.) See

table at 583.

263. Similarly, fr. f*f ji, 'to conquer' (see 590), comes the stem Wljaya (i.e.

je+a, see 36. a), liable to be lengthened into imjayd, as explained above ; fr. *ft

ni, 'to lead,' the stems naya and rcaya; fr. ^bhu, 'to be' ((^'&>, Lat,/«), the stems

bhava (i.e. 6Ao+a, 36. a) and 6toa' (Pres. 1. H^Tft bhavdmi ; 2. >mf* bhavasi,

(pvetc, &c, see 584) ; fr. *JH>p>, 'to creep/ the stems ^Wjoa and sarpd(sec 27);

fr. «g^n>,
'

to fashion,' the stems 3T3? kalpa and £«//>«.

Obs.—BM, to be' or 'to become,' is one of the commonest-verbs in the language,

and like as, 'to be,' at 584, 327, is sometimes used as an auxiliary. Bhi is conjugated

in full at 585.

264. The stem of the Imperfect has the augment ^ a prefixed by

251 (Impf. 1. abodha + m = ^fanabodham
t 2. abodha + s — wftm

abodhas, &c.)

265. In the Potential the final a of the stem blends with the initial

i of the termination into e by 32 (Pot. 1. bodha + iyam = -$\xwr bo-

dheyam). So also in the Pres. Kim. (^ ike.) See table at ^83.

266. In the Imperative the termination is rejected in the 2nd sing.

(Impv. 1. bodha + dni= *ftxf\fa bodhdni, 2. "afta bodha, 3. bodha + tu

= ^ffanj bodhatu).

267. Roots like XT^'to cook,' fifST'to beg,' »ft^' to live' (603), cannot change

their radical vowels (see 27. a, 28), but, as before, affix ^T«, liable to be lengthened

to ^?T a. (Pres. 1. tJ^Tfa &c. ; Pres. Atm. 1. fHTSf &c.; Pres. 1. *f\?jfa &c.)

268. Some roots ending in the Viiddhi ^ ai cannot be gunated, but suffer the

usual change of Gandhi before ^5f a and ^TT d by 37 ; as, from A ' to sing,' y to be

weary,' ^Atm. 'to preserve f,' *fl "to meditate,' jj" 'to fade,' are formed the stems

gdya, gldya, trdya, dhydya, mldya. See 5%. a. b.

269. Some roots of ch 1 form their stems in the first four tenses by a change

peculiar to themselves, which change is of course discarded in the other tenses

;

thus, from OT sthd,

'

to stand ' (587), THgftrd, ' to smell ' (588), TJT 'to drink ' (589),

**TT 'to blow,' ^TT 'to repeat' or
'

think over,' come the bases WU tis/tffta, v*Hl

jighra, fij^ piva, VR dhama, *PT tnana, the final a being, as before, liable to be

lengthened.

a. It should be noted that Wl sthd and TTT ghrd are properly reduplicated verbs

of el. 3 at 330. The reduplicated stem, by 252, would be tasf/id, jayhrd : but as

the reduplication is irregular, and the radical d gives way to the conjugational a,

* 1. stands for 1st person singular; Du. i.for 1st dual; PI. i.for 1st plural, &c.

t A form STTf^, as well as 3TW, is found in Epic poetry for the 2nd sing.

Impv, of this root.
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grammarians place these roots under cl. I. The Greek KTTYjfxi, on the other hand

has not shortened its radical vowel in the singular.

270. Again, ^^'to see/ *!*? 'to go,' ^ff 'to restrain/ ^ 'to go/ ^ 'to sink
'

3J?f (A'tm. in Special tenses, Par. in others) 'to fall/ to perish/ form their steins

WSfipatya, V^gatiha, *T33[ yatiha, ^3i ri66ha
t
Wt^sida, $ffa mja-. (Pres. 1.

Hymfapasydmi, &c.)

a. According to Panini (vu. 3, 78), ^T 'to give ' may sometimes substitute the

stem Tf*5iyaMhaj and JJ 'to go/ the stem VR dhdva.

b. ^ 'to conceal' forms H^; ftqT 'to spit/ flrfa; *{^'to cleanse/ HT^: (Pres. r.

*T£Tfa &c.)

c "apff 'to step/ ^T»T 'to tire/ T*(with ^T) 'to rinse the mouth/ lengthen their

medial vowels, but the first only in Parasmai : (Pres. 1. 3iT*?Tfa &c, but Xtm. ^J?.)

</. ^31 'to bite/ *W'to colour/ tf^T'to adhere/ W^ 'to embrace/ drop their

nasals : (Pres. 1. ^nftr &c, Tjtffa Sec.)

e. »T^Atm. 'to yawn' makes its stem »PV, and even <W A'tm. 'to receive'

sometimes becomes 7&*t in Epic poetry.

271. ^ Atm. 'to love ' forms its stem after the analogy of cl. 10 (Pres. 1. cfflini

&c), and some other roots add dyaj thus, fr. J^' to protect/ iftmqgopdya; fr.W
'to fumigate/ ^qR; fr. fa^F 'to go/ fatSmT; fr. TO Atm. (meaning 'to praise/

not ' to wager '), TOR ; fr. X(^ Atm. ' to praise/ TRTC.

0. $f Atm. 'to play/ like all roots containing ir and «r compounded with

another consonant, lengthens the vowel (Pres. 1. cR^ &c.)

273. Class 4 (containing about 130 Primitive verbs).—Rule for

the formation of the stem in the four Special tenses.

Affix n ya to the root. The vowel of the root is not gunatcd,
and generally remains unchanged. Remember, that the inserted

* ya is liable to become m yd before an initial m and v of the

terminations (but not before the m of the ist sing. Impf. Par.), as

in cl. 1 at 261.

273. Thus, fr. fa{sidh, ' to succeed/ is formed the stem ftnfl sidhya (Pres. 1.

sidhyd+mi= fawnft Hdhydmi, 2. ftwftl ddhyasi, &c. 5 Impf. asidhya+m= *fe~
W[aridhyam,&c.i Pot. 1. «7%„+ iyum= fwn\sidhyeyam

} 2.f*$i^sidhye*,
&c.

;
Impv. 1. «%fl+rf»i=:fTOTfiT sidhydni, &c. Pres. Atm. 1. sidhya+i =ftnfl

M%e, «%o+se=ftr«I^ sidhyase, &c.) See 616.

274. Similarly, fr. HT mrf, 'to measure/ the stem *W mdya (Pres. 1. Atm. ;««>
+•= HH1 m<£F, &c); fr. fqnjcship, 'to throw/ ^kskipya; fr. ^wn7, 'to dance/
^W nn/yfl ; fr. T> di, ' to fly/ ?fa diya (Pres. Atm. 1. ^ft).

275. Roots ending in am and iv, and one in ad, lengthen the vowel; as, fr. fft
div, 'to play/ <fa dwyaj fr.WM™ (also cl. 1), 'to wander/ «TO bhrdmya;
fr. ^ wad,

'
to be mad/ STO morfya. Similarly, ?fiW (also cl. 1)

*
to step/^ ' to

endure,' *H 'to grow weary/ rT^'to be afflicted/ <?R'to be tamed/ but bhram
may optionally form OT? bkramya.
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276 If a root contain a nasal it is generally rejected; as, from «3T 'to fall,'

Wbhrawa; from^ to colour,' T*; ^' to be born' make, Wjaya (PreS.

I. Atm. STITJ), lengthening the vowel, to compensate for the loss of n
a. Roots ending in sfto drop this o before the conjugation! „ . thus, *U, 'to

end,' makes >ts stem Sya. Similarly, tf 'to cut,' 5ft 'to sharpen,' ?Vto divide
'

277. The followmg are anomalous. From ^ ' to grow old,' mjfrva fr. OT
to pierce,' fTO vidhya (cf. 472) . fr . fj^

'

to bc viscid,' W medya.
'

Obs.-Although this class includes only 130 Primitive verbs (generally Intran-
sitive m signification), yet every one of the woo roots in the language may have
a Pass.ve form which follows the Atmane-pada of this class, differing from it only
in the position of the accent, see 461.

278. Class 6 (containing about 140 Primitive verbs).— Rule for

the formation of the stem in the four Special tenses.

Affix the vowel ^«to the root, which is not gunated, and in

other respects generally remains unchanged. Remember, that the

inserted * a becomes *t d before an initial m and v of the termina-

tions of the four tenses (but not before the m of the 1st sing. Impf.),

as in cl. 1 and 4 at 261 and 372.

279. Hius,fr.ftni^i>/to throw,' comes the stem fojxr kshipa (Pres. 1. kshipd

+mi

=

f^Tnfq kshipdmi, 2. tehipa+si=fqrtfa kshipasi; Pot. 1. kshipa+iya?n=
ftpfa* kshipeyam, &c. Atm. Pres. 1 . kshipa+2= fieri* kshipe; sec 635).

Similarly, fr.^ tud, ' to strike,' J}$ tuda ; fr. f^ dis,
'

to point out,' f^T dUa.

280. Roots in ^ i, "3T u or "31 u, ^ ri and "^ r{, generally change those vowels

into Jliy, T^uv, ft^n'y, and ^T ir respectively; as, fr. ft, 'to go,' comes the

stem ftT riya ; fr. g ' to praise, ' «pT nuva 2 fr. ^ ' to agitate,'^ dhuva 2 fr. «j
'
to

die/ fatf mriya (626) ; fr. ^ kri>
' to scatter,' fifiT kira (627).

0. *£ to swallow ' makes either f*R or f*Tc5.

281. A considerable number of roots of the sixth class, ending in consonants,

insert a nasal before the final consonant in the four tenses j as, fr. fpf , 'to let go,'

comes the stem Ijfiimuhta; fr. fcS^'to anoint,' fc^R? limpa 2 fr. 3f?T 'to cut,' ^fT

kfinta 2 fr. ft?** * to sprinkle,' fw% sihta ; fr. <^' to break,' TJWT lumpa ; fr. faSf^

' to form/ ftf$. Similarly, f^ * to find/ fcf^ ' to trouble.'

282. The following are anomalous. From ^/to wish,' comes the stem ^8[ »V#Aa

;

fr. 1HJ 'to ask/ ijySi pritthaj fr. «*x^'to fry/ *p^ bhrijja ; fr. W3 'to deceive/

ftre vita 2 fr. "a^J ' to cut/^ rmca. Cf. 472.

«. The roots $HJ and^ arc sometimes regarded as falling under this class ; see

their stems at 270.

2.83. Class 10 (containing a few Primitive verbs, all Causals, and

some Nominal verbs, see 521).—Rule for forming the stem in the

four Special tenses.

Gunate the vowel of the root throughout every person of all the
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four tenses (except when debarred by 28), and affix Wt aya to the

root so gunated. This wj aya becomes Wf\ aya before initial m and

v of the terminations of the four tenses, but not before m of the 1st

sing. Impf.

284. Thus, from *R for, 'to steal,' is formed the stem ^fttf foraya (Pres. 1.

foray

d

-f mi= *(Vmi fa foraydmi, 2. <foraya + si=^n<'^ftr forayasi, &c. ; Impf. 1.

aforaya + m=zWftUm aforayam, &c, see 638; Pot. 1. foraya -J- iyam=z^l^MM^

forayeyam j Impv. 1. foraya -f dni=^hm I ?*a foraydni, &c., see 58).

285. Roots ending in vowels generally take Vriddhi instead of Guna (481) ; as, fr.

ifi 'to please,' TRW prayaya (cf. 485. 0) ; fr. ^ ' to hold/ VJV\ dhdraya. But ^ ' to

choose ' makes ^^f oaraya. This last, however, is generally regarded as a Causal.

286. Roots containing the vowel ^T a before a single consonant generally lengthen

this vowel; as, fr. ?J^'to swallow/ TRTWgrdsaya : but not before a conjunct con-

sonant ; as, fr. ^T2» ' to mark,' WaF! j fr. <?1?
' to punish,' <!$&.

a. The following, however, do not lengthen the medial a, though followed by a

single consonant : oR^' to say ' (^m) J
TO ' to count / ^' to sin;' TS^' to tie;'

t^' to arrange ;' TfZ Xtm. in the sense of ' to surround ;' TZ ' to scream ;' *FGI ' to

wound ;' ^5R and "?J^J in the sense of ' to be lax or weak ;' t^ ' to quit ;' ^ Atm.

'to go;' *T?T 'to sound;' SSJ?^, H^, ^T^, 'to sound;' cF^ 'to count' (also

lengthened in Epic poetry) ; *ipT ' to spend ;' and others less common.

287. oFTT, 'to celebrate,' ' to praise,' makes ^ftrPT h'rtaya (Pres. <*ln«4TW).

288. A few roots with a medial ^jT ri retain that vowel unchanged ; as, from
*?J^

*to desire,' fM^ J
*pl 'to search,' IJ^HT ; ^ 'to bear,' >pT? (more commonly

^^)5 If Atm. 'to take,' *J^ (also ?jr^); ?V to P 1^' T*7** but 'Pi' 10

wipe' takes Vriddhi (*TTifa). Some of these may be regarded as nominals.

a. The following also do not gunate their medial vowels : *j^'to make happy,'

ij£ ' to bind,' ^$7 ' to become manifest,' ^W or ^TT?T to consult.'

b. A few roots of more than one syllable (see 75. a) are said to belong to cl. 10,

viz. WTW 'to worship,' WV^ ' to despise,' SOT* 'to fight,' ^*TT^ or $*n?$ 'to

play/ *T^'to search,' fa^lT 'to imitate,' fim^'to put on,' fl%T^'to invite,'

^JT^te, ff^c^, ffWt^, &$l<^, ' to swing,' *T^c£ or *T3Jc$ or qt^c^ ' to cut on .'

These and a few monosyllabic roots of cl. 10, such as ^ST ' to divide,' SlV to ask,'

fa^ ' to mix/ W& ' to mark/ Jp[ ' to make water/^ * to thread/ ^t?^ ' to fan,'

ftfj 'to perforate/ ^T^'to sound/ and others less common, can, according to

some grammarians, form their stems optionally with dpaya; thus, ^5^ may make

in Pres. 1. ^JTWfa or TO^PlTfa.

289. It has been shewn that every root may have a Causal form,

which follows the rule of conjugation of cl. 10. Indeed, it may be

owing to the fact that there are a number of Active Primitive verbs

not Causal in their signification, but conjugated like Causals, that a
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ioth class has arisen distinct from the Causal. In verbs of this class

the Causal form will generally be identical with the Primitive.

Again, as some verbs really Causal in their signification are re-

garded as belonging to cl. 10, there will often be a difficulty in

determining whether a verb be a Primitive verb of this class, or a
Causal verb. Hence the consideration of cl. 10 must to a' great

extent be mixed up with that of the Causal form of the root. See
the special changes applicable to Causals at 483-488.

fl. Observe, that all verbs, whether Primitive or Causal, which
belong to cl. 10, have this great peculiarity, viz. that the conjugational

aya is earned throughout all the tenses of the verb, General as well

as Special, except only the Aorist and the Precative, Parasmai-pada.

For this reason the formation of the stem of the General tenses of

verbs of cl. 10 will not be explained under the head of the General

tenses (at 363), but will fall under Causal verbs.

b. Many verbs of cl. 10 are also conjugated in other classes ; and many may be

regarded as Nominal verbs.

GROUPS II AND III.—FORMATION OF STEM IN ROOTS OF CLASSES

2, 3, 7, AND CLASSES 5, 8, 9.

Preliminary Observations.

290. The formation of the stems of verbs of groups II and III

presents more difficulties than that of group I, containing the 1st,

4th, 6th, and ioth classes. In gr.oup I the verbal stem, although

varying slightly in each class, preserves the form assumed in the

singular before all the terminations of every Special tense ; but in

the last two groups the stem is liable to variation in the various

persons and numbers of most of the tenses, such variation being

denoted by the letter P and other indicatory letters of the .scheme

at 346.

«. The object of the P is to shew, that fulness or strength of form is imparted

to the root before these weak terminations (see 247. b) ; thus ^ i, cl. 2, 'to go/ is

in the Pres. sing, emi, eshi, eti; in du. was, ithas, itas; in pi. imas, &c. : just as,

in Gr. e//x/, e/, eiai, JVov, irov, ?/xei>, &c. : cf. also <pY}ft.i (for <t>afu), <f>y$,

tpyvi, (j)dT0V
9 (fr&TOV, (poifxeVj <pa.T€, (fiaai. So again, stri, 'to strew,' is in Pres.

sing, strinomi, stfinoshi, strinoti; in du. strinuvas, strinuthas, strinutas ; in pi.

strtTiumaSf &c. : just as in Gr. oropt'/A/, <TT0pvv$
}
GTOpvvci, (JTOpvvrov, VTOpvvTov,

X %
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CTOpvvfAtv, &c. Similarly, kri, * to buy/ is in Pres. sing, krindmi, krindsi, krindti ;

in du. &c. krinivasy krinithas, krintias, krMmas, &c, the a being heavier than i.

Cf. Trepvau.1 (irepvvjfAi), irepva$, wpvari, nepvaTov, 7T€pvaT0V, &c. The P after

the terminations of the first three persons of the Impv., Parasmai and Atmane,

indicates that even before these heavy terminations the stem must be full. When

a root ending in a consonant is long by nature or position, no additional strength

is necessary, and no Guna is then possible (see 28) ; but in place of Guna, the

stem sometimes remains unmutilated before the light terminations, while mutilation

takes place before the heavy. The same holds good in roots ending in d; thus da

and dhd suppress their final vowels before strong terminations, and preserve them

before weak ; see 335, 336. Similarly, as, to be,' which by 28 cannot be gunated,

drops its initial vowel before the strong terminations, retaining it before the weak

;

see 327, and compare 324.

291. Another source of difficulty is, that in group II (containing

the and, 3rd, and 7th classes) the verbal stem generally ends in a

consonant. This group of verbal stems, therefore, will resemble the

last four classes of nominal stems ; and the combination of the final

consonant of a stem with the initial t, th, dh, or s, of a termination

in the Special tenses of these three classes requires a knowledge of

the laws of Sandhi already given, as well as of others about to be

explained.

292. With regard to the terminations, a reference to the table at

246 will shew that the last two groups take the regular terminations

of the scheme, with few substitutions. But in the 3rd pi. Present

and Imperative, A'tmanc-pada, the nasal is rejected in all six classes

;

and in the 3rd class, owing to the burden occasioned by reduplication,

the nasal is also rejected in the 3rd pi. of the Parasmai-pada in these

two tenses ; this class also takes us for an in the 3rd pi. Impf.

293. Moreover, roots ending in consonants, of the 2nd and 3rd, and all roots of

the 7th, and the root J hu of the 3rd class, take dhi (the Greek Si) for hi in the

2nd sing. Impv.* (see 246) ; and roots ending in vowels, of the 5th, and all roots

of the 8th, and roots ending in consonants of the 9th class, resemble the first

group of classes at 257, in rejecting this termination hi altogether.

294. Again, roots ending in consonants reject the terminations s and t of the

2nd and 3rd sing. Impf. by 41. 1, changing the final of the root, if a soft consonant,

to an unaspirated hard ; and in other respects changing a final consonant, as indi-

cated at 41. 1-IV. In roots ending in 1^, ^, ^", V, the 3rd person rejects the

* Dhi was originally the only form. Hence in the Vedas ^}fa (k\v$i) ; and in

the Maha-bharata Wn^ffy. Dhi then passed into hi, as dhita passed into hita,

and bhumi into the Latin humus.
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termination t regularly, and ends therefore in simple 1^; the 2nd person optionally

rejects either the termination 5, and ends therefore in t, or the final dental of the

root, and ends then in s, see 308.

295. The following new rules of Sandhi will also apply in forming the Special

tenses of the Parasmai-Frequentative (see 514), and in forming the stem of the

General tenses of all Primitive verbs (except those of cl. 10), and in some of the

Participles ; for although in most roots ending in consonants the vowel \i (see 391)

is inserted before the terminations of these tenses, yet a largo class of common

roots reject this inserted vowel, leaving the final of the stem to coalesce with the

initial consonant of the termination. It will be convenient, therefore, to introduce

by anticipation examples from the General tenses and Participles.

EUPHONIC JUNCTION OF CERTAIN VERBAL STEMS WITH

TERMINATIONS AND SUFFIXES.

Combination offinal ^6, ^<5h, ^j, *^jh, with i[t
y
^rth, vdh, ^s.

296. Final ^ 6 and *ry, before h t, ^ th, ^ dh, and T[s, are changed

to ojr k (cf. 41. IV), the o(f k blending with t^s into Ttksh by 70, and

becoming *T g before dh ; thus, va6 + ti = vakti ; va6 + thas = vakthas

;

va6 -f si — vakshi ; mod + sydmi = mokshydmi ; muc -f ta = mukta ;

tyaj + ta — tyakta ; tyaj + sydmi = tyakshydmi. The same applies to

final W.jh, but this is not likely to occur.

a. Similarly, final ^ 6h before s ; as, praSh -f sydmi —prakshydmi.

297. But a final ^ 6h and itj sometimes become ^sh before ^/,

^ th ; and li t, ^ th, then become ^, ^ ; thus, m^ 4- ti = *nft ; «p^4-

thas = i[V^; ^+ta~Vft; XF§. + td='MT.

a. Similarly, a final sy may be changed to ^before v dh, which

then becomes ^ dh.

b. >m ' to fry/ *T35^ ' to be immersed/ and ^ ' to cut,' reject

their last consonant, and the first two arc treated as if ending in *r

,

the last as if ending in
3J.

See 632, 633, 630.

Combination offinal V dh, * bh, with i{ t, V th, ^ s.

298. Final V dh and H bh, before T^ and Vjh, are changed, the one

to ^ d, the other to \b, and both / and th then become vdh; thus,

rundh with tas or thas becomes equally ^g^ runddhas ; labh -f tdhe

= cPn^ labdhdhe ; bodh + tdhe = *ftel?.

' A similar rule applies to final XT gh, which must be changed to *T
ff,

but this is

not likely to occur.

a. When final i( dh is preceded by a conjunct ^ n, as in rundh,

then the final dh, which has become d (before t and th changed to
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dh), may optionally be rejected; so that rundh + tas~ ^7^ or JT^j

rundh + tarn = <5*3fl or ^ptPT (Pan. vin. 4, 65).

i. On the same principle (j<j<s^is written for q<|^<s^from 1R (6)4).

c. Similarly roots ending in T[t and ^ d may reject these letters before th, t, and

dhi, when n immediately precedes, hence fW may be written for w^T, mnT^for

ffc*^, f>rf^f for firf^T.

299. Final ^ dh and H 6A, before ^ s, are changed by 44, the one

to 7^/, the other to \p; thus, ^irrv runadh + ftl m becomes ^nfw

runatsi ; sedh + w/ami = setsydmi ; labh + sye = lapsye (cf. 41. II).

a. If the initial of the syllable containing the final aspirate be g,

d, b, or d, then the aspirate, which has been rejected in the final, is

thrown back on the initial ; as, *ffai bodh -\-i$sye = rflw bhotsye ; ^v

dadh + sva — dhatsva : and in the case of ^V the same applies before

/ and th, against 298. See 44. c, 336, 664. Cf. Opened from rpecpw.

b. The aspiration is also thrown back on the initial, when final dh

is changed to d, before the terminations dhve and dhvam. See 336, 664,

Combinations offinal 3T s, ^sh, ^s, with H t, ^th, ^s, vdh.

300. Final 31 s, before H t and vtth, becomes Vsh; and the Tt, ^M,

take the cerebral form Z, ^; thus, $SJ-f fe = ^&; ^+ /Aa$ = i&T^.

301. Similarly, final ^ sh, before 71 / and *i th, requires the change

of i{t, \th, to
J, ^; thus, ir^+fi = irfe; and fetl + Mas = ftrs^.

302. Final 37 £ or u sh, before ^ 5, is changed to cjr k by 41. V, the

^ s then becoming ^ M by 70 ; thus, ^3T + si = ^fi^ ; ^ + si= |ftj ;

-55^4- sydmi= "j^nftr.

g. Final "^ fo^ is also changed to off #; as, ^TS4-if =^.
303. Final 31 i or ^ sh, before V c?A, is changed to ^ d

t
the V dh

becoming ^ dh by 51 ; thus, ' %^+ dhi = %^fe. Similarly, %x? +
dhvam = fk^f*« A final i^j may also follow this rule ; see 632, 651.

a. Final Qksh also becomes ^d, k being dropped; as,*n& + d = ,«f^'.

304. Final ^s is changed to T^/ before c^/ in the 3rd sing. Impf.

(the termination t being rejected), and before V dh, is either dropped

or changed to 5 d; thus, 6akds + dhi = either ^rarfv takddhi or ^rarfe

6akdddhi ; SJT^ + dfti = SJTfa ; f^+ <//« = fffal or fffi^, sec 658, 67$.

a. Final ^^ before ^s is changed to T^tf; as, vas + sydmi ~vat-

sydmi. So optionally in 2nd sing. Impf. of sjt^, asa> + * = asdts=

aia/ (or aias).

& But not in the case of final s preceded by a or a before *£ and se.
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Combination offinal ^ h with i^t, ^th, ^s, v dh.

305. In roots beginning with ? d, like 51 duh,< to milk/ final | h
is treated as if it were Vgh, and is changed to n g before 1^/ and * tk,

and both / and tk then become ^dh; thus, ^ duk + tas or thai

becomes equally <p*{ dugdhas ; ^ dak + tdsmi = dagdhdsml
But ^r + ta = "^ dridha.

Note—In root ^ the final h is treated as if it were v dh, and
becomes ^ d, after which / and th both become dh. See 624.

a. But if a root begin with any other letter than ^d or ^n, then
its final ^ h is dropped, and both the f[t and ^th of the termination

become ^ </& Moreover, to compensate for the rejection of the final

h, a radical vowel (except ri), if not gunated, is lengthened, and in the

roots ^ sah and ^r vah, 'to bear/ changed to 0; as, ff + /a = ire;

-^ + ta = T&; $s^ + ti= :

&fzlcdhi; Tb% + tdsmi = tfcrfoi; *^ + td=.

tfteT; ^ + /a = ^T.
Obs.—But l^ + ta=:ip, and ^ 4- ta = ^T (Pan. vi. 3, m).
b. || ' to injure/

*Jf ' to be foolish/ ftj^ < to love/ T|| 'to vomit/

optionally follow either 305 or 305. a.

306. Final ^ k, before ^ s, follows the analogy of final ^ I and

^ sh, and is changed to ^ k, which blends with ^ s into W AM ;

thus, &| &?/* with si becomes jsftf ; ^ 4- sydmi = T^rrr*. Similarly,

in Latin, final A becomes k before 5; as, vefoiV {vexit) from veAo.

a. And if the initial of the syllable ending in f h be £ d, T </, "Q b

or^d (the two latter, however, are not likely to occur), then the final

^ h is still changed to ^ k before s ; but the initial ^ d and it g are

aspirated according to the analogy of 44. c ; thus, ^r doh +si =
*ftfo^

;
^f dah 4- sydmi— V^nft ; ^TT| aguh 4- sam = snj^r.

£. In root «7f nah final f h is treated as if it were dh, and becomes

^ / before ^ s. Compare 183, and see 624.

c. In roots beginning with ^ d, like j^r duh and fqr dih, final ^ h

becomes *T # before dh ; i. e. before the dhi of the 2nd sing. Impera-

tive, and before the terminations dhve and dhvam (see 306. d)

;

thus, |^ duh + dhi = rjfrq dugdhi. And in a root beginning with w,

like rrer nah, final A becomes d before these terminations.

But if the root begin with any other letter than <» d or ^ n, then

final f h is dropped, and the >J dh of the termination becomes V dh,

the radical vowel (except ^r ri) being lengthened ; thus, f^r lih + dhi
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= aflfi? ; lih 4- dhvam = ctffcj*. An option, however, is allowed in the

case of the roots at 305. b,

d. And 306. a. applies before dhve and dhvam, when final f h be-

comes *T# or is dropped, although not before dhi of the Imperative; thus,

duh + dhve = >}t«t dhugdhve ; and aguh 4- dhvam — ^fj* aghudhvam.

e. Obs.—If a root end in 7 h
t
this final h becomes sk k in the 2nd

and 3rd sing. Impf. of roots beginning with s d (the personal termina-

tions s and / being dropped). In all other roots the final 7 h becomes

Z t (41. III). In both cases the changed f throws back an aspiration

on the first consonant of the root in accordance with 306. 0.

GROUP II. CONJUGATION II.

307. Class 2 (containing about 70 Primitive verbs).—Rule for

forming the stem in the four Special tenses.

Gunate the vowel of the root (except when debarred by 28) in

the strong forms, or before those terminations only which are marked

with P in the scheme at 246. Before all the other terminations the

original vowel of the root must be retained. No vowel is inter-

posed between the root and the terminations. (Cf. Gr. verbs like

elfxt, (pr}fil
t
&c. See 290. a.)

308. Thus, from fas vid/ to know' (Gr. €t0co
y
lOov, Lat. video), is formed the

stem of the singular Present ved (1. ved+ mi zzz^fa vedmi, &c.)» and the stem of

the dual and plural vid (Du. 1. vid -f vas=:fwS^vidvas, &c. ; PI. 1. vid+mas—

f&ff{ vidmas, &c.) So also the stem of the Impf. aved and avid (1. aved-\-a?n—

avedam, 2. aved~\- s=zavet or aves by 41. 1, and 294); the stem of the Pot. vid

(1. vid+ydmz=:fawi vidydm, &c.) ; and the stem of the Impv. ved and vid (1. ved

-\-dnizzveddni, 2. vid+dhi=viddhi 293, ved-\-tu=vettu ; Du. 1. ved+dvaz=veddva,

&c. *) See the table at 583.

a. A contracted form of the Perfect of vid (365) is sometimes used for the Pre-

sent; thus, Sing, veda, vettha, veda; Du. vidva, vidathus, vidatusj PI. vidma,

vida, vidus; see 168. e. Cf. Gr. o7$a (for Folia) fr. rt. frft (ei'&w), also used with

a Present signification; and Lat. vidi, vidisti, &c. Cf. also the Present vidmas

with lifJLtv (laptv), vittha with tare, and viddhi with ivtii. Cf. also old English

to wit.'

309. Similarly, from ftr^> ' to hate,' come the stems dvesh and dvish (Pres. 1

.

ifar; Du. 1. %*3^, &c. ; see 657).

* The Impv. of vid is optionally formed with the syllable dm and the auxiliary

verb kfi (cf. 385); thus, Sing. 3. fa^fattlj or ft^ifOj (Pan. hi. i, 41)- Aml

this root may optionally insert r in the 3rd pi. A'tm. of the Pres., Impf., and Impv.

;

thus, fulfil or finjW, *?fa^r! or *jfa$TT , f^iuH or ftPpffT*

.
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310. So also, from ^ i,
' to go/ come the stems e and 1 (Pres. 1 . ^ft? emi (= efjai),

2. ^fa by 70, 3. JjfiT; PI. 1. ^T, /^ei/, see 645).

a. IfPJ to awake' makes, in the same woy,jdgar ua&jdgri (Pres. 1. aTmfil, &c;
Du. 1. "5TT*pn^; PI. 3. ^mifff ; Impf. 2, 3. ^WT^ or m^m ; Du. 3. VHSfl 'jrtW;

Pi.3.*ntm^; Pot. i.^mH; impv. 3.11ml; pi. 3. mug).
Obs.—Roots of cl. 2, having more than one syllable (such as »TFJ above, ^fiCJT

to be poor,' ^3iT^' to shine,' all formed by reduplication), as well as ^IT^ ' to rule

'

(perhaps contracted from a reduplicated ^T^), and *Ttf 'to eat' (perhaps for

«nrc^), resemble the reduplicated verbs of cl. 3 in rejecting the nasal from the

3rd pi. Pres. and Impv. Parasmai, and taking us for an in 3rd pi. Impf. Moreover,

a few roots like fa?J and fjPT above, as well as some in d, like *1T ' to go ' and TIT

to protect,' optionally take us for an in Impf., before which a final a is dropped.

311. The preposition ^?fv adhi, 'over,' prefixed to the root ^ z, 'to go,' gives

the sense of to read' (Atmane-pada only) : ^ then becomes iy (compare 123) and

blends with adhi into wft^adhty before the vowel-terminations of the Pres., Impf.,

and Pot. Before the consonantal terminations it becomes ^>ft adhi. (Hence Pres.

i.Wffo, 2.wft,3.*nftff; Du.i.Wh?,&c,i P1.3.VfrqT>; Impf.i. flcMt+

a+ty+*=^«ift by 251.0, 2.^rwfaT^, 3.^r^ir; Dn.i.^f?, 2.^ru|irnn«T,

&c. ; Pot. 1. ^nJfaffaT, ^pfWfan*{, &c; Impv. I. adhi + e+ ai= 1%wm by 36. a,

2. wtar, &c.)

a. The preposition ^?T a is prefixed to the root ^ h according to the usual rules

of Sandhi, and gives the sense of 'to come;' thus, Pres. $fa, **fa, TTfif ; V^T^,

&c; Impf. ^TPTH, ^, &c; Pot. *?*?!*, *nfT^, &c; Impv. ^TTOfa, Tjff , ^5,

&c. Again, the prep, ^m apa prefixed gives the sense of ' to go away ;' thus, Pres.

Wtfa, &c. : and the prep. Wf gives the sense of 'to know ;' as, Pres. ^?^fH.

312. So also other roots in ^/and 7m or *3\ii change tb^se vowels to iy and uv

(cf. 123, I2,rj.«) before the vowel-terminations; as, fr. ^FT vi, 'to go,' come ve, v{,

and viy (Pres. 1. <ffa, &c. ; Du. 1. <ffa^; PI. 3. ftpjfa) *. Similarly, H, ' to bring

forth' (Atm. only), makes in Pres. Sing. Du. PI. 3. H7T, *pT7T, ^TT; and in Impv.

Sing. Du. PI. 1. ?ft, *pmf, ^^mfj Guna being suppressed.

313. ^5 stu and »j nu, 'to praise;' ^yu, 'to join,' 'to mix;' and^nt, 'to sound,'

follow 312, but take Vriddhi instead of Guna before the consonantal P termina-

tions f. Hence the stems HT stau, *$ stu, and ^5^ stuv ; see 648. Before the

vowel P terminations both Vriddhi and Guna are generally (but not always) sup-

pressed, and uv substituted, as in ^at 312. Note, that these roots may optionally

insert an \i before the consonantal P terminations; and before this vowel Guna,

not Vriddhi, is required. According to some authorities, however, / is inserted

before all the consonantal terminations; and, according to others, before all the

consonants, except y, v, or m, not followed by an indicatory P.

314. 1£, 'to speak,' can never take Vriddhi, like the roots at 313; but inserts

* According to some the 3rd pi. Impf. of ^ft is ^^as well as ^fV«T^.

t That is, the terminations marked with P, which begin with consonants.
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an ^ ( after Guna in the places where those roots optionally insert it, viz. before

the consonantal P terminations. Hence the stems bravi, bru, bruv. See 649.

a. Before the vowel P terminations Guna is not suppressed, excepting in the 1st

sing. Impf., which may be either WdiH or *nj^.

315. yft, 'to lie down' (Atm. only), gunates the radical vowel before all the

terminations, and inserts r in the 3rd pi. Pres., Impf., and Impv., after the analogy

of the 3rd pi. Pot. See 646.

316. mj, 'to cover,' takes either Vriddhi or Guna of the final u before the

consonantal P terminations, except before the 2nd and 3rd sing, of the Impf.,

where Guna only is admissible. Before the vowel-terminations it follows 312, but

Guna is retained before the vowel P terminations, excepting in the 1st sing, Impf.

Hence the stems urnau, urno, urnu, and urnuv (Pres. Par. 1. ^IWjlfa or IHlfffa;

Du.i. a^qt^,' PI. 3. wjittfrt, see 310. Obs. ; Impf. 1. ^foiWor w*ft^by 251.0,

2. ^mjft^, &c; Pot. 1. ircpn^; Impv. s. 1. 'gnf^rftT, 3. ^ttj or wfjj.

Pres. A'tm. 3. 3i^1f, "3flfw, *(5^n).

317. *n'to go,'m 'to protect,'^ 'to eat' {edo\ ^T^'to sit,
5

Atm,, and other

roots having a or d for their vowels, cannot be changed, but are themselves the

inflective stems (Pres. 1. TR yd-\-mi=.ydmi, see 644; ^ ad-\-mi—admi, 2. ad+si

=zatsi, 3. ad-\-ti=.atti ; Du. 3. ad-\-tas=.attas, &c, see 652). With atti compare

Lat. edit.

a. ^fT^ ' to sit ' is similar ; thus ds+e=: dse, ds+ se— dsse, ds + te= dste. The

final of as is dropped before dh, hence PI. 2. "TO3 ddkve, &c.

b. ^ to eat,' before the terminations of the 2nd and 3rd sing. Imperfect,

inserts the vowel ^ a by special rule, see 652 ; and some other roots of this class

require peculiar changes, as follows :

—

318. ^ft*5T daridrd, 'to be poor,' follows 310. Obs., making its stem daridri before

the consonantal terminations not marked with P, and daridr before ati
t
us, atu

(Pres. S. Du. PI. 3. ^ft^rfff, ^ft;%7l^> ^Tjfk; Impf. 1. ^ficjT^; PI. 3. ^«
ftTO; Pot. 3. ^ftf^i?^; Impv. i.^ftjrftl; Du. i.^ficjro; Pi. 3. ^ftjij).

319. ^ffarfr didhi, ' to shine' (Atm.), and ^\ 'to go ' (Atm.), change their final to

y, and not to iy, before the vowel-terminations (compare 312) ; but in the Potential

the final i coalesces with the /of the terminations (Pres. Sing, i.fjhflj ^T j PI. 3.

tfm; Wh Pot. i.s(hfa,&c.)

320. ^1

ŝ

ya6, to speak,' changes its final palatal to a guttural before all the

hard consonantal terminations, in conformity with 176; but not before the soft

(except dh). It is defective in the 3rd pi. Present and Imperative, where its place

must be supplied by "S^at 314, 649. Hence the stems va6 and vak. See 650.

321. ^ wiry, 'to cleanse/ is vriddhied in strong forms, and optionally before

the vowel-terminations having no P. Hence the stems mdrj and mrij. See 651.

322. ^ rud, 'to weep/ besides the usual Guna change before the P terminations,

inserts the vowel 5[ i before all the consonantal terminations except y, and optionally

a or { in the 2nd and 3rd sing. Impf. Hence rodi, rudi, rud. See 653.

a. i^'to sleep/^ and Wj/to breathe/ and ^T^'to eat/ are similar, but
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without Guna. The last conforms to 310. Obs. In the Epic poems, forms like

;grtnfa are found as well as ^fafir, while in the Veda other roots (besides the

above five) insert i (as ^ftfafa, qrfafiT, *?fofiT, T^ftfir, &c.) See Pan. vn. 2, 76. 34.

323. ^ han, 'to kill,' makes its stem ^ ha before t or th (by 57. a); l{ffhn

before anti, an, antu; and *{ ja before f^. The last change is to avoid the

proximity of two aspirates. See 654, and compare 252. b. Obs.

324. *TH vaS, 'to desire,' ' to choose/ suppresses the a, and changes v to u before

the terminations which have no P (see 290. a) ; and ^^us becomes T^msA before

t and th by 300. See 656.

325. ^T (d, 'to praise ' (Atm.), not gunated by 28, inserts the vowel \ i between

the root and the terminations of the 2nd person *T, ^", wt, and l^T: Pres. 1. $?>

2.t^>3-t5(see4O.0bs.); Du.i.|^|; P1.2.$ft«; Impf. 3.S5, &c;

Pot. 1.
t^fa, &c.; Impv. 1. 1^, 2. \fV^ f 3. tjT*; PI. 2. ffW*.

a. Similarly, $5T ff, 'to rule' (Atm. only) : Pres. 1. $T, 2. $%*, 3. $* ty 3°° J

Impf. 3. i&, &c. ; Impv. 3. §VV\, &c.

326. ^TO (fofoA, 'to speak ' (Atm.), drops the penultimate * before all consonantal

terminations, except those beginning with m or v (Pres. 1.^, 2.^+ * =^»
3. ^,&c, see 302. 0,303. a; Impf. 3. WW; Pot. 3. **&*). Katyayana con-

sidersW the original root, whence is formed ^TT; the latter being substituted

for ^T5T in the General tenses.

327. WJ as,
'
to be' (Parasmai only), a very useful auxiliary verb, follows 290. a,

and rejects its initial a, except before the P terminations. The 2nd pers. sing. Pres.

is Wftc for W%. The Impf. has the character of an Aor., and retains the initial

a throughout, and inserts $ ( before the 5 and t of the 2nd and 3rd sing.
;
see 584.

The 2nd sing. Impv. substitutes e for as, and takes the termination dhi. This root

is found in the Atmane-pada, with the prepositions vi and ati, when the Present

is Sing.^firl, -*, -£; Du. -«|, -*ift, -to, -wt, -£, -ri; Pot.«rfinfta,

&c. (Pan. viii. 3, 87). See 584.

328. $TT^ ids, 'to rule,' in Parasmai (but not in Atmane), changes its vowel to

^ i before the consonantal terminations having no P, except that of the 2nd sing.

Impv. Before that and all vowel-terminations, as well as in the strong forms, the

vowel of the root remains unchanged; and, after i, \ becomes ^ by 70. Hence

the stems ^TT^ and ftp? . See 658.

329. ^^, ' to shine,' is Pres. 1.wfa, 2. ^RlftS, 3.^^J Du -' *•W"

^; p]. 3.^smfir(3io.Ob8.); imPf.i.w*TOw, 2. *w^ or ^^(294),

3. ^tortt^; Du. 1. w*ra; pi. 3. **raW Pot
- '• **™*\i Imi)V

*
X "

^IWlftT, 2. WWftl or W3 (304), 3. *™%> D»- *• ™]im
>

2
'

WVm^ i

Pi. 3. ^rarng.

330. ft duh,
'

to milk,' and fof M, ' to lick,' form their stems as explained at

305, 306. They are conjugated at 660, 661.

331. Class 3 (containing about 20 Primitive verbs).—Rule for

forming the stem in the four Special tenses.

Y %
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Reduplicate the initial consonant and vowel of the root, and

gunate the vowel of the radical syllable before the P terminations

only, as in cl. 2.

Obs.—This class resembles the 2nd in interposing no vowel be-

tween the root and terminations. It is the only class that necessarily

rejects the nasal in 3rd pi. Pres. and Impv. Parasmai (see 292), and

takes us for an in 3rd pi. Impf. Parasmai, before which us Guna is

generally required. See 292-294.

332. Thus, from
*J

bhri, 'to bear ' ((p€pw,fero), is formed the Btem of the Present

singular f«R^ bibhnr (1. bibhar+mi=zfa*fn), and the stem of the dual and plural

finjfliMp(Du. i.bibhri+vas=$lV[^; PI. i.bibhri+mus=zf**pR(; Vl.frbibhri

-f-a^=fa*jfTT by 34 and 292). See the table at 583.

ff. Note, that bibharti bears the same relation to bibhrimas that fert does to

ferimus, and vult to volumus.

333. Similarly, from >ft bh(, 'to fear,' come the two stems bibhe and bihlrf; from

? hu, to sacrifice,' the two stems juho and juhi. The former of these roots may

optionally shorten the radical vowel before a consonant, when not gunatcd. See

666, The latter may optionally reject its final before vets and mns, and is the only

root ending in a vowel which takes dhi for hi in the 2nd sing. Impv. See 662.

a. jft, 'to be ashamed,' is like >tf, but changes its final * to %^iy before the

vowel-terminations, in conformity with 123. See 666. a.

334. ^ ri, 'to go,' is the only verb in this class that begins with a vowel.

It substitutes iy for ri in the reduplication, and makes its stems ^^ iyur and

^ iyri (Pres. Sing. Du. PI. 3. ^fff, ^f{% ^fa; Impf. 1. iNl*, 2. I^R,

3. ^t:; Du. 3. inpnrar; Pot. 3. ^pnr^; impv. 1. ^TOfrj).

335. ^T da, 'to give' (oiwfu, do), drops its final before all excepting the P

terminations. Hence the stems dadd and dad. It becomes ^ de before the hi of

the Impv. See 663.

336. VT dhd, ' to place ' (t^/a/), is similar. Hence the stems dadhd and dadh

;

but dadh becomes >fi^ before t, th\ and s ; and dhad before dhve and dhvam by

299. a. b ; and dhe before the hi of the Impv. Sec 664.

337. f[T hd, 'to abandon,' changes its final d to ^ / before the consonantal

terminations not marked with P, and drops the final altogether before the vowel-

terminations, and before y of the Potential. Hence the stems jahd, jahi, jah.

Before hi of the Impv. the stem is optionally jahd, jaM, or juhi. According to

some authorities, SH^" may be shortened into »rftr in Pres., Impf., and Impv.

See 665.

338. *TI md, 'to measure ' (Xtm.), and ^T hd, 'to go ' (Xtm.), make their stems

f^R^ mimi and ftt^t jiM before the consonantal terminations not marked with P.

Before the vowel-terminations their stems are mim undjih (Sing. Du. PI. 3. ftfi-TfT,

f»Rn^, ftr^?T ; Impf. 3. ^f*f^)ff ; Impv. 3. fsnftn*T»T). See *TT at 664. a.

339. If^jan, 'to produce ' (Parasmai-pada), rejects the final nasal (see 57. <?)>
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and lengthens the radical a before t and th and hi, and optionally before y. Before

consonantal terminations beginning with m or v the radical yaw remains, but before

vowel-terminations not marked with P the medial a is dropped, and the nasal

combining with j becomes palatal (compare the declension of rdjan at 148).

Hence the three stems jajan, jajd, and jajh. See 666. b.

340. *W bhas,
'

to eat,'
' to shine/ like jan, rejects the radical a before the

vowel-terminations not marked with P; and bh coalescing with s becomes p by

44 (Pres. S. Du. PI. 3. WfttT, WFTC^, TfrfiT). The same contraction takes

place before terminations beginning with rf, TO, but the final * is then dropped,

and the usual rules of Sandhi applied; thus, "**?+ iWT^TOT* by 298.

341. fif*T'to purify,' fall * to shake/ fa^'to separate' (identified with vij),

and fa^
'
to pervade/ * to penetrate/ gunate the reduplicated syllable before all

the terminations, and forbid the usual Guna of the radical syllable before termina-

tions beginning with vowels, as in the 1st sing. Impf. and the 1st sing. du. pi.

Impv.(Ppc8.i.^ft»f,2.^ft?,3.^^; Du.i.*fcflR[,&c.; Pl.i.*fa?R^,

3.4ftRfiT; Impf. 1. ^fa N̂ , 2.*^,&c.; 11.3.^6T5^,&c; Impv.

i.^finnfir; Du.i.^rw; pi. i.^finmr).

342. Class 7 (containing about 24 Primitive verbs).—Rule for

forming the stem in the four Special tenses.

Insert * na (changeable to U na after ri &c. by 58) between the

vowel and final consonant* of the root before the P terminations,

and 5j n (changeable to T, *T, *, *, or Anusvaraf, accorchng to the

consonant immediately succeeding) before all the other terminations.

Obs—This class resembles the 2nd and 3rd in interposing no vowel

between the final consonant of the root and the terminations.

<i. The insertion of nasals is common in other roots besides those of the 7th class

(cf. 270. d, 281, 487. A), and cf. certain Greek and Latin roots
;

as,M f*****™ 5

ka/3, Xap.0dw>; Oiy, Siyyoivco; scid, scindo; fd,findo; tag, tango; liq, linquo,

&c. See 260.

343. Thus, from f*$ bhid, 'to divide," to break,' is formed the

stem of the Present tense singular fin$ bhinad, and the stem of the

dual and plural ft* bhind, changeable to bhinat and blunt- by 46

(1. bhinad+ mi= f*tft, 3- bhinad + « = ft**; Vu.i. bhind + vas =

'flTOl, 3. bhind + (as= fir^ orf^ (298. c)
;
PL 3-

**«'** + anh =

fowfcr). See the table at 583.

344. Similarly, from *vrudh, 'to hinder,' the two stems

J^
runadh and ^imtt, changeable to ruyat, rmad, and rund (1.

* All the roots in this class end in consonants.

t The change to Anusvara will take place before sibilants and ?. See 6. a.
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runadh + mi= ^5*, 2. runadh + si = ^rfk, 3. rttpflwto 4- ti=^%

;

Du. j. n»wM + to = ssjq) ; see 671. So also, from fta, 'to grind/

the two stems firc* and fin* (Pres. 3. fto^-f fir= ftofa,- Impv. 3.

fty^-f- fa- ftR!?fe or fafi#).

343. Observe—Roots ending in f^t and S d may reject these letters before th, t,

and dhi, when n immediately precedes ; see 298. a. b. c.

3^6. *J»T
' to eat/ g*T ' to join,' f^ ' to distinguish,' conform to 296. Hence,

from bhuj come Mima; and bhunj, changeable to bhunak and bhunk ; see

668. a.

347. TO 'to break/ ,3T^'to anoint/ 1^ 'to moisten/ 3p*J 'to kindle/

ffNl 'to injure/ rT^T or TT^T 'to contract/ fall under this class; but the nasal be-

longing to the root takes the place of the conjugational nasal, and becomes T na

in the strong forms. Hence, from bhanj come the two stems bhanaj and bhanj,

changeable to bhanak and bhank ; from und come unad and und (Pres. 3. unatti,

untas, undantij Impf. 1. aunadam, 2. aunas, 3. aunat ; Du. 3. auntdm, &c.) Sec

669, 668, 673. Similarly, from ^*J, Pres. 1. indhe, 2. irctee, 3. inddhe; PI. 3. irc-

dhate ; Impf. 2. ainddhns, 3. ainddha ; Impv. 1. inadhai, &c.

348. IT?, 'to strike/ 'to kill/ inserts *a instead of *U before all the consonantal P

terminations (Pan. vn. 3, 92), but not before those beginning with vowels. See 674.

GROUP III. CONJUGATION III.

349. Class 5 (containing about 30 Primitive verbs).—Rule for

forming the stem in the four Special tenses.

Add *j nu (changeable to
*J by 58) to the root, which must be

gunated into tft no (changeable to rift) before the P terminations

(290. a) *. Roots ending in consonants add nuv, instead of nu, to the

root before the vowel-terminations. Roots ending in vowels may

drop the u of nu before initial v and m (not marked with P), and

always reject the termination hi of the Imperative. See 293.

350. Thus, from fa#, 'to gather/ are formed the stems tino and <tinu (Pres. 1.

&no+roi=fa*ftfiT, &'no+«=fa fJW«l by 70; Du. 1. &nw+wzs=far}^or fa^^;

PI. 1. $ww-|-wias:=fa^*i^ or fa«*i<^, 3. 6inu+ anti=fa rc( f*tf by 34 ; Impv. 1. tino

-j-«we=fa»nT^T by 36. a t
2. fa^j linu by 291). See the table at 583.

351. Similarly, fr. J du, 'to burn/ come duno, dunu, and dunuv ; fr. W{dp, to

obtain/ come dpno, dpnu, and dpnuv, see 681; fr. cf^ to satisfy/ tripno, tripnu,

and tripnuv, see 618.

* The change of nu to no before the P terminations is represented in Gr. by the

lengthening of t> before certain terminations, as in fyvy-vv-fxi, foiK-vy-pi, but

£ei/y-viJ-/Aev, tieiK-vv-fJia. See 260.
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35J . g hn, 'to hear
'
(sometimes placed under the 1st class), substitutes * M

for the root, and makes its stems srino and srim. See 616.

a. ^'to deceive,' *5SWand ST^'to support,' ^< to stop,' and J^'to
astonish,' reject their nasals in favour of the conjugational «... thus, ifaMm,
skabhnu, &c.

353. Class 8 (containing 10 Primitive verbs).—Rule for forming

the stem in the four Special tenses.

Add 7 u to the root, which must be gunated into ^ o before the

P terminations (see 290. a).

Note—Only ten roots are generally given in this class, and nine of these end

in ^n or H^nj hence the addition of u and will have the same apparent effect

as the addition of nu and no in cl. rj.

354. Thus, from TC^tan, 'to stretch,' are formed the stems tano and tanu (Pres.

I. tano-f mi=ffrftfi=r
5 2. tano+si= rf fft fa by 70 ; Du.i. fcrou+flfl^ippr^or iT^;

PI. 1. tana -fmas= rT*J»^ or TP^J Impv. 1. ^««o+ ««i ="iT rf^Tf^f by 36. a
}
2. rPj

tanu, see 293). Cf. Gr. ravvfu, id.vvp.ev.

a. The root TKJ saw, * to give,' optionally rejects its n, and lengthens the radical

a before the y of the Potential; thus, WETT^sanydm or WTXTR sdydm, &c.

6. When the vowel of a root is capable of Guna, it may optionally take it ; thus

the stem of ^TfT ' to go ' may be either ^J or TO| (1. ^Hlfffa or ^pftfa).

355. One root in this class, ^ kri, ' to do/ ' to make/ is by far

the most common and useful in the language. This root gunates

the radical, vowel ri, as well as the conjugational u, before the P
terminations. Before the other terminations it changes the radical

ri to ur. The rejection of the conjugational u before initial m (not

marked with P) and v, which is allowable in the 5th class, is in this

verb compulsory, and is, moreover, required before initial y. Hence

the three stems karo> kuru, and kur. See 682.

356. Class 9 (containing about 53 Primitive verbs).—Rule for

forming the stem in the four Special tenses.

Add tfr nd to the root before the P terminations ; tf ni before all

the others, except those beginning with vowels, where only ^ n is

added (see 290. a).

Obs.— fTT, «ft, and \ are changeable to m, m% and tft, by 58.

357. Thus, from TJ yu, 'to join,' are formed the three stems yund, yunl, and yun

(Pres. 1. yund+mi=5^*; Du. i.yuni+vas^lft^; PI. 1. yurf+mas^lft-

*% 3. ym+ antiz=T£rfR(. Pres. Atm. 1. yun+ez=Tjfi; Impv. 1. yund+dni=

9TTf»T, 2. yunt+ A»=5«ftf?, &c.)

a. Obs,— Roots ending in consonants substitute ana for their
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conjugational sign in 2nd sing. Impv., and reject the termination hi;

e. g. ^itit ' eat thou/ from ^r ' to eat ? gxn^r ' nourish thou/ from

y*; ^WT 'shake thou/ from ^T, &c. See 696, 698, 694.

358. U 'to go,' 5ft 'to go/ 5?yt 'to go/ 'to choose/ ?ft 'to choose,' 7^ 'to ad-

here/ ut 'to fear/ 'to bear/ TSjt 'to destroy/ ^'to shake/ 5/ to purify' (583), "ej

'to cut' (691), ^j'to go,' TR 'to hurt/ *T 'to sound/ »f 'to grow old/ * 'to split/

•{ 'to lead/ *j/to fill/ ^'to bear/ 'to blame/ f 'to kill/ *f or ^'to choose/ ST

'to injure,' TRT 'to spread,' ^or?|orWor S 'to hurt/ shorten the radical vowel

in forming their stems; thus, from ^'to purify' comer the stems pund, puni, and

pun ; see the table at 583.

a. "aft 'to buy/ jft 'to love,' ^ft 'to cook/ ^ or ^f 'to sound/ ^f 'to hurt/ do

not shorten their vowels. See 689, 690.

359- #f
»

'to take,' becomes *J^, and makes its stems ^J^T, *pgft and JJ"^.

See 699.

«. ;RTT, 'to grow old/ becomes f»f, and makes its stems jind, jlni, and ^tw.

360. *RI, 3F*T, ^? ^P^T? *p*T, and ^TW reject the radical nasal in favour

of the conjugational ; thus, from bandh are formed the three stems badhnd, badhni,

and badhn. See 692, 693, 695.

361. ?T 'to know/ in the same way, rejects its nasal in favour of the conjuga-

tional, and makes its steins jdnd, jdn{, and jdn. See 688.

362. ^^, 'to appear as a spectre,' is said to make its stems khaund, khauni, and

kkaun,

PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE FIRST NINE CLASSES IN

THE SIX GENERAL TENSES.

363. The general rules for the formation of the stem in the Per-

fect, 1st and 2nd Futures, Aorist, Precative, and Conditional, apply

to all verbs of the first nine classes indiscriminately ; see 250, a.

The 10th class alone carries its conjugational characteristic into most

of the General tenses ; for this reason the consideration of its last

tenses falls most conveniently under Causal verbs. See 289. a.

Reduplicated Perfect (Second Preterite).

Terminations repeated from 246.

Parasmai. . Atmane.

a (au) *iva *ima e *ivahe Hmahe

itha or tha athus a *ishe dthe *idhve or Halive

a (au) atus us e ate ire

f ^, however, may optionally shorten it.
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364. Rule for forming the stem in verbs of the first nine classes.

In the first place, with regard to reduplication, if a root begin

with a consonant, double the initial consonant, with its vowel, accord-

ing to the rules given at 252 (but a is reduplicated for a radical a,

a, ri, ri, Iri, and even for radical e, ai, 0, if final; i for i, i, e; u for

«, u, 0) ; e. g.

From V^pat, ' to cook,' papa6 ; fr. ^\\yd6, ' to ask,' yaydt ; fr. f kri,
'
to do/

6akri; fr. *fi{nrit, 'to dance,' nanrit ; fr. IT tri, 'to cross,' tatri ; fr. ^{klrip/ to

be able,' taklrip ; fr. *? me, ' to change,' mame ; fr. ^ gai,
(

to sing,' jayai ; fr. *ft so,

to finish,' sasoj fr. ftfV sidh, 'to accomplish,' Msfo'd^ (70) ; fr. »Tfa/w, 'to live,'

jijtv; fr. ?r3[sei?, 'to serve,' sishev; fr. "5 rfrw, 'to run,' rfwc/rtf; fr. ^;>w, 'to purify,'

pupu; fr. ^JV 6«<M, 'to know,' buhudh ; fr. <*fa? lok, 'to see,' J«/oJfc; fr. ftR smj,

'to smile,' sishmi; fr, WR sthd, 'to stand,' *a.?/Arf.

a. And if it %m we//i a vowel, double the initial vowel; e.g. fr.

^ as, ' to be/ comes a as = ^t^ «s by 31 ; fr.^ dp, ' to obtain/

a dp = dp ; fr. ^xy ish, ' to wish/ i wA = ish (see 31).

£. In the second place, with regard to changes of the radical

vowel, if the root end in a consonant, gunate* the vowel of the

radical syllable, if capable of Guna (see 28), in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

sing. Par. ; but leave the vowel unchanged before all other termina-

tions, both Par. and Atm.

c. If the root end in a simple consonant, preceded by short a,

this a is lengthened optionally in 1st and necessarily in 3rd sing.

;

and before the other terminations it is either left unchanged, or is

liable to become e (see 375. a).

d. If the root end in a vowel, vriddhi the vowel of the radical

syllable in 1st and 3rd sing. Par.f, and gunate it in 2nd sing.

(optionally in 1st sing.) Before all other terminations, Parasmai

and Atmane, the root must revert to its original form, but the

terminations must be affixed according to euphonic rules J

.

365. Thus, fr. '^{budh, cl. 1, comes the stem of the sing. Parasmai WwV^bubodh,

* The gunation of the vowel is indicated by the P of W{, W{, W{, in the

singular terminations. See scheme at 245.

t Vriddhi is indicated by the T?T of T^naP. See scheme at 245.

X Greek affords many examples of verbs which suffer a kind of Guna or Vriddhi

change in the Perfect ; but this change is not confined to the singular, as in

Sanskrit. Compare XeXonra (fr. Xtivo, ekmov), TrtnoiQa (fr. mlQo, eWov),

Terpocpa (fr. rpl<pu), riSeiKa (fr. ti8y)[Ju), &c.

z
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and the stem of the rest of the tense ^f{bubudh (i. bubodh+a=zbubodha, 2. bubodh

+ itha= bubodhitha, 3. bubodh + a= bubodha; Du. 1. bubudh + iva= bubudhiva,

2. bubudh + athus=.bubudhathus, &c. Atm. 1. bubudh + e= bubudhe
t &c.)

Similarly, fr. fatj vid, cl. 2, 'to know/ come the two. stems fa^ vived and

fafaS Mt;id (1. 3. viveda; Du. 1. vividiva; PI. 1. vividima, &c.*)

From ^, 'to cook/ the two stems *nT*f popoV and tTC^popatf (1. papdta or

papada, 3. papdfa, &c.)

366. Again, fr. ^p /ty?',
' to do' (see 684), comes the stem of the 1st and 3rd sing.

Par. ^3fl^ Jakdr (252. b), the stem of the 2nd sing, ^^fakar (which is optionally

the stem of the 1st sing. 'also), and the stem of the rest of the tense^ 6akri

(1. 6akdr-\-a-=.6akdra (or takara), 2. fakar+tha—fakartha, 3. 6akdr-\-a—6akdra ;

Du. 1. fakfi+va—fakriva (369), 2. 6akri-{-athus=.6akrathus by 34. Atm. I. <f«foi

+e= Mre; VI 2. 6akri+dhve=z^^. See 684).

a. Observe-—The roots enumerated at 390. a. reject Guna in the

2nd sing. ; thus, fa^ makes 1. 3. fq^T, but 2. firfafire. So
"J

or ^r

'to cry* makes 1. W%R or *pra", 2. ^faq.

367. We have seen at 364. a. that if a root, ending in a single

consonant, begin with a vowel, this vowel is repeated, and the two

similar vowels blend into one long one by 31. But when an initial

i or u is gunated in the sing. Par., then the reduplicated i becomes

iy before e, and the reduplicated u becomes uv before ; thus, fr.

^ ish
y

' to wish/ come the two stems iyesh and ish (1. 3. ^xfa; Du.

1. ffon; see 637) > an(* fr* &^ukh> ' to move/ uvokh and ukh (1. 3.

T^fa; Du. i.ijftra).

a. The same holds good in the root 5 i, ' to go/ which makes

the reduplicated syllable iy before the Vriddhi and Guna of the sing.

In the remainder of the tense the stem becomes iy (cf. 3J5. e), which

is reduplicated into iy (1. 3. ^TPT, 2. jpiftro or ^5fa; Du. 1. ^ftre).

But when the prep, adhi is prefixed, the Perf. is formed as if from

gd
}
Ktm. only (Sing. Du. PI. 3. adhijage, -jaydte, -jagire).

b. And if a root begin with ^ a> and end in a double consonant,

or begin with ^ ri and end in a single consonant, the reduplicated

syllable is ^ST^ an ; thus, fr.
isr§ art,

c

to worship/ comes the stem

W^\^dnar6 (1.3. ^T^T#) ; fr. ^V ridh,
l

to flourish/ comes ^rR\* dnardh

(1. 3. WTV; Du. 1. OTjftn, &c)

* One Greek root agrees very remarkably with the Sanskrit in restricting Guna

to the singular, viz. Fti («*&«), 'to know* (=Sk. vid above); thus, otia, otaQa,

o^Sc ; iarov, iorov ; fcr/xev, /ore, «ra(7/. Rt. rid has a contracted Perf. used for

the Present, which agrees exactly with oiia; thus, veda, vettha, &c. See 308. a,
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c. «5TAtm. 'to pervade/ although ending in a si„9k consonant St, follows the
last rule (i. 3. ^TnT^?).

K

368. Obs.-In the Perfect the 1st and 3rd sing. Par. and A'tm.
have the same termination, and are generally identical in form; but
when Vriddhi of a final vowel is required in both, then there is

optionally Guna in the first; and when a medial a is lengthened,
this a may optionally remain unchanged in the first ; thus <j ' to do*
may be in 1st sing, either wc or ^r, and ire < to cook' may be
xmi or vm in 1 st sing. ; but in 3rd sing, they can only make
^oRX: and W*T.

369. By referring back to the scheme at 363, 246, it will be seen

that all the terminations of this tense (except optionally the 2nd sing.

Par.) begin with vowels. Those which begin with i are all (except

the 3rd pi. A'tm.) distinguished by the mark *, because eight roots

only in the language (viz. ^i ' to dot/ y * to bear,' 13
< to go/ *j

' to

surround/ ^ ' to hear/ ^ < to praise/ ^ ' to run/ 3 sru, ' to flow')

necessarily reject the i from these terminations.

Some roots, however, optionally reject i from these terminations, see SpT 371.

Rejection of i from itha (2nd sing, Perfect, Parasmai).

370. The above eight roots (except ^ vri when it means * to cover/

and except ^1 kri, ' to do/ when compounded with the prep, sam f)

also reject i from the 2nd sing. Parasmai.

a. Moreover, the 2nd sing. Parasmai is formed with tha instead of

itha after roots ending in ^ ri (except after the root ^ ri itself, and

^ vri and nxy jdgri, which only allow itha ; thus, dritha, vavaritha
y

jdgaritha ; and except ^ at b)
;

b. and optionally with tha or itha after the root ^ svri, * to sound'

(sasvartha or sasvaritha)

;

c. and optionally with tha or itha after roots ending in ^T a, % e

(except ^ vye, which allows only itha), and after roots in £ ai
y ^ft o,

^i
y $ i> 7M, and the root ^*to shake' (except those indicated at 392,

as necessarily inserting i in the Futures &c. ; c. g. fa, which makes

H&rayitha only, and so also most roots in gs v)
;

d. and optionally with tha or itha after those roots enumerated at

t But
^f

' to do,' if ^ is inserted after a preposition, as in H^», does not reject i
y

and follows 374. A: y thus, 2. fl^^fr*!.

z 2
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400-414, which have a medial a, and which reject i either necessarily

or optionally from the Futures &c. (e.g. $nF, sekitha or fafaktha;

^*T, (akshamitha or Sakshantha, &c.) ; but not ^ and ttc^, which

can only make dditha, jaghasitha

;

e. and optionally with tha or itha after most of the roots enume-

rated at 415, as optionally inserting i in the Futures &c.

:

/. but all other roots, which necessarily take i, and even most of

those (having no medial a) at 400-414 which necessarily reject i in

the Futures &c., must take itha only in the 2nd sing, of the Perfect

;

thus 5? is ritenfa tottdsi in the 2nd sing. 1st Future, but TJlftf^r tuto-

ditha in the 2nd sing. Perfect (Du. 1. tutudiva). Some few of these,

however, are allowed the alternative of tha, as JJ^'to create ' makes

TOff^r or *m ; 7p* * to see,
5

^fffa or ^5? ; both these roots requiring

the radical ri to be changed to t ra, instead of gunated, when tha

is used.

(j. WH[ 'to dip' and ^ * to perish,' which belong to 370. d, insert

a nasal when tha is used ; thus, rofssra or *T*f«R, ^%*T or ^Rtf.

h. yi/to be satisfied' and ipj/to be proud,' which belong to

370. e, either gunate the radical ri or change it to t ra when tha

is used (ffiT§ or K^^f or TTWf^).

Obs.—When tha is affixed to roots ending in consonants, the

rules of Sandhi (296-306) must be applied.

Optional rejection of i, in certain cases, from the dual and remaining

terminations (of the Perfect, Parasmai and Atmane, marked with *).

371. The roots enumerated at 415, as optionally rejecting or in-

serting i in the Futures &c, may optionally reject it also from the

dual and remaining terminations of the Perfect marked with * in

the table at 363 ; thus "SJ^ makes ^J5[f*W or ^TspfT, HUJ& or ^jftnr,

^Gjfap^ or *T3|W3 J
but the forms with the inserted i are the most

usual, and all other roots, even those which necessarily reject i from

the Futures &c. (except the eight enumerated at 369), must take i in

the dual and remaining terminations of the Perfect marked with *.

Observe—The i is never rejected from the 3rd pi. Atmane, except

in the Veda.

Substitution of ^ for &? (znd pL Perfect, Atmane),

372. \ dhve is used instead of «C dhve by the eight roots at ^6^
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also in certain cases by the roots mentioned at 371. The usual rules

of Sandhi must then be observed, as in ^^ from cPS.

«. jj for 5** may be optionally used by other roots when a semi-

vowel or h immediately precedes, as ^cjfird or -fa| from <£,W^
or -frr^ from sft.

Anomalies in forming the stem of the Perfect.

373. Roots ending in ^T a (as ^T da, 'to give ;' VT dhd, 'to place ;'
*TT yd, 'to go

;'

W\ sthd, ' to stand ') drop the a before all the terminations except the tha of the

2nd sing., and substituteW au for the terminations of the 1st and 3rd sing. Parasmai.

Hence, from ^T da comes the stem^ dad(i. 3. ^, 2. ffiv or cftTC ; Du. 1 . ^f^.
Atm. 1. 3. ^, 2. ^f^, &c. See 663).

a. ^ftjT *to be poor* makes 1. 3. ^fcjt; Du. 3. ^frj^; PI. 3. ^ftg^;
or more properly takes the periphrastic form of Perfect. See 385.

b.
,

5?TT ' to grow old ' has a reduplicated stem fa^H (1.3. f*n*fT, 2. fa-rlim or

nfnq^ ; Du. 1. f»ibqq). Similarly, an uncommon root i*ft Atm. '
to instruct

'

makes 1.3. fa^T.

c. f»T 'to throw,' *ft 'to destroy,' 'to perish,' must be treated in the sing, as if

they ended in a; and rft cl. 9, 'to obtain,' may optionally be so treated; thus,

Sing. 1. TOf, 2. TOTO or *rfiTO, 3. mi; Du. 1. fafiare. But eft is 1. <*c^ or

focJTO, 2. HcSTO or cSfic^T or fo^J or f&TtfTN ', Du. 1. fcSf^T?.

d. Most roots ending in the diphthongs U e (except 3T, ^", ^T, *T, &c, see <?./),

£ «i, ^ft 0, follow 373, and form their Perfect as if they ended in a ; thus, 5f cl. 1,

' to drink,' 1st and 3rd sing. ^, 2. ^fa^Tor ^VTO, Du. i.<*ftR; *tcl. 1, 'to sing,'

1. 3. "SHU, 2. Iffn^ or smre; f cl. I, 'to fade,' 1. 3. *?f!; $ft cl. 4, 'to sharpen/

e. But 3f 'to call' forms its stem as if from ?, see 593 (1.3. *J**ra, &c.)

/. q Atm. 'to pity,' 'to protect/ makes its stem digi (t. 3. f^rif, 2. f^frlTT, &c.)

g. ^l'to cover' makes vivydy, vivyay, and t?iw/ (1.3. fa^jTI, 2. fa^ft^?; Du. 1.

f^qfq^ or fafare, &c.)

h. y ' to weave ' forms its stems as if from vd or vav or w^ (1. 3. «Rr or "3RTO,

2. "^f^r or ^RTO or "^^f^; Du. 1. ^f^f or *3rfa^ or ^rfiR, &c. Atm, 1. 3.^
or "3^ or "3TC>, &c.)

i. ^ Atm. 'to be fat' makes regularly TO, Vfati, &c; but the root *W{,

meaning the same, and often identified with ^, makes fTO, faf10!1*, &c.

374. If a root end in ^ i or ^ /, this vowel does not blend with the initial i of

the terminations in du. pi. Parasmai, sing. du. pi. Atmane, but is changed to y, in

opposition to 31; thus, from fa A", cl. 5, 'to collect,' come the stems ti6ai, tide,

and ti6i% changeable to 66dy, tiday, and divy (1. 3. My a, 2. didayitha or didetha ;

Du. 1. fafan didyiva, 2. didyathus by 34. Atm. 1. 3. 6i6ye. See the table at 583).

Obs.—fa may also substitute fa^FTO for fa^ and fa^T for fa^aj.
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a. Similarly, *ftn£ 'to lead ' (i. 3. nindyaj Du. 1. ninyiva. A'tm. 1. ninye, &c.)

;

and 75^ l((Du. 1. lilyiva; A'tra. 1. ftVye).

6. flT;f,
*
to conquer/ makes its stem ftrfn, as if from gi (1. 3. falTO; Du. 1.

fwfaH, &c. See 590).

c. f? hi, 'to go/ * to send/ makes ftffa, as if from ghi (1. 3. finTTO).

d. $ Atm. 'to sink/ 'to decay/ makes its stem f^fal throughout ; thus, 1. 3.

f^fft, 2. f^ftftf^, &c.

e. But roots ending in \i or $ /, and having a double initial consonant, change

t or /to l^iy before all terminations, except those of the sing. Parasmai; hence,

from ftfcl. 1/to resort to/ come the three stems iiirai, s'isre, and iUriy (1. 3.

f^nrnr, 2. f^psrfaro ; Du. 1 . f^rforftrc, &c.) So sft ci, 9, ' to buy ' (1
.
3. faarro,

2. fasfiftnr or f*iwi; Du. I. "NftlifiF*, &c. See 689).

/. fa &i, 'to swell/ like 3T at 373. e, forms its stem as if from ^, but only op-

tionally ; thus, 1. 3. fifTWl or ^RIT^, 2. f^PB^ or fifTOftTO or ^nffal or Splfa^f.

g. And all roots ending in "3" u or "& u change u or u to 3T^m> before the termina-

tions of the du. and pi. Tarasmai and the whole Atmane (except of course
*3J, ^

5, ^» in the persons marked with * at 246; and except *j/to be/ see i. below)

;

thus, fr. ^dhu, to shake/ come the stems dudhau, dudho, and dudhuv (1.3. J^TT^j

2. gvfaq or gvfa ; Du. 1. §^f^. Atm. 1. 3. g^). Similarly, ^ m, Atm. ' to

sound/ makes 1. 3. "3w, 2. "^fatf.

A. But^makes 1. 3. SpfT^, 2.Tn5["ta; Du. i.JjPJ?) 2 - ^H^Pl' Atm. 1.3.

TjTO%; and similarly,
^J, "J, and ^ srw.

». *£ to be ' is anomalous, and makes its stem ^T^ throughout ; see 585, 586.

So H ' to bring forth* makes in the Veda *HJ5-

j. vR^ ' to cover ' (although properly requiring the periphrastic form of Perfect,

see 385) is reduplicated into '^RH'J- In the 2nd sing, it may reject Guna;

thus, H^fTO or swj^fa^, 3rd sing. W^TO; Du. 1. "3w|*jftr^, 3. sxjj^g^;

k. Roots ending in ^ p, preceded by a double consonant, and most roots in long

"^ ri, instead of retaining this vowel and changing it to r by 364. d, gunate it into

ar in the 2nd sing., and throughout the whole tense, except the 1st and 3rd sing.

(and even in the 1st there may be optionally Guna by 368); e.g. *R smri, 'to re-

member/ 1. sasmdra or sasmara, 2. samartha, 3. sasmdra ; Du. 1. sasmarioa, &c.

Atm. 1.3. sasmare.

I. But >| dhri, 'to hold/ not being preceded by a double consonant, makes regu-

larly 1. Sing. Du. PI. 5VTT, tfm, ^IPT.

m. *[
' to fill/ 3T ' to injure/ and <[ to rend,' may optionally retain ri, changeable

to r ; thus, Du. *Hlft^ or qfta.

n. ^f fi, 'to go/ takes Vriddhi, and makes its stem Wl^dr throughout; thus,

1. 3. wr,»2. TOTftf ; Du. 1. ^nftw.

0. 1 Atm. 'to die/ although properly Atmane, is Parasmii in Perfect; thus,

1. 3. *TOTC, 2. WW.
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,

**?' fo EWake,? Which pr°perly takes the Periphrastic form of Perfect
(UTOWTC, see 385), may also take the reduplicated form, and may optionally
drop the reduplicated syllable; thus, 1. 3. ^PUT or iTPTR, 2. iprmfhr or
Wrft^T (370. a).

q.
*

'to swallow' may optionally change Tto oj; thus, HUT* or IRTc*.
r. T^to pass' follows 375- «, as if it were iT^; thus, 1. 3. TTHTT, 2. dfa;

Du. 1. irft^.

*. ^ ' to grow old' optionally follows 375. « (3. ipnT, 2. ^fa or ^ft^l;
Du. 3. snjTjJ^ or ihcp;).

375. We have already seen, at 364, that roots beginning with any consonant
and ending with a single consonant, and enclosing short *T a, lengthen this vowel
in the 3rd sing, and optionally in the 1st; as, fr. V^pat, 'to cook,' VWRpapddj
fr. tyaf, 'to quit/ tatydj (1. 3. tatydja, 2. tatyajitha or tatyaktha ; Du. 1. tatya-

jiva, Sec.)

a. Moreover, before itha and in du. and pi. Parasmai, and all persons of the

Atmane, if the initial as well as the final consonant of the root be single, and if

the root does not begin with ^ 0, and does not require a substituted consonant in

the reduplication, the reduplication is suppressed, and, to compensate for this, the

^T a is changed to ^ e *
; thus, from pad come the stemsW^ papdd, papad, and

V^ped (l.papdda orpapada, 2.peditha or papaktha by 296, j.papdca; Du. i.peciva.

Atm. 1. %.pe6e9 &c.) Similarly, from <3* labh, cl. 1, Atm. 'to obtain' (cf. Aa/A-

/3dvu, eXafiov), the stem $Vf lebh throughout (lebhe, lebhishe, lebhe, lebhivahe, &c.)

So "«T^ nali, to bind,' makes 1. nandha or nanaha, 2. nehitha or nanaddha by 305,

3. nandha; Du. 1. nehiva, &c. Atm. nehe, &c.

Similarly, rf^ nas, to perish,' 1. nanafa or nanafa, 2. nefitha or nananshtha

(«
!Rl), 3. nandfa, &c. : see 620, 370. ^.

£. Roots that require a substituted consonant in the reduplication are excepted

from 375. a (but not WS^bhaj and TRc$ phal, see #. below) ; thus, *&B ' to speak

'

makes 1. 3. WIJ Du. 1. "^THftre.

c. ^'to speak,' ^ 'to say,' ^'to sow,' ^3T 'to wish,' ^'to dwell,' ^Tf

to carry/ beginning with v, are also excepted. These require that the redupli-

cated syllable be Tm, or the corresponding vowel of the semivowel, and also change

va of the root to T u before every termination, except those of the sing. Parasmai,

the two m's blending into one long ^1 u; thus, fr. "Q^vad, 'to speak/ come the

two stems "Sm^uvdd and >PW ud (i.uvdda or uvada, 2. ucaditha or uvaktha, 3. uvdda;

Du. 3. udatus; PI. 3. udus).

Obs.—This change of a semivowel to its corresponding vowel is called Sampra-

s&rana by native grammarians (Pan. 1. 1, 45).

d. ^ vah, ' to carry/ changes the radical vowel to ^m before tha (see 305. a),

optionally substituted for itha (1. 3. W?, 2. "^f^T or T^?). Compare 424.

Obs.—^TH vam, 'to vomit/ is excepted from 375. c (thus, 3. wvdma, vavamatus,

* Bopp deduces forms like pediva, from papadiva, by supposing that the second

P is suppressed, the two a's combined into d, and d weakened into e.
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vavamus, Fan. vi. 4, 126); it may also, according to Vopadeva, follow 375. a (3. w .

vdma, vematus, vemus).

e. T&{yaj, 'to sacrifice/ is excepted from 375. ff, and follows the analogy of

315- c (1. 3- iyoja; Du. 3. (jatusj PL 3. #iw) : the 2nd sing, is ^fftnior ^T?by

297; Atmane 1. 3. f^, 2. ^W, see 597. Yej is allowed optionally in the weak

forms, and optionally in 2nd sing., especially in the Veda.

/. ^ 'to injure' and ^ Atm. 'to give' are excepted from 375. a ($T$TT?T,

g. tfr^'to honour,' ^T^'to loosen,' eR/to be ashamed/ *ffe$ ' to bear fruit,'

necessarily conform to 375. a, although properly excepted (thus, HT»nJ, HHT^,

&c.) The following conform to 375. a. optionally ; TfiUT 'to go,' ^"^'to sound,'

(according to some) H«^ 'to sound,' tf^'to wander/ "^H 'to vomit,' and (accord-

ing to some) *cT»T and FW 'to sound/ <^ 'to tremble ' (thus, ^Ififtj^ or Tfiftw,

TTOiftrre or Tfiftj^, &c.)

h. The following also conform optionally to 375.0: 5F^I 'to tie/ ^^'to
loosen,' <J**? 'to deceive/ and, when they do so, drop their nasals (thus, "STJffr?^

or l^ftre, *T?TWjq; or d^ft).

i. The following, although their radical vowel is long, also conform optionally

to 375. a : TJ1{, tfT*^ Atm., W3T, and $fT3T, all meaning ' to shine ' (TOftR or

Vsnr, &c.)

j. TTV, when it signifies 'to injure/ necessarily conforms to 375. a (2. ifv^;

Du. 1. tfor, 3. T^; PI. 3.\*p[).

k. IT ' to pass ' follows 375. a, and »T ' to grow old ' may do so. Sec 374. r. s.

376. Tp^gam, 'to go,' ^^ja?i, 'to be born,' W^khan, 'to dig/ and '^han,

'to kill' (which last forms its Perfect as if from ^If^ghan), drop the medial a

before all the terminations, except those of the sing. Par. (cf. the declension of

rdjan at 148). Hence, gam makes in sing. du. pi. 3. jagdma, jagmatus, jagmus;

jan makes jajdna, jajhatus, jajnus; khan makes 6akhina, dakhnatus, fakhnusj and

han makes 1. 3. jaghdna, jaghnatus, jaghnus, 2.jaghanitha or jaghantha.

377. "m^yfius, to eat,' is analogous, making jaghisa, jakshatus, jakshis ; Du. 1.

jakshiva. See 44 and 70. And in the Veda some other roots follow this analogy

;

thus,V^ to fall' (TjfTH&c); 7Tr[ * to stretch' (irf^&c); H^'toeat'C^fara&c.)

378. TO^'to adhere/ *5T5['to embrace,' and ^ST 'to bite/ can optionally drop

their nasals in du. pi. Parasmai and all the Atmane; thus, ^^frR or *<flf%H,

W^ or ^r^^.

379. TV 'to perish' and W^Atra. 'to yawn' may insert a nasal before vowel-

terminations (TW, T^fanT or UU ; Du. i . ttf^ or t&*, see 37 1 : 1.3. *nw) •

380. ![»f 'to clean' makes its stem HTT1? in sing. Parasmai, and may do so be-

fore the remaining terminations (1. 3.«wi*i, 2. *t*iif»H or *THT^; Du. 1. *WTf»fa

or i*if*n or Wffi, see 651).

381. Vfaprath, 'to ask/ makes its stem TTO^* (becoming Vtfi^ before a vowel

* This rests on Siddhanta-kaum. 134, Some grammarians make the stem m

du. and pi. &c. ^Tp5«
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by 51) throughout; see 631. *yS{ bhrojj, cl. 6, 'to fry,' makes either W& or

WtR throughout. See 632.

a. ^"^ 'to go' gunates the radical vowel throughout; thus, 1. 3. ^T»J%,

2. *IRf%*i; Du. 1. Wffsfa.

382. W(svapt
' to sleep,' makes its bases ^T^and Ijg^. See 655.

a. fir^ortft^'to s})it' may substitute 7^ t for ^t in the reduplication; thus,

1.3. fzi? or firar^, fzrfa or f?refa.

383. ^v'to pierce,' 3T9 ' to encompass,' 'to deceive,' *p& Atm. ' to be pained/

make their reduplicated syllable vij and the first two roots change vya to vi before

all the terminations, except the sing. Parasmai; thus, from vyadh comes sing,

du. pi. 3. f^TV, ffftwp^, ftrf^m; Atm. ttW, &c: from t>y fl <«, ftpajFI,

fafa^P(, fafa*}^: from vyath, fa^T, fwmffr, faajfalT. See 615 and 629.

a. IJfT cl. 1. Atm., ' to shine,' makes its reduplicated syllable di (1. 3. didyute).

384. *J? </rtfA, cl. 9,
' to take,' makes its stem »THT^ and Wjj (S. Du. PI. 3.

*W?, "5| JK4^, ^If^)- But sing. 2. SR^. See 699.

a. JVS * to conceal' lengthens its radical vowel instead of gunating it in the sing.

Parasmai, ^^, ^7
[f^> &c -

b. W ah, 'to say' (only used in Perf.), is defective in sing. du. pi. 1. and pi. 2,

and forms 2nd sing, from ^ (2. Wr*I, 3. W%; Du. ?. *TC^p[, 3. *n£?J^5

Pi. 3. *T^)-

c. pT
' to say ' has no Perfect of its own, hut substitutes either that of ^(375- <0

or the above forms from ^T?. Again,^ 'to eat' has a Perfect of its own, but

may substitute that of ^ 377. Similarly, ^'to drive' (ago) may substitute

that of ^\
Periphrastic Perfect.

385. Roots which begin with a vowel, long by nature or position

(except the vowel <3TT, as in win ' to obtain,
9

364. a, and in OT^ * to

stretch ;' and roots having an initial ^ before two consonants, 367. b),

and all roots of more than one syllable {except 3H§ ' to cover,' 374. j;

and except optionally ITPJ
' to awake? 574. p, and ^kfl ' to be poor?

373. a), form their Perfects by adding w\dm to the root or stem

(which generally gunates its last vowel if ending in i, u, ft, short or

long), and affixing the Perfect of one of the auxiliary verbs, ^ as,

* to be / £ bid, ' to be ;' f hi, ' to do/

a. This dm may be regarded as the ace. case of a feminine abstract

noun formed from the verbal stem. With WC it becomes Wt^R

or *ta*TC by 59. Thus, fsr, 'to rule/ makes 1st and 3rd sing.

falTO or ^niPKT or fciTTOT; the last might be translated 'he

made ruling/ and in the former cases the ace. may be taken ad-

verbially. So also, *m^> 'to shine/ makes ^TRT^TT <hc made

shining/

a a
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Obs.—The stem with dm may sometimes be separated from the auxiliary verb

;

e.g. i TJTiniT JTOTH ^TH *
first he caused him to fall' (Raghu-v. ix. 61), and

Utf^nri *ft fT^i ^FTC (Raghu-v. xm. 36).

b. When the Xtmane inflexion has to be employed,
^f

only is

used; thus, $3 Kim., 'to praise/ makes 1st and 3rd sing. §Zttk

' he made praising or praised/

c. Roots of cl. 10 also form their Perfect in this way, the syllable

dm blending with the final a of the stem ; thus, from ^ 6ur, cl. 10,

* to steal/ Soraydmdsa, ' I have or he has stolen/

d. Also all Derivative verbs, such as Causals, Desideratives, and

Frequentatives. See 490, 504, 513, 516,

e. Also the roots ^\ay, to go;' ^T day, A'tm. 'to pity;' ^TT^a*, Atm/to

sit;' cRT^&as, 'to cough,' 'to shine' (^iTHT^'a &c); see Pan. in. 1, 37. 35.

And optionally the roots *ft bhi, cl. 3, ' to fear ' (fa^TO or (Vm<u^<*iT) J
jft hr{,

cl. 3, ' to he ashamed ' (f^TO or ftffUNcnnJ ; *J
bkri, cl. 3, ' to bear ' (^*TC or

faW^cfiTt)
; f ha, cl. 3,

* to sacrifice ' (*pTR or ^^bUiK) ; fk^ vid, cl. 2,
' to

know ' (fa^ or fa^RiTT) ; TR vsh, cl. i, ' to burn ' ("^fa or ^ftMT^'<*TT).

/. The roots ^JH Atin., *T^, ^, ftftiJ, Tptf, ^, whose peculiarity of conjuga-

tional form is explained at 271, and ^j[(^Atm. 'to blame/ may optionally employ a

Periphrastic Perfect, not derived from the root, but from the conjugational stem

;

thus, *ra?^ or Sfimxnsra, *J*fti? or ntamraRRTC, 5^5 or ^MI^W^K , faf^S or

f«l«AmW<*H, xrxrjr or WHITER (according to Vopa-deva TTOT^n^rai), ^ or

XRT^ni^TT, ^TrS or ^7ffarcgifi.

y. Observe—Steins ending in i, u, or ri, short or long, are generally gunated

before dm; but ^faft ' to shine' and Vft\ 'to go' make cftWRflR, ^n^3», &c.

386 First and Second Future.

Terminations of First Future repeated from 246.

Pararmai. Atmane.

tdsmi tdsvas tdsmas

tdsi tdsthas tdstha

td tdrau tdras

tdhe tdsvahe tdsmake

tdse tdsdthe tddhve

td tdrau tdras

Terminations of Second Future repeated from 246.

sydmi sydvas sydmas sye sydvahe sydmahe

syasi syathas syatha syase syethe syadhve

syati syatas syanti syate syete syante

Obs.—The First Future results from the union of the Nom. case of the noun

of agency (formed with the suffix ^ tj-i, see 83) with the Present tense of the verb

^ as, 'to be -,

y

thus, taking^ ddtri, 'a giver' (declined at 127), and combining
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its Norn, case with 'STfer ami and | he, we have ddtdsmi and diitdhe,
'
I am a giver,'

identical with the ist pers. sing. Par. and A'tm. of the ist Fut., 'I will give.' So
also ddtdsi and ddtdse, ' thou art a giver,' or ' thou wilt give.' In the ist and 2nd

persons du. and pi. the sing, of the noun is joined with the du. and pi. of the

auxiliary. In the 3rd pers. the auxiliary is omitted, and the 3rd sing. du. and pi.

of the ist Fut. in both voices is then identical with the Norn, case sing. du. and

pi. of the noun of agency; thus, ddtd, 'a giver,' or ' he will give ;'
ddtdrau, 'two

givers,' or 'they two will give,' &c. *

Hence this tense is sometimes called the Periphrastic Future.

387. The terminations of the Second Future appear also to he derived from the

verb ^^ joined, as in forming the Passive and 4th class, with the y of root "^T
'

to

go,' just as in English we often express the Future tense by the phrase '

I am going.'

388. Rule for forming the stem in verbs of the first nine classes.

Gunate the vowel of the root (except as debarred at 28, and

except in certain roots of cl. 6, noted at 390, 390. a) throughout

all the persons of both First and Second Future ; and in all roots

ending in consonants (except those enumerated at 400-414), and in

a few ending in vowels (enumerated at 392), insert the vowel ^ i

between the root so gunated, and the terminations.

389. Thus, from f*T ji, cl. 1, 'to conquer,' comes the stem ^ jc (ist Fut. je-\-

tdsmi^z^lTifw, &c. ; A'tm. jc-\-tdh(j= r(W[^. 2nd Yut.je+sydmizzWmw, &c.

;

Atm. je-\-sye ='3T'GT, by 70). Similarly, from
^J

sni, cl. 5, 'to hear,' comes .the stem

yjftsro (ist Fut. sro+ tdmi=y(tK}f&, &c.; 2nd Fut. 6ro+sydmi=z'^mf^, &c.)

a. So also, from «TV badh, cl. i,
* to know,' comes the stem ^ftl bodhi (ist Fut.

bodhi+tdmi=zn\fVTRfa 9 &c. ; Atm. bodki+tdh(>='$tfvni%. 2nd Fut. bodhi+

sydmi=z^ftfvWlfa, &c. ; Atm. bodhi-\-syr=.%fWi).

390. The roots ending in ?m and "31 u of cl. 6, forbidding Guna, are ^ or W to

call out,' *T or JT 'to void excrement/ 1} or Y^ to be firm,' ^ or tj^ to praise,' >£' to

shake.' These generally change their final u to uv ; thus, "^RHT^ &c. from "^T,

but fin| &c. from cf ; nfarTlftR Sec. from *T, but JJtTTfaf &c. from
*J.

a. The roots ending in consonants of cl. 6, not gunated, are f^ to contract,'

^»T 'to sound,' "$<£ 'to make crooked,' ^ 'to resist,' ^S or "WZ 'to cut,' 5^ to

quarrel,' ^T ' to break,'^ 'to embrace,' *JT or %J or $3 ' to pound,' V$Z '.to burst

in pieces,' <^[ 'to roll,' ff 'to play,' TKS or ^ 'to be immersed,' *JS, ^f , ^Jy

^T, J?, "J?, ^3, *JS, ^T, PfS, all meaning 'to cover,'^ 'to guard,' ^? 'to

hinder,' »J?
' to bind,' rj$ '

to strike,' $3
'

to emit,' <§? ' to adhere,'p '
to collect,'

fH'to throw,' n^ A'tm. 'to make effort,' ^ 'to cut/^ or F$c3 'to vibrate/

q\
'
to be firm/

'

to go/ f3
' to eat/—nearly all uncommon as verbs. To these

must be added f%*T cl. 7, ' to tremble/

* The future signification inherent in the noun of agency data, seems implied

in Latin by the relation of dator to daturus.

A a 2
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b. H&8 ' to cover* may either gunate its final or change it to uv ( <Ni fa cti (Vf or

^f^rnftff, ^rcijft*nfar or ^nSfVaiTfa).

c. ^tvt Atm. 'to shine,' %^ Atm. 'to go,' drop their finals before the inserted i

(^ftfiTT? &c.) Similarly, ^fiCJT ' to be poor ' (^ftfjrTTftn &c.
,
^ftfj^HTfa &c.)

d. Roots in £ e, ^ ai, ^ft o, change their finals to d ; thus, ^ * to call ' (STTrnftff,

5^TTfk).

e. ffl 'to throw,' *ft 'to perish,' and ^ Atm. 'to decay,* must change, and <c*fi

' to obtain* may optionally change their finals to a (Rfi!Tft*T, *TOnf*T, &c. ; ^TITTf

,

&c. ; cSrtlfW or c^TinftR, &c. ; ^nnfa or <5TOTft, &c.) Compare 373. c.

/. Roots containing the vowel ri, as *J^'to creep,' JJJH to handle,' FJ^ 'to

touch,' ^J^'to draw,' are generally gunated, but may 0})tionally change the vowel

ri to C raj thus, fSt^R or HTnftR &c, Wtflfa or H^Tfa &c.

g. Reversing this principle, *JtjT ' to fry ' may make either HFTftR or *?ETftiR &c,

^f^rrftr or H^fa.&c.

h. The alternative is not allowed when i is inserted ; thus, 1TO 'to be satisfied'

makes TTTttftR or <STTTftR, but only ITfihttftR. Similarly, ^\' to be proud.'

f

.

?J3T to let go,' ' to create,' and 7J3T ' to see,' necessarily change ri to ra ; thus,

H^TftfT, TOTtfa, &c; TJSTftR, "J^lTfa, &c.

,;. *J»T *to rub,' 'to clean,' takes Vriddhi instead of Guna (Trf^inftR or HrtlftR).

k. H^'to be immersed,' and «T3T 'to perish* when it rejects 1, insert a nasal;

thus, »f^TftR, jfenfa, &c. ; ^TElfe?, ?fenfa, &c. ; but ^f^nTTftR &c, ^fSPiTTfa &c.

/. ^W Atm., IJ^, ^, fira, TO, ^, ^, at 38,15./, may optionally carry

their peculiar conjugational form into the Futures (cRfifiTT^ or ^JITftHT^, jfonfar

or iftftfTTTftFT or rfanftTcTTfa, ftfen% or firaiftnnftR, *f§m| or ^(ftfa-

rn|, &c.)

m. ^ 'to conceal * lengthens its vowel when i is inserted. See 415. w.

n. vit^'to be,' IJ^and ^TCIF 'to speak,* have no Futures of their own, and sub-

stitute those of ^, ^T^, and W\ respectively ; TO 'to eat' may optionally substitute

the Futures of *T^, and ^HT ' to drive ' of ^ft (^TfsfiTTftR or ^ITTftR &c.) Cf. 384. c.

0. The rules at 296-306 must, of course, be applied to the two Futures; thus,

Hf ' to tie* makes ^WTTfa &c. See 306. b.

Observe—The above rules apply generally to the Aorist, Precative (Atmanc),

and Conditional, as well as to the two Futures.

RULES FOR INSERTION OR REJECTION OF \ i IN THE LAST

FIVE TENSES AND DESIDERATIVE.

391. These rules do not apply to form II of the Aorist at 435, nor

to the Parasmai of the Precative at 442, which can never insert i.

a. The insertion of the vowel i (called an dgama or * augment,'

and technically styled it) before the terminations of the General

tenses constitutes one of the most important and intricate subjects
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of Sanskrit Grammar. The manifest object of this inserted i—which
can never be gunated or vriddhied, but may occasionally be lengthened

into i—is to take the place of the conjugational vowel, and prevent

the coalition of consonants. Hence it is evident that roots ending

in vowels do not properly require the inserted i. Nevertheless, even

these roots often insert it ; and if it were always inserted after roots

ending in consonants, there would be no difficulty in forming the

last five tenses of the Sanskrit verb.

Unfortunately, however, its insertion is forbidden in about one

hundred roots ending in consonants, and the combination of the

final radical consonant with the initial / and s of the terminations will

require a knowledge of the rules already laid down at 296-306.

Wc now proceed to enumerate, 1st, with regard to roots ending

in vowels; 2ndly,with regard to roots ending in consonants : A. those

inserting i; B. those rejecting i; C. those optionally inserting or

rejecting i. As, however, it is more important to direct attention

to those roots (whether ending in vowels or consonants) which reject

i, the paragraphs under B. will be printed in large type.

Obs.—In the following lists of roots the 3rd sing, will sometimes be given

between brackets, and the roots will be arranged generally in the order of their

final vowels and consonants.

Note that if the 1st Future reject ^ i, it is generally rejected in form I of Aorist,

in Atmane-pada of Precative, in Conditional, Infinitive, Past Passive Participle,

Indeclinable Past Participle, Future Participle formed with the suffix tavya, and

noun of agency formed with the suffix tri; and often (though not invariably)

decides the formation of the Desiderative form of the root by s instead of ish.

So that the learner may always look to the 1st Future as his guide. For example,

taking the root kship, 'to throw,' and finding the 1st Fut. to be ksheptdsmi, he

knows that i is rejected. Therefore he understands why it is that the 2nd Fut. is

kshepsydmij Aor. akshaipsam; Atmanc of Precative, kshipsiya; Cond. akshepsyamj

Infin. ksheptum; Past Pass. Part, kshipta; Indecl. Part, kshiptvdj Fut. Part.

ksheptavya j noun of agency, ksheptrij Desid. tikshtpsdmi. On the other hand,

taking root ydd, 'to ask,' and finding the 1st Fut. to be ydatd, he knows that i

is inserted, and therefore the same parts of the verb will be ydcishydmi, aydci-

sham, yddishiya, oydcishyam, ydtitum, ydcita, ydtitvd, yd6itavya, ydfilri, yiyd6ishdmi,

respectively.

A. Roots ending in Vowels inserting ^ i (except as indicated at 391).

392. Five in ^i and § {, viz. fa 'to resort to' fafan, ^fW?l), fa 'to swell/

*Vto fly,' $ft 'to lie down/ ftR 'to smile' (in Desid. alone).

a. Six in 7 m, viz. "SJ 'to sneeze/ TgJJ 'to sharpen/ ^ 'to praise/ ^ 'to join/
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?S 'to sound/ ^snu, 'to drip ' (the last only when Parasmai ; when inflected in Atm.,

it may reject i).

Obs.—^ 'to praise,' and *} 'to pour out,' in the Aorist Parasmai.

b. All in "$ u, as £* to be' (nfain, H^fir), except fj^and ^ (which optionally

reject t), and except in the Desiderative. See 395, 39,^. «.

c. All in short ^ ri, in the 2nd Future and Conditional, &c, but not in the

1st Future, as
*J

'to do' (^ift^lflT, but «RWT).

(1. Two in short^ ri (viz. ^ ' to choose ' and »TPJ ' to awake ') also in 1st Future

prfiorr, ^ftwfir, srmftm, &c.)

e. All in long ^[f/3
as W 'to pass* (wftrfT, TTft^lfiO-

393. Observe—^ ' to choose,' and all roots in long ^r/, may optionally lengthen

the inserted t, except in Aorist Parasmai and Precative Atmane (^flAT or "RifTr,

^ft^lfiT or ^NrfiT, rfftrTT or TnJrTT, &c.) See 627, note *

.

B. Roots ending in Vowels rejecting ^ i.

394. All in *rr a, as ^T ' to give* (^THT, ^rofir).

a. Nearly all in 5 i and § i, as fiT ' to conquer/ t# ' to lead
5
(wrfT,

^orflT, &c.)

b. Nearly all in short ~s u, as ^ 'to hear' (^sfan, ^qfir).

c. Those in long "3» u generally in the Desiderative only.

d. All in short ^ ri (except ^) in the 1st Future only, as ^ 'to

do' (gRKT, but qrfWfl). See 392. c.

e. All in ^ e, i? ai, ^ft 0. See 390. d.

C. Roots ending in Vowels optionally inserting or rejecting ^ i, either

in all the last Jive tenses and Desiderative, or in certain of these

forms only.

395. \ox *j cl. 2, 4, Atm. 'to bring forth ' (*ftifT or *fafTT, *Wt or ^fa^Hf).

a. Tjjto shake' (vf^TTT or V^TT, vfailTfif or vWrT, &c, but i must be inserted

in Aor. Par., see 430), ^' to purify,' optionally in Desid. only (^$0, ftnrft^Atm.)

b. $ Atm. 'to grow fat ' (^TcTT and ^nfacTT, "ajT^R^ and ^nftTSffi ; but neces-

sarily inserts i in Desid.)

c. ^ ' to go/ ^fT or 15T
' to spread,' 'to cover,' and ^ ' to sound,' all in 1st Fut.,

and the latter two optionally in Desid. also (^KT, ^TftWT or (?) W^TTT; TST^T?

*rfan or wtfwT; ^tSt or ^fcn ; firertffir or finsrfbrfTT or firetftofir ; ftrer-

ftsfir or *p^fft).

396. ^ftJT
' to be poor' optionally in Desid. (f^^ftjT^ or fi^jftfjl^).

397. All roots in long ^ K optionally in Desid., as i£ makes ill 11TWA or

finiHftr.

398. for, 5, *J, *J,
optionally in Desiderative. Compare 392.
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A. Boots ending in Consonants inserting ? i.

399. As a general rule, all roots ending in ^kh, T[g, \gh, m^jh, Zt^th, ^d,

^ dh, ^ w, ^ t, \th, 1« ph, ^ 6, ^ y, ^ r, <^ /, ^ c ; thus, fcOT '

to write ' makes

&fa?TT, Wf^rflT, &c. ; W^ ' to leap ' makes ^fentT, ^ferofw.

a. IJ^ ' to take ' lengthens the inserted i in all the last five tenses, except Prec.

. Parasmai (u^lriT, ST^^ffa)* see 699. It rejects i in Desid,

B, Roots ending in Consonants rejecting 5 i.

Obs.—The rules at 296-306 must in all cases be applied. When a number is

given after a root, it indicates that the root only rejects i if conjugated in the class

to which the number refers. When a number is given between brackets, this refers

to the rule under which the root is conjugated.

400. One in ojf lc.—^ 5. 'to be able' (^T, ST^fir 679).

401. Six in ^ 6.—^ ' to cook ' (qw, wft) ; ^r * to speak ' (650)

;

ft^ 7. 'to make empty ' (\^iT, \^rfrf); fir^f 7. 3. Ho separate ;' ftre

1

to sprinkle ;' ij^ 'to loosen' (628).

403. One in ^F 6h.—ire* 'to ask' (tt?T, Jresfir 631).

403. Fifteen in *{j\—nr^'to quit' (596); hit * to honour;' TO 'to

sacrifice' (597) ; >TH(t 6. 'to fry' (632) ; *T5^ 'to be immersed' {633)

;

^ ' to break ' (669) ; T^ * to colour,' ' to be attached ;' ^ ' to adhere

'

(597. a)
; ^^ 'to embrace ;' faf*^ 'to cleanse' (^T, ^?fir) ; fa^J 3- <to

tremble' (t?RT,&c.); g^.'to bend,' 7. 'to enjoy' {668. a); ipr/tojoin'

(670) ; ^ ' to break' (rhw, &c.)
; ^ ' to create,' 'to let go' (625).

404. One in ji t.—^ ' to be,' ' to turn/ but only in 2nd Fut.

Par., Cond. Par., Aor. Par., Desid. Par. (This root is generally

Atm. and inserts i, 598.)

405. Fourteen in ^ d.—^ 'to eat' (652) ; ^ ' to go' (tt^T, TOTTr)

;

^ 'to perish;' *? 'to sink;' ^ t. Parasmai, 'to leap;' ^5 'to

void excrement;' fijT^ 'to be troubled' (ihn, &c.) ; fi$<* 'to cut'

[66y) ; fa^ 'to break' (583) ; fa<» 7. 'to reason,' 4. 'to be," to exist,'

6. 'to find;' fere 4. Ho sweat;' ^ 'to pound' (^hn, ^fterft); 9*

* to strike' (634) ; ^ ' to impel.'

406. Thirteen in y^dh—"^'to bind' (692); ^vHo pierce' (615);

TT^'to accomplish' (u5T,UWft); STV 5. 'to accomplish;' ftr^.'tobe

accomplished'(6i6)
;
^'to be angry' (wto, wtwfir); *p*'to be hungry ;'

* TCQ inserts i in the Desiderative.

t H^optionally inserts i in the Desiderative.

t When fan belongs to cl. 7, it takes i; as, fafarn, faf^f*. See 390. a.
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„ 4 AWto be aware' (6H)*l n^n/to fight;' *X<to obstruct

(6 7I );
«'tobepu»;' ^ Ho increase/ only in 3nd Fut. Pa,, Con .

Par AolW; ^«to break wind/ only in and Fut. Par., Cond.

Par Aor Tar. (both these last insert i throughout the Atmane}.

407. Two in ^.-^4- A'tra. 'to think' (617) ;
«*'to kill' (654),

but the last takes i in 2nd Fut. and Conditional.

408. Eleven in ^.—*V to burn' (mn, H»»fir) ; *V to sow
; **

'to curse;' ^ 'to sleep' (655) ; ***» obtain' (68i); f^'to throw'

(63.5); fHAW'to distil;' fen « to anoint;' ^«to touch' (tim,

*M*) ; ^- 6
-

'
t0 break ' ^""' *ytmf̂ ''

^-' t0 creep ' (39°-/) *

409 Three in w bh.—W_ ' to lie with carnally' (TOT, ipwfii)
;

T»»

Atm. 'to desire' (with «r ' to begin/ 601. «) ; <3* Am. ' to obtain

'

°4,a Five in n m.—1*
' to go' (602), but takes i in 2nd Fut. and

Cond.; *w'to bend' (VBT, **fir) J
U^'to restrain;' ^ Atm. 'to

sport;' Hi^'to walk' in the Atmane (wnx, lM3w).

40. Ten in 31 i.-^

'

to bite' (**t, fcsfil); fiptr 6. 'to point out'

(583) ; ftn

'

t0 entcr ' (*"> **"*)
;

fc*i

'

t0 hurt ;' foi

'

t0 bccome

small ;' ^ ' to cry out' (*toT, *Wk) J ** 6. ' to hurt ;' ^r 1.
'
to

see' (390. i, 604, JV, y$fa)l 11 'to handle' (390./); ^6. 'to

touch' (390./, 636, wtr, w^?n).

412. Eleven in* «A.—fi«V to shine' (£lT, *Blfir) ;
%*' to hate'

(657)
. ^7. 'to pound;' fo^' to pervade / %^ 7. 'to distinguish'

(672) '; fi^ 4. ' to embrace' (301, 302) ;
yi 4.

' to be satisfied' (iftn,

Kresft); fU-'to be sinfu1 ;' 3M-' to be nourishcdt'^l.V^rfTr):

™ 4. 'to become dry' (tfw, ^ft) ; fV to draw' (390./, 606).

413. Two in ^s.—^'to eat' (wt, vmfs); ^T 1. 'to dwell
1

(607) %.

414. Eight in ^ h.—<!% 'to burn' (610) ;
*nj 'to tie' (624);^

'
to carry' (611) ; 9% ' to anoint' (659) ; ft| ' to make water' (w

305. a, fcsfir) ; fc% * ' to "ok' (66x) ; ^ 2.
'
to milk' (660) || ; ^

'to ascend' (rtST, tfejlfw)-

* When *TO belongs to cl. 1, it inserts t.

t When ^belongs to cl. 9, it takes i ('Jtf^t, iftfWil).

X Except in the Past Pass, and Indecl. Participles Tftn and Tfa*l (007). *

cl. 2. Atm. 'to put on,' 'to wear,' inserts i faf*^, tf*^).

II 5| cl. i, ' to afflict,' inserts- i (^ffTlT, &c.)
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C. Roots ending in Consonants optionally inserting or rejecting * i,

either in all the last five tenses and Desiderative, or in certain

of these forms only.

Obs.—When no tenses or forms are specified, the option applies to all except

to form II of the Aorist and the Precative Parasmai, which can never insert i.

415. Two in *T d—TPi or ^7. 'to contract;' cP^'to cut' (630).

a. Three in *{j.—^7. 'to anoint' (668, but necessarily inserts i in Desid.);

Jf^'to clean' (390.;, 651); H^'to fry' (optionally in Desid. only, necessarily

rejects i in other forms).

b. Four in 7^*.—^' to fall' (optionally in Desid. only; necessarily inserts i in

Futures and Cond., and rejects it in Aor.)
; ^6. 'to cut' (optionally in 2nd Fut.,

Cond., and Desid.; necessarily inserts / in 1st Fut. and Aor.); ^Ift 'to kill' (op-

tionally in 2nd Fut., Cond., and Desid. ; necessarily inserts i in 1st Fut. and Aor.)

;

«p^ to dance' (optionally in 2nd Fut. and Desid., necessarily inserts i in 1st Fut.

and Aor.)

c. Four in ^ d.—W?<r * to flow ' (optionally in all forms except 2nd Fut. and

Cond. Par., and Desid. Par., where i is necessarily rejected) ; fgft * to be wet,'

"3^ ' to shine,' and TJrT 'to injure ' (the last two optionally in all forms except 1st

Fut., which necessarily inserts i).

d. Three in V dh.—T^'to perish;' ftoi 1. 'to restrain;' ^JV'to prosper' (the

last optionally in Desid. only, necessarily inserts i in other forms, see 680).

e. Two in 5^ n.
—

"rf^
* to stretch ' and 1U*^ ' to honour ' (both optionally in Desid.

only, necessarily insert i in other forms, see 583).

/. Five in^p.—ET^'to be ashanied \
y^i. 'to defend;' ^4. 'to be satisfied

'

(618); *<f^4. 'to be proud;' cfi^'to be capable' (when it rejects i, it is Parasmai

only).

g. Two in Hii— <3*^4- 'to desire ' (optionally in 1st Fut., necessarily inserts i

in other forms *) ;
^** ' to deceive ' (optionally in Desid. only, f^farefif or ftrsfif

or Vfarfw, necessarily inserts i in other forms).

h. One in ^.-^1.4. 'to bear' (^rfalTT or T^iTT, ^fiTO^, -fir, or ^J?fr, -fir).

t. AU in ^Tw (but only optionally in Desid.); as, f^'to play,' fl^'to spit,'

fa^'tosew.'

;. Two in TJ y.—^\' to honour ;' WPT or HfiP^ ' to be fat' (but both necessarily

insert i in Desid., compare 395. b).

k. Three in ST 6\—WT5. A'tm. ' to pervade
t

' (but necessarily inserts i in Desid.,

see 681 . a) ; «TS( 4. ' to perish ' (see 390. k, and 620) ; fes? 9.
' to torment

' (697).

/. Seven in \sk—W^'to pervade ;' ?P^' to form by cutting,' 'to carve' (nfofTtt

or TOT, irf^^ftf or TrcrfiT, &c); WW 'to create;' f* with f^ 'to extract'

(otherwise necessarily inserts i) ;
^f 6.

' to wish ' (637) ; ft^ ' to injure ;' ^ 1
.

'
to

* Except the Aorist, following form II at 435

t ^^cl. 9, 'to eat,' inserts i.

B b
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injure' (the last three optionally in ist Fut., but necessarily insert i in other

forms).

m. Twelve in ^ h.—TR Atm. 'to bear' (optionally in ist Fut. only, necessarily

inserts i in other forms, see 611. a); ^f 'to gamble' (jfftpft or ^THgT, &c); HT^

'to penetrate;' JfTf 'to measure' (*nf^rTT or HTCT, &c); fa? snih, 'to love'

(^rfflTT or WVT or WSJ, &c); ^f snuh, 'to love/ 'to vomit;' ^ ' to be per-

plexed' (612); *T^ 'to conceal'
(
1jf^HT or *uTT, ^jfi^flT or ^fteRfif, see 306.0,

390. m) ;
"5^ ' to seek to injure ' (623) ; ^f 6. 7. or^ 6.

' to kill ' (674) ; ^ or^
' to raise ;' ^ or Hf 6.

' to kill.'

Aorist (Third Preterite)

.

This complex and multiform tense, the most troublesome and

intricate in the whole Sanskrit verb, but fortunately less used in

classical Sanskrit than the other past tenses, is not so much one

tense, as an aggregation of several, all more or less allied to each

other, and all bearing a manifest resemblance to the Imperfect.

416. Grammarians assert that there are seven different varieties

of the Sanskrit Aorist, four of which correspond more or less to the

Greek ist Aorist, and three to the 2nd Aorist, but we shall endeavour

to shew that all these varieties may be included under two distinct

forms of terminations given in the table at 246", and again below,

and at 435.

417. Form I is subdivided like the terminations of all the last

five tenses into (A) those which reject i, and (B) those which assume

it; A belongs to many of those roots at 394, 400-414, which

reject i ; B to most of those at 392, 399, which insert it : but in the

latter case the initial s becomes sh by 70, and in the 2nd and 3rd sing.

the initial s is rejected, the i blending with the {
9
which then becomes

the initial of those terminations. Moreover, in the case of roots

which insert i the stem is formed according to rules different from

those which apply in the case of roots which reject u

a. Form II at 435 resembles the terminations of the Imperfect,

and belongs, in the first place, to some of those roots rejecting i,

whose stems in the Imperfect present some important variation from

the root (see 436) ; in the second, to certain of the roots rejecting /',

which end in S^s, \sh, or f h
y
and which have i, u, or n, for

their radical vowel (see 439) ; in the third, to verbs of cl. 10 and

Causals.
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Form I.

418. The terminations are here repeated from 246.

A. Terminations without ? i.

Parasmai. A'tmank.

1. sam sva sma

2. sis stam [tarn] sta [to]

3. sit stdm [tarn] sus

si svahi smahi

sthds [thds] sdthdm dhvam or dhvam

sta [fa] sdtdm sata

B. Terminations with \ i.

Parasmai. Atmane.

1

.

isham ishva ishma

2. is ish(am ishta

3. it ishtdm ishus

ishi ishvahi ishmahi

ishthds ishdthdm idhvam or idhvam

ishta ishdtdm ishata

419. Observe—The brackets in the A terminations indicate the rejection of initial

s from those terminations in which it is compounded with t and th, if the stem ends

in any consonant except a nasal or semivowel, or in any short vowel such as a, i, v,

or ri. Observe also, that initial s is liable to become sh by 70, in which case a

following t or th is cerebralized. The substitution of dhvam for dhvam and

idhvam for idhvam, in certain cases, is explained in the table at 246.

420. General rule for forming the stem for those verbs of the

first nine classes which reject ^ i and so take the A terminations.

Obs. 1. The augment ^ a must always be prefixed, as in the Imperfect; but it

will be shewn in the Syntax at 889, that when the Aorist is used as a prohibitive

Imperative, after the particle md or md sma, the augment is then rejected. See

242.fi.

Obs. 2. When a root begins with the vowels ^ •", In, or ^fn, short or long, the

augment is prefixed in accordance with 251.fi.

In Parasmai, if a root end in either a vowel or a consonant,

vriddhi the radical vowel before alt the terminations.

In Atmane, if a root end in ^ i, $ i, * u, or ^i w, gunate the

radical vowel ; if in ^ ri or any consonant, leave the vowel unchanged

before alt the terminations. Final consonants must be joined to the

A terminations according to the rules propounded at 296-306.

a. Thus, from Tft 'to lead' come the two stems anai for Parasmai and ane for

Atmane (flwai+5fim=^(Hby 70; Atm. ane+si=W%fa, ane+stfids=wH*\i{,

&c.)

b. From ^ cl. 8/ to make,' come the two stems akdr for Parasmai and akri for

Atmane (akdr+sam='*mip[ by 70, &c. ; Atm. akri+si-^fa by 70, akri +
thds^Wpi^by 419, akri+ta=^$1t, &c.) See 682. ,

Similarly,
*J

cl. 3, ' to bear.' See the table at 583.

b b 2
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c. So, from *pO° J
om ' come *ne *wo s*ems ayauj for Parasmai and ayvj for

Atmane (Par. ayauj -\-sam= ^SUlt JJffl by 296, ayauj -j- spa= "«< miJ«? , ayauj+tamz=.

**lA\lf**{ by 419; A'tm. ayw;-j-si:=*Pjfs| by 296, ayw/-f-Mas=:^J^n*{, ayuj+ta

rf. From ^cl. 7, 'to hinder/ the stems arowrfA and arwcfa (Par. araudh+sam=:

^TUWK by 299, Du. arandk+ svaz=^V~rG, araudk+ tam ='•%§%*(; Atm. arudh+

si=:W$fm
9 flr«dA+Mrfs=^r^g|^, &c.)

<?. Similarly, from *t^ to cook' come the stems apd6 and apa6 (ap(fc+sam=
WTT^by 2965 Atm. apac+si^^fq, apa6+ thus=^WJ[^, &c.)

/. From <^T to bum' (610), the stem3 addh and adah (addh+sam^zWniSFI^hy

306. a, addh+tam='$%TJVP{by 305; Atm. adah+si—^ytfq by 306.0, adah+

thds—WpVttqj &c.)

421. By referring to 391. b. it will be easy to understand that most roots in i, i,

short «, and short ri, take the A terminations. Most of those in a, <?, ai, 0, do so

in the A'tmane, and a few of those in a also in the Parasmai.

a. ^or ^ to spread' takes either A or B; and in Atmane when it takes A,

changes ri to ir. See 678.

b. ^or ^ to choose,' * to cover/ changes its vowel to ur, under the same circum-

stances. See 67^.

c. Roots in e, ai, 0, change these vowels to a as in the other General tenses

;

thus, from ^ 'to cover,' ^JTftre^ &c. (see 433), ^Stauftf &c. Similarly, fa, *ft,

<ft and optionally eft, see 390. e (WttftPW &c, ^ITfa &c.)

d. ^T 'to give' (see 663), VT 'to place' (see 664), **n 'to stand' (see 587), ^

'to protect,' V ' to drink ' (if in Atm.), <^t or ^T 'to cut' (if in Atm.), change their

finals in the Atmane to i (^rf^fa, ^^^419, ^f^H, ^rf^f%; 2nd pi. 'Slf^*?).

In Parasmai they follow 438.

<?. TO used for ^ 'to go,' with ^SfnT prefixed, signifying to go over,' 'to read'

(Atmane only), changes its final to i (^Wrftfa, -'fl«i^, -ifh?, &c.)

/. "SJ Atm. 'to cry out,'
^J

'to void excrement,' and IJ to be firm,' all cl. 6,

preserve their vowels unchanged (^$fa, &e. ; l^piT^, ^STJW, &c. ; ^^W, &c.)

;

Jj may also make ^STirhp^, and
^JJ
may also make WjftR'fy but the latter root is

then generally regarded as
'J.

422. The following roots of those rejecting i, enumerated at 400-414, take the

A terminations only, both for Par. or Atm.: Tp^J U^; W1^, vn^, H^, ^ttT,

*H^, *H^, T^, WS( 9 ^^ Atm., >J^, ^1T, ^; ^ Atm., fS Atm., ftfi», J^,

g^ 5 ^, *IV, TTV, HIV, ^ 4. Atm., $V; *^ 4. Atm. ; H^, ^, ^, *H,

ftn:, fir^Atm., -&{', ***, **, <** ;
^ut; ^; ^, Hf ,

^f.

a. The following take in Tar. either the A terminations of form I or optionally

form II ; but in Atm. usually the A form of I, sometimes form II : ft^, fa N̂ 3>

M> M3. *^> ft^» f
*S> ^> *^> Vt> Vh "PI* fl-

A. The following take in Par. only form II ; but in Atm. the A form of I, or

sometimes the B form of 1 : ^ (Atm. doubtful), ftr^, lj*r, fa^f 6. 'to find ' (Atm.

doubtful), 4. 7. (only Atm.), J^f, *fy f&$
9
fi^ 4,^^ 4, ipi, ^, ^ (see
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424.6; ^V with the B terminations is generally used for Par., but ^«TTT occurs

in Epic poetry), ^, fo^, cj^, f^, JTH, X^.

423. The following of those inserting or rejecting i, enumerated at 415, take either

the A or B terminations : rP^ or "r^, ?TC^, J{^, *p^ generally Atm. only, ftlV,

W^Atm., XJH, jp( Atm., ^, ^(the last three in Par. take also form II), Tq?T

generally Atm. (may also follow form II in Par.), ^mil (or *q) Atm., TO3FI, TO,

424. The rules at 296-306 must in all cases he applied, as well as the special

rules applicable to certain roots in forming the Futures at 390 and 390. a-o ; thus,

3T^ makes WfllUfH by 297. b (see 630) ; H^ makes ^WT^fH by 390. it (see 633)

;

tT3T
x
in Atm., «Hf^ or ^TfifTfa ; TOT, ^JTCJ* or ^WT^*, ^jfiBJ or Wrf^ by

390. g ; 1^, ^HISJH by 390.;' (also ^nnftN* ) ; t^f ,
,3RT7W by 306. b.

n. V^ Atm. 'to go,' "^ Atm. to awake,' *T»^ Atm. 'to be born,' may form

their 3rd sing, as if they were Passive verbs (see 475); thus, ^HTff^, Du. 3. ^PI-

WTTCT^T ; ^T^tftl (or optionally ^3), Du. 3. ^rHTrtiH; ^fa (or optionally

b. Roots ending in «^ and T must change these letters to Anusvara before s, and

fl becomes ^ before S3; thus, ***{ makes ^ftf, ^HOT^, ^*TCcT (or if in el. 8.

STHfcre, or by c. below ^TPf) ;
^H makes ^^fa &c, Du. 2. ^TC^tflqf.

^ (generally Par.) drops its nasal before the Atmane terminations (^ftf,

SN^I^, &c. ; initial s being rejected according to 419).

TT^docs so optionally (^*tfa or ^ifa, ^?nWT^ or ^PTO^, &c.)

c. Roots in ^ and T^of cl. 8, which properly take the B terminations, are allowed

an option of dropping the nasal in 2nd and 3rd sing. Atm., in which case initial s

is rejected (419) ; e. g. H*{ makes 3. TOfffire or WcT (Pan. 11. 4, 79).

d. Similarly,^ makes 3. ^fw or ^W> and ^, "*Tftfo or ^.
e. F^'to give' is allowed the option of lengthening the a, when » is dropped

;

thus, Sing. 2. mmvj iq
;
or ^T^f^T^, 3. ^STH or ?r*ftfl?. Compare 354. a, 339

(Pan. 11. 4, 79).

/. The nasal of ^3T 'to bite' becomes ^ before ^ and T5 before ^; thus,

*^g*, Du. 2. ^J2\; Atm. 1. ^ff, Du. 2. *S^*« See 303.

425. ^? 'to carry' (see 611) changes its radical vowel to ^sft before those

terminations which reject an initial s by 305. a; thus, avdksham, avdkshis, avdkshU

(Lat. vexit), avdkshva, avodham, &c; Atm. avakshi (Lat. vexi), avodhds, avodha.

a. TC Atm., ' to bear,' generally takes the B terminations (asahislri, &c), though

the form ^J*rte is also given for the 3rd sing.

426. ?Tf
' to tie,' 'to fasten,' makes andtsam, andtst's, andtsit, andtsva, andddham,

&C; and Atm. anatsi, anaddhds, &c, by 306. b (compare 183).

a. "^'to dwell' (see 607) makes avdtsam, &c, by 304. a.

437. General rule for forming the stem for those verbs of the

first nine classes which assume i, and so take the B terminations

at 418.
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a. If a root end in the vowels ^ i, § i
9
3" u, "3 w, ^ n, ^Jn, vriddhi

those vowels in the Parasmai before all the terminations, and gunate

them in the Atmane.

Thus, from ^ to purify ' come the two stems apau for Parasmai and apo for

Atmane (apau-\-i-\-samz=Wmf^ni^by 37, apau+i-\-js=^nn^^[, flf/?fltt-f-»+i/=
Wlqli^, &c; Atm. flpo+t+«= 1?Rftft, &c, by 36), see 583.

From H cl. 1, 'to cross,' comes the stem atdr for Parasmai (atdr + i + sam=.

*nnftw, &c.)

So, from ^ft 'to lie down' comes W^lftft, W^ffinFT^, &c. ; but roots ending

in any other vowel than n and long ri more frequently take the A terminations, as

they generally reject i.

b. If a root end in a single consonant, gunate the radical vowel

in both Parasmai and Xtmane (except as debarred at 28, and except

in the roots enumerated at 390. a).

'Vhxist^^bndht cl. i,'to know,' makes its stem abodh (obodhisham, &c.) See 583.

<|?T vrit, 'to be/ makes avart {avartishi, &c.)

H\edh, 'to increase/ makes aidh (aidhishi, &c, 251, b). See 600.

428. A medial a in roots ending in T and c*5 is lengthened in

Parasmai, but not in Atmane.

Thus, ^ 'to go' makes ^f^rrftRH; 3^ 'to blaze,' ^njrfcWT. The roots

^ 'to speak' and sH^'to go' also lengthen the a in Parasmai (^R^TfipW; but

not in Atmane ^fi*fa &c.)

a. But those in H, TJ
9 ? never lengthen the a in Parasmai; thus, 1*TH 'to

sound' makes ^RSjfirOT. The following roots also are debarred from lengthening

the a : ^TT, VT, TJ[9 TOT, **T, WT, FT, ^*T, ^7, ^, ^, ^, ^, *TO,

^£, HV, T^, p^. One or two do so optionally ; as, oFW and «W 'to sound.'

429. Observe, that as the majority of Sanskrit verbs assume i,

it follows that rule 427. a. b. will be more universally applicable than

rule 420, especially as the former applies to the Aorist of Intcnsives,

Dcsideratives, and Nominals, as well as to that of simple verbs.

430. The special rules for the two Futures at 390. <t-o will of course hold good

for the Aorist -, thus the roots enumerated at 390 and 390. a (^§\ &c.) forbid

Guna; and ^, ^, ^, ^generally change their finals to uv (3(cjl%f«4J^ &c,

^JijfN^&c.); out when JJjs written *T it makes WjHIH &c, sec 421./, and ^
may also make ^WTftpl^, and

«J^,
^?«Trfatp^.

a. ^n§ makes SmHTfa^or ^Wftftj^or^ft^&c, and in Atmane wfifafa

or wgfafa.

b. According to 390. c. <{hft, ^N% and <jft<JT drop their finals (^Wlftj

Vf^RfijH^, &c; see also 433).

431. In the Atmane, ^ 'to choose/ 'to cover,' and all roots in long ^rf, such
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as ^T ' to spread/ may optionally lengthen the inserted i ; thus, TO^ftfa or TO?tffa

«fec, TO^fftfa or TOHttfa
J but in Parasmai only ^cjrfTTTW, TO^nft^.

432. "fa ' to swell* and *TFJ
* to awake' take Guna instead of Vriddhi (TOTf&fxreJT

&c, see also 440. a; TOSTPlftW &c.)

a. ^ according to 399. a. makes ^T^ta^, and by 390. m. TR makes TOJTffW.

The latter also conforms to 439 and 439. b. See 609.

b. ^' to kill' forms its Aorist from "3V (TO^fipTtT &c), but see 422. b.

433. Many roots in TOT a, £ e, TOt 0, and $ ai, with three in H m, viz. TR yam,

TB^rarn, Iffl nam, assume i, but in the Parasmai insert s before it; final e and

ai, being changed to TOT dj thus, from *TT to go' comes TOTnftl*P* , &c. (see 644)

;

from 3ft ' to sharpen,' TO^TTftW^, &c. ; from^ ' to restrain,' TOqftWT, &c.

^hCJT 'to be poor' makes adaridrisham or adaridrdsisham, &c.

434. In the Atmane these roots reject the i and the s which precedes it, and

follow 418; thus, from HT 'to measure' comes TO*TTftf, &c. (sec 664. a); from ^
' to cover,' TO^nftf (sec 421. c) ; from I* * to sport,' TOifa, TOT^T^, TOTO, &c.

Form II.

435. Resembling the Imperfect.

Parasmai. Atmank.

1

.

am dva [va] dma [ma]

2. as [s] atam [tam] ata [to]

3. at [t] atdm [turn] an [us]

e [i] dvahi dmahi

athds ethdm [dthdm] adhvam

ata etdin [atdm] anta

436. No confusion arises from the similarity which this form bears to the Im-

perfect, as in all cases where the above terminations are used for the Aorist, the

Imperfect presents some difference in the form of its stem ; thus, *T^ to go' makes

agatiham for its Impf., agamam for its Aor. (see 602) ; fa<? ' to break' makes abhi-

nadam for its Impf., abhidam for its Aor. (see 583). 80 again, cl. 6, which alone

can shew a perfect identity of root and stem, never makes use of this form for its

Aorist, unless by some special rule the stem of its Imperfect is made to differ from

the root; thus, fo^'to smear' (cf. a\a<pw), which makes alipam in Aor., is

alimpam in its Impf.; see 281. (So in Gr., cf. Impf. ekenrov with 2nd Aor.

tknrov; €kdfJL/3avov with eAa/3ov; eSapvjv with i$a[MV, &c.)

Obs.—This form of the Sanskrit Aorist corresponds to Gr. 2nd Aor. (cf. asthdm,

asthds, asthdt, with coTiyv, ?or^, ?aTij), and the first form is more or less analo-

gous to the 1st Aor. The substitution of i for e, and dthdm, dtdm, for ethdm, etdm,

in Atm. of form II, is confined to a class of roots mentioned at 439.

437. Rule for forming the stem in verbs of the first nine classes.

Prefix the augment, and as a general rule attach the terminations

directly to the root.

Thus, in agamam &c, abhidam &c, see 436 -
So aIso

»^ <to Perish ' makes

TO^JT^also TO%^, see 441, 424).

a. Observe, however, that most of the roots which follow thyj form in Par.,
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follow form I at 418 in Xtm.; thus, fa^ 'to break' makes abhitsi, &c, in Ktm,;

see the table at 583 : similarly, faflj
' to cut/ see 667. And a few roots, which are

properly restricted to Atm., have a Parasmai Aorist of this 2nd form; thus, ^TO

Atm. 'to shine,' 'to be pleasing,' makes Par. arufam, as well as Atm. arotishi.

b. One or two roots in ^H d, ^ t, and 1J e reject their finals ; and one or two in

^ ri and ^[ ri gunate these vowels before the above terminations ; thus, ^TT to

tell' makes ^H&c, ^*T &c; fa 'to swell,' ^PH*J ^ 'to call' makes W3pi

(see 595); q 'to go,' Wn?Jj ^ 'to go,' ^T^j ^'to grow old,' WTC^.

c. 7pl/to see' gunates its vowel (^$fy, see 604).

d. Penultimate nasals are generally dropped ; thus, **TW ' to stop' makesTOW;

^^ 'to distil,' TOtfpT; ^5 'to mount,' vHt^H; tftf'to fall/ TO$|H.

e. A form ^TTSpT occurs in the Veda, from *F^'to eat/ the medial a being dropped.

438. In the Parasmai certain roots ending in long "%] a and £ e con-

form still more closely to the terminations of the Imperfect, rejecting

the initial vowel, as indicated by the brackets in the table at 435.

In the 3rd pi. they take us for an.

Thus, ^T cl. 3, ' to give,' makes addm, adds, addt, addca, &c. ; 3rd pi. adus, see

663. So also, VJ cl. 3, ' to place,' makes adhdm, &c, 664 ; and 9TT cl. 1, to stand/

makes asthdm, &c, 5H7.

a. Similarly, £cl. 1, 'to be/ except 1st sing, and 3rd pi. (^T$5*, ^g^, ^^,
^$5, &c. ; but 3rd pi. ^*J^, see 585).

b. Observe, however, that some roots in d, like yd, ' to go/ follow 433.

c. And some roots in ^ e and ^ft 0, which follow 433, optionally follow 438 ; in

which case e and are changed as before to d; thus, ^dhe, cl. 1, 'to drink/ makes

either adhdsisham &c, or adhdm &c, also adadham, see 440. a; *u so, cl. 4, to

come to an end/ makes either asdsisham or asdm, see 613.

d. In the Atmane-pada, roots like ^T, *JT, OT, ^, V, iff follow 421. </.

e. \ 'to go' makes its Aorist from a root IT J
thus, a^awi, «#as, &c.

Note—Adaddm, Impf. of da, ' to give/ bears the same relation to its Aor. addm

that ebibtov does to e8«v. So also the relation of rtd/wm (Aor. of dhd, to place ')

to adadhdm (Impf.) corresponds to that of (Syv to fV/^v. Cf. also abhavas and

a6Aus with €<j)V€$ and e$i^.

439. Certain roots ending in 31J, t* $A, ^ h, enclosing a medial i,

«, or ri, form their Aorists according to form II at 435; but

whenever confusion is likely to arise between the Imperfect and

Aorist, s is prefixed to the terminations, before which sibilant the

final of the root becomes k by 302 and 306.

Thus, f^STjto point out/ the Impf. of which is *f^fy makes ,*rf^|J? &c. in

Aor. (cf. Gr. 1st Aor. e&eifa). Similarly, ff^cl. 2, 'to hate/ makes advikshum

&c-> 657 J J! cl. 2, ' to milk/ makes ^r^fW adhuksham &c, by 306. a. See 660.

a. This class of roots substitutes i for e
t
and dthdm, dtdm, for ethdm, etdm, in
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Atmane terminations ; thus, adikshi, adikshathds, adikshata, adikshdvahi, adikshd-

thdm, &c. ; 3rd pi. adikshanta.

b. A few roots in | h (viz. fe^, f^, gf , g^) optionally in the Atmane reject

the initial a from the terminations of the 2nd and 3rd sing., 1st du., and 2nd pi.;

thus, fc?^ may make ^Tfef^, ^?cftjT^, ^TcSte; Du. 1. ^fo^rf? ; PI. 2. *?c#f*T,

661
: and^ ' to milk/ W$fq, ^VT^, &c. See 661, 659, 609, 660.

c. According to some authorities, a few roots (e. g. TTO , "7^, jro) which gene-

rally follow form I, A, in Atmane, may optionally conform to form II, taking the

terminations i, dthdm, dtdm, rejecting initial a and d from the other terminations,

and taking ata for anta ; thus, atripi, atripthus, atripta, atripvahi, &c.

440. Causal verbs and verbs of cl. jo make use of form IT, but

the stem assumes both reduplication and augment (as in the Greek

Pluperfect); thus, ^V cl. 1, 'to know/ makes in the Causal Aorist

^PT*[W, &c. This will be explained at 492.

a. A few Primitive verbs besides those of cl. 10 take a reduplicated

stem, analogous to Causals (see 492).

Thus, fa ' to resort to ' makes ^Tf^TfaTOR &c. ; f^f ' to swell' makes ^?f$fapj^

(also ^TO*f and ^P^ftl1^, see 432, 437. b) ; Tf cl. 1,
* to run,' ^gj^tl ; H ' to flow,'

^Tg^R ; ^
'

io drink,' Wpm ; ^»*T ' to love,' ^T^RH, &c. This last is defective

when it belongs to cl. 1, having no Special tenses; but when it belongs to cl. 10

(Pres. «BTH^, &c.) its Aorist is ^fai^.

441. The following Primitive verbs take a contracted form of reduplicated stem :

*T*T cl. 2, 'to speak,' makes ^IcffaH avocam (from ^HT^JT for smq^M 650); ^
cl. 1,

' to fall,' ^njTW (from ^RTHTH ; compare Gr. hviVTov)
; ^IT^[ cl. 2, ' to rule,'

^%^(from SrfifT^rcffi, but the Atmane follows 427; see 658); ^ cl. 4, 'to

throw,' ^TCW (from ^mTCW, contracted into OTWT for ^TTWT 304. a, whence by

transposition ^TTW{J ; fT^T cl. 4, ' to perish/ ^nfcfl'T (from ^Trf^H^for ^R^HI*).

See 620, 436.

Precative or Benedicthe.

Terminations of Precative repeated from 246.

Parasmai. Atmane.

ydsam ydsva ydsma siya sivahi simahi

yds ydstam ydsta sishthds siydsthdm stdhvam or sidhvarn

ydt ydstam ydsus sishta siydstdm siraa

442. The terminations of this tense resemble those of the Potential in the scheme

at 245. In 2nd and 3rd sing, they arc identical. In the other persons of the

Parasmai a sibilant is inserted, and in some of the Atmane, both prefixed and

inserted. In 2nd pi. Atm. sidhvarn is used for sidhvarn when immediately preceded

Dy any other vowel but a or d, and optionally ishidhvam for ishidhvam when imme-

diately preceded by a semivowel or h. The only difference between the Potential

C c
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and Precative of verbs of the 2nd and 3rd groups, at 290, will often be that the

Potential will have the conjugational characteristic; thus, bhid, cl. 7, 'to break,'

will be bhindydt in Pot., and bhidydt in Prec. (Compare the Optative of the Gr.

Aor. iot'yv with Optative of the Present OtOciYjv.)

443. Rule for forming the stem in verbs of the first nine classes.

In Parasmai, as a general rule, either leave the root unchanged

before the y of the terminations, or make such changes as are

required in the Passive (see 465-472), or by the conjugationai rule

of the 4th class, and never insert i.

In Atmane, as a general rule, prefix i to the terminations in those

roots ending in consonants or vowels which take i in the Futures

(see 392, 399), and before this i gunate the radical vowel. Gunate it

also in the A'tmane in some roots ending in vowels which reject i :

but if a root end in a consonant, and reject i, the radical vowel is

generally left unchanged in the Atmane, as well as Parasmai.

444. Thus, from *^cl. 1, to be,' come the stem of the Parasmai bhu, and the

stem of the Atmane bhavi, by 36. « {bhu -f ydsam = *p!WW &c, bhavi -\-siya —
flfirtfa by 70).

445. Frequently, as already observed, before the y of the

Parasmai terminations, the root is liable to changes analogous to

those which take place before the y of cl. 4 at 272, and the y of

Passive verbs at 465 ; and not unfrequently it undergoes changes

similar to those of the Perfect at 373, &c, as follows :

—

446. A final 3TT d is changed to £ e in Par., but remains unchanged in Attn.,

as before the s of the 2nd Future terminations; thus, ^"T cl. 3, 'to give/ makes

^1T3* &c. for Par., but ^Ttffa &c. for Attn. ; in 'to drink ' makes tfaniff* &c.

a. But m\ ' to become old* makes ifhTTCW &c, and ^frjT ' to be poor' drops

its final even in Parasmai (^ftjgpfl*, qftf^ffa, &c.) Compare 390. c.

447. Final ^ i and "3" u are lengthened in Par., as before the y of Passives, and

gunated in Atm., as before the s of the 2nd Future; thus, fa ' to gather' makes

^3ffan*!H &c, ^tfta &c. ; and J
' to sacrifice ' makes §<Hfefc &c, irfaftl &c.

a. When ^ 'to go' is preceded by a preposition, it is not lengthened (^H^

&c; otherwise ^H*W)

.

b. tfvft and ^Tfr drop their finals as at 390. c (^ftrthl &c.)

448. Final ^f ri is changed to ft ri in Parasmai, but retained in Atmane ;
thus,

ap 'to do' makes fiBTOTfl^ &c., and ^ftffal &c. After a double consonant ri is

gunated in Parasmai, as well as before inserted t ; thus,
*J

' to spread '
makes

^rtnw &c, *r^Nf &c, or isrfttfta &c.

a. It is also gunated in ^fi, 'to go,' and SfPJ 'to awake'
(

1W^'T,3TT7nNw, &c)

6. ^ 'to cover,' 'to choose,' makes fa*n*P* or ^TO^, ^"H or ?Wfa or ^fa*
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449. Final % ri is changed to $T ir in both voices, but is gunated before

inserted % in Atmane; thus, 7[cl. 1, 'to cross,' makes itflTWR Sec, wWfa&c, or

Tffttffa &c, or THft^rt^ Sec.

a. One root, ^cl. 10,
' to fill,' makes ^tnw&c. Compare 448. a.

450. Of roots in * e, ^ ' to drink' makes ^N**? &c. (which is also the Precative

of VT ' to hold ') ; V to protect,' ^mm.
a. But ^ 'to call' makes f*uTPT &c, and 3»TCflq &c. ; ^ 'to cover' makes

^hlTCH* &c, and SJTCfal &c. ; and ^ ' to weave ' makes "3TOHW Sec, and ^TTtffaT &c.

Compare 465. c.

451. Final T? ai and ^ft are often treated like final d at 446 ; thus ?t 'to sing'

makes 'i<4i««^&c; « 'to waste' and *ft 'to destroy' make ifaHTO; ^ 'to cut,'

like ^T ' to give ' and^ ' to protect,' makes ^*TTCW. But sometimes they are changed

to d; thus, <l| 'to preserve' makes ^TCrfa &c. ; ^ ' to purify' makes ^TOW?
J

Ifl

' to think ' either urRTTOT or WHIffi
;
$

' to be weary ' either TfHITflH^or ^ITOT

.

452. As already stated, if a root end in a consonant, there is no change in

Parasmai, except the usual changes before y ; moreover, unlike the 2nd Future,

there is no Guna in Atmane, unless the root take i; the other changes in Atmane

are similar to those applicable before the s of the 2nd Future terminations (390. 0);

thus, <?f 'to milk' makes gwuW &c, and ^5Jfa Sec, by 306.0; %^'to hate'

makes IfPHraN &c, and fi§refta &c, by 302 ; and ^' to know' makes ^U?T*W

Sec
t
and ^ftftprfa &c. See 443.

a. Roots of the 10th class, however, retain Guna in Par., as well as in Atm.,

rejecting the conjugational aya in Par. only ; see under Causals (495).

453. According to the usual changes in cl. 4 and in Passives, roots ending in a

double consonant, of which the first member is a nasal, generally reject the nasal

;

thus, *TST bhahj, cl. 7, makes bhnjydsam, Sec. Compare 469.

a. So again, according to 472, U? ' to take' makes in Par. JJSinTH &c. ; JT^[ to

ask,' JfxriUmH &c; tf^' to fry,' fn*n*W (632) ;
^'to cut/ ^W*W (636);

*l^'to pierce,' falflTSH; sq^'to deceive,' fa^TS* ; ^TT^'to teach,' f$l*n*W

&c. In the Atmane they are regular.

b. So again, \i and ^ u before r and v are lengthened ; thus, f^' to sound'

makes ^TCPT ; and f^ ' to play,' ^ITTW. Compare 466.

454. ^f'to speak,' ^ 'to say,' ^'to sow,' ^'to wish,' ^'to dwell,' 3f

'to carry,' and ^Tj/to sleep,' substitute
"3" u for ^ va in Par., and T^' to sacrifice'

substitutes* for ya; thus, T^TTT^, g^HW, ^SqTS*, Sec. ;
cf.47 1 -

In the Atmane

they are regular ; as, T^fa from^ ; VZfa from VF{.

a. 1PJ, ^, and^ conform to 470 5 thus, 5paJTTW orWW&c. ;
cf. 424. *.

Observe—In addition to these rules, the other special changes

which take place before the .9 of the 2nd Future terminations,

noted at 390 and 390. a-o, will apply to the Atmane of the Preca-

tive
; thus, $ or *? at 390 makes fifa or ffcnfa ; tf^ at 390. g.

c c %
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makes srcfta or *rcjfa; 3R at 390. /. makes cfiTHftrtfal or «nfWhT; and

g^ may be witm or jftxinirT^W even in Parasmai.

Conditioned.

Terminations of Conditional repeated from 246.

Parasmai. Xtmane.

syarn sytiva syd/ma
I

sye sydvahi sydmahi

syas syatam syata

syat syatdm syan

syathds syethdm syadhvam

syata syetdm syanta

455. Observe, that this tense bears the same relation to the 2nd Future that the

Imperfect does to the Present. In its form it is half an Imperfect, half a 2nd

Future. It resembles the Imperfect in prefixing the augment ^? a to the stem

(see 251), and in the latter part of its terminations: it resembles the 2nd Future

in the first part of its terminations in gunating the radical vowel, in inserting

^ • in exactly those roots in which the Future inserts i, and in the other changes

of the stem.

456. The Conditional is most easily formed from the 2nd Future

(388-415) by prefixing the augment a and changing sydmi {shydmi)

into syam {shyam); e.g. karishydmi, akarishyam.

457. Thus, ^V cl. 1, 'to know,' makes ^^ftfVrsflT &c; J^ 'to milk' makes

*nfo£PT &c. (see 414 and 306. a); ft* 'to hate,' W&V&H &c. (see 412); ^ 'to

conceal,' ^PjffW[ or w«!)tt«f^ (415. m); *T^'to be immersed,' ^WSJW (390. k).

a. The augment will be prefixed to roots beginning with vowels according to the

rules given at 251 ; thus, 3M|j

'

to cover ' makes WJjftpiPT or ^TOfV8?*, cf. 390. b.

b. ^ 'to go,' with ^rftf prefixed (meaning 'to read'), may optionally form its

Conditional from the root TT (^TUI^t or ^WfHg, see 421. e).

Infinitive.

458. The termination of the Infinitive is g* turn ( = the turn of the

Latin Supine). It is used as a verbal noun with the force of

the accusative or dative case.

Obs.—The suffix turn is probably the accusative of the suffix tu (see 82. VIII),

of which other cases are used as Infinitives in the Veda.

459. Rule for forming the stem in verbs of the ten classes.

The stem of the Infinitive is identical with the stem of the First

Future, and where one inserts f i, the other does also ; thus, budh,

cl. i, * to know/ makes Tdfajj* bodhitum ; f^ kship
9
cl, 6, Ho throw/

makes 'SJtj^ ksheptum. Moreover, all the rules for the change of the

root before the / of the Future terminations apply equally before the
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/ of the Infinitive. Hence, by substituting urn for the final a of the

3rd pers. sing, of the rst Future, the Infinitive is at once obtained.

Thus, ?m, STfiT ; ITCT, flj* ; tfteT, *>**; ^TftmT, 'SRftTgJT. So also, £|
makes^* ;

^T, ffc* or ^Vy? or ^fffT ; f^, ffag*. See 388-415.

a. In the Veda, Infinitives are also formed by the suffixes jfc, J^ y
jftw ^, ^

TO, ^W, *PJ, ?, ^, ^, which are really cases of verbal nouns (see 867. a.b).

b. The following examples will shew how remarkably the Sanskrit Infinitive

answers to the Latin Supine. S. OTTJR ' to stand,' L. statum ; S. ^TTJH 'to give,'

L. datum; S. TTnjH to drink,' L. potum ; S. JJfJ^'to go/ L. »7mw; S. HjflT 'to

strew,' L. stratum; S. ^T^ffi to anoint,' L. unctum ; S. "STftfiJT 'to beget/

L. genitum; S. «Sm(J*T 'to sound,' L. sonitum ; S. ^Tk»T 'to go,' L. serptum;

S. «^faip 'to vomit,' L. vomitum.

DERIVATIVE VERBS.

460. Having explained the formation of the verbal stem in the ten

classes of Primitive verbs, we come next to the four kinds of Deriva-

tive verbs, viz. Passives, Causals, Desideratives, and Frequcntatives.

PASSIVE VERBS.

461. Every root in every one of the ten classes may take a Passive

form, conjugated as an A'tmane-pada verb of cl. 4, the only difference

being in the accent, which in Passives falls on the inserted ya, whereas

in the Aitmane of Primitive verbs of cl. 4, it falls on the radical

syllable

.

a. It has already been remarked, that the Passive may be regarded as a distinct

derivative from the root, formed on one invariable principle, without any necessary

community with the conjugational structure of the Active verb. Thus the root

bhid, cl. 7, 'to divide/ makes bhinatti or bhintte, 'he divides/ dvish, cl. 2, 'to

hate/ makes dceshti or dvishte, 'he hates/ but the Passive of both is formed

according to one invariable rule, by the simple insertion of ya, without reference

to the conjugational form of the Active ; thus, bhidyate, ' he is divided / dvishynte,

he is hated.' See 243. a.

b. In fact, a Passive verb is really nothing but a root conjugated according to

the rule for cl. 4 restricted to the Atmane-pada : and to say that every root may

take a Passive form, is to say that roots of classes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10

may all belong to cl. 4, when they receive a Passive sense : so that if a root be

already of cl. 4, its Passive is frequently identical in form with its own Atmane-

pada (the only difference being in the accent).

c It might even be suspected, that the occasional assumption of an Intransitive

signification and a Parasmai-pada inflexion by a Passive verb, was the cause which

gave rise to a 4th class of Primitive verbs as distinct from the Passive. Instances
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are certainly found of Passive verbs taking Parasmai-pada terminations, and some

Passive verbs (e. g-jdyate, he is born,' fr, rt.janj puryate, 'he is filled/ fr. pri;

and tapyate, he is heated,' fr. tap) are regarded by native grammarians as Atmane

verbs of cl. 4 *. Again, many roots appear in class 4 as Intransitive verbs, which

also appear in some one of the other nine as Transitive. For example, yuj, ' to

join,' when used in a Transitive sense, is conjugated either in cl. 7, or in the

Causal; when in an Intransitive, in cl. 4. So also, push, 'to nourish;' kshubh,

to agitate;* klis, 'to vex;' sidh t 'to accomplish f.*

d. There are said to be three kinds of Passive verbs.

I. The Passive, properly so called (karman)', as, from §<?, JlTn 'he is struck'

(i.e. by another'), where the verb implies that the person or thing spoken of

suffers some action from another person or thing; e.g. ^ft^ft TT^Trt *RT 'rice is

cooked by me.'

II. An Impersonal Passive (bhdva), generally formed from an Intransitive verb,

and only occurring in the 3rd singular; TRTT 'it is gone;' HT^Hf 'it is danced ;'

M^n '
it is cooked ' or ' cooking goes on,' where the verb itself implies neither person

nor thing as either acting or suffering, but simply expresses a state or condition.

III. A Reflexive Passive (karma-kartri, object-agent' or object-containing-

agent'), where there is no object as distinct from the subject of the verb, or, in

other words, where the subject is both agent and object, as in til^^I ^T^W '
rice

is cooked;' *f jfTlff 'he is born,' &c. In these latter, if a vowel immediately

precedes the characteristic y> the accent may fall on the radical syllable, as in cl. 4.

They may also, in some cases, make use of the Atmane-pada of the Active, and

drop the y altogether; thus to express 'he is adorned by himself,' it would be

right to use *J5n 'he adorns himself.'

Obs.—According to Panini the Passive verb is merely an Atmane verb with the

Vikarana yak in the four tenses, and karman merely expresses one idea of the

Passive. The object is expressed by the termination of the Passive in such a case

as the house is built by me,' where the object of the agent me
t
viz. house, is

expressed by the terminations of the Passive. But no agent might be mentioned,

as simply 'the house is built,' in which case it would be a bhdva, not a karman.

462. Passive verbs take the regular Atmane-pada terminations at

246, making use of the substitutions required in cl. 4.

In the Aorist they take either the A or B terminations of form I at 418, according

as the root may admit the inserted ^ i or not; but they require that in 3rd sing.

of both forms the termination be ^ i in place of sta and ishta (see 475).

* The Passive not unfrequcntly takes the terminations of the Parasmai-pada in

Epic poetry ; e. g. thidyet for thidyeta, '
it may be cut ;' mokshyasi for mnkshyase,

' thou shalt be liberated ;' adriiyat, * he was seen.'

t The forms given for the Aorists of such verbs as pad, 'to go,' budh, to

know ' (which are said to be Atmane verbs of cl. 4), could only belong to Passive

verbs. The forms given by Westergaard are, apddi, ubodhi. See 475.
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Special Tenses.

463. Rule for the formation of the stem in the four Special tenses,

Atmane-pada, of roots of the first nine classes.

Affix V ya*—lengthened to m yd before initial m and v—to the

root, the vowel of which is not gunated, and often remains unchanged.

(Compare the rule for cl. 4 at 249 and 272.)

464. Thus, from >£cl. 1,
' to be,' comes the stem $q bhiya (Pres. 6A«ya+i=^lJ

bhuya+se=)£&[, &c; Impf. abhuya+i="^$5, &c; Pot. bhuya+ iyaz=Vgjp;
t &c;

Impv. bhuya+ai=>£$, &c); from 5^ cl. 6, 'to strike,' comes tudya (Pres. tudya

+t=jjir, &c.)

465. The root, however, often undergoes changes, which are generally analogous

to those of cl. 4 and the Precative Parasmai-pada (see 275 and 445); but a final d

is not changed to e as in the Precative.

Six roots in ^TT d, and one or two in T? e, J* ai, and ^ft 0, change their final

vowels to ^ (; thus, <J[T 'to give/ ^" 'to protect/ and <ft 'to cut,' make Pres. <(ft,

tffaifr, <ffaff> &c - S° also, VT ' to place' (3rd sing. \ffalT) ; OT ' to stand/ HT ' to

measure/ ^TT 'to drink/ and ^T 'to quit/ V 'to drink' (3rd sing. iffafiT, &c);

^ 'to sing' (rffa^) ; rft 'to destroy' (tfhnl).

Obs. 1. ^T cl. 2, 'to bind/ makes ^TCn, as it is not a yhu and does not come

under Pan. vi. 4, 66.

Obs. 2. ^T
' to go ' (ohdn) make3 hayate,though i?T to quit ' (ohdk) makes Myate.

a. But other roots in ^ d remain unchanged ; and most others in ai and are

changed to d; thus, ^TT 'to tell* makes 3rd sing. *«4IMH ; and ^TT to know/

^TTZr^; TJT 'to protect/ VWlt; V% 'to meditate,' WITT; $ft 'to sharpen/ STRif.

b. ^ft^T, ^W, and ^t drop their final vowels as at 390. c (^ftjgpfr, fadt,

&c); and m\ 'to become old' makes 1. sffafl. Cf. 446. a.

c. ^ '

to call/ ^ 'to weave/ ^ 'to cover/ make their stems fH, WT, and ^fal

(3rd sing, f^ffi). Compare 450. a.

• 466. Final $ i or "3" u are lengthened, as also a medial i or u before t? or r; thus,

from ftf, ?, f^, ^R, come ifhr, f*, ^tl, f$. See 447 and 453- *•

^

a. But fa 'to swell' make3 3rd sing. SJ^TT; and ^ft'to lie down/ $TOff.

467. Final ^ri becomes ft ri, but if preceded by a double consonant is gunated;

thus, ^ makes 3. fW ; ^, ftnffi ; but *7, S^*. Of. 448.

a. The roots ^ (3rd sing. ^H*H) and »TPJ are also gunated. Cf. 44#. a.

468. Final^K becomes $£<r; thus, ^ 'to scatter '
makes 3. "^Mff

;
but ^ to

fill/ ^IT. See 449 and 449. a.

* This ya is probably derived from yd, ' to go/ just as the Causal aya is derived

from i, 'to go.' It is certain that in Bengali and Hindi the Passive is formed

with the root yd. Cf. Latin amatum iri, &c. See 481.
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469. Roots ending in a double consonant, of which the first is a nasal, usually

reject the nasal ; as, from *RJ, ^W, *f^, come the stems "TO, &c. (TOT, &c.)

a. The roots at 390. 1. carry their peculiarities into the Passive (^TnTff or Win,

jj«m or Tftxnm?, fasOT or fasaim^, ^m^ or ^pften?).

470. 1T^ 'to produce,' ^ 'to dig/ ?T^ 'to stretch,' ^ 'to give/ optionally

reject the final nasal, and lengthen the preceding a; thus, *f F*4rt or W^n 9 &c.

471. T^'to speak/ ^'to say/ ^'to sow,' ^ST 'to wish/ 3T^'to dwell/ 3f
to bear/ ^^ to sleep/ "5RT5T 'to sacrifice,' change the semivowels ^, *? into their

corresponding vowels and accordingly make their stems 7*Ef, TO, W, Tjpj,

TOT, T?T, *pr,^ respectively, (T^JK, &c.)

Obs.—This change of a semivowel into its corresponding vowel is technically

called Samprasarana.

472. Similarly, Jf^ 'to take/ Jf^ 'to ask/ tf^ 'to fry/ *P^' to deceive,' *IV 'to

pierce/ tf^'to cut/ make their stems f^T, Tp33, *pr!T, faa?, f^*I, ^ST respec-

tively, (*T?nT, &c.)

a. "3»f to reason' shortens its vowel after prepositions (4'^lrf ; otherwise "3^1
1).

b. ^H^ forms its Passive from ^t; XJ^ from ^; ^ from »£; l^from ?T^J

and ^BT from Wl-

c. STP^ 'to rule' makes its Passive stem %?*?.

General Tenses,—Perfect of Passives.

473. The stem of this tense in the Passive verb is identical with that of al!

Primitive verbs, in all ten classes. The stems, therefore, as formed at 364-384,

will serve equally well for the Perfect of the Passive, provided only that they

be restricted to the Atmane-pada inflexion ; thus, ^m, ^j &c «

a. When the Periphrastic Perfect has to be employed (see 385) the auxiliaries

WS and ^may be used in the Atmane, as well as 3p. Compare 385. 6,

First and Second Future of Passives.

474. In these and the remaining tenses no variation generally occurs from the

stems of the same tenses in the Primitive, Atmane, unless the root end in a vowel.

In that case the insertion of ^i may take place in the Passive, although prohibited

in the Primitive, provided the final vowel of the root be first vriddhied ; thus, from

fa ti, cl. 5, 'to gather/ may come the stem of the 1st and 2nd Fut. Pass. Uyi

(cdyitdhe &c, tdyishye &c), although the stem of the same tenses in the Primitive

is t'e (tetdhe &c, tishye &c.) Similarly, from ? hu and ^f kri may come hdvi and

kdri [hdvitdhe, kdritdhe), although the stems in the Primitive are ho and kar.

a. In like manner ^1 may be inserted when the root ends in long y&Xd, or in ^e,

tai, ^no, changeable to ^TT^, provided that, instead of Vriddhi(which is impossible),

y be interposed between the final d and inserted i ; thus, from ^T dd, 'to give/ may

come the stem of the Fut. Pass, ddyi (ddyitdhe &c), although the stem of the same

tenses in the Primitive is dd (ddtdhe &c); from % hve
}
'to call/ may come hvdyi
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(Slftlrn? &c), although the stem in the Primitive is hvd. But in all these cases
the stem of the Primitive may be taken for that of the Passive, so that detdhe or
tdyitdhe may equally stand for the ist Fut. Pass. ; and similarly with the others.

b. In the case of roots ending in consonants, the stem of the two Futures in the
Passive will be identical with that of the same tenses in the Primitive verb, the in-

flenon^beingthat of the A'tmane.
J^ ' to see,' however, in the Passive, may be

^^t,^^,aswelUs^T!,"5^; and^
' to kill' may be ^fifinf , *rfW,

as welUs ^?n|, ^fif*; and ^ 'to take' may be STT%nt, ?JTf^, as well as

c. In verbs of cl. 10 and Causals, deviation from the Atmane form of the Primi-

tive may take place in these and the succeeding tenses. See 496.

Aorist of Passives.

47f>- In this tense, also, variation from the Primitive may occur when the root

ends in a vowel. For in that case the insertion of ^ i may take place, although

forbidden in the Primitive verb, provided the final of the root be vriddhied ; thus,

from fa ci may come the stem of the Aor. Pass. addyi [acdyishi &c, 427), although

the stem in the Atmane of the Primitive is ace (aceshi &c, 420). So also, from

J hu and
*J

kri may come ahdei and akdri (ahdvishi, akdrishi, 427), although the

stems in the Atmane of the Primitive are aho and akri {ahoshi, akrishi, 420). Again,

t may be inserted when the root ends in long "W\ d, or in ^ e, itai, ^ft 0, changeable

to ^TI d, provided that y be interposed between final d and inserted i; thus, from ^T

' to give,' ^ ' to protect,' ^ * to purify,' $t ' to cut,' may come addyi {addyishi &c),

although the stems in the Atmane of the Primitives are different (as adishi &c.)

But in all these cases it is permitted to take the stem of the Primitive for that of

the Passive (so that the Passive of H may be either acdyishi or aceshi), except in the

3rd pers. sing., where the terminations ishta and sta being rejected, the stem, as

formed by Vriddhi and the inserted i, must stand alone ; thus, addyi, '
it was

gathered;' ahdoi, 'it was sacrificed;' akdri, 'it was done;' addyi, 'it was given,'

'protected,' 'purified,' 'cut.'

a. Sometimes the usual form of the Aorist A'tmane is employed throughout (see

461. III). This is the case whenever the sense is that of a Reflexive Passive, not of

the real Passive; thus, WR 'to tell' in the 3rd sing. Aor. Pass, is "SflPHfa, but in

the sense of a Reflexive Passive ^T^TfT; fa ' to resort to' makes ist sing. Aor. Pass.

^roftlfa, but Reflexive ^jfiflfopJ; and SR^'to love' makes 3rd sing. Aor. Pass.

*TOm or ^RlflT, but Reflexive ^WRH.
b. If the root end in a consonant, the stem of the Aorist Passive will always be

identical with that of the Atmane of the Primitive, except in the 3rd sing., where

^ t being substituted for the terminations ishta and sta of form I at 4 18, generally

requires before it the lengthening of a medial a (if not already long by position),

and the Gum of any other short medial vowel*. Hence, from tan, 'to stretch,'

* A medial vowel, long by nature or position, remains unchanged (by 28), and

in one or two cases even a short vowel ; as, asami for aidmi.

Dd
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ist, 2nd, and 3rd sing, atanishi, atanishthds, atdni; from kship,' to throw,' akshipsi,

akshipthds, akshepij from vid, 'to know/ avedishi, avedishthds, avedi, &c.

c. The lengthening of a medial a, however, is by no means universal ; and there

are other exceptions in the 3rd sing., as follows :—

Nearly all roots ending in am forbid the lengthening of the vowel in the 3rd sing.

;

thus, *"arfJT from W{ ' to walk ;' ^fa from^ ' to bear ;' ^$tfa from^ ' to

be calm' (but in the sense of 'to observe,' 'STftTfa).

d. Similarly, ^J^fv from *P( and ^fa from »f^. The former may optionally

substitute *TCnf»Tfrom^
e. ip[and

*J^ lengthen their vowels (wrf$, Wjf^).

/. The roots at 390. I. will have two forms, ^^ifa or ^SRTfH, ^?iftfa or ^THfaTfa,

^fe or ^f^55Tftr, &c.

y. TV 'to perish,' *PT 'to yawn,' tH 'to desire,' insert nasals (STtfaf, ^*ff*H,

^TO**?). Similarly, <?3>? 'to receive,' when it has a preposition (e.g. UTe5W),

and optionally when it has none (^c?ftn or S3c?Tfa, Pan. vn. 1, 69).

A. H^ to break' may drop its nasal, in which case the medial a is lengthened

(Wfe or TOTftT).

i. ?3 ' to clothe ' may either retain the e or change it to i or i (^f? or ^?ff[fi>

or 'S^ftfe).

,;. ^ to go' substitutes *TT, and optionally does so when adhi is prefixed in the

sense of ' to read ' (^Wnftf or ^PflTfij).

k. ^'to blame' makes ^TTrffftl or TOTfS.

Precaiive (or Benediclive) and Conditional of Passives.

476. In these tenses the same variation is permitted in the case of roots ending

in vowels as in the Aorist ; that is, the insertion of ^ i is allowed, provided that,

before it, Vriddhi take place in a final vowel capable of such a change, and y he

interposed after final dj thus, from f^<5i maycome the steins 6d\ji and a£dyi{cdyi$hiy<i,

atdyishye) ; from ? hu, hdvi and ahdvi ; from
*J

kri
t
kdri and akdri ; from <£T da,

ddyi and addyi. But 6eshiya
t
aceshye, hoshiya, ahoshye, &c, the forms belonging

to the Atmane of the Primitive verb, are equally admissible in the Passive.

Passive Infinitive.

477. There is no Passive Infinitive in Sanskrit distinct in form from the Active.

The suffix turn, however, is capable of a Passive sense, when joined with certain

verbs, especially with the Passive of ^J^[ 6ak, 'to be able.' It is also used passively,

in connection with the Participles drabdha, niriipita, yukta, &c. See Syntax, 869.

Passive verbs from roots of the 10th class.

478. In forming a Passive verb from roots of cl. 10, although the conjugational

Wl is rejected in the first four tenses, yet the other conjugational changes of the

root are retained before the suffix yaj thus, from^ cl. 10, 'to steal/ comes the
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stem torya (^n*jrt). In the Perfect ^PH is retained (see 473. a), and in the other

General tenses the stem may deviate from the Atmane form of the Primitive hy

the optional rejection or assumption of Wl, especially in the Aorist. See Causal

Passives at 496.

CAUSAL VERBS.

479. Every root in every one of the ten classes may take a Causal

form, which is conjugated as a verb of the 10th class; and which is

not only employed to give a Causal sense to a Primitive verb, but

also a Transitive sense to an Intransitive verb ; sec 289.

Thus, the Primitive verb bodhati, ' he knows* (from root budh, cl. 1), becomes in

the Causal ^hn?f?T bodhayati, * he causes to know,' ' he informs ;' and the Intransi-

tive verb kshubhyati, ' he shakes,' ' is shaken' (from kshubh, cl. 4), becomes TJpHJrfW

*he shakes' (transitively).

a. This form may sometimes imply other analogous senses.

Thus, hdrayali, 'he allows to take;' vdsayati/he suffers to perish;' abhisheca-

yatiy ' he permits himself to be inaugurated ;' kshamayati, ' he asks to be forgiven
;'

TOfW^TT ^TTrRT^ ' allow yourself to be inaugurated.'

01)8.—To say that every root may take a Causal form, is equivalent to saying

that roots of the first nine classes may all belong to the 10th, when they take a

Causal sense; and that if a root be originally of the 10th class, no distinct form

for its Causal is necessary, the Primitive verb and the Causal being in that case

identical (see 289). Possibly the occasional employment of a Causal verb in a

Transitive, rather than a Causal sense, was the reason for creating a 10th class of

Primitive verbs. Certainly the subject of conjugation would be simplified if the

addition of aya to the root were considered in all cases as the mark of a Causal

verb ; especially as aya is not the sign of a separate conjugation, in the way of any

other conjugational Vikarana (see 250. b) ; for it is retained in most of the other

tenses of the verb, not only in the first four, just as the Desiderative ish is retained.

480. As to the terminations of Causal verbs, they are the same as

those of the scheme at 246 ; and the same substitutions are required

in the first four tenses as in classes 1, 4, 6, and 10.

Special Tenses.

481. General rule for forming the stem in the four Special tenses

of roots of the ten classes.

If a root end in a vowel, vriddhi that vowel; if in a consonant,

gunate the radical vowel before all the terminations, and affixm aya *

* This may be derived from root ^ 1/ to go,' just as the Passive ya is supposed

to be derived from root yd. See 463, note *.

D d 2
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(changeable to ayd before initial m and v , but not before simple m)

to the root so vriddhied or gunated.

482. Thus, from «TVto lead* comes the stem »iimm by 37 (Pres. ndyayd+mi=
rlTIfXrrfiT, ndyaya + si—m^ffX &c. ; Impf. amyaya -f ro= »s »i 1 m «4^ &c; Pot.

«flyfl3/^-|-iyam==TntRX(^ &c. ; Impv. ndyaya -f awi= •n^TTf^T &c. Atm. Pres.

ndyaya-j-i=tTPP? &c. In Epic poetry a doubtful form fTFTJirffa is found). Simi-

larly, from $ft * to lie down' comes ^THTO Ndyaya (^iMMifa &c.) ; from >£6Au, * to

be,' comes HT^TO bhdvaya (tffspnfa &c.) ; and from
*J

'to do' and ^T ' to scatter'

the stem ^uTH kdraya.

But from^' to know ' comes the gunated $tVA bodhaya (^tWlfa) J
and from

^el. 1, 'to creep/ the gunated ^HR sarpaya.

Obs.

—

Wfi 'to celebrate,' and other verbs of the 10th class, will take the changes

already explained at 285-289.

483. Roots ending in ^H d, or in TT e, J? ai, "Cm 0, changeable to ^SfT d, cannot be

vriddhied, but frequently insert \p between the root and the suffix aya; thus, <JT

* to give,' ^"
' to love,' and <ft

* to cut,' all make r,m<Um ddpaydmi, Sec ; H " to drink
,'

VTmnfa dhdpaydmi, &c. ; H ' to sing,' TT^TOTfiT gdpaydmi, Sec See 484.

a. So also other roots in a insert p, except tJT cl. 1,
' to drink,' which inserts *f #

(^ipnfa &c.) ; and m cl. 2, ' to preserve,' which inserts 0* / (^irtMlfn &c. ) ; and

^T cl. 2, in the sense of 'to agitate,' which inserts »f C^T5RTft &c.)

h. So also other roots in ai insert p, but most others in e and insert y ; thus,

3T
* to call* makes d^lM^ifa &c. Similarly, «T ' to weave,' 'SJ ' to put on.' ^TT ' to

sharpen ' makes TflTRITfa &c. Similarly, "3T ' to cut,' ?u ' to destroy.'

484. |TT 'to know,' ^T or ^t 'to stew,' ^T 'to bathe/ and ^ ' to languish/ may

optionally shorten the d, the last two only when not joined with prepositions;

thus, sTTWfa &c, or fWUfa &c. ; TTTWfa &c, or TOJinfa &c. (but with nfl

only, *Tfir7jqTrffa). ^ * to waste away ' makes only ^HTfftr.

485. Some roots in i, {, ri, also insert p, after changing the final vowel to a

;

thus, f*T 'to conquer' makes »im*ufa &c. Similarly, fa 'to throw/ W\ 'to

perish/ "aft 'to buy' (Hromfa, WWfa, &c.)

a. fa? 'to smile' makes WTCTlTfa &c, and STTX$ Sec

b. fa 'to collect' has four forms ; 1. ^TWfa &c, 2. ^Wfa &c, 3. ^TWfa

&c, 4. ^wfa &c,

c. Hi cl. 3, 'to fear/ has three forms ; 1. WWfa Sec, 2. HVN Sec, Atm. only,

3. Hfcn Sec, Atm. only.

d. ^ cl. 2, 'to go/ makes ^TTRTf'T &c., especially with the preposition wV
' over/ ,?rmnnrrf'T '

I cause to go over/ '
I teach/

e. Three roots insert n; *<ft cl. 4, 'to embrace/ 'to adhere/ making (with prep.

fa in the sense of 'to dissolve') -c#H*rifa &c, as well as -HTWfa, -c*TWfa,

and -cSTOIftfa &c. ; in some senses, however, <3TWfa only can be used : rft cl. 9,

'to please/ makes TTtaTOTfa (also JITWfa) ; and ^cl. 5 and 9, 'to shake/ lprnW«

- 486. # cl. 3, ' to be ashamed/ # ' to flow/ $ ' to choose/ and ^ cl. I, ' to go/

insert p after gunation ; thus, ftPflfa Sec, ^falfa &c.
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a. tfrft and ^qft and ^ft$T (see 390. c) drop their finals (^Wfa, ^wfa,
^fr^nftr, &c.)

b. *TFT 'to awake,' F? in the sense of ' to long for,' If cl. 4, 'to grow old/ \ in the

sense of 'to fear,' ^ ' to lead/ take Guna (*TPTOTfi?). But
<J

*

to tear/ ^KVl ftr.

c. *T ' to swallow ' makes TPdTfiR or TT^nftr.

487. Roots ending in single consonants, enclosing a medial ^ a, generally

lengthen the a; thus, V* el. 1,
' to cook/ makes TJTOTTfa &c - There are, however,

many exceptions; thus, ^ 'to he sick,' r^ 'to hasten/ &c, do not lengthen

the vowel. In ifc^ ' to blaze/ and some others, the lengthening is optional.

a. Roots in m generally do not lengthen the «; thus, l^cl. 1, 'to go/ makes

TmnftT &c. ; W{ ' to be weary/ awMifa <fec. Some, however, optionally do so

;

as, »!^ ' to bend,' &c. One or two always lengthen the a j as, cfi^ '
to love ' makes

b. The roots TV, SfH, ^H, and o5*T (see 475. g) insert nasals (T^Pnfa &c.)

488. Other anomalies.—<££ 'to grow' makes ^tfnnfa or ^TOft; ^1 or B
'to sound/ ^t^TfH ; <j^'to be corrupt/ gMqifc; ^'to kill/ VrTHnft

; ^flf

'to fall/ 'to perish,' STTrHnfir; ^ 'to quiver/ TOTTTlTfa or «tolfi? ; OT*l

'to increase,' FRRITfa; TSFHTl 'to shake' as the earth, 15»nwfa &c. ; 1^'to

rub,' HT^Tft (390..;) ; ^ ' to conceal/ *Jijr«nfa (390. m).

a. The roots TO^, f%^, ^R, VR\, V!^, ^T^, at 390. /, will have two forms

(iftwfa or iftm^lfH &c, see 390. 1).

h. ftTO 'to be finished' makes its- Causal either ^nVRTm or, with reference to

sacred rites, ^HllfR ; ^n^ ' to fry ' either tf*5Pnfa or >T#mfa ; but the last form

may be from *|*^.

c. \* '
to clothe' makes f^nft ; T^in the sense of * to hunt/ T*Hnfa.

Obs.—The Causal of verbs of cl. 10 will be identical with the Primitive ; see 289.

The Causals of Causals will also be identical with the Causals themselves.

General Tenses.

489. The changes of the root required to form the stem of the

Special tenses are continued in the General. Moreover, aya is re-

tained in all these tenses, except the Aorist and except the Precative,

Parasmai ; but the last a of aya is dropped before the inserted 5 s,

which is invariably assumed in all other General tenses.

Perfect (\f
Causals.

490. This tense must be of the Periphrastic form, as explained at

385; that is, wram added to the Causal stem is prefixed to the

Perfect of one of the three auxiliary verbs,^ '
to be/ 5/ to be/ or if

'to do;' thus, lfl'to know' makes in Causal Perfect ^VHTOKn: or
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itomm or *fhnro$?. W[ makes in Caus
-
Perf

- 3rd P1
* ^nnw^:

* they extinguished' (Raghu-v. vn. 45).

First and Second Future of Causals.

491. In these tenses the inserted 5 i is invariably assumed between

the stem, as formed in the Special tenses, and the usual terminations

;

thus, JV makes ^vfarrrftR &c., Ttufjranftr &c «

Aorist of Causals and verbs of cl. 10.

492. The terminations are those of form II at 435. In the

formation of the stem of this tense, the suffix ay is rejected ; but any

other change that may take place in the Special tenses, such as the

insertion of p or y f
is preserved. The stem is a reduplicated form

of this change, and to this reduplication the augment ^ a is prefixed.

Thus, taking the stems bodhaij mdjdpay (Causal steins of hudh, to know,' and

ji, 'to conquer'), and rejecting ay, we have bodh and jap; and from these are

formed the stems of the Aorist abiibudh and ajfjap (^F$^ abubndham &c,

^njyl abiibndfie &c, ^TCftlTC^ ajfjapam &c, ^nft*fH ajijape &c, cf. the Greek

Pluperfect).

493. The rule for this reduplication is as follows:—The initial

consonant of the root, with its vowel, is reduplicated, and the redu-

plicated consonant follows the rules given at 252 ; but the redupli-

cation of the vowel is peculiar.

Reduplication of the vowel of the initial consonant in the Causal Aorist,

a. Causal stems, after rejecting ay, will generally end in ay, dv, dr, or a consonant

preceded by a, d, e, 0, or ar. The usual reduplicated vowel for all these, except 0,

is ^ i. But 3" u is reduplicated for 0, and sometimes also for dv. The rule is, that

either the reduplicated or stem syllable must be long either by nature or position

;

and in general the reduplicated vowel i or u is made long, and, to compensate for

this, the long vowel of the Causal stem shortened, or, if it be Guna, changed to its

corresponding short vowel ; thus, the Causal stem nay (from •3

ft, rejecting ay) makes

the stem of the Aorist aninay (

1

^«fl«1M*t
v

aninayam &c.) ; the Causal stem bhdv

(from £J makes abibhav (^fcc%*{ &c.) ; the Causal stem kdr (from
^J),

atikar

,

gam (from *T^), ajigam; pad (from V^), apipat; pal (from tTT»), apipal; ved (from

far? ), avivid. But bodh (from "JV), abiibudh; and sdv (from
?J),

asiishav.

b. Sometimes the reduplicated vowel is only long by position before two const)

nants, the radical vowel being still made short ; as, srdv (from ^) makes asisrav or

asufrav; drdv (from $), adudrav or adidrav; *T^, abibhraj (also ababhrdj).

c. Sometimes the reduplicated vowel remains short, whilst the vowel of the

Causal stem, which must be long either by nature or position, remains unchanged

;
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thus, the Causal stem jfo (from *ffa) may make ^ftnft^ (also ^iftftTW); tint,

ati&nt; kalp, atikalp. In such cases a is generally reduplicated for a or «; as,

laksh makes alalaksh; yd6, ayaydt; cart (from vrit), avavart, &c.

dt Obs.—If the stem has ar, dr, ir, al (from radical ri, ri, or hi), these are either

left unchanged or ar, dr, ir may be changed to "% ri, and al to o£ Iri ; thus, vart

(from *«n may make avivrit as well as «*?at>arf ; kirt (from ^) either a&Wrf or

attfkrit, &c.

e. The following are other examples, some of which are anomalous
:
from pdy

(Caus. of pa, 'to drink'), wfal^&c.; from sthdp (Caus. of sthd, ' to stand'), *fiT-

«*KH&c.3 from <^r«/> (Caus. ofghrd/to smell'), ^fiTfrn^&cand^fim^&c.;

from adhydp (Caus. of i, ' to go,' with nefli), W**m &c.
;
from *,Af (Caus. of

6eslit,

'

to make effort '),^^ or *fa^; from Iwdy (Caus. of Aw, * to call'),

OTTCFm or *H}^ ; from tvar (Caus. of tvar, ' to hasten '), TOr^ ;
from stdr

(Caus of stri or rfrf, 'to spread'), *«K^ or *fi!*P^; from «fo'r (Caus. of drl,

'to tear'), *^J from clyo< (Caus. of dyut, 'to shine'), *f^; from hay

(Caus. offci, 'to swell'),*^1 or *fipP^; from sn^r (Cans, of smn, 'to

remember'), *«^; ^m »ef/» (Caus. of T^'to sleep'),*^; from *„t*

(cl. io, 'to tell'), WW* or **\*SV{i from TO (cl. io, 'to count'), TOTO^

or ^IPD^; from jira/A (Caus. of 11^ 'to spread'),W^
Reduplication of an initial vowel in the Causal Aorist.

4„4 Roots beginning with vowels, and ending with single consonants, form their

Causal Aorists by a peculiar reduplication of the root (after rejecting *») fhe

rule is that not only the initial vowel, as in the Perfect at 36* .but the hna

consonant also be duplicated. In fact, the whole root is doubled, as ,t would

be if it began with a consonant, and ended with a vowel
;
the consonant ,s redu-

plicated according to the rules at 2 f)2 , but the second vowel is genera ly

J

,

This
.' (which probably results from a weakening of a) takes the place the stem

vowel, which then becomes the initial of the reduplicated syllable an combme

with the augment « a, according to *« . « ; thus, <to mfer^s he stem of

* Causal Aorist rtf. *tt; and with * prefixed,^(^ I -used to

infer'). So also, Wl* cl. 5, ' to obtain,' makes *Tf*^ I caused to obtain
; ^

Z <

to praise/ makes to* <
I caused to praise, C, G, ,nd Ao,W

from «7W, and ipopov from Ofmfii.

a. If a cot end in a conjunct consonant, the first member of wh,h ,s

.

£

.

or , this nasal or r is rejected fromthe fimd, but not from the re up ca^tt r

.

thu «i « to be worthy' makes wffa*J ' I caused to be worthy, I honoured

1 iTcll stem from** prober, .na.es^<1«* * P<—

and TC '
to moisten' makes «fo<?* '

I caused to moisten.

*. W when the first member of the compound ,s any^^££T
responding consonant to this first member of the compound ,

.
» u^l by

J.c;thu,,^'tosee'makes^^ fl»/OT> I caused to see , ^ to go

makes *Tf**^ ' 1 wised to go.'
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c. Roots consisting of a single vowel, form their Causal Aorists from the Causal

stem (after rejecting aya); thus, the root 1J ' to go ' makes its Causal stem arp, '
to

deliver over;' and its Causal Aorist ^TN^ *
I caused to deliver/

d. "3w| 'to cover' makes its Causal Aorist wU^I ; 'SRT cl. 10, 'to he blind/

W^VH > and IPF^cl. 10, 'to diminish,' W«T^H.

e. When the consonant which follows the initial vowel has another vowel after

it, this vowel must appear in the reduplication; thus, from OT*faCcl. io, ' to des-

pise/ comes the Aorist ^THR>ftt*.

Precative (or Benedictive) and Conditional of Causals.

495. The stem of the Causal Precative A'tmane, and of the

Causal Conditional in both voices, does not differ from that of the

General tenses ; but the last a of aya is dropped before the inserted

\ i, which is always assumed. In the Precative Parasmai both

aya and i are rejected, but any other change of the root is retained

;

thus, TO 'to know* makes in Caus. Prec. bodhydsam &c, bodha-

yishiya &c. ; in Cond., abodhayishyam &c, abodhayishye &c.

.

Infinitive of Causals.

a. The Infinitive may be most easily formed from the 3rd sing.

1 st Future, as explained at 459 ; thus, from tjv comes ^fafwr * he

will cause to know/ ifftffinp[ * to cause to know/

Passive of Causals.

496. In forming a Passive verb from a Causal stem, the Causal

suffix XR is rejected, but the other Causal changes of the root are

retained before the Passive suffix ya.

Thus, from Caus. stem tffint pdtaya (from tfi^'to fall') comes the Pass. tTO

pdtya, making 1st sing. Vm '
I am made to fall/ 3rd sing. WTiT 'he is made to

fall/ Similarly, WT * to stand' makes WHWffT ' he causes to stand/ OT&IW '
lie

is caused to stand;' and ?t 'to know' makes $PWfif 'he causes to know/ and

^TOW ' he is caused to know,' ' he is informed/

a. In the General tenses, the stem of all the tenses, excepting the

Perfect, may vary from the Atmane form by the optional rejection

of the conjugational ^HT. But in the Perfect, the Atmane of the

usual form with dm and the auxiliaries (490, 385) is admitted for

the Passive. In the Aorist, the usual reduplicated form (49 a) gives

place to the Atmane form which belongs to those verbs of the first

nine classes which assume i,
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Thus, from W*q, the Causal stem of ^ * to be,' come the Passive Perfect

•"•UN* orWTOm^ or WTO*?? J ist Fut. TOfinnt or HTfafTT? ; 2nd Fut.

umftTO or >TTfcTO; Aor. ^Hrefafa or WTfafq, 3rd sing. mtlfr ; Prec. HTC-

fil^fa or Hlft^fhf ; Cond. ^WRftm or WTfaoT.

b. Similarly, from "qfani, Causal stem of ^V 'to know/ come Passive Perfect

TThPflrarSi &c. ' I have been caused to know /ist Fut. ^ftaftnH^r or ^fU7TT% &c.

'I shall be caused to know/ 2nd Fut. Wlftim or "^tfw &c.; Aor. ^pftvftrfaf

or ^nfrfvfil 'I have been caused to know,' 2. ^r^rfrrem or WMVIW,
3. ^^ftftr &c.

c. So also, from $PPI, Causal stem of $P* 'to cease,' come the Passive Perfect

3l*f<ll<qik or ^praffllif &c. ' I have been caused to cease,' &c. ; ist Fut. ^iff^ifT^

or tyfflrit^ ; 2nd Fut. JPTfir*I or ^fftm ; Aor. WtyHptffo or ^rfafa, 3rd sing.

W$\Th ; Prec. "JjTHftl^ft^ &c. : and the radical ci may be optionally lengthened; .

thus, ist Fut. ^Plftin^ or 3nflftnTn» &c.

d. So also, WSfftl or ^N5JTf<T, 3rd sing. Aor., from Causal of t|.

Obs.—Even ^^, ^HtJ, 3f^, and some other roots which end in a double conso-

nant, may optionally lengthen the medial a ; thus, Aor. 3rd sing. ^HTTCU or WITO.

Desideraiive of Causals.

497. When Causals and verbs of cl. 10 take a Desiderative form

(see 498), they retain ay, and are all formed with isha ; thus, Wri'Jirfit

'I cause to fall* makes faqnrfwfa 'I desire to cause to fall/

^T<nn6T 'I cause to sleep ' makes gTan^frpnfa 'I desire to cause to

sleep / *TC cl. 10, * to steal/ makes ^tofwfa ' I wish to steal/

a. The Desiderative stem of the Causal of Wfr, ' to go over,' is either *wfn-

*Tftre or ^fvflTmTTfire ; of the Causal of 3 ' to call,' ^T^TO (as if from ?T^P() j

of the Causal of ?T '

to know/ gfaf (or regularly fi^T^1* or fsf^TOftP*); f the

Causal of fa 'to swell/ ^pTRftp? (or regularly fifreTCftm).

DESIDERATIVE VERBS.

498. Every root in the ten classes may take a Desiderative form.

a. Although this form of the root is not often used, in classical composition, in

its character of a verb, yet nouns and participles derived from the Desiderative stem

are not uncommon (see 80. 1, and 82. VII). Moreover, there are certain Primitive

roots which take a Desiderative form, without yielding a Desiderative sense ;
and

these, as equivalent to Primitive verbs (amongst which they are generally classed),

may occur in classical Sanskrit ; e. g. jugups, ' to blame/ from ifrgupj tikits, ' to

cure/ from fa^AiY; titiksh, 'to bear/ from fir^ty: WtW^mtmdtis, 'to reason/

from^ man ; Mbhats, ' to abhor/ from TTV or ^.
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499. Desideratives take the terminations at 246, with the substi-

tutions required in classes 1, 4, 6, and 10; and their inflexion,

either in Parasmai or iftmane, is generally determined by the practice

of the Primitive verb.

Thus, root ^6udA, cl. 1, 'to know/ taking both inflexions in the Primitive,

may take both in the Desiderative (bubodhiskdmi &c, or bubodhishe &c, ' I desire

to know*); and c3*T labh, 'to obtain,' taking only the Xtmane in the Primitive,

may take only the Atmane in the Desiderative (lipse &c, ' I desire to obtain').

500. Rule for forming the stem in the four Special tenses.

Reduplicate the initial consonant and vowel of the root, and gene-

rally, though not invariably, if the Primitive verb inserts ^ i (see

392-415), affix ^ish or in a few roots $u (see 393); if it rejects i,

then simply ^ s, changeable to ^ sh (by 70 ; see, however, /), to the

root so reduplicated. The vowel a is then added, as in classes 1, 4,

6, and 10; and, agreeably to the rule in those classes, this a becomes a

before terminations beginning with m and v (but not before simple m).

a. Thus, from fnp{kship, 'to throw,' comes the stem tikshipsa (tikshipsa+mi=:

fafep*nf*T tikshipsdmi &c., 'I desire to throw'); but from ft^ vid, 'to know,'

taking inserted i, comes vividisha (vividishd-\-mi=ftfftf^TfH vividishdmi &c. In

Atm. the stem is vivitsa).

b. Some roots, however, which reject the inserted i in other forms,

assume it in the Desiderative, and vice versa. Some, again, allow an

option ; thus, ^ ' to be ' makes fa^fffi* &c. or foffcrrfa &c. See the

lists at 392-415.

c. The reduplication of the consonant is in conformity with the rules at 252

;

that of the vowel belonging to the initial consonant follows the analogy of Causal

Aorists at 493 ; that is, the vowel ^t is reduplicated for a, d, i, {, n, f/, Jp, e, or ai;

but the vowel 7 u for m, m, and 0; and also for the a of av or dv preceded by any

consonant except j, a labial or a semivowel ; thus, fir. H^T ' to cook ' comes Desid.

stem pipaksha by 296; fr. VT^ 'to ask,' yiydtishaj fr. "ifN 'to live,' jijivisha;

fr. "^'to see,' didrikshaj fr. ^'to serve,' sisevisha ; fr. *t'to sing,' jigdsa;

fr. ^ 'to know,' jijndsa (yiywaKV): but fr.^ 'to join' comes yuyuksha; fr.

^ 'to purify,' pupusha; fr. ^ cl. 4, 'to know,' "fflm bubhutsa, see 299. a;

fr. i\\*W, Causal stem of *j 'to praise,' nundvayisha; fr. *JTOlf, Causal stem of ?.

to purify ,' pipdvayisha.

d. And if the root begin with a vowel the reduplication still follows the analogy

of the same tense at 494 j thus, from Wl comes ^ffifTOF > and with isha added,

^fiflfitf*. Similarly, from^ comes arjihisha; from 15f , ujihisha; from $9>

ttikshisha; from T^, undidisha; aee 494*
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Obs.—In reduplication the vowel t takes the place of a, as being lighter; see

252. d. Obs. It is probably the result of a weakening of a.

e. In Desiderative stems formed from the Causals of ^ '
to fall/ J

'
to run/ £

' to go,'
3J

* to leap,' ^ ' to hear,' 1| 'to distil,' and %
'
to flow,' a or d may be repre-

sented by either u or i; thus, the Causal of ^J makes farajreftre or 'TOT^ftR.

/. Observe—When the inserted s becomes sh by 70, the initial ^of a root will

not be affected by the vowel of the reduplicated syllable ; thus, sit makes sisiksha,

not sishiksha ; and sev makes sisevisha. Except, however, ^5, which makes fffii
and except the Desid. of Causals, as ftf^vftR fr. Caus. of fav.

501. When a root takes the inserted i or i (393), and forms its

Desiderative with isha or isha, then the final ^ ri is gunated.

Thus,
7J

to cross' makes titarisha or titarisha (also titirsha, see 502).

a. Moreover, initial and medial i, u, ri are often, but not always,

gunated if followed by a single consonant.

Thus, "37^ 'to go' makes otikhisha; ^ 'to wish/ eshishishaj fif^'to play,'

didevisha; «T?T to dance/ ninartisha : but fa<?
' to know,' vividisha.

b. An option, as to Guna, is however generally allowed to medial i and u; thus,

5^ to rejoice' makes either mumodisha or mumudisha; Tffi 'to become moist'

either tiklidisha or dikledisha; but roots in iv (e.g. siv) arc peculiar, see 502. b.

c. ^ 'to go* and ^ 'to sound/ having no consonant, reduplicate

the characteristic letter of the Desiderative with i ; thus, $ftni (used

with the prepositions adhi and pratt), so "Sifatr.

502. When a root rejects i and forms its Desiderative with

*T sa
y
this sa

y
if affixed to roots ending in vowels, has the effect of

lengthening a final ^ioriw; of changing £ e
y

Ji ai, TX\ 0, to ^TT d

;

^ ri or ^ 77 to $r: ir, or after a labial to 3iT ur.

Thus, from fa comes 6i6(sha ; from ^, suirusha ; from
^f,

tikirsha; from *?,

jepa'sa; fromT£,fi7frsA«; from 1£ jW/wrsAa ; from^,6tt6A«rs/ia; from «[, roiiroMrsAa.

a. When it is affixed to roots ending in consonants, the radical

vowel generally remains unchanged, but the final consonant combines

with the initial sibilant, in accordance with the rules at 296.

As, from ^V comes yuyutsa (299); from^ comes didhaksha (306. a); from J|,

dudhuksha ; from *J3^, bubhuksha.

b. A medial long ri becomes (r, and final iv becomes yd or is gunated; thus,

from^ comes tikirtayisha; from ftW, susyiisha or sisevisha,

e. Many of the special rules for forming the stem in the last five tenses at

390. a-o apply to the Desiderative; thus the roots at 390. a. generally forbid

Guna {6uku6isha &c.)

d. So «1^ makes bibhraksha or bibharksha or bibhrajjisha or bibharjisha (390.*);

^ and ^, »im<mJM« and n»»a»**A<i (390. A); 1%, w»otoa (390. 0)
;
^fT*

E e 2
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didaridrisha (390. c, but makes also didaridrdsa) ; 3t*^> 6ikamisha or 6ikdmayisha ;

T^jjugopisha or jugopdyisha or jugupsa (390. /).

503. The following is an alphabetical list of other Desiderative stems, some of

them anomalous: wfcfeitf fr. ^Z 'to wander;' 'ttfgfcttf fr. W£ 'to transgress;'

^ftft^ fr. ^ 'to go;' $^ fr. ^TT^'to obtain;' $!# (or regularly ^fiffire) fr.

^V 'to prosper;' ^Wfiw or ^ftSftW fr. §^'to envy;' 3B§«J? or t*«jtrfa*( or

,9P§g^ (390. b) fr. "3h| 'to cover;' fwfa (or regularly fa^fa) fr. fa 'to col-

lect ;' fsfiTTO (or regularly f*T*Tfa*r) fr.^ ' to go ;' f*Rfotl (or regularly fsPTft1!)

fr. n ' to swallow ' (cf. 375. 7) ; fipffa fr. f»T ' to conquer ;' f*mw fr.^ ' to eat

'

(used as Desid. of 'SHJ); finite fr. ^'to kill;' fsnffa fr. fi^ 'to send;' ftpj^

fr. ?T^ 'to take;' SJf* fr. % 'to call;' finifa (or regularly frfffftn?) fr. H^ 'to

stretch ;'
f?TJT?J fr. IJf

' to kill ;' f^W fr. ^1 ' to give,' ^ ' to love,' and <ff ' to cut
;'

f^fo? fr. ^ ' to respect ;' f^ft^ or f^ftifa or fyffi fr. ?.
' to tear ;' f^flfin* or

f^sftfini fr. 3T^ ' to shine ;' f^lftt* fr.
>J

' to hold ;' <*%N (or regularly f$hw) fr.

f^ ' to play ;' fifr* fr. VI ' to place ' and ^ ' to drink ;' f*TO or Vta (or f^f»TO)

fr. ^T ' to deceive ;' fvm (or ftTOfiW) fr. tr^
' to fall ' and ^ ' to go ;' fqtjftni

or Vftrt fr. £ 'to purify;' ftpjfStf fr. TO 'to ask;' f^THftiT or^ fr. ^ 'to

bear;' ftTW fr. HT ' to measure,' ft? ' to throw,' ift ' to perish,' and T ' to change
;'

fa^Tf*!*? or foj^J fr. *pT ' to rub ;'. *ftsf fr. ^^( ,n *ue sense of * desiring release

from mundane existence,' otherwise 5*JSf); fa^lfa 1? or ^^ ^r - 3
*

to J°*n

;

' ^w
fr. UV ' to accomplish ;' ft^T fr. I^T ' to take ;' fo*& fr. <** * to obtain ;' fW^
or ftnrfa? or ^|§ fr. ^

' to choose ;' "fa^J fr. TP^' to cut ;'
fiflSJ fr.^ 'to be

able;' f$TOftre (or f$?5rfa) fr. fa 'to have recourse to ;' ft?^n^ (or ftrafiF?) fr.

^ 'to obtain,' ' to give ;' fawftR fr. ftR ' to smile ;' f^^fl^ (or *{^) fr. ^
'to sound;' *jy*T fr. ^^'to sleep.'

General Tenses of Desideratives.

504. The Perfect must be of the Periphrastic form as explained at 385 ; that is,

^CTPT dm added to the Desiderative stem, as already formed, with sa, isha, or (sha

(500), is prefixed to the Perfect of one of the auxiliaries kri, as, or bhu (see 385)

;

thus, from pipaksha (root pad, to cook') comes the Perfect pipakshdnfakdra. I

wished to cook ;' from bubodhisha (root budh, to know') comes bubodhishdnfakdra,

bubodhiskdmdsa, bubodhishdmbabhuva, '
I wished to know.'

a. In all the remaining tenses it is a universal rule, that inserted i be assumed

after the Desiderative stem, whether formed by sa or isha, except in the Precative

Parasmai; thus, from pa6 comes 1st Fut. pipakshitdsmi &c. ; 2nd Fut. pipakshi*

shydmi &c; Aor. apipakshisham &c. (form I, B, at 418); Prec. Par. pipakshydsatn

&c. ; Atm. pipakshisMya &c; Cond. apipakshishyam &c. So also, taking vividish

(formed with isha from vid, 'to know'), the 1st Fut. is vividishitdsmi ; 2nd Fut.

vividishishydmi ; Aor. avividishisham &c. Similarly, from bubodhisha, 1st Fut.

hubodhishitdmi &c. ; 2nd Fut. bubodhithishydmi ; Aor. abubodhishisham &c.
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b. The Infinitive may be formed regularly from the ist Future; thus, from

bubodhishitd/he will wish to know,' comes bubodkishititm, 'to wish to know.'

Passive of Desideratives.

505. Desideratives may take a Passive form by adding ya to the Desiderative

stem after rejecting final a; thus, from bvbodhisha comes bubodhishye, *
I am wished

to know/ &c. The General tenses will not vary from the Active Atmane-pada

form of Desiderative except in the Aor. 3rd sing., which will be abubodhishi instead

of abubodhishistya.

Causal of Desideratives.

506. Desiderative verbs may take a Causal form ; thus, dudy?ishdmi, ' I desire to

play* (from div), makes in Caus. dudyushaydmi,
(

I cause to desire to play,' &c.

FREQUENTATIVE OR INTENSIVE VERBS.

507. Most roots may take a Frequentative form, except poly-

syllabic roots, and except those of cl. 10, and except certain roots

beginning with vowels.

Obs.
—
"WJ to cover,' however, has forms <Wliltj*J and "SHUTrj. Some few rooti

also beginning with vowels take the Atmane form of Frequentative ; see examples

at 511. a. b, 681. a.

a. The Frequentative form is even less common in classical composition than

the Desiderative. In the Pres. Part., however, and in nouns, it not unfrequently

appears (see 80. VI). It either expresses repetition or gives intensity to the radical

idea; thus, fr. ^/to shine' comes the Frequent, stem dedipya (Pres. 3rd sing.

ded(pyate/\t shines brightly'), and the Pres. Part, dedipyamdna, 'shining brightly :'

so also, fr. 3H 'to be beautiful,' sosubhya and sosubhyamdna; fr.^ to weep,'

rorudya and rorudyamdna.

508. There are two kinds of Frequentative verb, the one a redu-

plicated Atmane-pada verb, with ya affixed, conforming, like Intran-

sitive and Passive verbs, to the conjugation of cl. 4, and usually,

though not always, yielding an Intransitive signification ; the other

a reduplicated Parasmai-pada verb, following the conjugation of cl. 3.

The latter is less common in classical Sanskrit than the former, and

will therefore be considered last *.

a. The terminations for the first form of Frequentative will be

those of the Atmane at 246, with the usual substitutions required

for the 4th class of verbs. For the second form they will be the

regular Parasmai-pada terminations of the scheme at 246.

* Intensive or Frequentative forms are found in Greek, such as TraiirakXu,
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XTMANE-PADA FREQUENTATIVES, FORMED BY REDUPLICATION AND

ADDING ya.

509. Rule for forming the stem in the four Special tenses.

Reduplicate the initial consonant and vowel of the Passive stem

according to the rules for reduplicating consonants at 252, and

gunate the reduplicated vowel (if capable of Guna), whether it be

a long or short vowel

Thus, from the Passive stem ^fa (of dd, 'to give') comes the Frequent, stem

dediya (Pree. 1. dediya+i=^ft, 2. ded{ya-\-se=\^\^i &c.) ; fr. ^fal (Pass, of

hd, ' to quit ') comes jehiya (jehiye &c.) ; fr. wfi (of ^fT
' to spread ') comes testirya

(also tdstarya); fr. ^ (of ^ 'to purify'), popuyaj fr. fTO (of f^ 'to know'),

vevidya; fr. "^(ofyi 'to know'), bobudhya (Pres.^W, ^UTC^^tyjnT, &c.)

The conjugation of all four tenses corresponds exactly to that of the Passive.

510. As to the reduplication of the vowel, if the Passive stem contain a medial

V? 0, long d is substituted ; thus, pdpa6ya from patya; sdsmarya from smarya.

a. If it contain a medial ^?T d, £ e, or ^ft 0, the same are reduplicated ; as, yd-

ydtya from yd6ya; seshevya from sevyaj lolofya from lotya.

b, If it contain a medial^ ri, then ^tf an* is substituted in the reduplication

;

as, ^<T£3*I from driiya; IRi^q from sprisya, &c. ; ^tf^BT from "3^; ^^»rl|

from Wt^. Similarly, aU is substituted for "^ ln\ in oF^ making ^Tjyt^T^.

151 1. If a Passive stem has ft ri before ya, this ft ri becomes X\ ri in the Fre-

quentative stem ; as, ^TOfa from ftw (Passive of
3f

' to do ').

a. If the stem begin with ^T a, as in ^T^f atya (from^ ' to wander'), the initial

at is repeated, and the radical a lengthened ; thus, vicicgj afdtya (3rd sing.

"stsiGjjff). Similarly, ^TT3*l from ^T3T ' to pervade.'

b. ^ri, to go,' makes its stem ^SftTM ardrya.

512. If the Passive stem contain a nasal after short a, this nasal generally appears

in the reduplicated syllable, and is .treated as final ^m; thus, fr. T^'to go' comes

*\$U\ ' to walk crookedly ;' fr. €T ' to wander,' ^TW?; fr. 3JW ' to kill,' *«|fH.

a. Tlie Passive stems *P*1, W*f, ^?T, and some others formed from roots con-

taining nasals (as ^Mf HUT), may insert nasals, instead of lengthening the vowel

in the reduplication ; thus, »Wy, *T$*I , i^H, &c.

b. Anomalous forms.—"^ 'to go' (making TO) inserts «ftni; thus, XRfaST.

Similarly, ^'to fall/^ or 3^ 'to go,' STCl'to fall,' #^'to drop,' «fc( 'to

fall,' ^i^ 'to go,' ?^ 'to deceive' (TJfftTO, *Ml WW, ^rfttif^J, tfftf£W>

^tfflTO, Irftafflff, &c.) ^ 'to go' makes T|^.

c. ^ 'to kill' makes %tffaT; ITT 'to smell,' $TTfa; W\ 'to blow,' \vfft

(\vftk &c.) ; *T ' to swallow,' iffrreT.

This seems to support the idea that the original Guna of ri is art. See 29. b,
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General Tenses of Atmane-pada Frequentatives,

513. In these tenses Frequentatives follow the analogy of Passives, and reject the

suffix X[ ya. Since, however, the stem of the Perfect is formed by affixing WT am (as

usual in all polysyllabic forms, see 385), and since, in all the other tenses, inserted i

is assumed, a coalition of vowels might arise were it not allowed to retain y in all

cases in which a vowel immediately precedes that letter * ; thus, from \tf*l is

formed the Perfect 1st sing. ^1m^3i &c, rejecting ya; but from \%\H comes

i^falTCra &c, retaining y. Similarly in the other tenses : 1st Fut. ded{pitdhet

dediyitdhe, &c. ; 2nd Fut. dedipishye, dediyishye, &c. ; Aor. adedipishi, adedfyishi,

&c. ; Prec. dedipishiya, dediyishiya, &c. ; Cond. adedipishye, adedi'yishye, &c. In

the 3rd sing, of the Aor. ^ i is not allowed to take the place of the regular termina-

tions, as in the Passive form.

a. The Infinitive, as formed in the usual manner (459), will be dedtpitum, Sec.

PARASMAI-PADA FREQUENTATIVES.

514. Rule for forming the stem in the four Special tenses. The stem is here

also formed by a reduplication similar to that of Atmane-pada Frequentatives

;

not, however, from the Passive, but from the root ; thus, from root V^pa6 comes

pdpad; fr. farj vid comes vevid ; fr. TSI comes daridrii; fr. «£ comes farikri.

a. But in the Parasmai form of Frequentative, ^fft ari and^Ti ar as well as ^tf

ari may be reduplicated for the vowel ^ T%: so that "^31 may make ^tf^^r or

^fajSI or T|^ > and ?> ^^ or ^ftSf or ^i (Pan. vn. 4, 92).

Similarly, ^l.may make ^faj^or ^fe^or ^5J\.

b. Again, in roots ending in long \ rt, a is reduplicated for ^ rt, and this d is

retained even when ri becomes ir; thus, ^ kr(y 'to scatter/ makes 1. tikarmi;

PI. 3. 6dkirati. Similarly, from rf 'to cross' come tdtarmi and tdtirati.

c. In the Special tenses Parasmai, these Frequentatives follow the conjugation of

cl. 3, and in accordance with the rules for the 2nd and 3rd class (307, 331), the

radical vowel is gunated before the P terminations of the scheme at 246. Hence,

from vid come the two stems veved and vevid (Pres. vevedmi, vevetsi, vevettij du.

vevidvas, &c. ; Impf. avevedam, avevet, avevet, avevidva, &c; 3rd pi. avvvidus

;

Pot. vevidydm, &c. ; Impv. veveddni, veviddhi, vevettu, veveddva, vevittam, &c.)

d. Again, the stem will vary in accordance with the rules of combination at 296-

306, as in Wbudh (Pres. bobodhmi, bobhotsi, boboddhi, bobudhvas, &c; see 298).

So also,^ vah makes in 3rd sing. ^T<ftfa vdvodhi (see 305. a) ; ff makes cfc^frv

(305); *f makes *Rf* (305 note); f£ makes ^fe or ^fa; and fa^,

TOjfe or %X^frV (305. b).

e. And in further analogy to cl. 2 (313, 314) long i is often optionally inserted

* In Passives this coalition of vowels is avoided by the change of a final vowel

to Vriddhi, as of 6% to ddy
t
of hu to hdv, and of kri to kdr; and by the change of

final d to dy, as of da to ddy ; see 474.
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before the consonantal P terminations (Pres. vevedimi, vevedfohi, vevectfti; du.

vevidvas, &c. ; Impf. avevedam, avevedis, avevedit, avevidva, &c. ; Impv. veveddni,

veviddhi, veveditu).

515. Lastly, when the root ends in a vowel, the usual changes take place of t

and Ho y or iyj of u and u to uvj and of ri to r (see 312) : as in the roots vftbM,

^bhu, ^ kri (Pres. 1st sing, bebhemi, bobhomi, 6arkarmij 3rd pi. bebhyati, bobhu-

vati, tarkrati).

a. Observe—Many of the anomalous formations explained under Atmane-pada

Frequentatives must be understood as belonging also to the Parasmai-pada j thus,

^ (512.6) makes in Parasmai ^rft^ftT, tRfafW, *h!m(Vi, &c; and so with

the other roots at 512. b.

b. ^ 'to kill/ 'T 'to swallow' (512. c), and some others have a separate

Parasmai-pada form (i^T*h, *iMlf3; the last identical with Pres. of *n*J ).

General Tenses of Parasmai-pada Frequentatives.

516. The Perfect follows the usual rule for polysyllabic roots (385), and affixes

tTPT dm with the auxiliaries; thus, from *J>J budh, 'to know,' comes bobudhdmdsa,

bobudhdmbabhuva, bobudhdhfakdra ; from R^ vid, 'to know,' comes veviddmdsa.

Guna of a final and sometimes of a penultimate vowel is required before dm; thus,

bobhu (from *JJ becomes bobhavdmdsa. So also, ^tT makes vdvartdmdsa. In the

other tenses, excepting the Precative, inserted i is invariably assumed ; and before

this inserted i some roots are said to forbid the usual Guna change of the radical

vowel in the 1st Fut. &c. ; thus, budh is said to make bobudhitdmi; bh{, 'to fear,'

bebhyitdsmi, &c. (374) ; 2nd Fut. bobudhishydmi, bebhynhydmi, &c. ; Aor. abobu-

dhisham, abebhdyisham, &c ; Prec. bobudhydsam, bebMydsam, &c. ; Cond. abobu-

dhishyam, abebhyishyam, &c. The rejection of Guna from the radical syllable,

however, admits of question; thus, bhu, to be,' makes, according to the best

authorities, bobhavitdsmi, &c.

a. The Infinitive will be formed, in the usual way from the 1st Fut., see 513. a.

Passive, Causal, Desiderative, and Desiderative Caudalform

of Frequentatives,

517. Frequentatives are capable of all these forms. The Passive, when the root

ends in a consonant, will be identical with the Atmane-pada Frequentative formed

by reduplication and the suffix ya; thus, fr. Frequent, stem totuda, to strike often/

comes totudye%

i

I am struck often ;' but fr. loluya (lu
t
'to cut'), loluyyc, &c. Again,

fr. totuda comes totudaydmi, '
I cause to strike often / totudishdmi, '

I desire to

strike often ;' totudayishdmi,
i

I desire to cause to strike often.'

c. The ya of the Atmane-pada Frequentative if preceded by a consonant is

rejected ; but not if preceded by a vowel ; thus, loUya, Frequentative stem of U,

'to cut,' makes lolvyishdmi, '
I desire to cut often.' See 252./.
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NOMINAL VERBS, OR VERBS DERIVED FROM NOUNS.

518. These are formed by adding certain suffixes to the stem of

nouns. They are not in very common use, but, theoretically, there

is no limit to their formation. They might be classed according to

their meaning; viz. 1st, Transitive Nominals, yielding the sense of

performing, practising, making or using the thing or quality expressed

by the noun ; 2nd, Intransitive Nominals, giving a sense of behaving

like, becoming like, acting like the person or thing expressed by the

noun
;

3rd, Desiderative Nominals, yielding the sense qf wishing

for the thing expressed by the noun. It will be more convenient,

however, to arrange them under five heads, according to the suffixes

by which they are formed, as follows :

—

519. 1st, Those formed by affixing *? a (changeable to d before

i syllable beginning with m and v) to a nominal stem, after Guna

rf its final vowel (if capable of Guna). When the stem ends in a, this

wwel takes the place of the suffix a. A final a absorbs the suffix.

Obs.—The terminations of Nominals will be those of the scheme at 246, hoth for

Par. and Xtm., requiring the substitutions of the 1st, 4th, 6th, and 10th classes.

u. Thus, from 3JUJT ' Krishna/ Pres. 1. ^WTfa '
I act like Krishna/ 2. ^UTN%i

3. ^ranfrT, &c. So, from Sfifa
* a poet,' Pres. 1. ^qTfa ' I act the poet/ 2. ^^fa,

fee. ; and from faij ' a father/ Pres. 1. fafPCTfa '
I act like a father/ 2. ftnnffl,

3. "farPCfit; Atm. Pres. 1. faitT, &c. : from Jffi3T 'a garland/ Pres. 1. JTTHTfo,

2. HTcSlfa, 3. mc5TfiT; Impf. 1. ^HTc*!^, 2. WTc31^, &c. ; Pot. HT^H^, &c. :

?rom ^ ' own/ Pres. 3. "^fif * he acts like himself.' Sometimes a final i or u is

lot gunated ; as, from 3ifa ' a poet/ Pres. 3R*mfa, "^fa, &c. (Pan. vii. 4, 39)-

Words ending in nasals preserve the nasals, and lengthen the preceding vowels

;

is, UrTRftT ' he acts like a king/ w'Wff *
it serves as a road/ ^T*rffT 'he acts

ike this/

520. 2iidly, Those formed by affixing n ya to a nominal stem.

«. If a word end in a consonant, ya is generally affixed without change
;

as,

Tom ^TV a word/ TRTfa ' he wishes for words / from f$\ ' heaven/ f^lfir ' he

vishes for heaven ' (or, according to some, ^ffalfa) ; from TT^ '
penance/ cTTOTfT

he does penance;' from ^P^ ' reverence/ ^R^fif 'he does reverence/ Final

i is dropped, and the next rule then applied; thus, from TTST^'a king/ Pres.

tnfhnfa, Pot. tnffal*{; from vf^'rich/ >mfaTfa, &c.

b. A final ^ a or W a is generally changed to $ i; final 25 * or 7 u

engthened; final ^ ri changed to tf ri; *\o to av ; ^ au to dv.

Thus, from $c* 'a son/ Pres. 1. gcfcnfa ' I desire a son/ 2. gsfafa, &c.

;

Torn T|fir
'
a husband/ Pres. 1. Hlfanfa

'
I desire a husband/ &c. So also, from

*u| ' a mother' comes HT^fanfa, &c.

Ff
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c. This form of Nominal has not always a Desiderative meaning. The following

are examples of other meanings, some of which properly belong to the next form

:

JjnnsffafiT 'he fancies himself in a palace ;' ^ffafif 'he acts like a poet ;' ^rcjpfir

or -ff
i

he scratches j
' JT^fiT or -ff

' he sins ' or ' he is angry ;' faeflMfl
' he acts

the part of a friend / J^ffafff t$l#^ ' he treats the pupil as a son / faUMJffrt fgW{
* he treats the Brahman as if he were Vishnu ;' ftTOTfif ' he vanishes ;' T^fff * he

seeks cows* (from lft 'a cow').

d. In the sense of ' behaving like/ * acting like/ ' doing like/ a final ^ a is

generally lengthened, a final ^TT a retained, and a final *£n, ^s, or 7T t dropped;

thus, from itfUjSH 'a wise man/ Pres. i. qftpfiTT*! ' I act the part of a wise man/

2. MftjidURl, 3. tjftjicfl^, &c; from "$R 'a tree/ Pres. 1. *<pn*t> &c.; from

^H^ a noise/ Pres. ^T^m ' I am noisy / from TT»T^ 'a king/ Pres. i.IT3Tnf,&c.;

from T5*R^ ' sorrowful/ Pres. 3*HTO, &c; from ^7T 'great/ Pres. ^*frt> &c.

e. This Nominal is sometimes found with a Transitive sense, especially when

derived from nouns expressive of colour ; as, from eJH!T ' black/ ^nUJTIff or -frf 'he

blackens :' and sometimes in the Parasmai with an Intransitive sense; as, from fWQ

crooked/ fsTCtnrfif ' it is crooked / from ^TH ' a slave/ ^TCTrofiT ' he is a slave/

It corresponds to Greek Desiderative Denominatives in iav, as Qavariau &c.

521. 3rdly, Those formed by affixing w? aya to a nominal stem.

This form is similar to that of Causals and verbs of the 10th class,

with which it is sometimes confounded. Like them it has generally

an Active sense. A final vowel must be dropped before aya ; and if

the nominal stem have more than one syllabic, and end in a consonant,

both the consonant and its preceding vowel must be dropped.

a. Thus, from ^pf * cloth/ Pres. 1. ^RTfa '
I clothe/ 2. 3^*lfa, 3. ^^ifr,

&c. ; from ^fc^ ' armour/ Pres. 1 . ^hnfa '
1 put on armour/ &c. ; from WOT

' authority/ JRTCHnfaf ' I propose as authority / irom £*^ ' a garland/ ^SPttfa

*
I crown / from *Hf ' a jar,' TTnuftT '

I make a jar ' or '
I call it a jar/ &c.

b. In further analogy to Causals, \p is sometimes inserted between the stem

and aya, especially if the noun be monosyllabic, and end in a. Before this \p,

Vriddhi is required; thus, from *3" 'own/ Pres. *3TTJTfa 'I make my own.'

There are one or two examples of dissyllabic nouns; thus, from HRf true,

*IWTWfa, &c. ; and from^ ' substance/ ^^TMqifa, &c.

c. If the stem be monosyllabic, and end in a consonant, Guna may take place;

as, from "^ ' hunger/ ^ftwfa.

d. Whatever modifications adjectives undergo before the suffixes iyas and ishtha

at 194, the same generally take place before aya; thus, from ^"5 'long/ "JHTCTfo

'
I lengthen / from ^fftrcfi ' near/ H?pnft[ ' I make near/ &c.

c. This form of Nominal is sometimes Intransitive, as Pwfa ' he delays' (from

f^T 'long'). According to Bopp, Greek Denominatives in aw, €«, 00, ify cor-

respond to this form ; as, TroXep-w, yvvai/c-i&.
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522. 4thly, Those formed by affixing ^ sya or *m astja to a

nominal stem, giving it the form of a Future tense, generally with the

sense of * desiring/ ' longing for/

a. Thus, fr. ^hl'milk/ Pres. i. ^ffrsufa '
I desire milk,' 2. ^TWftf, &c;

fr. y? 'a bull,' ^t^flf '(the cow) desires the bull;' fr. ifa ' curds,' ^m^nft?
' I desire curds,' &c. Cf. Greek Desideratives in <rt iu.

5^3- 5*%, Those formed by affixing ^mj kdmya (derived from

ham, 'to desire') to a nominal stem ; as, from tj^ *a son/ Pres. 1.

gW<*l«Jffa * I desire a son/ 2. S^mifa, 3. S^^lftr, &c. ; from n$T^
' fame/ Jm^iHjlftr ' I desire fame/

«. The General tenses of these Nominals will be formed analogously

to those of other verbs ; thus, from ^ifir ' I act like self comes

Perf. Jf^tf; from ^flTTOTftr * I play like a boy' comes Aur. ^H|*nT*J,

&c. A long vowel in the stem generally remains unchanged, and is

not shortened ; thus, HTc5^Tft (from *TTc5T * a garland') makes ^WT^f.

So also, *rfafiqin 'he will wish for fuel' (Guna being omitted),

TjtfcNfnjrfT ' he will wish for a son.'

b. Nominal verbs may take Passive, Causal, Desidcrative, and

Frequentative forms. The Causal of those formed with aya will be

identical with the Primitive Nominal ; thus, ^*hrrfa 'I put on armour'

or ' I cause to put on armour.' In reduplicating for the Desiderative

or Frequentative, sometimes the last syllable is repeated, sometimes

the first ; thus, ojr^R * to scratch' makes its Desiderative stem ^i*!fftr-

ftre, and g^ta ' to treat as a son ' makes g^ft?1* or Tj^ftrftiT. Accord-

ing to some, the middle syllable may be reduplicated ; thus, Tjfwfaftw.

PARTICIPLES.

PRESENT PARTICIPLES; PARASMAI-PADA.—FORMATION OF STEM.

524. Present Participles are the only Participles the formation of

which is connected with the conjugational class of the verb. The

stem in the Parasmai may be most easily formed by dropping the

final i of the 3rd pers. pi. Pres. Par. and rejecting the nasal in certain

cases (see 141. 0, 84. 1); e. g.

From iTSfa patanti,
' they cook ' (3rd pi. Pres. of iff, cl. i), comes A^\pa6at,

'cooking;' fr. jrftr ghwnti, 'they kill' (3rd pi. of han, cl. 2), comes V^ghnat,

'killing;' fr. *ftr santi, 'they are' (3rd pi. of as, cl. 2, 'to be'), comes ^sat,

'being;' fr. Ufa yonfi, 'they go' (3rd pi. of ?, cl. 2), V\yat, 'going;' fr. *lftf

F f %
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ydnti, * they go ' (3rd pi. of "HT, cl. 2), "TTif ydt ; fr. ^^fif juhvati, ' they sacrifice
*

(3rd pi. of hu, el. 3), ^j<*s n jukvat ; fr. HWf*FT nrityanti, 'they dance,' cl. 4,

•TfTi^wntya/ ; fr. far^far tirwanti, ' they gather,' cl. 5, f^T^&'ttwrt; fr. OTJ^fcr

dpnuvanti, ' they obtain,' cl. 5, WJJ3TT ripnuvat j fr. "ffifa tudanti, ' they strike,' cl. 6,

tndat; fr. J$**JmtT rundhanti, they hinder,' cl. 7, rundhat ; fr. ^p^l»ir kurvanti,

'they do,' cl. 8, kurvat ; fr. gifii punanti, 'they purify,' cl. 9, pj/ia/.

525. The same holds good in Derivative and Nominal verbs ; e. g.

From Caus. ^V^ftf 'they cause to know' (479) comes sfhnHT ' causing to

know;' fr. Desid. ^^ftfaqf»JT (499) comes "J^fv^* desiring to know;' fr. ft; it* fm

(503) comes fifrSTTT ' desiring to give ;' fr. Frequent. ^fTJfjfiT comes ^fspTfl ' throw-

ing frequently;' from the Nominal ^nftf 'they act like Krishna/ ^WiT ' acting

like Krishna;' fr. ITTOTPiT 'they do penance,' IHWrT 'doing penance'

a. In corroboration of the remark made at 461. c, that the Passive verb appears

in a few rare instances to assume a Parasmai-pada inflexion, and that many of the

Intransitive verbs placed under cl. 4 might be regarded (except for the accent) as

examples of this form of the Passive, it is certain that a Parasmai-pada Present

Participle derivable from a Passive stem is occasionally found ; thus, "T^TiT' being

seen,' from the Passive stem ^Tl drisyaj ^i^' being gathered,' from ^ifa ciya

(Passive stern of ci).

b. The inflexion of Parasmai-pada Present Participles is explained

at 141. The first five or strong inflexions (see 135. a) of this parti-

ciple in nine conjugational classes retain the nasal, shewing that the

stem in all the classes, except the third, and a few other verbs (141. a),

ends in ant as well as in at. The Parasmai-pad/i Frequentative, as

conforming to the conjugational rule for cl. 3, also rejects the nasal.

Obs.—In the cognate languages the n is preserved throughout. Cf. Sk. bharan,

bharantam (fr. bhri), with (pepvv, fapovra, fermtem ; also, bharantan (Ved. bha-

rantd) with (fiepovTt ; bharantas with (ptpoVTe$, fercntes ; bharatas with (pepovras ;

Gen. sing, bharatas with <f)€povT0<;, ferentis. So also, Sk. vahan, vahantam, with

Lat. vehens, vehentpm ; and son, santam (fr. as, ' to be'), with Lat. -sens of ab-sens,

prce-sens. Cf. also the strong stem strinvant- with VTopvvVT-.

PRESENT PARTICIPLES; A'TMANE-PADA.—FORMATION OF STEM.

526. The stem is formed by substituting trx^ mdna for ^ nte, the

termination of the 3rd pi. Pres. Atm. of verbs of the 1st, 4th, 6th, and

10th classes, and Derivative verbs (see 527, 528, below); and by

substituting ,btr dna for OT ate, the termination of the 3rd pi. Pres.

Am. of verbs of the other classes (see 246) ; e. g.

- From W'ffrpafante (cli) comes h-h*\<\ pafamdna, 'cooking ? fr.fjnw[sthd,cU\

fitW*hn * standing ;' fr. *Jiq^T (cl. 4), «pWT«l ; fr. fc5"*^ (lip, cl. 6), few[HT«T.
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a. But from ^tbruvate (^cl. 2), ^TO bruvana (58); fr. %?T (^ witli fir

cl. 2), ftmT* ; fr. <*Vff (dArf, cl. 3), <JVR J fr. f**fr (d . s)>f^^ .
fr# j^ (cL ^

3*H ;
fr. fft (cl. 8), ftTTO ; fr.^ (cl. 9 ), 3*R. Root *flG[ cl . 2 ,

<

to siJ
makes *rt*T for *THTO; and *fi cl. 2 is^ in 3rd pi.

(see 315), but SPTR in

Pres. Part.

Obs.—Tlie real suffh for the Pres. Part. Atm. is mdna, of which ana is probably

an abbreviation. Cf. Gr. -/xcvo- in <t>epo-pevo-g=bhara-mdna (58).

527. Verbs of class 10 and Causals substitute uttt mdna; as, fr.

-aftol^ bodhayante comes *ftw?R bodhayamdna : but occasionally

^?R ana; as, fr. ^^, <$*trc ; fr. ^£, ^r^ ; fr. ftnjprer, fvrPTTC

;

fr. S*ni£, £5HIR.

528. Passives, Desideratives, Frequcntatives, &c. substitute m*
mam for the Atmanc ; thus, from fw& 'they are made' comes

fwmm 'being made' (58); from ^w ' they arc given/ ^fhWFT 'being

given; 5 from the Desiderative f^iw^ 'they desire to give/ f^nTR
'desiring to give;' from fjnifa^ 'they desire to kill/ fw«HH
'desiring to kill;' from the Frequentative sft^UFfr 'they know

repeatedly/ sft'^rmHTT ' knowing repeatedly/

529. The inflexion of Pres. Participles Atmane follows that of

adjectives at 187 ; as, N. sing. m. f. n. M^HM^, TFTOHT, ^HH^ .

PAST PARTICIPLES.

PAST PASSIVE PARTICIPLES.—FORMATION OF STEM.

530. This is the most common and useful of all Participles. In

general the stem is formed by adding n ta directly to roots ending

in vowels, and to most roots ending in consonants ; as, fr. tjt yd
y

' to

go/ xmr ydta, 'gone;' fr. fir 'to conquer/ flfiT 'conquered;' fr. <ftf

' to lead/ fTfa ' led ;' fr. fq^kship, ' to throw/ fo|H kshipla, ' thrown ;'

fr. sp ' to do/ ipr ' done' (see 80. XVII).

a. But if the root end in ^£ ri, by adding ^T na, changeable to tti na

(58); as, fr. ^ kri, 'to scatter/ srW kirna, 'scattered/ sec 534..

531. Some roots in ^n a, § /, and "3! u, some in £ at preceded by

two consonants, with some of those in zd, x. r, ^y, one in t\ g (wt),

and one or two in ^ <?, ^ 6h (see 341, 544), also take na instead of

ta ; see 80. XXIV, 532, 536, ,540, &c.

532. Roots ending in vowels do not generally admit inserted ^ i

in this Participle, even when they admit it in the Futures (392,

395, &c), but attach ta or na directly to the root
;

as, fr. ht ' to
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protect/ tjTcT ; fr. fiff
* to resort to/ fw ; fr. sj * to hear,' sjtt

;
£

' to

become/ qgr
;
^pUo do/ fff; trt 'to smell/ TTO (58); tf 'to fly/

tffa ; ^ ' to decay/ ^fa ; *V to perish/ *ft?T ; ctf ' to embrace/ ctffa

;

|ft
' to be ashamed/^ ; 7£

' to cut/ <9*T ; g
f

to be afflicted/ g*r

;

fpg ' to swell/ ^rf.

a. But when they do retain i
s
gunation of the final vowel is

required as in the Future ; thus, tfl
' to lie down 5 makes $lfaw; and

^ ' to purify/ ufa? (also ^fl); and *TPJ 'to awake/ SHnftfl.

533. In certain cases the final vowel of the root is changed ; thus, some roots in

^?T a change a to i before ta ; as, from W\ sthd, ' to stand,' fi*IW sthita ; from HT

' to measure/ facT J
from ^fr^T 'to be poor,' ^ftfiJlT

•

a. VT 'to place' becomes f^H ; <JT 'to give,' ^U.

Obs.—When prepositions are prefixed to dalta, the initial da may be rejected;

thus, dtta for ddutta,' taken;' pratta for pradatta, bestowed;' vydtta for vyddatta,

'expanded;' wta for nidatta, 'given away;' partita for paridatta, 'delivered

over;' sutta for sudatta, 'well given,' the i and m being lengthened.

b. *n 'to drink' makes TfrT ; but ^T 'to quit,' ^ffa; and WI 'to grow old,'

*ffar; ^T'to go,' ^r.
c. Some roots in d take both n« and ta: as, fr.TH' to smell/ inland TTTff; fr. ^T

'to blow,' with prep. fc^C, fain!! and faftff ; fr. ^TT (or ^) 'to cook,' ^TTO or faff.

534. Roots in "\ri change ri to <> before na, which passes into M na by 58 ; as

from "if 'to pass,' nTltf 'passed.' Hut when a labial precedes, ri becomes ur; as,

from ^ or ^T, ^W or pt ' full,'
'
filled.'

535. The root m dhe, 'to suck,' forms >frrl
; ^ kve, 'to call,' ^tf J ^ ve, 'to

weave,' Tn" ; ^ w/e, ' to cover,' «ftn J
f ' to barter,' fan".

536. Roots in $ ai generally change ai to d before na or ta ; as, from to 01/01,

' to fade,'WT mfo'nrt ; from ^ ' to meditate,' «TTcT (in the Veda >fin*) ; from ^ ' to

purify,' ^TTT ; from § ' to rescue,' ^TOT or ^Tn" ; from "^ ' to grow fat/ "^TR, &c.

a. But fr. n ' to sing,' Tffa ; fr.
$

' to waste/ tftH ; fr. t| ' to waste/ T^T, see

548 ; fr. TpJ
' to coagulate/ $ftK or $ffaT or $1T*T ; fr. TO ' to accumulate/ WT,

(with U) ^fftlT or TRft*T.

f>37* Qf the f°ur or nve r°ots in ^ST 0, *n 'to destroy' makes ffTrf (as also

fa 'to bind'); ^ft 'to sharpen/ fiflTT or ^ITH; ?fl 'to tie/ f^H ; "5* 'to cut,
1

^TrT and fiSHT >' 5*ft ' to instruct/ »fhT.

538. Those roots ending in consonants which take the inserted i

in the last five tenses (399), generally take this vowel also in the

Past Pass. Part., but not invariably (see 542) ; and when i is assumed,

ta is generally affixed, and not na ; as, from xr^ pat, ' to fall/ ^to

patita, 'fallen/

a. \i^ uy or ^ ri preceding the final consonant of a root may
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occasionally take Guna, especially if the Participle be used imper-

sonally ; as, fr. fi^r <to sweat/ 13% or ftr*; fr. fi^ 'to be

unctuous/ ^fi*7T or f^m ; fr. ^ ' to shine/ sftfinr or irfkif ; fr. ip ' to

bear/ srfibr ; fr. ipi ' to sprinkle/ ip. See Syntax, 895.

b. ^ 'to take' lengthens the inserted i, making Jj^fa. See

399. a.

539. Roots ending in consonants which reject the inserted i in

the last five tenses (400-415), generally reject it in the Past Pass.

Part. They must be combined with ta
}
agreeably to the rules

of Sandhi at 396, &c. Whatever change, therefore, the final con-

sonant undergoes before the termination id of the 1st Fut. (see

400-415), the same will often be preserved before the ta of the

Past Part. ; so that, in many cases, the form of this Participle

resembles that of the 3rd sing. 1st Fut., provided the final a be

shortened, and the vowel of the root preserved unaltered ; thus,

taking some of the roots at 400-415; $io|f (^jut), 5F3R; ftr** (iter),

f^; «re(*hw), *pfi; w^, *ra; p;, ps; ^, *?*; far and ij^, q? ;

ftw,ftrs; ^,^r; fH'^5 f^N*; ^,3*; ^,q*; yi,$w;

cJH, H3i; 7f\, <p; fasr, fro; Tjsr, ^; 1PN
, f?', ft^, ffrf;

jft,

5^5 ?*> f*; **> ^; *<f>^ «f ,
*te (415- »0; ^ ^ (414);

*j* or gnj (415. i»)
5 j*;, gni; ig, to (415. ™).

540. Most roots ending in ? d, forbidding the inserted ^ i (405), take na instead

of ta, and are combined with na, agreeably to 47 ; as, fr. ^ ' to go,' W ; fr. fa?£

1

to find,' fa*T (also ftw) ; fr. •£* ' to impel/ ^W (also g*) ; fr. fa^ ' to break/ fa*

;

fr. "^ 'to sit,' 'to sink,' TO, with fa, faTO (70, 58); fr. ^Jf 'to pound/ "Spy;

fr. W. '
to play/ '

to vomit,' ^T ; fr.^ ' to eat/ W* (unless *FV be substituted).

UT5 'to rejoice' makes ^^.

541. Roots ending in ^ 6 or ^ j of course change these letters to k before ta;

see examples at 539. Similarly, those which take na, change 6 and j to y before

na; as, fr. IT^'to be ashamed,' ^J^ 'naked/ fr. fa^ 'to tremble/ fa**; fr.

*£* 'to break/ W^', fr. S^'to thunder/ *f*0i; fr.^ 'to move' (in* some

senses), TO« So, fr. H^' to be immersed,' rejecting one j, H^ ;
from 75^' to

be ashamed/ c3^ (as well as ctfntH). "^V to adhere' also makes c*^. But

*$^ ' to forget/ ^S ; J"^
' to be crooked/ "|^.

542. Some roots which admit i necessarily or optionally in one or both of the

Futures, reject it in this participle ; thus, If*
' to be bold

'
makes ^?. According

to Pan. vii. 2. 24, *T$ 'to move' makes Wffflrwwfl after the prepositions sam, ni, and

w, and in every other case *fflT ardita, so that after a prefixed, it becomes wf^l!
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('Bin * pained ' is thought by some to be rita, fr. rt. ri, with prep. « prefixed, and

by others is regarded as an anomalous form of rt. ardj by native grammarians a

form ^S§ artta is referred to rt. ^f^) ; 7*T ' to make firm/ *&£
; ^f

' to extol,'^

;

^ * to be mad,' TO ;
^\' to shine/ %\H ; «Tin ' to perish,' •!? ; ^ * to faint/

*{J?

as well as *jf5rT; 3T^ 'to speak barbarously,' %£ as well as S'ferT; *j^'to

dance, '

«J
*T J
^ ' to strive, ' *T3

.

543. If in forming the Passive stem (471), the v or y contained in a root is

changed to its semivowel u or i, the same change takes place in the Past Pass.

Part.; as, fr. ^va<f, ' to say,' ^R ukta; fr.^'to speak/ I'Spf J fr. !&' to wish,'

Tf^ITT; fr. "^ * to dwell,' ^farT; fr. ^' to sow,' TH; fr. ^| ' to carry,' TO (with

H, TTO, 38. n); fr. ^^'to sleep,' *JH; fr TT^'to sacrifice,' %V.

Obs.—This change of a semivowel to its corresponding vowel is called Sampra-

sarana by native grammarians (Pan. 1. 1, 45).

a. Some roots change ^ with a preceding or following vowel into "3!
J

as, tT^

4

to be feverish,' SJjS ; r^C ' to hasten,' 7R§ ; f#^ ' to dry,' &JI ; ^TCT ' to protect/

KH ; W^ ' to bind/ ^Jf

.

b. Some roots ending in ^also substitute ^5 for ^; as, f^'to play/ J£j( and

IHT(the former only in the sense of 'to gamble'); ftf^'to sew/^JjfTJ fSf^or

T|^ ' to spit,' ^JcT; fe^ or Ffa[ ' to spit/ OT?T.

544. Some other changes which take place in forming the Passive stem (472)

are preserved before ta; thus, fr. ^TTC^'to rule/ fijIT? ; fr. ^V 'to pierce,' f*T5;

fr. «F* ' to deceive/ fafaiT ; fr. VR^ * to fry,' *J? ; fr. "R^ ' to ask/ *JS 5 fr. ?TB ' to

cut,' ^RF (58).

a. When a root ends in a conjunct consonant, of which the first is a nasal, this

nasal is generally rejected before ta; as, fr. "3^1 'to bind/ "^S', fr. tf3T to fall/

H?J fr. Wj/tofall/anRr; fr.^' to move' and ^[' to anoint/ ^T3i; fr.^'to

adhere/ *T3i ; fr. 1^' to colour/^ ; fr. ^V ' to kindle/ ^S'} fr. "3^ ' to be wet/

"3% or TW ; fr. *S«J ' to How/ "&&', fr. ^R»S * to ascend/ ^R^ ; fr.^W (

to stop/

^TW; fr.^^'to stop/ ¥W; fr. cfW ' to deceive,' ^W; fr. H^'to break,' «"T;

fr. ^3? ' to bite/ ^?J fr. 7^' to contract/ K%.

b. But not if ^ i is inserted; as, fr; ^|? 'to break/ JjffijJrl; fr. WZ, W*%TI

(except fl^'to churn/ making Hfaj(T; and K?Q 'to tie/ ?jftnT).

545. Many roots ending in *^m, «^n, or JJTn reject these nasals before ta if i is

not inserted ; as, VJ^gam, to go,' migata; Vi^yam, 'to restrain/ "miyata ; ^ to

sport,' ^T; ff^'to stretch/ tffi; ^'to kill,' ^7T; «!^'to bend/ *fiT; **«^'to

think,' TrTj TSP&
* to hurt,' TSfcT : but ^f^ * to breathe' and W{ ' to go ' make W*fT

(the latter also ^faiT) ; and *3^ 'to sound,' J^firfiT (also WFtt with prep.)

a. *l^'to be born' makes *niT; and ^5^'to dig/ J3TTTT; ^ to give,' tfTffj

medial a being lengthened.

546. Those roots ending in ^m, of the 4th class, which lengthen a medial a

before the conjugational suffix ya, also lengthen it before ta t changing m to » as

in the Futures ; thus, fr. "S^'to step/ HflnT ; fr.^ ' to wander/ *JTnT ; fr. ^l^
1

to
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be appeased,' ^W ; fr. ^'to tame,' <*TnT (also ^ftflT); fr.^ 'to be patient/

Sjrar; fr. W{ 'to be sad,' "p^.

a. Similarly,^ 'to vomit,' ^X^; ^ 'to love,' cfirrjr
; ^' to eat,' *TT*T.

547- From ^BT"[
c

t0 8weir is formed FftH 5 fr. t^'to shake,' *£!*; fr.^l'to
be putrid,' Ttf; from 3^'to weave,

1 ^H; fr. ^PT 'to be fat,'^ (with *T and
IT, -1JTR); fr. ^f'to stink,' |fiT.

*' ^ or 1^ * to make effort' forms ^§; 9^' to kill,' like r?T 'to hasten/ ^;
*J^ ' to bind or tie' makes *£§ ; VT^ ' to wash,' \fhr.

b. tfi^' to open 'makes^ (Pan. vm. 2,55); and^'to eat,' *FV (fr. *T^).

Obs.—From the above examples it appears that sometimes several roots have

the same form of Past Pass. Part. The following may also be noted : TJW ' to stink

'

and 3/ to purify' make Jji; HT 'to measure' and* 'to barter,' faiT; ij^'to wipe,'

qsTto touch,' and «Pv
'

to sprinkle,' all make *{E (ipi 'to bear' making jtffo hy

Pan. i. 2, 20) ;
^

' to recite ' and^ ' to kill,'^ ;
^ ' to rule ' and f$P* ' to

distinguish,' f$J?; *ft 'to destroy' and fa 'to tie,' faff. On the other hand,

*j^'to enjoy' makes >p>; but >j*T 'to bend,' *jpT.

548. The following, though regarded as Participles by native grammarians, are

more properly adjectives : Vflfi, fr. H^pac, ' to cook ;' Waft, fr. SHI ' to dry ;' Tlffa,

fr. T^ffa 'to be drunk;' ^T, fr. ^31 ' to grow thin;' T5p*, fr. % 'to waste.'

549. In forming the Past Pass. Part, of Causals, the Causal suffix

?TXf aya is rejected, but the inserted ^ i is always assumed ; as, fr.

ofiTTTl, Causal of op 'to make/ comes cfiTfcr kdrila, 'caused to be made;'

fr. FTTTTT, Causal of WT ' to stand,
5
wifqji sthdpita, 'placed;

5
fr. ^zmw

("0? with *rr), ^ranfafl
l

increased,' ' refreshed/

550. In adding cT ta to a Desiderative or Frequentative stem, the

inserted ^ i is assumed, final a of the stem being dropped ; and in

the case of roots ending in consonants, final ya being dropped ; as,

fr. ftpn*r 'to desire to drink 5 comes fwfalT; fr. faraft^ 'to desire

to do,
5

facjftfthr ; fr. ^ ' to desire to obtain,
5
^fanf , &c. ; fr. <^<^

* to cut often,
5
cS^farT ; fr. ^fa?T ' to break frequently,

5
^rfaf^TT.

551. ?T ta with i is added to nominal stems, final a being dropped

;

as, fr. f^jftra 'loose,
5

f$rfafon* 'loosened;
5

fr. f*ra 'crooked,
5
fafarT

' curved.5 These may be regarded as Past Passive Participles of the

Transitive Nominal verbs fiflfaeSTfir, fansrofrr {S^ 1 )* So Jloam »
from

•T^W 'to do reverence
5 comes «T*rfa?H or ^farf.

Obs.—Moreover, as na sometimes takes the place of ta, so ina is added to some

nouns instead of ita; e.g. *fa?T 'soiled,' fr. T?5 'dirt;' ^jf^ (58)
' homed,'

from^ ' a horn.' See 80. XLIII.

a. Corresponding forms in Latin are barbatus, alatus, cordatus, turritus, &c.

;

and in Greek, QpfyakuTOt, KpoKwris, avkurof, &c.

G £
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5j 2. The inflexion of Past Passive Participles follows that of

adjectives at 187; thus exhibiting a perfect similarity to the

declension of Latin participles in tus ; thus, ?p krita, Nom. sing,

masc. fern. neut. ^rf^, <y<TT, cjffl^.

a. The resemblance between Sanskrit Past Passive Participles in (a, Latin Par-

ticiples in tu-s, and Greek verbals in to-;, may be seen in the following examples

:

Sk. jndta-s =zho,t. (g)notu-s (ignotus), yvooTO-;, Sk. datta-s= Lat. datus, ooto^'
}

fruta-s^zclutus, k\vtq~; ) bhuta-s—<f>VTG-;
)
yukta-s=zjunctu-s,%tVKTO-$

J labdha-s

—XY}mG-;'
}
pita-s—TrOTC-$'

} bhrita-s—fapTO-s; dishta-s=zdictu-s,$£tKTO-{. And,

like Sanskrit, Latin often inserts an i, as in domitu-s (=Sk. damita-s), monitu-s, &c.

This is not the case in Greek, but f is inserted in forms like jAOtTO-s, (pntTG-$.

There are also examples of Latin and Greek formations in nu-s and vo-g, corres-

ponding to the Sanskrit participle in na ; thus, plenu-s (=zpurna-s), mugnu-s (cf. Sk.

rt. mal), dignu-s (cf. Sk. di$, dik, Gr. %uk) ; and GTvyvo-g, creyvc-g, <J€[avq->, &c.

PAST ACTIVE PARTICIPLES.

These arc of two kinds : A. those derived from the Past Passive

Participle; B. those belonging to the Reduplicated Perfect. The

former frequently supply the place of a Perfect tense Active (see 897).

553. A. The stem of these Participles is formed by adding ^vat

to that of the Past Passive Participle ; e. g.

From *£iT ' made,' ^iTOT^' having made/ 'who or what has made ;' fr. <^nj ' burnt,
1

^njsr^' having burnt ;' fr. T& 'said,' 73^' having said;' fr.fa^ 'broken,' fa337I

having broken;' fr. WTftff 'placed,' ^TTftrf^TrT 'having placed,' &c

a. For the declension of these Participles see 140. a. b. c.

554, B. In these Participles, either ^ftvas or ^^ivas is generally added to the

stem of the Reduplicated Perfect, as formed in the dual and plural. Vas is added

when the stem in the dual and plural (as it appears in its unchanged form before

the terminations are added) consists of more than one syllable ; thus, from hthi

(root kri, to do'), fakrivasj from 6i6i (374), titivus; from nanrit (364, compare

45. a), nanritvas; from sasmar (374. k)
t
sastnarvas.

a. And ivas is added when the stem in the dual and plural consists of one

syllable only; as, from ten (375. a), tenivas; from ghas (377), jakshivas.

Obs—Certain roots are said optionally to form this Perf. Part, with ivas or vas,

whether the stem in dual and plural consists of one syllable or two (see Pan. vn.

2, 68) ; e. g. fr. gam (376), jagmivas or jaganvasj fr. han, jaghnivas or jaghanvas;

fr. vid, cl. 6, 'to find,' vividvas or vividivasj fr. vii, vivihas or vivisivas; fr. dris,

dadrisvas or dadrisivas.

b. When vas is affixed, it will be necessary to restore to its original state the

final of a root ending in 1, {, w, w, or rt, if changed before the terminations of the

du. and pi. to y, v, r, iy, uv, or uv; thus, ftf hi
t
changed by 374. e. to siiriy,

becomes fiflfeR^; l*t, changed to fikriy, becomes faffttft^A'&ritxM; >£, changed
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by 374 ^- to dudhuv, becomes gj^dudhuoas; £, changed by 374.2*. to bablu'w,

becomes T*J5^ babhdvas. In declension, the 3rd pers. pi. with its termination us

is tbe form of the stem in the weakest cases (135. a), and in the fern, final 5 becoming

sh by 70 ; e. g. 3rd pLjagmus, l.jagmushd; 3rd pi. tenus, I. tenusha, &c. See 168.

c. Roots which take the Periphrastic Perfect (see 385) form the Participles of

this tense by adding the Perfect Participles of kri, bid, and as, to dm; thus, from

far, cl. 10, fyraydm-babhuvas, foraydh-iakrivas, farnydm-dsivas.

d. There is an Xtmanc-pada Participle of the Reduplicated Perfect most easily

formed by changing ire, the termination of the 3rd pi., into dna; thus, vividdna,

tifydna, jagmdna. See 526. a; and cf. Greek Perf. Part, in [JLtvo (T€TVfjLfJLtvo$=
tutnpdna).

e. The Parasmai-pada form of these Participles is inflected at 168. Those of the

Xtmane-pada follow the inflexion of adjectives like suhha at 187.

PAST INDECLINABLE PARTICIPLES.

555. These are of the nature of Gerunds, as ' carrying on the

action of the verb/ They fall under two heads : 1st, as formed by

affixing ??T tvd to uncompounded roots ; as, fr. ^ bhit, ' to be,' $RT

bhutvd, 'having been' (see 80. XXI): 2ndly, as formed by affixing

q ya to roots compounded with prepositions or other adverbial pre-

fixes ; thus, fr. Wf^anubhu,
£

to perceive/ *rg£H anubhhja, 'having

perceived;' fr. Wr^^ sajjibhd/ to become ready/ *nsfl$?l sajjihhiiya,

' having become ready/ The sense involved in them is generally

expressed by the English 'when/ 'after,' 'having/ or 'by;' thus,

Tf^^RT tat kritvd, 'when he had done that/ 'after he had done

that/ ' having done that/ ' by doing that/ Sec Syntax, 898.

a. The suffix tvd of this participle is thought by some to be the instrumental

case of a suffix tea (see 80. XXI). The Indeclinable Participle has certainly much

of the character of an instrumental case (see Syntax, 901).

Obs.-In the Veda FTUT, FH^, rtf^or rtf arc sometimes used for r*T.

Indeclinable Participles formed with tvd from uncompounded roots.

556. When the root stands alone and uncompounded, the Inde-

clinable Participle is formed with ^T tvd.

This suffix is closely allied to the w ta of the Past Passive Parti-

ciple at 531, so that the rules for the affixing of <T ta to the root

generally apply also to the Indeclinable suffix m tvd, and the forma-

tion of one Participle then involves that of the other.

Thus, ftp* kshipta,
' thrown/ fsj^T kshiptvd,

' having thrown / JIT * done' (rt. }),

*W!' having done/ f^(rt.W),^^; ? (rt. <£*)'W '> **^^^ J

O g2
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tfif(rt.iTT),Tfan; 3ra(rt.^),iKr^; 7^ta(rt.?^),i^taT; ^finr(pt.^),

TjfaFtt; ^R (rt. ^), sw; ^ (rt. ^), -j^t; ^ (rt. ^), ^jt; % (rt. W),

ffr*T; WV (rt. 1R[), ITU^T; HIT (rt. ^545), 1^tl'

a. Where i is inserted, there is generally gunation of final i, f, w,

?£ and of final ^£r£ and of medial ^ ri; and optional gunation of

medial i, u (except as debarred by 28).

Thus,^filRTfr.$ft; nftWT(also^?n)fr.^; ^FHorinfcnfr.^; fefe^T

or Hf^r^T fr. fe^; SjfiraT or sftfiTRn fr.
5ft;

Jjfapn or Hffcn fr. JpT.

6. But from f«^, ^faRT and ST3T; from far^, ^far^T and ^T,
So ft^ &c. The root *TPJ makes aTmfijf^T {$$1. a); and initial i, w,

before single consonants, must be gunated ; as, ^xi makes uftTr^T.

c. The roots in the list at 390. a. do not admit Guna ; thus, fmi

can make only faf»figT.

d. When there are two forms of the Passive Participle, there is often only one of

the Indeclinable; thus, «jTT makes
«J^

and •TflTlT, hut only TffiTr^T; cStsT, 75^T

and cSfefiT, hut only cStairil ; and, vice versa, ^(£43) only ^TT, hut "Sfar^T

and "71JT; ^, *fcr, hut flf?fr?T and *ft^T ; *}»T, JJ£, but ^f^FST and JJJT . So,

some roots in nasals optionally insert i; cT^, rr^TT or fTftTrTT; Tpj, ^RT or

"BjfiURT; %*{, ^RT^T or 3ifer^T; WT, "BiT^T or 3ft^T or 3tfar3T; ^, ^iTr?T

or ^Tr^T.

e. The penultimate nasal, which is rejected before la (544. «), is optionally so

rejected before tvd in T^, *T^, ^"^, TO or (T^, and ,3HJ; thus, from t^ comes

T^i, but XM or TW; from ^^, ^faFEfT, ^TSiT or Wltf.

/. *n^and ^T3T optionally insert nasals ; TW or *(W> «T]fT or •TfT, 390. &.

#. Some few roots necessarily retain their nasals ; thus, T3i^ makes Hn«ll J and

^"^, ^i^T or ^fV^RT.

557. The only important variation from the Past Passive Participle occurs in

those roots, at 531. a, which take na for ta. The change of rx to ir and ur (534)

is preserved (unless i be inserted), but tvd never becomes w?;a; thus, *T, »fW,

but ITftj^T (or STtfrSTT) ; from 7£, rfh&, but rftrtT; from ^, $*§, but ^T; from

fiS(^, fSf^T, but fs^T ; from >T^, «nj, but HW orWm (556. e) ; from ^*T, ^nrr,

but ^KTj from ^T, ^fa, but f^T 'having quitted' (not distinguishable in form

from f^r^T ' having placed,* root VT).

558. Observe, moreover, that verbs of cl. 10 and Causals, which reject the

characteristic aya before the ita of the Past Pass. Part., retain ay before itvd; thus,

^nftnTmade to stand* (fr. Caus. stemWW), butOT^fi^' having made to stand ;*

fafcTTT ' thought* (fr. fanT el. 10,
* to think'), but f^ftTrTF ' having thought.'

a. All Derivative verbs of course assume i, and form their Indeclinable Participles

analogously to Causals; thus, "SHftfafarTT (fr. Desid. of
f{),

and *fr|far3T (fr,

Freq. of yi). In regard to the Atmane Frequentatives, ?ftcjrfac3T is formed fr.

cfllcjW, and ^Iftfi^T fr.%^TXI (ya in the latter being preceded by a consonant).
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b. There are one or two instances of compounded roots formed with tvd ; thus,

^rgWIr^T (fr. W), Ramay. i. 2, 20 ; also "SnfiJW, Ramay. 1. 74, 23. Especially in

the case of Causals ; as, fWrtftJi^r.

c. When ^T a, 'not,' is prefixed, tod is always used; as, ^Jc37 'not having

done,' ' without having done / ^^T ' not having given.'

Indeclinable Participles formed with ya from compounded roots.

559- When a root is compounded with a preposition or any

indeclinable prefix (except "W a, ' not/ see 558. c), the Indeclinable

Participle is formed by affixing Vya, and the rules for annexing it to

the root arc some of them analogous to those which prevail in other

cases in which ya is affixed ; sec the rules for forming the Special

tenses in cl. 4 (372), for Passives (461), and for the Frccativc (443).

560. But if a root end in a short vowel, instead of lengthening

this vowel, T^ / is interposed ; as, fr. ^nfa dm, ' to take refuge' (rt. fa

with *n), ^ttfaw dfritya, ' having taken refuge ;' fr. fafa (rt. fa with

f&t), WW ; fr. TrS, TOT* ; from flTfi (rt. f with W{\ fl*p ;
fr. fa:q,

fmqm. The lengthening of the radical vowel by coalition docs not

prevent this rule ; as, fr. *7ft ati (rt. 5 with wfir), ?nfta atitya.

0. *TTf 'to awake' gunatcs its final as in TOTTC; and ftj 'to

destroy/ ' to waste/ lengthens its final as in irefN, ^xrefhT.

561. If a root end in long *T a, $ i, or ^ w, no change generally

takes place; as, fr. fa?T, fa?TO,- fr. Wl$, 7<rarto; fr. %, faipf.

a. If it end in long ^T ri, this vowel becomes fr, and after labial

letters ur ; thus, fr. m^ *wtf ' having scattered;' fr. *ro| (root

ti Ho fill'), ^1^5 (compare 534).

562. Final diphthongs pass into *T «; as, fr. qft^, ^ft**™ (also Tjfitffo);

fr. Tsfxdt, stfovm ; fr. ^rwt, *snr*rc.

a. But 3f with *T makes WTfU. In Epic poetry, *ft with *TC makes ^T^?.

A. ft
'

to throw/ *ft
'

to kill/ HT ' to measure,' and * ' to barter/ all make -*rq

.

Similarly, <ft
c

to decay,' -^; but c# ' to adhere,' -<*TC or -«yta (see 300. ,).

fa and $ft conform to the rule for the Passive (-^T, -JFO, *fa?H* paving

reclined upon,' Kirat. 1, 38.

563. A penultimate nasal is generally rejected, as in Passives (see 469); as, fr.

mXJ^samdsanj, WIOT samdsajya ; fr. !**, WW (used adverbially in the

sense 'violently'). ~

«. Some few roots retain the nasal ; thus, «l*^ makesW^
;
and Wt3J,

».^ '

to acquire may insert a nasal after the prepositions W and 7<J
;

thus,

W3TW<1 &c. (otherwise -Wl).

564. If a root end in a consonant the general rule is, that no change takes place

;
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as, from fafe^ nikship, fVff^fnr nikshipya ; from HT^ (root ^H^ with fl), Till

;

from sfta (root^ with fa), sfhsg.

a. But roots in ^ or «^, preceded by i or w, lengthen these vowels, as in TjflTiSffaq

from ftfy f^S from ^T^.

6. Four roots in^(7P^, *P^, ^, l^) optionally reject the nasal, and interpose

t between the final a and ya; as, from f^R^, ftpTN or f«Tjfa?. The roots ^,
^> ff^, ^, ^*T, fsjUT, ^W, "TO, *fOT, ^!T always reject the nasal ; as, from

fa^> fa**.

c. Tafr^, iff^, and *fi^ optionally reject the «^J but instead of interposing t,

lengthen the final a, as in Passives (see 470) ; thus, from TrW{, TrT^TO (or TR3RT).

56*5. The changes which take place in certain roots before the ya of the Passive

(471, 472) are preserved before ya; as, from ftf^, "ap? ; from fa^, ^TO ', from

mrer, iffal ; from «^, ^JST ; from fa^, fa3^ ; from ^TTJfiJ, ^PpaR ; from

^TT*IV, ^rfaiq; and so with all the roots at 471, 472.

a. The roots at 390. I. have two forms; thus, from JJ^comes -THTITIEJ and-TOl,&c.

b. There are one or two instances in which an uncompounded root takes TJ as,

^T3f ' having reverenced,' Manu 1. 4 ; vir. 14^ : Maha-bh. iii. 8017. TOf ' having

resided,' Nala v. 41 (from «RQ; fB* having taken,' Astra-siksha 2r.

566. In affixing 1 ya to the steins of Causal verbs of cl. 10, and the 3rd class of

Nominals (521), the characteristic Wl is generally rejected; as, fr. TT^m"^R prabo-

dhaya^VF^Mprabodhya ; fr. UUH^TTCTO; fr.T^fpET,Fr^t; fr.fT*nT3,fV3r§.

a. It is, however, retained when the root ends in a single consonant and encloses

short a; thus, ftpHTO 'having calculated' (TO with fa); ^Toff^T 'having

imagined' (Wc^ with ^?T); *ff>4ai 'having narrated' (c|W with ^): and also

sometimes in other cases; e.g. VW&\ 'having conducted/ Raghu-v. xiv. 45.

6. The final a of Frequentative stems is of course dropped, and the final ya of

both Frequentatives and Nominals, if preceded by a consonant; as, from HTcjJTl

comes -Tjfapni ; from *ftyfl, -*fonfl ; from riMU|, -THJ^T.

Adverbial Indeclinable Participle.

567. There is another Indeclinable Participle yielding the same sense as those

formed with tvd and ya, but of rare occurrence. It is equivalent to the accusative

case of a noun derived from a root, used adverbially ; and is formed by adding

^[ am to the root, before which suffix changes of the radical vowel take place,

similar to those required before the Causal suffix ^(481) or before the 3rd sing.

Aorist Passive (see 475); thus, from rft n (,
' to lead,' *TTO^ ndyam, ' having led

;'

from "*IT 'to drink,' ^T^' having drunk;' from^STPJ^; from ^^, *JW^ ; from

frsp^, "Sh^ ; from ^' to kill,' vi rt^. It often occupies the last place in a com-

pound; as in the expression WJrt *i I fl*^
* having totally exterminated;' and in the

following passage from Bhatti-k. ii. 1 1

:

'The descendant of Kakutstha, smiling softly, repeatedly bending down the
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creepers, would pluck the blossoms ; descending to the streams, would sip (the

waters); seating himself on some variegated rock, would recline in admiration (of

the scene).
, Compare also Sakuntala, Act V, verse 131, W7f*flj Wf^I UTOT

* repeatedly throwing up her arms she began to weep.' Other examples are

•HH?nf^ ' mentioning by name,' and sftaJji^ ' taking alive.'

a. These Participles generally imply repetition of the action, as above, and in this

sense are themselves often repeated ; as, ddyam, ddyam, ' having repeatedly given/

FUTURE PASSIVE PARTICIPLES.

568. These are gerundive in their character, and may be called

verbal adjectives. They may be classed under three heads : 1st, as

formed with the suffix ff*q tavya (80. XVI II); 2ndly, as formed with

^nffal amya (80. V); 3rdly, as formed with q ya (80. XXVIII).

These suffixes yield a sense corresponding to the Latin Fut. Pass.

Part, in dus, and the English able and ible, and most commonly

denote 'obligation' or 'propriety' and 'fitness.'

a. In some of the Latin formations with tious, the Passive sense is preserved, as

in captivus, nativus, coctivus. Cf. Sk. ddtavya with dativus [dandus], iorlo<;;

yoktavya with {conjunctivas (jungendus); janitavya with genitivus (gignendus);

dhdtavya with Sereo?, &c.

Future Passive Participles formed with tt*T (80. XVIII).

569. These may be formed by substituting jT*T tavya for in td,

the termination of the 3rd pers. sing, of the 1st Future; e.g.

From TSfffT ksheptd, * he will throw,' TJfff^T ksheptavya, to be thrown ;' 3iiTT
' he

will do,' oRlhlT 'to be done;' fr. *ffa?TT 'he will be,' HfarTSJ 'about to be;' fr.

$farTT, $p3ra*T (see 390. a); fr. faftTrTT, faftpTO.

Obs.—In the case of those roots ending in consonants which

reject «, whatever changes take place before td, the same take place

before tavya, and the special rules at 390. a-o will equally apply to

this suffix.

Thus, W3RT, Tffm {relinquendus); H*T, UF*T ; JU1, JW, *ft?T, ^ft¥*? ,'

^hit, ^nj*r ; *ter, *te*r ; ^rfain or 3iTHfa?rT, 3sftiT*r or ^mfarai ; #ftnn,

$fom ; m#T or HTf^in, mfcl or mf^rTsr ; and from Causal ^friTT, ^falTO

;

from Desid. ^frfaWT, *prW»fiT*T; from Frequentative "^tffVfTT, ^faiTO;

from -sftufalTT, ^faiTO. See the rules at 388, 390, 491, 505, 5 ! 3> 5 I<J -

Future Passive Participles formed with ^fa (80. V).

570. This suffix is added directly to the root, and generally with-

out other change than gunation (if Guna is admissible).
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Thus, fr. f* ti, 'to gather,' ^TRfa fayantya, 'to be gathered;' fr. *£, H^iHT;

fr. ^i, WQ&T* (58); fr. fa^, W^ft^; fr. 3JV, ^ft>Rl^; fr. W^, ST^ffa;

fr. f^, ^folta ; fr.^ (cl. 10), ^ftqfa : but JJ^, HT^fa J ^,^^ ;
^Hft,

^wpfN; VJ, WFPfa and TOnrfa; ^, ifMfa and iftm^fhl, &c. See

390. j. I. m.

a. A final diphthong is changed to ^n a, which blends with the

initial a of aniya ; as, from iij, mi^fta ; from f^, 7rnfta.

b. The roots at 390, 390. a. of course forbid Guna ; thus, ^prfta

from <$*f; Tj^ffa from J], &c.

c. As to Derivative verbs, c/ya is rejected from a Causal stem, and

a from the stems of other Derivative verbs, and ya, if a consonant

precedes.

Thus, ^tTfftf from the Causal stem ^faq; ^ftfvwta from the Desid.

^nftfipi; also ^Nj^fa, ^fejXUfftzj, fr. the Frequentativcs ^ft^l, ^fapH; and

ffqrqffh? or Tm^nffaj fr. the Nominal TT^T.

Future Passive Participles formed with tj (80. XXVIII).

571. Before this suffix, as before all others beginning with y,

certain changes of final vowels become necessary.

a. If a root end in ^T a, or in £ e, t? at, ^ft 0, changeable to tot d,

this vowel becomes ^ e (compare 446) ; e. g.

From *i\ ma, ' to measure,' *H! meya, to be measured,' measurable / fr. i»T hd,

* to quit,' *?*l keyaj fr. "3 dhyai, ' to meditate,' "Up? dhyeya ; fr. j|
* to be weary/

*pj ; fr. ^T ' to give,' ^"
' to pity/ and rjT

' to cut,' ^T.

b. If in ^ i, ^ /,
1" u, or "$ u, these vowels arc gunated ; e. g.

From f^r 6', *EPJ (5ey tt (in the Veda ^TO with 7*J); but Tt with ^, -Tl*f.

But the Guna ^ft is changed to av, and sometimes ^ e to ay,

before ya (as if before a vowel); thus, from ^, H^l; from ftj 'to

conquer/ im ; from "aft
' to buy/ 3TO ; from ft| ' to destroy/ ^xzr.

And the Guna ^ft passes into dv before y, especially when it is

intended to lay emphasis on the meaning; as, from sj, ^fT^T; from

3j, 3JTO; from £, m^. But ^/to shake* makes ^5.

c. If in ^J ri or ^ n, these vowels are vriddhied ; e. g.

From
<J

'to do/ 3RIm; from *}" 'to support,' HT^ (also *Ji*T, see 572); fr. ^ 'to

choose/ ^T^ (also TO).

d. The roots at 390. c. drop their finals (^Hn, ^fCEl).

572. Sometimes if a root end in a short vowel no change takes place, but t is

interposed, after the analogy of the Indeclinable Participle formed with ya at 560;
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so that the stem of the Future Participle is often not distinguishable from the

Indeclinable; thus, from ft;i, 'to conquer/ fttjitya (also jeya), 'conquerable;'

from *5 stu, 'to praise/ ^jm stutya, 'laudable/ from <$ kri, 'to do/ ^F?l kfitya

(as well as HHT), ' practicable ;' from ^ ' to go/ 5m ' to be gone / from TOTTT
* to

honour,' vnci^ 'to be honoured/

573. If a root end in a single consonant with a medial a, the latter may be

vriddhied ; as, fr. V^ grah, ' to take/ SJTO grdliya ; fr.^' to be ashamed/ SfTO

;

fr.^ 'to love,' WT : but not always ; as, fr. ^, y&R\ fr. *T^, *RI ; fr. ^TV,

"BTlfl; fr. *r?f, TW I and not if the final is a labial (except W{, V{, W{); as, fr.

l\^) T»T J
fr. $1^, 3P*T ; fr. W{ ' to receive/ <3»1 (and <3*«l). The root H^ ' to

be mad' makes TTO after prepositions, but otherwise TO. Similarly, *T^ and 1^.

The root H^'to serve' makes H5*T and HT^l (see 574).

a. If with a medial ^ » or >Tm, these are generally gunated ; as, from >J^, h\m
'

}

from fi«5f , OTI; but^, »J*T ; and sometimes only optionally ; as,
*J|

makes JTQ

as well as ifa J
and g^, g^jT and ^5T.

£. If with a medial ^ p, no change generally takes place ; as, fr. **j9I, ^J^

;

fr. ^SF ,^ ; fr. ^,^ (after^ and W{, WV)
J

fr. ^,^ (also HP*)

:

butfr.^,f*Tor^.

c. The roots at 390, 390. a. are, as usual, debarred from Guna; thus,f^I, &c.

574. A final ^ 6 may sometimes be changed to ^ k, and final *[j to *{g, when

the Past Passive Participle rejects i; as, from V*pa6, Vmpdkya and VtiUpdih/a;

from Tpt, ^ftrir or $"1. When the final is unchanged, as in pd6ya, the obligation

implied is said to be more absolute; but the two forms may have distinct meanings;

thus, bhojya (fr. bhvj) means 'to be eaten,' but bhogya, 'to be enjoyed/ vdcya (fr.

fwf) means 'proper to be said/ but t>«V» 'that which is actually to be said/

a. Again,WW (fr. W^) is used after the prepositions ft and IT, otherwise TUT^T.

Similarly, *ftw (fr. ^) after ft and », and HHT or HW (fr. ^) after the same

prepositions.

b Other anomalous change* may take place, some of which are similar to those

hefore the ya of Passives ; thus, fr. Of ,^ as well as W3 (47»); &% TO

(47i.ahoW)s fr.^,«HC(47'); fr.HWt^»(47»-e)! f.^todig,'^; *

ife'to praise,' por^J fr.«l> fly,'WW orWW; *.**/*« TO.

c. 11. roots beginning with nq.at 300. J. have two forms; thus, nfetor iftTO.

575. Many of these Participles are used as substantives ;
thus, Vm n. speech ;'

H^n/food;' Htnnf. 'a harlot ,* ^IT f. 'sacrifice;' ^H n. *a ditch;' mil f.

' a wife,' fr. q ' to support,' &c.
, • ,

576. The suffix ya may be added to Desiderative, Frequentative, and luminal

stemS inthe SamewayaS ^«(570); thus, jftflm, %*> ***. *<"• **>

also, from p<? ' a pestle,' fl«W ' to be pounded with a pestle.'

a. * a added to a root after gunation (if Guna is possible) gwes

the sense of a Future Passive Participle when in compo.it.on W1th

11 h
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5, m, and $^; as, *J3TC 'easy to be done/ ^n 'difficult to be

done/ pBR * difficult to be crossed/ See 80. I.

b t Again, a suffix ^fe?r added to a few roots has the same force

as the suffixes of the Future Passive Participle ; e. g. iHifon * fit to

ripen* or 'to be cooked/ fa^fa* 'to be broken/

577. The inflexion of Future Passive Participles follows that of

adjectives at 187 ; thus, cfiSsj ' to be done / N. sing. m. f. n. karta-

vyas, -a, -am. Similarly, karaniyas, -a, -am; and kdryas, -a, -am.

PARTICIPLES OF THE SECOND FUTURE.—FORMATION OF STEM.

578. These are not common. They are of two kinds, either Parasmai-pada or

Atmane-pada; and, like Present Participles, are most easily formed by changing

NRRT anti, the termination of the 3rd pi. of the 2nd Fut., into ^Tff at, for the

Par. ; and by changing "Wm ante into ^TffT amdna, for the Atm. ; thus, from ^fXr

^fciT karishyanti and cfif<«H*fi karishyante, 'they will do/ come qJV«mi karishyat

and ^ift«M»UiU karishyamdm (58), 'about to do/ from the Passive 2nd Fut. ^SJfS"

* they will be said* comes ^«*i#iita ' about to be said ' (see 84. 1, and 80. XXVII).

a. In their inflexion (see 141), as well as in their formation, they resemble

Present Participles ; see 524 and 526.

Obs.— Cf. Greek in Ou<JO-iJ.$vo-z=:ddsya-7nuna-s.

PARTICIPIAL NOUNS OF AGENCY.

579. These have been already incidentally noticed at 80, 83, 84, 85,

87. As, however, they partake of the nature of Participles, and are

often used as Participles (see Syntax, 909-911), a fuller explanation

of them is here given. They may be classed under three heads : jst,

as formed from the root ; 2ndly, as formed from the same stem as

the 1st Future; 3rdly, as formed from the root by changes similar

to those which form the Causal stem.

580. The stem of the first class is often identical with the root

itself; that is, the unchanged root is frequently used at the end of

compounds as a noun of agency, t being added if it ends in a short

vowel; see examples at 84. III. and 87.

a. Another common noun of agency is formed from the root by

affixing ^ a (as in the first group of conjugational classes at 257),

before which a, Guna, and rarely Vriddhi, of a final vowel is required

;

as, from f^ji, * to conquer/ ITO jaya y
' conquering/ Medial vowels

are generally unchanged ; as, from Vfc vad, ' to say/ ^ vada, ' saying
;'

from
ijft

tud, ' to vex/ 3^ tuda, ' vexing ' (see 80. 1).

b. And final *n a, ^ am, or ^ an are dropped ; as, from ^T
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dd, 'to give,' 5 da, 'giving;' from l^gam, 'to go,' »t ga, 'going;'

from "St^jat, 'to be born,' m ja, 'being bom.' Their declension

follows that of adjectives at 187.

581. The stem of the second class (see 83) may be always inferred

from the 3rd pers. sing, of the 1st Fut. of Primitive verbs, the vowel

w ri being substituted for the final vowel o, the nominative case being

therefore identical with the 3rd pers. sing, of that tense (see 386).

Thus, «tait bhokti, ' he will eat,' Wi^i bhoktri, ' an eater ;' ^Z\ ' he will fight,'

jfa 'a fighter;* Hlfa*T 'he will ask,' mf^ 'an asker;' *fel 'he will bear,'

«te '
a bearer,' &c. They are inflected at 127.

58a. The stem of the third class is formed in three ways.

a. By adding ^w to the root (sec 85. TT), before which suffix

changes take place similar to those required before the Causal suffix

j,
fl (48i,482,483); ^, from ,, *ft* kdrin, 'a doer;' from^(488),

i^ghdlin, 'a killer;' from tf, info*' a sleeper :' y being inserted

after roots in d (483); as, from HT, ^M '» drinker;' from *,

Sift* daytn, ' a giver.' They are inflected at 159.

b By adding tn «*« to the root (see 80. II), before which suffix

changes take place analogous to those before the Causal aya (481,

482, 483) ; as, fr. *, *TC* *«m*«, 'a doer,' < doing;' fr. tf
,^

^te/alcadcr/'leading;' b.^Wgrdhaka; fr.fcw,«l*i; ir.

^«n; fr. {*-<-; fr.*t*»; fr.^.^i; fr.w,«nr-.

c By adding w «" to some few roots ending m consonants

(see' 80 IV), after changes similar to those required in forming the

Causal stem; as, fr. ^, *K* nandana, 'rejoicing;' fr. g* JW

'vitiating;' fr. «, "jtWI ' cleansing.'

The inflexion of the last two follows that of adjectives at ,87 .

EXAMPLES OF INFLECTED VERBS.

583. The following tables give a synopsis of the inflexion_ofthe

Primitive forms of the ten roots: ** budh, el. 1, to know ^ .^

cl. 4, 'to dance;' *, « el. 6, 'to^-*^/^
unite;' ft, «i* cl. a, ' to know ;'

,
^ ck

, ^
cl. 7,«to break;' f*«,cl. 5,'to

gathei
;

lV<», cL

',
< t •<•,.> rinses 1 4, 6, and 10; a, 3.

anrt 7>
ana 5>

*jm, cl. 9, to purify . class s 1, 4 ^ passive

7) and 9,
being grouped^^^^ Present tense of the

forms of these ten roots are given, tolled by

Vartich)les

Causal, Desiderative, and Frequentative forms, and the Parties.

11 h 1
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Parasmai-pada (see 32*]).

584. Although this root belongs to cl. 2, its inflexion is exhibited here, both

because it is sometimes used as an auxiliary, and because it is desirable to study

its inflexion together with that of the other substantive verb *^bhu
t

' to be ' (58,15),

whioh supplies many of the tenses in which ^H^ is defective. Two other roots are

sometimes employed as substantive verbs, with the sense to be,' viz. Wl cl. 1, to

stand ' (see 269, 587), and ^31^ cl. 2, ' to sit' (see 317. a). Indeed, the root W[ as,

here inflected, is probably only an abbreviation of ^TH^ as.

The cognate languages have two roots similar to the Sanskrit for the substantive

verb
'
to be.' Cf. <pv and e<J in Greek, es {sum) and/a {fid) in Latin ; and observe

how the different parts of the Sanskrit verbs correspond to the Greek and Latin

;

thus, asmi, asi, asti; e/*/i/, tea, ear/; smn, es, est. Cf. also santi with sunt;

dstam, dstdm, with rjvrov, \<jvrp ; dsma, dsta, dsan, with fyxev, yore, Yi<rav, &c.

Potential, ' I may be/ &c.

SING. DUAL. PLURAL.

^H^ sydm W!R sydva WV* sydma

WP^syds ^m^sydtam WT7T sydta

VK\sydt qWXV^sydtdm J^syus

Imperative, ' Let me be.
3

WmfH asdni ^?HT^ asdca ^TST* asdma

Ufa edhi H^ stain *T sta

W astu HT^ stdm **J
santu

Present, ' I am.
y

RS. SING. DUAL. PLURAL.

b, ^SrftR asmi S3T( svas ^R^ smas

d,TOfa asi V^ sthas W stha

j, WftcT asti ^P^ stas Ufcf santi

Imperfect^ 'I was/

Wm^dsam W^tdsva *TW dsma

imfa^dsis WW{dstam W^ dsta

frrah^t&A WWP{ dstdm ^VR^dsan

Perfect*, 'I have been/ &c,

Parasmai.

*TO dsa tnftnf dsiva Wifmdsima

^Tfmdsitha "GTINfldsathus ^T* dsa

WUdsa ^VRijftdsatus W^dsus

A'tmank.

^Ti use wfT^dsivahe wfwkdsimahe

^tfgkdsishe^mA dsdthe wfaikdsidhve

im dse VTXV* dsdte tnfifft dsirc

Obs.-The root as, 'to be,' has no Derivative forms, and only two Participles,

viz. m«rf, Pres. Par., URafna, Pres. Atm. (see 524, 5*)- The Special tenses

have an Xtmaoe-pada, which is not used unless the root is compounded with

prepositions. In this Pada ^ h is substituted for the root in 1st sing. Pres., and

*, is dropped before dh in 2nd pi.; thus, Pres. he, *, ste; svahe, sathe sate;

Lhe,dhve)Sate: l^ldsi^stf^dsta; dsvakijsdthd.njsdtdm; asmalu, adkeam,

dsata: Pot. stya, sMds, s(ta; sivaki, siydthdm, stydtdm; simaH, sidhvam, siran:

lmVv.asai,sva,stdm;
asdvahai,sdthdm,sdtdm; asdmahai, dhvam, satam ,

see 327-

* The Perfect of „ is not used by itself, but is employed in forming the Perfect

of Causals and some other verbs, see 385,^ ™ which case the Atmane may be

used. The other tenses of a. are wanting, and are supplied from bhu at 585.

Kk



250 INFLEXION OF THE STEM OF VERBS.

Group L Class I.

EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OP THE FIRST CLASS,

EXPLAINED AT 261.

585. Root £ bhu. Infin. xfaj^ bhavitum, ' tp be' or * become.'

Parasmai-pada. Present Tense, 'I am* or 'I become.' '

PEBS. SINO. DUAL. PLUBAL.

1st, N^lfa bhavdmi >i<4\m{bhavdvas VRXm^bhavdmas

and, >raftr bhavasi M<w*{ bhavathas H^T bhavatha

3rd, H^fft bhavati H^H^ bhavatas H^fttT bhavanti

[ abhavam

WT^ abhavas

Wimiabhavat

hn<k*\^ bhaveyam

H^[ bkavts

VRl^bhavet

HTrftt bhavdni

>TC bhava

*R7J bhavatu

Imperfect, *I was/

SDT^ra abhavdva

^TH^rt*^ abhavatam

^JH^rn^ abhavatam

^W^TO abhavdmu

Wimt abhavata

^HH^ abhavan

Potential,
i

I may be/

Hq^ bhaveva *T^*T bhavema

VCkl(f{ bhavetam *w cf bkaveta

H^rlT^ bhavetam *%$*{ bhavcyus

Imperative, ' Let me be/

HTR bhavdca H^TH bhavdma

*l«trt*^ bhavatam VRH bhavata

H^TTT^ bhavatam H^J bhavantu

Perfect, ' I have been/ ' I was/

T*j^ babhuva "^*}f^ babhiviva ^^faf babhuvima

^*ff^J babhuvitha ^$5^ babhuvathus ^*J^ babhuva

T*jP babhuva f?^P{ babhuvatus *^?3^ babhuvus

First Future, ' I shall or will be/

Vrf^tHlfW bhavitdsmi HftfiTTSsT^ bhavitdsvas Hfaniw^ bhuvitdsmas

^r«fniftl bhavitdsi *Tfartl*?q^ bhavitdsthas HfarHW bhavitdstha

HfVrTT Mamfci *fa(lTTT bhavitdrau HfViTTC^ bhavitdras

Second Future,
i
I shall or will be/

Hfamifn bhavishydmi Hfa*TI^[ bhavishydvas Mff^H^ bhavishydmos

HfTOftl bhavishyasi h?**iM*( bhavishyathas Vifcj^VJ bhavishyatha

Hfrafif bhamshyati h(V*M^ bhavishyatas ^ftfrf^f bhavishyanli
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Aorist,
1
! was' or * had been/ &c.

W*£f*J abhuvam TO^T abhiiva ^T^TT abhuma

tT^ abhits ^£?*J abhitam ^?£1T abluita

TRtfJIabkut ^^JiU^abhutdm ^^^abhivan

jPrecative or Benedictive,
i May I be/

^THI^ bhnydsam ^T^ bhiiydsva ^HW bhuydsma

\gptf{bhuyds ^fW^bJiuydstam ^TTRT bMtydstn

tgptflbhuydt *J>< I tfl l^ bhuydstdm ^Ml^bhuydsus

Conditional, (If) ' I should be/

twfTGP^ abhavishyam Wfa^ira abhavishjdva ^Hf^»qiH abhavishydma

ssftffqmti abhavishyas wf^TrtfJ abhavishyatam 'SWfa'Ofir abhavishyata

Wf&mabhavishyat WtfZMftV^abhavishyatdm wUW[abhavishyan

586. ^TMANE-rADA. Present Tense, ' I am/ &c.

^ 6toe *3T^ bhavdvake VHV^ bhavdmahe

*nif Matww ^^ bhavethe H^WT bhavadhve

*wif bhavate *?* bhavete *W bhavante

Imperfect, ' I was/

^M^ aMa»e ^H^f^ ubhamvahi ^mwf? abhavdmahi

Wnm{ abhavathds wmUT abhavHhdm TOW* abhavadhvam

Potential, ' I may be,
5
&c.

*^?T^ MaveJfcfe WlTO^ bhaveydthdm *&&{ bhavedhvam

mi< bhaveta *^TiTT^ bhaveydldm *^* Mffwnw

Imperative, ' Let me be/

Per/ecf, ' I have been/ ' I was/ &c.

^ feftfafe **^ habU^ke ^babh^irnahe

*tfft babhdvisbe WgtAbaUMtke ^ (*>
«**""

Kk2
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First Future, ' I shall or will be,' &c.

HfaWT^ bhavitdhe *farilt<l^ bhavitdsvahe *rfqnl*H^ bhavitdsmahe

tiftf'rittk bhavitdse vfawtWI^ bhavitdsdthe *tf%iwk bhavitddhve

*falTT bhavitd Hftf cTT^ bhavitdrau HfaiflU^ bhavitdras

Second Future, ' I shall or will be/ &c.

*rfaoj bhavishye vrfV|H|N^ bhavishydvahe *rfq«Hi»i$ bhavishydmahc

Kfam^ bhavishyase **?%*& bhavishyethe *ftnW bhavishyadhve

HfT1*?^ bhavishyate tffTBfcfl bhavishyetc HfWfT bhavishyante

Aorist, 'I was 5
or 'had been/ &c.

tfftffafa abhavishi wfar^fi^ abhavishvahi WTf^rf^ abhavishmahi

iBWfNHT^ abhavishfhds ^Wf^TRT^ abhavishdthdm wfal«W (<p^) abhandhmm

wrf^H abhavishta wf^TiTP^ abhavishdtdm Wfa^TT abhavishata

Precative or Benedictive, * I wish I may be.
5

irfwtl bhavisMya >rf^fNf^ bhavisMvahi ^f^n\*i^ bhavisMmahi

*Tfaqfal^ bhavisMshthds >rf«( «41 M I^ IH
y
bhavishiydsthdm trfttlZHfe^bhavisMdhmm

nfa*fttf bhamshishta HfqMlqiwI*^ bhavishiydstdm HfW^T^ bhavishiran

Conditional, (If) ' I should be/ &c.

^wfV^ nbhavishye ^wfaufMf^ abhavishydvahi ,5Wf^TqTjrf^ abhavishydmah

TOUfcJUJVfm nbhavishyathds ^Hf^^M^I*^ abhaviskyethdm ^wfTOJISPT abhavishyadhvam

Wfaujfl abhavishyata WlfaziKV\ abhivishyetdm TO*(%«q»ii abhavishyanta

Passive (461), Pres. $5, $?lii, &c.; ^4or. 3^ sm^. (475) ^wrfa.

Causal (479), Pre.?, m^mftr, tfFTOfa, &c; ^4or. (492) ^PTfa^, &c.

Desiderative form of Causal (497) fiw^rfwfa, &c. Desiderative

(498), Pm. ^J5lfa, "pj^fa, &c. Frequentative (507), Pre*. *frjq,

*ft>ftfa or *ftoftfa*. Participles, Pre.?. >T^1T (524) ; Pa^ Pa**. $TT

(531); P«5/ I/^ee/. $r3T (556), -$q (559); ^^ Paw. ^farTO (569),

*^fa (57°), ^q or >m (571).

Obs.—The following examples are given in the order of their final letters.

587. Root **n (special stem fire, 269, 269. a). Jra/l WTJ^ 'to

stand/ Par. and Xtm. Pres. firerfa, firefar, firefff ; fireTC^, fire^,

firea^; firer*^, fire^i, firefaT. Atm. fir$, firei^, firerr; frrercf, firinr,

firift; fireT*|,fire£,fire3ir. /mjo/ ^fi^, ^fir^f, &c. A'tm. ^?rfire, &c.

Po^. fire*rc(, firing firing; firiN, &c Atm. firen, firiNn^, finnr; firihrf?,

firem^, &c Impv. fir8rrf«T, fire, firaj; firero, &c Atm. fire, fire^j

firein^; firenl, &c Per/, th^ (373), irfaro or hwn, "mb irfw*,

* These Derivative verbs will be inflected at full at 703, 705, 706, 707.
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*w^, im&{; Hffcw, tot, ir^. Atm. id, ifort, wd; ifaret,

inwrt, iwwj if*ra|, ifa£, iffcft i^ j^. ^iinfw, mm?*, &c.

A'tm. TWT?nt, wnnif, &c 2nrf Fm/. *msm%, ^qrerftr, wr^fir, &c.

Attn. *nd, FTTS^, WTOTT, &c. ^or. (438) TOnfy TOiq, ^aFTT^;

wwnr, vs^ih^, ^wtot^; ism*, 'STOTrr, ^g^. A'tm. (438.0*, 421. d)

wfanpj, ^fWHf. Pn><\ mi^, ^TT^, &c. A'tm. wrohr, TOTSfaT^,

&c. Cowc?. *TCn9P{, TO3TFff{, &c. Atm. ^OTd, ^T^TOWq:, &c.

Pass., Pres. ^ftq (465) ; Aor. yd sing. TOnfor. Caus., Pres. wro-

inftr, -q; Aor. *f?rfw{, vfirfinh Des. firemrfa, &c. Frcq. Mm or

cndf* or ireTTft. Part, Pres. frre^(i4i. Obs. 1); Past Pass, ffcnr;

Past IndecL fefiajT, -WTO, -OTH; Fw/. Paw. ^nirar, FTHfa, d*l.

588. Root HT (special stem finr, 269). 7w/. irrg^ 'to smell.'

Par. Pres. fmnfa, ftrofa, &c. Imp/, ^ftni^, ^fsnrej;, &c. Pot.

ftrro^, ftri^, &c. /mjw. firorfar (58), ftm, &c. Per/. *nft (373),

*rftni or «furvf 9 mn ; *rftnr, »nreft> ^hj^; *rftm, *ro, *nj^. i^ Fm/.

tnTnftR, Tmnftr, &c 2»rf l*W. Tranft, u^ftr, &c. ^4or. (438) qnroj,

vh«i^, ^tutt^; ^mre, wsn*^, ^rcnin^; ^tuto, 'snrriT, ^njq;. Or by 433,

TOnftnr^, mn*fc{, *rumfy ^inftw, winftiK^, -ftrei^ ; ^rmftrcr, -fa?,

-ftnpj. Prec. unii^, irnn^, &c Or inrra^, &c CW. sh!hw(,

^rcrTO^, &c. Pass., Pm. Tmi (465. a) ; ^4or. yd sing. *rcnfir Caus.,

Pre^. inwfa; Aor. ^farmi^ or ^rftrftrq^. Des. ftroTOTfir. Freq.

wft, *mnfa or Ulitf*. Part., Prf*. fir*^; Past Pass. TffiT or tto
;

Prt*£ IndecL Trn^TT, -TTHT ; F«f . Paw. TTTH^r, TTOfa, ifa.

589. Root ITT (special stem fire, 269). /»/. ^Tr^ * to drink/ Par.

Pres. fwfi?, fatf*, &c. 7rop/. *?fa^;, ^fa% &c. Po/. fa^[,

f^, &c. Impv. fwfa, ftn, &c. Per/. (373) W, qftrq or WH,

W; qfqq^q^qqp;; qfor,**,^- ij?*Fm*. wTfa,*mrTftr,fcc.

2nd Fut. ironft, qrsifa, &c ^or. (438) wm^, wn^, wn^; wire,

^qn^, wm^; ^qm, ^qirr, v^. P^c. ^n^, ^, «cc. Cond.

^TTn^, ^xn^, &c. Pass., Pres. qft (465); ^or
- 3^ *% 1firl"ft

(475). Caus.,M qnnnft, -^ ; -4or. wrNn (493-4 Des. faumTfr

.

Freq.^i<ft,TnqftTorinqTft. Part.,Pm.f*^; Past Pass. Tfhr (533 .A)
;

P^ 7?i^ec/. hIwt, -qrq; Fut. Pass, unw, ^T^q, qu.

590. Root fir (special stem w, ^3)- /»/.^ €

to conquer.' Par*

* ftf is not generally used in the Xtmane, excepting with the prepositions vi or

para. See 786.
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Pres. irnfir, wfa, wrii['t "sto^, sproj, snnr^; ipitr^, "shr,

inrfnf. Imp/, ^nre^, ^roq;, *nr*n^; ^^*,wrw{, ,snnnn^,* wronr,

^nm, *nro^. Po^. *rtro^, sro^, ^\; w, w^, iiW[; *fo,

w, srop;. Im/w. srorfir, iro, m$ -, wvn, spnnj, ^tottt^ ; wm, ^nm,

^TPJ. Per/, fmvn (368, 374. A), fUTTfire or fsjTp?, ftRTC ; ftffrri^ (374),

fsTnrj^, ftrr^ ; fufhm, fan?, fsn^. 15/ *to. i^Tfa, **u%, srm
;

^Kra^, %(TTO^[, ^m^ ; ^HTO^, %7TTW, ^fTU^. 2nd Fut. wfa,
w«?fa, wqftr; w*nm, *uw*{, wm^; ^nmrq;, ^unr, ^tqftr. ^4or.

^w^ (420), *$irfy ^rehrfy ^a^, ^g^, ^t*{; *§*t, *^r,

WfrlTCT, iffrmj^. CW. *^ut^? WiN^, ^^; <W«I!4, ^^TiT^,

\H^rfl^; ^n«uTr ^%^nr, vMiju^. Pass., Pres. sfft, &c. ; ^4or.

3rd 5%. 'snrtfa. Caus., Pres. *nwfa : Aor. ^nfhrp^. Des. ftpfttnfir.

Freq. ^fft, ^%fa or ^snftfa. Part., Pres, »PT^; Ptf$£ Paw. ftnr;

Past Indecl. fifRTT, -fifi*T; PW. Pass. inm T »TC*ftl, ^ or ftro or spij

(57i» 57 2 )-

a. Like fif may be conjugated ?f\. Inf. ^g^ ' to lead.' But the

Causal is Tnwfa; Caus., Aor. ^nft^xf^; Des. fHrftmfa . In Epic

poetry the Perfect is sometimes ?pnmH for ftRTO, and the ararf Fut.

^ifinmftr for %urrfa (especially when preceded by the prep. ^n).

591. Root fm (special stem qm). In/ wnp{ 'to smile/ A'tm.

Ires. w§, W*&, &e. Imp/ m&ik, wmtm^, &c. Pot. ^ifa, *nfalTC(,

&c. Impv. 9$, WTO, &c. Per/. (374. e) faf*R*, filftflftfc, fafaA;

ftrftrftRl, fafann^, fsfarcTir; ftifafoil, ftcfarfq^ or -fi$, ftrfafift.

is* Pw£. TOn|, wnrft, &c. 2?zd Pw/.^ r *ta&, &c. /for. wfa,
*w«r^, ^mv; ^ra^f^r, ^w^, -mr*{; srcroftr, *wp(, *ratair.

Prec. ^fti?, &c. Cond. ^?OT^, &c. Pass., Pm. sfts; ^or. 3rd 5%.

^renfa. Caus., Pm. snwftr or wurqifa ; Aor. ^rftRWH or ?afim?M^ .

Des. ftrwfi^. Freq. inrft^, ^fir or ifrnftfa. Part., Pres. mwr* ;

Past Pass. ftRIT; P«*^ Indecl fron, -ftRW; i'W. P<w*. wa*t,

592. Root 1 (special stem 55). Iw/
1

. ^5^ 'to run/ Par. Pre^.

TCTfa, ^r, ^fk; ^^^, ^nr^, -5^; -5^1^, -^nr, -j^ftr. Jm;/.

*^*(> w^r^, &c Po/. -5^, ^, &c. J^r. ^nftr (58), $*, &c.

^«/- 5^^ J^> 5^5 jpr (369), j^r^ (374.^), 55^r; 5^,

51'» 551^* I5^ Fuf" ifrtf™- %ud FuL '$wfa> ffitf*, &c
-

dor.

When ftf is prefixed, the Perfect is ftfRfisRi} against 70.
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*§fF{ (440. a), 155^, *f£^; *f^, fl^ilH,^^ ; ^55*1*,

TOJ^HT, ^5in^, Prec. ^Tm^, 1^, &c.
*

Cb»rf. ^qrj. Pass.,

Pm. ^; Jor. 3rd sing. w$rfs. Caus., Pm\ <£r?nrffa ; ^or. *|^
or *fiTFTC[. Des. J^rftl. Freq. <fhp, <frjtf* or <^fifa. Part.,

Pros. "5^; P^Pfl^.^K; P«M/I«rfcc/.^Ra,-|W; Fut. Pass. 3^,
"jwfa, "JFT or "5^.

a. Like "| may be conjugated ^ (sometimes written tj). Inf.

sfoj^ ' to flow.'

593. Root 3 (special stem ^c). ////. ff^ * to seize/ ' to take.'

Par. and Atm. Pres. ^vfa. Atm. ft, V$t, fTTT; ?m|, &e. Imp/.

Wft^, ^^, ^rt^; ,*^re, &c. Atm. ^;, ^ijnq;, ^rjr; ^?trcfi^

&c. Po£. ^t^. Atm. ^r, ^TTq;, &c. Impo. ?rjftr (58), ^t, &c.

Atm. ^T, ^r, &c. Per/ n^rc,^ (370. fl), ^TT; uf^r, W^»
»T?^; *rff*, in, ^p> A'tm. *r|, irffq, "5rjh ^f^r?, *rfT^, ^Fl*

;

iri^l, srffil or *rfj^, irf^. 15/ Pm/. -%hfm. Atm. ^t?, ^*nj, &c.

2nd Fut. fft^Tft. Atm. ^ft^, thm, &c. ^or. ^T^, T^Txff^,

m^nfl^ ; ^T*4, c^it^, ^ifr^; ^t*, ^nr, ^?%- Atm. w^fa,

^5^, ^rfiT; ^p2^, ^*mn^, sh<£mihi^; ^ftf?, ^f^, ^^titt.

Prec. f^xrra^;. Atm. ^irfa, stfteTC(, &c. CW. *n?firjnij. Atm.

^ft*I, wg nLmvi i^ , &c. Pass., Pres. ff^; ^or. 3^ *%. w&fx.

Caus., Pre*. ^TTrrTfH, -^; Aor. ^sftfrj^. Des. fr^Tfi?, -tf. Freq.

3ff^, ^tffa or iRS^rlftr or *ftftfft or Sftf^f* or Tfft- or srff*.

Part., Pre*. ^; Pass, fjupm; Past Pass. <pr; Past hided, i&n,

-$rq ; Fut. Pass, f5*T, F^fa, ^TO.

594. Root *? (special stern sn;). 7n/. ^Tft * to remember.' Par.

and Atm. Pres. Fmfa. Atm. F*t Impf. ?mV{> ^m^ &c

Atm. **?>. Pot.-m^. Atm. siH &c 7w//*>. srerfor (58). A'tm.

*ft, WW, &c. Per/. **RTI, ^R^ (370- a
)> **** 5 TOfa, ^TO^,

TOTU^, IWTT^ ; WTfTfll, TTOfw or -ft^, ^nfti;. 1^ Fut. wwTfiw.

Atm. wSt|. 2wrf Pw/. Wftwfir. Atm. wft^. ^«r. TOT*^ &c.

(see 5 at 593). Atm. TOjft, ^f5fT^ (see 5 at 593). Prar. ^l^.

Atm.^^orwft:^. Co»rf.Wfftm^. Atm. TO?ft^. Pass., Pre*.

*tff; ^or. 3rrf «»^. iwnfi:. Caus., JV«. OT^TfR, -*; ^or. sa^Ht^.

Bes. iji^F. Freq. TOR, «wrfS or TOfd*. Part., Pres. wrjj;; M
Paw.^ ; Past IndecL ^T, -SJW ;

P^- ^w- wS^ w;c^> OT^'

595/ Root ^ (special stem spi). /»/. 3fl^ 'to call.' Par. and

Atm. Pre^. ^Tfo. Atm. 5^. I»v^ ^^^^ &c
-

A,tm
- ^-
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Pot. ^v^, A'tm. d&q. Impv. a^nfa. A'tm. 2$. Per/. (tf$. e)

^^, *j^ or fsta, ij?ra ; 9f^w» ?STS^ 95^; ^5^95^
gj^. Atm. ig*, ^gffi, ^ ;

igfo$, ypd, qgri}; ^jftnl,

sjjfad or -fa|, gjfift:. 15/ Fut. g^TfTTfw. A'tm. ^nn^. 2/10? Pw£.

a^TOTfa. A'tm, jpd. Aor. (438. c) ^^, ^^, *r^; ^?, ^H^,
^sipn^; ^rarTH, ^w, ^^. Atm.^,^^n^,^3p; ^tarref?, ^jnmj,

^wi^; ^anrfi?, ^?5^^, ^ap*. Or ^snfa (434), ^ssron^y ^s^r;

^raf^, ^ann^, m^ imHi^, ^raff, ^w^, ^tcht. Prec.

f^lTO^. A'tm. arrefN. Cowrf. *ljg lW[ . A'tm. *?3^W. Pass. fxft

(465. c); J or. 3rd $%. Tsqrrfa or ^Tftre or ^qpr or ^3fTH. 2we? Fw/.

5^TO^ or 5nfa*q£ (474. a). Caus., Pres. S^TWfa (483. b) ; Aor. ^Bajj^.

Des. ^fRTftr, *J|$. Freq. sft|$, ift^fiT or sft^rtfa. Part., Pres.

5^T^; Paw. £MH1*f ; Past Pass. |tt ; Past IndecL ]trt, -|rq ; Put.

Pass. 3Pfl*T, d^rtT, %*?.

a. Tt (special stem JTTO, 268), Inf. JTTjpr 'to sing/ follows the analogy

of 5T, the final diphthong being changed to a before all terminations

beginning with t or s. Pres. nnnfa. Imp/. WWW, &c. Pot. TUVflft.

Impv. T\wfa. Per/. ($J$. d)^ t *rf7r*I or SPTTO,W ; l[frm
> WT^ y

wrift; srfn*, im, ^5^;. is/ Put. minftH. 2/?d Fw/. irrenfa. Aor.

(433) ^rxTTftre^, ^mrcfi^, wmfl^; ^mftr^, wnftreH, wnftreT*;

OTTTftn*, ^*nftre, isprnftn}^. Prec. xrhw (451). Cond. wtto^.

Pass, *ft^ (465) ; Aor. $rd sing. wft. Caus., Pres. *uwfa (483);

-4or. ^nftnq*. Des. ftTJircnfa. Freq. ^iffa, "ST'RTfrr or ifTJTTfa. Part.,

Pres. nunr ; P^m. fl^R; P«$/ Paw. iflw ; P«*/ IndecL nW, -*TW;

Fftf. Pcm. 7TTTTO, JTFffa, Vft.

b. Like *t may be conjugated ^[
* to be weary / ^ * to meditate

/

f 'to fade;' and all other roots in at (see 268).

c. Root i^f
N
(special stem vn). Inf. traiT * to cook/ Par. and Atm.

Pres. TTOfa. Atm. n^. Impf. ^TS^, w^, &c Ktm. OT%.

Po/. TT*N*, tre^, &c. Xtm.twi. Impv. ^^rftf, Vft, &c. Atm. H^f.

Per/. W* or xm, wr or xtf^ (370. d), xrore; ^f«R, *PHJ^

ttoj^ ; TjfaT, ^f , ^^. A'tm. ^, i}fat}, ^$ ; ^ftnrt, ^T^, ^W

;

^fw|, Tjfa&, ^ft:. i^ Pw/. "q^TftFT. A'tm. "q^T|. 2nd Fut. TOtT^-

Atm. w. Aor. (420. e) ^nm^r, ^rxirsi^, ^tot^; ^nn^, ^rm^,

*nrow
N

; wm&> ^^n^, ^3^n^. A'tm. ^vfq, wrm^, wi*; ^nwf?,

vm^r^nw, ^T3|T?n^; ssme^r^, ^irwr, vmhiii. Prec. iwiw^. Atm.

^ftn. Cowo*. ^n^TR. A'tm. ^q^. Pass., Pres. x&i ; Jjwp/. ^^ >'

^4or. 3r«* «»^. *nnf*. Caus., Pre*. Trr^nnfT, x?TT^ ; -^or, ^irt^^*
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Des. ftrowtfa, fiw^. Preq. xn^, T^fa? or tjmlft. Part,, Pres.

H^; Atm.WfR; Pass.T&mm Past Pass. ^(548); Pas/Indecl.
HIST, -trt ; Pa*. P<m. ^, tt*rH -qrai or m*? (574).

d. Root m* (special stem w). Inf. Tuftr^ < to ask/ Par. and
Atm, Pre*, m^rf*. Atm. *rr^. Impf w^, WTCj;, &c. Atm.

^- -Po*. ut^^, *n^q;, &c. Attn. Tn^q. impv. TrrqrfVr, *n*r, &c.

Atm. ht^. Per/. inn*r, wfa*?, irani
; wfH wrgq;, ^m^ ;

xRif^r, w^f, *nrreq;. Atm. w$, w^ro, inii$; wf*ret, wn^,
writ; wfant, *roifa£, wfa\. 15/ Put. ^famfe?. Atm.

*nf*wr|. ind Put. Tnfannfa. Atm. infa*i. Aor. (427) *xn-

fw^, wim^, *nir^; ^nnf^r, ,snnfsre^, -w{; ^nnfa^, -fa?,

-fag^. Atm. ^nnfafTj, ^annfa¥T^, wnftre ; ^nTfa^%, wnf^ra^,

-TOn^; ^nnf^rf^, ^rcrfaai^, ^nnf^fiT. Prec. titot^. Atm. infa-

^fa. Cb/ic?. ^HTpHtu^. Pass., Pres. "m^. Caus., J
y
res. TJT^nfa;

Aor. VHiimi^. Des. fxRlfainfa, -^. Freq. TlT^ra, xfTCTfaR (3rd sing.

JfRTfe). Part., Pm\ ^JT^; A'tm, th^wr ; Past Pass, TJTfaiT ; Past

Indecl. TirNi^T; Put. Pass. *nfaTPa|, *n^Rfa, ^JTa*.

e. Root OT (special stem ^ita). Iw/. ^ftfaij^ ' to grieve.' Par.

(Ep. rarely Atm.) Pres. ^ft^Tftf. Impf. f^jN^» ^#^, &c. Potf.

^W^i ^ft^j &c - ImPv - jftaTfir, $fa, &c. Per/, ^pito, jpftfa%

f*fa; fgftnr, ^^,WW W**' W*' B^- w/ FuL

^ftfaiTTfoT. 2nd P*^. tfrfwfa. Aor. (427. £) *T$ftfa^, ^^1^,

*rc[Nfy ^rsfftf*rer, v^ftftren,^fa^ ;
^fa^r,^f^,^f^^.

Prec. 9J^ l tiH . Cowf. ^ftfqxq^. Pass., Pm. jp ;
./for. yd sing.

*tffa. Caus., Pres. jftvnfa; ^or. ^J^. Des. T^fwfa or

*pftf*raTfa. Freq. ^t^, ^ftfo? {3rd sing. jftjfiftR). Part, Pm.

Zfft^; P<m. ^m* ; P«^ Pass, tf*m and ^ftf^T ;
Past Indect.

Sjfapn or sftfroT, ~*p? ; Pa/. Pa**. sftfaim* sNrto, #cr.

596. Root W^. Inf. Wf^ ' to abandon/ ' to quit.
5

Par. Pres.

iiRTfa. Impf isrars^, *?T^, &c. Pot. nk**. iw/w. UPtrfir, W*,

&c. Perf. im*, muf^l or KKm (370. rf), cWT^f; TTWf^, ff«»i^,

to?T3^; TT^ftTH, mmr, ra^. J^ ^- to*- 2^ Fw/
-
w^f,f -

^4or. (422, 296) ^nm^^, '*?mtffy ^fto^; "^. wn^, ^wt^t^;

*m$ 9 m*m 9 *m^. Prec.wam*- Cond.*7m^,&c. Pass,

Pres. Km ; Aor. 3rd sing, wnftr. Cans,, to. WTiPTTftr; ^or. ^jftr-

W^. Des.finq^TftT. Freq.HTmW,^^ ^^^^' Part, Pm.

?l^; P«/ P«i. 7m; Past Indecl TqiiT, -mm; Fut. Pass, mm,

W^T^T, WW (573>
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597. Root xr^. Inf. *rg^ * to sacrifice/ ' to worship/ Par. and

Atm. Pres. innfa. Atm. u^. Imp/. WW{, *rmr^, &c. Atm. *n^.

Pot *\W\. Atm. Jjifa. Impv. *nuf«T, 1*f, &c. Atm. *$. Per/.

(375. e) ^TR, ^?ftnr or ^fire or ^Tff (297), ^?Hf ; $f3T*, $3T^, t5^;
ffspr, $*t, $sp(. Atm. f^, $ftn, $ir; $ftre^, $»n^, ^n^; ^ftprf,

$fa£, ^f»ft. 1*/ Fut fmfm (403). A'tm. het^. 2wd Pw£. ar^nff

(403). Atm. *rc^, Aor. (422) ^nn^, *nrrcifa(, w^ify tnms,

^«<i&^, ^mi*i^ ; ^nn^T, wre, ^ibj^. Atm. wrfrsj, wnrrc(, ^&nre

;

^BRWf?,^R^^,^^B|nn^; *wff> vn^, Wl^tT- Prec. ^TTCn^.

Atm. *TC|fa. (W. *pn3W[. Atm. *PTC^. Pass., Pres.^ (471);

Iwjp/.^ (251. a) ; Aor. 3rd sing. wnftT. Caus., Pres. MMMlfH, -^

;

-4or. ^nfhllfr. Des. ftj*rejTfJT, -^. Freq. qiqiri}, JJTCfiT or qPTififa.

Part., Pres. trt^; A'tm. HiHTH ; P«w. $*qnH ; Pas/ Paw. ^ ; Pas/

Ittdee/. ^fT, -^T; Fut. Pass. TO*T, *npfa, *jn*T or in^.

a. Root^ (special stem *nr, 270. c?). Inf. jfar^ * to adhere.' Par.

Pres. *nnfa*. Im^/. ^HFp^. Pof. *R^. Iw/w. Sinftf. Per/, srcrs,

uufy <*i or rahra, *rcna; wifVra, uuyvj^, *w?8^; *wObh, w^, ««*j^.

1st Fut. *h*rftR, &c. 2»c? Fut. wmfn , &c. ^or.w^, -^, -^;
^raw, ^rcrfer^, -w^; wrhst, ^rafa, *rcrhg^. Prec. u^tu^, &c.

Ooraa*. ^nh^, &c. Pass., Pres. *n$. Caus., Pre*. TO*nfa; Aor.

*PR*nET^. Des. ftrcr^Tfa, &c. Freq. *T&W, *T*feR. Part, Pm.

^W[; Pass. u^HM ; Pa*/ P<m. *ra ; Pa«/ IndecL ^TgRT or fliiT, -*n*T

;

Fut. Pass. *Hr*t, TOTta, #nr or *h*T.

£. Root lp^ (special stem fftrf) . Iw/. iftftnpj ' to shine.' Atm. (and

Par. in Aor) Pm. iffir. Impf.wsft. Pot. tim. Impv.TS^i. Perf.

&$ (3H a)> -frt, -h ; fi^firal, -"TT^, -m^ ; f^gfiro? , -fird, -fift

1*/ Pm/. sftfirmt. 2^Pw/.«ftfiro. ^or. wffirfa, TOftfircr^, *neftfire

wlfir^f^ , -fdm^ii^, -finmn^; -fir*rf^, -fH«n^, -finnr. Par. ^^[
-IR(, -m^; -»n^, -irin^, ?nn^; -im, -?nT, -rr^. Prec. iftfi^fttr. Cb»rf.

vnftfriu)* Pass., Pres. ^w; ^4or. 3rd sing, ^nftfir. Caus., Pr^,

tflfWlfH ; Aor. ^^1^. Des. fi^gfir^ or f^fftfif^. Freq. \lgk, ^iftfw

or ^irtfiT. Part., Pres. iftcRR; Past Pass, ^fmr or wtfim; Pa^

J/irfec/. ^fiTRr or iftfirrin, -^?i; P«/. Paw. tflfdH^i, irtanrfar, iftm.

c. Root^. /w/.trfffffT^tofall/ Par. Pres.imf*. Imp/.****-

Pot inN^. Impv. tnnfi!. Per/, ^rmf or vna (368), ^fin?, trqnr;

* The final j is sometimes incorrectly doubled (Pres. HWffa, ^HBTftf, «"nlfr>

&c.) ; but the root must not, therefore, be confounded with an uncommon root

^ll^or TO3^, meaning
(

to go,' 'to move/ also cl. 1, and making ttmifa, &c«
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*firc, **^, ^; *fira, *tt, ^. ut Fut. nfinnftR. 2tkZF^.
tfaxgrfa. ^or. ^rm (441), *ro(, wnm; wnr, ww*, w^U
iHMw, ^nro, *?htt^. Prcc. trmnw. Oowd. ^n?fin«m. Pass., Pm.
•q^; imp/. *nra; ^4or. 3^ sing, wnfir. Caus., Pw. xnnnfa, *KR
and mmnftr, Tffiti; ;for. wton*. Des. firofinnfa or fircnfiT. Freq.

vrftvti, ^^fi*T or qThnrtft. Part., Pres. inr^; Paw. vkjhh ; Past

Pass. Tffinr; Pa** Iwfec/. ijfin^T, -to; i<W. Paw. xjfinro, ^nnfta,

inw or TO.

598. Root ^ (special stem ^S). Inf. srfffg* ' to be,' ' to exist/

Xtm. (and optionally Par. in 2nd Fut.
y

Aor., and Cond., when it

rejects i). Pres. ^W. imp/. WW. Pot. *nfa. Impv. fS. Per/.

^w, ^fire, ^?l; ^frni, ^ttt^, '^jx\jt ; ^fimt, spjfird, ^ffft.

is* Fm£. ^ftin^. 2nd Fut. *rfS^. -4or. ^nrfytfa, ^nrffoT^, ^fo;
*nrff«rf^, -filmmm , -fS^nn^; -fihrff , -fita*, -f?hnr. Par. *P|rn?,

-T% -m^; -HTO, -7TiTH, -am*; -mH, -TT7T, -H^. Prec. ^rfflifN. Cowrf.

Tgrqffliq or ^TTO^. Pass., Pres. ^. Caus., Pres. ^TflTirfa; -^or.

VHJl^dH or ^r^Trto. Dcs. fctiirk or fojWTfa. Freq. *n^$, ^rfhrfi*

or^fcprtfir. Part., Pres. ?%mn ; Past Pass, ^f; Past Indecl. iffcn

or ^T, -fW; -Fm/. P<m. ?fffH^, ^fcfa, ^W.

599. Root ^. //?/. *rf^pT< to speak/ Par. Pr^. ^rftr. Imp/.

*nr^T, *n^, &c. Po*. ^T*. Impv. ^Tfa. Per/. (375. c) r^ t

W^, w?? ;
*fipr, *^,^W > ^> **» *3* I5/^^Tf̂ »

*fipnftr, &c awrf F«tf. ^f^nft, tfW*> &c -
Aor

- (4*8 )
*rarfir^,

^nrcfa;, ^rar^; wnfit«r, wrrf^i, ««nft»m; ^rf^r, wfi^, w-
fij^. Prec. TOT**, TOT^, &c Cowrf. *Plf^»*, wrfi^, &c. Pass.,

Pres. to (471); Aor. 3rd sing. imfi*. Caus., Pm. 4l<^lfo; ^>r.

*TN<^. Des. firafipnfil, -*• Freq. ^iT, "^RftT or ^T^ftT. Part.,

Pm.^; Pass.-nHRl Past Pass. 7^(543); P«</^^
--TO; Jfcf. P«w*. ^1W, *^rta> ^5T or ^1T.

a. Root «3 (special stem ^, 270). Inf. WJU'to sink/ Par.

PiW.rt^/lm/1/.wft^ P<tf.*%l*. /»yw.*pftf. P^/^T^,

^r (375. a) or WW, ^T?; irf^» *^> ^^ ; ^' ^' ^*
ist Fut. *wrfor. 2wrf JFW. TOnfir. ^^r. ™^ir (436> 437)> **^»

^r^; ^r^T^, ^^th, ^t^t^ ; ™V*> ^^» ,!TH^- Pr'c
* *^**

Cond. ^TOHT. Pass., Pm. TO; ^or. 3rrf 5%. ^FT^. Caus., Pres.

^Hflr;^.wft^. Des.f^Tft. Freq. mft, TO* or ^r-

<»f. Part., Pres. ^^; P«/ P«- W (54o); P«« I«** ^">

-TO; Pw^. P«w. ^w, ^ft11
^
***•

L 1 2
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b. Root H (special stem *«). Inf. *%» 'to increase.' A'tm.

(and Par. in Fut., Cond., and Aor.) Pres. tf. /«?/• wff, «***%

&c Po<. <nfo. Inqw. «, ^r. &c
-
p^ *£» *^' ^ ;

^, i^n*. *rmt; W^, ^, ^- J* FuLjftm.

*rP5* ; fnfhiff , wf^wm, wfhwm; wfWfe ^raffo^,^w».

Par. *^, w^, *^; **>"*' 'T^' "VW' *&*>*&''

«T«t Prec. *fWN. Cond. wrfTO. Par. *nw§^, «**fc &c

Pass., Pw. jft; Imp/ «T^; ^or - 3"* «»V- 'W^-Caus., Pres.

***(*; Aor. w^and*^. Des. frtfft, f^WT*. Fre4-

^, rchcftj or rtf^m. Part., Pre*. ^T* ;
Pass. ^WTHT

;
P«»<

Pau.lt; PaitIndecl.-*ftm,W1*'> Fvt.Pass.T&tK, *$***,?»

600. Root «w. W-^ '
t0 >^reasc,' 'to flourish.' Atm.

Pre,. &,***.&& Imp/.^M-"^.^ Po/
;
«*"• 'T'

«*, m , &c Per/. (385) *W**> *«***> "!,n^i
;
W«f^.

!v^, wwraa* ; wnfii. ***&. "«*** "< **•J?™*
and *W. «fW. ^. %fvf*i (4»7- *> *50' ^"^'^ ,ft,l,ft '

*f** (251). Pass. *£; ^or. 3rtf »w *fi|. Cans., J¥e». SW*;

Jor. T>fr^ (494)- Des. «ftftt (500. b). Part, Pre.. WTO
;

Past

Pass.-zftn; Pastlndecl.ufcm,-**; Fut.Patt.lfcm,****,**.

a. Root im. /»/. H^ ' to burn.' Par. and Atm. Pres. rnft.

Atm.**. 7^/.**^. Atm. W*. Pot. *^. Atm. K*». Im/w.

Tnnftr w, &c. Atm. iA. Per/ mnn or mm, *tto or *flw, wiw

;

iita,^,^; Ttf^>,^. Atm. »,**,»; if**,*™,

***;**«*,*&*, Wit irfPW.wnftH,&c. Atm. WTO, &c. 2nd

Fut. TTOSTfa (Ep. also itftmifr), Atm. Tl^. ifor. *ITW(, «WK»

«Hnd^; wires, *m^, snmirn ; nw, «nnw, **m- Atm. ***,

JVw. iroraw. Atm.rrtn. Cond.rnm^. Atm. wip£. Pass.,

P„. ** ; W"- w" J
Aor

- $rd dnff -
toPi

-

Caus
"
Pm

'

TnW"'

Hrn>; ^or. ^rtWH, wftlA. De»- &*«&> ***• ^ *"*'^
or Hnnrtft. Part., Pres. my A'tm. *wm; P«». **m; Past

Pass, inr; P«* I*k* «T» -^ ^ PaM
-
1"r"' ,m^,t, "

,
"*

>

601. Root <** (27°. 4 V-aW'to^' &™- P™'™'

*&, wA; ^, ***, wit; twt^, tww, wi*. W- ^'
traH^,^; ^5Hnf?, wwm, ^3^; TOwftr, «W.
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c^W^, <*^. Impv. c5^, <**<*, <WrTTC[; <WT*f, cWTT^, <Wrn^;

HWi|,^^,<WiTTJT. Pcr/.S^(375.a),wfw,^
; £6rcr|,iwr$,

awnr ; £rfta|, $fa£, &firi 15/ Fut. <*an| (409), c*airi*, <*an, &c
2nd Fut. ?ro (299), HtsnSr, &c ^or. ^?yfa (420, 299), WFJOTq; (298),

*(W ; ^rn^rfi^ viotii'm^, ^r^^mmr ; ^x^f^, ^tbot, *Mmn . 1V«c.

«JF*fa, WHfttfl^, c**rte, &c. Cowd ^ran^, &c. Pass., Pres. &%

:

Aor. *Mfm, *Ham(, ^r?*Tfa (475) or *c3fa, &c. Caus., Pres. <***-

HTfrr,&c; Aor.WB&m; Des. -fan* (503). Freq. «*T«w, <*Te*ttftfa.

Part., Pres. cWTT«T ; Pfl^ Pass. cW ; Pa*/ Twfcc/. H3&T, -<3*q ; Pwf

.

Paw. cEW*r, <wfrq, 7&H.

a. Like <^T is conjugated TH (with prep, ^n), ^?rqfj * to begin/

602. Root 7\*{ (special stem ira, 270). Inf. ir^ 'to go.' Par.

Pres. xixarrftr, ^T^atft?, Tagtfk; *rar^, TRaro^, jraw^; jmih^, irarc,

JT^grfVff. Impf. ^r*T3S^, ^11*9^, &c. Pot. Jl^dM*^, T3a^, &c. Jmjw.

irarftr, t®, &c Per/! (376) *tjith, ^prftre or *pt^i, »mw; irfrre,

SfiH^, ^ JHj^ ; *TfaTH, WV, *F^. 1^ -FW. *Finfi3R. 2nd Fut.

JTfa aii fa , nftrofa, rfWrr, &c. ^or. (436) wro^, ^n*% vm\;

wrmn, *r»mp^, «nmn^ wwra, *ra«nr, wt*^. Pra?. jiwii^.

OW. *mfa*!^. Pass., Pres. TO ; Aor. yd sing. wnfir. Caus.,

Pres. TT*nnft ; Aor. wtoR^. Des. ftprfrarftr. Freq. ST^, ^1^
or inytffa; see 7°9« ^art,

»
^res

-
ira7U ^^ Pa^ # ^ Past

Indecl. n^T, -ttrt, -im (563. a, 560) ; 7<W. Pass, ir^, TpfnfN, *T«?.

a. Root ^. iw/. ^g^ ' to bend/ Par. and AW (' to bow one's

self). Pres. *pnftr. A'tm. ^. Iw#. *WJ. Atm. w. Po*.

WPJ. A'tm. jfa. Im/w. *mfa. Atm. ^. Perf. (375. a) 7RTR

or ^rit, t^t^I or ^ftTO, -JTCT*; ^fto, **Tg^ ^*p;; ^ft*, ^*, ^ft-

AW ^, *ftre, »; *fiw*, *m*, %*f*; ^fcw, *fcd, %fft.

15/ Pw*. rRTftR. Atm. *5ffin%. 2»rf P^. ^f^nftr. Atm. *& Aor.

WTftn^, w*Wfe(, ^R^; wfftw, ^tftr^, wifim^; ^firo,

*Rftnr, wtftR^. Atm. ^Rfe, ^rron^, ***r; wr^ff?, ^r^n^,

wf^Tm^; wMw,vnwi,wfw. Prec.ww{. Atm.^Whr. ft«rf.

WTOH. Atm.^^. Pass.,7W.^; Imji/^W; ^^«^
Wtftr or WTTft. Caus. ^TTnft or ^mrftf; Aor. ^r^ orwl^^.

Bes. firwf*. Freq. ^t^, ^T^fH or **f*. Part., Pres. ^1
Atm. mnnv; P«*. towt; P«^ P^- ^^ Pa" J^c/

' ^' "^
or -tt?j ; PW. Pa5*. TT?ra|, sflpfhl,W or ^T^'

^.Root^. Jn/.wft^'tomove/ Par. ^.^, /«v/-
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^PcW, wra; ^fisre, "5rt^, ^c*9'^; ^ftpr, *ra, *Tcj^. ist Fut.

vfamfm. 2nd Fut. ^frim i fr . ^or. w^rfc*^, ^WTcrt^, w^rti^;

^rerfo^r, ^rerffcre^, -sth; ^sreTfsr*?, -fos, -fe^. Prar. ^r^ro^.

Cond, vmfdMH. Pass., Pm. ^rsfr. Caus., Pre*. q'pHnfi* or ^n^rrfa.

Des. fq^fotnfa. Freq. ^nr^, *TT*rfer. ' Part., Pres. ^35^; Past

Pass. ^foiT; Past Indecl. *faft\, -*&f; Put, Pass. ^rffcfiTO, Mcjtfta,

603. Root srt^. Inf. sftfVnpi'to live.' Par. Pres. sfhnfa. /m^/.

*nfta*r. Po£. sft^nr. Im/?i>. wtaTfir, iffa, &c. Per/*, fnwfa, fsnflf^ro,

ftnfta; ftnftfa^, ftpfta^, ftnifag^; fipftfar, ftnita, ftnftf^. 15/

Put. ^fl^dirw. zndFut.vftfiimfii. Aor. ^nftfwj, vifhft^, ^snfNfy

wftfaisr, ^sftftre^, *nftfam[; wftftp*, ^nftfa?, wflfaij^. Prec.

5Tl«flH*l. Cone?. VHtftf^wi^. Pass., Pm. sfi^i; -4or. 3rd sing, ^snftfa.

Caus., Pre.?. »ftwfa ; Aor. ^rfsnffa^ or ^nftf3n*{. Des. fsnftfwfa.

Freq. ^srfaq. Part., Pres. »fh^; Past Pass. sftfaiT; Past Indecl.

sfif^TT, -"ifta; 2^*. Pass. *ftfalTS?, sfMfa, *ft*l.

a. Root vr*. Inf. VTfajJ^ * to run/ * to wash.
5

Par. and A'tm.

Pres. VTCTfa. Ktm. VT^. /»ip/. WTO^. ^tm. wm. Pot. VT^.
Atm. VT^I, Impv. VTCTfa. Atm. vt|. P«/. ^rre, ^>nftro, ?[VH;

^vrfor, SVTT^, -^; ^vrfan, ^vn, ^VTf^. id Fut. vrftnnftR.

A'tm. \nf%i!T%- 2wc? Fut. VTfrnnfa. Am. t|TfcH«T. ^or. ^TVTfa^,

^rvnfh^, ^nn^^; ^vrf^, -fas*j, -fasT^; ^roTfa1*?, -ft?, -fa^. ^tm -

wnfafa , -fan^, -fas ; *rvrfWf , &c. Prec. vt*tot^. A'tm. tnf^pfa.

Co/itf. ,?r>nf^n:

(. ^tm. 5HVTfa^. Pass., Pres. vi\^. Caus., I'm.

VTTOTfa; Aor. *T^Wf(. Des. f^JTfa^nfa, -^. Freq. ^TCTO. Part.,

Pres. VR^, VTTRR; Pas/ Pass. VTfafT, vto ('washed 5

) ; Past Indecl.

VjfarTT or ^t; Fut. Pass. VTf^l, HT*pfa, VTO.

604. Root "JST (special stem t^tj, 270). Irc/. ^5^ 'to see/ Par.

Pm. iqinfa, tqTifa, Tj^fir; tt^t^, ^sw^, 11^nr^; wn^, ^1%
inpcrfor. Iwjo/. sro$^, wr$^, w^t^; w$in> &c. Po/. ^*ro*,

trrfy ^^; ^rcpta, &c. Im/}v. iiwfa* *flF> Tr^; m^mh, &c

Perf <$$, ^fi|N or <^r (370./), ^; ^n, ?[^i^, Tprg^;

(437. c) ^tjt, ^^g[, w^; *#*, '^^hnr, ^?n^; ^^m, ^rr,

vtfft. Or ^TW^ (420, 390./), ^^raffy ^T^; ^TO, ^T5T?H,

^rjrrnr; *ryrc$T, ^tjto, ,w?t^. P^c. "pm^. Cond. w$mK
>

Pass., Pre*. *p^ ; Aor. $rd sing. ^f$. Caus., Pres. ^$JJlfH ;
^^r.

'Rft^n? or ^^^; see 703. Des. f^JHf. Freq. ^T^, ^^-
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Part., Pres. irpn^ Past Pass. ^2; Past Indecl. -£fT, -jpt; Put.

Pass, fm, ^Mfa, JW-
605. Root ^. In/ ffrsgir ' to see/ Atm. Pre*. ^. Iwp/.

^ (251). Pot. t^g. Jm/w. tf. Per/. $T5jrea, &c. (385, and

compare^ at 600). 1st Put. $foj7nt. %nd Put. $ftr«L Aor. $%fii

(251), $ftpn^, itf^?; TtfHjMfs, ^iw, *%tnmH; ^fVrff,

*ft|W{, Srfw. -P^c. $ftpfa, &c. ftwd. *ft^. Pass. ^;
^4or. 3rd sing. £fo|. Caus., Pm. ^nft?; Aor. i^N^J? (494). Des.

$f«lfqp* (500. b). Part., Pm. $
,spTO; Past Pass, ^tt; Pa*/

Jrccfec/. fftfRT, -f^l ; Pw/. Pa**. ^fiajTTO, $3fnfhf , t^T.

606. Root
,8p* (special stem ^). Irc/. sr|^ or trb^ 'to draw/

' to drag/ Par. and Atm. Pres. «Rtfrftr. Atm. ^f. Imp/. <entfft[.

Atm. ^Tofi^f. Po/. 4$*\*{. Atm. cj^nr. Iwipv. vhfcr. Atm. «R.

Per/. ^k§, ^crf^, ^cr§; ^fta, ^>^"^, m^miJ^; ^$fa*r, ^*^r,

^p^. Atm. ^^, ^fire, *&gk ; ^fta^, ^Tsprpfr, ^unl ; "^(W^,

^ftw, *pjf^. 15/ Put. ^utiftR. Atm. *5fi§r| or TOTf. 2^ JW.

TO#rft or sresnfa. Atm.TOSor^. Aor. mn^ *n*rtffy *raira|fy

Terarat, ^nwt^, ^ram^; vm*ih§, ^rant, *<*iv8^. Or srare^, ^rcsreffti;,

&c. Or ^p*r, *i*fre^> ^f^; ^$«jn, *^rep*, ^f^HTH; ^sfEjm,

*J^1T, m$H|^. Atm. ^fof, ^f^n^ or wpnq;, ^^flT or WfV;

^HjNfg or ^<j^fi^, ^f^T^m, iH«jjiK|lrtm
N
; ^f^PRff or *f^ff,

snfrefaj^ or ^$?<?H, vs$H|*H or *^rep. Prec. fxjmm. Atm. spjhr.

Cond. 'erare^ or ^TOT*. Atm, srarc^f or mm- Pass., Pre*. ^;
Aor. 3rd sing. ^fq. Cans., Pres. TOTft ; ^or. *Wttk* or ^rthp*.

Des. fa^^lfa, -*f. Freq. ^^, <SlWft or ^ftfafar. Part.,

Pres. ^; Pas* Pass. ^?; Pa^ 7/w/ec/. f?T, -fxq; pM /. Pas*.

*Rt*l or ThW, wtffa, f^.
a. Root TO. Iw/. HTftjV to speak/ Atm. Pm. TO. Imp/.

*mk. Pot. ht^i. Im/w. *rl. Per/, wt^, wAre, w^; wftrct,

-m*, -to>; WTfimi -fw, -flft. h/ Brf. wftinl- *nd FuL

mfW. ^or. wnftft, -fan^, -Pre; wrfWif, -flwwn, -flrimrw
x
;

wrfW?, -fwr, -ftnnr. P«c. HifWN. Cond. ixmfvti. Pass.,

Pm. m^; Aor. 3rd sing. wmft. Caus. *mrfo; ^r. ^wrr^

and^rtt^. Des.t>mft^. Freq. *T*m, WWfPiT(3^«^.WWlflr).

Part., Pm. mw*; P«^ P«*. «T^i Pfl^ IndecL inftwF
»

"HT,|;

* This root is also conjugated in cl. 6 ; Tres. f^Rf, &c.
;

Pot. ^f^, &c
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b. Root ^. Inf. tfsjg* ' to preserve,' ' to defend.' Par. Pres. mf*.

Imp/. WT«^. Pot. rfrfU- I™PV- WfiJ (58). *$> &c
-

Ferf- TX"! '

ufer*, «w; *cftpr, ^W' XX7̂ > Txftsr*' tt"' Tt^> I"/W '

tftimfw. 2»rfPtt<.tfi!P'nft- ^. *nfepm
v,
wnsrH ^sfty *w*>

wftnni, mfeuiw; *tfrnw, itf**. «tf*5* iv<*. wi^. e°»rf-

^itf^tim. Pass, Pm. T^. Caus., Pres. t^nftr, &c.
;
Aor. mm*;

Des. fttftpnftl, &c. Freq. tTTO, TTtfist. Part, Pres
.
t^ ;

Put Pass, xfw; Past Indecl. Tfam, -*WJ JW. P««. tftpw,

607. Root ^. J«/.^' to dwell.' Par. Pres. *nft. W-
WTOT. P(rf.^W. /«*»• ^TftT, **, &c. P«/. WW (368), **ftnt

or^W, -wnr ; *ftw, ^nr^, **R; **, w, *W "< Fa^W -

a»rf JW. TOTTf* (304. 4 ^. W*TW* (304- «. 426. o), WitfK,

tramto ; ww, iwwfe wnmi; w*s, to,wn?* ***•tow*

Cord.W[ (304.4 ^ss., Pres.^ (471) J ^. 3«* ***•™«-

Caus., Pm. unnnft, -*; ^. **l^. Des. f*mnfa (304.4

Freq. *n«fr, *T*ft* or wroftfil. Part., Pm. ^; Past Pass. *fa

(with ft, it); P«/ f»^c/. wftifT, -** (565); Fut
-
rass

-
WTq -

608. Root «f. V. «ftWto deserve.' Par. Pre.. «flft.

Ifl^.wf^. Po/.^H I«p». «flfa G>4 P«/.(367-*)™

«nr<v, writ; wifr, **t?^> ^nitw; *"*?*> *"^> *n*v

i«/ 1W vftnTf<*r. 2nd Put. «ft*ifr. ^. wff^, tn^,^
«rft*, wffr^, wdt.n; vfiK snffs, *rf^- **«• **mrc

OmAwfhH- Pass., Pm. «tf; ^or. 3rd sing. wtff. Caus, Pm.

«tnifr, -* ; Ar. «if«^ (494). Des. *f*f*Clfir, &c. (500. d). Part.

Pres. *bj Past Pass. *f|ir; P<w* I«fcc*- "ft*"' -**5 Fut FlM

609 Root ne (special stem ij?, 270. ft). V- WW or^ t0

hide.' Par. and jftm. Pm. ^ifll. Am. ij*. !»'#•
«TJJ-

Am. «i$. Pot. «£**. Am. ^N. I«|». T^*- Am. it-

P«/-W (384- a)' W^ or ^** (3°5 ' a)
' ^^ ; ^^ °r^

(371), wsm ot^ ; w* 1 " ^' T^L^l^^Z'«^ or 1TTO, &c. ut Fut. (415. ») TJi^TftR or Tfferfw (305. a).

Ito. vffrk or n>7T?. 2^ Af. nftnmft or ^tfir. An.«j^

or **£ ^°r- *&^> *&*W^ ;
W^' W^m-'

Wlf^ ;

*&*,*£*,*>&&.' Or ^^(306.4'W.^;'^'
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*jfo &c - Or ^fy (439 . £),^^ or^^ ^^ or^

.

^r^fir or ^Tprff, ^^rr^, ^pp^; «j*m*,^^ or *rcr^,

WJ**. Prec.ir^T^. Attn. ijfWu or ^11(306. a). Co»A vijun
orvftHSH. Atai^Wor^, Pass., Pm . ijft ; Aor. 3rd ting.

W^ff. Caus.,iV«.ip5inflf; ^or.^ij^. Des. ^fiflf, -^. Freq.

*fttf&, sftl>% (3rd *%. ^rftfe) or i^fa. Part., Pm, ij^; P^
Pass, irjr (305. a)

; Porf Jw rfec/. jjf^T or xpn or ijf^T, -3*; Fut.

Pass. Jjffcw or ifte^l, *ftfta, **T or ift^r (573. «).

610. Root ^. Jrc/. ^npj 'to burn/ Par. Pra. ^ifa. Imp/.

^^. Potf. 5^, &c. Impv. ^Tfir, ^, &c. Per/, ^5, ^fi^q

(375- «) or^ (305), ^T?; ^%, ^^, ^- ^, ^, ^.
15/ Fut. ^nnfipr. 2rctf Pwf. W^nfa (306. a). Aor. wnw{ (422),

wrcfa[, ^nn^if; wn*r, ^ij^[, ^mn^; wra$r, *<*fv, wrf^.
Prec. ^?rra^. Cond. ?rv^^. Pass., Pre*. ^ ; Aor. 3rd sing. ^ifi?.

Caus., Pre*. ^T^nft, -^5 ^or. ^33^. Des. f^rerrfa (502. a).

Freq. <*r^r, ^ftr or ^^ifar (3rd sing, ^frv or ^^ffil). Part.,

Fres. ^^; PW P<m. ^V; Pas/ Indecl.*i\m, -3^; Pa/. P«ss.

611. Root
3f. Inf. sfcp^ 'to carry/ Par. and Ktm. Fres.

^Tftr. Atm. ?rf. Imjw/. ^?^^. A'tm. W&. Po/. ^H^. Atm.

^. Impv. ^TftT, ??, &c. Ktm. ^. Ferf. (37$. c) rmj (368),

T^f?^ or ^fte, 3^; ^w, "3»?^;, ^P(; irfigw, "3^, ^^. A'tm.

"3lf, 3>f^, gs| 5 ^rff^l, ^TO, l^T?; ^»f?Ht, *iff& or ^|, "af^.

15/ 7<W. sffcTfi??. Atm. ^teif . 2wrf Fut. wrfa. Atm. ^. ./lor.

(425) «cji«fii, nh^tct^, wroify *rara, ^rata^, *ritem ; toto, ^r,

^^rf^, ^rft^, ^nafrr. Free. ^nsns^. Atm. ^sffa. Cmd. *nre^.

Atm. ^^. Pass., Fres. (471) ^; Iwj»/.^ (251. a); ^or. 3rrf

s%. ^rcrrfir. Caus., Pres. ^inftr, -^; Aor. ^^^. Des. f^^Tfn,

-^. Freq. *TTO, ^T^ftr (3^ «»jf. Wl^fe; cf. 425)- Part «>
i

i>m -

^; Atm.^^n^; Paw. TOiTW; Past Pass. HZ -,

Past Indeclwp,

"TO (565); Piw/. P^5. ^t^q, ^Tfa, ^?T.

a. ^|, In/. *^* or^^ to bear/ is Kim. only, and, like vaA, makes

tfteT^ &c. in 1*/ Fut. : but in this tense optionally, and in the other

General tenses necessarily inserts i; thus, 15/ Fut. ^f^rfll; 2nd Fut.

*M; Aor. vtffeft; Free. *f%tt* ',
Cond.**f&. The Per/ is^

(375. a), %f^, &c. Part., Pm/. Pam. Htea or ^T^l, H^f, TO (573),

The other tenses are like the Kim. otvah; thus, Pres. **, &c.

m m
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EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE FOURTH CLASS,

EXPLAINED AT 272.

612. Root ijf muh. Infin. *ftff?p^ mohitum, 'to be troubled.'

Parasmai-pada. Present Tense, ' I am troubled/

g^nft? muhydmi g^l^ muhydvas 9^n*1
*l
muhydmas

5^rft? muhyasi 9^^ mM%«^as g^T*I muhyatha

J^lfif muhyati •jsiii^ 7nuhyatas ^fcf mukyanti

Imperfect, ' I was troubled/

^TJ?T^ amuhyam *iijtgri<f amuhydva vilJ^UH amuhydma

^•Jtq^ amuhyas ^9^1 amukyatam vig^W amuhyata

^^i\amuhyat ^g^Jrtl^ amuhyatdm "wg^f^ amuhyan

Potential, ' I may be troubled/

<J*fM*^ mukyeyam ^JtSR muhyeva IjTJlN muhyema

5?N{ muhyes «j*lfl*^ muhyetam *ji?icl muhyeta

- ^tl^muhyet ^RnJ^muhyetdm ^ffljftmukyeyus

Imperative, ' Let me be troubled/

ipjnfif muhydni 9^*^ muhydoa ^^H muhydma

g^T rou%a 5^^ muhyatam ^?T muhyata

Jj*H|j muhyatu ^HTT^ muhyatam 9^*3 muhyantu

Perfect, ' I have been troubled.'

yft^ mumoha 99^^ mumuhiva 99*^* mumuhima

yftfi^ mumohitha * 99^^ mumuhathus 5*p? mumuha

9*^5 mumoha 99^31 mumuhatus 995^1 mumuhus

First Future t, ' I shall or will be troubled/

iftf^nfcR mohitdsmi *ftfi$dt^*^ mohitdsvas *ftffTTTW( mohitdsmas

Ktfi^nfe mohitdsi 'nf^niw^ mohitdstkas jftf^lTOJ mohitdstha

*n%?n mohitd *nf^7TTu mohitdrau *ungiH<3{ mohitdras

Second Future t, ' I shall or will be troubled/

iflf^UfrfH mohishydmi ^\f^Wm^ mokishydvas *ftfipHl*^ mohishydmas

*ftf^*tftf mohishyasi »ftf^WT^ mohishyathas •flfi^m mohishyatha

'ftf^Rfif mohishyati ^tf^CK^ mohishyatas jftfinnftr mohishyanti

' * Or yft* (305. a) or l|*ftn| (305).

t The 1st and 2nd Futures may optionally reject the inserted i; see 415. w *
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Aorist (435), 'I became troubled/

fTJ^ amuham ^p-T^T amuhdva ^ffi* amuhdma

^•J^ amuhas ^a^t\\amuhatajn W*J<?rT amuhata

xi^i^amuhat ^^ty\*\amuhatdm ^^r^amukan

Precative or Bcnedictive, ' May I be troubled/

«J^n«^ muhydsam «J*Jl«5l muhydsva «jS4iw muhydsma

g^TT^ muhyds *J^i<fl^ muhydstam ^n^rf muhydsta

^(\f\muhydt •j«4l^cfT^ muhydstdm ^\^^muhydsus

Conditional,
i
I should be troubled/

^Hlfigm^ amohishyam Wif^U||^ amohishydva Wtf^U(m amohishydma

^pftf^iQ^ amohishyas wftf^^TiT^ amohishyatam ^n\V^m( amohishyata

HH\ (V <M

^

amohishyat ^jftf^«4rti^ amohishyatam ^Wifipm^amohishyan

Pass., Pres. g^; ^4or. 3rd s%. ^jftf^. Caus., Pm. ift^HTfir; ^4or.

W[3^ . Des. yft^Tft or *J*jf^mfa or «J$sjTfa. Freq. *fryir, *ft*ftfa

(3rd m#. iftHTfe or *ftjftfni, 305). Part., Pm. pn^; Pa^ P<m. *j£

(305. a) or gni; Pa^ Trcded. *tf£rCT or gftr^T or gr«n or 35T, -pi;

2<ta. Paw. jftf^TT*l or fftnpq, jft^ffa, ^.

OTHER EXAMPLES OF CL. 4 IN THE ORDER OF THEIR FINAL LKTTEBS.

613. Root *ft (special stem m, 276. a)- Inf- 7ST{
'

to finish
'

(with prepositions vi and ava/ to determine,' 'to strive'). Par.

Pres. *nfa. Imp/. *&&{. Pot. $W\. Impv. WlfiT. Per/. (373. d)

*lft, *ftro or Traro, ***; ^ftR, **^> **W5 *f**> **> *I*l-

15/ 2<W. WTfi*. 2nd Fut. *T*nft. ^. (438 -
c
) **^ ^^

Wfrn^; fmw,wnn^,wnin^; *ot?,ww,wjr. Or TOTftnn; (433)1.

vmrton, **T*fy wnfcw, wnftre^, *raifircm; wrfin*, **Tftnr,

wf*^. Prec. Shra^. «.**T*^. Pass, Pm. ^; ^or.

3rtf sing, wrtftr. Caus., Pm. *mxnf* ;
^r. *tf^. Des. finn-

*rf*. Freq. iNft, *litf*, *T*Tfo. Part., Pres. mj P^ M. ftnr

;

Past IndecL ftn*T, -*W ; Fut. Pass. wm 9
*rtfr, **•

614. Root ^(special stem jur). /»/ *fV to perceive *.^
Attn.

Pm.yi. Jiw^/.^d. Pot. ?**. Ifnpv.f*. Perf-W™

the tables at 583. 1st Fut. «ir|. 2«<J tt/. ** (*9<M)- ^
(420, 299. «) **fi*, VJW*^^^ ^ftfv (424- a)

;

^^^TRT^,

W^. For the other forms, see i[V at 5 83. _

* *V is also conjugated in the »t class. See the tables at 583.

m m 2
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615. Root *r^ (special stem fttfl, 277). Inf. tq^ ' to pierce/

Par. Pres. fwTfa. Imp/, ^rfatfl^. Pot. fir*W^. ImjM. faunfa.

^/. (383) fa*nv, f#w or fa*rs, fa*rw; fafaftre, fafwyj, ftfa-

vp(; ftrfafiwr, ftrftv, fafa^> w* F«*. *rsn% (298). a»rf Fw/.

«WnfT (299). ^4or. (420) TOsqnfl^, WH^ffy WtQTirtfl^; ^Wra,

vsm^ (419, 298), ^r^qiiT^ ; ^totot, **W, ^*nTg^. Prec. fauiroq;.

Cond. ^i«qw^. Pass., Pm. fax*? ; -4or. 3rd sing, vranfv. Caus.,

Pre5. «nwfa ; Aor. ^ft«ru^. Des. fa*TOTfa. Freq. ^fw, ^T^rfwr.

Part, Pm. fqi^; Pas/ Pass, fas; Pas/ IndecL ftjp, -fTO; jPW.

PrtSS. *T3*T, «PFTta, w or *ro*l.

616. Root 1%^ (special stem fam, 273). Inf. ite^'to succeed/

Par. Pres. ftrujrfa. Jmjf?/. ^rftnq^. Pof.ftrwq^. Iro/w. ffrunfa.

P«/. fftw, ft^ftnn or ftr**, ftow; f#ff, Ww^, ftrfwp;;

fafafv*, f#|V, ftrfa^. 15/ Ftt*. wftR (298)*. 2«C? F?//. TOTTfH

(299)*. Aor, ^rf*nj^*, ^fftro^, *flin^; 'srfavre, ^srftnnr^, ^aftfVTCP^;

vftWH, *ftmw, ^sftwv Prec. ftotmn^. CW. WWJ. Pass., Pres.

%«?; -^or. 3rd siwy. ^fv. Caus., Pres. ^wfa or tMiimfa; Aor.

W^ftftv^. Des. ftrfiranf*. Freq. *fira, irefitf. Part, Pre*, ftiifl^;

P«s/ Pass, fa^; P«s/ hided. fa^T or ^fVRT or fafv^T, -fTOT; Fw/.

P<«*. fe*r, ihrafN, %«i.

617. Root ir^t (special stem to). //?/. JT*J^ 'to think/ 'to

imagine.' Atm. Pres. jrj. hnpfwxf. Pot.irzw. Impv.w.

Perf ^ (375. «), *fa^, *ft; nfofe, ^rro, ^tth; Hftrnl, *f*£,

^f^. 1st Fut. iren^. 2rcd Put. ri^. ^4or. (424. £) ^{fat, ^FTl^,

mm; wferftr, ^STOl^, <siftffin^; ^W9Tf?, ^*ra^, wfrnr. Prec,

*Mfa. Cond.wiTS. Pass., /Yes. TO; Aor. yd sing. ^mTfa. Caus.,

Pm. URTJlfa ; ^4or. wfliR^. Des. fa*ft or jftaiir or ftmfaT?. Fre(j.

H?TO, H*{ \»\ . Part., Pres. TOJTTC; P«*/ Pa^. mr; Past IndecL

TOT, -TO; Fw/. Pass. TO*T, UtT^fHl, *TO.

a. *T^, !«/. »ffaiJH
* to be born/ makes Pres. »TT^ ; Impf WTW,

&c. ; Pot. unfa ; Impv. in^. But these may be regarded as coming

from Passive of jan, cl. 3. See 667.

618. Root ^nit (special stem »pf). Inf. iih[ or a^ or nfttf{

* When ftr^ belongs to cl. 1, it optionally inserts ^i; ^TftR or ^1VflTfoT>

iwnftr or ifwrfti, ^%fv^ or wn^.
t The root *F( is rarely conjugated in cl. 8, Atmane (see 684), when the Aorist

is nlftta, WTfifVr^ or WHIT^, ^mf»T^ or ,3TH?, &c. See 424. b.

\ Also conjugated in cl. 5, Par. "^pftfWj &c.
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' to be satisfied/ Par. Pros, Tpqrfa. Imp/. Wip^. Pot. ^^.
Impv. "jwrfo. Per/. ifitf , inrffa or Hff^ or rT^, mrt ; W^fara or r^i*,

*VTt»TW 5 TTrrfm? or «T^*, fl^pq, mflft. ist Fut. (390./) F&ftR or

^mftR or wf^KTfw (390. h). 2nd Fut. iP*§Tfa or SHOTf* or TTfqxqrftT, &c.

^4or. (420) ^stcto^, *HimT^, wirtfy ^nm*!, ^?im^, wtfpj; *wto&,

*rWT&, ^fTT^. Or ^^TO^, ^Ptft^, ^WT^flf^, &c. Or ^nrfxh^,

tfirfTq;, wrtfy &c. Or ^^, ^5^, ^^; ^mr, ^TJTTK^, ^xnn^

;

WiJMIH, ^tJiT, >H^M^. JVec. 5^TTO^. Cowrf. W*&^ or m '

ffMEU^ or

STiffQ^. Pass., Pres. ifi; Aor. yd sing. ^raffi. Caus., Pres. ff*t-

TJTfa ; Aor. ^rft7[^ or *ffiTTi^. Des. f^wfa or fttdmifr or firaffaifir

.

Freq. dO^, TfTftnf^ or BTW^. Part., Pm. 7^; Past Pass. 3*;

619. Root ^ (special stem ^nnj, 275). /»/. $rfap{ 'to be

appeased/ Par. Pres. ^iTWtffT. /m/?/. ^nnfl|\ Po/. ^irar^.

Impv. 3ll«|lfa. Pe^/. ^W (368), ^rftrej (375. a), $t$tt* ; $rfi^r, $PT^,

^pttj^; ^fair, $ro, $5^. ™* ^. StfaiTfar. 2nd Fut. siftrorfa.

>4or. w^m^, to$it^ ^*$*n^; *»$prm, *r$*n^, ^i*in^; ^snfmT*, ^tok,

«3IH«|. Or ^njrfire^, ^BT^pft^, ^'ify ^rfa*^, &c. Prec. ^jwjto^.

Cond. ^^rftm^. Pass., Pm. $r**f ; Aor. yd sing, 'srsrfa or ^nftr.

Caus., Pres. ^Hmfa ; Aor. ^srtftyip^. Des. fsrcrfaxnfir. Frcq. 5T$jw?,

^f^rf^ {yd sing. ^ff^). Part., Pres. y(mi{; Past Pass. $?rar; Past

IndecL $!Tn3T or ^rfar^T, -^T; Fut. Pass. $lf*nr*r, $TO?fN, ypq.

620. Root fTJ^ (special stem fT$Tj). /w/. «Tfijnj^ or M^ ' to perish/

Par. Pres. ^mf^. Imp/. ,3PT^. Po/. "^qu^. Impv. ^^TTftr.

•Per/. (375- «) ^nTT^T or ^^, ^f^R or trs (375. a), ^T$T ; ^R or

^r, ^sngft, ^r; %f*l* or ^S*> *^> ^/ lst FuL TfifTHTfiw or

rhnftR (390. £). 2»rf JW. irfifpmfi! or fftsnfif. ^or. (437) wro^,

^h^ , wnn^; ^nrjFrre, «^nr^, ^^*t^ ; 'srajrm, *ratynr, «r^. Or

^ 3!H , &c. (437, 441). Prcc. ^UlS^. Cbwrf. iRf9^ ^c. or ^tw*(.

Pass., Pr^. tt^ ; Aor. yd sing. ^Rif^T. Caus., Pres. ^T^RTftf ;, ^or.

*nfrn(N(. Des. fiRf^RTfi?, f^^ft- Freq. "*T^, iwrfyi {3rd «^«

TRft or TTFTfs). Part., Pm. 7T^; Past Pass, m ;
Past IndecL

^fT or t{ji
9
-^^; Pw/. Pass. ^ftp*T, ^pft^, ^TT^^-

621. Root g** (special stem yg). Inf. xfhft
f

to be nourished/

'to grow fat/ Par. Pres. g*ITfa. Jw^/ ^^- Po ^- 3^-
Impv. ymfiir. Per/. yiN, yftfw, s^; 53 flE^> ^S

1^* OT^J

SjPw, gyr, 35^;. 1*/ ^/. iftiTfer. 2«rf P«/. ^r^Tfa. ^q^- (436)

* This root is also conjugated in the 9th class. See 698.
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„yw, ^, «ynU *ym, *S^> T^i ^"m ' "i"' ***<•

PrecyHTTO, Cond.*im^- Pass., te. |* ;
Aor. 3rd sing, flxftft.

Caus, Pw. *>ntTO; ^or. **3^. Des. yftfwifil or ufaifil or

H*rft. Freq. xft^, *W*. Part, Pm. y^; P»< P«». V.

Past Indecl. S£T, -y*; Fut. Pass, iftm, «iimifN, ^.
622. Root^ (special stem to). !»/• *ft«^

'
to throw-' Par-

JYi».*W!fil,&c. Intp/.wwu. Po/.w&P*. /m/w.**nfi!. *«/•

wre, snfro, *r* ; wrfmi, *ro^, *to^ ; wrftm, wro, *nro,. m* #«*.

wftrarftw. a*J*W.*ftpnfi». ifor. (44 ijwwfcto^,^tw^; *"**>

Pass, Pres. «£; -dor. 3^ «w Wtftt. Caus, Pm. *W«ITf«T
;

Aor.

*Tfsn*. Des. ^fttftrarfe. Part., Pm. twn^; P«*< Paw- W; P«*<

W«/.
V

<ftmorm-Wi Fut. Pass. *ftnw, *TOK *!»•

623. Hootp (special stem ^r). Inf.^W or tffls^ '
to injure,'

' to bear malice.' Par. Pret.Jglfc. Imgf. *F* Po<- f*^-

/•npv. pnflff. Per/. tfK,§jtf?* or tfw or $&,$$*; Stf**,

ttaife or tfffmfw, &c a** #*• v^nft? (306. «) or *Mi*ift.

Aor. *??*, w^rn., *|?\; "F1^ *¥**> *¥*«*> "Fw' *^'

*TO^. *Prec. •5?mnT, &c CW. isvt*?* (306. a) or ^fipu*. Pass,

Pres. 3d ; i4w. 3rrfW- «#*t Caus
'
Pm '

*

hpnfl' ; ^°n *^*'

Des. reHfrnfil or ^mfc or g^iflr (306. a). Freq. $5*,^
(yrf riy. $#* or 'tftfft, 514- <*)• Part, JV«- *"*; P«*< Pass -

yy ; Past Indecl. |r«T °r jft™
or^^' "F ;

Fut
'

Pb" # ^n"a''

624. Root ^ (special stem TO). !»/. if* « to tie," to bind, to

fasten.' Par. and A'tm. Pm. TOT*. Atm. n*. W- *«J-
Atm.TO^. Pof.*nfon. A'tm. m^t. I»v». ^wrftf. AW to.

P«/. urn*, or TO?, *t>* or TO TOT? ; *fc, *T^, ^WJ jj»'

=*, *«. Atm. to, ***,« ; *fc*. *n*. *^* ; ***' ^*
or-fcW istFut.^lfm. A'tm.TOlL am* *W. (3<*. *) *»*•

Atm.\fiW. Aor. (426) wnw[, totwt^, *mw^; 'WW.
™J-

*ron™, ^mron^ «rro*fs, *^> *ww. Free. tot^. Atm.

TO*N. Cb-A'^lWH. AW*TOr. Pass, JVe». H»
;
Aor. 3rdw

fnn^. Caus, ft«. TT^nfti ;
Ar- ^^^- Des

-
finnmfe, -*•

Freq. unn), TOrftr (yrf *%• iwftr). Part, 2V«. m^; Fast Pass.

TO; P«*< /nrfec?. mf, -TO! Firf. P«». m>, ***» ,(nW-
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EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE SIXTH CLASS
EXPLAINED AT 278.

625. Root^ srij. Infin. *^ srashtum, < to create/ '

to let go/

Parasmai-pada only.

Present Tense, 'I create/

qHTfa srijdmi gsn^ srijdoas ^^ srijdmas

qsrf* srijasi Jj^ srijathas 3^ srijatha

qrflt srijati ^TfT^ srijatas qnfa srijanfi

Imperfect, ' I was creating/ or ' I created/

*qST»t asrijam ^tTTcJ a5ry tt

'

ya ^^ ^.^
*3^ a*nja* *Sq%X*{ asrijatam ^IHT asrijuta

^T^\ asm* ^^HT^ asrijatam TOJif^ asrijan

Potential, ' I may create/

Sf^l^ srijeyum T^R srijeva tj^TT srijema

^"^ *«/« ^'^ srijetam q^iT sn/efa

^Wf^sn/e/ t[*l ill «^sri/ef<£ro ^'k^srijeyus

Imperative, ' Let me create/

^•MM srijdni *J*H^ snjdva *[*W srijdma

?J*T srija ^^ srijatam ?J*TcT srijata

*|»fi} ^n/a/tt *[Hitl*^ srijatam *j["T*3 srijantu

Perfect, ' I created/ or ' I have created/

TOfn sasarja TCfnffi sasrijiva 'Mtjf^H sasrijima

^^fifa sasarjitha or HOT * «tJ1^^ sasrijathus TOj*T sasrt/a

H^HT sasarja ***J^3*l
sasT lJatus ***fi&\

sasrijus

First Future, ' I shall or will create/

OTTftf? srasfydsmi (399. i) OTT^T( srashtdsvas OTTTO^ srashfdsmas

UPTfa srashtdsi WWf^ srashtdsthas OTT^T srashtdstha

Wn$rash(d WZTU srashtdrau OTK^ srashtdras

Second Future, ' I shall or will create/

Eresnfa srakshydmi S^TC^ srakshydvas t^i*^ srakshydmas

Sresrfa srakshyasi ti*fl^ srakshyathas TOTO srakshyatha

B^rfJT srakshyati Gm\ srakshyatas tf^Tfa srakshyanti

* As to sasrashtha, see 37c./.
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Aorist, ' I created/

^f^T^ asrdksham wiw asrdkshva WTO asrdkshma

^W^\asrdkshis TRWW{ asrdshtam TX&TV asrdshta

^B\^\l^asrdksh(t WB\W{ asrdshtdm WfcHBJ^ asrdkshus

Precative or Benedictive, * May I create/

*Jt*n*m srijydsam TpR^ srijydsva tj5*|TO srijydsma

k^\\^STtjyds T$m\*d*{srijydstam ^ITCT srijydsta

^^J^srijydt tJi^Usil^ srijydstdm tj^|4J^ srijydsus

Conditional, ' I should create/

«<tivj<i*^ asrakshyam "^t*>5*4l<f asrakshydva ^BWVR asrakshjdma

•dtOftH^ asrakshyas *xv*&tv\ asrakshyatam ^BWit asrakshyata

sitiKyt^asrakskyat ^T««^fl 1*^ asrakshyatdm W&lSP^asrakshyan

Pass., Pm. ipq; Aor. yd sing, *?*f^. Caus., Pres. *r#rnfa;

Aor. ^rarr^[ or Wteppj. Des. ftrcj^Tfa, -^. Freq. tftf^. Part.,

Pres. *p^; Past Pass. qz ; Past Indecl. g^T, -SJ3T ; Put. Pass, Grc%

OTHER EXAMPLES OF CL. 6 TN THE ORDER OF THEIR FINAL LETTERS.

626. Root jj (special stem faq, 280). Inf. *r|^ ' to die/ A'tm. in

Special tenses, also in Aor. and Prec; Par. in others. Pres.foft. Imp/.

*fai>. Po/.fa^T. 7m/;?;.f^. Ptr/. TOTC,*m$, *mTt; ifapr, *TO^(,

*wg^; *fa*r, to, s*jq;. A'tm. *$, *rfa^, h%; *rfa^, tot^, *w;
*Tfa^, *ffa£or-|,*rf^. 1st Fut. *T§TftR. 2wc? Pw/. Hft^nfH. ^or.

^Hjfa, WjVJU(, ^tt ; wj^f^, ^nj^TO^, wjwrai^ ; 'wprf?, ^Jf^, ^f^ffi.

Prec. iprfar Oorc</. WTfroi^. Pass., Pres. faq; yfor. yd sing. SHnft.

Caus., Pm. HTT^Tfir; ^or. ^flfaTC^. Des. g^rftf (502). Freq.

hfift, *rft- or »TTft- or wfiS. Part., Pres. faqroj; -P<w* P«w. fff;

Pas* //idee/, ipn, -ijiq; Fut. Pass. wS^iTWfa, m5.

627. Root cp (special stem fire, 280). Inf. cfiftcjH or qrfljj^ 'to

scatter/ Par. Pm. firerfa. hnpf. ^aftre*. Pot, fafo*. Lnpv.

ftmfti. Per/. (374. *) '^tt, *n*fru, wr; Wh, *nre*jq;, ^rarcp;;

"rafts, tot:, TO^q;. i*/ P«*. (393) ^fottftR or ^R^nfe?. 2rcd Fid.

(393) ^franftr or wfanfir, &c. Aor. sH^iflv^, *n&n3^, ^torti^; ^^t-

ft?f, w*if<8^, ^TOftET^; vi<*ift^T, ^sraTto, ^^srfbj^. Prec, WlSifl^.

£W. irafbu^ or *ntfta?^. Pass., Pm. ^xf ; Aor. yd sing, fraift.

Caus., Pres, offRmfH ; ^or. **fare*|;. Des. firasftinfo*. Freq. ^tfffi,

* With regard to 393, 501, Wsind *J are not allowed the option of iMa.
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TOft. Part, Pres. fi^j Past Pass. *\$ (530. a); Past IndecL

gfh#T, -tftff ;
Fut. Pass, cfiforq" or wfi-m, *rafto, ^.

628. Root g^ (special stem g^, 281). /»/. 4^ * to loose/ < to

let go.' Par. and AW Pres. ^TTftr. Am. g^. Impf. *?**(.
A'tm. *HJ^. Pot gwj;. Atm. 5^tt. Irn^v. g^. Atm. g#.
Pa/. g*ta, yftPw, jirfe; ggftnr, ggm gg^ ; wfWf^
99^- ^ 99^ > 99^W ; 99^i 99^> ggw ; ggftral,

99^ 99^- Ist Fut
- *^TftR. Atm. ifa^. 2nd Fut. »to?nfa.

A'tm. *fc£. Aor. (436) *g^, *g^,^^ ; ^h^r, *g<^, ^^rm^

;

*igw?, *g^w, *g^. Atm. *gt>, sh*j^i^, *g*j ; *grsrf*,^wr^,
*gwi*i; ^"^rf?, ^gus^, ^pjw. Prec. g^rra^. Atm. g^jtu (452).

CW. *rcte^. iftm. ^mta^. Pass., Pres. g^ ; Aor. 3rd sing. wftfa.

Caus., Pres. *ft*nnfa; ^or. *?gg^. Des. gg*jTfa, -*?, ift^ (503).

Freq. «ftg^, ifoftf** (3^ s%. ifoftfo). Part., Pm. gg^; Pas/ Pass.

g*R; P«^ IrcflfecZ. g^fiT, -g^r; Pw£. P<m. *rhtfq, *fcr7fta, *ffaj.

629. Root *T^ (special stem f^sr, 282). Iw/. *Tfa^ 'to deceive.'

Par. Pres, farTfir. Impf. ^r£r^. Po/. fawj. I/wpv. fanfa.

P«/- (3 83) firom, fas?f*re, fw*i; fafaftre, fafr^rgq;, fafiroj^;

fafafa*, fafa*, fafaj^. utf Pm/. *rfamftR. 2nd Fut. *?fwfa.

^or. (428) TO*rfaTT^, ^wsq^fiqr, &c., or ^*nf«PP^, &c. Prec. fa^m^.

Cbrarf. wrfaxq^. Pass., Pres. fcrar ; ^flr. 3rd sing. ^*nfa. Caus.,

Pre*. *TTOlTfa ; Aor. ^fa*H*^ . Des. fasrfamfa. Freq. ^fW, ^wfa?

or *n*r*ftfa. Part., Pres. falT^; Pas/ Pass, fafaff; Past IndecL

faftWT, -faaf; 2*W. Pass. *rfa?l*I, farcfa, *ira?.

630. Root^ (special stem ^j, 282). Inf. *fwp{ ' to cut/ Par.

Pre*, ^ifa. Iw/;/. ^ps^. Po*. ^W^. 7^i?v. ^3Tfa. Per/. *nTO,

*refgre or *nnr, mm ; ^<rf^ or ^*ra (37 1
), w*^, sna^

;
*rafa*

or ^5T^T, W3, *T5Pp;. is* Fut. (415) ^rfWTftR or OTlfar. anrf Pwf.

STftrorfa or sr^rrfa. ^or. ^?rfaT^, *?rg1^, ^^^\\; ^^f^r^, ^c.,

see 427. Or waxw{ (4*3), ^m^, ^^mX; **w, 'wre^ (ay7)»

,«mT?T^; ^rw, mm?, *rcn^. P^c ^sn^. Cbnrf. *rafiun or

^m^r^. Pass., Pre*. ^W (472); ^or. 3^ *tw^. 'Wfa (475- *)•

Caus., Pm, wvnft; 4or. ^f^^^. Des. Wf# or ftrTOTfi!.

Freq. ^t^d, ^^ft?. Part., Pres. ^; P«w/ Paw. ^ (544>

58); Pa^ Ifufac/. *rftsr*T, -fW (5^5); ŵ/
-
PflW

-
*fm* or ?re^'

a. Root fe^ (special stem ftrcr, 281). Inf.^ 4
to sprinkle/ Par.

and Atm. Pres. fanfir. Atm. fti^. Iw//. ^ifa^. ^m. nfiro.
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Pot. fa£q^. Atm. ft^N. Impv. ftnaifa. Atm. ftref. Per/, ftr^r,

Atm. faftre, fsfoftA, fafa^
; fafaf*ra|, &c id Fut. itmftR, iterft?,

&c. Atm. fowl. 2nd Fut. TOTfa. Atm. i^f. Aor. 'tfftre^, -"^,

-^; *?firere, -^tt^, -wrt^; ^^iftr^TH, -^?r, -^. Atm. ^ftre, -ito^,

-*c?t; ^ftroff, -*hn^, -^rn^; tjftwrf?r, -toi*(, ^?r, or ^Hfafsj,

Free. ftRrra^. Atm. ftrefhr. Cond. ^lift^. Atm. w^f. Pass.,

Fres.fw^. Caus., Pres. frsroTfa; Aor. ^rcfifa^. Des. ftrftr^Tftr,

-^. Freq. ^ftnij, ^fa*. Part., Pm. ftng^, ftreTCH; Pad P<m.

ftr^; Fast Indecl. ftraiT, -ftraj; 2<W. Fass. ^3R*r, i^Rfa, iter.

631. Root n^f (special stem i}^, 282). Inf. v^\ 'to ask/ Par.

Fres. Tj^TfT^i). /th/v/*. *npaF{. Po/. iJ^R^. iwz/w. t^st^t. Per/'.

{381) THT53L, TOfcpj or mw, TO*5; ""TOfsac^, *1H*4VJ*(, <JJI«Aj*(; tfilfsatH,

tnra, *ra«p{. 1st Fut. ireTftR. 2wc? P«/. iresnfa. ^or. *jot^, shit-

ty, ^TjTsffy ^wn^, tsjii^, ^rum^; wrap, ^httc, ^ursra(. P/w.

'JflSPfT^. Corad. *srcn^. Pass., Fres. Tj^q (472); Aor. yd sing.

^Tmfe[. Caus., Fres. iraroTfa; ^4or. 'spjira^. Des. fqtjfcgNTfa.

Freq. trtf1^, qmfyr. Part., Fres. ^^; Pas/ Paw. *j?; Past

Indecl. tj^t, -tj^? (565); Fut. Fass. IT2*T, UWfN, TFS3qr.

632. Root >n^ or «^ (special stem *ji5r). J///. ^^ or >r|^ ' to fry.'

Par. and Atm. Fres. *pinfa. AW ^. Imp/, ^nj^. Atm. ^*Jt5T.

Po£. *f^^. Atm. *p5TO. Iro/w. ^fnTTfa. Atm. ^. Per/. (381)

tow, TOf-spi or *r>re, irra; ^«fW^, wssrgq;, wwpr; wfanr,

ww, *r»Tnft. Or *nn#, -srHfisN or *wt, ^m; *wfcfo, &c. Atm.

to-^t, -srerfni^, &c. Or ^H^f, Tsrcfr^, &c. id Pw/. «srftR or *tifo?.

Atm. VTSfT% or *§r|. %nd Fuji. «wfa or tfS^Tfa. Atm. «^ or >T^f.

^or. TOT8!*{, TOTErfy mnqrh^; TOTO,^*m{,^*reT^; w*TCS?,wtp,

*WTSjq[. Or ,*>mt^. Atm. ^«%, ^flsreTq;, ^«F; ^«^f^, ^T^T^,

^r^WTrn^ ; ^a^rf^, ^a^f^, ^?^?r. Or wfq, ^wtr^, ^>rf ; ^w^^ ?

^M^nrT^, ^w^iifi»(; wr^ff , ^sm^[, ^t^it. Free. ^pmT^m. Atm.

tfBffal or *fKJf^. Cowc?. ^T«^ or w^frr. Atm. 5TH^ or W$.
Pass., Pre^. ^15$ (472). Caus., Fres. srespnfa; ^4or. ^?^r5rH or

W?W^T. Des. fircrejTfrr, -^, or fw^Tftr, -^; or fwfiirmfH, -^, or

fwflt^TftT,\ &c. Freq. ^^t5^, *GR*fcm (yd sing, qrofi?). Part '

Pr^. ij^; Past Pass,
^fg;

Past Indecl. $£T, -ipST; Fut. Pass. WW
or nt^i, >T3ibfhT or «W?/h?, H53$ or sraiT.

633. Root H^ or H^ (special stem ?m). ^/. tff"* 'to bc
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immersed,- to sink.' Par. Pres. TnTTf*. Imp/, wm. Pot.

nAn^ Impv.tmrf*. Pa/. «^, ^f^ or tfw,T*rx^irt^
t

war^, wsrg^; imfsm, h^, w^. w/ Fm/ .^% 2w</^
iforfe. ^r. (404) witaij, mb$^ mhfrv ^m 9 fmfunr, w^m;
W?nST, 'WTO, WEft. Prec. tootr*. Cbntf. ^fem. Pass., Pm.
1^. Caus., Pra. irrinnfiT; ^4or. wmsp\. Des. farsffft.

'

Freq.

JTW^, HTRfeR (3rd 5%. ifnfftR). Part., Pres. itt^; P«rf J>flM .^

;

Past Indecl. «hRT, *m, -W*m; Put. Pass, ij^, irfinffa, wsm.

634. Root g^. Inf. k^t 'to strike/ 'to hurt/ Par. and A'tm.

Pm.g<nfa. A'tm.g^. Imp/.v&i. A'tm.^. Pert. $n*. A'tm.

£n. Imp*, flflfir. A'tm.fi Per/.3r^,gif^,5rr>; ggV,^-
*Vfc OTGR5 ?5fipr, 1^, gg^. AW gg^, ggf<£, gg^ ; ggf^,

33^, 33^ ; ggf^rl, ggf^s, ggfijt ut Put. wtaTfar. A'tm. rfarr^.

mdFut.fmfa. A'tm.rft^. Aor. ^raW, Whtfq;, Wrwfy Wh^,
whr^, ^h1tii*i

x
; wftm, Whr, ^dlrtj^. A'tm. ^gfa, ^g?m^,^

;

^gr^, ^gWT^TH, vmjiWIH; ^giwfV, wjjjgif, ^agm. Prec. ipnwi.

Atm.g^frq(452). Cond.^m^. Atm.^cftw. Pass., Pres. gifr; ^4w.

3rd sing. mtf<*. Caus., Pres. ^^TftT ; Aor. ^rag^H. Des. ggnnfa,

-1$. Freq. iftgir, iftrftftT (3rd m«</. Tthrtfer). Part., Pres. g<^; Prts/

Pass, g^; Pas/ I/idec/. g^T, -gtf ; Put. Pass. iftaTO, ift^ffa, cfar.

635. Root fsf^. Irc/.^pTH' to throw.' Par. and Atm. Pres. ftpnftr.

Atm. fofq. Im/?/. ^rft^. Atm. ^rft^. Po*. fajw?. A'tm. fopfa.

Iw/w. ftftnftTT. A'tm. fs$. Per/, fdjpj, fa^ftre, fa^pT; faf^faf

,

Mwp(, Nf^^g^; W^ftw, fafspi, M^SW- A'tm. fafe^, fafsj-

ftft, f*fiqft; f*ft|fircl, Mw^, fafwr; fafsjfW, WBffw,

faftfrfrft. 15/ Fut. TSfmftR. A'tm. *pni. 2nd Put. ^ugTfa. A'tm.

^t ^or.^^*,^^^,^Hft^; ^t^,^rit,^^kw; ^rsjwr,

^re|g, ^sri|^. A'tm. ^rf^rf^r, ^fsrcTT^, ^fopr ; *rfap.^fi?, ^ftpsrorr,

^rf^T?TTH; ^ftjrof?, ^fapff, ^Fej^nr. Prec. fzpm**, &c. A'tm.

ftfqfta. CW. *^XF1S. A'tm. ^FT. Pass., Pres. fop^ ;
Apr. 3rd

sing. ^ftr. Caus., Pres. ^profa; ^or. ^af^fopi*. Des. faf^n*fa,

-^. Freq. *rfop&, ^fa (710, 43. e). Part, Pm. ftp^; P«rf Pom.

ft**; P«5/ Indecl. ftjrjT, -ftj^; P«/. P«**« W* 9
^whr» ^«

a. Root f%5T
N
. /n/. ^'to enter.' Par. Pres. fir$nfo, f^lfn,

&c. /m^/.^PT,^f^i^,&c. Po/.ft$vr,flr^,&c. !/»/»». fiqnfir,

f^i, &c. p«/. W*r, ft^w, ft^r; ftftfip, W^r^, fafa^;

^ftnaji?,-^,-^; ^fW^-"^- 1*^ *^'*"^' Prec'

N II 2
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ftqTOUT. Cond. ^T^m. Pass., Pres. fsr^f; Aor. yd sing. *^r%.

Caus., Pres. ^nnfa ; Aor. wftfajpr. Des. faftn^rifa. Freq. $fa^,

^fi^.(3rrf sin9- Wfir). Part., Pres. ft^; P^ P<m. fa? ; Pas/

JWec/. fafT, -f^Tf; P^. Pas*. TO*?, ^pfa, ^tj.

636. Root wjl ///.wrfRorBrjs'totouch.' Par. Pres. *j$nfa.

Imp/. **pr. P<tf. wpta^. /m/w. **pnfir. Per/ ifR^, iwfijhr,

vm§; tT^^, ^^, *i*pT5*(; m^fyn, t^pr, tro^. w* ».
tHeifworwsrfar. 2^F^.^T^TfRor^TOTft. ^or. Wt#t, wrreffy

^w*i«/fy im\^, *wrf*, TOrcto; mmmft , ^wr§, ^n*m§^. Or

^m^H, ^ran^, &c. Or to^w, *ro^,^^; ^nj^rnr, TOpps,

-ei^q^ifm; *t^Hfi*f, to*p, wqi^. Pra\ Hprorow. Cow^. wq^#ror

vi'Hl^H. Pass., Pm. «rj^; ^or. 3*7/ s%. *n=qf§. Caus., Pres.

^T$hnfa; ^or. ^ni?q^H or ^fTO^. Dcs. fMfMHf i fH . Freq. irttepi*,

*rtfarf^ or ^farf^. Part., Pres. wy[\; Past Pass, mv; Past

Indecl 5E^7, -WW; Fut. Pass, ^sj or mm, ^rjhfl^, sptf.

637. Root ^(special stem ^j, 281). Inf. sfifij* or *npr ' to wish.'

Par. Pres. \^jfa. Imp/, ira*. Pot.^m^. Impv. ^rftf. Per/!

{367) ^, ^ipq, ^q; ^T, $t^, $r^
;

$ftpf, ^q, ^. 15/ IW.

^finnfe? or ^TftR. 2nd Fut. Trfanrrfa. ^4or. ^fwr, *Nftq;, ^tffy ^fire,

Pass., Pres. ^; ^4or. yd sing. $fa. Caus., Pm. Tjxnnfa; Aor.

iifcw*. Des. ^fafrofa. Part., Pres. f^; Past Pass. %v; Past

Indecl. ^JT or ^far^T, -^j; Pw/. P<m. us*r or *rftfiT*r, stfliffai, ira*.

EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE TENTH CLASS,

EXPLAINED AT 283.

638. Root ^rc. 6ur. Infin. Mkfaj* torayitum,
i

to steal/

WUUH

Parasmai-pada.

Present Tenise, ' I steal

ealing,' or

4lTMANE-PADA.

9

Imperfect, * I was st 'I stole/
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or.V» >. . ..

Potential, ' I may steal/

Imperative, ' Let me steal.'

^tora
|
*?fora ^towj ^ftnrwr^

^^^5
!

^ft^nrr^ ^qin^ *fluitn*(

Perfect, ' I stole/ or * I have stolen.'

^fc*n*rra ^UmHiP<Hq ^xiTOTftm

First Future, ' I shall or will steal/

^fttftfiTTfisR ^W^jiiw^ ^tftnrra^

^firaiftr ^hcftnrom *fcfiran*

^cftTrfT M*fcfa«rpft ^tTftnriT^

^faflT^ ^ftnTTT^ ^fcftmw^

^xftftn^ ^fafaTTflTO ^tfinnd

^iftrm ^farn^ ^ffcfmnTq

Second Future, ' I shall or will steal/

^rttftranfa *ftTf*nm^ ^kftr^TT^

^kftmftr ^kfirar^[ ^ttftr&ro

^jfcfimfir Mttfrociq; ^kftrefcr

^firo* *iW*iiW *rfcfWi

^fttfiroft <«kfauM ^Ufienil

Aorist, ' I stole/

Precative or Benediciive, ' May I steal/

Csv3

Conditional, ' I should steal/
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639. Pass., Pres. *ffi; Aor. $rd sing, ^rsftft. Caus. same as the

Primitive verb. Des.^tfwfa. Part, Pres. *ik^; Past Pass. ^fcr

or ^Tfcr; Past Indecl. *rkfw; Fut. Pass. *frcf»TfTO, ^isita, ^.

OTHER EXAMPLES OF CL. 10 IN THE ORDEll OF THEIR FINAL LETTERS.

640. Root T£ or irt (stem ^pi). Inf. ftf^ ' to fill*.' Par. Pres.

^nfa. Impf.^jp^. Pot.^p^. Impv.ijpcfa!. Perf.^mwj^.

1st Fut. Tjrfamfo?. 2nd Fut. ftftnmfa. Aor. ^TJJT^. Prec. ^\^\
Cond. ^cftr^. Pass., Pres. ijSf; Aor. $rd sing. ^Tjft or ^faer.

Caus. like the Primitive, Des. gtjrfwfa. Part., Pres. £t^; Past

Pass. "jpS or £fcT or ij* ; Past Indecl. $cftRT or tp#T, -£§ ; Fut. Pass.

641. Root fro (stem fanPl). Pi/. faRrfajj^ 'to think/ Par.

Pres. ftrannfa. /mjo/1 *riW^. Pot. fa^W^. Impv. famfa.

Perf. fant^mnr. i*f Pm*. farerfainfa?. 2wc? Pa/, fwftrnnfa. ^or.

*fafa*P?. Prec. ftfWTCW. Cone?, "sfanrfira*. Pass., Pre5. fro.

Caus. like the Primitive. Des. fafwfwfa. Part., Pres. fviPr^;

A'tm. f^ntHTR (527) ; Past Pass. f*ftnr ; Ptw/ JWec/. fa?rrfiraT, -fro

;

Pa/. Pass. fasrfaiW, fa^pffar, fan*T.

642. Root *r^ (stem Wl), Iw/.^fqjH (with prep. II, in^, llHifaiJ*)

' to ask,' ' to seek/ ifrm. Pres. swj. Iwy;/. WTO. Po/f. *$m.

Iro/w. *rtli|. Per/ ^^imi^. 1st Fut. ^QfaflNf. awe? Pw/. ^fTO.

^or. ^nfS"^, ^fiNnr^, &c. Prec. ^r^fwfar. Owe/. w§Pto. Pass.,

Pres. 18$. Caus. like the Primitive. Des. SHfrfvjfamfa, -"R. Part.,

Pres. ^rt^R (527) ; Pas* Pass. ^Sk ; Pc*^ Incfec/. <wvjnwi, -^

;

Pw/. Paw. ^rsjftnrai, w*hftai, ^rc5.

643. Root gro (stem grcni). Iw/. ^jfiTg* ' to say,'
c
to tell.' Par.

Pres. giwfa. /w^/. WKWf. Pot. w^. im/?v. ^fiwfa. Perf.

or wfa*P{. Prec. ^rsxjto*. Cowc?. ^enrofaiil*. Pass. ^»$q, &c. Caus.

like the Primitive. Des. facwfwfa. Part., Pres. •sfi^rxn^; Past

Pass. giftriT ; Past Indecl. ^rfw, -iwm (566. a) ; Pw/. Pass, qftfmtm,

a. Root ft (stem Trttni). P?/. Tfaftnpj ' to proclaim.' Par. Pres.

tftinnfa. Impf. ^^m^. Pot. Vtvm*. Impv. ^ftxRlftj (58). Perf.

* This root forms its stem WCQpdraya from
''J,

and ^C*f puraya from ft; but

the meaning of MK«4ifa is rather 'to fulfil,' 'to accomplish/ 'to get through'

The Caus. of ^ pri, cl. 3, is also tJTUrrfa ' to carry over,' * to accomplish/
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tftmn^BTt. ist Fut. TfafrTTTftR. indFuL^fn^fr. Aor. *n^.
Tree. *nm, Cond. *xfaftm*. pass, Pres. xrtfr; Aor. yd sing.

^rtfiftr. Caus. like the Primitive. Des. spfttfwfa. Part, Pres.

TfhTO^ Past Pass. TftfuTT; Pa^ /nrfec/. *M*fiVT, -*k; Fut. Pass.

A. Root *T^ (stem >repi). Inf, v^fiq^ < to eat/ * to devour/ Par.

Pres. H^nfa. Imp/. wrapp^. Po/. h^it. Jm/w. H^inftr. Per/

H^n«Tm. ist Fut. >TC|fi?fTTf?y. 2wd Pw/. H^fipqrfif, Aor. *wpj.
Preor^TOH. CW.w^Tpq*. Pass., Pres. >m. Dcs. fwBfftwiftr.

Part., Pm. H^I^; I^W P<m. *%* ; Past Imkcl ^felT, -roq

;

Fut. Pass. HSffiffiRT, HSjTljh?, *m.

EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE SECOND CLASS,

EXPLAINED AT 307.

644. Root "myd, Infin. TW^{ydtum,

'to go/

Parasmai-pada only.

Present,
f

I go.'

mft y^mi ^TR^ yayas TR^ ydmas

mftf yasi TnT^ ya7Aas *TTO y«?Aa

mflT ya'/i mrtt^ ydtas Tnfo yawfi

Imperfect, ' I was going,' or I went.'

*nn^ aydm ^TTR aya'ua "OTTT flya/«a

^TR^ aya's TOqicf*^ aydtam ^T^THf aydta

Wtil^aydt ^BRUTR aydtam ^MV\ayd)i*

Potential, '
I may go.'

HimHtjdydm *JT*n^

y

dydva JIHTW y«ya'wa

Wl^ yrfyrf* *TTCTfl*( yaydtam *rTCTW ydydta

^VtiJ^ydydt mmmffydydtdm TRtjftydyus

Imperative, Let me go.'

*nftf ydni *TR y^a *TTC y«m«

irff ya'Ai ITTff^ ydtam 1fiT y«fa

^3 yo7w *ffin^ ydtdm TJT^g y««f«

645. Root \i (310). Infin. *nj^

etum, ' to go/

For 5 with tf(//«, a, &c., see 31 t.

Present, *
I go.'

Uftr 6\s7u ^^ tV/ias ^ //Art

^ eti Jffiitus Tftty««/*(34)

Imperfect, '
I was going,' or '

I went.'

TRW* «y«/» (37) "QSuiva {251.a) ^T « i/wrt

~, ~v "\^ «w (33) ^'t aitam FrT «*/«

Potential, '
I may go.'

^TC[ iyas 3^Mlrt^ iydtum ^TT»T /y«/«

^n^»"y«* ^(TR iydtdy^ iy«*

Imperative, ' Let me go.'

^ ihi Jfi\ itam J* ita

SJ tfa ?WF|; item 1n{ yantti

* Or ^BJTO ay us (see 310. Obs.)

t This root is also of the ist elass, making TO*, fP»fa, &c, in Pres. tense.

t Foster gives V»* See Panini (vi. 4. 81), and compare Laglm-kaum. 608.
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Perf.W (373), *TCTO or *ifire,w;
qfire, *nrg^, inT5^ ; nfw, *rc,^;
isf Fwf. ^inlfw,^Irflfij,*rrffT,&c. 2nd

Fut. *u*mft, xirafa, iTOfir ; *ttot-

^,&c. Jor.^lllTftT^(433),VHMI^,

wnsffy wnftr^, wfti?^, *?in~

Prec. Mmw\y TTniT^, 111*11?^; TJTCTO,

&c. Pass., Prcs. *TPl,&c.; Aor. 3rd sing.

*mfq. CauB., Pm. TJTWft, &c;

/(or. ^Ptfwj;, &c. Des. fw^Tfa.

Freq. TOTO, TTOTfT or HTqfa (3rd

s*n$f. irofiT or irtfrT). Part., Pres.

TTR^(IVom. cast'^T^); Pasf P«ss, ^TfT;

Past Indecl. 1TRT, -^ITO; Fw/. Pass.

Per/. $qm (367. a), ^(ftro or ^5faj,

^ITOj fftw, s^fl, ^W ^>
t^itSR* i*^Mf.^?rrfi9?,&c. 2nd Fut.

**nfa,&c. ^4or. (438. c) *?*TT^, «*'ll^,

wtt!^ ^iM,wn?n:r,^'TTfn'T; unm,

^TTIT, ^SPpJ. Prec. ptt*H, &c. (see

447. a). Cowrf. tr^W. Pass., Pre*-.

^f; is* FwJ. ^TTT^ or ^Tfajn! (474);

2nd Fut. TO or ^TftTO; Aor. 3rd sing.

^*nftl or ^nn^nf or ^TftPliT. Caus.,

Pres. TPTOTfa (from H* at 602) or ^T^-

TJTfa or WTOTft; /lor. 'Sisftw? or

^3TfW? or ^ITfWT (with adhi prefixed,

VWftnH^ 493. e). Des. fipifiWTfa

(from *T* at 602) or ^fwftf, -*I. Part.,

Pm. ^(JVom. ^) ; Past Pass. ^W;

Pfltf Itfcfec/. 3^T, -^W; Faf. P«.w.

JHTO, ^HRfa, ^J or *HJ.

a. Like XfTmay be conjugated HT 'to shine:' Pres. HTfa; Per/, "^if; isf Fw/.

mrnfa; /for. TOTftnnj, &c.

OTHER EXAMPLES OF CL. 2 IN THE ORDER OK TlIETlt FINAL LETTERS.

646. Root $ft (special stem $, 315). Inf. ^iftnpr 'to lie down/

« to sleep.' Atm. Pre*. $ro, $pi,^ (Karat)
; ^N?, $ror$, SPIT?* ; $*Tf

v^nmrov ; *$*rf?, *$«*, "w^ttt. Pof. ^pftn, ^rthnu, $nfa ; ^nfhf?,

jrtUrronr, jrfhmns; $nfi*f^, jpft«r*, jrihar. Impv. $nl, $re, $rin*;

srorcf, stont*, ymt* m

> ym*k, $***> jtamn- J?«/- fi^> fjrf^fi,

fijr^; f^fipwf , fw*m 9 fwn*; fyfinrai, fiflf^rd or -f^, f^ft.

i*f P«/. jrfinnt. wd Put. 3!fa*T. -4or. sr$rfafa, wsrftm^, ^rfire;

mftrafig, ^fw^nr, ^[rftniTifTH ; ^rftnrf^, ^vfti^ or -ftifH, '«¥-

faun. Prec. jjrftrifar. Cowrf. ^nfrft^. Pass., Pres. ^; -^or. 3?^/

sing. ^Tfa. Caus., Prca. ^nwrftf ; Aor, Txyfoxm* Des. f^rf^-

Freq. jfTyft,M^ or ^nftftf. Part., Pre«. ^7^ (526. a) ; Past Pass.

^rfrra; Past Indecl ^rftn^T, -$P«T; P«/. Paw. ^ftm^, ^iRrhr, $fa.

647. Root ^ or ^ (special stems ^and ^, see 312). Inf. tf?^

or *fa$f{ ' to bring forth/ A'tm. Prw. *p, ^, ^ ; ^J||,
*pn^>

^rir
; ^f, ^d, frir. /»i^/. ^rgft, ^^;, ^rr ; iwjjif?, ^^rm^,
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ff«, %n*U iw,^m^ t qmr^; ffrml,3^ 3^. Perf.^,
IjW, IS^ljfafc,^,^ ; 3^, 33** or -ft^, g^ft.
1*/ Fut. *bn| or sfan|. 2wd Fut. UtA or sftre. ^or . srofafa, *sfa-

**(, *sfa*; *sfTOf?, TOcfain^, ^rfwrrT^ ; TOrfrof*, *nrfwj or

-jH, *sfw. Or *stfa, **torc(, **fe ; **taf*, TOftar^, **fomn^;
*rarWf , vsfcp^, TOftinr. Prec. *Hfrr or sfarfa. Gondt wiA or wg-

fr*. Pass., Pm.^ ; ^or. 3rd 5%. wfa. Caus., Pre*. *mrft ;

^or. wpm{. Des. g^nftr, -^. Freq. *t$, jfatf* or *tertft.

Part, Pw.|^r; Pg^ Paw. g?r or ^ or ^ ; Pas/ Indecl. ^WT or

*jf*t, -35; Fut. Pass, timt or *rfaci*T, jnrrfiir, *t*i or **r.

648. Root ^ (special sterns^ or *nft, *g and ^, see 313). Inf.

Sfaft' to praise/ Par.andA'tm. Pres. *rfa or ^nftft, ^ft or snftfa,

*fHw or *pftfir ; ^n=( or ^rh^*, 15^ or ^pfta^*, ^^ or ^tflTC(*;

1J*H or ^frrc^,^ or *^ffa *, jpftr. Atm. ^,^ or *^*,^
or ^rft*; ^ or ^faf*, ^ITO, ^ni

; ^ or *pfa**,^ or

*pte**,^7T. ^#.^^or^^^^,^^or^H^^,^^or^sr-
^; *rcp or *TC[pfta*, *r^w^ or ^J^m^, w$nv\ or TOjThn^; *rcjn

#

orfi^to*,*n^or*n^^^5rcpfj. Atm.^fyTOj^orTOjpfr^,

^jiTor^^tK; ^pff or'«wp'kff*,^5^TOT^,^pTWlH; W^rff or

*rapW?*, ^5«^ or TOjTtaij*, srcg^nr. Pot. ^n^ or *pfar^*.

Atm. *jpfrq. Im/?i\ *pifa or ^rnfif, ^jfi? or ^tff *, *$jj or snftg;

H?rc, *jrr^ or ^hm, *cJWTH or *jpfhn* ; ^pn*» ^jk or ^i\lt, *jTij.

Atm. *fft, *^ or ^cflui*, ^mH or *pfaT* ; srcrct, *pr*n^, ^TTmr;

*rera| , *tf*\ or jjqftai* *, ^ht*. Perf. (369) grnc, g*ta, pre ;
gipr,

35^> 35^ ; W> W*> 351^- ^tm
- 3^» W*»W > W*> W^>

31^; W^> 3lt (37 2)> 31^* lst *ut
- ^^' ^tm

- nhn^.

2nd Fut. *ftarfa. Atm. ^ft^. Aor. (427. a) ^renfw^, ^wifl^,

^mqT^ ; ^rsnf^r, w^nf^^, ^wi^kih; ^crerTf^r, ^WTf?^, 'w^Tftg^.

Xtm. ^eftft, vmh1»i^ , wte ; sHwI^f?, w^n^, «wlm«T^; *mi-

^Tf?, wtfH, VHWIMH , Prec. ^mnr
x
. AW^rft^. 6voW.YT^fra^.

Atm. w^R. Pass., Pr^. ^5 ; Aor. yd sing. vmft. Caus., Pres.

immfo ; ^4or. *«J*^T. Des. gf^Tft, -^. Freq. iftp, ift^fr. Part.,

P^. ^5^; P«5^ Pam. ^Jli; P«^ ^»*^ <JWT» "^> ^w/
-
PflW*

^fhr«q, ^fhl, ^m or ^RT«T or WQ-

649. Root ^ (special stems *tf, 1, ^ see 314). ^/ 'T^

* Some authorities reject these forms.
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(borrowed from ^C at 650) Ho say/ 'to speak/ Par. and Atm. Pres.

info, wtfft*, atffiT*; tj^, ^*, Tpraj*; i£% ^tr, g*rftr*.

A'tm. ^, ^,^ ; ^, 3^, *pn* ; 1^, T|i*,^. Imp/, *?n^ or

*HP^ (3 J 4- «)> *rsnrh(, TOnrty wig, *jprn, ^n^; ^p, 'snjiT,

^r^. A'tm. <Hprfa,m^ 'H* *n|7r ;
^rf?, vj<uuil«l, ^mai^; ^jrf?,

^sra**^, ysr^n. Pot. ^jn^, ^n*(, &c Atm. ^fa, *f#*n^, &c

Impv. "^Tftr (58), *rfi», ipftg; pHCR, IJW^, flTP^; *TCW, ^H, «p*J.

A'tm. -si, ^, ^pm[; srcrct, f^roi^,
-ym^ ; ^w|, i|W[, ipnn^.

The other tenses and forms are borrowed from ^r ; as, Perf. ^rare,

&c. ; 15/ Fut. ^rwftR, &c. ; see *r* at 650. But the Pres. participles

are *p^ and 1JTOF.

650. Root^ (320). Inf. W5P[ ' to say/ ' to speak/ Par. In the

General tenses A'tm. also. Pres. ^fur, *foj, qfiffi ; ^^[, 3^R^, ^T^

;

^*R^, 3«pzr, W^fa (borrowed from \ at 649). Jmg/I "-BT^, w^r

(294), tr^ (294); w^, *iiw(, ^w»(; wrm, ^rcra, ^r^t-
Pot. W{V\, TOT^, ^TTr^, &c. Impv. T*Tf«T, ^f'V, ^ ; ^TTC, ^^,
TOPJ; ^tth, ^i, tfw (borrowed from ^). Per/*. (375. c) tsttt, "^rfarq

or swr, ^re; ufa?, w^ft, wg^; "asfa*, ire, n^. Atm. ^w,

^sM, iw; ufa^, iw$, iraT?f ; irfa^,^«ij,"3if«ft. istFuf^m-

ftR. A'tm. *n*Tf. 2wc? Fm/. TOTftr. A'tm. ^. ^or. (441) ^srato^,

^bttW^, ^sreta^; ^ft^Pr, >hmWh*{, ^rcftain'j ; ^a^taw, ^pfNiT, ^?«ft^.

A'tm.*n^,w^^,*nfanr; ^^n^,w^^,^^in^; sHftwrfg,

W^TO^, vitj)^«H. Prec. TT^TWf^. Atm. ^TSffa. Cond. WC%P{. Atm.

W^. Pass., Pres.^ (47 1) ; ^4or. yd sing. W4\fa. Caus., Pm. m^-

TTTfa; ^or.*nffcre^. Des. fawfa, -^. Freq. *n^, *mrfa. Part,

Pre*, g^if ; Atm. *prn& (borrowed from ^at 649); Past Pass. 73»;

Ptw/ IndecL "gruT, -Taj ; JW. Pass. ^*r, '^tjiil, ^raj or qm.

651. Root ^(special stems *n^ and «p{, 321). Jrc/. Jnfi^or inf^jft

(
to wipe/ ' to rub/ ' to clean/ Par. Pres. mfift, irrfsf (296), mf§ (297);

^^> T^> ^^(5 ^JP^j *fiy
fT^ffff or Hflfff. Imp/. WU^, W!T^

(294), ^wt|; ^njw, ^^> ^«i«l^ ; ^njp*r,tnj?, ^rRT^or^jp^. Pot.

»pn^, ^n^, &c. Jm^r. m^rf*, ^^f? (303), m| ; *n3re; ^, ^^(;

m#m, >pr, m^j or ^ipj. P^r/. itot^, Wilbur or irm^ (370. c), wr^

;

JR^ftW or JWrfiNf, *^[irg^ or i?m^^, ^WJ^ or jwi^p^j *^fin? or

* For these forms are sometimes substituted 2nd sing. ^Tr^, 3rd sing.W

;

and du. ,WT^3^, 3rd du. ^WT^^; 3rd pi.
,'^(; all from the Perfect of a

defective root W, with a Present signification.

t According to some, the 3rd pi. of the Imperfect is also wanting.
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*mf*r, *pr or *m3, *j^ or mn^. lst Fut. mhfm or mfimrfa

(415.0). 2nd Fut. m^rftT or infiTOTfa. ^r.^Hm^,w^,*wtffy
WTTst, *Rlt^,^ ; **nr£, **nt, *irc§*[. Or wrf^, Wiffy
wnsflfy *mTf^*r, &c . Prec. «pn*^. Corad. *nm^ or wu CJNu.
Pass., Pre*, ipi ; ^4or. yd sing. *mrf$. Caus., Pra. mfrufa ; ^or.

^n^l or *nfty*P^ Des. fwefifa or fopjTfa or famfiforfir. Freq.

*#fS$, *tt- or Hft- or TOTfi* (3rd sing. -mff). Part., Pra. *n^; Pa*/

P<m. ip; Pas* /w^c/. Jj^T or mf^TT, -qw; Pw/. Pass, mht or

*n 1*111*1, Tnnrfa, ht^i or ipr.

652. Root ^ (317). Iw/. x<rg^ < to eat.' Par. Pres. *ftr, *fa

,

^rf%; ^T^, ^rT^, ^TO^ ; 3TCK{, *n*T, ^T^fa. Imp/. ^TT^T, ^81^(317.^),

,en^; ^if^, ^t^^j^t^^; ^nfifJT, ^rr^, wi^. istFut. ^r^T%. 2wrf

Fw£. SHi^iTh. ^4or.WWT (borrowed from root ^), ^nra^, ^nrcni ; ^nj-

WT, WflifW, VHVHHIH; ^^PT, ^rxniTT, VHiHH^. Prec. "^TOTO*. Cond.

^{\m\> Pass., Pre*, ^rifr; ^4or. 3rd siw/. ^Tf^[. Cans., Pres. *?T^*nfa

;

^4or. ^rrfi^iT. Des. ftnTr&Tfir (borrowed from Tp^). Part., Pres. W^;

Past Pass. WV; Past Indecl. WW, Put. Pass. ws*t, ^«flM, ^?TO.

653. Root ^ (special stems ^, ^fij, ^f<*, ^, see 322). /fl/I

Ttf^j* ' to weep/ Par. Pre*, ^fa, tff^fa, df^fa ; tf^, ^T^,

tf^ ; ^% ^^, ^?r. ^/. wdpj, *t^ or tnft^ta(, *rd<^ or

^wd^fy (Pan. vii. 3, 98, 99); *tf^T, ^ftr^, ^r^fi^T^; *&p, **-

^rn^; ; tfcn*, ^k, ^5. P<t/ *A*, *dfir?,^ 5 ^^» **^>
^r\m ; ^f^r, ^, ^q\ w* Fut. dfipnftR. awrf Fw/. ttfipinfa.

Aor. *^;, *^, *^; w^nr, *F^, *^n^; ^ro, **^>

tr^;. Or ^rdf^, *rftfa, wO<0'ijj vftfi^> wto*^ ^rtfi**^;

*Ttf^T, ^rdf^F, wflf^. Prec. ^OW\. Cond. wctf^. Pass.,

Pres. ^d; ^4or. 3rc? 5i^. *rctf^[. Caus., Pre*, tt^nft ;
Aor. ^T^^^.

Des. ^^infH. Freq. d^, ^ftftr (3rd sin0- ^ K̂
)
or ^^T -

Part., Pr^. ^^; Past Pass. tfa> ^ast IndecL^?irT
'
"**> FuL

Pass. ttf^iT«g, rfr^fa, ^T.

654. Root ^* (special stems ^, ^, IT, and IT, see 323). Inf. Vfft

' to strike/ ' to kill/ Par. Pm. fftn, ffa, ?ftr*; ^,J^,^
~*lt must be borne in mind^rith reference to 323) that han only loses its nasal

before * and th, if not marked with P. When the prep. «T a is prefixed, this root

may take the Atmane, in which case the 3rd sing. Pres. will be ^T^H.

2
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^m^
9
*tr, irfnr. Imp/. ^^^, *r^, *^ (294) ; ^^, **%&{> y*%mK ;

*iwr, *fw, ^riP[. Po*. ^anir, &c. Impv. ^nftr,^, "^5*; CTTC, pni,

?*!*{ ; ?^rnr, fw , ir^. Per/.wm (376), inrfiru or inr^i, mro ; srfinr,

ircrg^sranft; *rfor, src, *np(. 1** P«/. ^nfa. awrfi^/.^ftnmft.

Aor. (432. A) ^nrfaipT, w*tf^, wt\, ^nrftr^, *nrfire*, tnrfirem;

^PTfW,W^fw,^Tfvg^. Pree.TOHW. Conrf. *^f?TO*. Pass., Pre*.

^$ ; Perf. ird (473) ; ^or. $rd sing, TOTTftr (or *nrfa, borrowed from

tnj); i*£ P«/. ^n| or tuftnn*; 2nd Fut. ^ftnfc or Trrftrai. Caus.,

Pre*. unnnftT ; 4or. *nfhnr^. Des. finriaTfa. Freq. inffo or STf**,

*nffa* or *T?rfa? or jfftflft ; see 708. Part., Pres, W{; Past Pass, ^nr
;

Past Indecl. ^wt, ~^?cr; Fut. Pass. ^t«t, ^rfcl, "^rrw.

655. Root^ (special stems^ and ^ftr, 322. a). /^/! ^5^ ' to

sleep/ Par. Pres. Jafqfa, ^rfqft, ^fafif ; ^fa^, ^fW(, ^ftnTC(

;

^faTC(> BfftW, ^ifar. /wy?/*. ^S^^, W^TT^ or «M*fo{, ^*m<^ or

*WTfy ^TOfta, &c. (see ^ at 653). Po/. yuil^. Jmj?v. ^rnfa,

^tfaf^, ^ftnj; ^pjtc, ^rfaipj, «fTiir^; ^niw, ^farr, ^^5- ^er/-

(382) *p*rq, gi*(Vw or giaro, jprpT ; fjft^,^^ *J3 M5^' 15^'
gyi, ggg^. is* Pw*. ^crnfa. 2nd Fut. TST^nfa. ^or. waim^,

Free. ljW<W{. Cond. ^wmi^ . Pass., Pre*. *pi (471); Aor. yd sing.

<Ni<ufa. Caus., Pre*. *sr<Wlfa ; -4or. ^rcjyi^, &c. Des. JJtparfa.

Freq. styq, ?rwN or Wanflft . Part., Pres. ^n^; Past Pass, g*;

Past Indecl. girr, -*pq ; Fut. Pass. ^TO, ^tnfhi, ^n«T.

656. Root ^ (special stems TO and TST, 324). P?/. qftyj'l
* to

wish/ Par. Pre*, *rf$ir, ^ft| (302), ^fa (300)> ^^> ^^> ***(>

t$^, *re, ^rftr. Jmjo/. *?to^> ^^r (294), *^> wNr (251. a),

w(, ^2TH; *fl$*C, OT?, ^T^. Pot. 5$WH, '^^1^, &c. Jmjor.

^iTftr, **fs (303), ^5; *$rra, inn, itth; *nfrro, ^r, -sn^. Perf.

i3J5< c
) mw* 'i^im, "5T^r ; *rf*nr, ^r^, ^nft J ^%*> ^» *^*

1*/ Fut. ^fymftR. 2wc? Pm^. ^ronfiT. Aor. ^raififpw, ^m^, ^it-

^ft^, &c.; or ^nr%^, -)jft^, -^, &c. ; see 427. Prec. 7^t^r.

Cond. ntfyvm . Pass., Pre*. 3$^ (471); Aor. yd sing. *r*Tfi(r or

^nf^f. Caus., Pre*. ^^Rlft ; Aor. ^rsft^fH. Des. fW$TOTfa. Freq.

^ra^, TP9rr>H or ?rc$ftfa. Part., Pres. TSfT^; Pa*^ Pass, "grfifnc ; P"^

/n^fec/, ^fi[|RT, -^? ; Pm^. Pa**. ^rfip*J, l^f\^ , ^T^T.

* It must be borne in mind (with reference to 323) that han only loses its nasal

before t and th, if not marked with P.
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. 657- Root ^(special stems %, and |,,3o9). A/.Wtohate.
Par. andAtm. Pres. *f*. *f%

(3o2 ), )fr (30I )
• f^,f^^

f*^, fr», ffcuftr. Atm. (W, ft%, f«; ftmft, fkHAt f^
; f^

flrff , fW. Imp/. ***<,^ (294),^ . „f^ wfe^ (^^
*fyw, *for,

,

Wfe^ or *fe^. Am.«ftfc,*fr»1^*frf .,rf^.
wfiFWTO^, wfcuiil^; isfrwf^ wfST^, *fcnr. Pcrf. f^. Atm
fwltn.Impv. smftr, f^fe, ^; iurr, fhn, f^; |m, fo, f^j,
A'tm.W, fas, fa^; i*n$, fr,,^, faror^; imni%^, fanr^.

f^r«r^, f^feft£, fijfefi^. 1st Fut.&jfa. Atm.*?r|. 2nd Fut

^fTfk. A'tm. |r^. Aor. (439) *f^, -^, -t^; -15^, -t^
*^wnj; -t^th, -^w, -^. A'tm. (439. «) ^ftrfrsj, -Tsprr^, -^tt; -^rrrfVj

**jr*n*{, -wt^; -wtf%> -W^, -^r. Pr^-ftm*^. Atm. firejfcr

Cbrcd. *T^r^. Atm. ^?^>. Pass., Pres. firt, &c; ^4or. 377/ #tw^

^Iffa. Caus., Prw. irwfa: Aor. *rfi?f?u^. Des. ffrfaqifa , -^

Frcq. ^ftr*T, ^rf^? or i^tffiT. Part., Pres. f?^; Pa*/ Pass, ftr?

Pa*/ irccfec/. fejT, ~fg*j ; Pw/. Paw. ^f*T, twfa, £*T.

a. Root ^. In/ ^fag^ 'to wear/ 'to put on (as clothes, &c.)*

A'tm. Pres. g^, *ro (62. b\^ ; to^, w^, ?mk ; TO?, ^ or q£

(304), *m^. Jm/?/. *nrfa, *nrw% *r*t ; *nrerf?, ^hwiviij^, *nr*Tin^

;

Wq^ffff , *!$>{ or *TO^, ^WHIT. Poif. wfa. Vw/w. *fK Per/. ^,
TOftfii, &c. 1st Fut. ^ftnn?. 2»flf Pa/. ^rfW. ^or. tnrftrfrj, snrftr-

^, ^raftre; fraftrol^, WfcTTOT^, ^rcftrcniT^, &c Prec. tfrita.

Cond. mqftl*i) . Pass., Pra. ^. Caus., Pm. ^T*nnfa or -t>. Des.

finftft. Freq. ^T^, ^reftw. Part., Pres. ^nr ; Past Pass, srftnr

;

Past Indecl. ^ftrRT, -TO; P^/. Pass. tffclTO, *rcnfa, -sn^.

658. Root $TT^ (special stems ^T^ and f^pf, see 328). /??/. ^fnftrg^

4

to rule/
c

to punish.' Par. (With *T ' to bless/ A'tm.) Pres. ^TTftff,

^n%, ^rrfe; f^r^, f^r^;, fifn^; f^i^, ^» w^ftr (3io.Obs.) Atm.

^,^(62.6),$IT^; ^T^,W^»^WT^; ^nW,?T|or^T?4(304),

^n^. Imp/ *ym^9 *w\ or *wn (294, 304. 4 W^ (3°4);

*%*r, ^f:?^, wf^rwt; ^fi^r» ^^» *^TO- ^tm
' "^^^ &c -

Po/. f^rr^. A'tm. ^rm^. ^^- ^n^rf^r, snfa (304), ^tt^ ; ^ttft?,

%^, f^r^; ^T^m, flfrr, ^5. A'tm. *t*. P«/. WTH, w^^>
^TOJ Wrf^» WT^;» W^5 WTftW» WT*> WTf^- ^tm -

^^,^iTfOT, &c. 1st Fut. ^rtf^nnftff. A'tm. ^rrftnni 2nd ft/.

^Tftf«nriT. A'tm.snftntr. ^r.(44i)^^^^l^^ ; ^^^
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^fy^n^, vifymnn; ^ftfWR, tifV'tir, ^cfijr^. Atm. ^qiTftrft, ^^iif^yi^

^rrftnsr; ^nftr^, ^nftraim^, wjuftmiinti ; ^nftnrff, ^nftwj,

^nftTOT. Prec.fymw{. Atm. ^TTftpffa. Cond. fry i ftmC(. Atm,

^Tftr^. Pass., Pres. fijpfc (472. c) ; Aor. $rd sing. ^TflTfa. Caus.,

Pres. ^rvqTftr; Aor. *r$r$rnr»{. Des. fgWlfamfa. Freq. %f$TO,

^ll^nfer or sn^ircftfa. Part., Pres. yjm{ (141. a); Past Pass, f^nr j

Past Indecl. $nfar*T or f^ryT, -fifl^f ; Fut. Pass, $nftnn*f, $JTO»fa, fi$P*?.

659. Root f^f (special stems fre and ^f ). Tra/*. ^7^ 'to anoint/

' to smear/ Par. and Atm. Pres, ^ftr, ^ft| (306. a), \fnt (305)

;

f^3R(, f^v^, fipv^; fi^, fipv, ft[?ftr. Atm. f^|, fv^, ftp^ ; f^?,

f^, f^ ; fijwt, fimfr (306. rf)> f^rr. Imp/. ^^, *?^r (294),

wfair; *f%%, *ftpv^, ^nn^; srf^ir, ^rfspv, wfip^. Atm. ^arf^fir,

^W. Po*. fi»?n^, ftpOT^, &c. Atm. fi^ftj. Impv. ^rfa, f^frv, ^;
fore, fipvq;, f^W^ ; ^tfm, ffcn, f^J. Atm. ^|, fw, f^VT^[ ; fciqi,

f$$W{, f^lrtl^ ; ^^t , fv**^, f^TTT^. Per/, f^ , fi$f^f , f^f

;

fiffiffi^r, fitf^R, fi^ftr^W; fi?fiffip, ftffo f^l^« ^tm - fifMi

f^ff^f^; fifafi^ , f^f^TC, ft[fi^ ; fiffilf^, f?f?f?d or -|,

fi[f^fft. 1st Fut ^VTftR. Atm. ^VTf . and Fut. ifasnf*. Atm.

^^. Aor. (439) *rfvtfq[, trfvqq, ^rfv^; 'srftrejro, vfvisnrR[, *rfv-

WV{'> *P5 «finflf, 'srfv^. Atm. (439. A) vfifftf, ^fv^lT^ or

^rf^vr^, ^rfa^ir or ^ffftpvj ^rfv^ref? or *?f^$f^, 'wfircjrqT^, *rfv-

^mn^; *finimfi&, vfaf«Pi or vfvn^, *f>re|nT. Prec. f^^mr^.

Atm. fin^hr. Cbwrf. ^nter^. Atm. ^nfrsr. Pass., Pm.f^r; ^4or.

3rd sing. w*f^. Caus., Pm. ^nfa ; -4or. wfffi^. Des. fi»fv^Tfa,

-^. Freq. ^fl^, ^ftf (3rd sing. ^f**). Part., Pre*, fi^; Atm.

ft[^T; Port Pom. f^nf; Pew* /mfec/. f^siT, -fi^f ; JW. Pas$.\nn 9

660. Root gf (special stems jf and ^f ), Ira/*. ^p( 'to milk/

Par. and Atm. Pres. sfffist, vtftf (306. o), ^v (305) ; 55^, Jt^,

jni^j 51^, J*V> j^iT. Atm. j|, ^r, gn*
; ja^, 5^, J^liT ; Jilt,

yi^ (306. rf), 5?K. Jwp/. tR{^n, Wt^ (294), *Pfo*[ ;
,^, ^§^>

wjnr^; *JW, ^jni, wj^. Atm. ^5, ^VT^, ^v; ^5?ft»

Atm. j^hr. Inipt;. ^ftr, gflv (306. <?), ^; fam, jrv^, jnn^;

?^> I
711

* 5^3* ^tm - ^> W> 5""^^ ;^rct> 5^n^, ^nn^;

SJW» 3PWJ 5^^ S^» 35!^- A/tm
* 55^ 35^ 15^' 55^'
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55^, S^TW ; £f\>nt
, gjftf or -|, ggf$. Ist Fut. <jtorftR. Atm.

i£nni 2»<f Jtt. irtaTfif. A'tm.^. Ar. (439) *W& w*^,
^^; *w*r, *nj^, *nr*pn*(; *pn*, ^npspr, vg^. A'tm.

(439^)<^>*nF^or*pn^,*^
^g^n^, wjwr^; wpwrij , *np^ or *\jn**, ^^^. prec.

JOT**. Atm. grtfft. CSrod. wte?^. Atm. *vtes. Pass., Pra.

5$ ; Aor. 3rd sing. ^f^. Caus., Pres. ^nf* ; Aor. ng^. Des.

5^^Tft, -*T- Freq.^, <fc"tf* (3rtf 5%. f^fm). Part., Pm, 5^,
j^T; Past Pass. ^; Past Indecl. pun, -§$; Fut. Pass. ^nj*j,

^'fhT, ?fa or pi (573. a).

661. Root fc*^ (special stems ft^ and ify. Inf. &51? 'to lick/

Par. and A'tm. Pres. (329) &ftr, &% (306), &fe (305. a) ; fa^,
c=fc^ (3°5- a)> <*to=U fo*^> <*te> ftl^ftr. A'tm. fo|, fe-$, tffe;

fi*3^, fefT^, fc^r^TK; fosrt, rffe, f?5f?r. .%?/. ^^r, ^r^ (294),

^7 ; ^sfc53T, Vhc*1<sH, WcStel*; >Nfc*CI, w^fld, trfcS^r. Atm. ^rfof^r,

^c*1<2i^, *refe; ^(V^fg, trfc^wr, *rfc4$Mrs; *rf<rof^, ^sft^,

^fo^if. Pot. fo^TPJ, Prtmi^, &c. Atm. fcfigfa. Impv. WfTftf , <?ftfe

(306.0), &^; &frc, ciT<f^, cSteT^; w^th, c*te, fc^ij. Atm. ^f,

Per/I fessr?, PcMfijv, fe^ ; fnfcjf??, fef^g^, f<*fc3?np( ; foftrf^r,

Mrtt , fofog^. A'tm. f<5fa|, fcyffTff^, &a 15/ Fut. ^37%. A'tm.

OTif . 2wrf Fut. arcsnfa. Atm. SreSr. Jor. (439) *»foRf^, -^,

-^; -"qrnc, ~W{> -W^{1 _W> -W> -^ Atm. (439^) ^arfefsy,

qfaq vjm or wteiq;, qfVvqri or w^te ; w(ww*f* or wfc55^, -H||V||^,

-T^TTn^; ^ r^HflHf^ , ^rfH^P^ or *e#^, ^rfiHTC^tr. Prec. f(jswtw\.

Atm. fenftq , &c Cond. xMrtVfl^ . Atm. ^r^, &c. Pass., Pre*.

f^TS; Jon yd sing, srarf?. Caus., Pre5. ^JTfa; Jor. *wlfw^.

Des. fafa Kjl flT, -^. Freq. 3>fsm, ££fa (3^ *%. &&ftr). Part.,

Pres. "fe^; Atm. f<*^T; Past Pass, rfte; Pa^ TrctfVd. crt^T, -fa*

;

Ptt*. Paw. aPJ*T, Wpft^, ifc*.

EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE THIRD CLASS,

EXPLAINED AT 331.

662. Root J
hu (333). Infin.^ hotum/to sacrifice/

Parasmai-pada. Preww* Tense, ' I sacrifice/

^f5R;uAom,' ^>W or^^ g^;WA«ma5 or^
*S$fojuhoshi y$W[juhuthas ^Jjuhutha

tftfljuhoti ^W^juhutas T&ftjuhvati
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Imperfect, ' I was sacrificing/

^55^ ajuhavam ^f^ ajuhuva *^$§* ajuhuma

V^£\^ ajuhos ^3§fl*l ajuhutam *f*J5* ajuhuta

Vq$l{ajuhot WJJfllH ajuhutdm 'W^W ajuhavus (331. Obs.)

Potential, * I may sacrifice/

wptmjuhuydm ^mijuhuydva ^Wjuhuydma

^Vi^juhuyds ^Uimjuhuydtam ^gmjuhuydta

^glttHjuhuydt y$fqm*{juhuydtdm ^^juhuyus

Imperative, ' Let me sacrifice/

^^Tftfjuhavdni ^^X^juhavdva ^^\H juhavdma

*jgf*juhudhi (293) ^TWjuhutam, *$§l\juhuta

V$$juhotu *gpiV{juhutdm ^ftjuhvatu

Per/. (374-ff) W*> ^™ or #**> W*> W*7
** W3ft>

WW "$**> W> WW- 0r TO*1*'1*' &c«5 8ee 385-^ lst

Fut. ^mftR. 2nd Fut. ftarfa . Aor. *^[, ^^, *?Nfy <HfH

*^, **hn^; *fk, WW, w^. Prec. fm*. Cond> *fta*.

Pass., Pm. ^ ; ^4or. 3rd sing. w&fa. Caus., Pm. ^TWfa; Aor.

q^*T. Des. sjpTfa. Freq. sftf^, *ftftf* or *ftfTtfa. Part.,

Pm. *J3^; Past Pass, jw; Pa^ Irccfec/. ji^T, -JW ; Fut. Pass. j\m,

^Fftn, 3*1 or OTf.

OTHER EXAMPLES OF CL. 3 IN THE ORDER OF THEIR FINAL LETTERS.

663 . Root ?T (special stems ^T, ^, see 335). Inf. ^Tg* * to give.'

Par. and ifrm. Pm. tftTfa, ^Tftr, <ftTft; <^, r^, ^> S"^»

^1, ^fiT. Atm. $, ^s, <[*; ^> <^ro, ^ra; $*t, *$, ^w.

/mp/. w^f *^, ^^;. *^r, <snj**, *s*t*; *5*, ^*> **^

(331. Obs.) Atm. *^», ^m^, *r?s; ,a^rfs, ^tot*, w^thth;

wtfi, *^> *W*- P°L W**< ^tm
- ^* Im̂ v

* ^TftT> ^'
^nj ;

^re, 3**, ^m ;
^th, ^, ^g. AW ^, ^ar, ^t^; ^n|,

?flnnn, ^TrnTj w*t, q^, ^^. Per/. (373) ^, *fij* or (ftP*,

<^; ^> wfd> ww; ^> *z> Wr Ktm
-^^ f ; ^'

^, ^ttt; ^prt, tf?*k ?fi^. "* Fut. ^T^Tfw. A'tm. ^nni

2/irf Pm/. ^TOTfa. A'tm. ^. ^or. (438) ^T^, *$% *T^; *^*>

^nn?, *<jnn* ; ^w, ^th, ^. Atm. (438. <0 ^fif^» ^f^^>

^tt; ^mft , ^rf^TTH, ^?r<M!dW
s ; >srf^rf?, *f^, ^^t. -Pr

f
•

^UTO^. Xtm.^T#l. Cwirf.^jTOnr. Atm.^1^. Pass.,Pm.^;

Aor. yd sing, ^ifa, see 700. Caus,, Pres. ^TWfa (483) I
Aor *
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*RfamT. Des. (503) f<*WTf*T, f?W. Freq. ^fHi, ^Tfa or <^fa.

Part., Pres. ^(141. a); Atm. ^r*; Past Pass. %*; Past Indecl.

^^T, -^w; Fiit. Pass. 51**1, ^Tfftn, ^r.

664. Root VT (special stems ^>n, ^v, see 336). irc/". vnj^
4

to place.'

Par. and Atm. Pm. ^\nfa, ^VTfa, ^vrfa
;
^a^, vro( (299. a), xm^

(299.0); ^^ ^fir. Atm. <*v, vw, vi; ^^?, ^vm, ^w;

vfe> ^ (a99- ^> ^- ^/* ^^ ^vt*(;, ^vr^; ^«r, v>nr^f

'stv^t^; w^vi, *svw, ^>p> Atm. ^fv, "stvto^, wra; ^«rf?,

^VT^, W^ITTTT^; ^wrf?, ^?^ (299. A), *c[V7T. Po/. ^1^. Atm.

^tu. Iro/w. ^vrfa, ^fif, ^VirJ ; ^IR, W(, V¥T^; svm, V*, ^g.

Atm. <$, vra, vsi^; <^ret, ^i^, ^vnn^; ^vth|, v^r, ^vm^.

Per/. (373) ^,^w or <jittc,^; ^to,^roq;, <*vp[; tfvr,^,^.

Atrn. <#, ^ftm, &c. l.v/ Pw/. MTlTTftff. Atm. VTTTtV, ftc. awrf i'W.

HTsnft. Atm. >n^. ^or. (438) wn^, ^vt^, *\n^; *vra, wra^,

wrat^; *vt*, wnr, ^rg^. Atm. (438. d) *fafa, ^fir*nq;, ^f>m;

wfij^ft, 'wfiror'n^, wfwm^; *Fir*^, *faf^ 'rfiwH. JV*c. ^"^-

Atm. vwfhf. Cowrf. WOT^. Atm. *TVTO. Pass., Pres. *fft; irf

Fm/. uTftnn% or wt^ ;
^r. 3rrf sin

ff-
^VTf̂ - Caus,

>
P/m^^ ;

Aor. Wfhl^. Dcs. fUTSlfo (503). Freq. ^fft, r^Tft or <*Ujfa.

Part., Pm. ^(141. a); Atm. <**H; Pa*/ P«w. far; Pad Indecl.

figwr, -vpt; Pw/. P«m. *na*i> wihi, fa.

a. Root *T (special stems ftprt, f«T^, see 338). Inf. *7^ 'to

measure.
5 Atm. Pres. ft*, fWft, fiwft; f*fa*> ft™> f™*

;

fWtat, ftwfld, ftmw. ///(//. vftft, «fW>in^ vfinrhr; wftnft^ft,

*ftw^ vftnmrm ; wBrtW?, «finft«n, *ft**- P<tf. ft**, ft4M>

finfhr, &c. Iw/w. ft*, ft*ta> ft*^ f̂ > fwl^' fmK^
ftmul, finftwt, ft**^ Per/: n*, nftw, **; *fint, «wrt, *n*;

*ft*i *ft£, *ftt. 1^ Fut. mail. a»*d ^ hot. ^. (434)

WTftT,^nwT^,^m; win^,wnn^,wnTninit; wnwfe,wn«m,

wm*. Free.*!**. Covd.WW. lhw.
9
Pres.*1fr;Aor.vd«»ff.

Wft. Caus., Pres. inwft ; ^r. W*^. Des. ftwift, -W (503).

Freq. itfft, mmfiv or Hmft. Part., Pres. ftm^ P^ P«. ™'>

Past Indecl. f*m, -OT ; i'W. /Vm. inro, urttu, *H.

665. Root p (special stems ^T, ^, ^, see 337). ^/^ to

quit/ Par. Pres. s^lft, npftl, ^T^ i *$** (
or^ ''!

l^
vi. 4, 116), n^ (or irfl^), n«M («r **«)• ^^ (°r 7^^
^^ (or irf^r), ntfir. W- wif^. **** ^[]™f*

{m

^%), «ntM(or *^)> W*nn(or Wf?mO J
wtl'T (or **-

pp
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X* »-^ Frcq
.»^or^. Part Pm.

^ (,4,. a) ; Past Pass, ft* ; Past Indecl. fgai, -?P»
;

Frf. J «...

^o^ot ^(special stems ftf , **, W», «* 333)- *»/• *W

'

to

fear.' Par. Pre,, fwfif, f**«, fwfir; ^^ or^'^
or «** M* or ftfe* *** or frf** ** « «£

*,. or if***;, ^PIM or ifirfnmi; *W* « «W*. ****

r2wW.,^wW(33x.01».) ^^^^iL^'
^ or W^; fw-m, fWhl or frfnr. *>-I (34)- W <3W

2 Orf^n^,(3B5-)- "*****»• »* **«?*•

J\&w,^H *** ^' "**"^ **'™'3'
P«e «W«*. Gmrf.W, Pass., JV«. to ;

Aor. 3rd «^Wlft.

Caus'., Pre,^ or -*, orm* or**
;^^ Trf

'

«*ft--. Dcs.fttorf*. Frcq. *A- or «rf* or wftfi». Part

Pm.f^nl
(i4 I .«); P«* *««•** J

Pa^Mec/.^,-^; F<«

„. Root # (special stems ft*, ft*. Ml* «*333- «). W
|«, 'to be ashamed.' Par. Pre,, ftnfcfr, *!*•, ftl* ™*
S.W «*; W* «N. «fc* (^;\ «J?2
«fin*,*ftnK; whifH <*!** ^fWwi* ^'7^^

Cau,,Pm. fcmft; Ar. <«*«<• f? 7 ^ P.
*#<>, ^fH or ife*fil. Part., P«. W^ (hi- «) >
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Pass. Ffor or ^k; Past hided, fljan ; Put. Pass, itoq, |r^-

b. Root^ (special stems inr^, ^T, 5Rr , see 339). Inf. wfirg* ' to

produce.' Par. Pres. snrfo, s^fa, *T*fa ; »nraq;, SMim^, SHTTTK(;

sT?n*rc{, ^nmr, ^$rf?r. /m//. ^mm, wst^ (294), ^nnr^; ^mw^,
ss*T*rnr^, ^sr^Tin^; ^wt, ^nrsnir, ^"*t^;. Pot. ^*r^m or snrrew.

I»i/w. siiRTfa, snnf?, snrj; wsrcrc,3nn7m,snmnir; *nrTTn,iTinw,

*T?g. Perf. *HTR or tHR, *T*Tfrro, SRR ; STffTC, ^r^, ^3^; ^fi?T,

5TST, *T5J^. is£ i^. lff?nTT%. 2nd Put. StftTOTftT. Jor. sH«nf^nT,

^r*Tr«fl^, *RT«fli^; ^nnfVp^, &c. Or^mfatW, &c. ; see 418. B. Pra\

*n*TT*m or STTOm^. tarctf. ^f^mr. Pass., Pres. HT§ (cf. 617. a) or

»T*j; .^or. yd sing. *nrfa. Caus., Pres. *nTCTfa; Aor. *nffaR*.

Des. finrfat Freq. mimi or *ra^, »mfa. Part., Pres. 1^(141. a)
J

Ptfs/ Pass. HW, ifftTiT; Pas/ Ircctec/. STfar^T, -tT^T, -?TPJ; P^. P«M.

EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE SEVENTH CLASS,

EXPLAINED AT 342.

667. Root f%<* Mid. Infin. -3^ Miettum, 'to cut/

Parasmai-pada. Present Tense, 'I cut/

f^^ftr thimdmi f^PS^ ^wrfpffs fVd^ todm/M

%TfW <5Ama/si fi8F^ rttwfAas (345) ft^ thintha (345)

fgRfa c<Aiiia/fi f^nT^ Mntas (345) fi^PlT tfAmtfanfi

Imperfect, ' I was cutting/ or
4

1 cut.'

*f35^ atihinadam (51) ^fsSFS a^Amrfcfl ^f^S^T atihindma

VfesX^atthinat (294) ^STff^ fltfAinfaw (345) ^^ ffl<*Ai,l ' fl (345)

^?f«a^n^ atikintam (345) ^f«**»Vt a66hindan

Potential, ' 1 may cut/

f^STT^ tldndydm fgRTm thindydma

fspiffiT^ chiruhjdtam ftnWTrT thindydta

fSFSTTrTT^ chindydtdm ^'U\ (fAtWyttf

Imperative, ' Let me cut/

faR^ra ttinaddva

^*&*\f{aMhinat (294)

t^'E(l*t fliindydin

f$}W^6hindyds

f%?QX\{hindydt

ftR^TftT 6himddni

fsfethinddhi {or tiindhi, 34$) f&Mfhintam (345)

^R^ tfAinatta fsptTT^ c'Awfam (345)

P p 2

fift'H^W thinaddma

fsptT (fAwfa (345)

fe^TJ ihindantu
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Per/, fanaas (51), f^f^r, fwRf 5 ftiftjfi^r, fafa^jq;, fsfta^;

ffftKf^,W^,fVffaa5^. i8tFut.%mfm. 2ndFut.$mrf*- dor.

tiPoa^iT, ^rfe^, 'WfiB^; ^r^R, ^Tfsa^iT'T, vfiB^WTS; vfdAtJW,

^rf^cT, 'wfaa^. Or ^na^ro, ^r^rtfl^, w^rtfl^; ^Palro, warcnf,

*n§rm^; «&re?, ^dh*, nAwfl. Prec Uum - Cond. wdra*.

Atmane-pada. Present Tense, ' I cut/

ftt^ dhinde ftFST? Jhindvahe fi&Wg dhindmahe

ft^W ihintse fSF^T^ dhinddthe frf^ dhinddhve

fGtfS 6hinte (345) fW^TH dhinddte ftt^ thindate

Imperfect, ' I was cutting,' or ' I cut.'

TO^a^mrfjfji) ^Pa^sf? atthindvahi ^TpG&rflfi? aMhindmahi

^*s,*V[*{aMhintkds{345) Wfdft*<;iVJ'|J^ a66hinddthdm

wfWtfr atthinta (345) WPoAnJIHI^ atthinddtdm

^haa***^ atthinddhvam

^ifer^lT aMhindata

fs^fa dhindiya

fW^Wt^ dhindtthds

fafn^ftr dhindtta

Potential, * I may cut/

fi$^faf«r dhindiodhi

fgF^Nren^ Mndiydthdm

fat^NTTn^ thindi'ydtdm

faf^tafiS dhindimahi

r^r^llEP^ thindidhvam,

hftr^li^ dhindiran

fiFEj dhinadai

r^rfts dhintsva

ft^T^ 6hintdm (345)

f$1<;iR^ 6hinaddmaha

f8Rj[^ dhinddhvam

rap^ffT^ 6hindatdm.

Imperative, ' Let mc cut/

Maiqi'U. dhinaddvahai

f^4<\V\\ dhinddthdm

(q^im*^ 6hinddtdm

Per/, ftrfia^, ftrfari^, ftrfca^; ftiftarf^i, frffta^ro, M^rw;
fafatf^, NftKfifd, f*rft*fi& . id Jto . %m|. 2na* Fm/. %r. -4or.

*tfWV«,^^357^, ^fcara ; ^feraff, ^f^wnrrH, ^rftswfinff ; *rftsHRf?,

*rfe^JT, <erf«$nfir. Prec. fsfRrta. Cbnrf. ^r^w. Pass., Pre*. fi$£r;

^4or. 3rd m^. irW^. Caus., Pre*. %^Tftr ; -4or. ^rpqftgjft . Des.

faf^awTfa, -ifc. Freq. ^feir, ^sftr. Part., Pre*, fsR^; A'tm.

ft[^R; Pfl*/ Paw. ft^; Pas/ Iwcfec/. fanST, -fOT; Pw/. Paw. i**l,

OTHER EXAMPLES OF CL. 7 IN THE ORDER OF THEIR FINAL LETTERS.

668. Root *n^ (special stems ^nT^, ^ra, see 347). Iw/. ^3T^ ' to

anoint/ 'to make clear/ Par. Pre*. *Rfor, wrfoj (296), wrfai;

^i^, ^**R(, 'sN^; OTiW(, WRT, *B^fa. Imjo/. ^TTTiPT, *T^ (294)'

wj^j; <crnj, *rninr, ^srisiT*; 'sriur, w^i, ^n^. Po/. ^stan*. /»»/»>•
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fPHtrfir, ^tfhf, tl«n$ ; «Wi|M, thir^, W^il* ; WTittt, *fall, Tff^. Per/,

mrt, wrcf^r or mim, wro; «wf«<t, wms<gt(,, wihj^j wtftw,

WTTO, ^ IH^- ist Ftit. ^forfw or qfamfat. 2nd Fut. xfenfa or

wf^m ifl. Jor.WTfiam^wg'fywwfy ^Tf^,&c.,sce4i8.B. Prec.

ffiUnp^ (453). Gond. mw* or tfffa*!*. Pass., Pres. Wj^ (4<59)j

/4or. yd sing. *nfa. Caus., Pre*, wymfa ; Aor. tnfaipi. Des. wfa-

fcpnfa. Part., Pre*. 'S^; Past Pass. w»; Past Indecl. vfsmj or

vm or WBT, -W3T ; P«<- P«»«- 'HUPT or tifaipq, wg^ftu, TOT or ^T.

a. Root ^ (special stems >J^, ^, 346)- *»/• **fl 'to eat,'

* to enjoy.' Par. and Ktm. Pres. iptfX >J*ft!J, Iprfai; tf*^> 3*^'

gar*(; «3R*r, fW, tfaftr- ^tm. $£, i$, W, i^» 9*™> 3*1*:

*j?nt, ^rii, ^. /mp/. ^^n^, *$^ (294),"^ ; *£*. *$**{>

WipST^; <W>J5H, W>pfi, ^TJ^. Xtm. Wgfa, Tt**^, TM*! 1>JSJt>,

*g*mrn, ^gim^; *»p»rfi?, w^t^, <&$**. Pot. ipti^. Am.

>pfhi. ImjB». >pinftT, sfa, ijif ; S'rare, i&n, p^; ^iw, ^,

g*^. A'tm. >p^, ^r, ijwi^; >pntrat, yawn, S*Tin*r; >fnnni

y«pt, «jsh^. Perf. jft*, ^Ttftro, ^u ;
jgftw, ^F^, ^OTU

^Jfwt, TF- *m- Ktm
-W1

' J****'^ ; "fin*' "*™' "*™
;

-ftm?, -fnw, -fifi 1st Put. xtmf*. Atm.>itw|. znrfP^.whwfo.

Atm. wiw. ^or. wif(, -sffy -*ffy wta. Wb^, -w^; wwHs?,

tmts, whg^. Atm. *sfa, n*^, *$*; «W% ^IH^.

wgnjTHT*; ^|W. «««^. W- jP*w# S1^ Atm
'^ -

(W.wita*. Xtm.wftwi. Pass, Pre*. 3^ ;^r. 3rrf*i»,7.wrftr.

Caus., Pre*. HtSNTfir,-*; Aor. WR^. Dcs. ^S^Tftl, -$• Freq.

wl«*t, *twtfw. Part., Pre*. »J^; Atm. fan; P«*< P«». *»;

P«*< InrfecZ. gw, -*w ; *w. P«w. «tow, *riHfct, >ftar or^ (574).
•

669. Root mr (special stems H^, *nj, 347)- W- «fl

'

to break -'

Par. Pres. mfa, w*fof, >mfii; M- ***l> *^ ; *"^' **"' *mftT'

J»^/. wnroi, wii (294), To! ;

,^^>^^"^ ;
wiw '

wra '

«^rm, >i«, «nrj. P«^ ««, ^^ or ^m, «nw; ^Jn,

HT^nft. ^or. wh^, -WK, -^: «fw. wnur^, -^;^
^,^^. Prec.^m(453)- Condom- V™- P™-**

(469) ; ^r. yd sing. *nftr. Caus., Pre*. Wlfc; ^or. Wl^.

Des-M^." Req. *!*,**• Part., Pre*.H^^ P««- Hn,

;

Past Indecl. 4« or HIT, -Wi *«• ^«»- ^» ^'^l, ,

670. Root jn (special stems g^, 1^, see 346). W> «Fl t0
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join/ 'to unite/ Par. and Atm. Pres. g«rfcf, gtfftf, &c. ; like g*^,

668.0. A'tm. g£, g%, &c. /»?__/: s^H^, *f?^f (294), ^g^;
T?g*J, &c, Atm. *?$fia, ^nj*W{, &c Po£. 5^TTH. Atm. g^fa.

Jmjw. g^mfir, xjfhf, 3*^; g^rre, &c. A'tm. xp$, $m, 3^?, &c.

Per/. tpfiir, yftfini, *pfa ;
gjftnr, &c. ; like g^, 668. a. Atm. fjir.

15/ 1<W. ^TftR. Atm. *rtan$. awe? P«</. xft^nftr. A'tm. ifa£.

Aor. ^igipv, -*% -*T^J -*TTC, -»RW, -1TTTTH; -STW, -iTiT, -*T^. Or

wftqn, -^ffy -t$\; ^^w, &c Atm. ^njfsj, wjptottj, ^5^5 ; ^*prf?,

&c. Free. g^ntra. Atm. g^ffa. CW. ^nfa^. Atm. ^^.
Pass., Pre*. *pij; _4or. 3rc? «tr?^r. ^TiftfiT, see 702. Caus., Pres. *jbr-

*nfa ; ^or. ^J^r*. Des. gfBjrfa, -T5f. Freq. *fhpr, Tfrftfof. Part.,

Pres. g^; A'tm. ipgra; Past Pass, p?; Pas* /rcdec/. guT, -gur;

i<W. Paw. ifhCT, *foreta, xfal or ift^T (574, 574- «)•

671. Root ^v (special stems ^ov, ^u, 344). Inf. ife* * to hinder/

Par. and A'tm. Pres. ^wftR, ^rfar, ^nfe; ^*W[, ^^(*, ^g"^*

;

F^> ^3 *> ^rftr. Atm. ^, ^,^ * ; ^s^, ^ire, ^mi

;

^wrl, ^|, F*^- Impf- ^rcro^, ^n^ or ^nq; (294), *rw^

(294); sn^ua, ^^*, w^gr^*; ^«*r, ^h^*\ ^*i^. A'tm.

^et^i, w^i^*, W3*; *i^«if?, ^^itot*, ^n^iTHm; ^^urf?,

i^s*, ^r^nr. Pot. jyum. A'tm. ^rta. Impv. ^wvt^t, ^fcs,

^3; ^rvre, ^pr*, ^57**; ^wut, ^3*, ^^5. A'tm. ^$,

F^> S^st**; ^njvrat, ^wtth, ^nirm; ^nvrct, T^pr, F*raT*T-

Per/, ^ttv, ^ttfiw, *tta; **fo*, ^^^, *F»W; ^w, *P*>

^g^. A'tm. ^, ^fa*i,^ ;
^ftn?, ^^, *W*; ^fw,

^fad, ^fvt 15/ Fut. Tt^TftR. A'tm. Thnt. 2nd Fut. dWTfa.

A'tm. ift£. Aor. *npv{, -^, -vr^; -W, -vi^, -^n^; ; -vnr, -Vfir, -v^.

Or ^WJ^t
W^ftfl^, ^rfflc^; ^th^, ^tNf^, ^U^I^J ^?^»?, TO^,

^3wj^. Xtm. tf^fw, ^TT3TC(, ^T^T ;
^r^f^, vM^rHW^, v^rtrtrTT^ J

^rwf?,^^^,^WH. Prec. ^miW[. Atm.^^ftTT. Cond. mteF{<

A'tm. ^PCti^. Part., Pres.'&b; Aor. yd sing. ^ftf. Caus., Pres.

tt>2RTfH; Aor. ^5^. Des. ^^rHlfH, -c&. Freq. t^T, 6ttfw.

Part., Pres. ^V^j Atm. ^¥H; Past Pass, ^f; Past Indecl. ^ST,

-^ifl; P«/. Pass, d^^, ^M^ft^T, d«r.

672. Root fi(Pl (special stems f^r?PT , fifh ) . -f«/. %^ ' to distinguish/

' to separate/ ' to leave remaining/ Par. Pres. fi^ff^, f^l«rfw > fitfffa

»

f?h^, f^C,f^ ; fi^, fip, f^ftr. Iwp/. frfijrsR^, vSqnf (
2 94)>

/ _ _____

* ^I^ may be written for ^^. Similarly, ^1 for ^T, &c. See 298. a.
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*f*r^
;
*f^r, wf^, *%**; ; ^hw, *%, *f^. p0/. f^.

Im/w.f^TOftr,f^ftror f^ftp (303, compare 345),fjRj; fifH^f^,

*fi**W,J¥*prp(; fipfiirfiw, fifffjro, f^r^. H/ *w. $irfer.

2»<* 2%/. wrftr. Ar. *fi^, -^, -^ ; .^r, .^ -^. _„m>
-HW, -^. Prec. %mr^. Cond. *$re^. Pass., Pm. f^; Aor.

yd sing. *$rfa. Caus., iVw, $wfa ; ^or. *qtff^. Des. f^f^nft.
Freq. $%^, $^hr. Part., Pres. fijhn^ Past Pass, ffa; Past

Tndecl. f^ryT, -f^PH ; Put. Pass, $re*r, STircftij, $ni.

673. Root f^[ (special stems %^, f^). Inf. f^ftr^ * to injure/

Par. Pres. f^rfe?, f^ffw*, fprfe; f?^, f?P^, f^; f?^,
f^W, f^rfcr. 7m//. *rf^nfl{, wf^l\ or *f^ (294, 304. a), <3?f^*r^;

^f^r, ^ft^, ^f?*n^; ^fim, ^f?^, *f?fi^. Po/. f?*n^. /w/w.

f^rrfir, f^fc* or f^faj (304), f^^ ; f^n«N, fi^, %n^; %*ro,
f^sr, ff^5. Perf. f*rf?* , ftffi^ftro, f*rf^* ; ftrf^ftnr, fiff?*^, fsrfV^j^;

ftrffftm, faf^r, ftrf?^. 1st Fat. iifmtfm. 2nd Put. fifwmf^.

Aor. ^rf?ftwj, srfftftq;, ^ftrtffy *rf|ftrer, ^f?ftre^, ^f^ftiET^; ^~
ftn*T, ^rf^ftre, ^ffftnrq;. Prec. fi^TTT^. Cond. *f#ro^. Pass.,

Pres. ftf**j ; Aor. yd sing. ^rfirfa. Caus., Pres. fihmrft; -^or. ^rf»f-

fi^OT. Des. fwf^ftTOTfa. Freq. $f?WT, ^f^ftR. Part., Pres. ff^;

Pas/ Pass, f^ftfir; P«s/ 7/z^c/. f^ftraT, -fV^T; Pm£. Paw. f^farPq,

fl^^fa, fro.

674. Root ^ (special steins ^, ijdf , ^, see 348). Inf. irff^H or

7T|iT * to injure/ ' to kill/ Par. Pm\ ^^ftr,3^ (306), gqrft (305. a)

;

i^> p^, 3^ (29s - *); t*H> W> t^- ImPf-W1^ W*l
(294), tt^tt; ^ar, *ps*r, ^p»ti?; ^, ^p, *^. Po*.

T^TW. /rojw. ^Tfa, ^fr* (see 306. c), fCT*; 7[*0^, FS*, gw*f;

P^fW, p&, "5^5- P^/ iTHt, fTrTff/ZI or ifrft, cHTf J r^f^T, »^^,
H^^; H^R, ffj?, W^. I*/ *W. irCiTTfW or TT^Tfw. 2»rf Ftt/.

irftnrTfiT or TT^TfH. ^or. wwfivf, -^ -^5 "ft^» -ft^«"^;

-f^Nr, -%, -ff^. Or ^nsri?, -^n, -^; -^r, -^srir, -^srnf
;
-ww,

-W?T,-^. Prec.^rwr. Co^.wrfturirorWW'r. Pass., Pm.^ ;

^or. 3rrf 5%. wrff. Caus., Pw. ?T^nf^; Aor. m*t^ or irifl^.

Des. finTftnTf* or fiqpfjfi?. Freq. 1R^, irtlrf* (3^ «^. ^Tft)-

Part.,M ^; Pcrf P««. (305- a
) V' Pasi Indecl^m °T^T>

-^T; Fut. Pass, irff1W or n»T, wttfhr, ^ff-

* Final ^ S preceded by a or d remains unchanged before the terminations «i

and se; see 62. i.
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EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE FIFTH CLASS,

EXPLAINED AT 349.

6j$. Root ^ vri. Infin. ^ftjH varitum or *pflg*\varitum, ' to cover/

* to enclose/ ' to surround,' ' to choose */

Note, that the conjugational *j nu becomes jjj nu after ^ vri by 58.

Parasmai-pada. Present Tense, ' I cover/

^nftf vrinomi *W*\ vrinuvas f ^JF^ vrinumas %

^infa vrinoshi 1*3^ vrinuthas ^jpj vrinutha

^ftfa vrinoti ^3 rtH Vfinutas ^^f*fT vrinvanti

Imperfect, ' I was covering/ or * I covered/

«i*|«tl«l*J avrinavam

^TQl^ avrinos

[ avrinot

^l^jJT avrinuma
\\

th*\w\ avrinvun

^P^P avrinuva §

^njXJrP^ avrinutam

^H^Jin^ avrinutdm

Potential, ' I may cover/

^Pll^ vrimydm ^JJITO vrinuydva YJ*1TH vrinuydma

YQF^ vrinuyds T^
7*1*^ vrimiydtam ^^TTT vrinuydta

Y$mi[vrinuydt ^^[Hl^vrinuydtdm ^tflftvri?iuyus

Imperative, ' Let me cover.
5

I^I^Tftf vrinavdni ^*!ffiV% vrinavdva ^WTW vrinavdma

^J t?ri«w ^3^ vrinutam ^Jlf vrinuta

^TtlJ vnnota W^ vrinutdm 7^3 vrinvantu

Per/. (369) spnt, *nHJ (Vedic) or ^nrftjl (see 370), WT; *np, wg^,

*renj^; ^H, ^T, T^ or *re^T. 1st Put. (392. d) ^rfcnfar or

^ITTftR (393). md Put. M(<unfa or ^rfhqrfR (393). ^or. **nfal*,

^Rrtt^, *rh^; ^^rft1^, ^RTfts*, ^nfraw; ^n?Tft*T, wnfts, w-
ft^;. Prec. ftmfl^ or ^*h*W (448. b). Cond. ^fojp? or *retf*T*

.

Atmane-pada. Present Tense, * I cover/

3$ vrinve ^3^ vrinuvahe * *
'J^P^f vmiumahe 1

1

TOM vrinushe ^Wn vrinvdthe ^J** vrinudhve

^JJn vj-inute ^i&w vrinvdte ^&H vfinvate

* In the sense of ' to choose/ this root generally follows cl. 9 ; thus, Pres.

*j*Ulfa, ^Olfa, ynifir; ^ifl^, &c. See 686.

t Or ^TF^ vrinvas. J Or^^ vrinmas. § Or ^TR avp.""1 -

||
Or ^BFJJW avrinma.

H ^«ft is sometimes written with long rt in wmcn ca8e 374- * may De apPlie(1 -

** Or ^pj| vrinvahe. tt Or ^PH* vriiimahe.
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Imperfect, ' I was covering/ or ' I covered/

^HWTfif avrinumahi f

^T3&P^ avririudhvam

^l^wn avrinvata

^ft*rfi£ vrinvimahi

^Fftlel^ vrinvtdhvam

^WR«^ vrinviran

H*am*i^ vrinavdmahai

^J**p^ vrinudhvam

^«trtl^ vrinvatdm

^ftflf avrinvi *<^tyN(V avrinuvaki *

^^JJW^ avfinuthds xi^ixii^ avrinvdthdm

^TOJiT avrinuta V*.<j<mrt.^ avrinvdtdm

Potential,
i

I may cover.
5

SHJ^mT vrinviya 4(1^1^ vrijivivahi

^ vrinvi'thds ^TpfrfTOTH vrinviydthdm

Ivfinvtta ^phHifl'^ vrinviydtdm

Imperative, ' Let me cover/

f vrinavai ^BfflR?* vrinavdvahai

YH^ vrinushva ^W^H^ vrinvdthdm

TOfTPT vrinutdm ^qifll*^ vrinvatdm

Per/. w% (369) or ^J, ^, ^ or Wi; ^f*t, wd, 3inft;

cpjH^, ^, ^ftfr. 15/ F^. ^fanl or ^WT?. 2nd *W. ^fiA or

tttc(; fnrfip*f?, Ww^ or -ftpn, ^fonr. Or vrtft, wtar^, &c.

Or ^fa, ^^, ^*; wprf?, ^w^, n^nrpj, "snpf^, ^a^,

^UK . Or *^ft, ^fm, *"ft ; wf^fe fl^nrr^, ^titt^ ; *f*f?,

*^, WftlT* Pr«\ ^fttfa or ^fta or ^fa (448 - *)• Cow^ *****

or"Wt^. Pass., Pm, ftro; ^or. 3^ sing. SRTft. Caus., Pw.

Wnfa or -^, or W^Tf* or -5 ; Aor. ssnfcrc^. Des. fsrcftmfa or -^,

fWNlft or \ l^Tft or -* (jo3 ). Freq. Wft (
5 1

1 )
or *$, rtfi.

Part, Pm. ^; A'tm. ^H; W^^if; Port /»«*<?/. jut,

-^g; FttJ. P<m. ?fb^T or ^ttflsr, TOfa, ^-

OTHER EXAMPLES OF CL. 5 IN THE ORDER OF THEIR FINAL LETTERS.

676. Root ^1 (special stems Tfluft, ^, see 352). /n/. *frt <to

hear/ Par. Pm. jpftfc, q*/ffil, ^Wr ; W*t or 3pR^, W^,

«*flp or *np*, *W^, *WTt; *W or *W> *W> *V^'

Pot ^3^. /m^. Tpmft, JRJ, ^3;^ W' W 1^
^pw, TOT, **» *"/• (3^9) I*w> ***>^ ***'52'

t 1 is sometimes written with long n, in which esse 374. 1
may be appM.

§ This root is placed by Indian grammarians under the I* class.
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TO^in^. Tree. ^*1PH^. Cond. wfal^. Pass., Pres. ^; Aor,

yd sing. ^TOTfa. Caus., Pres. ^nwfa; Aor. isfjllSH^ or WSM^jt,

Des. W$. Freq. sfojjr, ^foftfa or ^ffaptffa. Part, Pres. ^pp^;

Past Pass, sjit ; Pas/ Indecl. ^jrjt, -sjw ; i*\t. Pass, ^"taro, snrcfiX

6] 7. Root ^* (special stems igjft, >jg). //?/. trf^g^ or ^5^ 'to

shake/ 'to agitate.
5

Par. and A'tm. Pres. ^pftfa, ^*ftfa, ^fftftf;

S3*> *3*J f3** or ijpri iprt, i&ik;^ or ^, jgft, ^.
7?w/?/. st^tc^, ^rffy ^ft^ ;

^g^r or ^r^rf, ^r^gpn^, ^JHT^ ; *^p
or *}£*, *^JW, *>£^. Xtm. ^far, ^g*TT^, ^3*5 'W^ or

^prf^, ^prrm^, *^nrn^; *f3*f?, *^g^> *>pnr. Po*. ^g^.
A'tm. ^fa. Mpv. iprnfir, ijg, fjftg ; >piTO, >jg^, ^gm^; ipraw,

*3*> ??*5- ^tm
- ^> ?3^» ^3^5 T^i Tpror*, ^nrn?;

fjro*t> ^***> li?**^ -P^/- (374. </) Jvr, jvftro or jvta, jvrc;

5^H $$m> WW, 5 5*^ P*> PR* Atm
- SS*. P^> 5S*

'

5$fa$, JP™> rf^TT* ; J^ftnl, 5?ft^ or -|, ^ft>. is* jFW. vft-

ITTftR or ^tinftR. Atm. vfamt or vhn| . 2nd Fut. xfamfa or vfaTfa.

Atm. vfa«T or vHit. Aor* wrftnw, «nmfa{, ^vrtfy ^vrftr^r, *vr-

fro^, wrfireT* ; 'snnftr*, wnfro, wrfaij^. Or W*w, -tfl^, -tfl^;

W*f, ^nfhnr, -sm ; W*f, *tfte, W^. A'tm. ^fafa, ^irfasi^,

^mfcrcr ; ^niftrarff, wrfomn*, -^mw ; *mftnirf?, srofwir (-<?*), *re-

fatnr. Or wftft, ^nihTT^, whr ; wW^, ^?vfaren*, -"rttith ; ^J^farff

,

whf*, ,

tfVtan. Prec. ^TORH. Atm. \ffaxrta or vtrfa. GW. w-
faapc or ^nft"«lH. Atm. <snrf3*i or ^rvft 1^. Pass., Pres. ^; Aor.

yd sing, *rvrfa. Caus., Pres. i}rpnfc or VT^rarfa ; Aor. ^3fi*^*r or

^W^. Des. I^Tfir, -^. Freq. ^^5, ^>ftfH or rftv^fn. Part.,

Pre*, ijj^; Atm. ^th ; Past' Pass. ^ or yr; P«.9^ J^ec/. ijrjt,

-^5 ; Pw^. Paw. vf^ff^i or \ftn^r, V^fhl, m«r or MR.

a. Like ^may be conjugated g 'to press out Soma juice/ which

in native grammars is the model of the 5th class ; thus, Pres. g«ftfa,

&c. The two Futures reject i ; 1st Fut. *fhnftR, &c

678. Root ^ or *£t (special stems *?rcft, ^5). Inf. ^rftg^ or

* This root may also be tpftfa &c, and also in the 9th class; Fres. ^ifa,

ynfa, ^TTfir; ^ft^, &c; see 686: and in the 6th (^ifa 280). In the

latter case the Aor. is *H$fW^, &c ; see 430.

t This root may also be conjugated as a verb of the 9th class; thus, Vks,

^pnfa, ^jnnftr, ^rorfir ; *j*!rtM^, &c. See 686.
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W^or^'to spread," to cover.' Par ami Vtm „ ^

Aim. wftPT or ,**. ^, WT^^ &c J-

** IrT^ "** ~^ ;^ "H -M; «m», -t, -k.
Aim. Wftft orW1ft or ^ft, or «tfft Pm,^ or^J}
Atm.^or*fWhor*Wfo. GW.^f^or^tf^. AtmWfw or **«*. Tass., P™. (467) tff; ^or . 3rd ^. WTft>
Caus., Pres. ^TOTfo ; ^r. *fir^ or *nT*rr^. Des. ftartarfe, -%

;

or firctfhnfil, -*; or fircftiife, -* Freq. vrcft or asftif, m*rf* or

nfcrfit. Part, Pres. *rm\ ;
Atm. ^r ; Past Pass. *j* or *fa5

(534) 5
Past Jndecl. H^T, -*ft§, -i5Tm ; Fm*. PflM . HftrTO or h^OT

or Hff*T, mTjfal, STT^.

679. Root ^* (special stems jnft, ST^, *I^r). Inf.^V to be

able/ Par. Pres. ^RJtft?, ^ftftr, ^astfw; ST§^, TjrgP^, $rgnn(;

snp% snp, ^i^r-d. impf va\x$\% *wfy ^srafy ^qp, ^135-

^, ^rf?n^; ^rf*, ^p*, *$rf^l- Po*. snpn^. /«?;w. Sfrarnfa,

SJffie, sratjj; SfiSRra, snjm^, ^m^; sra^ro, 31^, sr^ng. Per/.

$r$rro, ^farc or $r$rw, s^nra; ^iftR, $'«**j^> $^3^; ^farc, sfa, snp{.

1*/ 2<W. $nw%. 2/*d Pwf. ^nft- ^or. ^i^, -^, -^; -^Knr,

-fa*^, -?T^; ^fa**T, -fa?, -f^np^. Prec. jrwra^. ttmrf. ^^T^.

Pass., Pres, ^rci? ; ^4o?\ yd sing. ^Tfa. Caus., Pm. ^rreRTfa; Aor.

*$ft$R^. Des. fiprfainfa or f^Tfa, -$t (503)- Fre(
l- P*»

^Tfw or ^T^ftT. Part., Pre*. SHpiH Atm. $nprH; Pfld P«m.

SHU; Part Tntfecl. ^rw, -IF**; Put. Pass. $ra*l, jHRta, srw.

680. Root ^V (special stems ^ift, ^, ^p()- ^/- *^ <to

prosper,5
'to flourish/ 'to increase/ Par. Pres. ^fa, ^tffa,

i?utfw
; ^^, ^^, ^yrf^ ; ^y^, ^p*, ^5^^. Imnf- («i. «)

* ^ is also conjugated in the 4th class, Parasmai and A'tmane (Pres. ^TWTftl

&c., ^PR) ; but it may then be regarded as a Passive verb. See 461. b.

t This form of the Des. generally means ' to learn,' and is said by some to come

from a root %ST
Q q 2
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wuhfl(, to^, *nrify; ysnfp, ^rrgif^, ^tfrn^; *ro|*, wrjjn, *niN«(.

Pot. ^pi^. Impv. ^innfa, ^?, Wg; wn*r, igr^, -m^

^w, ^?r, ^ipj. Per/. *r§, *RfH wt5; ^rcfjftrc, wprg^
wjvijft; ^fw, isfjv, ^nj^. ist Fut wfthnftR. 2w</ P«/. *

"

*nfa. ^or. *nffa^, wnflfy wify tnffo, ^fifa^, -^ ; tnftfo?.

*nffe, ^nfthjq;. Or wfy -3q;, -§^; -5rr, &c. Prec ^urra^,

Cowo\ trrfw^. Pass., Pres. ipk ; ^4or. 3rd sing. mffi. Caus., Pm.

wnft; Aor. ^nffv^. Des. *?ffft?HTft or ^hfa (503). Part., Pm,

^Tpn^; Past Pass. ^3; Pa*/ /wctec/. vftftT or ^ffT, -^«? ; Fut. Pass,

^fv?raT, iriHhr, ^m.

681. Root *n^ (special stems TOft, ^TTJ, *mp[). -V- ^rgV to

obtain/ Par. Pres. ^rnftf^r, ^njftfa, ^nrftfcT; tott^, ^nTTCp^, ^n^R^;

iiJJHty WW, TOpfcr. Impf. ^ttt^, wm^, ^rrefy ^rcp, ^n^rr^,

-ffT^; TOTgH, ^RTTgrT, ^BTOpPJ. Pot. WXm*{. Impv. ^RTfa, ^TTJjf?,

w?ftg; w^re, ^tt^tp^, -kt^; wim^ii, ^rnjfl, wtoi^* P«/. ttht,

^TTft^, ^ro; ^ufor, «mj^, itoj^; ^Tftro, ^btto, "sn^. 1*/ P«/.

^Trnfipr. 2nd Fut. wwifa. Aor. ^stto^, ^?nw(, ott^; ^rrora, ^rnm^,

-HFJ; WITH, *mnr, WF(. Pr<?c. ^TOT*^. Cond. ^T^q^. Pass.,

Pre*, ^stto ; Aor. yrd sing. ^\fq. Caus., Pres. ^nwfa ; Aor. 'snfwj.

Des. (503) ^nfa. Part., Pres. w^; Pa*/ P«5«. ^mr; Pas/ Traded

*n*T, -^?r*f; Fut. Pass. TOTJP*!,
1

5?TQ«fhf, W*.

a. Root ^?$I (special stems wsh, ^J,
^BTCpr). ŵ/* ^Wl or ^?^

'to obtain/ 'to enjoy/ 'to pervade/ Atm. Pres. ^f^
t
W^

9
^STSTfT;

^rcpc?, m%qi<l , ^r?pn^ ; *ng*?, wror, wjj^. Iw^/. *?rejfa, wgpmj;,

^TOffi; W^pff, ^T^PIT^, WOTTiTT^; ^TT^rf? , OTJJWJ, WJpTfT. Pot.

w?prN. Impv. wm, *rcpr, ^rcpn^; *wit, «q<u«iit, wniwj;

Wn*t, *rappj, mart in - ^erf- (36 7- c) w-^t, wrfsrc or ^tftcf,

*fR3TJ W»Tf^t or m«|q< (371), WT^, WM'JIlii; WTfijP^ or

WR^t, WlfilTd or ^R^, ^Rfi^ft. 15/ 2^/. ^f^IHT^ or Vfr|.

2wc? Pw/. ^%^ or T^. ^for. ^nftj, ^fm^, 'WTCJ 'wwf?, ^?n^^,

^n^Tcrnr; «ivs*if^, w«pt, ^rr^T. Or ^Tfijrft, ^TfipT^, ^rf^;

m f^iMfig, fiTfipniPT, fnflpwwir ; *Tf^p*f>, ^rw, w%^?r. Pw.

wftfr^il or wtfto. Cond. wf$*l or *m^. Pass., Pres.^ j
Aor.

yd sing. ^rT%. Caus., Pres. wyptffa ; ^or. ^t%^jt. Des. wfyfyq.

Freq. W\\ \y\ (511. a). Part., Pre*. ^m^[; P«s^ Paw. *rf$nr or

^?; Pa*/ IndecL yxfqffl or ^r?T, -W^T; Fut. Past ^f$m or ^FaT,
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mMPLES0FPTxzsrr™™'^
68*. Root,*,,-. Inf5„.^Varfemi<t0(lo ,

(355)

Pabasmai-pada. Present Tense, 'I do'
*tiftkaromi ^* kurvas ,*-*,
«?*»* ^^wAo, ^WAa«**"* mntfante ^^

Imperfect, <I was doing/ or <I did/

***i<^T akaravam

*raTC^a*aro£

T akurma
(73)

"^^fl akuruta

^ft'K akurvan

akunm (73)

Potential, ' I may do/ &c.

f*^ toy* f*HH*.^fl« jfa faryrffa

3^ few** ^4nnir *Bryrf/rfm ^^^
Imperative, ' Let me do/ &c.

W^nftr*«rew^i WCTW*flrflr^a TOTOtorffroW

*ttg karotu ^HTH *Mr^/m ^ * kurvantu

Perfect, < I did/ or * I have done/

^RuT <5a*ara (368) ^^T Mriva ^PJI? Mm/m
^Rp5 ^akartha ^3^ Mrathus *T% fakra

jFiW Future,
i
I will do/

*nrfW kartdsmi ^m^ kartdsvas ^m^ kartdsmas

wfa ^ar^st 3iSTO^ kartdsthas ^8to kartdstha

™T *arta' ^#TCT kartdrau «FSrc*{ kartdras

Second Future, * I shall do/

^TWrfa karishydmi «*(V««iq^ karishydvas ^iftmi*^ karishydmas

^ft*?far kariskyasi «fifb»T^ karishyatkas

™v*tfW karishyati cUft*Mrit( karishyatas

^f^'q karishyatha

<wXtqf»ff karishyanti

* ^1*1, ?*^H' ^^"j &c -> would he equally correct ; see 73. An obsolete form

$fn for ^f^fa is found in Epic poetry.
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^ToRT^ akdrsham

WSrtft^ akdrshts

Aorist, < I did/

^H*M akdrshva

^«fcl8*( akdrshtam

^T«Rm^ akdrshtdm

vf<«i«fi akdrshma

^HRIS akdrshta

*8*m\*\ akdrshus

Precative or Benedictive, ' May I do/

ffl»Ml«*\ kriydsam fUTOUST kriydsva

fflTOTO^ kriydstam

faWTFTT^ kriydstam

fflRTO kriydsma

fWHIft kriydsta

f^ixrrg^ kriydsus

Conditional, ' I should do.'

WRftWr akarishyam ^raft*RTO akarishydva xnmi^mn akarishydma

^cfiPW^ akarishyas ^T^ftWin^ akarishyatam

*WarfX*tf(akarishyat ^Rft^iTT^ akarishyatam

^TeRfn'RT akarishyata

vtqif^u|f^ akarishyan

683. Atmane-pada. Present Tense, ' I do.'

^f fcurve (73) ^g%? kurvahe ^H* kurmahe

^^l4 kurudhve<J^M kurushe Tj^TO kurvdthe

^qln kurvdte "$Wn kurvate

Imperfect,
i

I was doing/ or ' I did/

W$fq a*wm (73)

*<9*^ 1*
1
akuruthds

W^iT akuruta

^J^fa kurviya

QtRv\\\ kurvtihds

^^fK kurvtia

W*3 karavai

$*$**< kurushva

Q^tuHkurutdm

*fk fakre

^l^TC fakrishe

TBI (fflitre

>«ojjqf^ akurvahi

W %%\W*{ akurvdthdm

^^kTW\ akurvdtdm

Potential, ' I may do/

Ty«flfaf^ kurvtvahi

^ff<NW[ kurviydthdm

$«ITmiiii^ kwviydtdm

WJ^fi^ akurmahi

^Tj^tKp^ akurudhvam

^iT akurvata

*pflfaf|f kurv(mahi

TJT^fer^ kurvidhvam

$ <iK«\ kurviran

Imperative,
f Let me do/

c|T^n^ karavdvahai "WWH^ karavdmahai

^Hitll*\ kurvdthdm ^jW
x
kurudhvam

$\(1\*{kurvdtdm qfltw* kurvatdm

Perfect,
i

I did/ or ' I have done/

^^ 6akrivahe ^*f*i^ takrimahe

HW& dakrdthe
1*$ dakridhve

f 6akrdte ^f»t <fe*rtre
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cfirhf kartdke

futTft kartdse

Wf kartd

<*IV»c karishye

«HK*qi karishyase

<KPdW karishyate

First Future, < I will do/

*STO| kartd.wahe <^m^ kartdmahe

*h*W kartdsdthe ^£ kartddhve

*Sn§ *arfa/m cfif^ kartdms

Second Future, « I shall do.'

*ftW^ karishydvahe uftrqr^ karishydmahe

^WH karishyethe

^U*in karishyete

^V^ karishyadhve

^•KWff karishyante

^piT^ akrithds

^f
*lfa krisfriya

^f«fttfT^ krisMshthds

^pST? krisMshta

^nrfT'CT akarishye

Aorist, < I did.'

*fsrfi? akrishvahi SKpsf^ akrishmahi

^*WW akrishdthdm ^jfJ* akridhvam

WfHTiTW akrishdtdm *^ifif akrishata

Precative or Benedictive, < May I do/

^ftfl^ff krisfo'vahi ^tfaf^ krisMmahi

f^fajTOT* krislriydsthdm aptftlcJH krishidhvam

SpMfainsn* krisMydstdm ^nftt^ krishiran

Conditional,
' I should do/

^^TO^a£am%/ya^ ^f<C*?Wf$r akarishydmahi

^P^q X4l^ akarishyathds "^foxm^akarishyethdm ^cRflTWlT akarishyadhvam

^«HK«4fl akarishyata ^^T^CXV^ akarishyetdm 'STqFfO^fT akarishyanta

Pass., Pres. fin^j ^or. 3rd mw^. ^ofiift (701 )- Caus., Pre*.

"SRRmft; ^or. ^sreffa^. Des. •factftrfa, -^ (502). Freq. ^ffa,

^%fS or *»fr*ifi? or ^W>? or *sr3rctfa or ^qfrs&ttfir or ^nifarrlfa (Pap.

vii. 4, 92). Part., Pre*. Tjt"^; A'tm. f^NI; P^ P^s. *J?f; P«*/

J^ec/. fi^n, -fW; P«*. P«w. ^TO, TOfta, ^.

684. Only nine other roots are generally given in this class. Of these the

commonest is IT^'to stretch/ conjugated at 583. The others are, ^rr'to go/

Tp^ and fopr^ '
to kill ' or ' to hurt/ "^n ' to shine/ lj^[

* to cat grass/ ^ ' to

imagine/ Xtm.; ^ 'to ask/ ^ 'to give/ As these end in nasals, their

conjugation resembles that of verbs of cl.
tf

at 673 ; thus—

685. Root ipr
N
(special stems ^>, Jflj). /»/. ¥^3^ '

to kill/

'to hurt/ Par. and A'tm. Pres. ^rfrfiT, *R>fa, W^*; W*l> &c-

Atm. ^, ^?jp, &c. Imp/, w?|W{, *wti% &c -
A'

tm
- **%.

Pof. *f*pn^. A'tm. ^H Jf»/w. ^*nfa. A'tm. ^j|. Per/.

^. A'tm. **$, *qM, *nph *rerfrrai*W^ ^^t?; *wftn&
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*rcjfrr£, ^TBfftri^. ist Fut HjfltMifer. Atm. ^ftnn|. 2nd Fut.

Bfftr«nfH. Atm. TSffora. Aor. ^rarftj^, -*ofa{, -*tf\\', ^fUjftu^, -ftre%

-ft^; WBfftn*r, -forar, -ftp*^. Atm. *rcgrftrfa, 'cn^ftrer^ or to^ht^

(424. c), wBffti? or TOfir ; *rcffopzrf?, -farcm^, -
ftgmrfi^; qqftra ng,

-fora^, -ftnnr. Prec, Tpgra^. Atm. ^forifa. Cond. *^frnq*{.

Atm. WKjftnuj. Pass., Pres. ^ppi ; Aor. $rd sing. ysTftfw. Caus., Pres.

TSfTOTOTfT; -4or. ^rf^T!i^. Des. faHfftijtufiT, -W. Freq. ^nsji, *reffiw.

Part., Pm. ^fjflr^; Atm. qwM ; Past Pass, "bjtt; Pa*J hided ^T
or sjfrraT, -T^w; Pw/. Pass. T|fonr*i, BfT»j»fl^, ^TXPT.

EXAMPLES OF PRIMITIVE VERBS OF THE NINTH CLASS,

EXPLAINED AT 356.

686. Root g yu. Infin. *rfaip^ yavitum,
l

to join/ ' to mix/

Parasmai-pada. Present Tense, ' I join/

JrilfH yundmi if^^l yun^ms ^l!»i^ yunimas

JpTrfa ywnrfsi 3»ft^ yunithas Tpfa yunttha

^W^nyundti *£<{l([\yunitas "tplfa yunanti

Imperfect, ' I was joining/ or ' I joined.'

'W^ttjM ayundm ^Jrffa ayuntoa ^J^ffa ayuntina

vhm*\\H ayunds WpftTW ayunitam ^Jn«?T ayunita

Vt$A\A ayundt Sh3 *fl 11 l*J ayuntidm W^<\i{ayunan

Potential, ' I may join.'

*J«fan*T yuniydm 3*ffaTO yuniydva ^«lim*l yuniydma

JpTfaT^ yuniyds J'HtMl'ri* yuniydtam {JiImih yuniydta

^^imnyuniydt ^ *l1 *4 1 it 1*1 yuniydtdm ^t^yuniyus

Imperative,
i Let me join/

^•Trff yundni $1'^ yundva 5*^ yundma

TpftfiZ yunihi Q*\\ti^yun{tam ^*\\ti yuntia

IpRftyundtu tpftlW^yunttdm *p{*§yunantu

Per/. pre, ftfto or gifa, ymr; fjfor, JflVjR, -*p[; 33ft*,

gyr, gg^. 15/ P^. xrf^r?rrfieR or xftwrfa*. 2^ P^. Trftpqifa. ^or.

,
* Some authorities give <itflif«f &c. as the only form. See Laghu-kaum. 724.



687.

jfiyune

3*fft yunishe

JpfTH yunite
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A'tmane-fada. iW„^ ,

j join/

I/^er/ec/, * I was joining/ or <
I joined/
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1 yunate

^njnWi? ayuntmahi

**lpftW{ayun{dhvam

^npTTf ayunata

gffW^ yunimahi

g'ft^ yunidhvam

§*\\K*\yuniran

*$f* ayuni ^ffM^ ayunwahi

Potential, ' I may join/

^fhn^ yunithds yft*mn^ yuniydthdm

g^ftiT yimfla J^hffifT* yumydtdm

Imperative, ' Let me join/

3^ yMnfl* ^Tn| yundvahai g^T*?| yundmahai

*jtfim yunitdm Tpm*yundtdm TpW* yunatdm

P*f- M$> 33^> 3F; 3?fW, m^> If™*'* W***> W*$
or "f>33^- i*t Fut.itfyn^. wdFut.nfait. Aor. wqfarft, -fTOT*(»

-fa?; srorfaRjfa, *rofatrroi^, -tnin^; wifirof^, -ft^ or -fa^, -fire*.

Prec. irfrrthT. CW. ^iffa^. Pass., Pre*. ^; 1*/ Pw/. ^nf^iTT%;

-4or. yrd sing. wfo. Caus., Pm. qmTfa; Aor. srthnTC(. Des.

5^nfa or ftnrftpnfa. Freq. it$, tfiftfa or xftoifa. Part., Pres.

g^; ittm. g^TPT; Pfl*/ Pam. gw; Past Indecl. gr*rr, -gw; Fm/. Pass.

*TfaiP*T, ^n*fhr, *iro or Jisq.

OTHER EXAMPLES OF CL. 9 IN THE ORDER OF THEIR FINAL LETTERS.

688. Root $tt (special stems *THT, *TH% *IT^, 361). !«/'. ^rnpj * to

know/ Par. andi^tm. Pres. *n*nfa, "STRTfa, *TT«ttfiT; WRT^, *THN*{,

^Ntrl^; *TFfta*{, sn^ta, ITT^rfnT. A'tm. stt%, ^rnfft, sn^flH; TfRfair,

•iitfii), *trt?t; m^ffat, wrUs, wpw. Imp/. ^htt^, *nrram, ^wt^ttt ;

**Rfa, ^nr^n, ^ti^t^; **n?fts, *n*Trhr, isnn^. A'tm. **nfa,

wrrtftn^, TOTRftr ; *n»TRfaf?> ^TRmr^, *sthttitc(; *nn*W?, w-
'fta^, ^nmnr. Po/. whn*(. A'tm. srprfa. Impv. srreTfa, wftfi,

*mr$; strr, iTT^h^, m^T^; *Hm, ^trttt, *ra*r. A'tm. snft,

Perf. (373) w^n\ ^fiSTC or TTSTC,^ ;
*f^, W^ft,Wt J *?**, **,

*^. AW h$, nfift, ir§ ; ^r^i ^"^> ^*; 1Tf^^ ,rtW»^*
1*/ Fut. ^rnnftR. awrf A/. ?TOTft?. ^ (433) WTf^, ^^T^,
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wrffy **Tf*re, wftn?^, -it^; ^rTftw, -fas, -fa^. Atm. **Tfa,

^rr^n^, *?rer; ^rrof^, >s^rRT^, -wi^; *sraf?, wra*{, ^wx.

Tree. fMl¥*{ or ^1^19^. Atm. tfflfcr. Cond. W^m^ Atm. W^.
Pass., Pres. (465. a) 51$ ; Per/. tT$ (473) ; 1*/ Fut. ^T?IT% or irrfwr%

(474) ; 2nd Fut. ^im or $Tfa^ ; ^or. 3rd $%. WTfa. Caus., Pra.

inwfa or gqinfa ; .^or. *rfin8ro(. Des. fulfil (-STfa, Epic). Freq.

WW, ^l^nfa or »niifa. Part., Pre*, HT^; Atm. URTC ; P<wf Pass.

^mr; P«sJ /rcdec/. grar, -^ni; Fa/. Paw. ^ttr, sn*Wfa, $nr.

689. Root ^ (special stems ifrm, *Wt, iftw, 358. a). In/ W?{ '
to

buy/ Par. and Atm. Pres. "sfanfa, -gSt^nf^, sfanfir ; *tafaq[, 1<WH|^,

Mn^; *sMi% ifoffo, ifarftr. Atm. iftij, iMft, ifoftir; tWN^,

i^iot, store; sfarffat, Tfttftd, ifanr. Im/*/. *rtfann, wstan^,

writon^; *rtfhfta, ^staftii^, irtWhiT*(; vtftafar, wSWhr, wsBupt.

Atm. *nftftr, *nftqftarc(, ^n<Whr; *sfaiN?, *rthDi*n^, ^rttaron*;

idWW?, ^rtENftwrR, mfim. Pot. jftvftm*. Atm. lMfa. Iw/w.

rftoftr, ifttftf?, lAnrrs; store, sfaftrw, ifafhn*; store, Aitci, sfau^.

Atm. sfr§, stota, stofaT*; store!, storore, storey; *toroi,

stota*, stolire. Per/. (374. e) fwf, ftmfiw or fasw, fawn;

fafaftre, fafsro^q;, fafsragq;; f^finftm, Ww, fafsg^. Atm. fafsro,

ftfaifirt, Msra ; fafstftres, fafsrcre, -utt* ; fafstfw, Wwftid or -£,

fafinfift. 1st Fut. mifw. Atm. fen?. am* Fa*, wfa. Atm.

ifrcr. ^or. *r$ra*, -*fN[, -^; ^w, -w, -st*; "*»tw, -f, -y(.

Atm. *Sifa, -?tt{, -?; *fearf?, -utoih, -wth; ia$r^, *Siyc, *iwnr.

Prec. sfaTS*. Ktm. fefN. Cond. *SW*. Atm. *ssto. Pass.,

Pres. sffa; ^4or. 3rd «%. <3Sfrfir. Caus., Pres. ^iM'-MifH ; Aor. ^sfasN*.

Des. fasfaTfa, -^. Freq. ^afts, ^sfa or ^Sistt*. Part., Pres.

W&\', Atm. stoH; Past Pass, jgtn; Po^ /wrfec/. Ufa, -Sifa;

Fw/. Paw. itap>l, WHtfti, STO.

690. Like Ht is ift
* to please/ Pres. itonfa ; Atm. jffcil, Caus.,

Pres. itoreTfa or STSSlfa ; Aor. ^sm^ or <af<nto*{*. Des. fwfalfa.

Freq. qift^.

691. <J
(special stems ijTn, i|?ft, cj^, 358), 'to cut/ follows £,

*to purify/ at 583; thus, Pres. «pnfa; Atm. 75^. Pot. (J^ftin^;

Atm. 15^^. Per/. 7jc5T*i; Atm.
<J<5^.

is^ Fw/. c*ftnnftR. wd

Fut. Fjft'onf^. ^4or. mfHfw
fr

692. Root^ (special stems ^TMT, "TOt, ^). Iw/. t(7&\ * to bind.
5

* Forster gives ^rftnTO^; Westergaard, ^fWhu^.
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Pa, Pres.^^wfi; ^,^,^.^^
TOt?^, -ttt^; *rwr, ^iftw, wg. Per/, »**,, ^wfera or to* or ihrt
(298. a), *R^; *rt*a;, „^ ^^ ^^^ ^^
is* F^. iFSTfa. 2wtf F«/. H^nfyf (299. fl). Aor. mro^ (299*0),

Prec. ^flm^. CW. *>n*P{. Pass., Pra, (469) ^. Caus., Pre*.

VWWfa; Aor.?BTST*P{. Des. fwRtffi? (299. a). Freq. *mnd, trrefa*,

*T*Rftft. Part., Pres. te^; Pfl*f P<m.^ ; Past Indecl -^t, -to;
Fw/. Pass. T&gm, *RPffa, *RJJ.

693. Root ypzr (special stems jjtjt, Jjsjt, ij^g, 360). ////. ijfaflj^

* to string/ < to tie.' Par. Pres. J^Tfa, gf^Tftl , Tj^rfjt ; u^faq;, U^faq;,

trfa^; uy\«n> w$N, jrtf*. Impf. ^ir*\\, *aum,*n^ ; ^u^hr,

^RT^iT^-ITTH; ^7j^,^Jj^rf,^7j^. Po/.Tjyjfam. Iro/w. SHnfa, gpqR

(^57- «), ?T^Tg ; jj^r, StAt^, -TTT»t; ^th, ?rtfiT, U^J. Per/. (375. h)

»TCI^*, STUfwHT or iffsre, »RJ^* ; iftlfare or Jff*re, "STCT^^q; or ^^[,
srcr^rj^ or ir*np{; ^rijfr^m or ijftm, ^^ or ?fa, *rci^; or ^5^.

15/ F«/. JjfatnrTfaff. swc? F^. ufanmfa. Aor. ^fanm, -r*fa[, -^ft^,

&c. Prec. UTSfiw. Cond. ^jfcro*. Pass., Pres. (469) tjsi?. Caus.,

Pres. ipwfa; ^or. 'grcrcpfltiT. Dcs. fa?7fannfa. Frcq. *n?rn),

afjy^fn, sfcj;*ftfa. Part, Pres. ?J^; Pa^ 77«^. ?jfaiT; Pas/ Jrc^e/.

STfar^T or tffaraT, -ZF%; Fut. J }
ass. ?jf^m^, ir^Rfa, *TW.

a. Like ip^f is conjugated wv 'to loosen,' WW ' to churn.'

694. Root -EMf (special stems ^*T, "spft, T&¥). Jw/. *ftfapj; ' to

agitate/ Par. Pres. T^nfa, *}VTfa, Tjvnfir ; Tftffaq[, ^tft^, Tfftf if^

;

-m^; wgvrta, *Tgtffa, *Tg^. Pof. *T*Hn^. Im/w\ wwfir, ^m
(357- «, 58), W; w> t*^ -*Ti ; v*'^H

' **^ 7Vr/

15/ Fm/. ^fWinftR. 2nd Fut. ^rSmrfir. ^or. w^6w^, -tffy -*^ &c -

Or ^Hif , -*a;, -^; -hpt,-^ -ww; -«w, -w, -WI- P^. ^^^,
!-

Cond. mftfTO*. Pass., Pw, ^; Aor. yd sing, wtffa. Cans.,

Pm. ^rnftr;.4or. !i^W. Dcs. ^Bmrft or ^finnflf. Frcq.

* Some authorities give the option of TO^ in the ist and 3rd of the Perf.

Compare 339.

t Also cl. 4, Intransitive, 'to he agitated;' Pres. WWITW, 612.

r r 2
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*wZ, *ftftf* (3rd sing. -*fertft»). Part., Pres. ^; Past Pas,

^a» or gfira ; Past Indecl. ^Jf or wfaWT, -f*; P«<. P«*«- *rfalP«l

tfwta (58), i^vu.

695. Root «M* (special stems mil, mh, W*s, 360). Inf. W*?
' to stop,' ' to support.' Par. Pres. *mfo ;

like ^, 694. ImPJ

*rew*r. Pot. «r^n^. J'"?". «r«Tftr, «w* (357- «). «W3 ;
*rera

mto^, -ht^; «wm, *nfhr, w*s. Per/, irerw, irerfwr, irew

a»rf Put. ^fcmrf*. ^o*1

. wfw»»*(, -wft{, -*A\, &c. Or treran

-»nfe-»H; -ww,-«nm,-*nn^; -«m, -«tr, -^. Prec.w*n*{. Com

wftw*. Pass., Pres. w%. Caus., fte». *rwnf« ;
^or. tnrewi

Des. firerfwuTfa. Freq. HTCW, Hmwfk or *ret*>ftfa. Part., Pre.

WVT^; Pa»f Pass, w, Past Indecl. «PJT or ^fwat; J?W. P«-

696. Root w^t (special stems TOT, *tf. *TC0- W- ^Sl' 1

eat.' Par. Pres. WBlftt, wwft>, ^atfiT; **fr^, wdta(> "tfto

nvtm,, wtffa, TVBfa- Imp/. *nW
N.
TO(, w^; «"&*. ,aT^hn

-m«;*TtfK*r*ft?r,*TO^. Pot.wftom^. 7mp».*wfiT,«*ni(357- fl

«vig ; wm, wftmi, -mn; w*m, *refttr, *wg. Per/, w*, *Tfim

«i« ; mfin, «m^, *wu «***, "*» ^H- IS<^ **r
and Put. wfipnfe. ^or. wTf$PW

N,
wtffcr, wrtf^; *rf*p*, *"%*

Pass., Pre*. W5*. Caus., Pres. <*wrf* ;
-dor. *h7TO*. Des. wfi

fifrmfH. Freq. ^1^(511. a). Part., Pres. wv^l Past Pass. *f$

Past Indecl. *%*», -W, Fat. Pass. wf*W«I, **nftl, ****

697. Root flirat (special stems fgrar, fw&> fo*0- Inf- '^1

tkgil
< to harass.' Var. Pres. fm\f* I

«ke W* 696 - M?/. 'f^*1

wfarar^, *fsra^; wftnftw, *rfWH -m* s *fWN, «!**»,**«

Pot. fwvttm^- /mjw. ftmnftr, fiwrni, &c- Per/. f«iw, f*'^11'

f*$i?, f%; f*fiiflw or ftfsra (371), fifaW -WU W* 5

or MfefW, f«fil*, f^fi^. "<^ **mf*? or^?- 2
"1£

Irf^mftT or Iran*, ^or. ^ifim, -*H> -tf* ^^f^ 1 "^

-ftnn* ; «***, -f*f, -*W- °* ^Wl. '^' "^ -^ "v
-^^-^,-^,-^(439)- PrecflWW^. Gond.^^

y^. V*ss.,Pres.fim; Jor.ydsing.wtfu. Caus.,Pre*.^

^or. wWwi- Des. f^fip^^rJ^WiH^or MOTTf"- Fr

rTh^7oouis7foiiows ci. 5; *us
-
Pres -w^- See 67S -

t This is a different root from <H^ cl. 5. See 683.
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TO- For the rest, see ^ cl. 4 at 621.
S

'

699 . Root „; (speeial stems ^r, „*, „-
5 see fl)^^V to take/ Pa, and AW A». „*,^^*^'T*f^ 'TOM; TCfK7«K TOftr. AW ^, l^w,

7^ft*; 7^fcnr>7^™>7^T*; T^frJTSfc*,?^*- J^/.*7^!
*ro^ *to^ ; *t$h * ji*fK *reM; «TOfHr, *75fa!
*TO- A'tm. *njf^,^^, ^j^rr; ^pGft^, ^nW^ t

«TC"nq; *'
J *jjfrifc, *7^fta^*TO** Pof.^fh^. A'tm. 7^-

/«/w. to^t, 7*™, 7^3; 7^>7^> Wfhn^; TOth, ^fhr,
TO*. A'tm. ^j, q-^fe, i^fhnu; T^i TO*^ to™*1;
7W*t

> T^^» TO*"1
*- p^/. (384) *VK, ^f^T, *mi* ; *Pjf^,

*Tm>*7W *7'**> *7?> *7f*l- A'tm. nijt, spjf^,^ ; ^.
*t, ^7^, spj^ttt

; ^fart, spjf*£ or -j, *r^. ™/ pw/. j^hnfa
(399. a). A'tm. fr^hnt. 2nd Fut. grrNTfa. A'tm. g^. Aor.

^C^W, ^?rf^, wj*li^ v^tor, *?^2H, 'W^^m; *?^b*, *?7^te,

*3?^- A'tm. ^i^ftr, ^reta^, *^s; *ir^ta%> *?rrtom^,

W^^TiTT^; ^rmf^^^U^^^^TJT. Prec.JJ^n^. A'tm.^ifa.

CW.^j^hqjj. A'tm.^^^. Pass., Pm.^r; Po/.ipj?; 15/ Fut.

Ift^yk or ?TTf^7fT% ; 2nd Fut. u^t^ or jgrrff^ ; Aor. yd sing, ^nf^,

3rd pi. *n^tnr or ^fara. Caus., Pres. 27T?xiTfa; Aor. *fiT9^.

Des. fsT^jTfir, -^ (503). Freq. *TChj*r, SttTlfa (3^ 5%. »n?nfe) or

smretfiT (711). Part., Pres. 7^; A'tm. JJ^T^T; Pa*/ Paw. aprhr;

Pa*/ 7/ietec/. Tftc^T, -7s; Fut. Pass. sn^rTO, ST^ofa, ?7TO.

EXAMPLES OF PASSIVE VERBS, EXPLAINED AT 461.

700. Root ^T da (465). Infin. ^TgH datum, ' to be given/

Present Tense, ' I am given/

^ft d(ye $HX^ di'ydvahe ^HT*t dtydmahe

tftidtyase " ftivdiyethe <fa& diyadhve

^hUtdiyate $TR dtyete tflft diyante
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Imperfect^ ' I was given.'

^ft(fan^fi? adfydvahi ^fl<4i#ifi£ adiydmahi

^J^mT^ adiyethdm ^fatep^ adtyadhvam

^\mj\\^ adiyetdm wfitpfi udiyanta

Potential, * I may be given/

<^*Nrft[ diyevahi ^\m¥^ diyemahi

^t*TOTOT^ diyeydthdm ^hjW( diyedhvam

t^MMini*^ diyeydtdm <ftW^ diyeran

Imperative, ' Let me be given.'

<fNre? diydvahai ^I^TTR^ diydmahai

?J*FK*{ diyethdm eftWJ diyadhvam

^\k*\\diyetdm $4fl\\diyantdm

Perfect,
i

I have been given.'

<![T^''«l *» dadivahe <T»^* dadimahe

^\m daddthe ^f^tcf dadidhve

^TTT daddte ^«^t dadire

First Future,
i

I shall be given.'

^Tin^f ddtdsnahe ^TfTTWt ddtdmahe, &c.

t; I T-M n I *?f ^ ddyitdsvahe ^TfariltH^ ddyitdsmahe, &c.

Second Future, ' 1 shall be given.'

^TOT^ ddsydoahe ^TW*? ddsydmahe, &c.

^T^TTT^? ddyishydvahe ^iftflTH^ ddyishydmahe, &c.

Aorist, 'I was given.'

^Tf^ff^ adishvafii ^f^«*ff^ adishmahi

^^ifq^f^ addyishvahi ^Tf^^f^ addyishmahi

if^m^l*^ adishdthdm ^^f^ adidhvam

^jfi^TW{addyishdthdm TR^tfQV&^addyidhvam
(-J*()

[ *af<;mni*^ adiskdtdm TOfi»W?T adishata

[ w <; I Hq H I rt
I

^

addyishdtdm iN^lfaUif addyishata

Prec. ^mfa or ^rftrtfal, &c. CW. ^TO or Wjifnul.

701. Root ^ £n (467). Infin. «u|^ kartum, ' to be made' or * done/

Present Tense, ' I am made.' Imperfect, ' I was made.'

^1^V||^ adiyathds

^faTT adfyata

^Immi^ diyethds

<*Th rf»yai

^TRT diyasva

fffartl*^ diyatdm

?jfij* dadishe

1$ dade

f ^TTTl^ eto7«ta or

[ ^ifmn^ ddyitdhe

J
^n*l dasye or

[ ^Tftd ddyishye

.[ ^ftjftl flrftsAi or

{ TO^fftlfa addyishi

{^rf^TT^ adithds or

W^iP^hi^ addyishthds

^a^lftladflyt, itwaa given,'

<

ftRTt

ftfiW *ftn*r«n^ fifa^^ wfawi
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Potential, < I may be made/

ftR^ fllfrrf? ft^

Imperative, 'Let me be made.'

fad fining ft^t

311

tow fainm^

SINO.

*?ffa or ^n&rftfa

*»^IT^ or ^afirftSTq;

*n*Tft; 'it was done'

Pm?/ Future.

^T? oR§l^ ^R?, &c.

or ^fen|^TftfiT^^rirTwi&c.
fwnmn

!

^owrf Pw /. *ft£ or ^Tf̂ &c

PLURAL.

*$*rf? or ^RTfriTf^

*ff^or ^nft«m(-^)

*f«rf? or wirftof?

^wpmrrn or ^cMr<mvii^
^snpirn^ or **Tfomn^ wfmi or wfonr

Pree. jrtl or wWhr. CW. ^ft^ or frarft^.

702. Example of a Passive from a root ending in a consonant:

Root 3^ yuj. Infin. ift^n yaMttw, ' to be fitting/

IVm.
ff*, jaii, ^ni, &c. 1,^/ «^ *3*pm{, *g*nr, &c .

Po/.gw*. J«ipt>. 5^, giro, jiinnn, &c Per/: 53*, 33^, 35*,
&c. irf Fut. ^tmk, -frm, iftiw, &c. 2«</ /W. ^, tf*^, &c . jor,

*3ftf, «3*nm, wftftr; «3«rff , &c. Pw. jtfu. rw. ^^.

EXAMPLE OF CAUSAL VERBS, EXPLAINED AT 479.

703. Root v^bhii. Infin. Hl^fifr}^ bhdvayitum, 'to cause to be.'

Parasmai-pada. Atmank-pada.

Present Tense,
i

I cause to be.'

HT^nft HT^qi^ *T*qTH^ *m NHIHNjj HTWH?
*mftc *nr*nrc{ *re*re *rto hito*

*rorfir *mcr^ wroftr ktw *m*

Imperfect, ' I was causing to be/ or ' 1 caused/ &c.

*wr^m tMi^rarc wR^in? ^wm wreqrcfr wmrof^

wrerrcj ^m^nr'T *r*m*nT wrwitj *wre5taro *«nw»N

v>n^n^ fwrTOfTT ^mTOj st^tr^ wft$?tw M^nr

Potential, ' I may cause to be/

htohj htwh nvm m^taw *mw<n* hr^ot
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Imperative, ' Let me cause to be/

^TOnifir hfujr wwh ht^ HT^n^rt *rrw^

HTCra HWIilH HTC3? m«my m^w^
HFHfiJ HTT^rTTH HTT*F$ XHJJrilH HN<WP^

Perfect,
<
I caused to be/

WMHHilt WtVJV^f^ HTTQTO^H Wqjjmth Hl^l^*l* wirapfl

htmmim+ ,5 mwwwgq wrawk unwrap hmjinhmv) HNlfl^l^

HT^n^^Tt rom^*^ hnmni^ HT^rrank mtVlftUMiT urcrorarftK

First Future, I will cause; to be/

HTOftnrrftR Ht^fmiT^^ >rnft?in^R^ HTwftnn^ m^rfmrmt Hi^ftmiw^

vntfnnf* nwftHiw^ >rrcftiTTO HWfqiTUlf «mfinmn* >rrefinn«(

ureftrin urafinnu m^ftnnT^ WiqfW nnftwru uraftrn^

Second Future, ' I shall or will cause to be/

HI«lftw|lH^*raftn«nfa Hiqftujrc^ »rrafr«im^ HT7TTO

HHfftiqfa HT^r^uivi^ urefipire

intfrafir «rcftro?r^ xnftmrii

wrft^ik Hiqfwd

Hl^fquft Hi^rwij

Aorist, * I caused to be/

^nftwr *rrt>reTO ^nrtaro ^nfto^ *prt*ronrf?j ^nftHTrnf?

^nft>re^ ^nft^^HH wft*rerr wft^TTfT^ wfa^lTH ^sr^ftiret^

isnfrre^ ^s^rto^m* *?Tto^ ^TftH^lT ^t^xmiv^ ^BpffaqR

Precative or Benediclive, * May ] cause to be/

*n*rra^ *t*it^ ht«iuh *nrfirita wrftritafis Hi^ft^hff?

htot^ htotcp^ «r«mcr *n?fjrfhfT^ ^wrfiwftaH

htoti^ mwww *i«m*j^ HT^frnft? wsftpfturcnif nrefirik^

Conditional,
1

1 should cause to be/

SWI^ftuiVJI^ ^MT^f^«JVf|^ YMT7fTO&P{

^jHTTPrwnr wrafirBunn wrafiniR

704. After this model, and after the model of Primitive verbs of

cl. 10 at 638, may be conjugated all Causal verbs.

iswi^fqxqiT wmfaliq WRftrsiFf

WTC ft1^WTH ft*Hl\ wrefauirf

wiraftrai^ ^w^ft^nnH ^wrt*ft«if^

EXAMPLES OF DESIDERATIVE VERBS, EXPLAINED AT 498.

705. Root *£ bhu. Infin. *$faj^ bubhushitum, * to wish to be/

Parasmai-pada. Atmank-pada.

Present Tense, ' I wish to be.'
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Imperfect, ' I was wishing to be/ or ' I wished/ &c.

*%W{ ^W* *^W* *$& **>pirafi5 ^nji^Tfi*

«^J^ *f&&{ **$** ot$to^ vygfrrn ^fJW
*Y*^ i^S^t vyOT *rypnr ^$5*^ ^spw

Potential, * I may wish to be.'

Let me wish to be.
5

34TO *&&{ "WW
^wn w^imc f£ffiT*

I wished to be.
5

ysn*i* ^P™*™ w*i%
vprafc "5«T«iTi ws«wf«t

Imperative,

Perfect

^ra*n: ^qprw^ l*1"^
First Future, 'I will wish to be.'

ygmfm fjfararq; •ysftnnw*

^«ftwfti ^«f^nwi SSfa 1™
f£fan^ ^nrrn^ ^jfarrol

ijjjfwA *$famrro *jsfan£

Y*fro ^ftmtf 5«fPnn^

Second Future, < I will or shall wish to be/

3Sf*mfo *$f*^ **f™^ I
3*fTn\

jgtami *«M* l^™*
^orisf, ' I wished to be/

Precative or Benedicts, ' May I wish to be.'

jtfWhi 3*WW* J*fr*rfl

^nro^ ***f^* ^^^^*yjftpq^ *W$pTOPt ^Sf1^1*

^jjftw^ ^^nm^ vyj^

'

"*
Or TJ^WT'

s s
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EXAMPLES OF FREQUENTATIVE OR INTENSIVE VERBS,

EXPLAINED- AT 507.

706. Root J£ bhu. Infin. «ft»jfpg^ bobhuyitum, ' to be repeatedly.*

XTMANE-PADA FORM (509).

Present Tense, ' I am repeatedly/

*** wt$?nit *ft£qt*?|

*frj?l% wt$* Yt%q£

%tfi* *ft>pfir *ft£W

Imperfect, ' I was frequently/

wft^lr ^*ft$?iTCff *nrts?imf?

wft^pmH W?t^^ *pft$?lWW(

Wft^cT ^^HT^ ^£W
Potential,

i

I may be frequently/

*ft$^ ^«W? ^t^wfF

^t*j5tar^ WtSTO^m %JW^
'ftjj^r ^ft^Wrn^ *ft9^

Imperative, ' Let me be frequently/

*ft$ *t$?irat T^ijirmt

%*nsr -^w^ wt^nsr^

i*WiW{ *fl$$7rrc( ^$WT^

Perfect,
i

I was frequently/

"^i^ju^k ^t^T^rf^rl *ft$*?TOf*|

it^v^t tffcHTOm^ ^^T^i|
^^?n^rai ^^w#iii ^s^refafr

First Future, ' I will be frequently/

sft>jftnn^ ^jfaira^ %fqj!TCR|

*fi$ftnniir ^finrTOT^ wt^nnd

^fmn ^$ftnnTT *t$finrrc^

Second Future, ' I will or shall be frequently/

*ft*jf*nn ^Ft^fpwT^ «ft$fa«n»^

^$ftpa?% ^t$finW ^wA
*t$fW *ft$ftro7* *ft$ftn»rer

Aorist, ' I was frequently/

*T%fafa ^^n^ftrefl? xsnfijjftrof^

w«ft»$fam
4

^^ftw^W[ wft^fWJ or -^
wt$fre wt&tomrpj trftgfroi
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Precative or Benedictive, < May I be frequently/

%firtfc ^$f*fcrf^ vtgfrftirf;

*&fW»*T^ %faiftm*n^ whgfirita( or -t*h

Conditional, i
I should be frequently.'

^jfwjjr^ inftfflrfapt wftsfirwj
^ftjjfw wft^ron^ wftsPwrar

7°7- Parasmai-pada form (514).

Present Tense, ' I am frequently.'

"sfteftfa or ^>fifa sft^^ ^$*^
sftvr^ftf^ or ^tfa "aft^^ *ft$T

-aftoftfir or ^ftfir ^H^ ^pffr

Imperfect, ' I was frequently.'

Potential, ' I may be frequently.'

^^TT^ *t£TO sfrJjriro

^ft$?nq; ^n^iTif^ ^jjmtT

Imperative, ' May I be frequently.'

^frmfir i\mw *taro

*ftafti$ or «ft*tg ^??IT^ %^3

Perfect, ' I was frequently.'

or or or

^*m or %* ^jf^r or %fa %ft* or %ft*

JRrd jfii/»re, ' I will be frequently.'

tfwftWTfF! wW*^ *TftTrTOlH

^ifimftr *fofinnw( ^^
*Hftrn **^ ^iftnTO(
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Second Future, * I will or shall be frequently/

*torfir«nfa 'aftafVun^ "sftHfro^

Vtofaarfw *to(q«4H^ *rtofTOftr

Aorist,

'

I was frequently/

*%S witW{ **ft£*

or or or

^tmf?x^ ^affrnfoE* CTnmfon

*reh?T*ft^ ^HTf^[ \Jnft*rfa?

*reWft?^ ^nftmf^^ wsftarfai}^

Precative or Benedictive, ' May J be frequently/

*frj*ns^ ^*pros? i\^m
**5?n^ ^TOcT^ a^rtm

Conditional, ' I should be frequently/

^Rtofcro?^ ^^f^HTO WfWqym
^*fanH{ ^rafhTf^m^ wnftoftr«iif

^fafaxcr^ ^nrtofauMi^ ^kf^am
708. Root ^ ' to kill

5

($%$, 654). Parasmai form of Frequenta-

tive, 'to kill repeatedly/ Pres. ifffar or iTftfft, srffa or *npftfa,

Ifffa or inpftflf ; *ff*% *Tf^, srfK\ ; M$<H*(, iff*?, *npTfr or

imfif. Imp/. WITf^, ^fHf^ or ^*Tf^, 'HSTf^ or ^»ff^; "Cliff5T,

^^Tf«^, -ITT^ ; ^Sff^T, ^STf cf, 'SHTf^or ^5^. JW. iff*n*(. im/^.

^"•k *Nff , ^Tf^ or STftfj; Sff^, Hfif^, -TfT*; KfW, iff*,

iff^g or iraij. Per/. ^Tf^Tg^ or Hf^fTSRiTI, &c. &c.

709. Root ira 'to go 5
(602, 270). Parasmai form of Frequenta-

tive, ' to go frequently/ Pres. *<%&[ or H^fftftr, if^ftr or if^ftfiT,

iTWfa or snptffir; SffVc^, »r^^, iflcf^; ^ipf^, "if^T, Sfprfif or

ifnTftr
.

Imp/. *w&V[, ^sr^ or *nnFffe[, ^*!R or ^^l*^; *MJH >

^mwim, -wm; wwjpt, wf^» ^^W^[ or ^^p;. Pert. TOW*-
/m;w. i^nftf, Htfftf, k%* or sr^pftg ; sfSfSPr, mf?pf , Hflm* ; in**!W 1HF% or itonj. P«/. if]pnW£* or flfrnm^K , &c. &c.

710. Root f^' to throw 5
(635). Parasmai form of Frequentative.

Pres. ^fa or ^fipftfrr, ^Nr or ^ftftffa, ^ftf or ^fspftfr;
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W^ or wWfy *^ or *refepffy ^p*, ^fs^, -ht^;

*mfi^r, *^fw*, *^f^. Pot. ^f^nm^, &c. Impv. ^n^qrftj,

*f*ftl,^J or ^ijtj
;
^tttc, ^ftp^ -WT^

; ^T*, ^f^K, ^fierqj.

Per/, ^rmmtl^? or ^fWTOT, &c. &c.

7*1. Root ^ * to take* (699, 359). Parasmai form of Frequenta-

tive. Pres. STTCTftr or ^TUlfifa, imrft| (306. a) or TOr^tfr, ^TTHTfe

(305. a) or imrtHk; ii'£**l> TftWly WP^'' ^WF^ *&&> MiJ^frt .

Impf stwimn, ^n** (3o6
~- e

)
or 'Rrrcreta^ *nmi^ or wsnq^;

VqfllJJd?, wn^Bfy -3T^; ««l|J[ir, WTPJ?, ^'H^f^ (33 1. Obs.) Pot.

iTPpn^. Jwi/w. iTRRlfiff, ^Pjfe, 1TOT§ or ito^tj ; hurt*, upps^,

-?T^; Hlil^lH, *TPfff, ii'jsj, &c. &c.

CHAPTER VII.

INDECLINABLE WORDS.

712. There are in Sanskrit a number of words used as nouns

having only one inflexion, which may be classed among indeclinable*;

e. g. ^?T^ ' setting/ ' decline ;' *figr ' what exists,' * existence ;' ^
'the sacred syllable Om;'^ ' satisfaction," food ;' ^'reverence;'

*rfa ' non-existence ;' ^ or *fij ' the fortnight of the moon's wane ;'

*F*
' sky ;' 3* ' earth ;' ^ ' ease ;' H^' a year ;' gf<* or

yft
< the

fortnight of the moon's increase;' T3VT an exclamation used on

making oblations to the spirits of the dead; m « heaven;' *fm

'salutation' (sec Gana Svarddi to Pan. 1. 1, 37)- 0thers wil1 be

mentioned at 7 13—71 7.

ADVERBS.

a. Adverbs (nipdta), like nouns and verbs, may be divided into

simple and compound. The latter are treated of in the next Chapter

on Compound Words. Simple adverbs may be classified under

four heads: 1st, those formed from the cases of nouns and obsolete

words; *ndly, other adverbs of less obvious derivation; 3rdly,

adverbial suffixes
;

4thly, adverbial prefixes.

Formedfrom the Cases of Nouns and Obsolete Words.

713. The Accusative neuter of many adjectives

;

As^'truW ^W;'IM^W ***** ""*
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'near;' TpPF( 'certainly;' c^^ 'lightly;' f^T^, ^WnT^, *TT^, ^W[y 'exceed-

ingly;' *fliUm*( 'certainly;' f«T?tp^ 'constantly;' falj^ 'for a long while;'

^F$37T ' strongly;' *J*I^ ' again,' 'repeatedly' (194) ; ohq^*^ ' only,' ' merely
;'

^T£^ ' very well.'

a.- The Ace. neuter of certain pronouns ; as, 7HT ' therefore,' ' then ;' ^ where-

fore,'
' when,' ' since ;' 1TRTT so long,' so soon ;' IHTn^' as long as,' as soon as

;'

fcfi^'why?'

b. The Ace. neuter of certain substantives and obsolete words; as, t?^ secretly;
1

«RT*P^
' willingly ;' f$T&{ ' of one's own accord/ ' of one's self,' 'spontaneously

;'

•TR 'by name,' 'that is to say;' ^lt ^UJ\ 'repeatedly;' faU[ 'long ago;'

tj^ ' pleasantly ;' *lTOn*^ ' now ;' ^T^ ' by night ' (noctu) ; W*F{ ' in the

evening' (this last may be an ind. part, of so, to finish').

7 [4. The Instrumental of nouns, pronouns, and obsolete words;

As, WH 'virtuously;' fTf^^T 'to the right,' 'southwards;' 7^T*tf 'north-

wards;' ^fW^faT 'without;' T§^[ 'above,' 'aloud;' tf^H^' below;' $R^ or

^ffio^
c

slowly ;' fo ' therefore ;' VR ' wherefore ;' ^STRFR or T&fiUS 'without,
1

' except ;' Wte ' instantly ;' "NtW ' for a long time ;' ^Wtf * in a short time
;'

^TC*0 ' entirely ;' f^^TT
' by day ;' f^WT ' fortunately ;' *T?JTT, ^^flT, ' quickly ;'

^NpH'now;' fa^TWTintheair;' yj' formerly;' ^T 'on the ground \yafxcu).

a. The Dative case more rarely
;

As, faTTO 'for a long time ;' faTTl^TO ' for a period of many nights;' ^HfiTO

'
for the sake of.'

715. The Ablative case of nouns, pronouns, and obsolete words
;

As, ^fSTT^ ' forcibly
;' ^Tl^ 'joyfully;' £ITi^ 'at a distance;' ITWTl^' there-

fore;
1 oFWfT wherefore?' 'SraFOT^' without cause,' 'unexpectedly ;' ^tli^'from

the north;' fatTT^'for a long time;' *P3T7^ ' afterwards ;' Wr^JTT^'at that

instant;
1

Wiffi^'from all quarters.'

716. The Locative case of nouns and obsolete words;

As, XT^ 'at night;' ^ 'far off;' WTTT 'in the morning;' TTT^fl 'in the

forenoon ;' OT^ '
suitably ;' *% '

in front ;' S^ ' at once ;' T?Tjf^ ' instantly
;'

^ ' except ;' ^\ ' within ;' rf^m ' towards the south ;' wft or ^WT& ' near
;'

^f^iT^ 'in private;' tfTOTg ' in the evening ;' ?m ' by reason of.'

Other Adverbs and Particles of less obvious Derivation.

717. Of affirmation—^,^5,^,^,^, 'indeed;' Wlfe&V certainly/

n. Of negation.—11, "tf , ^f?, ' not.' *T, *T m are prohibitive ;
as, AT $S,

*?T ofiT^^, ' do not.' See 889.

h. Of interrogation.—fa^, fiflj, *P*ll
N
> ^ ^» **?> f*3*> 'whether?

1
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c. Of comparison—tt '
like ;' ^, 1»<W • ... .» fj~„. <

,

, ,

13 (Wn + V5) in like manner.'

d. Of ,««»%.—Wft^ 'exceedingly;' f^' a little' (of .26 &}

. Of^anne,-^, Wt '» ' '«.».;• ^ W1B , „^ .

for tUe most
part; *TO variously; ^ separately;' ^HT, ft»n, •ftUrtv' TO 9VT
•invainj' *<** 'enough;' nfefi,,^ (rf. Wj)> >lddy .. ^.J^.,'
fe*rt[ * reciprocally/ ' together.

'

/. Of time.—HZ 'to-day/ 'now;' ^ 'to-morrow;' ^ 'yesterday ;'

UOT^ 'the day after to-morrow;' ***f?T'now/ ^'formerly;' ?% JOTTc^,
m^, 'before/ J-TI^ 'at once/ TO^ 'instantly;' TO 'after death' (lit.'

* having departed'); ^'afterwards/ ^Tj'ever;' ?T jTTjJ 'never,' *?^BW

WQR, 'another day/ 'next day/ S^ 'once;' WRWir, TRT, H?W, V aill

ana again, repeatedly.

Obs—9? is used with a Present tense to denote past time. Sec j-i. b S-S.

#. Ofjtlace. ^? ' here ;' B ' where ?' ^f^ '

without."

•
h. Of doubt.—figrs, fafer?, ^fiRw, ^ff, uwTfi, ^jtt^ fe?, *n^t fare,

perhaps/ &c.

i. ^TnJ 'even,' ^ 'indeed/ ? 'just,' are placed after words to modify their

sense, or for emphatic affirmation. ^, $*(, TJ are similarly used m the \
7

edu.

Observe—Some oi the above arc properly conjunctions ; see 727.

Adverbial Suffices.

718. f*ft ttd, *5lfq ajji, and ^ hina may form indefinite adverbs

oi time and place , when affixed to interrogative adverbs;

As, from ^T * when ?' ^Tfa<?, ^Tf"T, and cfi^T^T, 'sometimes ;' from ^f^

and % 'where?' cj^fa?, ^<fTfa, B^?, SJTfa, 'somewhere;' from ^rf^

'whence?' ^ffTf^ff and ^JfT^R 'from somewhere/ from cfifrf 'how many''

flfifiTf^ ' a few / from 3fff ' when ?' cfifffarT ' at some time / from 3i^ ' how ;
'

1W?ft?, <*^*5l«T, ' somehow or other/ ' with some difficulty.' Compare 22H, 230.

a. ^rfa following a word, generally signifies ' even,' but after numerals, 'nil,' as

^ftsflj ' aU three / tfWsftr '

all together.'

719. iH^ tas may be added to the stem of any noun, and to mmhc

pronouns, to form adverbs

;

As, from ^, ^TT^ ' with effort / from wrf^, ^f^ ' from the beginning /

from IT (the proper stem of the pronoun ?T^)
}
7T7TC{ ' thence,' 'then,' 'thereupon,'

*
therefore:' similarly, Tff^ ' whence/ 'since,' 'because/ ^W^, 2(R^, ^*P*f>

hence/ 'hereupon/

Obs.—In affixing tas to pronouns, the stem H is used for «T^, ^ for ^, ^for

¥?{, ^3 for *^, *? for V%, f for fa^.

a. This suffix usually gives the sense of the preposition 'from/ and is often
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equivalent to the ablative case; as in *T^ 'from me;' r*J*N( 'from thee*;'

ftrjH^ 'from a father;' SlcJrT^ 'from an enemy.'

b. But it is sometimes vaguely employed to express other relations ; as, *J8dtf

' behind the back ;' Shkw^ 'to another place,' * elsewhere ;' JTWrT^ ' in the first

place;' ffTFrH^ ' here and there,' 'hither and thither;' UHtfrf^ 'on all sides;*

Wlfaflqf ' in the neighbourhood ;' UCTfy ^i| df^, ' in front ;' ^faiT^ ' near to
;'

faH^lWJ ' in pomp or state.'

c. TTR^is a suffix which generally denotes ' place' or ' direction ;' as, from ^W^,

^WT?^' downwards ;' from T<\f*l (which becomes T^ft^), "STCftEl^' above' (cf.

84. V).

7 20. ^ tra, forming adverbs of place with a locative sense from

stems of pronouns, adjectives, &c.

;

As, ^T^ ' here ;' Wc^ ' there ;' "^3 ' where ?' T^f where ;' *T|<f ' everywhere
;'

^T^flf in another place;' Tr^ToJ 'in one place;' q§& 'in many places;' Tg«?

'there/ 'in the next world.'

a. ?TT trdj as, ^^T ' among the gods ;' H^*M<^i ' among men' (Pan. v. 4, 56)

;

"1*0* I
* amongst many.'

721. "fT thd and ^ tham, forming adverbs of manner

;

As, JFm 'so,' ' in like manner;' *NT as ;' *^^n ' in every way,' ' by all means
;'

^rarsiT ' otherwise ;' 3TCT^ ' how ?' S^*^ ' thus.'

722. ^T da, ff rhi, Tft^ nim, forming adverbs of time from pro-

nouns, &c.

;

As, TT^T 'then ;' T^\ 'when ;' <T^T 'when ?' IT^^T 'once ;' fjfflT^T 'constantly
;'

*Ht^T, ^T, ' always ;' Ifff , IT<;i«lT^,
' then ;' 3^nfr^ ' now.'

723. VT dkd, forming adverbs of distribution from numerals

;

As, JJoRVT ' in one way ;' ftTVT ' in two ways ;' WfT ' in six ways ;' ^fiTVT ' in a

hundred ways ;' <R^H>IT ' in a thousand ways ;' ^JVT or ^T%3WT ' in many ways.'

a. ^fr^, signifying 'times,' is added to V&i, 'five,' and other numerals, as

explained at 215. ^^>W> 'once,' may be a corruption of ^^HH( ( this time
1

);

and only ^ is added to fe, %, and dropped after ^rJT 'four times.'

724. ^fl vat (technically called vati) may be added to any nominal

stem to form adverbs of comparison or similitude (see 922)

;

As, from fp&, flHfaTT 'like the sun;' from tjp, ?5^
*

fts before.
1

It may be

used in connexion with a word in the Accusative case.

a. This suffix often expresses 'according to;
1

as, fani^ 'according to rule;
1

JlMWH^rt * according to need.* It may also be added to adverbs; as, H^i^

'truly' (exactly as it took place).

* These are the forms generally used for the Ablative case of the personal pro-

nouns, the proper Ablative cases HTf , W[^ being rarely used.
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725. ^ to, forming adverbs of quantity, &c.

;

As, «npl^ ' abundantly ;* ^^1^ * in small quantities ;' ^^1^ ' wholly \

m$JR * singly ;* $T«ntf€nfl^ ' by Hundreds and thousands ;' ?W^ ' by degrees
;'

1J3^!^
' principally ;' ^^T^ ' foot by foot ;' ff^ ' two by two ;' fa$T^ '

by

threes
;» ^^1^ ' in great numbers ;' WSft^' syllable by syllable;' iHTS^'in

so many ways ;' «Gfir$^ ' how many at a time ?'

a. *T^is added to nouns in connexion with the roots f , *% and £, to denote

a complete change to the condition of the thing signified by the noun
;

as, *f**-

m\' to the state of fire.' See 789, and cf. 70. i.

Adverbial Prefixes.

726 « a, prefixed to nouns and even to participles with a priva-

tive or negative force, corresponding to the Greek a, the Latin in,

and the English in, im, un; as, from ^ 'possible,' ^
'impossible;' from W 'touching' (pre, part.), ^ not

touching
;' from ,*T < having done' (indecl. part), Wfm not having

done/ When a word begins with a vowel,^ is euphomcally

substituted ; as, from to ' end,' VRl ' endless.'

«. *flr«*' excessively,' 'very;' as^f^ ' very great
^

b *T d implying
< diminution ;' as, W^ ' somewhat pale.

„, n, -badl, don.' («« 7* I™ " '" »

»pp" - »•-—^r: ^- -— - -

«

responds to the Greek ev. It is also

'excessively;' as, fn^ ' very great'

CONJUNCTIONS.

Copulative-
nQt

W . „ 6a, 'and,' 'also,'««7^^^Jt

^

but follows the word of which it is the cp

» common combination.
T t
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a. "grfl
' and/ ' also,' is sometimes copulative. Sometimes it

implies doubt or interrogation,

b. nm ' so/ ' thus/ * in like manner * (see 721), is not unfrequently

used for ^, in the sense of ' also
;

y and like ^ is then generally

placed after the word which it connects with another.

c. wq ' now/ ' and/ i$vj\ ' then/ are inceptive, being frequently

used at the commencement of sentences or narratives. *r*I is often

opposed to ^fTT, which marks the close of a story or chapter.

d. f^, ' for/ is a causal conjunction ; like ^ it is always placed

after its word, and never admitted to the first place in a sentence.

e. Tjf^, ^, both meaning ' if/ are conditional conjunctions.

/. ffff^ 'upon that/ 'then* (719), ^ 'then/ W*ra, ftra, ^m&,

VT&, "$f*W, ' again/ ' moreover/ are all copulatives, used very com-

monly in narration.

Disjunctive.

728. ^T vd, 'or* (like -ve in Latin), is always placed after its word,

being never admitted to the first place in a sentence.

a. g, fa'Rf, ' but ;' the former is placed after its word.

b. TTllftj 'although/ rTOTfr * nevertheless,' 'yet,' sometimes used as a cor-

relative to the last ; ^HT^T, ftp <TT, ' or else / «T *TT
' or not ;' ifi^ ^T 'whether,

1

' whether or no.'

c. ^HTTT may also be used to correct or qualify a previous thought, when it is

equivalent to ' but no,' yet,' ' however.'

d. W, ^, J, W are expletives, often used in poetry to fill up the verse.

PREPOSITIONS.

729. There are about twenty prepositions (see 783), but in later

Sanskrit they are generally prefixes, qualifying the sense of verbs

(and then called upasarga) or of verbal derivatives (and then called

gati). About ten may be used separately or detached in govern-

ment with the cases of nouns (and then called karma-pravalwiiya);

e. g. *?T, TTfir, *g, *TfiT, ^rfv, ^?f*, vfc, *n, ^fq, and^ ; but of these

the first three only are commonly found as separable particles in

classical Sanskrit.

730. *TT a, generally signifying ' as far as/ ' up to/ * until/ with

Abl. ; as, WT WJJTT^ ' as far as the ocean ;' *n *«fta{ ' up to Maim /

^T ^frrWfffi^ 'as far as the wrist ;' ^T «j?fi^ 'till death / ^T aifSl

*WHH!rl 'till the completion of his vow:' and rarely with Ace; as,

^HT^ *T *TTTft^ ' for a hundred births/
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a. *TT a may sometimes express 'from;' as, *t *pT^ 'from the

beginning;' ^?T THT^^ ' from the first sight;' *t snHq 'from

birth.'

b. It may also be compounded with a word in the Accusative neuter

forming with it an Avyayi-bhava (see 760); thus, ^ntac^ 'as far

as the girdle' (where *TsTF$^ is for TOc*T^).

c. nfitprati, generally a postposition, signifying ' at,' * with regard

to,' * to,' * towards,' ' against,' with Ace. ; as, ir]jT HiH ' at the Ganges
;'

vS Ufa * with regard to justice ;' ^ tffa ' against, an enemy ;' vft flfct

' as far as regards me.' When denoting ' in the place of,
1

it governs

the Ablative.

d. TOcj * after/ with Ace, and rarely with Abl. or Gen. ; as, iffTOT

OT} ' along the Ganges ;' TT^g or infts tj ' after that.'

e. JjfiT, and more, rarely ^J and ?rf>?, may be used distributively to signify

'

each,'
' every ;' thus, ^W^ ' tree by tree.' They may also be prefixed to form

Avyayi-bhavas ; flfinTW^ r *^W^ 4

every year/ ' year by year.' See 760.

f. ^fk, ^fa, Tift are said to require the Accusative; ^fv the Locative or

Accusative ; ^H and qft, m the»sensc ' except; the Ablative ; ^1 the Locative and

Accusative : but examples of such syntax are not common in classical Sanskrit.

g. Instances are common of prepositions united with the neuter^ form or

Accusative of nouns, so as to form compounds (760. b); as, irfTO^ 'upon the

shoulders;' *ft^ ' face to face ;' flfa^ 1

upon the tree;' W^ffF*' along

the Ganges.'

ADVERBS IN GOVERNMENT WITH NOUNS.

731 There are many adverbs used like the preceding prepositions

in government with nouns, and often placed after the nouns which

they govern (for examples see 917).

These are, «& 'before/ 'in front of,' with Gen.;^W with Gen or

Ace • TOT or TO™ 'below/ with Gen. (^ is sometimes doubled; thus,

*ft.«); ^^T^'after-afterwardVw.thGen.;^ ' w.^ ^th Gen. or

Loc, ^Svithout-exeept-withre.ardto/w.hAec.;^ -,-

Gen. or Abl, f*i^ ^n both sides of,' with Ace, ^^ju front of wh

Ge,orAcc, «<* '

near,' with Gen, t^ or «1- or« on account^

'for; with Gen, **-< <
after/

< beyond; with Abl,^»^^
i • -*i \M - ^TtmTTf orW 0" account 01, ior,

'except/ with Ace,—cs w, h AM.
.^J ^ w -

t0 thc

with Gen.
;
^ft^'to thc south,' with <>en.. VW

T t 2
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south,* with Gen. or Ace; ftrfflW 'for the sake of/ 'for,' with Gen.; TOl^

' behind,' with Gen. ; TO^ or wff ' after,' ' beyond/ with Abl. ; M^lin' after/ with

Gen. or Abl. ; *m ' on the further side/ with Gen. ; ^Tfl^ or 1JT3( ' before/ * in the

presence of/ with Gen. ; ^5^ ' before/ with Abl., rarely with Gen. or Ace. ; TPjflT

inde a/ from a particular time/ beginning with/ with Abl. ; 1TT3T before/ with

Abl., rarely with Gen. or Ace. ; JW ' in the middle/ with Gen. ; ^f\ ' out/

outside of/ with Abl. or Gen. ; 4<i4(^
f

up to/ as far as/ sometimes with Ace.

;

fatTT * without/ with Inst, or Ace. or sometimes with Abl. ; **<*m*| ' near/ with

Gen. ; ^cul^ii^'from/ with Gen. ; WSJ^ 'before the eyes/ ' in the presence of/

with Gen. ; *H^ 'together with,' with Inst. ; fi*/lMd^ or wffa^ ' near/ with Gen.

;

*T£ with/ ' along with/ with Inst. ; mm*\
i

with/ with Inst. ; ^T^TT?I ' before the

eyes/ 'in the presence of/ with Gen. : TTTm^ 'along with,' with Inst. ; ^?u^ or

^fTT 'on account of/ 'for the sake of,' 'for/ with Gen.

Obs.—-Many of the above, especially ^CT§^*, ^f, oRTOTlT^, *$7T, firfft^, ?TT^,

^ifr, &c, are more usually found at the end of a compound, after a nominal stem.

a. The adverb ^Tr5^, ' enough/ is used with the Inst, (see 918).

b. Some of the adverbs enumerated at 714, 715, may be used in government

with the cases of nouns ; e. g. ^fopR, <i*K<U above, rfilw, 'without,' is

generally placed after the stem of a noun.

INTERJECTIONS.

732. *fta(, *t, I are vocative; \, ^ less respectfully vocative,

or sometimes expressive of ' contempt/ fv^ expresses * contempt/

* abhorrence/ ' fie V ' shame !* (with Accusative case) ; *rp^, TX$\> *Hf^,

'surprise/ 'alarm;' fT, ^TfT, *rft, *r*ftalT, HH, ' grief ;' *T^, tjf,

' approbation ;' ^5T, ' salutation/

CHAPTER VIII.

COMPOUND WORDS.

733. Compounds abound in Sanskrit to a degree wholly unequalled

in any other language, and it becomes necessary to study the prin-

ciples on whieh they are constructed, before the learner can hope to

* ^rq^ is generally found in composition with a nominal stem, and may be com-

pounded adjectively to agree with another noun ; as, ff*UWt ^r^ * broth for the

Brahman / ffUTO VRH( ' milk for the Brahman.' See 760. d.
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understand the simplest sentence in the most elementary book I„
the forego.ng chapters we have treated of simple nouns, simple verbs
and s>mple adverbs. We have now to treat of compound noun/
compound verbs, and compound adverbs.

'

a. Observe, that in this chapter the nom. case, and not the stem, of a substantive
termmatmg a compound will be given

; and in the instance of an adjective forming
the last member of a compound, the nom. case masc, fern., and neut. The
examples are chiefly taken from the Hitopadesa, and sometimes the oblique cases

in which they are there found have been retained.

SECTION I.

COMPOUND NOUNS.

734. The student has now arrived at that portion of the grammar

in which the use of the stem of the noun becomes most strikingly

apparent. This use has been already noticed at 77 ; and its forma-

tion explained at 80-87.

a. In almost all compound nouns the last word alone admits of

inflexion, and the preceding word or words require to be placed in

tjie stem, to which a plural as well as singular signification may be

attributed. Instances, however, will be given in which the charac-

teristic signs of case and number are retained in the first member of

the compound, but these are exceptional.

b. It may here be noted, that while Sanskrit generally exhibits the first member

or members of a compound in the stem with the final letter unchanged, except by

the usual euphonic laws, Latin frequently and Greek less frequently change the

final vowel of the stem into the light vowel i; and both Greek and Latin often

make use of a vowel of conjunction, which in Greek is generally 0, but occasion-

ally i; thus, cali-cola for cwlu-cola or ccdo-cola; lani-ger for hna-rjer; X^Xki-

vao$, l%Qv-Q-<l>a>yoh feeder-i-fragus. Both Greek and Latin, however, possess

many compounds which are completely analogous to Sanskrit formations. In

English we have occasional examples of the use of a conjunctive vowel,, as m

'handicraft' for 'hand-craft.'

Obs.-A dot placed underneath words in Nagari type marks the division of the

different members of a compound.

735. Native grammarians class compound nouns under six heads

:

I. DVANDVA, or those formed by the aggregation into one com-

pound of two or more nouns (the last word being, according to

circumstances, either in the dual, plural, or neuter singular, and the

preceding word or words being in the stem), when, if uncompounded,
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they would all be in the same case, connected by a copulative

conjunction; as, g^f^ 'master and pupiP (for Jj^: f$r*ra);

l^surV^fta 'death, sickness, and sorrow ' (for tkxm urrfV: $fora);

qrfio;<TT^ ' hand and foot' (for info: *CT^?).

II. Tat-PURUSHA, or those composed of two nouns, the first of

which (being in the stem) would be, if uncompounded, in a case

diffetent from, or dependent on, the last; as, *PSTWT 'moon-light'

(for ^^T JWT ' the light of the moon 5

); ^T^f^IH:, -m, -W{, ' skilled

in arms' (for ^5 $^:); irfti^fttff:, -in, -H^, ' adorned with gems'

(for *fr?fa^ $ftnn).

III. Karma-DH^RAYA, or those composed of an adjective or

participle and substantive, the adjective or participle being placed

first in its stem, when, if uncompounded, it would be in grammatical

concord with the substantive ; as, *TT*f5PT:
c

a good person' (for tfT^T

SRt); «^$mTfa
c
all things' (for *tiftl jmfm).

IV. DviGU, or those in which the stem of a numeral is compounded

with a noun, cither so as to form a singular collective noun, or an

adjective; as, f^nu^ * three qualities' (for &x(t mni); %;TC, -W,

-W{,
i

possessing the three qualities.'

V. BAHU-VRl'lII, or attributive compounds, generally epithets of

other nouns. These, according to Panini (11. 2, 24), are formed by

compounding two or more words to qualify the sense of another

word ; thus, IUHl$'*l 3JW for jrnr^ g^cfc ij UW{ l

a village to which

the water has come.'

VI. Avyayi'-BHa'va, or those resulting from the combination of a

preposition or adverbial prefix with a noun. The latter, whatever

may be its gender, always takes the form of an accusative neuter

and becomes indeclinable.

a. Observe—These names either furnish examples of the several kinds of com-

pounds, or give some sort of definition of them ; thus, S*j: (scil. 1RWI) is a

definition of the 1st kind, meaning 'conjunction;' "iTTJ^t, 'his servant,' is an

example of the 2nd kind (for 1TCS 3^') ' f^HTO is a somewhat obscure defi-

nition of the 3rd kind, i.e. 'that which contains or comprehends (>JOTfir) the

object' fa*)', ftpJJJ *8 an example °f the 4th kind, meaning 'anything to the

value of two cows ;' ^J^tf^J is an example of the 5th kind, meaning ' possessed

of much rice.* The 6th class, ^H^pft^TTO; avyayi-bkdvak, means ' the indeclinable

state* ('that which does not change,' na vyeti).

736. It should be stated, however, that the above six kinds of

compounds really form, according to the native theory, only four
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Ob8.-Panini(i. 2 , 42)call8aK rf

As such a classification appears to Wl t„ ,

ie absence of «,,«,. , ,• .•
SOme confu«on fromabsenc of sufhcent d.stmctness and opposition between the.vera parts or members of the division, the object JTe dt«sed accordmg to a different method, althongh it L been thought-able to preserve the Indian names and to keCp the nativ

Tangement in view.

IZV Compound nouns may be regarded either as simply or
mplexly compounded. The latter have reference to a class of
impounds within compounds, very prevalent in poetry, involving
to or three species of simple compounds under one head.

SIMPLY COMPOUNDED NOUNS.

738. These we will divide into, 1st, Dependent compounds or

mpounds dependent in case (corresponding to Tat-purusha); 2nd,

jpulative (or Aggregative, Dvandva); 3rd, Descriptive* (or Deter-

inative, Karma-dhdraya); 4th, Numeral (or Collective, Dvigu);

h, Adverbial (or Indeclinable, Avyayi-bhdva); 6th, Relative (Eahu-

ihi). This last consists of, a. Relative form of absolute Dependent

mpounds, terminated by substantives ; b. Relative form of Copu-

ive or Aggregative compounds ; c. Relative form of Descriptive or

iterminative compounds ; d. Relative form of Numeral or Collective

mpounds ; e. Relative form of Adverbial compounds,

a. Observe—A list of the substitutions which take place in the

al syllables of certain words in compounds is given at 778.

DEPENDENT COMPOUNDS (TAT-PURUSHA).

Accusatively Dependent.

739. These comprehend all those compounds in which the relation

the first word (being in the stem) to the last is equivalent to that

an accusative case. They are generally composed of a noun in

first member, and a participle (but not a present or indeclinable

As being composed of an adjective or participle preceding a substantive, and

*ys descriptive of the substantive. Bopp calls them ' Determinate/ a word

imilar import.
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participle), root, or noun of agency in the last ; as, ^pHm:, -"RT, -TH^,

'one who has obtained heaven ' (equivalent to ^5} HI*:); ftj*TST^

'one who speaks kind words ;' *f|^: 'one who gives much ;'

^R * god-praising ;' ^?p^<one who bears arms;' H#
#
J|rf:, -ITT,

-r*j, 'committed to a leaf/ 'committed to paper' (as 'writing*);

faaTTW:, -HI, -W^, ' committed to painting ;' ^rcfarm^ft, -f^nft, -ftf,

' thinking one's self handsome.'

«. *lrT
* gone' (past pass. part. of T*{ ' to go') is used loosely at the end of com-

pounds of this description to express relationship and connexion, without any

necessary implication of motion. In *J^pT7T, facPTTT above, and in others

(such as f^jrtl H^TTfU tffri: 'a jewel lying in the cleft of a rock ;' ^nTBTTTP.,

-HT, "lff[, lying in the palm of the hand'), it has the sense ofW ' staying :' hut

it may often have other senses ; as, 'ii«1
#
*in:,-iTT, -IH^, * engaged in conversation ;'

TOHTff fafeffi ' something relating to a friend.'

b. In theatrical language ^STUnTH^ and ^rrjf^ (lit.
' gone to one's self) mean

* spoken to one's self,' aside.'

c. Before nouns of agency and similar forms the accusative case is often retained,

especially in poetry ; as, wft^R!, -TT, -*P^, ' enemy-subduing ;' ^^^hJ, -HT,

-1{1{ ' heart-touching ;' H«|$<:
9 -ft, -l?{, ' fear-inspiring ' (see 580. a) ; TO'iVJ^O,

-T, -1PJ, ' going to the ocean ;' xyft|5HW^:, -"an, -"ar^, * one who thinks himself

learned ;' TJ^^rq! * one who thinks it night.'

Instrumental(y Dependent,

740. Or those in which the relation of the first word (being in

the stem) to the last is equivalent to that of an instrumental case.

These are very common, and are, for the most part, composed of a

substantive in the first member, and a past passive participle in the

last ; as, <iyi>nfrf£(T: , -HT, -H^, ' beguiled by avarice' (for <?fti?T *frf^w:)

;

q^feiT:, -HT, -K^, 'covered with clothes;' H^fftTW:, -AT, -H^,

'honoured by kings;' froxhr., -^TT, -^, 'deserted by (i.e. desti-

tute of) learning;' $faffed : , -HT, -U^, 'destitute of intelligence
;'

g:*IT$:, -fo 9 -iN[, 'pained with grief;' *rrnnf?n, -HT, -rf^, 'done by

one's self;' ^nf^nnrpi:, -tft, -$!^, 'like the sun' (for snf^f *f^>
see 826); <H*»|qif^in, ~m, -TTC(, 'acquired by us.'

a. Sometimes this kind of compound contains a substantive or noun of agency

in the last member ; as, faWHPT^ ' money acquired by science ;' ^f^tflfNt '°ne

who lives by arms/

Datively Dependent,

741. Or those in which the relation of the first word to the last

is equivalent to that of a dative ; as, qfblH^R^ 'bark for clothing
;'
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xn^^ * water for the feet;' tjtt^ ' wood for a sacrificial post;'

SroiTnw:, -TIT, -W^, 'come for protection' (for $raru OTTTT:). This

kind of compound is not very common, and is generally supplied by

the use of ^H (731); as, siunm *nTO.

a. Parasmai-pada and Atmane-pada (see 243) are instances of

compounds in which the sign of the dative case is retained.

Abfatively Dependent
,

742. Or those in which the relation of the first word to the last

is equivalent to that of an ablative ; as, firjTrTR., -TH, -TTO, * received

from a father;' tT^OT:, -BT, -W, 'fallen from the kingdom' (for

Xmt^ **:); TTT^racTTTr., -IT, -in, * more changeable than a wave ;'

WW. ' other than you' (for H*nftsar:); inijniT ' fear of you' (814. e);

$$t?npr ' fear of a dog ;' jTTM.^yrc* '*> ~ms
' turninK the face

from books,' ' averse from study.'

Genitivehj Dependent,

743. Or those in which the relation of the first word to the last

is equivalent to that of a genitive. These are the most common of

all dependent compounds, and may generally be expressed by a

similar compound in English. They are for the most part com-

posed of two substantives ;
as, irtfiffof

' sea-shore' (for «f^ iifc*

* shore of the sea').

fl . Other examples are,WWW-back;'^ 'bow-string tfWt
'brick-house;' ft*?!*

' mountam-torrcnt ;' ^^
'
water s ,l,e;'^

;

or Wq*H 'acquisition of wealth;' f^q^T ' state of misfortune
;
***.

<

8eparanon of fnends;'^ 'on whose brow' (locative); ^ h» -Is;

TfttWa couple of tflokas;' -T^'the surface of the eaHh;jf^

51 eartn;' I*W-I- '* h. support' («;J^\^
ofaBrahman;'l^W^ **'*,*«*>'^J^

< * i *i » *=n*«HnT fulfilment of wishes; HT^l

^eeciM'^^'thegateof eatl , ;
W^f

** 'a mother's joy s
' TO!** ' a water-receptacle lake, T«.

.

seeker^schoWW*^HJ^; ::;istnnt,,ly) occU1)1,
0. Sometimes anadjecUve mthe^'J^^ „e8t „r,„e„.'

the last place in the compound ;
as, •K.*i«- 3 • fWjWji: ' lord of

c. In occasional mstances the genitnc ease „ rctamed
,

as,f^
men ;' f^lfln ' lord of the sky' ^ ,^ flf , shve

</. Especially in terms of reproach •,
as, V*n..S«

Kirl.'
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Locatively Dependent,

744. Or those in which the relation of the first word to the last

is equivalent to that of a locative case ; as, T3?7P«T:, -7 «TT,
~r r̂[y * sunk

in the mud* (for tqt rp^i) ; TTT^f^rtf ' sporting in the sky;' iTcT#?T

' sport in the water;' fn^^ft <a dweller in a village ;' *T<5T«rt:

* going in the water ;* *ra;*tt 'born in the water ;' fi^tH^[
f gem

on the head/

0. The sign of the locative case is retained in some cases, especially

before nouns of agency ; as, ^T^ft *

a villager ;' *fc5/*l<:
' going in

the water;' 7tftr$faiT:, -HT, -1T^, 'ornamented on the breast ;' *brj;jt:

or ss^inc Agoing in front ;' f^firT^ (it *re) 'abiding in the sky;'

fi^fr^ (rt. *ijSr) 'touching the sky/ gftrfer: 'firm in war/

Dependent in more than one Case.

745. Dependent compounds do not always consist of two words. They may be

composed of almost any number of nouns, all depending upon each other, in the

manner that one case depends upon another in a sentence ; thus, ^ngPfaWfl-

HEFiK, -nTT, -<

JfT^, 'passed beyond the range of the eye' (for ^Epft f$VW[

wfrTOWf:); T^TOPW: 'standing in the middle of the chariot;' HfaTjfceTO^-

HqraWtjftpfin ' skilful in censuring the means of rescuing those in danger.'

a. There is an anomalous form of Tat-purusha, which is really the result of the

elision of the second or middle member {uttara-pada-lopa, madhyama-pada-lopa)

of a complex compound ; e. g. $TT3niTf*fa: for STRTftPl^tf^hi: (see 775).

b. Dependent compounds abound in all the cognate languages. The following

are examples from Greek and Latin; oIvo-Syjkyi, olico-QvfaJ;, XiSo-arpmo^

yvvaiKc-KrjpVKTOf, avOpcoiro-lliaKro^ Qeo-loTQ$, Qeo-TpeirTOs, ^€/po-woojTOf,

auri-fodina, manu-pretium, parri-cida for patri-cida, parri-cidium, matri-cidium,

marti-cultor, mus-cerda. English furnishes innumerable examples of dependent

compounds; e.g. 'ink-stand/ 'snow-drift,' 'moth-eaten/ 'priest-ridden/ 'door-

mat/ 'writing-master,' &c.

COPULATIVE (OR AGGREGATIVE) COMPOUNDS (DVANDVA).

746. This class has no exact parallel in other languages.

When two or more persons or things are enumerated together, it

is usual in Sanskrit, instead of connecting them by a copulative, to

aggregate them into one compound word. No syntactical depend-

ence of one case upon another subsists between the members of

Dvandva compounds, since they must always consist of words which,

if uncompounded, would be in the same case. The only grammatical

connexion between the members is that which would be expressed
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by the copulative conjunction and in English, or ^ in Sanskrit
In fact, the difference between this class and the last turns upon
this dependence in case of the words compounded on each other-
insomuch that the existence or absence of such dependence, as
deducible from the context, is, in some cases, the only guide by
which the student is enabled to refer the compound to the one head
or to the other; thus, 3*ftra$*lT: may either be a Dependent
compound, and mean 'the servants of the pupils of the Guru/ or

a Copulative, < the Guru, and the pupil, and the servant.' And
m^ftTT^ may either be Dependent, ' the blood of the flesh/ or

Copulative, * flesh and blood/ This ambiguity, however, can never

occur in Dvandvas inflected in the dual, and rarely occasions any

practical difficulty.

747. There are three kinds of Copulative compounds: ist, in-

flected in the plural ; 2nd, inflected in the dual
;

3rd, inflected in the

singular. In the first two cases the final letter of the stem of the

word terminating the compound determines the declension, and its

gender the particular form of declension ; in the third case it seems

to be a law that this kind of compound cannot be formed unless

the last word ends in ^T a, or in a vowel changeable to *& «, or in a

consonant to which ^? a may be subjoined ; and the gender is inva-

riably neuter, whatever may be the gender of the final word.

hifleeted in the Plural.

748. When more than two animate objects are enumerated, the

last is inflected in the plural, the declension following the gender of

the last member of the compound ; as, ^fapTW^T: * Indra, Anila,

Yama, and Arka' (for ^ftsfac^ *pfts%ig); TTHlTO^'n: 'Rama,

Lakshmana, and Bharata / Jjn^TVU^^n: ' the deer, the hunter,

the serpent, and the hog/ The learner will observe, that although

the last member of the compound is inflected in the plural, each

of the members has here a singular acceptation. But a plural

signification may often be inherent in some or all of the words

constituting the compound ; thus, prm^fa^WT: * Brahmans,

Kshatriyas, Vaisyas, and tfudras/ foafr*tf^ : 'friends, neutrals,

and foes' (for ft^lftl 7^*t: WTO) ;
^f^Tf^firftr^nfH ' sages,

gods, ancestors, guests, and spirits' (for ^nft^n: ftH^fwrt flirfir *);

%?«mri!fkm: * lions, tigers, and immense serpents/ ^^U^wA-
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*V*flC'flHig;*l!*WT: * dogs, vultures, herons, ravens, kites, jackals, and

erows.'

749. So also when more than two inanimate objects are enume-

rated, the last may be inflected in the plural; as, ^] »5/MHHlHjiH

* virtue, wealth, enjoyment, and beatitude* (for tmfs^t: ^pft *tap3);

^Juw^'Mtfi? ' sacrifice, study, and liberality ' (for j*q\ Wfl^f

^H ^). In some of the following a plural signification is inherent

;

as, S^^MWTftT ' flowers, roots, and fruits ;' ^W^if^l^l* ' of the

unborn, the dead, and the foolish' (for ,snTnTT»Tf *[<THT ijT#nOT ^)

;

^aTPTrWRTt ' eyes, mind, and disposition ;' dT^^qfcttTT^n^-

JRTfir * sickness, sorrow, anguish, bonds, and afflictions ;' gfiTV^H^-

e?7jJ5Tl>gftT ' wood, water, fruit, roots, and honey.'

750. So also when only two animate or inanimate objects are

enumerated, in which a plural signification is inherent, the last is

inflected in the plural; as, ^T^^n: 'gods and men;' J^T^^t:
f

sons and grandsons;' trfiftFOTTT: 'falls and rises;' TTrarnrftin:

'ramparts and trenches;' tprgtlh} 'in pleasures and pains' (for

?p*3 g:ih[ ^) » VI^'J'lHlftf ' sins and virtues.'

Inflected in the Dual

751. When only two animate objects are enumerated, in each of

which a singular signification is inherent, the last is inflected in the

dual, the declension following the gender of the last member ; as,

U*rc4B3WST ' Rama and Lakshmana' (for n*ft 'rfHtTCTO) > ^T^S ' moon

and sun ;' ^nTFTw 'a deer and a crow;' HPiT^nft ' wife and husband
;'

jpjjflTjW^ ' pea-hen and cock ;' ^1R?Jp7iiT * cock and pea-hen.'

752. So also when only two, inanimate objects are enumerated, in

each of which a singular signification is inherent, the last is inflected

in the dual ; as, 3TTWre*n% 'beginning and end' (for ^TTl*>f|s^rR ^);

^nmqTJJu* * affection and enmity' (for ^rjU*ftsTO*TO) ;
firfTO^

' joy and sorrow ;' "BjfrTjqrij * hunger and thirst' (for TJT^ fwST *)

;

W^jnft * hunger and sickness ;' TWT*TT*nTTwn* ' by standing and sitting'

(for w$ft HW^f *) ; mj;*fwt 'honey and ghee;' 3*3:11
c pleasure

and pain;' 4g4ffc*,JJM<fe 'mortar and pestle;' HigWT^^T^T*!!* ' by

rising and saluting ;' fgTTft«n* ' by earth and water.'

Inflected in the Singular Neuter.

753. When two or more inanimate objects are enumerated, whether
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' water> ami f,ier
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1), *£***> day and night' (for ^^ A^ vJJ
masc s,„g also occurs); flp^ <

quarters and ^.^^
fellft ^or W^'day and night;' f^>^. head3
neck ;' vhnrsfira ' skin, flesh, and blood.'

(

a. Sometimes two or more animate objects are thus compounded • as mnfanr
sonsand^ndsons;' t^' elephants and horses:' especially inferior ohjec^

as, ^milrf^ a dog and an outcast.'

754- In enumerating two qualities the opposite of each other, it is common to
form a Dvandva compound of this kind, by doubling an adjective or participle
and interposing the negative * a; as, WS^ ' moveable and immoveable

» (for^TO^ ; VJT^KOod and^ fWTfiAMn agreeable and disagree-
able' (for fin «fm *) ;

pr^ *

seen and not seen
.,^^,

«^^^
done ;' Tf^T ' gentle and cruel/

a. In the Dvandvas which occur in the Vedas the first member of the com-
pound, as well as the last, may sometimes take a dual termination

; thus, ft^T"^-W (see 97. a), ^f^TT, faff*nn!T^. and some of the anomalous Dvandvas
used in more modern Sanskrit are probably Vedic in their character; thus

irrerijft^ft ' heaven and earth ;' miTrfilirtf 'mother and father,' &c.

b. It is a general rule, however, that if a compound consists of two stems in ri

the final of the first becomes ^TT, as in TTflTfarTIT above. This also happens if the

last member of the compound be $d; as faiTriJ^T * father and son/

c. Greek and Latin furnish examples of complex compounds involving Dvan-

dvas
; thus, paTpa^o-fJLVO'ixa^iay ' frog-mouse war ;' su-ovutaurilia, ' pig-sheep-

bull sacrifice ;' fao-cpVTOV, 'animal-plant.' Zoophyte is thus a kind of Dvandva.

In English, compounds like 'plano-convex,' 'convexo-concave' are examples of

the relative form of Dvandva explained at 765.

DESCRIPTIVE (Oil DETERMINATIVE) COMPOUNDS (KARMA-T)HARAYA).

75$. In describing, qualifying, or defining a substantive by means

of an adjective or participle, it is common in Sanskrit to compound

the two words together, placing the adjective or participle in the

first member of the compound in its stem ; as, HT^rc: ' a good man'

(for *r^ ipr:); f*rrfacf*( 'an old friend' (for fai fa&[); tjotJN: 'a

troubled ocean;' ipnF* 'a holy act;' *RWT ' the infinite soul;'

i^hfH ' polished speech f pq^Tftr ' holy acts
1
(for jOTfa ^T%)

;

Wh,«HUU1H
'of the best men' (for TWHRf TOSTT^); ^nTTcTC^

'
a great
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crime
5
(see 778); *^ru*T: 'a great king' (see 778); fifftr^r: 'a dear

friend' (778); ?ftfhra^ ' a long night' (778).

a. The feminine stems of adjectives do not generally appear in

compounds; thus, ftroprnft 'a dear wife' (for ftrnT *rtl); ^PTT^T

' a great wife' (for H^lft htot, see 778); ^re?fTTjT 'a beautiful wife'

(for ^TTift Hnh); ^T^^T^ft ' a female cook' (for HTfw ^).
b. There are, however, a few examples of feminine adjective stems

in compounds; e.g. ^jfteHrSl *a wife with beautiful thighs;' ^rfa-

^faRt 'an impassioned woman,' where oRTfoft may be used sub-

stantively (cf. 766. b).

756. An indeclinable word or prefix may take the place of an adjective in this

kind of compound ; thus, *pTO 'a good road ;' ^Q*ti^ * a fine day ;' ^pTTfafl^

' good speech ;' J^HUI^ * bad conduct ;' ^WTT^ ' not fear/ ' absence of danger
;'

^fi^vflfa1^
* external cleanliness' (from vahis, 'externally,' and sauta, 'purity');

^Pift^rr^^ 'internal purity ;' ^^H^' a slight inspection;' gJ^J^PJ: 'abadman.'

757. Adjectives used as substantives sometimes occupy the last place in

Descriptive compounds ; as, TOnyrfa^ ' a very just man ;' TOTT^jiP^ ' a very

wonderful thing.'

a. In the same manner, substantives, used adjectively, may occupy the first

place ; as, *W $«mfi(!F 'impure substances ;' TTSffMl ' a royal sage.'

758. Descriptive compounds expressing 'excellence' or eminence' fall under

this class, and are composed of two substantives, one of which is used as an adjec-

tive to describe or define the other, and is placed last, being generally the name of

an animal denoting 'superiority;' as, J^V^W* 'man-tiger,' ^^T^^t 'man-

bull,' J^rfi^t ' man-lion,' ^npfot ' man-bull,' i. e. ' an illustrious man.'

Similarly, tfl\v»l*t/ an excellent woman* (gem of a woman); 3<;nj Q»i^ 'face-

lotus,' i. e. ' lotus-like face.'

a. So other compounds expressive of ' comparison' or ' resemblance' are usually

included in native grammars under the- Karma-dharaya class. In these the adjec-

tive is placed last : as, iSPir^rai, -<3T, -<5*^, ' fickle as a shadow ;' ^q^TT:,

-TT, -1^,' dark as a cloud ;' ^J^cf^TOI, -*8t, -W^ 9 'spread out like a mountain.
1

b. The following are examples of Greek and Latin compounds falling under this

class
;
{AtyakG-fXYiTyp, iW-TreXov, jAeyaXo-voia, V)fxi-Kvwv, sacri-portus, meri-dies

(for medi-dies), decem-viri, semi-deus. Parallel compounds in English are, good-

will,' 'good-sense,' 'ill-nature,' holiday,' blackguard,' &c.

NUMEKAL (OR COLLECTIVE) COMPOUNDS (DVIGU).

759. A numeral is often compounded with a substantive to form

a collective noun, but the last member of the compound is generally

in the neuter singular ; thus, *igfT^ ' the four ages' (for *raTft ynfa)

;
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tnree nights (a* being substituted for rrfa w ,„«, _7T 1

years' (M^MM); wfhr the five fires.'
^™ ^

«. Rarely the stems of numerals are compounded will, 1 , ,^ 'the four castes,^ .

flJ .
„£'^^

-

; as

Ursa Major.'
TO the scven stars of

6. Sometimes the last member of the compound is ,n theW • ,

the termination * ; as, faM* 'the three worldl
"""^^

c Compare Greek and Latin compounds hke rerpa^hov, T^mw , T
>

$
iriduum, tnenmum, tnnoctium, quadrivium, quinquertium.

* '

ADVERBIAL OR INDECLINABLE COMPOUNDS (AVYAYi-BHAVA).

760. In this class of indeclinable (avyaya, i. e. na vyeti, < what does
not change') compounds the first member must be either a preposition
(such as *fir, wft, wg, Ufa, &c, at 7S3) or an adverbial prefix (such
asW < as/^

<
as far as/ « or v^ ' not/ «f « with/ &c .) The

last member is a substantive which takes the form of an accusative

case neuter, whatever may be the termination of its stem ; thus,

iTOTTC^
€
according to faith' (from t^t and *5t) 5 fffirftr^ ' every

night' (from irfir and ftfjjr); jfirfir^'in every quarter' (from irfff

and f^S?); ^rfirj
l

beyond the ship' (from ^fr and fff).

«. Many of these compounds are formed with the adverbial prepo-

sition ^, generally contracted into *; thus, Jrataqr 'with anger'

(from * and -$w); m$U{ ' with respect' (* ^t*{); STST^W^ * with

prostration of eight parts of the body ;' tffafti (i. e. sa-upadhi)

'fraudulently;' ^Tfirf 'with fire.' Panini (u. i, 9, &c.) gives some

unusual forms with postpositions ; as, flmrfir ' a little sauce.'

b. The following are examples of indeclinable compounds with other prefixes

;

"d. 1^ 8 *^
' according to seniority ;' HiMfj^ ' over every limb ;' ufinn*?*{ ' every

month' (730. e)\ ^Tff^fil 'according to rule;' TRrSlfei or q|q«5^?^ (49)

' according to one's ability ;' WTJ^ ' happily ;' WT^ ' suitably,' ' worthily ;'

T*ftW^' as described;' ^Tc^Sp^ 'every moment;' *W^*j' before the eyes' (778),

UfireiRP^ 'upon the shoulders;' wfajSpj ' upon the tree
;

' ^mfatfifa^ 'near

the banks of the Malini ;' ^T^I^ ' without doubt ;' faf?$fa^ ' without distinc-

tion ;' JTU|J|j;^ *
in the middle of the Ganges.'

c Analogous indeclinable compounds are found in Latin and Greek, such as

admodum, obviam, affatim, amP'm antpiov, vwppopov, vapaypvift*. In these,

however, the original gender is retained, whereas, according to the Sanskrit rule,

obvium would be written for obviam, and affate for affatim. In Greek compounds
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like <iv)(A€pov, the feminine v}(J.epa appends a neuter form, as in Sanskrit. In

English 'uphill.'

d. The neuter word ^Hl^ 'for the sake of,' ' on account of (see 731 . Obs.), is often

used at the end of compounds ; thus, *S^]3*( ' for the sake of sleep ;' ^T*JJTRT^
for the sake of the performance of business.' See, however, 731, note.

e. There is a peculiar adverbial compound formed by doubling a nominal stem,

the final of the first member of the compound being lengthened, and the final of

the last changed to ^ i. It generally denotes mutual contact, reciprocity, or oppo-

sition; thus, g?t*jfo 'fist to fist;' ^TT^fe' stick to stick' (fighting); ^T^Ttf^f

* share by share ;' %^TT%f^l ' pulling each other's hair ;' VH^lf^ ' body to body
;'

Wf^^fa 'arm to arm ;' «TOR% 'scratching each other.'

/. Something in the same manner, W^T and m, * another,' are doubled ; thus,

Taffal^, W*?T^, 'one another,' 'mutually,' 'together.'

KELATIVE COMPOUNDS (MOSTLY EQUIVALENT TO BAHU-VRfHI).

761. The compounds in the preceding four divisions are generally

terminated by substantives, the sense of each being in that case

absolute and complete in itself. Most of such compounds may be

used relatively, that is, as epithets of other words, the final substan-

tive becoming susceptible of three genders, like an adjective (see 108,

1 19,, 130, 134. a). We have given the name relative to compounds

when thus used, not only for the obvious reason of their being

relatively and not absolutely employed, but also because they

usually involve a relative pronoun, and are sometimes translated

into English by the aid of this pronoun, and are, moreover, resolved

by native commentators into their equivalent uncompounded words

by the aid of the genitive case of the relative (tot). Thus, H?nnT^

is a Descriptive compound, meaning * great wealth,' and may be

used adjectively in relation to ^TO, thus H^TOrf: ij^n: 'a man who

has great wealth ;' or to Jfigft, thus JT?ttRT Hpflf
i

a woman ivho has

great wealth ;' and would be resolved by native commentators into

iTRr or *Tsn *?3 Vrpj. In English we have similar compounds, as

4 high-minded,
5

'left-handed/ and the like, where the substantive

terminating the compound is converted into an adjective.

Relative form of Tat-purusha or Dependent Compounds.

762. Many Dependent compounds (especially those that arc instru-

mcntally dependent at 740) are already in their own nature relative,

and cannot be used except in connexion with some other word m

the sentence. But, on the other hand, many others, and especially
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yield a sense complete in Lelf ll ,
"*^^ and

«. Other examples are, ^T^ir:, -ut -uw ' u B *

»S-n«m. w ™ < ,

™
° f°rm ,S «0(,,ike ' (see 108);

V.m ' ^> "^> Bpkndid as the sun'
(
T08) ; *fcpn* -Hi -Sir*

'elephant-footed'Csee^); sr^:, ^, ^Ven(lillf, aUhc^^/-*T,-^, terminated by death ;'^
:^TOj -m,-^, or^^: -^W

'headed by Karna;' ft-jV^n-T, -m, -Vnamed Vlshnu^inan

'

(J^
J-jtf*!*:, -tf ,

-^
< lotus-eyed' (see 77H); TCmOTW, -*n, -^, 'called

Narayanan VT^c*, -<*T, -<^, 'founded on wealth;'^M (agreeing

with WTfiT), * money to the amount of a he;' H^T:, -*n, -^ <

havi%r a

club in the hand,' or 'club-in-hand;' $1^%:, -fir., -frl, 'arms-in-hand
;'

W*H:, -HT, -^, 'net-in-hand;' gnrftm:, -m, -^, 'on the subject of

flowers/ 'relating to flowers;' UlTTTC, -H, -l^, 'having meditation for one's

chief occupation;' TT%?n, -UT, -ST^, 'having his knowledge/ These examples

are not distinguishable from absolute dependent compounds, except by declension

in three genders.

b. Similar compounds are found in Greek ; e. g. i7nro-yK(0<Tao{
9

'

horse-tongued.'

j6$. Many of them, however, are not found, except as relatives;

and if used absolutely would yield a different sense ; thus, ^*SjpPT

means ' the face of Karna/ but when used relatively, as *Rhj?jn U»TR:,

' the kings headed by Kama/ So also ^R^: signifies ' the eye of

the spy/ but when used relatively, as ^nr^;cnn, 'a king who sees

by means of his spies/ See 1 66. c.

764. The substantive ^TIT**, 'a beginning,' when it occurs in the last member

of a compound of this nature, is used relatively to some word expressed or under-

stood, and yields a sense equivalent to et cetera. It is generally found either 111

the plural or neuter singular; as, ^]<;<<: 'Indra and the others' (agreeing with

the nom. case TjTSl expressed or understood, 'the gods commencing with Indra');

W ^Jl^«n^ 'of Agni and the others' (agreeing with ^li*I*1l^ understood, 'of

those above-named things of which Agni was the first'); ^Tgll^TM the eyes,

&c.' (agreeing with ^f^pnftj 'the senses commencing with the eyes'). When

used in the neut. sing, it either agrees with £*tV^, ' the aforesaid,' understood, or

* ^ may be substituted for VT$ in compounds of this kind, but not after

^%?(. See 778.
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with a number of things taken collectively, and the adverb Hi * may be prefixed

;

as, ^TmJTJTi^ 'the word devdn, &c.' (agreeing with ^^Tlf^ understood, ' the afore-

said sentence of which devdn is the first word*); ^T«Trf^TT 'by liberality, &c.'

(agreeing with some class of things understood, ' by that class of things of which

liberality is the first'). See also 772.

a. It may occasionally be used in the masc. sing. ; as, HT^PTTT^*. ' brooms, &c.'

(agreeing with SMtjhtl 'furniture').

b. Sometimes Wrf^cR is used for TOTfif ; as, ^l^rrf^^ ' gifts, &c. :' and some-

times ^ITBT; as, ^STOTI *JTT! ' the gods of whom Indra is the first.'

c. The feminine substantive U*}fiT, 'beginning,' may be used in the same way;

thus, ^^TOffT^! *pCtt 'the gods, beginning with lndra ;' ?Nf ?HHfa^ftni^cfcn*(

of those villagers, &c.'

d. Observe—The neuter of WTT^ may optionally take the terminations of the

masculine in all but the nom. and ace. cases; thus, ^wbi^ 'of elephants,

horses, &c.' (agreeing with «lotq gen. neut. of "WR 'an army').

Relative form of Dvandva or Copulative Compounds.

765. Copulative (or Aggregative) compounds are sometimes used

relatively ; especially in the case of adjectives or participles ; as,

$U!l
f
9T&:, -W, ~W{j 'black and white' (cf. Aewo-^e'Aa?) ; WUWrfftW.,

-TTT, -TP^, * bathed and anointed ;' xftciTR^: , -^T, -^, 'belonging to

town and country ;' ^Hjq^ir:, -ITT, -TT^, 'done and done badly
;'

JJ*TJJ*:, -*T, -H^, ' good and evil' (754) ; JTF^fwv:, -^VT, -^, < thick

and unctuous;' fo^T^ftrftnr:, -ITT, ~rT*(, 'noiseless and motionless'

(night) ; J|^l riUfd^ttiW ' of him taken and let loose.' See other

examples under Complex Compounds.

Obs.—Many compounds of this kind are classed by native gram-

marians under the head of Tat-purusha (Pan. 11. 1,69), though the

accent in many conforms to the rule for Bahu-vrihi (vi. 2, 3).

Relative form of Karma-dhdraya or Descriptive Compounds.

766. A greater number of compound words may be referred to

this head than to any other. Every style of writing abounds with

them; thus, ^rer^lfa:, -fa:, -fa, 'whose strength is small' (119).

a. Other examples are, T^fTO^, -?5T, -<&{, 'whose strength is great
5

(108,

see also 778); SPgrnSTTI, -*TK, -*H, 'whose glory is great' (164. a); W^HHm

-TT, -•fll, 'whose wealth is small;' 131ml, -WT, -rR, 'high-minded' (151);

^TT^fCTT:, -7TT, -TT*T, 'of noble demeanour;' ^J/iitH*., -WT, -WJ, 'having

* Sometimes evam is prefixed ; as, <£«Hi$fa U<*>imf»T ' lamentations begii

ning thus.'
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many fish^ ^nrf<?H:, -*T) -*W, 'having very little water;' nfw^:
2i-™J

f WlSe inteUeC

.

t
' (" 9); fm-™ :

>
-*• -H '>-avinK a dear'wife;'

I^^T ' ;*' "^ "
0t t0 '^ """*"'• 'H^:. agreeing with

*T*n, a king who conceals what ought to be concealed '

*. Occasionall, the feminine of the adjects appears ,„ the compound; as,
TOWTO. having a sixth wife.' Compare 755. b.

767. Although a passive participle is not often prefixed to a
noun in an absolute sense, this kind of combination prevails most
extensively in the formation of relative compounds; as, mrm*:

9

-<5T, -75^, * whose time has arrived/

a. Other examples are, firi^, -in, -i^, 'whose passions are subdued;'

$rren*fTT:, -en:, -A:, 'whose mind is composed;' SfrHTTT:, -^TJ, -"^t, 'whose

"|"d » reJ°ice(1, (
scc l64); WIT*:, -*T, -*H, 'whose hopes arc broken;'

<jjpru^ :
>
~*^T

> ~W^, 'whose kingdom is taken away;' ^falTHin:, -»TT:,

-^T:, 'whose glory is boundless;' ^TOT*^:, -|j:,
-*J,

'whose death is near;'

2jfiT3iP?:, -HT, -*p^, 'whose desire is accomplished,' i.e. 'successful;' Sppft-

^R:, -"Jn, -TF\, 'one who has finished eating;' ^TftpTcT^T^:, -^T, -^,'one
by whom the S'astras have not been read;' fa^/FFKj -TJT, -ifR, or r^TT^T,
4

whose heart is pierced;' ftTiT^:, -cT:, -*j/ who has conquered his enemies;'

f^T^T:, -*T, -$T*, 'having the hair cut;' fan*T$R:, -TfT, -^»T, 'eating

sparingly;' ^nTTO:, -XfT, -TJS, 'purified from sin.'

b. The suffix ^ ka is often added; as, ??T^fN?:, -*FT, -cfl^, 'reft of fortune;'

^ITfR^R:, -^9RT, -^R, ' shorn of (his) beams.' Cf. 769. a.

c. Examples of Greek and Latin compounds of this kind are, [xeyaXo-fiecpaXo^

fX€ya\o-fj.y)Ti$, XevKo-TTTtpog, Trokv-jjpva-og, ^vado-iT^avo^ Yfiv-yXwvao*;,

€pv)[AO-Tro\l$, magn-animus
t
longi-manus, multi-comus, albi-comus, multi-vius, atri-

color. In English compounds of this kind abound; e.g. 'blue-eyed,' 'narrow-

minded/ good-tempered,' 'pale-faced,' &c.

Relative form of Dvigu or Numeral Compounds.

768. Numeral or Dvigu compounds may be used relatively ; as,

fr*H§:, -T0% -$*, ' two-leaved ;' fe;<*H?T:, -"iff or -Tft, -7R, ' tri-ocular.'

a. Other examples are, fST^:, -VT, -V?, 'three-headed* (*£** being substituted

for Ijjtt^ sec 778); ^rg^:, ~^% 'W{, 'four-faced;' ^jWtan, -W, -*P{,

' quadrangular ;' $nT?TC:, -tT, -TH, ' hundred-gated ;' ^f^-*, -3T, -OT,
'

pos-

sessed of the four sciences' (108); tf^ST^:, -rf> -T**, '
thousand-eyed' (sec 778);

^TTTR:, -?TT, -;**, 'having the wealth of five bullocks.'

Relative form of Compounds with Adverbial Prefixes.

769. The adverbial compounds most frequently employed rela-

tively as adjectives arc those formed with the adverbial preposition
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^ 'with/ contracted into V; thus, *njfar:, ->H, -W{, 'angry
5

(lit.

* with-anger/ i having anger'); Tnra:, -<3T, -TFT, 'fruitful' (108);

*^3: > -^, -^, 'possessed of kindred' (119); *ni^:, -^T, -^T,

' energetic / snfta:, -^T, -3T, 'possessed of life/ ' living ;^ *T«^:

,

-"^t, -»^K, *joyful/ *nifrc, -^T, -^PT, ' accompanied by ministers/

WJHl§: 'accompanied by a wife/ 'having a wife;* *n*T., -"51T, -m*,

' strung
5
(as a bow, lit. ' with-bowstring

5

).

Obs.—When adverbial compounds like TJ^IwH (760. 6) are used at the begin-

ning of relative compounds, the final T is dropped ; e. g. T^n^Fr^T^TtJ, -TT, -T8,

'employed in the manner described.'

a. The suffix «R ka (80. LVI) is often added to this kind of compound ; as, SPrffa;,

-cfiT, -«F*T, 'possessed of fortune;' tT^jfcK, ~3iT, -"%*{•> 'accompanied by women/

b. In some compounds *?*? remains; as, ^T?*^T^*Tt 'with his army;' ^^J^T»

'along with his son.'

c. ^ is also used for WITH 'same ;' as, ^»u^:, -^T, -ePT, 'of the same family.
1

d. There are of course many examples of nouns combined with adverbial prefixes,

so as to form relative compounds, which cannot be regarded as relative forms of

Avyayi-bhava ; thus, ^1^*. , -VT , -V* , ' with uplifted weapon;' ^HITI^TT:,

-V, -V{, 'of various shapes;' U£f»raTO:, -*n, -*W, 'where dwelling?' ^jFWT,

--3TT, -T, 'where bom?' fcTCTOV:, -VT, -W?, ' without fault;' fiTCT^TC:, -IT,

-T*, 'having no food;' W*tf:, -Wt :, -fW, 'fearless' (123. b); iPirfiW, -W, -V*,

'of that kind/ 'in such a state;' g^fi*.', "%*> -fi§T, 'weak-minded;' J?^^*'
-fir:, -ft, 'ill-natured;' *J*pS:,-^TT or -TTfr, -*3*T, 'handsome-faced;' ^jfe^

-fe*> -%, 'of good understanding.' Some of the above may be regarded as

relative forms of Descriptive compounds, formed with indeclinable prefixes; see

756. Similar compounds in Greek and Latin are, av-ypepos, tv-OY)ko$, in-imicw,

in-fellx, dis-similis, semi-plenus.

0. Observe—The adverbial prefixes <TO and
*J

(726. d.f) impart a passive sense

to participial nouns of agency, just asW and eu in Greek ; thus, jp^R ' difficult

to be done,' TjfiT.
' easy to be done ;' gefc* ' difficult to be obtained,' *}F5H 'easy

to be attained ;' gHt ' difficult to be crossed.' Cf. tiKpopo^ ' easy to be borne
;'

§v(nropQS, '
difficult to be passed/ &c.

/. ?T»TT^n, -*TT, -"*?T,
' possessed of a master,' is used at the end of compounds

to denote simply 'possessed of,' 'furnished with ;' thus, "faTrR^RTO fijTcSTiTcS^

'a stone-seat furnished with a canopy;' %c3m£*nTTOt m&m 'an arbour having

a marble-slab as its master,' i. e. ' furnished with/ ' provided with/ &c. Similarly,

q$ cicfc'Hcjjvfl ^qif<i|: ' a fig-tree occupied by a number of cranes.'

g. Observe—The relative form of a compound would be marked in Vedic San-

skrit by the accent. In the Karma-dharaya compound mahd-bdhu, 'great arm,'

the accent would be on the last syllable, thus T^TOTf J
but in the Relative mahd-

bdhu, 'great-armed,' on the ante-penultimate, thus, If^wij. So, native com-

mentators often quote as an example of the importance of right accentuation, the
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0. .Note, that ^BTTWcfi and Ftr fKn I yytv\ ,, <n ^ (8o
. LXXIX) are used at the end of relative com-pounds to denote composed of,' '

consisting of-' h ,t ,

nffU o l f ^ \ •

Consis^got, hut are more frequently found
at the end of complex relatives ; see 774.

COMPLEX COMPOUND NOUNS.

770. We have now to speak of complex compound words
or compounds within compounds, which form a most remarkable
feature in Sanskrit composition. Instances might be given of
twenty or thirty words thus compounded together; but these are
the productions of the vitiated taste of more modern times, and
are only curious as shewing that the power of compounding words
may often be extravagantly abused. But even in the best specimens
of Sanskrit composition, and in the simplest prose writings, four, live,

or even six words are commonly compounded together, involving

two or three forms under one head. It will be easy, however, to

determine the character of the forms involved, by the rules pro-

pounded in the preceding pages.

Instances of absolute complex compounds, whose sense is complete

and unconnected, arc not rare.

a. The following are examples: TO^TT^f^pmtfTfa 'flood and evil

(occurring) in the revolutions of the interval of time,' the whole being a dependent,

involving a dependent and a copulative ; H^^frTTOTUnJIT ' the general of the

army and the overseer of the forces,' the whole being a copulative, involving two

dependents
; ^ft^jfiOfT^nn^ ' the protection from sorrow, enemies, and perils,'

the whole being a dependent, involving an aggregative ; ^HVtfr?T*Jf£
jf

I «m*^ ' the

disregarded words of a friend,' the whole being a descriptive, involving a dependent

;

^JUTIRT^^W
'

a white r°l)e an(l a string of garlands,' the whole heing a copu-

lative, involving a descriptive and dependent ; ^RT^T^1^1^
' one who lias gone

to the opposite bank (para) of all the Sastras,' i. e. one who has read them through
;'

WfafTOftfir ' the bones of a dead lion.'

771. Complex compounds are generally used as adjectives, or

relatively, as epithets of some other word in the sentence ;
thus,

'TfoffTre/PR:, -Tt, -?R, 'whose nails and eyes were decayed/ the

whole being the relative form of descriptive, involving a copulative

;

T^^^^: ' having a throat emaciated with hunger/ the whole being

the relative form of descriptive, involving a dependent.
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a. Other examples are, ^l^T^JTgWtnT: , -^T, -^, 'having a white garland

and unguents,' the whole being the relative form of copulative, involving a

descriptive ; ^ft«i,^h*J|^;«fijt ' broad-shouldered and strong-armed/ the whole

being a copulative, involving two descriptives ; ^TT*^n*:, -]TT, -TW, ' done in a

former birth,' the whole being a dependent, involving a descriptive; ftrUT^-

^^5*, -£T, -5^> 'advanced in learning and age,' the whole being a dependent,

involving a copulative; sfinf^Spft^fa:, -TfT, -^/having fresh garlands,

and being free from dust,' the whole being the relative form of copulative,

involving a descriptive and dependent; ^fa*l«M"J;f^ro, -Til, -1.1
9
'whose head

was moist with unction ;' TTCfannps:, -T3T or -^% -W{, ' having the face turned

in any direction one likes ;' ^c3,«Jfi<^Gtt, "HT, -H^, * spear and club in hand;'

S<* U^f^T^fa"in, -fTT, -TPT, 'sufficient for suj)port during one night' (see 778)

;

^^:^lHi^ftT?7^T^Tfa$n: 'those who are acquainted with the meaning of

the three Ved as, called Rig, Yajur, and Sama;' W«^?*^ *fl y&<\'TTOThgTT J 'biting

their lips and having red eyes' (agreeing with TTrTR!); Wfl^/**Hft: 'injuring

another by action or by intention.'

772. The substantive ^nfi,, 'a beginning/ often occurs in complex relative

compounds, with the force of et cetera, as in simple relatives at 764 ; thus, SpTOT-

ft^ip^t 'parrots, starlings, &c.' (agreeing with ifftpff; 'birds beginning with

parrots and starlings '), the whole being the relative form of dependent, involving

an aggregative ; HfarfalRTfi* ' peace, war, &c.' (agreeing with ^pf3PR( under-

stood); 'IS^i'lTTTf^TpR:, -3RT, -3T*{, 'possessed of houses, temples, &c.
;'

*l»f<
<J</1 4

iiUl\ Mfw^W^, -HiT,-*K^, ' possessed of property such as elephants,

horses, treasure, &c/

a. Similarly, ^TO in the example 4'KfH/PMJlTtt (agreeing with BW» ' garlands

possessing the best odour and other qualities').

773. Long complex compounds may be generally translated by beginning at the

last word and proceeding regularly backwards, as in the following : H^T^oFT^fTT-

^^^^^/^fi^flr^^^T75^'^ rf<*
#*J^T^: , -JJ, -^T, 'causing pleasure

by the music of the voice of the cuckoo, blended with the hum emitted by the

swarms of joyous bees.'

774. WFT^R or JEH, at the end of a complex relative, denotes 'composed of;
1

thus, £W/d,<\4^lffi/**fakJrHefl ^75^ ' a force consisting of elephants, horses,

chariots, infantry, and servants;' ITTJ fi^^f^^pT^ SRWfr 'the two actions

consisting of the good and evil done in a former birth.'

775. Complex compounds may sometimes have their second or middle member

omitted ; thus, ^fW$tM^|$itc«>^ is really a complex compound, the whole being

a descriptive, involving a dependent ; but the middle member ^9JiT is elided.

Similarly, $TT«nnf*ft: 'the era-king' is for ^rn^ftHnnffo: 'the king (beloved)

by the era ;' ftfltHlt^ft for fqawnlkl^l'1 ' Urvasi gained by valour.'

a. Complex compounds expressive of comparison are not uncommon ;
as,

Sfi^f«t
»<J,
w c5*

t
^c9; , -<3T, -c5*^ 'unsteady and trembling as a drop of water;'
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^^^;(ftiTK?5:, -3T, -OT/ tremulous as water op the leaf of a lotus'
the last two examples are complex. Compare 758. a.

b. A peculiar compound of this kind is formed from Dvandvas by adding the

suffix tya; thus, ^PSTTTafa:, -*T, -«*,
' like the story of the crow and the palm-

tree ;' jfaipfafa:
, -"HT, -H*, ' like the story of the hawk and the pigeon.'

'

c. The substantive verb must often be supplied in connexion with a relative corn-

pound
;

as, UTWV^ft^ij: 'his success was proportionate to" his undertakings
;'

^fhrnHftf * on his drinking water,' for fo Wwftl tfft *fa.

776. Complex compound adverbs, or indeclinable compounds,

involving other compounds, are sometimes found ; as, ^PJ^;faf!^PN!j

' not differently from one's own house ;' $KfoiWiTTO{ * after utter-

ing a sound ;' ^^^f^wur^rj^^ < regardlessly of the curving

of her waist bending under the weight of her bosom ;' *TCr?r^{fl^

' as seen and heard.'

ANOMALOUS COMPOUNDS.

777. There are certain compounds which are too anomalous in their formation

to admit of ready classification under any one of the preceding heads.

«. W&, \lftV, ^JT, ?W, T^* affixed to stems, form anomalous compounds
;

see 80. LVI1, LXX-LXXII, LXXVI.

b. There is a common compound formed by placing Wf(X after a nominal stem,

to express 'another,' 'other;' as, WRpifTWor^piW?
4

another place ;' U^JTOI

Tiff 'along with another king;' »P^T^nftn 'other births.'

c. Similarly, RT^ is added to express 'mere ;' see 919.

d- ^ or ft* or JC¥C (meaning literally 'preceded by') may be added to

nominal stems to denote the manner in which anything is done
;

as,W^*
'

with

anger ;' ^n^jN1^^ '

he
fe'
flVC food with reverence ''

e. A peculiar compound is formed by the use of an ordinal number as the last

member- thus, TOrfcifta * accompanied by the Sarasa;' iftlTTJlfhr: (agreein,

with tnr.) 'having m for his third (companion),' i.e. including Lakshmana,

WW** (TO) 'Nala made double by his shadow;' T^TO: (WiTl)

•the Hndavas with their mother as the sixth;' ** TO-TlTO ' the Vedas

with the Akhyanasasafifth;' ^T^T HIT. 'ten cows and one bull (Manu

X1
'

l29) '

y ;narifh^7r3ftvt ' a fighter who abandons life
;'

/. The following are peculiar: W*.*m^««' * ,__-&. §. fa

mN:,^-^' having no fear from any quarter; *?W^ > s>

' \ * o .n .' Wlinatf^:
' one who has lodged seven nights.

never before seen ; WUdJi 1*".
y

k. The Veda ha, some pecu arco.—

>

;

e^ ^
ydvayad-dveshas, 'defending from cnera.es, 1

These ate a kind of inverted Tat-purusha.
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CHANGES OF CERTAIN WORDS IN CERTAIN COMPOUNDS.

778. The following is an alphabetical list of the substitutions and

changes which take place in the final syllables of certain words

when used in certain compounds. They are called by native gram-

marians Samasanta suffixes. They are properly only added to

Tat-purusha compounds (which include Karma-dharaya).

^T8J at end of various compounds for ^ftf n. 'the eye;' e. g. miW* 'a bull's

eye (window) ;' cftf^TTTCJV'BlV"^,' red-eyed.'—^1p5 for«^fo f.
' the finger

;'

e. g. df#<4:, -c5Tj -c3^, * measuring two fingers.*—vi^o for TO^jfo m. 'joining

the hands in reverence/—TO3 for TOS^ m. 'a road;' e.g. HTW, -*3T, "WJ,
' distant (as a road).'—WTf^T in Dvandvas for wis^ m. ' a bull ;' e. g. M^lj^
or -^ ' cow and bull.'—OTTO in Karma-dharayas for ^R*{ n. ' a cart/ ' a carriage

;'

e. g. *Ts?T*W^' a large cart' (Pan. v. 4, 94).

—

tHTO in Karma-dharayas for ^1S( n.

'
iron.'

—

TSRfi in Karma-dharayas for vi^^ m. ' a stone.'—^TO for ^?fo| f. ' an

angle;' e.g. ^iJO^»> "f » "^% 'quadrangular.'—WT in Dvigus and relative

compounds for^r^; e.g. WPT^'a car drawn by eight oxen;' TOTl.qimc*!,

-<?T, -<5*(, ' having eight receptacles.'

—

^d\^ in Dvandvas for OTfai^m. n. ' the

knee ;'
e. g. ^rflfa^' thigh and knee/—^OT for ^rffll 'a bone/—^ or ^^T

for ^Tf^n. 'a day;' e.g. ^Hj: 'the period of one day;' OTflTgH 'a holy-day /

^^fff: ' the lord of day/—*g for ^T^n. ' a day ;' e. g. ^T^T. ' the forenoon/

—3pj for ^\t ' water ;' e. g. Iffa* ' an island / whOm*^ ' an island/—^^ for

^f? 'a wound' (Pan. v. 4, 126).—TEf in Karma-dharayas for T3f^ m. 'an ox ;'

e. g. H^JJ ' a large ox/
—

"3^ for "3^«R n. ' water ;' e. g. "3^$***: ' a water-jar
;'

^fttl^: 'the sea of milk.'
—

"SHOT in Karma-dharayas for ^T^ n. 'the breast;'

e.g. ^S'^SptCHt, -*ft> -***> 'broad-chested as a horse.'

—

1WQJ an old dual form

in Dvandvas for "3^f. n. ' the dawn ;' e. g. <jmi«h^W ' dawn and sun' (Pan. vi.

3, 30*—W^ (f. *35lft) for W(n. 'an udder,' at end of Bahu-vrihis (Pan. iv.

i» 25)) e'S'
TS,Tt>ft 'having a full udder;' STlft 'having two udders;' ^T^fi

' having an exceedingly large udder/
—

"3TO for ^f. ' water ;' e. g. ^"J5* >"^"^
'near water,' 'watery.'—^ for ^^J see 779.—W^RJ for ^i^ m. 'the top,'

' head ;' e. g. f^TJT^lT 'three-peaked (mountain)/—^ or ^iT or 3fi[ for ^J
express-

ing inferiority or diminution; e.g. fig«H or wHH or «n<ii«m 'slightly warm;'

cfi^KK^ ' a bad letter ;' «BTg^t ' a coward.'—^11^ at end of Bahu-vrihis for

^iT^ m. 'the palate;' e.g. f^cRTf^' having no palate.'—f^f for $fo| m. She

belly/—OTC for ?ntf ; e. g. ^B?5^R^ ' half a khari ' (a measure).—if^T for W*t

m. 'smell;' e.g. ffanfan, -fatt, -f*f, 'fetid/—7R in Dvigus for nt m. f. 'an

ox ;' e. g. M^'N^ ' a collection of five cows.'—^fiJT for ^^ ' four ;' see 779."
—

*PJ for *nfT ' a wife ;' e. g. ^Wfift du. ' husband and wife/—SW^ for 5PH ' a

tooth/ e.g. TO^W, -W, -*?, 'grass-toothed,' 'graminivorous/—*nfa for

»TTOT f. ' a wife ;'
e. g. JTSfTfa: ' having a young wife.'—$ and ^ in Bahu-vrihis
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for HTg n. 'the knee;' e.g. Jf%l, -$:, -^, or IT?:, -*TT, -^, ' bandy-kneed.'—

TCQ for 7T^ m. ' a carpenter ;' e. g. WZWqi ' a carpenter who works on his own

account;' ^wn«jt 'the village carpenter.'
—

"ffJRT in Karma-dharayas (preceded

by TP{, *?, or *Rl) for rTO^ n. ' darkness /e.g. *RHTO^ '
slight darkness.

'—

r** for FT*, see 779.—^(f. ^ift) for ^ m. '

a tooth / e. g. ^, -^cft, -^,
' having beautiful teeth.'—^for *TRT ' a wife ;' e. g. 3«T?ft ' husband and wife

'

(according to some, the two lords of the dama or house ').—f^«f at end and f^T at

beginning for ft^^m. 'the day / e. g. tf^r^^'nifilit and day ;' f^rfa^ l

day

and night.'—f^Sl at end for fr<3T, see Gana S'arad-ddi to Pan. v. 4, 107.—JS at

end for £? ' yielding milk / e. g. ^T*TJ"m ' the cow of plenty.'—ITT^T an old dual

form for "ft^f. 'heaven;' BT?n*jf*sii du. 'heaven and earth.'—V^^ at end of

Bahu-vrihis for>f^n. 'a bow;' e.g. "^g^T^T, -*^T, -^T,
f

a strong arclier.'
—

•

VW^ at end for >IH m. ' virtue,'
* duty;' e. g. cFSTOntfST, -*T, -*, * virtuous.'

—

*TC for \£Zf.
' a load / e. g. TT*3JC ' a royal load.'

—
"3 at the beginning of a few

compounds for * 'not;' e.g. ^Wft 'a eunuch.'—^ for^ 'a river;' e.g.

tF^R^'the TanjaV—TO or^ for «nftniiT ' nose ;' e.g. WCWl, -*0TI, -W.,

or ^T^rr^: , -ST, -W{ 9

' sharp-nosed.'—W for HTfa f. ' the navel / c. g. TO/H*:

'lotus-naveled/ a name of Vishnu.—^m for ^t f. 'a ship;' but only in Dvigu

compounds and after ardha (Pan. v. 4, 99, 100) ; c. g. f?^T^' two boats / WTT^
'
half of a boat.'—*** for vfa{ m. * a road ;

5

e. g. *JW. ' a good road/—^ and

ITT? (fem. V$) for VX% m. ' the foot ;' e. g. ^fe^ ' coldness of the feet / fem^,

-^ >^> ' a biped / *ipn^ ' a quadruped/—^ for UTr* in. * the fool :' e. g.

X^TTt, -TIT, -*T^, ' going on foot.'
—

"J3
in Dvandvas for^ m. ' a male ;' e. g.

^5^ nom. du. 'man and woman.'—^ for^T f. 'an army.'—H^ at end of

Bahu-vrihis (preceded by W,
*J,

or$$ for TUTT f. '
people,' * progeny ;' e. g. ^H-

in:, -TO, -*:, * having a numerous progeny.'—** for1^ m. 'a Bmhman ;'

e. g. ipw: ' a contemptible Brahman.'—** for $fil f.
'
the earth ;' e. g. ^**:

'land towards the north.'—^ in Dvandvas for W f. '
the eyebrow ;' e.g.*f*^

'

eye and brow.'—*TO in Dvandvas for H^ .1. 'the mind ;' e. g.^TO nom.

du. n.
' speech and heart/-** and 1# (preceded by faff, *T*T, &C 754- «)

f«r

HCT 'great;' e.g.ftnTR?: 'grandfather.'-*^ at beginning of Karma-dharayas

and Bahu-vrihis for ^m. f. n. 'great;' but in Tat-purusha or dependent eon,,

pounds innUs retained, as in If*** ' recourse to the great; also before **

'become,' and words of a similar import, as^ 'one who has b^nc graat

;

but*vm '

an element/-^ at end of Bahu-vrihis (preeeded by ftf, ftf f
ftc)

for^m < the head ;' e. g.f* -*,M (~ «* V
'

<•'
'*!

V

J
*

l>*~
•^ „. , 1 n„9f S ?W ^I3T *W)for*VTf. intellect;

But oLLinStMce8 occur of^at the end ofTat-purusha8 ;e.g.^^.
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gen. ' of the king of Vidarbha' (Nala xi. 21).—TT^ at end of Dvigus, Karma-

dharayas, and Dvandvas, for Tjffi f.
* night ;* e. g. U^'OtiP^ ' day and night

;'

fifTT^ ' a period of two nights ;' TOTTWi ' midnight.'—^R (after WJ, ^^, and

TlfiT) for cfa^ n. 'hair;* e.g. W^J^M, -*T, -*^, ' with the hair/—TOT in

Tat-purushas forW^ n. ' splendour ;' e. g. '^fT^H^ 'the power of a Brahman.'

—
"SnTO in Karma-dhirayas and Bahu-vrihis for ^SPH^n. 'virtue/ 'felicity •/ e. g.

fcr/ifa*!*., -tft, -^, * destitute of excellence or happiness/—^ or ^J for "^m.

'a dog;' e. g. 3?fiTO, -T$ft, -^, 'worse than a dog;* ^fT^t * a beast of prey ;*

TBT^SfTt 'a dog's tooth.'—tf at beginning of Avyayi-bhavas and Bahu-vrihis for

**• 'with;' e.g. «<*U^ 'with anger;' *Tpf: 'accompanied by a son' (^J^ft

would be equally correct).—*T for TOTR ' same ;' e. g. nft<d?i * one who eats the

same cake/—TT«F? in Karma-dharayas and Bahu-vrihis for ItftRn.'the thigh;'

e.g. 'Sr&opq:, -cPJT, -oW^, 'having no thighs.'
—

"TO in Tat-purushas and

Dvigus for Tift? m. ' a friend ;' e. g. H^ITO: ' the friend of the winds ' (Indra).

—

HW in Karma-dharayas for Hl^n. ' a lake ;' e. g. H^TOUP^ ' a great lake/—*n*T

(after^, ^R, TffiT) for ITPlc^n. ' conciliation ;' e. g.^^FTRt, -HT, -^, ' friendly/

—^c3 for ^f<3 m. 'a furrow;' e. g. ^c5:, -c3T, -75^, ' unploughed/—^ for

$^H n. ' the heart ;' e. g. g*3Pi: ' sleeping in the heart ;' *Jf^m. ' a friend/

779. It is evident from the above list that the most common substitution is that

of ^T a for the final vowel or final vowel and consonant of a word. Other stems

ending in *C, ^, *T, *fi, ^, *f, ^, ^ may add a; as, FTO for rT* in «=I1^H^

' voice and skin ;' T5jtJ for THJ^ in ^'*4*JM*1
' the Rig and Yajur-veda/ Also i;*Tfl

for T^, W$* for W^[, $R3 for^, &c. Also ^^ for ^» in *W: , -$*,

'
half a verse of the Veda •/ and f&^l ' one conversant with the Rig-veda/

a. Some words as the first member of a compound lengthen their finals (see

Pan. vi. 3, 117; viii. 4, 4); e. g. "^tZT. before ^T (^teTT^R 'a wood full of

hollow trees'); W^R before Wx (^T^nfrrfc 'name of a mountain'); fa*&

before IT5^ and fa<I (f^TT^ 'a universal sovereign ;' fqnuf^^I ' Visvaraitra').

This is more common in the Veda.

b. Some few shorten their finals, when they stand as the first member, especially

nouns terminating in "3* w or ^ i; e. g. ^ for ^ in tfffc f. ' a frown ;' UWflS for

OTTCjft in in^^» 'the son of a harlot' (Pan. vi. 3, 61): so cSfi^nTO^: for

(3T3frta**W 'endowed with good fortune' (Ramay. 1. 19, 21),

c. A few feminine words inW a (such as ^TOT, 1WT, fiTOT, $TTc5T, ^*JT) may

be made neuter at the end of certain compounds ; e. g. ^«j #
<*i<<^ the shade of

sugar-canes' (Pan. 11. 4, 22) ; Tl^5T^ * a shady place ;' t^rW^ ' an assembly of

princes ;' ^9ffaW^ ' an assembly of women ;' ^fa^ (or -$T) ' a night when

dogs howl.'

d. A sibilant is sometimes inserted between two members of a compound ;
as,

XmrfW( (for HTTfa^) ' expiation of sin;' TOJTT^ ' mutually :' cf. *TST^
' place/

780. Numerals, when preceded by particles, prepositions, or other numerals,
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may change their finals to ^t a ; or if their final letter be a consonant, may either

drop that consonant or add ^t a to it ; thus, fjfiiT (nom. -ST^, -WTC(, -Wfo)

'two or three;' ^RR (nom. -VX^, -1TC(, -<nfoj), 'five or six ;' W^t. (nom.

-tRQ ' nearly four.'

781. Wg*T is found in the beginning of certain anomalous compounds (such as

H%$H, «l*Sffa, &c.) for «t^' I.'

SECTION II.

COMPOUND VERBS.

782. It might be supposed that 2000 simple roots (74. b) would

convey every possible variety of idea, and that the aid of prepositions

and adverbial prefixes to expand and modify the sense of each root

would be unnecessary. But in real fact there are comparatively

few Sanskrit roots in common use; and whilst those that are so

appear in a multitude of different forms by the prefixing of one or

two or even three prepositions, the remainder are almost usdess

for any practical purposes, except the formafon of nouns. Hue

itis Z compound verbs are of more fluent occurrence than

X-' formed in two ways : * by combimng roots^-re-

positions or prefixes; sndly, by combining«^£ te

and *< to be' with adverbs, or nouns converted mto adverbs

Compomd Verbsfor^ by ~M* Prepo^ns «. P*~
with roots.

a *ftt ati, 'across,' beyond, over,

^fH^/to pass by,"to pass along,' to
«ess- ^ ,

J.
^«* 'above,' 'upon,' over; ** ,^ tn

(pr
e,^«i t«f^:-il

l

l'se!s!! 'reading.'
***-*•

go over towards
;' »ft to go over, » t

. rarely rejected in EpicF^^' , <

to stand by,' "to perform;

c. «J «n», '^r ;' as,*& * f* ^ to experience' ' to enjoy.*

.. •* »»•' WSWH to assent; «^I
J- *° p

, .,„,. M,WNt
tlWK to imitate; "syV , '. Iat n.(as, infer), as,

T^^//^^^ ^bewithin;' «*
'to place within," to conceal, m pass.

'to walk in the midst.' ,
. ^^ «nj, •* (from« *>*
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/. ^Tfa api, 'on,' 'over' (f7n)> only used with VT and ^Tf J as, ^rf^VT 'to cover

over / ^rfq^ ' to bind on.' The initial^ a is often rejected, leaving ftlMT, fa^f.

g. ^rfW aOhi, 'to,' 'unto/ ' towards ;' as, ^rfW*TT, TO>ft, 'to go towards;' ^fa-

VT^'to run towards / ^fai*^' to behold / ^fa^ or ^fllTT (see VT at 664) 'to

address/ 'to accost,' 'to speak to/ 'to salute.'

h. ^R ava, 'down/ 'off/ as, ^^?, ^TiT, 'to descend/ WflS 'to look

down / ^^ 'to throw down/ 'to scatter/ ^^«T 'to cut off.' It also implies

'disparagement/ as, ^TqTsjtt 'to despise/ ^RfejT^ 'to insult/ With VT, 'to

attend/ The initial ^ a may be optionally rejected from ^T^TH* ' bathing.*

i. W a,
' to,' 'towards/ ' near to' (Latin ad); as, ^TrfaSI 'to enter/ ^TBJ^ 'to

go towards/ ^TT^? 'to mount up.' When prefixed to *TC[, HT, and ^, 'to go/

and r*T 'to give/ it reverses the action ; thus, ^1*1^, ^HTVT, X?, 'to come/ TO^T

to take/ With ^C, 'to practise.'

j. ^ ud, 'up/ 'upwards/ 'out' (opposed to f?T); as, 7W^ (48), nT^, 'to go

up,' 'to rise/ "3j\ 'to fly up/ TU^'to strike up' (^ and ^, 50); "3T3 (^ and

^, 50) 'to extract/ "3f*nT and T^ftc^ (47) 'to open the eyes/ Tr^rT, ^fepT,

'to cut up/ TJ*T<3 'to root up/ 3Tm£ 'to lift up' ("3"^ and f^T, 49).

When prefixed immediately to OT and 4yfM it causes the elision of s; as, ^rVT

'to stand up/ TW*H" 'to prop up/ In some cases it reverses the action; as,

from *T^ 'to bend down/ fH^ (47) 'to raise up / from V^ 'to keep down/ <Jy*^

to lift up.'

k. ^V upa (opposed to apn), 'to/ 'towards ' \vito ), 'near/ 'down/ under/ joined

like ^TT and ^rfW to roots of motion; as, ^WT 'to approach/ <P1^ 'to wait

upon/ TlJWI 'to stay near/ 'to be present/ to arrive.' With fasi (cl. 6,

3Vfa$lfrT), 'to sit down/ with ^l\, 'to sit near.'

Obs.—^T with ^folffl (from 7V) = ^fafff ' he burns / see 784. a.

1. fit ni (thought to be for primitive ani; cf. Lat. in, Gr. ew, ev, e/v), ' in/ 'on/

down/ ' downwards/ under' (opposed to "5T3); as, l^PTiT to fall down/ f*\*\*\

' to suppress / fafav and f«T*rt c?5
' to close the eyes / fafsp^, fVDIT, "^, ' to

lay down/ to deposit / f?rf^3^ 'to go within/ ' to encamp/ With ^rT, ' to return/

'to desist/ with $TC[, 'to hear/ In some cases it does not alter, or simply

intensifies the sense ; as, f»R[^ ' to kill outright.'

m. f*T^[ nis, ' out / as, f^pR'^ (69. «), fcH*^ fa»*[> ' to go out/ ' to come out /

pT[Lojid 'to cut up/ fa^TT 'to come to an end/ 'to cease/ ftrfa 'to determine/

n. VK} para, 'back/ backwards' [7rapa), combined with ftf and ^in the sense

of 'defeat/ as, TOf*T 'to overcome' (cf. napaviKda); TO*j/to be defeated/

With ^, cl. a, it signifies
' to retreat' (pres. *Kfa); with ^ or ^f^, cl. 1, Atm., 'to

run away,' pard being changed to paid (pres. Vc3Tm).

0. Vftpari, 'around/ 'about' (vept, per); as, tlft^T, ^ft^, 'to surround/

Vft?^, Vftl^, 'to go round/ tpcfaj 'to look round/ 'to examine/ llV^'to

turn round / Vft>TT\ ' to run round/ When prefixed to ^ it signifies ' to adorn/

and ^ is inserted, Vft*$. With *£, 'to despise/ and with $, 'to avoid/ It
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p. Vpra/ before,' 'forward' (*po'
9 pro, pr,)-, as WW WW <+„W{ ' to set before,' ' to present •' urn '

1

1

'
™' ^' Pr°CCed

;

mii'f *

^present, n^ to begin;' *^< to proceed,' ' to begin-'«VW to run forward;' ran 'to spt m,f " + 1 , «

ut
fc
m >

•I'lr™'. *
^ set out, to advance ;'*£* to be superior," to

prevail; WfUT to foresee.' With W*, * to deceive.'

Ob..-* ^hj**fir ' he goes,' makers W^fw (or fftth)
«

he ,0C8 on quicklv
>

(38./); HmthTO,causal8temof ^toRo/makealhnnft *I send/ Similarly,
a + T?snr __ usnr *

he tpcrables ., and ^ +^^ (frorn =^f̂
4 ^^^

;

See 784. a.

The r of pra influences a following n by 58 ; as, OT^' to bend before,' 'to salute.'

Sometimes U does not alter the sense of a root, as in TIWj to obtain' (see 681).

q. Hfir jwatf,
'

against,' 'to,' 'towards,' 'near,' 'at,' 'back again' (grpoV); as,

UfH^'to fight against;' Urft 'to go towards' (pres. H$fa)
;

ufflTT^ 'to go
towards," to return;' UfrW^' to dwell near or at;' ufaf 'to counteract;' *flT^
'to beat back,' 'to repel;' HfiwVto answer;' flfacW'to recover;' Tlfinft'to

lead back ;' nffHT^
' to re-salute.' With ^, 'to promise ;' with X^, 'to arrive at,'

'to obtain;' with $ET, 'to wait for,' 'to expect.'

r. fa vi, 'apart/ 'asunder,' implying 'separation,' 'distinction,' 'distribution,'

'dispersion' (Latin dis-); as, fcRt 'to wander about ;' ft*T<$ 'to vacillate ;' ftf
to roam for pleasure;' fao| 'to dissipate;' "ft* 'to tear asunder;' fWT 'to

divide ;' fafa^ ' to distinguish.' Sometimes it gives a privative signification
; as,

ft^'to disunite;' ftw 'to forget;' faflft 'to sell.' With cjf, 'to change for

the worse.' Sometimes it has little apparent influence on the root ; as, f«R9T 'to

perish,' or 'to perish entirely;' faf^fT 'to think.'

s. W^ sam, 'with,' 'together with' (avv
t

con); as, TTftr, ^f , 'to collect;'

flTpT ' to join together ;' *?j*\
' to meet together ;' u+-H<£ ' to happen ;' trf^/ to

contract/ With
«J

it signifies
' to perfect,' and ^ is inserted, J-H-J. It is often

prefixed without altering the sense ; as, *5^ ' to be produced.'

t. <tt dus, " badly,' and
*J

su, 'well,' are also prefixed to verbs or verbal deriva-

tives; see 726. d.f.

u. Also other indeclinable prefixes ; thus, ^T^ ' decline ' is compounded with

^in the sense of 'to go down,' 'to set;' fwi^ 'across,' with VT in the sense of

'to conceal,' with *T^ '
to disappear,' with ^ 'to revile ;' ^with VT

'
to believe/

784. Two prepositions arc often combined with a root; as, *n<*T

(ft + *T) 'to open/ *TW<» (cl. 10) 'to kill;' TOTI^ (*U + wt) 'to go

under/ < to undergo,' ' to arrive at / ** (?W[ + WT + rt. j)
' to assemble ;

'

Vfm^ (n + fa, 58)
' to prostrate one's self/ tfte (w + W$ + rt. 5) * to

raise up :
> and occasionally three ; as, wm% (w + ft + wt) ' to predict /

WW^T^ (TTft +^ + ^T) 'to answer/ Other combinations of three

prepositions, occasionally prefixed to roots, are tfr^T-r^T; *fa +

ft-f *t; s-f-^fa + H; Tq + H + n; *g + tf + ft.
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a. Observe— Final *8 a and WT d of a preposition combine with the initial

^J ri of a root into ar, and are rejected before initial £ e and ^ft o (except in forms

from the roots ^ i, 'to go/ and £^'to increase), see 38./.^; and see TT and

W above : but in other cases prepositions ending in vowels combine with roots

beginning with vowels according to the rules of Sandhi ; thus, ^T with ^ 'to go'

becomes U (32), and in pres. *Hh faT + sfa 33), &c; in impf. ^7^[, ^(645,

33), &c. ; in pot. WTW[ (*H + ^1^), &c. ; in impv. TRTCTfa (*T -f ^Tftf), &c.

Similarly, ^HT with ^ft becomes ^ft? by 33.

b. Observe also, a sibilant is generally inserted between the prepositions Wl
f

3Tf, ^ft, Ilfff, ^, and the roots ^ ' to do' and «f
' to scatter / see above under

"^JTand TR^. Similarly, from ^m and W is formed ^SR*3R ' excrement.'

c. The final * of ^?fw, ufff, tlft, f^T, is optionally lengthened in forming certain

nouns from compound verbs ; as, WftTFC, *nft«RR, qft^Tfl, ^ffalTT.

785. In conjugating compound verbs formed with prepositions,

neither the augment nor the reduplication change their position,

but remain attached to the root* ; as, W!!^, impf. of »ft, with nft;

^TOTfa^, impf. of fasr, with 3PT; W^fTTC^, impf. of W, with ^;
JlfiWR, perf. of^, with flfa; lifarrfTC, perf. of 5, with fl and 7^.

a. In the Veda, as in Homer, prepositions may be separated from

the root by other words ; as, ^n" r^T fa^H" Met them enter thee/

786. Grammarians restrict certain roots to either Parasmai-pada

or A'tmane-pada when in combination with particular prepositions

or when peculiar meanings are involved f. Most of the examples

specified by Panini (1. 3, 1-93) are here added. The 3rd sing,

present will be given, the termination either in ti or te marking the

Pada to which in each case the root is supposed to be limited.

^N^ to throw ' is generally Parasmai, and "5>f
' to reason ' is generally

Atmane, but combined with any preposition may take either Pada.—
^J?

'to do;'

anu-karoti, ' he imitates / adhi-kurute, ' he overcomes ;' ut-kurute, he informs

against/ reviles;' ud-d-kurute, * he reviles ;' upa-kurute, he worships ;' upas-

kurute (784. b), 'he prepares ;' upa-s-karoti, 'he polishes ;' pard-karoti^he rejects ;'

pra-kurute, 'he offers violence,' 'he recites (stories).'—W 'to scatter / apa-s-kirate

(784. b), 'he (the cock) throws up earth / but apa-kirati, 'he scatters (as flowers).'

—TRf^ 'to go / d-kramate, ' he (the sun) ascends / but d-krdmati when not in the

* There are a few exceptions to this rule in the Maha-bharata ; as in OT^WCi^

(Johnson's Selections,' p. 33, 1. 14).

f In Epic poetry, however, there is much laxity ; e. g. *T^ and JK\, which

are properly Atmane-pada verbs, are found in Parasmai. Instances of passive verbs

taking Parasmai terminations have been given at 461. c. On the other hand, "H^

* to rejoice/ which is properly Paraeiuai, is found in Atmane.
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sense of
' the rising of a luminary, &c. ;' vi-kramate, ' he (the horse) steps out

;'

but vi-krdmati,
'
it (the joint) splits in two ;' npa-kramate or pra-kramate, ' ho is

valiant;' but vpa-krdmati, 'he approaches;' and pra-kramati/he departs.'—"*T

'to buy;' ava-krin^pari-krimte^he buys;' vi-krimto/he sells;
1

hut Ar* alone

takes either Pada.—"ate' to ^' ^^ or anu 'krh^ '

he 8port9;
'
paH '

kridate,
'

he plays about ;' mn-kri<jate,
' he plays ;' but mt-krMati,

'
it (the wheel)

Creaks'—f^Tl' to throw;' ati-kshipati/ht throws beyond/ abhi-tehipati, he

throws on
•' prati-kshipati,

' he throws back or towards/—*3 ' to sharpen
;

«»-

kshnute.'ie sharpensZ-^'togo; d-gamayat^ he delays or waits patently;

^ati^hanti/ t\^,o against each other; san-y^i when motion toward,

anything is implied, as 'he ,oes towards (the village); but Atm. m the sense of

h

y

egoe!with'

l

or'agreeswith:^'to swallow; «,W
J

neP« *

claims;' but.^/hesw^ws;^^^^^
/ff™ ,u1Warate t he goes astray; uMaruh, it (the tearj ovuu

,

*f (for ud )-<5ara«, ne g j ,

(
, . para-ayate,

hisowncow.—'intole.ul, itnlio ,

^
^ .^^^ . m _

mya ti,
' ho take, away' (the anKer of to maste

,

(

J
, ^^ ._

,'topnto; «'-*• tal™--
<.^n

t

, (hi, o;nta
„d,.-XVitbo»ta 1

«
1

..U,i»»..t

•t-fo/ttf<orm-^e, * sl»"e8 ' »°WMl"^m
. .

„,,,„ (/f
_ ' hc recewes f

is Atm.. cl. 4, if it
>—

'

tu P-formpenance * K ^^ ^^^ ,

vy-d.da<Mti, 'he open, (his mouth); *»-W»^

'

^ |W( , foI

1-^,'he fives' (as^^^l^^^X^
the dative).-?* to^^'^ „„,„„,,

' he* for bun,.
-

for
;' always Xtm. if used with Ken.,

»

^ ,,,
;,Wf , ' he interrogates.

-

« «to eat' i-s Atm. if it me«» to eat, t P ^ fml{lw
,-_-

hid);' hut „V**.tf,'ke draw* »P <- .«!•

th(. Wlfe (
„f mother);

takes (a woman) to w.fe; but^

^

^ „„ (i h,ad);' but *
****/.. puts on (clothes •

* ^' ; ^^^ eohects or

,;«Wi, 'he studies viSoro„s y (the *£&->• ^ „„„.JimHf
,
he

examines;' m-,**', ' he W***'^
Bport , ^^««. »» <^» °

<

he sets in orderi^^J^, 'he «^'--_^!i^r

Thisisaninstaneeofarfeverb.mo
„
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lunite/he performs cutting (of wood) which was the office of another.
1—?^ 'to

speak;' anu-vadate, he speaks after or like' (with gen.); but anu-vadati, he

imitates' (as giram, a voice,' ace.) ; upa-vadate, 'he coaxes,' 'he advises ;' vi-pra-

vadante or vi-pra-vadanti, 'they dispute ;' sam-pra-vadante, they speak together
;'

but sam-pra-vadanti/ they (the birds) sing together;' apa-vadate, he reviles im-

properly ;' but apa-vadati, ' he speaks against.' Without prep, vad is Atm., to be

learned in interpreting' (the Sastras), or 'to be earnest in the study of anything'

(as agriculture, &c.)—^? 'to carry;' pra-vahati, it (the river) Hows along/

—

fa<< 'to know;' sam-vitte, 'he is conscious;' sam-vidate or saw-vidrate, 'they are

conscious' (308).—faST 'to enter ;' ni-visate/he enters. '•—^I^'to swear ;' hpate,

he swears at' (with dat.)—^ **° near »' saw-mnotiy he hears (the speech);' but

sam-Srinute, 'he hears well' (intransitively).—?*IT 'to stand;' ava-tishthate, he

waits patiently ;' pra-tishthute, 'he sets out;' vi-tishthate, he stands apart ;' san-

tishthate,
l

he stays with ; upa-tishthate, 'he worships,' ' he attends on.' Without

prep, sthd takes the Atmane when it denotes ' adhering to,' giving one's self up

to shewing amatory feelings' (Pan. 1. 3, 23), as tishthate gopi Krishndya, 'the

shepherdess gives herself up to Krishna;' but upa-tishtkati, he waits on' (not in

a religious sense, and governing an ace); vt-tishthale, 'he aspires' (to salvation);

but ut-tishthati, 'he rises' (from a seat).'—IjT^'to strike;' d-hatc (sec 654), 'he or

it strikes' ('himself or itself,' the object being omitted); but d-hanti vrishubham,

'he strikes the bull.'—^ 'to sound;' sani-svarate, 'it sounds clearly.'—<£'to

seize ;' ana-karate, 'he takes after' (the disposition of his father or mother), other-

wise anU'harati.—^ 'to call;' vpa-hvaynte or ni-hvayate or vi-hnayate or saw-

hvayate, 'he calls,' 'he invokes;' d-hvayate, 'he challenges' (an enemy); but

d-kvayati, he calls' (his son).

a. Some causals are also restricted to either Parasmai or Atmane, according to

the preposition prefixed or the meaning involved ; thus the causal of^ with qft,

meaning 'to bewitch,' is limited to Atm. So also, *pi 'to be greedy,' when its

causal means 'to deceive,' is restricted to Atm. : and the causal of *?^, meaning

'to deceive,' takes Atm. ; meaning ' to avoid,' Par. Again, ^ in the causal, when

joined with mithyd, and signifying ' to pronounce badly,' takes Par. ; but only in

the sense of doing so once. In the sense of ' causing a false alarm ' it requires Atm.

;

but the above specimens will suffice to shew the little profit likely to be derived

from pursuing this part of the subject farther.

Compound Verbs formed by combining Adverbs with ^ and £.

787. These are of two kinds : 1st, those formed by combining

adverbs with sjt Ho make' and £'to become ;' andly, those formed

by combining nouns used adverbially with these roots.

a. Examples of the first kind are, TO| * to adorn ;' ^rfat^ ' to

make manifest' (see 72) ; ^f^ ' to eject ;' j&$ ' to place in front,'

'to follow;' f^RTf 'to deprive;' *?$ 'to entertain as a guest;'

^H^i 'to revere;' *TS[T^, Wgi, 'to become manifest,' &c.
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788. In forming the second kind, the final of a stem, being a or a,

is changed to i ; as, from *n?, Wrfftf * to make ready/ *n5fi$, * to

become ready;' from ^njr, *jwfaj ' to blacken ;' from ufl^r 'a ditch/

TjftjjffaR 'to convert into a ditch ;

f and sometimes a becomes a; as,

fiprraf ' to please/ from fjpT. A final i or u is lengthened ; as, from

wfa, Sprhj'to become pure;
3 from FTC, <*ff *to lighten.' A final

ri is changed to # ri; as, from nrj, m^j/to become a mother.'

A final as and an become i; as, from tpfy g»nft£'to be of good

mind ;' from tnr^, TPft* ' to be a king.'

a. But the greater number of compounds of this kind are formed from nominal

stems in a. The following are other examples: ^f 'to esteem as a straw;'

*T3ftf
'

to stiffen
;' ^hfti' to fix the mind on one object ;' *sfy * to make or

claim as one's own;' *}?ftj> become friendly.' Substantives are sometimes

formed from these ; as,^UR ' the state of being friendly,' ' friendship.'

Obs.-This change of a final to i before kri and bhu is technically said to be

caused by the suffix 6vi, and the change to d by ddr.

b These compounds often occur as passive participles; thus,*c3f* adorned;

W$H 'become manifest;' ^*T ' made ready ;' cSWJll 'lightened ;' ^-
mtH ' to be agreed to.' ,

789 . SomeLs^ placed after a nominal stem is used to form a compou^

Jb of this kind; m, from *» 'water/ *c*«n* 'to reduce to lupnd; from

w*^ '«w ^^f ^7)

'

to reduce to ashe3 *' u' p6, a '

SECTION III.

COMPOUND ADVEEBS.

790.
Compound adverb, are fanned. ,-t, by coining adverb,

prepositions, and adverbial prefixes, with noun* * the- ^
Iter; 2ndly, by placing adverbs, or adjecUves used as adverbs,

79, Most of the adverbs at 73 > ^?%L tbt the sake

of nouns ;
thus, ««*"* '« *e *,U

!J^JL • on what
- . -^r^P 'fnr the sake of offspring; WJ^

°f Pr0teCtl0nL^i. < L uttering a sound/ Sec also 7 77-
*

account?' H*tom*^ after g
, . d with «,, «to-

• •
1 «tt» having begun, is joroeu wim

79 2. The indeclinable participle^ «^^, ^ with the steID8 f

day' (TOW), in the sense of from Uiu^

^^ adverbially in the saine

words to express ' beginning from ;
see 9 ^ 1 . ^ tiffi(J forward

»

raiwfif ' from birth upwards
;
«^™T

sense; as, »P»»M*J in
llul

(see 917).
z z
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CHAPTER IX.

SYNTAX.

793. Sanskrit syntax, unlike that of Greek and Latin, offers

fewer difficulties than the other portions of the Grammar. In fact,

the writer who has fully explained the formation of compounds has

already more than half completed his exposition of the laws which

regulate the order, arrangement, and collocation of the words in a

sentence (vdkya-vinydsa, vdkya-viveka, paddnvaya).

794. Observe—In the present chapter on Syntax, that the subject may be made

as clear as possible, each word will be separated from the next, and vowels will

not be allowed to coalesce, although such coalition be required by the laws of

combination. When compounds are introduced, a dot will generally be placed

underneath, to mark the division of the different members. Much vagueness

and uncertainty, however, may be expected to attach to the rules propounded,

when it is remembered that Sanskrit literature consists almost entirely of poetry,

and that the laws of syntax are ever prone to yield to the necessities of metrical

composition.

THE ARTICLE.

795. There is no indefinite article in classical Sanskrit; but

^ft&S (228) and in modern Sanskrit £31 (200) are sometimes used to

supply the place of such an article ; thus, ^RftRtJ H^^T * in a certain

country ;* cffftjT^mc*: 'a certain jackal/ The definite article may

not unfrequently be expressed by the pronoun ire (220); thus, ^ jpnj:

may mean simply 'the man/ not necessarily 'that man/ It is,

however, more commonly omitted, and K% when joined to a noun

must generally be translated by * that/

CONCORD OF THE VERB WITH THE NOMINATIVE CASE.

796. The verb must agree with the nominative case in number

and person \ as, ^nr ^JT^rftj * I must perform/

a. Other examples are, F^ WWf\j ' do thou attend ;' ^ ^ifif * he gives
;'

tTTCT "«|T.
* we two say ;' qpfiffT ^jt ' the pigeons said ;' *pf f^tTOH^ ' do you

two reflect ;' ^JP^ WIM1H * do ye oome ? *raRT: ^m* ' good men are honoured
;'

*?TfiT VRft: ' the wind blows ;' ^"fif yHJRW
'

tne moon rises • ^3^ 3*^ <tne

flower blossoms.'

Obs.—Of course, therefore, two nouns in the singular connected by ^ require

the verb in the dual j as, . TT*TT T*ft ^ n'«i(JJ
' the king and minister went

;'

IfW* 1^[jS1 finnrt
i

as long as the moon and sun remain/
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b. The position of the verb is not always the same as in English. It may some-

times come last in the sentence.

797. When a participle takes the place of a finite verb, it must

agree with the nominative in number and gender; as, *r inr: 'he

went ;' *n TWT ' she went ;' ?TniT TftftTu * the two women spoke ;' TJUT

|Hf: * the king was killed ;' "Sf'^PTTf'T fa^Tfa ' the bonds were cut.'

a. Sometimes, when it is placed between two or more nominative cases, it agrees

with one only ; as, *3T^JJ IRtfviTT $^J ' his wife and son were awakened.'

b. The following is noticeable : <li*T^ ^STWT ^4 ^^ ^TfTfa 4<L<(U^ ' king-

dom, self, we, and wife were brought (neut. pi.) to the state of a stake (to be played

for),' Kirat. xi. 47. See also 906.

c. Very often the copula, or verb which connects the subject with the predicate,

is omitted j when, if an adjective stand in the place of the verb, it will follow the

rules of concord in gender and number; as, Vft jS«H * wealth is difficult of

attainment ;' OTIT ftTT^ * we two have finished eating.' But if a substantive

stand in the place of the verb, no concord of gender or number need take place

;

as, *TWT^: Vftft WH%V\
* successes are the road to misfortune.'

CONCORD OF THE ADJECTIVE WITH THE SUBSTANTIVE.

798. An adjective, participle, or adjective pronoun, qualifying a

substantive, when not compounded with it, must agree with the

substantive in gender, number, and case; as, mf. J** 'a g°od

man- ««^ 'great pain- rij jft* **J
'» these before-

mentioned 'countries ;* rfftr facfTfe ' three friends/

CONCORD OP THE RELATIVE WITH THE ANTECEDENT.

709 The relative must agree with the antecedent noun in gender,

numbl, and person ; but in Sanskrit the relative pronour
,

generaUy

precedes the noun to which it refers, tins noun emg p
h

Le case with the relative, and the pronoun ^ Mow. m^ t

clause; as, « H« tfte « *"* '*> ~^^
strong' (lit.

<
of whatever man there is intellect, he U strong ).

. The noun referred to by the relative may also be find^'
"^J

'JL »%rf> *7**K- or may be omitted altogether, as^^ **£T

understood) ftf^HWW by I ^^^^
nn inquiry was set on foot; «. i \

fB „f acnse and he who despises

them,' of the two the despiser is the best
^^ ^^^ being

800. The relative sometimes stands alone,

ZZ2
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understood, from which it takes its gender and number ; as, ^[fl
r

«T fife *u «T V*br

^ffTTti^ ' Of what use is scriptural knowledge (to one) who does not practice

virtue ?' V^T f$ *ft «T ^TflT ' What is the use of wealth (to him) who does not

give ?'

a. Sometimes, though rarely, the antecedent noun precedes the relative in the

natural order ; as, «T *T *T$T if^rf HflT ^ jpsfn" ' she is not a wife in whom

the husband does not take pleasure.'

801. THRl^ and *1T^ stand to each other in the relation of demonstrative and

relative; as, Tl^fa TOT 3^iTO '^f'T ru^fir ^WT«R^ 3M^d«llf«! 'as many-

products as belong to that island, so many are to be brought to us/ See also 876.

a. Similarly, rfT^T and *M^f \ as, 'TT'^f *[W ?TT^f Ifw *flM*Hrc ' as the

event occurred, so they related it to him.' Cf. 920. a.

SYNTAX OF SUBSTANTIVES.

802. Under this head it is proposed to explain the construction

of substantives, without special reference to the verbs which govern

them ; and for this purpose it will be desirable to exhibit examples

beginning with the nominative case.

Nominative Case*

803. A substantive simply and absolutely expressed must be

placed in the nominative case; as, f^wVi^i: 'the Hitopadesa;'

Hf^im^ 'the poem of Bhafti/

a. Two nominative cases in different numbers may be placed in apposition to

each other; as, TpITTfT ^fT 'grass as a bed.'

Accusative Case,

804. Substantives are not found in the accusative, unconnected

with verbs or participles, except as expressing ' duration of time ' or

'space? See 821*

Instrumental Case,

805. This case yields a variety of senses. The most usual is

that of ' the agent ' and ' the instrument ' or ' means' by which any-

thing is done ; as, Hftt (ZW*() 'by me it was said ;' *nfo (*n^ft iftftnn)

1 by the fowler a snare was laid ;' ^[vpfcl * by the study of the

Vedas ;' o,*ligm * with one's own eye/

806. It also has the force of ' with
9
in expressing other collateral

ideas ; as, qrftam *«nh ' vying with the strong ;' faiNr TFHim * con-

versation with a friend;' tj^fa: H\H\^ 'equality with beasts;' ft^
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**« 'with the knowledge of (his) father- especially when 'accom-
pamment' » intended; as, f**« ^ 'the master with his pupil-
TORTHro < the fifth with myself/ i. c. * myself and four others/

'

807. The other senses yielded by this case arc, 'through,' 'by reason of <oz
account of;' as, *JW 'through compassion;' fa TOlihT 'on account oi

that transgression:' especially in the case of abstract nouns formed with 7T1

(80. LXII); as, ijJTnn 'through infatuation.'

a. 'According to,* * by/ as, ftft^T ' according to rule;' H* ^Thf 'according
to my opinion ;' *TTOT ' by birth.'

b. 'The manner' in which anything is done, as denoted in English by the
adverbial affix * ly,' or by the prepositions '

in,' ' at ;'
as, *llgVJhf ' in abundance ;'

V*ft& 'virtuously;' M^l\\ or J^TT 'at pleasure;' *pfo 'at ease;' *^
ftfiRT Mn this way;' JT^TT ^?^T (ftRITW:) 'they both dwell together in great

intimacy;' fym ^^cTTfa *fwfij) fllTOT 'a king surpasses all beings in

glory ;' «J«WT fa 3iri<*{*^) 'such a deed must not even be imagined in the mind ;'

Jngtr^W ' in human form ;* TTfiT^nT *
for a hindrance'

808. Substantives expressive of 'want,' 'need,' may be joined with the instru-

mental of the thing wanted ; as, ^*TT T JPTt *T«T^ ' there is no occasion for inquiry

;

:

T^T %^R «T HMIifl^ 'there is no need of me as a servant ;'
7p!I«T cR[^ 'there

is use for a straw.'

809. ' The price " for which anything is done may be in the instrumental ; as,

XTifa: IJTUOT (xnfiT ^TO^) 'for five Puranas he becomes a slave;' ^jfa^^TC

(*JMl«w) 'they fight for great rewards.' Similarly, JCT^tTfcqTJPJ^R (sfa ff

Wfil) 'fortune is not obtained at the price of the sacrifice of life.'

a. So also '
difference between two things ; as, FSRT ««J£<U ^ *!•<[ w*HK*\ 'there

is great difference between you and the ocean.'

b. 'Separation from,' either with or without ^; as, *^T fWH! 'separation

from a husband ' (or *oh ^ ftnifr:). Similarly, f^PS^ ^ftSH tf^ ' separation

from Hari.'

c. The English expression
'

under the idea that' is expressed by the instrumental

case of the substantive "ffiff; as, 'anT^T ' under the idea that he was a tiger.'

Double Instrumental

810. Sometimes when two substantives come together, expressing 'parts' at*

common idea, they are both placed in the instrumental, instead of one in the

genitive; as, *J& ^T ?jm 'an odour is emitted by the Vakula-plants by

their flowers • (for *JtOTf ijft ). Similarly, TTT*{ WBUPnUW **&*{ *^
^: ' he caused her to revive by her attendants by sandal-water.'

Dative Case.

811. This case is of very limited applicability, and its functions,

irrespectively of the influence of verbs, are restricted to the expression
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of ' the object/
i motive/ or ' cause' for which anything is done, or

' the result
9
to which any act tends ; as, Wrfirfy^q * for self-aggran-

dizement
;

5
*TTTrlT?ft«liTCni ' for the counteraction of calamity ;' $r^ «q

WW( ^ ^fami*! ' arms and books (lead) to renown/

a. When, as in the last example,
i

the result
9 or' end 9

to which

anything leads is denoted by this case, the verb is seldom expressed,

but appears to be involved in the case itself. The following are

other examples: ifa ireJ' fWHH'ffsipT K^fq ^w^' where there is

admixture of poison, then even nectar (leads) to death;
5

$*$$)

^STOT Ucftmq »T ^IPfpfr * advice to fools (leads) to irritation, not to

conciliation;
5 * ^T1*^ nW: *!nftm«l "T ^OTT^'that old husband

was not to her liking
;

9
*l TT*n 7WT ^^ •! ^$5 ' that king was not

to her liking
;

9
ftra *ra * go for the accomplishment 5

(of this matter).

b. It will be seen hereafter that certain verbs of giving and relating govern the

dative. Substantives derived from such verbs exercise a similar influence; as,

HH'^W ^y^\ ' the giving to another;' \\Am <*^1^ ' t"e telling to another.'

c. Words expressive of salutation' or reverence' are joined with the dative;

as, W^IR "TC ' reverence to Ganesa;' ^c? TT
* health to thee.'

Ablative Case.

812. The proper force of the ablative case is expressed by '

'from;
9

as, Htari^ (flita: W^fir) * from avarice anger arises
;

9
fift: Hn*^ * falling

from a mountain
;

9
*C[Tffl\ JpSlfT 'from the mouth of the spies.

5

813. Hence this case passes to the expression of various correlative ideas; as,

^n^TTTfT fafeRT ' a portion of (from) their food :' and like the instrumental it

very commonly signifies
'

because/ 'by reason of,' in consequence of;' as,

ilWrj^HDT TTVTff 'on account of the slaughter of cows and men;' fHqtKita-

W\ (^JSf fa^fif) 'he blames his son for entering inopportunely ;' ^<|S/<mii^

'through fear of punishment;' >HW rjjjyi] <{*\ TT^ ' by reason of my good fortune;'

Tfio?rn$ftnSfI^Tn^' because (there is) no difference as to the result.'

a. 'According to;' as, trf^^RTrl 'according to the advice of the minister.'

Abstract nouns in t% are often found in this case to express some of these ideas

;

as, ^R^falff^3H I d
* by reason of the unsteadiness of his mind :' especially in

the writings of commentators; as, qttjwTCJr^Tij/ according to what will be said

hereafter ;' 4^B3^Wf^iff^d
#
U^H,H^ll^accordmg to the division of touched,

slightly touched, slightly open, open and contracted.'

814. It also expresses
'

through the means' or 'instrumentality of;' as, ^JTTOT^

M
IJI.'W 'caught in the toils through the instrumentality of the jackal;' «T w*"

VqfmMI^ (*ml: Snftf^ vftl[) 'the alleviation of disease is not effected by the

mere knowledge of the medicine.'
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a. • The manner ' in which anything is done is often expressed hy the ablative •

it is then used adverb.ally (compare 7.5); a.,UJI^'whh dihKcnce,' or 'diligently

;''

r&n( forcibly;' flj^'with wonder ;' ^mu^' figuratively;' t£nt*1OT{
' tearing up by the roots :' or by the ablative suffix H^; as, ^BITK '

at one's own
pleasure' (see 719. a.b).

b
'
rh[l^^ dm0if after ' as.^,^ (

after separation from the

body;' •j«-H
t
H(n««n<.n^

(

after the imprisonment of the chief;' im *m*RTH
' since his arrival.'

c. So also, in native grammars the ablative case is used to express 'after;'

thus, TfT«n*^ after the letters ra and ha / ^Tr^' after the letter h / "^TO TO
Wi «n'^M^'it should be stated that after the letters ri and ri the cerebral JQJ n is

substituted in place of the dental r^n.'

d. In reference to time,' within ;' as, f^T^n^ within three fortnights.'

e. Nouns expressive of 'fear ' are joined with the ablative of the thing feared

;

as, >pfftH^ ' fear of death ;' ^TOft H^' fear of robbers.'

Genitive Case.

815. This and the locative case are of the most extensive applica-

tion, and are often employed, in a vague and indeterminate manner,

to express relations properly belonging to the other cases.

a. The true force of the genitive is equivalent to ' of and this

case appears most frequently when two substantives arc to be con-

nected, so as to present one idea; as, frwv T*PJ 'the speech of a

friend ;' H*T ^TI VT* SF^
'

the best ornament of a woman is her

husband;' H TO* id^^ ? W*H 'man is not the slave of

man, but the slave of wealth.'

816.
'

Possession
»

is frequently expressed by the genitive case alone, without a

verb; as, «*K OT*m TO *5* ** *"^ <aU ficheS ^^ t0 ^ Wh°

has a contented mind;' V*M TO^ ** 'happy am I in possessing

such a wife.' „ . , ,

a. It often, however, has the force of ' to,
1

and is very generally used to supply

tke place of Ike dative; as, SOT^^ ' one's own life * dear to one s

self,' H im* |i ™™* fm 'a hundred Yojanas ,s not far to one

bo^eawayhytlnrsMofgain)^^^^^
What ,s unknown to th

wise. f^Ut
(^fH)^'^aoesa.amp(shew) oa hnd

;

„an

,

ftW 1# TO 'What offence have 1—d towards the h.n*; M
^^ (4| ^=) ' What ean tins

,
«- d. t.

jj^
, ^

A. And not unfrequently of «.' or <m; as, W™
women;' HH«^ '

dependence on me.'
_ ^ by

e. It is even equivalent occas.onally to frm^^^^ notto

the ablative or instrumental; as,

tsionanyw jtv»* ™ •*'

+m*<h{VMt'rfW)
one ought not to
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accept & present from any one ;' TWRTW (^WW(j 'the wood is to be abandoned

by us;' * V*ft TO ^srfshft ^ ipnftr f^mi 'he is blessed from whom sup*

pliants do not depart in disappointment;' *fc5^T 4 VH *5[iiT HT^ ' meat cooked by

Nala.'

d, 'Difference between two things' is expressed by the genitive; as,P^m
T^ *i*n<^ 'there is great difference between the master and the servant ' (cf. 809. a).

e. In native grammars it expresses 'in place of'? as, "TO& tTC 'an in place of

. ri is followed by ra.'

Locative Case,

817. The locative, like the genitive, expresses the most diversified

relations, and frequently usurps the functions of the other cases.

Properly it has the force of ' in? ' on? or ' at? as expressive of many

collateral and analogous ideas ; thus, xvfti ' in the night ? JJT^ ' in

the village ? tjJ 'on the back/ f^fa (row: 'confidence in you/

T^W^ri ffi*
' ram on ^sert ground ;' UW^jTBTTOT^ ' at the first

desire of eating
\

y
^jf^OT ^ftftnft ^: ' a tree planted in the earth/

818. Hence it passes into the sense ' towards ? as, T5pU ^ffil ^ fac* ^ ' leniency

towards an enemy as well as a friend;' ^^PJff1? ^TT 'compassion towards all

creatures;' ^^ *jfiWK 'upright towards friends;* ^f^W^ ^Wr** ^HP^'a

hundred good offices are thrown away upon the wicked ;' WcSS^CTOS love for

Nala
;

' »TW^ >MjJ<l'l2
' affection for her.'

819. Words signifying came? 'motive,* or nerd' are joined with the locative;

as, fltfMrf |g:
' the cause of his modesty ;' *£<n<3*rl^ f^?T^ *HS^»T fa^TO^

'your speech was the cause of the war between the two princes;' UTh3»WTT.

*?fftr? «FTOT fi^RTt ' the absence of a suitor is the cause of a woman's chastity
;'

ttf ofiTOT f% l|*ft»|H*^
* What need of a boat ?' Also words signifying ' employment

*

or ' occupation? as, *8I$T^% H^fet 'engaging in the acquisition of wealth/

a. So words derived from the root yvj usually require the locative; as, *?H

{Ji4J<HJim?l TTfwT*. ' I am of service in preserving the kingdom.*

b. This case may yield other senses equivalent to ' by reason of,' for,
3
&c. ; as,

^ fWfJ
' through my faults ? ^TC. T[^T?T5JT^ Wcft^ ' a spy is for the sake

of examining the territory of one's enemies;' ^ "SiTc^S^ 'this is the time for

battle;' T^^STTfipc: * disregard for advice;' «RT P«i*ni TfH W 'What anxiety

about dying in battle !' «FIf5 *RT MrtiM*1 ' I think the time has come for escaping f

Uftm *H»in 'with the consent of a son.'

c. It is also used in giving the meaning of a root ; as, JJ^ sm^iH ' the root

grah is in taking,' i. e. conveys the idea of ' taking.'

d. In native grammars it expresses 'followed by ? thus fefif means * when any-

thing having an indicatory n follows/ So again, HTRTO *J^1 WJOT& ?fe ' in

the room of m final in a word followed by any consonant (hal) there is Anusvara.'

e. The locative case is often used absolutely ; see 840.
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SYNTAX OF NOUNS OF TIME.

820. When reference is made to any particular division of time,

the instrumental case is usually required ; as, fafilT ^fe ' hi three

years;' Sn^tfuT 1lS: 'in twelve months;' ^m 'in an instant;'

falTfT 1X&H 'In how long time?' 3T?$: 'in hundreds of years;'

4ilrtM9 l U<!I (or simply ssra^) 'in process of time;' xmn 'in a

month;' «n9tn3tal 'in the space of a month;' wmsm WH 'in so

much time.'

8a 1. When duration of time is implied, the accusative case is

generally used; as, ^iq^ 'for a moment;' WJr^ra^ 'for a long

time;' ftmwi *nW[ 'for some time;' ** m^ 'for one month;'

f#fS m*T^ ' for twenty months ;'
sft «mf ' for two months ;' ^n^

' for a hundred years ;' Jirerrfk W. ' to all eternity ;' jrit wftu ' for

a hundred years;' ^^^ ' for many days.' The instrumental,

however, is sometimes used in this sense, and to express other

relations of time; as, **nirf«T tfe ^iftiai *W 'having traded for

twelve years
;' Ihmfvte ' for a few days :' and even the gemtive

;

as, f«*l **m (or simply fv3H) ' for a long time ;' tfm&S 'after

a few days.'

8az When any particular day or epoch is referred to, as the date

on which any action has taken place or will take place, the locative

may be employed ;
as, *ftrif^^ ' on a cel^^

' **V*Z
'on the third day;' i**.*'" the twelfth day;' *n or**!*

« seventeen days from this time.' Or sometimes the accusal
;

as

lithe ambassadors entered the city, on that night a dream was

time; as, WR**^ or «* 'after six mont
s ;
™*£*

*„,*,^ '
six

X

months ago ;' or (employnig the locatnc absolute)

$5f ^r^% ' after a thousand years.'

NOUNS OF PLACE AND DISTANCE.
?

;:

hundre* Kos:^: Y 1 ;
- *« ,for aw or

the accusative ; as, um^ wr " J

3 A
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in the instrumental ; as, ^R JTFJT * having gone for a Kos.' ' The

place' in which anything is done is expressed by the locative; as,

fa^vfj ' in Vidarbha.'

SYNTAX OF ADJECTIVES.

Accusative after the Adjective.

824. Adjectives formed from desiderative stems will often be found

governing an accusative in the same way as the verbs from which

they are derived ; as, ispjf ftmfaj: ' desirous of going home ;' g^
Wfaj: 'desirous of obtaining a son ;' xm* f^^: 'desirous of seeing

the king/

Instrumental after the Adjective.

825. Adjectives, or participles used adjectively, expressive of

'want' or 'possession/ require the instrumental case; as, ^hr ^^
' destitute of wealth ;' ^: wjm 'possessed of riches/ ^fm jm
ttt: ' a jar full of water/

826. So also of 'likeness,' 'comparison/ or 'equality;' as, ^;f
*rpft (9^r tT §lft »T >*fa^fir ' there never has been, nor will there ever

be, any one like him in this world ;' -%im°% p^ wft ' he reads

like a Brahman;' jm?*b V^y ^Vl 'his success was equal to his

undertakings;' Tirol: w Vffi\ 'a wife as dear as life;' %m wftmit

tjifc 'more liberal than (other) kings;' *rfijita pq: 'equal to the

sun/ These are sometimes joined with a genitive; see 827. b.

Genitive after the Adjective,

827. Adjectives signifying ' dear to,' or the reverse, are joined

with the genitive; as, x^m ftw: 'dear to kings;' hStt: ^fhni ftprr:

' husbands are dear to women ;' ^ ^ftj^^m *lftrc: 'women dislike

nobody ;' ir«ft H^flT Hf^TOT^ ' he is detestable to his ministers.'

a. Adjectives expressive of 'fear' may govern the genitive or

ablative ; as,^ *tfa: ' afraid of the sage.'

b. Adjectives expressive of 'equality' 'resemblance* 'similitude/ sometimes

require the genitive as well as the instrumental (826); thus, *t^T W. 'equal to

all;' TO Wj^q: 'like him;' ^%m W&1 'rather like the moon;' 1 im p"K
3TC3«T nobody is equal to him.'

c. So also other adjectives ; as, qx)q^i: *nfaf *pi?t:
«J*0

1^'giving advice to

others is easy to all men ;' ^M^ ^falTi ' worthy of happiness;' Tfaw: StalRT^

capable of toil;' ^njTW >|TOW? 'unknown to Dhrita-rashlraj' M*Nf W&l 'com-

petent for duty.*
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Locative after the Adjective.

828. Adjectives, or participles used adjectively, expressive of

'power' or * ability] are joined with a locative ; as, ^rc*fa ^RT *TOi:

' horses able for the journey ;' S^ft ^1 tpft XVtt ' a king who is a

match for a great enemy ;' **m TC***^ 1R?^
' unablc t0

build a house, but able to demolish one/

a. So also other adjectives; as, W* W* '**>""* m am8i ' ^ TOl

4

wise in trifles
;' Flft ^-JCsft fa* ^ *ntf ' Is your master attached or adverse

to yon V ^Tgiftft? *W:
' wflfccf/W of his dependants.'

SYNTAX OF THE COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE DEGREE.

8*0 Adjectives in the comparative degree require the ablative

case • as tf wMW* ***
'

a * ifc^ ""^ °n
° "

f.
5

taction of one's subjects is better than aggrandvzemen
t * <*lW

•dearer than life ;' H^ <*n^^^ *™

„non earth more unfortunate than I.'

P
,

' ,u better of two thwgs' *e gemtive may

better!
'

, •„ Sanskrit is often expressed by ' better

a„d «,«' or 'W «o«. «j« " •

b such an actlon;' «
'better abandon bfe than (but not

e

^

^^ .^^ bc

kept than a speech uttered^ "^J^ .. teaeher^ „ , ^^^rl^arnia, than —t

it to an unworthy object, in tne

instructed in it.' „ ioined with the genitive

;

832 . The superlative^ "T" " ^ *r: jr. •**»

as,4^ 1W»* *" .'KT. cow of quadrupeds, a

« <a Brahman is the best of a
. j£ rf touch , tat

Guru of venerable things, a son of thmfcl
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sometimes with the locative ; as, fT^j TO^STi
i

the most powerful of

men/ and even with an ablative; as, VFSRT 1(%% "ZW. *\uj£i \\
' a store of grain is the best of all stores/

o. Rarely with an instrumental ; as, •T^faS 31m! TTOT ^ETTHt ' a hero dearer

than the life of Kunti.' Hence it appears that comparison may sometimes be

expressed by a superlative suffix. Another example is ^T?«n ^f^R; ^FTI ' people

well-read in books are better than ignorant people.'

b. A superlative degree may even take a comparative suffix, and govern the

genitive ; as, "cHli ilhfiTT: ' the eldest of them.' See 197. a.

c. A comparative word may have a superlative sense ; as, "ETfrTt;
' very firm.'

833. 'Comparison' is often expressed by an adjective in the positive degree,

joined with a noun in the ablative or instrumental case ; as, •TTftrT rTCRTTT TJTPTTP^

* there is not a happier than he;' ST T^T (719. a) TiTH^ 'he is greater than I.'

Similarly, ^PMT. "fa^hfiT! ' more excellently than all.'

a. In more modern Sanskrit 'comparison' is sometimes expressed by the use of

^TWJ 'regarding,' 'with reference to' (indecl. part, of root ^Sf with ?HJ), which

may take the place of 'than' in English; thus, <^f)mWlT^ ^PT^T ^T^T^

^TT^T^IH*^ ^Wl farfT *n *3*!I ^rfffft?Rt VRfff ' an X&irya ought to be higher

in estimation than ten Upadhyayas, a father than a hundred Xdaryas.'

834. Many words have a kind of comparative influence, and require an ablative

case, especially HJ[ f ^imj[> *sn*T, ^i^T, ^Qft, ^TfT, *l*, *p, ^wftrSF, "3r?T,

T=rf$T?> *£® ; as, ircrT^TTl^ M^tM ^T|ffi ^TH '
it is better not to touch mud

than to wash it off;' ^Tf<3^ ^^T *n3fffi! ' poverty is less desirable than death
;'

eft flf ft^T^ ^H^ gTHj Tmw* ' Who is able to rescue me, other than a friend ?'

fiug
g:W[ Will mj{ ' What grief is greater than this ?' ^ ^HT^ ^T^ fapJJJIr^

'one ought not to speak differently from what one has heard ;' rtr*lrtl<?" ^^I at

another time than the present ;' lM«f «T '^•^ TUffT^ *H1^ there is no cause of

fear to man from any other quarter than from death ;' ^MSJ^ifl (731, 778) ^^^
'on the day before that of the S'raddha;' Tu»W J^ciT^ ^rfV3»^' more than a hundred

Yojanas;' «riftj^»fli fljjfHtn fafef'? "3RI 'intelligence of a lover is something

less than a meeting;' ,C?^T^ ^fi^TH^ ' the remainder of the food;' iJ^ITf^ M^J'J<u^

five times more than the value.'

NUMERALS.

833. The syntax of numerals is explained at 206, 207. The following examples

may be added: «T^T «t^<Ul*( 'of ninety men;' TO^ •Knui^ 'of sixty men;'

SfRSTCS •rCTOT^ 'of a thousand men;' TR$& facRI 'a thousand ancestors;'

fafa^ ^ftnf $fi^ 'one hundred multiplied by three ;' ificg^nrd £ 'two thousand

fruits;' ^T GWmi WT^ Wnm: 'one of these three;' WJW TT^ 'he gave

ten thousand cows ;' TO^TiT l
7^ H*IR ' he killed five hundred deer.'
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fl^Some^es the plural of the numerals from^%fi, llpvvards may be^
as, HIlJllfi^qTO: with fifty arrows.'

b. The aggregative numerals may be employed at the end of compounds for the
cardinals; thus,^^< two armies;' f^T^S^%ur marriages.' See 2 i 4 .

c. Numerals from nineteen (una^vhsati) upwards may take the genitive after

them of the things numbered; as, «*tti W**HT% 'a hundred thousand of

horses;' V^^j TO^flTfa 'seven hundred foot-soldiers;' W^T^rcjTO 'a

hundred preceptors ;' TO TR^rnftf trf^
<

nve hundped am] sixty cows .,^f

TC ^infff ft^fiTO 'six hundred and twenty chapters;' "^CWT f#^^\jo^W ^
^?« ^ 'two thousand one hundred and thirty men;' VF3 TOT^snfcr 'five

thousand chariots;' Jl^l TO*{ 'a hundred and one cows' (Manu xi. 129).

They may be used at the end of genitively dependent compounds; as, ff^TSflffT

' eighty Tridas/ i. c. eighty of Tricas.

Obs.—But the genitive is not admissible after numerals below nineteen ; e. g.

<RF 'TTT: 'ten men' (not ^$T •RTOT^).

d. When numerals are used comparatively they may take an ablative; as,

fa^T^T f?n# ^*r:
' a fine the double of that in dispute.'

SYNTAX OF PRONOUNS.

836. The chief peculiarities in the syntax of pronouns have

already been noticed at 216-240, and at 799-801.

With regard to the alternative of £^, &c. (sec 223), it is properly

only allowed in case of the re-employment (anvddesa) of this pronoun

in the subsequent part of a sentence in which^ or TTTT?? has already

been used ; thus, *t^t sjlTOTH^^ ^ ^t«w?TTO ' tne grammar

has been studied by him, now set him to study the Veda' (cf. Nala

xii. 31, 32). It is an enclitic, and ought not to begin a sentence.

a. In the use of the relative and interrogative pronouns a very peculiar attrac-

tion is often to be observed; that is, when either a relative or interrogative

pronoun has been used, and an indefinite pronoun would naturally be expected.to

follow, the relative or interrogative is repeated, as in the following examples

:

*ft TOT (for 3F^fa^) *m\ F?TT^ 'whatever may be the disposition of whom (i.e.

any one);' ^ ^*Tff ^ 'whatever is pleasing to any one;' tf TO TT*^

TOTfcT 'whoever eats the flesh of any animal;' TO * JOT *ftr 'whatever

excellences belong to any one;' ^ fcf JUJ* 'whatever corresponds with any-

thing ; Vff ft Wm WWftoi ' What book is to be read by whom ?'

837. The relative and interrogative are sometimes used together, in an indefinite

distributive sense; as,^^ ^T%' any friends whatever:' or more usually

with ft* affixed to the interrogate; as, H* **f<to any one whatever/

a. The neuter of the interrogative (ft*) is often joined with the instrumental
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to signify 'What is the use of?* * there is no need of;' as, ^n«T fife *ft «T VT^

^T^ I fa^ ^TUTrfT ift "H ftT^nft >*^' Of what use is scriptural knowledge

(to one) who does not practice virtue ? Of what use is a soul (to one) whose

passions are not kept in subjection ?' ft H WvT TTCi«T
' What business have you

to make this inquiry r' ft «mMI * What need of more !' 'in short.'

b. As already shewn at 761, a relative pronoun is sometimes rendered unne-

cessary by the use of the relative compound; thus, «TTT^ ^(*5«!»rVlfi ^**)i is

equivalent to Wl^t t&QX${ ^f^WT^Hjf^ fwjlfaj ' a city whose palaces were

silvered by the moon-beams/

c. The relative, when followed by a pluperfect tense in English, may be expressed

in Sanskrit by the indeclinable participle ; thus, %^t SJTV ^r^T * a lion having

killed a hunter/ or ' a lion who had killed a hunter.'

838. The following examples will illustrate the use of pronouns of quantity and

pronominals : *TR7i: (or *JrtW«M^) iTJTflT^^ WT^rT: (or HrHI**J<+H() ^Tfif

' as many mouthfuls as he eats, so many he gives away ;'
*rfif VHV^ T^l ^Irt

TT^T FiTT^ vivqm*||f»i *
if so much is given to me, then I will give so much

instruction ;' THIT WH «T«n^ T^IW ' one out of all those.' See also 801.

SYNTAX OF VERBS.

839. Nothing is more common in Sanskrit syntax than for the

verb to be omitted altogether, or supplied from the context.

a. This is more especially the case with the copula, or substantive verb; thus,

ire^ ^^f^nrr \%\ *n^ jt^t *^hr& i ^i*t *pt^ *n^ irnr^ fair^

T^ 'as long as the gods have existed in Meru, as long as the Ganges upon earth,

as long as the sun and moon in the sky, so long have we (existed) in the family of

Brahmans;' Tjft^t mf<!$m^ ' discrimination (is) wisdom.'

Locative and Genitive absolute.

840. The locative case is very commonly used absolutely with

participles ; as, wftR^ *ftafiT srfaTfa JJff irfw( f*ft g*T: ' he living I

live, he dying I die;* <N*fUciraf TT?F 'the night being ended ;' iR$

OTfft ^HfJ^ 'the elder brother being unmarried ;' wfiT ^MUNiA.

'there being no other expedient;' inn flfir ' it being so/ Sometimes

the participle is omitted ; as, gt^ 'the danger (being) distant/ When

the past passive participle is thus used absolutely with a noun in the

locative, the present participle of ^, ' to be/ is often redundantly

added ; as, inn *f?r sfff or 1CQ\ W^ftnt ' it being so done*/

* Possibly the object of adding the word sati may be to shew that the passive

participle is here used as a participle, and not as a past tense. So also in com-

mentaries *rfa is placed after a word like OTPBCfiT, to indicate the loc. sing, of

the pres. part., as distinguished from the 3rd sing, of the pres. tense.
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». When the nominative annear,\Tv
me '1 k>0,nn|t on -'

;•
It is evident that the ,oeative andJ^T"^ ! """^

of the English particles
<

when/ -^^^ »te may often take the^

Nominative Case after the Verb

*. **.,— ofhi« ,„„;-;rsr^i::
d„crt;' TO«S«wW .. ki„

(
, i, ra| ,cd j^, '"«"" lfc »

Accusative Case after the Verb.

^
842. Transitive verbs generally govern an accusative; a8j finB*«*

WR < Brahma creato/ the universe ;' y*n% f^fr^ , 4c woman
lather* flowers ;' TTOT^ ** ^f :

- the dying man gave up the ghost ;'

V$ ^{^ ' one should woirf uine ;' ^^ <^£ the truth/
a. Verbs of speaking to or addressing take an accusative; as,

P{ TOR^'he said to him;' ^fir to* T*RiT^ 'lie thus addressed

\rjuna/

843. So also verbs of motion; as, tftfk tf§ gfo 'the holy man ^oes to the

lace of pilgrimage;' HSK WJf ^rftr 'rivers ran into the ocean;' tfi?f?r 1?^
he wanders over the earth.'

844. Verbs of motion are not unfrequently used with substantives, to supply the

lace of other verbs ; as, W\fi Vlfft ' he goes to fame/ for
' he becomes famous ;'

Nm#^ JJTcT ' he goes to equality,' for ' he becomes equal;' ITiftX. fH^frflH WSTTTT

lie came to the friendship of those two,' for 'he became a friend of those two;'

^W TH? 'he went to death/ for 'he died/ *TOfif jfi? H^fff 'he leads the

ing to satisfaction/ for 'he satisfies/ &c.

a. The following are other examples : ^wH[ lfi?f TTft^cfif ' he avoids paining

hers/ ^?R[U|H ^xS&fiT 'he desires what is unattainable/ f^TT fqimi^'he

ould think on wisdom/ WW{ S?pfeffT 'he mounts his horse/ ^^Tftl ^TRW!

hey began the business/ TrfT^ *?T JJ^ Vr^e no/ /or the departed/ STc5^

f^TOT ^ffif 'he deserves the sovereignty of the universe/ wi;<I«^ifl[

fv$fr 'he lies down in a cave of the mountain/ VI tfft fawf *T fnmv^

ae ought not to prevent a cow from drinking milk/
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845. There are certain verbs which take a redundant accusative case after them

of a substantive derived from the same root; as, 3?fT ^PT 'he swore an oath;'

TOfH" ^TC^ ' he dwells ;' ^SiT ^ftpj 'he conducts himself;' ^TO ^fif 'he speaks

a speech ;' ^flfa«W «ft^flT ' he lives a life ;' *T^fff «TT^
(

he raises a cry ' (cf. the

Greek expressions \iyw XJyov, yalpv %apdv, &c.)

Double Accusative after the Verb.

846. Verbs of asking govern a double accusative ; as, \$ ^T. TTOrt ' he seeks

a boon of the god ;' V«f U»ITtT HT^^rt ' he begs money from the king ;' H ^id
"^jfir 'he asks whether he has had a good ablution.' Of speaking ; as, TT3TR

"q^tm V^p|cf| d 'he addressed a speech to the king.' Of leading; as, rT *p£ «fjfiT

' he leads him home ;' ^T»f^lTT TJ vR/id. f•RIT * he led the princess to another

king.'

a. Other examples of the use of verbs of this kind are, *TT ^Tfrv *pj: ' he milks

milk from the cow ;'

gjf^ vft?ff <ffllfa
' they milked jewels out of the earth' (cf.

895. b)\ fifi^fT "HcS <\i*{*\ 'having won his kingdom from Nala,' i.e. 'having by

play deprived Nala of his kingdom' (cf. 89^. b); ^?^f^tftflT $«JHifa ^W^i ' she

gathers blossoms from the trees ;' TTT^ inf^ni^ <4*i
t
*ii^«T^ 'he sent them to the

abode of Yama ;' **^ftnnf«T *TT ^?>r# f^MOrtdf ^T ^jfcr ' his own acts lead

a man to eminence or the reverse ;' fiflTSpiPTO HT^ ^fl^pfto
1

' he taught them the

use of arms;' iT ?RmfiTO[ ^fafafa^JJ 'they inaugurated him general/ more

usually joined with an ace. and loc. ; ^ tjfif ^Mlff she chooses a god for her

husband.'

Obs.—When verbs which govern a double accusative are used in the passive,

one accusative will remain (cf. 895. b); as, T^faftrT ^HJcf *w*M 'the ocean was

churned for nectar' (Kirat. v. 30).

847. Causal verbs ; as, ^crflTf^f >ft»nrfw ^^*\ ' he causes the guest to eat food'

(see Pan. 1. 4, 52); 3T ^Wflfir ^ n f^ff^ ' I cause you to know what is for

your interest;' f^Ptf ^T^ WHPlfir ^*. 'the Guru teaches his pupil the

Vedas;' TTT^ H^HlflT 'he causes her to enter the house;' mco 3**^^ ?jnr*n-

mif «JM]rW*p^'he presented the king's son with fruits, flowers, and water;' 3^1

^3J*^ SHlCiM^flf ' she causes her son to sit on her lap' (literally, ' her hip '); fTOT

•Ti *[i ^npnifif ' learning causes a man to have access to a king.'

Instrumental Case after the Verb.

848. Any verb may be joined with the instrumental, to express

' the agent? ' instrument? or ' cause? or ' manner 9
of the action ; as,

jpr ITTta £TOfa ' the flower fades by reason of the wind
;

y ^: "flfofa

* he plays with dice ;' fcftsfnf 4% f^tmfir ' the cloud puts out the

fire with its rain ;' *phr SThrfH 'he lives happily/ See 865.

a. In this sense many causals take an instrumental; as, RT f»i«li^ wWl^W
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' he caused her to eat sweetmeats ;' nfyfa: fq^ «T^fK *

he causes the pieces

to be eaten by the birds.' Cf. 847.

849. After verbs of motion this case is used in reference either to the vehicle by

which, or the place on which, the motion takes place ; as, T^H TTOlfit
' he goes in

a chariot;' TO^T l^tfa 'he goes on horseback;' q\nH! TSafo 'he goes on the

road/ $K3,«ta<U TT5acf!T 'he goes through a field of corn;' "$sft *?T*tt «ft*CTT

* he navigated the ocean in a boat/ Similarly, ^EITC «Pw 'Hfc5c5^ * tears flowed

through the eyes.'

a. After verbs of carrying, placing, &c, it is used in reference to 'the place' on

which anything is carried ; as, ^fff *J1HT ^•M^ ' he bears fuel on his head / ^T|T*

«3RR <T?l^
' the dog is borne on the shoulders/ ef is found with this case m the

sense at placing; as, f$VK\ ^\ WCl^'he placed his son on his head.'

The following are other examples: f^Wl TOfir ^*. 'the master goes in

company with the pupil ;' H^WTS Kfafc ' he consulted with his ministers ;' but

in this sense ^ is usually placed after it. «Sl **IT VW&fo 'the husband

meets the wife ;' H*fcptfn" **»^ ' he harnesses the horses to the chariot^' 1JVW

^fa

'

ht fights his enemies,' or Jl^fa «?, &c.
;
It * **f^«? f^' «™

ought not to be at enmity with any one ;' *T^ ^3^ ' ^ *«*F^ me of a

crime.' ^ ,

850. Verbs of forth* &c; as, ftHlftWOT 'you b»s( of your taming

i

HTli TT5WT Wra ' you glory in the fame of others.'

«. Of swearms ; as, ^«T^ '
be »<"< 'V llis bow -'

i. Of tU.fa-.;, «Jfce»»j ; as,WW«
'

*''*<>? "' his ™"<l

e . OtcmpvUfl «.WjN»t TOfrA W?I'. beautiful woiuan is c,,^

t0

85fverb3 deuot.ug «,,r„ta,/™*» /«-—^ *",'T"
after them; as,^^^ ' he i, r,W/r» ah-

;

^<^
nvaratedfrm the body ' (more usually with ablative). *

Cvei of HrJ-d ,«„ tahe the instrumental o the F,ec^

>ntWtf ftllWft'he** his house for a thousand rows; tflW *\

^f»: f#t '% that for ten Suvarnas.'

Dative after the Verb.

8« All verbs in which a sense of ftvrt* -—""?

a„d a dative of the person to *, ^ J

see 857.) fan*W^ he

/ , ^n, ^ viwfif

< he mki money to Devadatta ;'^ HlWJf

to him,' more usually with the loeatn,; see 86..
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a. Other examples of the dative are, lW f^RT^lTO Hf^iT *W * he sets his

mind on their destruction;' *TH^PT Hfiff rJVT 'he set his mind on departure,' or

with the locative. H^^ T^fl 'that is pleasing to me;' f^TWi: TTTOUft Hf^

'I will declare this to my pupils;' *?%W "fasTT^fa 'he makes known all to the

king/ these are also joined with the genitive of the person. ^flJiIRTXJ MWft ' he

is rendered Jit for immortality ;' H^T^fcf HT "3r*ITO
' he has the power to kill me ;'

KT^ *?T(JT "3VTO ^?*fhj*nT 'he incited them to the murder of their mother;' "J^TR

Tpflfif ' he is angry with his son ;' ^ET *?f*ni$ft *TTiTT ^."^nTTO 'this lump of flesh

is produced for a hundred sons;' «TT5[Wf fa'PJTO ' I had no hopes of success.'

Ablative after the Verb.

854. All verbs may take an ablative of the object from which

anything proceeds, or arises, or is produced ; as, tf5*lfrf ^W\ M^H
* the leaffalls from the tree \

9
^ftii ERfir t\X&\\ ' blood flows from the

body;' ^mnn^ ^ftrefir 'he rises from his seat;' JjftiHUfT: (719) ^h
^W ^1T^ ^sfiff * from the lump of clay the artist makes whatever

he wishes;* ft^fm^ xnfir *n<aTlT*[ 'from education a person attains

capacity ;' fVf^Trm ^PTCTiT ' he went out from the city/

855. Verbs of fearing are joined with the ablative, and sometimes with the

genitive; as, *T*JT «T 7TCT *Ji*ft^ fa>rfiT *T«JT ^njTUT^'a good man does not fear

death so much as falsehood;' m ^?^T?J T^HtTT 'be not afraid of a noise;'

^TJJTcT 3fg if rt ifTTT 'the whole world stands in awe of punishment;' ^fT5H!WiT

^inrai^mtH fwfa '
I fear thee, a cunning penitent;' see 859.

856. Verbs which express superiority or comparison govern an

ablative ; as, UTtTOTTi^ ^TRT^f ^ft^T^ faf^pqft ' the abandonment of

pleasure is superior to (better than) the possession/

a. Other examples of verbs followed by ablative cases are, JmTnjTTJ ^Rti^fiT ' he

descendsfrom the palace ;' f^BJ* ^T^T^ WdrfK ' Vishnu descendedfrom heaven
;'

<*fT«HjdH ^jfK ^RffRlfif 'he takes off (causes to descend) the golden bracelet

from his body ;' f*TTnn "UPT!!^
' he ceases from wickedness ;' T^»TT<r faCOT

'he left off speaking;' «|C«filfl farft WF& ^fift VTfi^F: 'a virtuous son saves

his father from hell;' ^TOW^eri^ *TW^ *rfirft*mi 'truth is superior to a

thousand sacrifices;' ^ f^fllr^ H^itifiT 'he neglects his own interest;' fa^
^T^T<3TT f*1««K<{fiT ' a friend guards one from evil.'

Genitive after the Verb.

857. The genitive in Sanskrit is constantly interchangeable with

the dative, locative, or even instrumental and accusative *. It is

* This vague use of the genitive to express various relations ' prevails also in

early Greek.
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1 rt^ -&W^ one should not ^r, to one what one

prams*, to another ;' ^ * ^ftft <

he does ^ ^^ ^ ^^^W Wt: r«™»fcr me/ or with an accusative. **RT*^^ « death over-
comes US ;' *fx^ „ y-jfi,^^ .

fire m m)t ^ .^^ fiiej ;
_^

/ory,M them ;' f* IRT TO *n*TJ^ ' What offence have I given him ?>

Locative after the Verb,

86o. This case is very widely applicable, but, as elsewhere re-

marked, is frequently interchangeable with the dative and genitive.

The first sense of the locative requires that it should be united with

verbs in reference only to ' the place' or 'time* in which anything

is done; as, ^ *mfr 'he sinks in the mud;' ir> wnfir 'he dwells

in the city;' TJJPjffl firefiT 'he stands in the front of the fight;'

$5I^ IRVQ^ ' at sunrise he mvakes.'

861. The transition from * the place ' to ' the object ' or * recipient ' of any action

is natural; and hence it is that verbs are found with the locative of 'the object

'

to which anything is imparted or communicated, as in the following examples

:

^T JJ1*5 ^ER Vffl^' bestow not money on the mighty;' (fftR^ ^PtTftF faft?T-

*Tlfa *
I entrust my affairs to him ;' pf ^pltTO flTWfif ' he consigns a ring to

his son ;' iftnfr vfr^ ^n^fif Ua^HTT^ * he entrusts the burden of the kingdom

to a capable minister;' uf? or TT*T$^ fa^rffT 'he informs the king;' ^ ^
'say /oNala.'

o. ^W «J^ f^Uffi^'one should place (bury) a dead man in the ground;' V$f

f'ft ^WTfir 'he applies his mind to virtue.
1

In this sense f may be used; as,

3 B %
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*J» ^il^ ^STC^' he placed the wood on his back ;' Hffl TJHI 3F^ffl ' he applies

his mind to sin.'

862. When ^T, to give,' is used for to put,' it follows the same analogy ; as,

**** 3*5$ ^ \f% 'put your hand on the end of its tail;' TOT^TO V% ^
'he placed his foot on a heap of ashes.' Similarly, 4{d]^r4 >pftsftcT 'he was

held by the skirt of his garment.' So also verbs of seizing, striking; as, <*^[M

'i^i'fr °r ^n^"1^ * he seizes or drags him by the hair ;' ^ VRT$J{ ' he strikes

a sleeping man ;' if^r^T IT ^fopr tfTTDT 'having taken hold of him by the right

hand.'

863. The locative is often put for the dative in sentences where the latter case

stands for the infinitive; thus, *Tg^ ^P^TO 73333 'hasten to seek thy spouse;'

TOST «H«A mc& 'strive to bring Nala hither;' 1 $T$^ TTO *Pjtft H?Tff

'they could not hold that bow;' »T ^Hu^HT^ fiT^THJT 'he was not able to

prevent it.'

a. Other examples are, "Sy Tf^ftf 3n7T ' he is engaged in a very severe penance
;'

^TC^iTOg m ^"PJrn £t ' do not busy yourself about other people's affairs
;'

f«nnP| ttrqr) 'he is addicted to objects of sense;' ^l^sftcirf^ T*?ff 'he delights

in the good of all the world ;' |pTjf>IcRT\ f<ijW * he is appointed to the com-

mand of the fort;' £T ^W ^ft frpftipjfiT 'he yokes two bulls to the pole;'

HrTTTfi*T ^ftffirg 1WF{ ' anoint me to the generalship ;' HUlt ^tvrf^PJk ' he strives

to suppress evil-doers;' ^fa^ "rTTl^ ^ITO^ «J*f 'they had anger against the

king ;' mO$[I ^^ ^T?fl»T ' wafo tfntf/ 0/ Vtihuka ;' W*IT**i Rf*T ^fa^ ' J iw7/ lay

the blame on you;' q<.M« IT ^frTrcf 'choose him for thy husband;' qTT ^*jrt

<4(^«l»fU WJ* 'the gods exerted themselves for the nectar.'

ft. T TfiSs 3^ ff «n~«w*i ^^ ' such language is not suited to a person like

me;' W$ft r^fa H^-rqn 'sovereignty is suited to you;' ^TTCm "^mf^IrT 'he

reclined on a seat ;' ^"OTP^ ^TTCT^* '
si/ thou on a cushion ;' ^IHJ fa^lftffiT ' he

confides in his enemies ;' *^OT*n: TJTTffT '
it falls at his feet ;' qJTfff *TT^ ' it rolls

at the feet.'

Change of Case after the same Verb.

864. This sometimes occurs ; as, f«T*jn 1JTOEW "$*fft ^ *TT*Ut5k *rf ^Tq^-

*??Tffi[ Vidhura and Kunti announced everything, the one to Dhrita-rashtra, the

other to Gandhari ' (Astras'iksha 34), where the same verb governs a dative and

genitive. Similarly, in the Hitopadcs'a, ^yf^ITT fV^nn ^T «Ri?T ^pffa ^ * con-

fidence is not to he placed in horned animals or women."

INSTRUMENTAL CASE AFTER PASSIVE VERBS.

865. The prevalence of a passive construction is the most remark-

able feature in the syntax of this language. Pfissive verbs are joined

* ^TTTO Epic form for ^HIW or TO8T.
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with ' the agent, instrument, or cause,' in the instrumental case *,

and agree with 'the object' in number and person; as, ^TrR T*T

=n£ift * the dust is raised by the wind ;' fo ST^nftr fl*ifl/TW&TH

' let all things be prepared by him ;' ^far ^rf^sWftatT * the sun

was concealed by arrows.'

866. But the past passive participle usually takes the place of the past tenses of the

passive verb, and agrees with
'

the object' in gender and case as well as number;

as, H3Tft? TOTJnnfa ^nfOT ' (their) eyes were suffused with tears ;' cR T^
(^H being understood) ' it was said by him.' Cf. 895.

a. This instrumental construction after passive verbs is a favourite idiom in

Sanskrit prose composition, and the love for it is remarkably displayed in such

phrases as the following : gOT 1*Tff, ' he is Kone to by misery/ for jtf H^fH

;

and OTTOHi ^H 'let it be come by your majesty; for WTOIJ \r.j and

a ain ^RTfat ^3^ ^ft7*^, ' let it be remained by us in one spot/ for ' let us

regain in one spot { TR iff* ^™ **&* ' by whatever road it is desired, by

that let it be gone.'

b Active or causal verbs, which take a double accusative, will retam one accusa-

tive when constructed passively; but the other accusative passes into a nominative

case- thus, instead of * «f 1*<rf* ™Vhc addressed me in harsh words,

may be written fa *i^* **> '^ him l ™S **""** """^

SYNTAX OF THE INFINITIVE.

867 . The infinitive (formed with ^ turn) in Sanskrit cannot be

employed with the same latitude as in other languages. Its use is

1 *
a- fn tW of the Lat n Supines, as its

very limited, corresponding to that ot trie l.u 1

termination turn indicates.

and that of Latin and Greeh ^ t« '-

£

_
.

made the subject of a proportion; or, m o her
. ^

nominative, and an accusative case^^f^^, nml 0()m|)1eh>

a^ing different for,, to express pre en,^ or <» ^ ^
ness or incompleteness in the progress^^^ „f n0 MCU5ativc

the other hand, can never he ma e^^^^ actl0, Wherever

it occurs it must he considered as he o^ , .^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^ .„.

expressed or understood. As the o)jcc

J^^ ^^^ and

4

a crime committed by me,' for HXTT.
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governing a case. Its use as a substantive, with the force of the accusative case,

corresponds to one use of the Latin infinitive ; thus, iH^^ ^"Vij^ ^5Tfff ' I desire

to hear all that/ 'id audire cupiot
' where ^ig*^ and audire are both equivalent to

accusative cases, themselves also governing an accusative. Similarly, uf^TJ U^T
' she began to weep ;' and W^f »Tip( ^TTT^ ' he began to conquer the earth/ where

TsrNp^ ^Tt**> 'he began the conquest of the earth,' would be equally correct.

b. Bopp considers the termination of the infinitive to be the accusative of the

suffix tu (458. Obs.), and it is certain that in the Veda other cases of nouns formed

with this suffix in the sense of infinitives occur ; e. g. a dative in tave or tavai, as from

han comes hantave, ' to kill ;' fr. anu-i, anvetave, ' to follow / fr. man, mantavai,' to

think :' there is also a form in tos, generally in the sense of an ablative ; e. g. fr. i

comes etos, 'from going;' fr. han, huntos, as in purd hantos, 'before killing:' and

a form in tvi corresponding to the indeclinable participle in tvd of the classical

language; e. g. fr. han, hatci, 'killing / fr. bhii, bhiitvf, being.' Infinitives may also

be formed in the Veda by simply adding the usual case-terminations to the root;

e. g. in the sense of an accusative, fr. d-ruh may come drnham, to ascend / fr.

d-sad, dsadam, 'to sit down :' of a dative, fr. d-dhrish, ddhrishc,
1

to get at,' subdue
;'

fr. saii-caksh, samakshe, 'to survey / of an ablative, fr. ava-pad, avapadas, 'from

falling down.' Infinitives are also formed by changing the final d of roots ending

in this letter to ai; e. g. fr. pra-yd, prayai, 'to approach :' or by adding se (liable

to be changed to she) to a root, as fr. ji comes jishe, 'to conquer:' or by

adding ase; e.g. fr. jiv,jwasr, 'to live:' or adhyaij e.g. fr. bhri, bharadhyai, 'to

bear;' fr. yaj, ynjadhyai, 'to sacrifice,' &c.

868. But the Sanskrit infinitive most commonly involves a sense

which belongs especially to the Sanskrit dative, viz. that of ' the end'

or ' purpose ' for which anything is done; thus, sn^ffT^ Hffnffj^

^rTn^fiT ' he comes to devour the young ones
;

y

31^ 7ftl| *M Hlf^ri^

' he sent an army to fight the enemy/

a. In these cases it would be equally correct in Sanskrit to substitute for the

infinitive the dative of the verbal noun, formed with the suffix ana ; thus, HSpCTPT,

' for the eating,' for tfiVjfJ^ ; xfaRTO, ' for the fighting/ for Tl^ ; and in Latin

the infinitive could not be used at all, but either the supine, devoratum, pugnatum,

or, still more properly, the conjunction nt with the subjunctive mood, ' ut devoret t

y

1

ut pugnarent.' The following are other examples in which the infinitive has a

dative force in expressing 'the purpose' of the action: TJTrffa IJIiJ «^T*( ^aWfi^

' he went to the river to drink water / HH "3RR "STg^ ^WjfrT ' he comes to cut

asunder my bonds / *T ^T^ tfR^: ' he is able to rescue me / tJT^TT^ tfafcj «M#T

^JEf ' he busied himself about collecting together the snares/

b. The best Pandits think that the infinitive ought not to be used when the

verb which is connected with it refers to a different person, or is not *WRTnnFO&

;

thus H Vffj'H ^TT^T^, 'command him to go,' would be better expressed by If
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»* *k^ L-J
Duryodhana was killed' would be expressed by

869. The Sanskrit infinitive, therefore, has the character of a
Supine, and m this character is susceptible of either an active or
passive signification. In its passive character, however, like the
Latin Supine in «, it is joined with certain uords only, the most
usual being the passive verbs ^ < to be able' and ^ <

to be fitting/

and their derivatives; thus, n$ * jnti ' it cannot be abandoned;'

HRjft *^ SPStt 'the snare cannot be cut;' n ST*?!: wmiTg J <frn:

* those evils cannot be remedied ;' *ftj * £31* '
it is not fitting to be

heard ;> ^ wftm: < unfit to be cut ;'
nTOT * f^ TOTR^ 119 *ft

< contempt is not proper to be shewn by thee for him ;'
tfifagu iVn:

' worthy to be celebrated/

a. The fallowing are other instances: J^HJtfJ oRRf^ W&Z 'the shed was

begun to be built;' U^ *?fai^ H^ ffofai: 'your Honour has been

selected to be inaugurated to the kingdom ;' ^fff o&ff^ ' it deserves to be done /

^**l^^^ * improper to be done' (cf. factu indignum and voieh alayjtiv);

tfl *ffafa| *TTOT 'she ought to be released;' fsf*{ $ mf^ff «Ff^ 'what is

sought to be done.' The infinitive of neuter verbs, which have a passive sense,

will of course be passive ; as, Tfft^ H 3T^fa ' deign not to be angry/

870. The root ^if '

to deserve/ when used in combination with an infinitive, is

usually equivalent to 'an entreaty' or 'respectful imperative;' as, VHffl[ «fi «*$*(

^ffa ' deign (or simply '

be pleased ') to tell us our duties.' It sometimes has the

force of the Latin debet; as, ^ HTpft r^ ^HUT1^ *f ftr '
such a person as I

ought not to address you/ ^ i ^farj^tfa >u 0UKl,t not to bewail ]miK
'

871. The infinitive is sometimes joined with the noun 3JHT, '
desire,' to form a

kind of compound adjective, expressive of wishing to do anything, but the

final m is then rejected; thus, ^T*:, -*T, -^, 'desirous of seeing/ HJW*:,

-TT, -*f^,
* wishing to conquer.'

a. Sometimes the infinitive is joined in the same way with *PTC(; thus, *

'$%«H>: ' he has a mind to see.'

872. When kirn follows the infinitive a peculiar transposition sometimes takes

place, of which the 1st Act of S'akuntala furnishes an example; thus, **t If

*m raifs t*n *whm m firtftiWfc 'i wish to know % tod

whether this monastic vow is to be observed by her/ for^ *«fc ft *W it

&c. '

I wish to know whether this vow is to be observed by thy friend.

USE AND CONNEXION OF THE TENSES.

873. PRESENT TENSE.-This tense, besides it, proper use is often

used Vor the future; as, 3 W* 'Whither shall I go?' ^T flf
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Tnpnfa < When shall I see thee?' ft wdfa * What shall I do?' and

sometimes for the imperative ; as, ffi^ ^*h ' let us do that/

874. In narration it is commonly used for the past tense; as, Tl *jf*T **j]JT ^FIOT

3R^rfiT tJTT ^ 'he, having touched the ground, touches his ears, and says.'

875. It may denote 'habitual* or * repeated* action ; as, «j*T: JHlfi? fT^T Tr^T ^I^M

^T^fiT 'the deer going there every day was in the hahit of eating the corn ;' ^T

' if1**.^^ ^JToVfTT iT^T fan?* tNtNfif ' whenever he heard the noise of the

mouse, then he would feed the cat.'

876. It is usually found after TTT^ and K\m[\ as, TJTC^ * ^fTT ^ ^af^*
iTTTiT "cf^T HT^f fSRftf 'as long as my teeth do not hreak, so long will I gnaw

asunder your fetters.' (Compare the use of the Latin dum.)

877. The present tense of the root ^*T^, 'to sit,' 'to remain,' is used with the

present participle of another verb, to denote continuous* or 'simultaneous* action ;

as, xnff'TT W (j5^ ^ina" ' he keeps making a slaughter of the beasts;' *Tfl TOT^

^TH^sT ^TT^f ' he is in the act of coming after me.'

878. The particle ^R, when used with the present, gives it the force of a perfect

;

as, ufa$rf??T FT Tjfl^ 'they entered the city;' f^^fnT S? 'they dwelt.' See

251. Obs.

879. POTENTIAL.—The name of this tense is no guide to its

numerous uses. Perhaps its most common force is that of 'fitness
9

in phrases, where in Latin we should expect to find oportet with the

infinitive ; as, ^JTcT **T tfa?? TO fh^ iT«ftftRI^ ' having beheld danger

actually present, a man should act in a becoming manner/

880. It is also employed, as might be expected, in indefinite general expressions;

as, ^W *ft HT^I SSTfJ 'whatever may be the disposition of any one;' I^T tl'TT

*3TC r{ ^^Tl! «Bl5^CWH
'

wnen tne k"1 !? mav not himself make investigation of

the case;' <HWIH
t
<*lc4,<M'T "g^ TTng^l^ *m^l«l*^ 'by uttering unseasonable

words one may meet with dishonour.'

a. Especially in conditional sentences and suppositions ; .as, W% ^TSTT <}<!$ *T

JHU^H ^T**J «RftRftj^ H WT\ *H,tliNVJ| f^dl^ ' if the king were not to inllict

punishment, ownership would remain with nobody, and all barriers would be

broken down.' Sometimes the conjunction is omitted; as, «T H^' should it not

be so ;' «T FTTi^ TTO>ffcT! ' were he not subject to another.'

881. The potential often occurs as a softened imperative, the Sanskrit language,

in common with others in the East, being averse to the more abrupt form ; thus,

JT5J:, 'do thou go f
* for 7R5; and WTi^ TRcTlftT, 'let him eat fruits,' for TOJ;

OT1T, 'let there be,' for 'there must be' (in comment, to Pan.)

882. IMPERATIVE.—This tense yields the usual force of ' com-

mand 9 or 'entreaty;' as, ^TOfaf^ 'take courage ;' HT^ ^HJSTC

' remember me.'

ht, and not ^f, must be used in prohibition ; as, ^PJTT m ff? ' d°
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•not tell a falsehood;' Hi rfftiw 'be not ashamed;' see 889. The

first person is used to express ' necessity,' see example at 796.

a. The 3rd pers. singular is sometimes used intcrjectionally ; thus,

«*fij 'Be it so!' 'Well!' nig 'Let it go!' 'Come along!' 'Come!'

883. The imperative is sometimes used in conditional phrases to express contin-

gency;' as, ^Ppn«ftf«; HI *ratlfa ' permit me, (and) I will go,' i.
e.

' if you will permit

me, I will go ;' W?TH1 ?f-W fUTP^' if you command me, I will kill the villain
;'

IWT^ro 1 'RI >railfil ' if you give me a promise of security, I will go.'

884. IMPERFECT.—Although this tense (see 242) properly has

reference to 'past incomplete action' and has been so rendered in

the paradigms of verbs, yet it is commonly used to denote ' indefinite

past lime,' without any necessary connexion with another action

;

as, *™ m\i nm ,ra^ '
l made an effort t0 collect wcalth>' not

necessarily ' I was making.'

Obs.—The augment may be cut off after m, as in the aorist
;
thus,

HI w W^TiJ
' May he not become V See 242. Obs.

;
Pan. vi. 4, 74.

885. PERFECT—As explained at 242, this tense is properly used

to express
' an action done at some definite period of past time ;' as,

^ntf ^f* -«ri -nPf.
' Kansalya and the others bewailed king

Dasaratha.' It is frequently, however, employed indetermmately.

. 886 FIRST FuTURE.-This tense (see 242) expresses 'definite

but net immediate futurity ;' as, «i| f^ mm vd P*'" tll0SC

regions thon shalt (one day) obtain the fruit of thy desne.

887 SECOND FuTURE.-This tense, although properly mdefnntc,

i, employed to express 'all de9rees andMtf^™**
or remote, definite or indefinite; as, «? TO I** *» **

drink sweet water;' * «f* H* *•* 't'-e certamly he wdl

see his wife
;' nt** 'this very day thou shalt go^

a It is sometimes used for the imperat.ve; as, ^*l *J **»

'whatever is to be given, that you will give,' (do thou pvej

888 AORIST.-This tense (see 242) properly expresse tone*

88, It U a,so enjoyed to supP^ ,ace of the£^££
•do not make;' Ml HI* •W*** "«f^S '" d!It g£;' *
'
do not tell an untruth ;• HI fK do »<" be^ |

, .
*

,

do „ot s[)eak so
,

f^:'do not injure^m^-^onot
destroy;^

m^t'be not afr«id'(Contracted
into

H.^mNalax.v.3).
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800. PHECAT.vB.-Only one example of this tense occurs in the Hitopadesa;

fat WW WISTOflr. ' May he constantly he the ahode of all happmess

!

It is chiefly nsed in pr'ono«neinK benedictions. Also in imprecations.

. In the latter case a noun formed with a suffix «. is frequently used ; thus,

W^T-^'Maytherebelossoflifetothee!' « Mayst thou pensh

r clmT.0NAL.-This tense (see w) is even less frequent than the last.

The following are examples: H*W** *W^«* *? ""^^^
S^t^^mnj'if the king were not to inflict punishment, then the strong

tould roast the weak like fish on a spit;' or, according to tU Schotat^

*,ft^'would cause injury-^^ ^«f^^ fBlt^wMj rf

there should beabundant rain, then there would be abundance of food. Accordmg

to Pamni(n,. 3,,39)it is usedf^Hn ' when the action is supposed to pass by

unaccomplished • (fijUTOT*f*W Schol.)

a Let -The Vedic mood, called Let by native grammarians, corresponds to

the'subjunctive of the Greek language. In forming it a short « is inserted between

the conjugation^ stem and the termination, or if the conjugation^ stem ends

this letter is ,engthened; at the same time the augment of the imperfect and aonst

is dropped, e.g. from Kan comes pre, ind. kan-ti; but sub, han-a-H: from pat,

pres. ind. plti; subj. pata-ti: from « impf. ind. Mno-t : sub,«, '• •

lo+a+t . Soalso,from PaMmpf.ind. aP«^; subj. ^'4 .- from tri, aor. md.

.*« (for rtfttl-t, cf. du. atdrisk,a, &c); subj. *****. It may also be

mentioned that in the Atmane the final e may optionally be changed to «,, eg.

ntdayddhvai; and that the subjunctive of the aorist somet.mes takes the termina-

tions of the present tense without lengthening a, e.g. from va6 comes aor. md.

avoiat, subj. vofati.

Observe-The characteristic of Let is the insertion of a.

SYNTAX OF PARTICIPLES.

8o2 . Participles in Sanskrit often discharge the functions of the

tenses of verhs. They are constantly fonnd occupying the place of

past and future tenses, and more especially of passive verbs

801 Participles govern the cases of the verhs whence they are

derived; as, ^r4^ ' seeing the fowler;' ^^< walking m

the forest;' ^^l'he did that;' ^ TO* 'having *"**

noise ;'rn^^^m:'he went away without drinking water

a In the case of passive participles, as will presently appear, the

agent is put in the instrumental case ; and the participle agrees with

the object, like an adjective.

Present Participles.

804. These are not so commonly used in Sanskrit composition as

past and future participles, but they are often idiomat.cally employed,
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especially where in English the word * while' or 'whilst' is intro-

duced ;
thus, ^ ^TOTT^ ^rcs; ^H^ * whilst walking in the

southern forest, I beheld/ &c.

Past Passive Participle.

895. This most useful participle is constantly used to supply the

place of a perfect tense passive, sometimes in conjunction with the

auxiliary verbs as and bhu, ' to be ;' thus, ^Tft^sfm * I have been com-

manded;' ^XI faftRTTT. Wl 'we were astonished;' ^fajftsfe 'I have

dwelt' (cf. 866). Of course the participle is made to agree adjec-

tively with the object in gender, number, and case, as in Latin

;

and the agent, which in English would probably be in the nomina-

tive and in Latin in the ablative, becomes in Sanskrit instrumental.

Thus, in Sanskrit, the phrase 'I wrote a letter' would not be so

idiomatically expressed by «* n£ foOT, as by urn n* fafm\ ' by

me a letter was written,' ' a me epistola scripta? So again, fa *RRtf*

f^rfa < by him the bonds were cut' is more idiomatic than « TRTClfa

f^ <
he cut the bonds ;' and fa^ by him it was said' is more

usual than * TO* ' he saidV
a This participle may often be used impersonally, when, if the

verb belong to the first group of classes, it may optionally

^
gunated; as, *fin^ or *M^ 'it is shone by the sun Ihe

Le holds good if the beginning of an action

;
s denoted; as, „.

Tmfinr. or mMir. « the sun has begun to shine.

I. When a ve,b governs
a«*a—^^^^^

Ob*.) , •
,„ Mrticiule is vm\ for the active past

896. But frequent* the past J-"^*^
the accusative case, like a

participle; in which ease it^^ /^cn(lell thc tree;' « tf ™«
Uttenseactive; thus «JJ^£ cr099ed tlie road, «^
Wn: *he went home; W» <™ __ _-_-

,
. ,.v

i9 , prevalent in Sanskrit,

. This instrument, or passive.onstruc»£*
an(1 oth„ directs of

hM been transferred fro*,it to to*^'J^ to the Sanskpt *-*

India. The particle ne in Hmd,

*

^^^^ CMe, and can

the final letter of the commonest ternn

^veroceaaion any difficulty >f so rega^del.
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V^nliDTSftR '
I have descended to the road ;' *R? rFTC^^ WJUTTn '

I reached

the city;' WW{ WQR JjfafT W» 'we two have entered the hermitage.' But

observe, that its use for the active participle is generally, though not invariably,

restricted to intransitive verbs which involve the idea of 'motion,' and to a few

other neuter verbs. The following are other examples: qfospu TrXyfiTrTTJ 'the

birds flew away ;' H *pT: ' he died ;' *<nvt fifj*? ' the fowler returned ;' * H3jfag

ITpr 'he proceeded to eat;' *f toi(W! 'he had recourse to;' *f JT§H* 'he fell

asleep ;' ff fenTTt ' they stood ;' *fajT: ' he lodged.'

a. This participle has sometimes a present signification; thus, ftsjcf 'stood*

may occasionally be translated ' standing,' *fliT
' fearing,' fipTft

' smiling,' Tilfe*

embracing ;' and all verbs characterized by the Anubandha m may optionally

use this participle in the sense of the present. See 75. e.

b. The neuter of the passive participle is sometimes used as a substantive ; thus,

^S\ ' a gift ;' Wtf\ ' an excavation ;' ,ST^ ' food ;'

g
7^

' milk.'

Active Past Participle.

897. This participle is much used (especially in modem Sanskrit

and the writings of commentators) to supply the place of a perfect

tense active. It may govern the case of the verb ; as, vk 9pTWTc( ' he

heard everything ;'
Vffi\ ttfiuj ^nfafjp^ifi ' the wife embraced her

husband
;

9
TX$\ jik W5 ^RT^'he gave the fruit into the hand of

the king;* H7T fTT^lft 'she did that/ This participle may also be

used with the auxiliaries as and bhu, ' to be/ to form a compound

perfect tense; thus, 71^ afTRT^ ^ftcT 'he has done that;' ff^ ^iT^

Hftrofif ' he will have done that/

Indeclinable Past Participles,

898. The sparing use made in Sanskrit composition of relative

pronouns, conjunctions, and connective particles, is mainly to be

attributed to these participles or gerunds, by means of which the

action of the verb is carried on, and sentence after sentence strung

together without the aid of a single copulative. They occur in

narration more commonly than any other kind of participle ; and

some of the chief peculiarities of Sanskrit syntax are to be traced

to the frequency of their occurrence.

899. They are generally used for the past tense, as united with a

copulative conjunction, and are usually translatable by the English

' having/ ' when/ * after/ ' by/ see $$$ ; thus, l& ^TOTR ftrfafl^ Z*

Wf $$* ^fTf UFTT W*l ra *Tr?T ^PJf ^ 'having heard this, having

thought to himself " this is certainly a dog," having left the goat,
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having bathed, he went to his own house ' Tn .11 «
should use in English the past teose ^^^^CWhen he ad heard this, he thought to himselfL it m st e !
ta,n y be a dog. He then left the goat, and, when he had bathed
went to his own house/ '

in the place of z pluperfect tense, a tense which does not really exist in Sanskrit
b. But although they always refer to something past, it should be observed 'that

they are frequently rendered in English by the present participle, as in the fifth

sentence of the story at 930.

900. Another, though less frequent use of them is as gerunds in do; thus, "TO:

WW™ Wfa* H^tT trftjjrn:
<

men become wise by reading the S'as'tras;'

HTCT *fa **T^liT ^r?T W*H ' a wife is to be supported even by [or in] doing a

hundred wrong things;' fa ij^q ^r*T fH^'What bravery is there in killing

a sleeping man ?

'

Observe—This participle is occasionally capable of a passive sense.

901. Note—The termination r^T tod is probably an instrumental case, and bears

much of the character of an instrumental, as it is constantly found in grammatical

connexion with the agent in this case ; thus, *!T.^^ fafo3T ft?^ f%$W. ' by

all the beasts having met together the lion was informed;' *T^C STTcS^ *H<JT1

3j1Hi!T*r * by all having taken up the net let it be flown away.'

a. Another and stronger proof of its instrumental character is, that the particle

WOT, which governs an instrumental, is not unfrequcntly joined with the inde-

clinable pai^ciple; thus, W& H>*R?T, 'enough of eating/ is with equal correct-

ness of idiom expressed by TOT *pST; see 918. a.

Future Passive Participles.

902. The usual sense yielded by this gerundive participle is that

orfitness! 'obligation,' 'necessity' (see 56S) ;
and the usual con-

struction required is, that the agent on whom the duty or necessity

rests be in the instrumental, and the participle agree with the object;

as,mn^ * f̂ T
' b
?
you the ttttempt is n0t t0 bC made/

'

, 80™^^, however, the agent is in the genitive case;^™
**W*OT 'boiled rice is to be eaten by Brahmans.' Compare 865, note

^.Tasionally the future passive participle may yield a

JJJJ^*
v- u 4.

' nxrar Mpserving death by pounding , ^ ^

"7, ™:X- .-—•--^^^i
Ti „nfh thp future part, in dus, so the Sanskrit

* As the Latin gerund is<^^Z^ P-*. part, in >».

indeclinable part, in ya is probably conneci
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passive participle; as, t^n/ifori Wn 5?rfcf ^^ 'the tear of the eye is to be

brought to assuagement by thee.'

905. Occasionally the neuter of this participle is used impersonally ; in which

case it does not agree with the object, but may govern it in the manner of the

verb ; thus, *TOT UTO *N«M^, ' it is to be gone by me to the village/ for WT SJT'ft

*FiW. So also, RTT WT H^E*!*( ' by you it is to be entered into the assembly.'

a. The neuter Hfarf^ (from
*J.) is thus used, and, in accordance with 841,

requires the instrumental after it, as well as before ; thus, «IRTftr «RTWT Hf«M*UH

by something it must become the cause,' i.e. 'there must be some cause;'

^TftRT T&f^miu Hf^if^ 'a ruler ought to be possessed of discrimination;'

«HIT rR Wj^bff Vrfqneq^'l must become your companion ;' W*lX|T IT^PTO-

S"^ Hfan«^ ' the lady must be seated in the carriage.'

906. Similarly, the neuter of ^T may be adverbially used, and impart at the

same time a passive sense to the infinitive ; thus, W?ft 3W*t ^nfofftij^ ^J§^:

for Vmm fTR: &c. 'the breeze i3 able to be embraced by the limbs ' (Sakuntala,

verse 60). Again, 31«N^ ^fofa: ^TJ ^TTtt: 'the breezes are able to be drunk

by the hollowed palms ;' fa$.?n?: $I^T^ ^^TTJJ^ ' great successes are able to be

obtained.' Observe a similar use of ^f^[ in »T p& H^ ^T^' his Highness is

not proper to be addressed' (Maha-bh. Adi-p. 27).

907. It is not uncommon to find this participle standing merely in the place of

a future tense, no propriety or obligation being implied, just as the past passive

participle stands in the place of a past tense ; thus, «JJT^ ^n *T <3«M°ni l

J
IPtt-

^tTnjfTT 'tm«M^ ' in all probability this hunter will go in quest of the deer's flesh/

where <iii<q^ is used impersonally; r^f T^T <*ft%: fcRf%? i*«l^ 'when the

people see you, they will utter some exclamation ;'
*lftf mSjft mrfrT K^TWW ^OTfijiTC

if the bird falls, then it shall be eaten by me.' See 930. xi.

908. The neuter of this participle is sometimes used infinitively or substantively,

as expressive merely of the indeterminate action ' of the verb, without implying

'necessity ' or 'fitness.' In such cases ^fif may be added ; thus, ^tf«tfl«M^ ^fif

'the being about to deceive,' ' deception ' (Hitop. line 416) ; Hn*ffl[ ^fk ' the being

about to die,' ' dying :' but not always ; as, «ftf«w«4^ '
life.'

Participial Nouns of Agency.

909. The first of these nouns of agency (580) is constantly used in poetry as a

substitute for the present participle; implying, however, 'habitual action,' and

therefore something more than present time. It is sometimes found governing

the same case as the present participle, but united with the word which it governs

in one compound; thus, JCSpj 'city-conquering;' fn*l^' 'speaking kind

words;' *Tw^C 'going in the water;' W^TST 'lake-born.' But the word

governed is often in the stem ; thus, MW.» ' light-making ' (see 69), from tejas

and kri; *<«l\^<, ' mind-captivating,' from mams and hri (64); ^JT*/ giving

much,' from bahu and dd; WW9, ' self-knowing,' from dtman and jhd (57. 6).
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910. The second (581) is sometimes, but rarely, found as a participle governing
the case of the verb; thus, TOT ^JT 'speaking a speech;' ^m^m ^T
'bearing the Ganges.'

911. The first and second species of the third (582. a. b), like the first, have

often the sense of present participles, and are then always united with the stem

of the word which they govern in one compound; thus, H«fl.%tft^;, 'mind-

captivating,' from manas and hri; ^rihronR, 'effective of the business,' from

Jcdrya and sidk. They may sometimes govern the case of the verb whence they

are derived, and may then be compounded, or not, with the word which they

govern ; thus, SH^lftl^ or £1* ^rf*^ ' dwelling in a village ;' *J^c5Tfa *F$m
' kisser of the buds ' (Ratnavali, p. 7).

SYNTAX OF CONJUNCTIONS, PREPOSITIONS, ADVERBS, &c.

Conjunctions.

912. * 'and' (727) is always placed after the word which it connects with

another, like que in Latin, and can never stand first in a sentence, or in the same

place as ' and ' in English ; thus, tjffgiHy vnrtlw ^ ' walking round and looking.'

Unlike que, however, which must always follow the word of which it is the copu-

lative, it may be admitted to any other part of the sentence, being only excluded

from the first place ; thus, fl«T^ ^ifTO^ TUWt ^ TO W^T *? VRH^ ' and

having after a short time given birth to a pure son, as the eastern quarter (gives

birth to) the sun.'

a. Sometimes two (fa's are used, when one may be redundant or equivalent to

the English ' both ;' or the two (fa's may be employed antithetically or disjunc-

tively, or to express the contemporaneousness of two events ; thus, ^Sfi^ Ufa^T

'both day and night;' B fftUTCiHT sftfinf * ^fintf c* 31 * $TCI^ ^ 'Where

on the one hand is the frail existence of fawns ? Where on the other are thy

arrows?' $Sf^ij * W^l #^^1 * ififliT. ^fr^l CT ^TITT 'no sooner

had she began to weep, than a shining apparition in female shape, having snatched

her up, departed ' (S'akuntala, verse 13 1 ) ; 7TVWR T^TnT J*JV* WfiftSU: '
they

reached the ocean and the Supreme Being awoke 5 (from his sleep), llaghu-v. x. 6.

b. Observe—When 3i, 'where?' is used as in the above example, it implies

'excessive incompatibility,* or 'incongruity.

c. Sometimes * is used as an emphatic particle, and not as a copulative; thus,

f% * WW qfMlfl ifffi 'Was she indeed married by me formerly?'

913. ldl\ 'so,' 'likewise' (727. A), frequently supplies the place of *; thus,

*HPI iC
,
faVtin * WJrT^Tfi^ W^T'both Anagata-vidhatn and Pratyutpanna-

mati' (names of the two fish in Hitop. Book IV).

914. ft 'for,' ? <but,'?T'or' (727.* 72M, like*, are excluded from the

first place in a sentence; thus, #T*rtftlT *ft $* ft *fA ' for happiness

formerly scorned turns to misery;' frnfo 3 'but on the contrary;' ^^^1
Jjamim ' either abandon her or take her.'

915. nfij
'
if

' and^ ' if ' (727. e) may govern the potential or condit.onal (see
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891), but are also used with the indicative; thus, *rf^ Ufaffl WipflB "M^fff

'if he live, he will behold prosperity;' if^ *?*n Wift*M^ ^fijT 'if there is need

of me ;' If^m^ ^ftFTSRT ^ ^ftj:
c

If avarice were abandoned, who would be

poor?'

Prepositions and Adverbs.

916. Prepositions often govern cases of nouns. See 729, 730.

917. The following examples illustrate the use of adverbs in con-

struction with cases of nouns, as explained at 731.

TW $pft 5d fafisjH^ ' flesh thrown before the dog;' TC*JJT^ Wt 'under the

trees ;' «TTHT *TWTt^ ' below the navel ;' ^tftg WHI^ ' beneath the tree ;' *ftif-

«TiH«iR^ 'after eating;' W&\ w*iu<!F 'without fruit;' fl|£ WJirfw^ ^»ifi.HJ

' without the consent of her husband ;' >HW *T^, or more usually VSTl^, '/or

Me safa of wealth;' fqqi^ ^ff^ '«/ter marriage;' ^H^T "^nRT^ ^Wffi[

'fl/Ver collecting the bones :' T*ft, with genitive, occurs rather frequently, and

with some latitude of meaning; thus, »TTHT T^fl' above the navel;' fijf^ cTO

^njft ^^TK ' the lion fell upon him ;' W "jxrfl f«f<*ifm: * changed in his feelings

towards me;' cH T<lft ^*r£9r«J^ttf 'not behaving properly towards thee;'

TJ3H3? "3*rft 55: 'angry wiM his son;' -fRT: ^Rllhj

'

above the navel;' 7T^^C

W^ *
after that period ;' ^HiTO^ "3K§^' q/Yer a year,' i. e, ' above a year having

expired ;' »T ^T|5T^^ $ITO:
^7J ^rrTfaftni?: 'the restraint of crime cannot be

made without punishment ;' TR ^RTOT?^ ' on thy account ;' ifW. ^K or ifi^fl '/or

her safo?;' ^ifc^TTCT ^^»T 'to the right of the garden;' iTf^ft^ 'on that

account ;' ^faql^l^TTC^ ' after saluting ;' W&TBfi VWl( after us ;' W tfl'ff %fo
* before bathing ;' fW^fi^^^ ' before marriage ;' ^??fcR;HflOI^ TT^flT 'from

the moment of seeing (him) ;' afTO^fcT 'from birth;' ItTK IP|fiT 'from that time

forward ;' <*m«im»iT^ THjfiT 'from the time of investiture ;' TTT^ f*f^ HTIT ' before

telling ;' mn a mHmii^ 'fo/ore investiture ;' ^*TTTT^ HT«$ 'fo/ore eating :'
JfT«([

may take an accusative; as, WTT Sk^fy^TO 'before twelve years are over;' ^Tif

ST^nfa ^T^'/or a hundred births;' *nhfa^t TJT^'wp to the serpent's hole;'

faTO<J ^rf?T f5T:^W 'creeping out of the hole;' |lj faRT 'without cause;'

*?TOV«T f^RT 'without fault;' THf^f^Wparfwr^RIJ 'without injury to living

beings ;' flTjj: H^T^IT^ \R^ ^T^T 'he receives money from his father ;' TO JfWTSJ^

' in my presence ;' TTffl W(\W\ ' near the king ;' "§WS *f ' along with his son
:'

*fTT5jr^ may take an instrumental; as, ^W: ¥N5JTtf ' before others ;'
JJW^fft! '/or

the sake of a, son.'

918. ^cs*^, enough/ is used with the instrumental, with the force of a pro-

hibitive particle ; as, ^SJc5 ^i^mi ' away with fear,'
* do not fear.

1

a. It is also used with the indeclinable participle ; as, *Ic5 *jf<;r«U
' enough of

weeping !' ^ft fM^I^ ' enough of consideration 1' see also 901. a.

Obs.—JGng is used in the same way ; e. g. JSCcg fc^T= *W ^FIT (Pan. in. 4, 18).
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^

b. It is sometimes Mowed by an inEnitive; as, * TO^^far q$i f^rif^
I am not able to turn back my heart.'

919. K\W{
'
even,' ' merely,' at the end of a compound is declinable; as, 7S-

rUTST 1 %$lflt

'

he does not even give an answer ;' "^ $R^n^T<7 HTTO^ 'one ought

not to be afraid of mere noise ;' $RTjRl<pJ ' by mere sound ;' ^H HlcTm ' by mere

words ;' ^<H
f
*iT^^n ' immediately on the mere utterance of the speech.'

920. 7T*n and TTf, when used as correlatives, are equivalent to the English ' so

that,' and the Latin ita ut; thus,W WIW\ *TFTfS THH TUT «i?i*P^ ' I must so

act that my master awake,' i. e. ' I must do something to make my master awake.'

So also, W «T *TRTfa ^^IT 'J^TST ctfttfa * Do not you know that I keep watch

in the house?'

a. |^5I *(, irnni^, and ^n"^^ may be used in the same way ; thus, 111$^

^mrg^i 1 fWf^ fasiff IT^tf HT^H/IH^ * nothing is so opposed to length

of life as intercourse with the wife of another.'

b. V\, as well as W, is used for 'that;' thus, m ^JTT^ft ^^ ^ TOlfi

^T *Finn: fWR 'this is a new doctrine, that having killed an enemy remorse

should be felt.'

921. ftFf, 'why?' may often be regarded as a mark of interrogation which is

not to be translated, but affects only the tone of voice in which a sentence is

uttered ; as, HlftlH^ f* *f*H*W* ' h any one honoured for mere birth?'

(Cf.837.a.) e.

a. It sometimes has the force of ' whether ; as, tfHrrf f*HV^*^ ***

JHSlfil VTW* * Met it be ascertained whether he is worthy to receive so

C a salary or whether he is unworthy;' fflrt *fc ft TO*™ * *

'the minister knows whether the king is meritorious or not.

922. m (technically art) as a suffix of comparison or simple 74) ™y

compound withanominalstem^hich.un.

tivecase; thus,^H^^V shewing himself as if dead m^
«fir <ne regards it as a wonder.' Also in the locative or gem we -e thn,

ZL% Uc 'a wall in Srughna like that in Mathur,' According to

when some action is expressed; thus, HI***.^^1

'

W- <»

rendered Him* ^, but it would not be correct to say^*

y&Q %&> W>: '

.
. , , . . inteusity to an affirmation

;

92, Tne negative , is—^J* ^ .,

.

9,4 . The indeclinableP^c^> J^ to
,w ,; mi gl)VernS

adverbially to express on aecountof

^^ ^^ .^ tefer.

an accusative ; thus, XW\ »iV
ence to him.' , . ,,„„„,> j9 used adverbially to

0,5. The indeclinable P^f

,

e ***' h

a„ ablative or be placed

express 'from/ 'beginning with,' and may K

3
d
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after a nominal stem ; thus, f«W 444114 ^TW Wi ITCT^ ' from the time of

invitation to the time of the Sfraddha.' f«W«ti<!JIW would be equally correct.

926. The interjections ftf^ and ^T require the accusative ; as, ftT^R 'mf^'ff'^

'Woe to the wretch 1' and the vocative interjections the vocative case; as, Htt

TJT^'O traveller!'

a. Adverbs are sometimes used for adjectives in connexion with substantives

;

as, TO WtfWIt for TOT $fTc5TCT^ * in that hall ;* ^«TOi| $£*$: for Wm^
•J^3

' among the principal ministers.'

ON THE USE OF THE PARTICLE $fir.

927. In Sanskrit the obliqua oratio is rarely admitted ; and when

any one relates the words or describes the sentiments or thoughts of

another, the relator generally represents him as speaking the actual

words, or thinking the thoughts, in his own person.

a. In such cases the particle ^fw (properly meaning 'so,' 'thus') is often placed

after the words quoted, and may be regarded as serving the purpose of inverted

commas; thus, f^PST SFJt ^'HJ'Tf ^P^ ^fif 'the pupils said, "We have

accomplished our object;"' not, according to the English or Latin idiom, 'the

pupils said that they had accomplished their object.' So also, «fcc4^<*lfl ^fif Wn

*TflT 'your husband calls you " quarrelsome," ' where «R^TRTrt is in the nomina-

tive case, as being the actual word supposed to be spoken by the husband himself

in his own person. So again, JW[ f*fHIMr*j?PI ^fif *$ ifapift *W ^
m^llV 'all the birds praise you in my presence, saying, "He is an object of

confidence," ' where the particle jfflT is equivalent to 'saying/ and the word

ftPflnr^TO is not in the accusative, to agree with *pRT^, as might be expected,

but in the nominative, as being the actual word supposed to be uttered by the

birds in their own persons. In some cases, however, the accusative is retained

before ^fif, as in the following example (Manu 11. 153): ^t? mW[ ^fif fn?t

' they call an ignorant man " child." ' But in the latter part of the same line it

passes into a nominative \ as, farTT ^fw ^T jj *t*tf^ ' but (they call) a teacher of

scripture "father."'

928. In narratives and dialogues ^fif is often placed redundantly at the end of

a speech. Again, it may have reference merely to what is passing in the mind

either of another person or of one's self. When so employed, it is usually joined

with the indeclinable participle, or of some other part of a verb signifying to

think,' to suppose,' &c, and may be translated by the English conjunction that,'

to which, in /act, it may be regarded as equivalent ; thus, R%<CT "tRUST ^FT^nf

ajfif mIVjcmm ' having ascertained that it is a monkey who rings the bell j' $^\

^vj^ff: 9R'<4U1^| ^fif *rfir^ W^ ' his idea was that an increase of wealth ought

again to be made;' V*ftsf TO STTT^tft HHtT ^fif *»Tfof fiTVTO 'reflecting in

his mind thai I am happy in possessing such a wife.' The accusative is also
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retained before ^fif in this sense ; as, >JiP^ %ffl TOT ' thinking that he was dead.'

In all these examples the use of ^fff indicates that a quotation is made of the

thoughts of the person at the time when the event took place.

929. Not unfrequently the participle ' saying,' ' thinking,' ' supposing,' &c., is

omitted altogether, and 3[flT itself involves the sense of such a participle; as,

5TTc5tsftf IT ^HH^yft *PpT 3[firT ^faq*. ' a king, even though a child, is not to

be despised, saying to one's self,
"
He is a mortal;" ' ^T^l^ ^T fa*}^ ^h* ^

**fa ^W^^fTnr ' either through affection or through compassion towards me,

saying to yourself,
" What a wretched man he is !" ' ^HT W*T. \ TOT ^n|c5 ^fa

^rnflTH ^lf^<m^ ' There's a boar ! Yonder' s a tiger ! so crying out, it is

wandered about (by us) in the paths of the woods.'

CHAPTER X.

EXERCISES IN TRANSLATION AND PARSING.

930. STORY OF THE SAGE AND THE MOUSE, FROM THE HITOPADESA,

TRANSLATED AND PARSED.

•There is in the sacred grove of the sage Gautama a sage named

Mahatapas (Great-devotion).'

W: I < By him] in the neighbourhood of his hermitage, a young

mouse, fallen from the beak of a crow, was seen.' ^

m. viawf* ** tf*n**?* *T;I
•Then by that sage, touched with compassion, with grams of wdd

rice it was reared.' -.

gftff'p: ,
< Sotn after this, a cat was observed by the sage

running after the mouse to devour it.'

=fin£l £fe|«t ft*fi* ^H'.l 'Perceivingthe mouse
t^fied,^^T™« *

his dcvotion, the mouse was

by that sage, through the efficacy

changed into a very strong cat.'

3 d2
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vi. fl %Tc!F ff^ faitfrT I HW: $$*: *$rT: I

* The cat fears the dog : upon that it was changed into a dog. Great

is the dread of the dog for a tiger : then it was changed into a tiger/

vii. 3?*I SJTEW ^ifa Jjfq^faf^N XTOlfff gfa: |

' Now the sage regards even the tiger as not differing at all from

the mouse/

viii. 3fiT: fl^ rT^TWT 5RTO rf ^mET <£|T ^^tT I

'Then all the persons residing in the neighbourhood, seeing the

tiger, say/

ix. 3R^ JjftRT JjfiffitS^ ^HcTT ^trTt I 'By this

sage this mouse has been brought to the condition of a tiger/

X. IJiTTr ^f*T * *mi: flapftSfanRf^l 'The tiger

overhearing this, being uneasy, reflected/

xi. *ih^ ^^ ijftnn sftfairo arc^ 35 *m

*?I>MJ45HR*? ^tf^;^t T *TWTfa^ I ' As long as it

shall be lived by this sage, so long this disgraceful story of my

original condition will not die away.
5

Xii. 3frTW I(^N ijfN ^TrT B^Stf'. I 'Thus reflecting,

he prepared (was about) to kill the sage.'

xiii. gftra ?TO f^fltftw ^TWf^ Ijfaft *W

"2W ^^H H'ftpR Vm ^?f I
' The sage discovering his intention,

saying, "Again become a mouse," he was reduced to (his former

state of) a mouse/

931. Observe in this story: 1st, the simplicity of the style; 2ndly,

the prevalence of compound words
;

3rdly, the scarcity of verbs

;

4thly, the prevalence of the past passive participle with the agent

in the instrumental case for expressing indefinite past time, in lieu

of the past tense active with the nominative : see 895, with note.

932. i.—Asti, 'there is,' 3rd sing. pres. of rt. as, cl. 2 (584). Gautamasya, of

Gautama,' gen. m. (103). Munes, ' of the sage/ gen. in. (1 10) : final s remains by
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2. Tapo-vane, in the sacred grove' (lit. in the penance-grove'), genitively

lependent comp. (743); the first member formed hy the stem tapas, penance,'

us becoming by 64 ; the last member, by the loc. case of mna, ' grove,' neut.

(104). Mahd-tapd,
' having great devotion' (164. a), relative form of descriptive

comp. (766) ; the first member formed by mahd (substituted for makf , 778), great
;'

the last member, by the nom. case masc. of the neuter noun tapas, * devotion'

(i64.fi): finals dropped by 66. a. Nama/by name,' an adverb (713. b). Munik,

'

a sage,' nom. masc. (no): final $ passes intoVisarga by 63. a.

ii.-Tena, 'by him,' instr. of pron. tad (220). Asrama-sannidhdne, in the

neighbourhood of his hermitage,' genitively dependent comp. (743); tbe first

member formed by the nominal stem dram.,' hermitage ;' the last member, by

the loc case of sannidhdna, 'neighbourhood,' neut. (104). The final a of tena

animal (103) . nun
nommal stem

stem
^".'compassion,' and the.nst .

of^ .^ ^ (
„o) .

fto* the nominai stem m.ara, - d
^ ; ^ ,ng . of past pas, part, of

becomes Visarga by 63. SamM «

^

„

caU8. of^ with« b») » «;b

;X undii ,^d with the p^-

iv._T««i.«»«n
((Ir

-«,'soonater th 8 , Vter' („>, 97.

nommal stem * '*>••(^ ?
,nflnit

,e of rt.W («ft

*J
«*»«. - - Cod)- KktoJ, *

/ mfl9C . ot the *»£
rf«»,'p" *r

;
Wn
;X 24).

WWaeat/oom-casen-,

Par of rt.**> run
'

W1* ""'
„;; above. Dp*"* •" "'

.

T«» ace. ease masc. of P">n. tad (»»)
pa89 .

part .
of rt.

irrta'seiv.
B^/terrified/aee.,0.™- ,

(559)
. T„^

^ ioL/ P«criv^.'
Wee. part of^ ; ively d

ependent eon,p.

changed to o by 64.
?•*•••
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'changed/ 'made/ nom. sing. masc. of past pass. part, of rt. kri (682): final 8

becomes Visarga by 63. a.

vi—Sa, nom. case of tad (220), used as a definite article (795) : final s dropped

by 67. Viddlah, see iv. Kukkurdd, ' the dog ' (103), abl. after a verb of ' fearing

'

(855) : t changed to d by 45. Bibheti, ' fears/ 3rd sing. pres. of rt. bhi, cl. 3 (666).

TataJi, 'upon that/ adv. (719): as changed to ah by 63. Kukkurah, 'the dog/

nom. m. (103) : final s becomes Visarga by 63. Kritah, see v. Kukkurasya, 'of

the dog/ gen. masc. (103). Vydghrdn, 'for the tiger' (103), abl. after a noun of

'fear* (814. e): t changed to n by 47. Mahad, 'great' (142), nom. case, sing,

neut. : t changed to d by 45. Bhayam,* fear/ nom. neut. (104). Tad-anantaram,

see iv. Vydghrah, nom. case : final s becomes Visarga by 63. Kritah, see v.

vii.

—

Atha> now/ inceptive particle (727. c). Vydghram, ace. case. Api, ' even/

adv. Mushika-nirvisesham, ' as not differing at all from the mouse/ relative form

of dependent comp. (762) j formed from the nominal stem mushika, and the ace.

of vtiesha, difference/ with nir prefixed : or it may be here taken adverbially, see

776. Pasyati, 3rd sing.pres. of rt. rfrtV, cl. 1 (604). Munih, see i.

viii.

—

Atah, 'then/ adv. (719). Sarve, 'all/ pronominal adj., nom. plur. masc.

(237). Tatra-sthd, ' residing in the neighbourhood/ comp. resembling a locatively

dependent; formed from the adverb tatra (720), 'there/ 'in that place/ and the

nom. plur. masc. of the participial noun of agency of rt. sthd, 'to remain' (587)

:

final s dropped by 66. a. Jands, persons/ nom. pi. masc. (103): final s remains

by 62. Tarn, ace. of pron. tad (220), used as a definite article (795). Vydghram,

tiger/ ace. masc. (103). Drishtvd, ' having seen/ indec. past part, of rt. drii (556).

Vadanti, ' they say/ 3rd pi. pres. of rt. vad, cl. 1 (599).

ix.

—

Anena, 'by this/ instr. of pron. idam (224). Munind, see iii. Miishiko,

nom. masc. : as changed to by 64. a. Ayam, 'this/ nom. masc. (224) : the initial

a cut off by 64. a. Vydghratdm, 'the condition of a tiger/ fern, abstract noun (105),

ace. case, formed from vydghra, 'a tiger/ by the suffix td (80. LXII). Nitah,

'brought/ nom. sing. masc. of past pass. part, of rt. ni (532).

x.—Eta6> ' this/ ace. neut. of etad (223) : t changed to 6 by 49. Vhrutvd, ' over-

hearing,' indec. part, of rt. iru (676, 556); see 49. Vydghrah, nom. case: final s

becomes Visarga by 63. Sa-vyatho, ' uneasy/ relative form of indeclinable comp.,

formed by prefixing sa to the fem. substantive vyathd (769): as changed to by

64. a. Atintayat, ' reflected/ 3rd sing, irapf. of tint, cl. 10 (641) : the initial a cut

off by 64. a.

xi.— Yavad, as long a*,' adv. (713. a): t changed to d by 45. Anena, see ix.

Jivitavyajjt, ' to be lived/ nom. neut. of the fut. pass. part, of rt. jfo (569, 9015. ay

907). Tdvady so long/ adv. correlative to ydvat (713. a). Idam, 'this/ nom. neut.

of the demonstrative pron. at 224. Mama, 'of me/ gen. of pron. aham, *
I ' (218).

Svarupdkhydnam, 'story ofmy original condition/ genitively dependent comp. (743)

;

formed from the nominal stem svarupa, 'natural form' (see 232. b)
t
and the nom.

of dkhydna, neut. (104): m retained by 60. Akirtti-karatn, 'disgraceful/ accusa-

tively dependent comp. (739) ; formed from the nominal stem akirtti,
* disgrace/

and the nom. neut. of the participial noun of agency kara, ' causing/ from kri, to
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do' (580). Na,
<

not,' adv.
( 7 , 7 . a). VaUyiskyate, 'will die away/ 3rd sing. 2nd

Z^T C°mP0Und V6rb PaMy> f°rmed
^ C°mbining * '««^

xii.-JJ 'thus,' adv.
(7I7.e; see also 928). Samdlotya, Reflecting,' indec.

part, of he verb «->fo*
(559 ), formed by combining rt. lot with the preps. sam

and«(
784 ). Munim, ace. case. J/cwft^, 'to kill,' infinitive of rt. han (458 868

654). S*m«4afc», prepared/ nom. sing. masc. of past pass. part, of sam-ud-yam,
formed by combining rt. yam with the preps, sam and ud (545).
xm.-Munis, nom. case: final s remains by 62. Tasya,

'°

f him,' gen. of fat
(220). Ciktrshitam, 'intention,' ace. neut. of past pass. part, of desid. of rt. kri,

'to do' (550, 502), used as a substantive (896. b). JMtva, ' discovering/ indec!

part, of rt. jhd (556, 688). Punar, 'again,' adv.
( 7 i 7 . e) : r remains by 7 r. d.

Mdshiko, nom. case: as changed to by 64. flAwa, 'become,' 2nd sing. impv.
of rt. bhii (585). Ity answers to inverted commas, see 02 7 . a .- the final i changed to

y by 34. Uktvd,
'
saying,' indec. part, of rt. vat (556, 650). Mushika, nom. ease

:

final s dropped by 66. Eva, ' indeed,' adv.
( 7 i 7 ).

SENTENCES TO BE TRANSLATED AND PARSED.

933. Note—The numbers over the words in the following sentences

refer to the rules of the foregoing grammar.

220 783.1.CQ2 220 21H

220 ^ 783 k ^v 070 «s 07(! 218 t *s ^7 fS

H ^JMHVj'ri I m ^~* I FT *j#tj 1
~| ffTCTfa I

219 *S r»H7 218 ^783 j, S87 220 *v 219* •

66"? 233 233 607 <S 21 » f
>2Z

^ if ^nrfir i gufifo f¥*f| *?ii*w
N

i^ m—\

Hi? i 3ffij« gsm- i r% §*i *%— i ff **

#f^^ I
«#%'*******»'
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783. j

Trfa;^ ftiHT *ra*T! sfit^ n

TJT^ JJITRT ^"STPHTO t^I ^ ^IrjUMJvmil

^tfr^jr^r *jiTK*nH ^rktjn <hnmji<^i'r

fav«ft II

717. f > »v 619 #*

*^ ^m: ^timrei* swr wtm ii

-s, « 471, f..
rjO«\

*wrei ^ ^t^ *w* to* ^m ii

tfrt mtfmft* ii

SCHEME OF THE MORE COMMON SANSKRIT METRES.

934. Metres are divided into two grand classes: 1. Varna-vritta,

2. Mdtrd-vritta. The first has two subdivisions, A and B.

Class I.

—

Varna-vritta.

A. Metres, consisting of two half- verses , determined by the number

of syllables in the Pdda or quarter-verse.

Note—It may be useful to prefix to the following schemes of metres a list of

technical prosodial terms : *JT<J= the fourth part of a verse ; HT?TT= an instant or

prosodial unit = a short syllable; TRS= four Matras; lfir=apause; ^ or *T

= a long syllable (—) ; 7TJ or c*= a short syllable
( \j) ; *T*T= a spondee ( )

;

c5c5= a pyrrhic (v v) ; Tc5= a trochee (- w) ; "fill= an iambus (u —) ; *?= a

molo8Sus ( ) j VT= a dactyl (-\jJ); *f= a tribrach (\jw)} 1?= a bacchic

(u ) ; t= a cretic (- \j -) ; *T = an anapsest {\j w -) ; H = an anti-

bacchic ( u); ST=an amphibrach (u — v>).

£/o/:a or Anush(ubh (8 syllables to the Pada or quarter-verse).

935. The commonest of all the infinite variety of Sanskrit metres

is the Sloka or Anushtubh. This is the metre which chiefly prevails

in the great epic poems.

It consists of four quarter-verses of 8 syllables each or two lines of 16 syllables,
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».. u» ru.C8 woicn regulate one line apnly equallv ta «. ...

necessary to give the scheme of one line. ,.LI "
! S° that '*

is "%

but the rules which regulate one line

f one line, as follows;.
1

'
3 4 6 6

7 8 II o ,n

= 5 . II ! . " \
a l3 H '5 .6

|

Note-The mark, denotes either longer 8hort

"
*

whether simple or compound *.

The 5th syllable ought always to be short. The 6th and
7th should be long-

but instances are not unusual in the Maha-blmrata of the 6th being short, in which
case the 7th should be short also. But occasional variations from these last rules

occur.

The last 4 syllables form two iambics; the 13th being always short, the 14th

always long, and the 15th always short.

Every Sloka, or couplet of two lines, ought to form a complete sentence in

itself, and contain both subject and predicate. Not unfrccuiently, however, in the

Ramayana and Maha-bharata, three lines are united to form a triplet.

936. In the remaining metres determined by the number of sylla-

bles in the Pada, each Pada is exactly alike (sama); so that it is

only necessary to give the scheme of one Pada or quarter-verse.

In printed books each Pada, if it consist of more than 8 syllables, is often made

to occupy a line.

937. Trishtubh (11 syllables to the Pada or quarter-verse).

Of this there are 22 varieties. The commonest are—

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 II

938. Indra-vajrd,
_-^--ww-w-*H
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ^ 9 1° »

I

939. Upendra-vajrd, ^-^--^^ ^

There is generally a caesura at the 5th syllable.

Note-The above 2 varieties are sometimes mixed in the same stanza; in which

case the metre is called Upajdti or Akhydnakl.

, 2 j 4 5 « ^8 9 10 »
I

940. Rathoddhatd, -u~^^ w

94 ,. Jagall (.2 syllables to the Pada or quarter-verse).

Of this there are 30 varieties. The commonest are-

* There are, however, rare ex

whole line.

ample* of confound words running through a
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i a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 II

942. Vanfa-sthavila, v — u — — v v — u — v —* II

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ia
||

943. Druta-vilambita, v^ww--^v^~v^w — v — II

944. Atijagati (13 syllables to the Pada or quarter-verse).

Of this there are 16 varieties. The commonest are

—

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 II

945. Mahju-bhdshiniy uu-w-uuu-u-vtII
1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

||

946. Praharshurf, _. _ _ v^^uw — w — v>— vll
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ia 13

||

947. Rut'ird or Prabhdvati, v — <y — v\^wv^ — v — w ~ ll

948. Sakvari or Sakkari or Sarkari (14 syllables to the Pada).

Of this there are 20 varieties. The commonest is

—

1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ia 13 14
||

949. Vasanta-tilakd, — — ^ — w u ^ — v v^ — ^ — v II

950. Atisakvari or Atihakkari (15 syllables to the Pada).

Of this there are 18 varieties. The commonest is

—

1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8
J

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

951. Mdlini or MdnhU, ww^v^wvj — — I— w — — u — —

There is a ciesura at the 8th syllable.

952. ^s^/i (16 syllables to the Pada or quarter-verse).

Of this there are 1 2 varieties ; none of which are common.

953. Atyashti (17 syllables to the Pada or quarter-verse).

Of this there are 1 7 varieties. The commonest are

—

1 2 3 4 5 6
J

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

954. S'ikharinf, v — — — — — Iv^vvvv — — vvv —

Caesura at the 6th syllable.

1 2 3 4
I

5 ^ 7 8 9 10
J

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
||— — IwvvjVV —

I
— v^ — — v^ — ~ II

Caesura at the 4th and 10th syllables.

1 3 3 45 6
J

7 8 9 10
J

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
||

Ciesura at the 6th and 10th syllables.

957. Dhriti (18 syllables to the Pada or quarter-verse).

Of this there are 17 varieties, one of which is found in the Raghu-vansa—

- 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 H I2 x 3 14 15 16 17 18
||

958. Mahd-mdlikd, vuuuuu-u u u utII

* The mark v is meant to shew that the last syllable is long at the end of the

P&da or quarter-verse, but long or short at the end of the half-verse.

955. Manddkrdntd,



959- AMhriti
(
I9 syllables t0 the p ,

da or quarterverse) _

Of this there are n variety tu«M varieties. I he commonest is—

960. Sdrdula-vikHdit* 1 1 1 tt * 7 § 9 X° " 12
I

n I4 "5 l6 r 7 18 19 II

Caesura at the 12th syllable.

96
r. Kriti (20 syllables to the Pada or quarter-verse).

Of these there are 4 varieties ; none of which arc common.

962. Prakriti (21 syllables to the Pack or quarter-verse).

^ c ja ,

X 2 3 4 5 6
7 I 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 I 15 ,6 17 18 19 20 21 II

963. Sragdhara, v--| u u w u ^ u -
I
- ^ - - u _ T |

Caesura at the 7th and 14th syllables.

964. Of the remaining metres determined by the number of syllables in the

Pada, Akriti has 22 syllables, and includes 3 varieties; Vikriti 23 syllables,

6 varieties; Sankriti 24 syllables, 5 varieties; Attbiti 25 syllables, 2 varieties;

Utkriti 26 syllables, 3 varieties ; and Dandaka is the name given to all metres

which exceed Utkriti in the number of syllables.

965. There are two metres, called Gmjntri and Ushnih, of which the first has

only 6 syllables to the quarter- verse, and includes 11 varieties; the second bas

7 syllables to the quarter-verse, and includes 8 varieties.

a. When the Pada is so short, the whole verse is sometimes written in one line.

b. Observe, that great license is allowed in metres peculiar to the Vedas ; thus

in the

966. Gdyatri,

which may be regarded as consisting of a triplet of 3 divisions of 8 syllables each,

or of 6 feet of 4 syllables each, generally printed in one line, the quantity of each

syllable is very irregular. The following verse exhibits the most usual quantities

:

1 2 3

a b a b a t>

KJ •

but even in the b verse of each division the quantity may vary.

B. Metres, consisting of two half-verses, determined by the number

of syllables* in the iialf-verse [each half-verse being alike,

ardha-sama).

967. This class contains 7
genera, but no varieties under each

genus. Of these the commonest are—

^hUclass of metres is .aid to be ^ulTted by .be number of feet or Mat™ in

the half-verse, in the Sa,ne way as class . I. Dot as eacb ba.f-verse » gene,, y ,
s-

tributed into used long or short syllables, and n„ opt.on ,s a..o,ed for eaeh

between a spondee, anap.st, daetyl, proceleusmat.cus, and -p b«*, * v,U

obviate eonfusion to regard this e.ass as determined by syllables, bke elass I. A.

3
K 1
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968. Vaitdliya (21 syllables to the half-verse).

1*34
KJ W — <U

5 6 7 12 13 14 15 l6 17 18 19 30 21 I

u uu-u- v> I

There is a caesura at the 10th syllable.

969. Aupatihandasika (23 syllables to the half-verse).

The scheme of this metre is the same as the last, with a long syllable added after

the 10th and last syllable in the line; the cresura being at the nth syllable.

970. Pushpitagrd (25 syllables to the half-verse).

1 *345 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 I 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

W <J W KJ \J \J — V*/ — <U — —
I WV^VJW — W KJ — W — V-/ — •II

There is a caesura at the 12th syllable.

Class II.

—

Mdtrd-vritta, consisting of two half-verses, determined by

the ?iumber of feet in the whole verse (each foot containing

generally four Matras).

971. Note—Each foot Is supposed to consist of four Matras or instants, and a

short syllable is equivalent to one instant, a long syllable to two. Hence only such

feet can be used as are equivalent to four Matras ; and of this kind are the dactyl

(- \j w), the spondee ( ), the anapaest (w w -), the amphibrach (w - \j) t
and

the proceleusmaticus (w ^ ^ w) ; any one of which may be employed.

Of this class of metres the commonest is the

972. Avyd or Gdthd.

Each half-verse consists of seven and a half feet ; and each foot contains four

Matras, excepting the 6th of the second half-verse, which contains only one, and

is therefore a single short syllable. Hence there arc 30 Matras in the first half-

verse, and 27 in the second. The half-foot at the end of each half-verse is

generally, but not always, a long syllable; the 6th foot of the first half-verse

must be either an amphibrach or proceleusmaticus; and the 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th

feet must not be amphibrachs. The caesura commonly takes place at the end of

the 3rd foot in each half-verse, and the measure is then sometimes called Pathyd.

The following are a few examples

:

{ JJ- I

I

1 ^ v —

2 3

w — w uu-
1]

KJ — \J ^ V>» —
[J

2 3

V O -
—

• ^ KJ KJ w —
1

2 3

— KJ \J

\J \J U \J -uu

4 5

5

— v V
7

4

u u -
5
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1
3

„ . 5
^ w — v w

7

' <J I

3
„

4 5 6

v^» \_, -

7

- -
I
w-v

I 2

f*
uu

I
"-

I "Hi -~
I

|^u uuu| uuuu| I

973. The Udgiti metre only differs from the Aryd in inverting the half-verses,

and placing the short half-verse, with 27 Matras, first in order.

974. There are three other varieties :—In the llpagiti, both half-verses consist of

27 Matras ;
in the Giti, both consist of 30 Matras; and in the Arydgfii, of 32.

ACCENTUATION.

975. Accentuation (svara, 'tone') in Sanskiit is only marked in the Vedas.

Probably the original object of the marks used was to denote that peculiar change

in the ordinary intonation practised in reciting the hymns, which consisted in the

occasional raising of the voice to a higher pitch than the usual monotone. Only

three names for different kinds of accent or tone are generally recognized by

grammarians ; viz. 1. Uddtta, '
raised,' i. e. the elevated tone or high pitch, marked

in Roman writing by the acute accent; 2. An-uddtta, ' not raised,' i. e. the accent-

less tone ; 3. Svarita,
' sounded,' i. e. the moderate tone, neither high nor low, but

a combination of the two {samdhdra, Pan. 1. 2, 32), which is produced m the

following manner: In pronouncing the syllable immediately following the high-

toned syllable, the voice unable to lower itself abruptly to the level of the low

intonation, is sustained in a tone not as high as the uddtta, and yet not so low as

the an-uddtta. A syllable uttered with this mixed intonation is said to be svarita,

'

sounded/ These three accents, according to native grammarians, are severally

produced, through intensifying(^^
voice (dkshepay, and these operations are said to be connected with an upward,

downward, and horizontal motion (tiryag-gamana) of the organs of utterance

which may be illustrated by the movements of the hand in conducting a musical

P

t~although there are only three general names for the accents it is clear

91
•!• 4 „;, ihp mliitta or h A tone, and mania or

that there are only two positive tones, to. the wiam or iug

that there are oniy i

monotonous, aceentless sound,

mixed tone, the an-uddtta represent* the neutral, m

which he, like a flathoroont^

employing the upper half of the organs of~ ^ ^
employing the lower half I. ™y reeen £*»^J^, &c„

Veda, recited and intoned by Pandits at feu*

,

^^
and found to my surprise that the^J

°'"
Jnoneupontheu^ («;

syllable. Great stress is laid on the an-udatta »*»">
h an indication

and 1 was told that the absence of all mark on this 1

of the absence of accent in intoning.
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no designation for the low tone, properly so called, i. e. the tone which immediately

precedes the high and is lower than the flat horizontal line taken to represent the

general accentless sound. The fact is that the exertion required to produce the

high tone (uddtta) is so great that in order to obtain the proper pitch, the voice is

obliged to lower the tone of the preceding syllable as much below this flat line as

the syllable that bears the uddtta is raised above it ; and Panini himself explains

this lower tone by the term sannatara (eompar. of sanna, ' sunk,' for which the

commentators have substituted the expression anuddttatara), while he explains the

neutral, accentless tone by the term eka-fruti, i. e. the one accentless sound in which

the ear can perceive no variation.

977. The expression anuddttatara, then, is now adopted to designate the lowest

sound of all, or that immediately preceding the uddtta or high tone. But no

special mark distinguishes this sound from the an-uddtta. It must be borne in

mind that no simple uncotnpounded word, whatever the number of its syllables,

has properly more than one syllable accented. This syllable is called either uddtta

or svarita, according as it is pronounced with a high or mixed tone. But if a word

have only a svarita accent, then this svarita must be of the kind called independent,

although it may have arisen from the blending of two syllables, one of which was

originally uddtta, as in cT»^T (for tanu-d, where the middle syllable was uddtta).

A word having either the uddtta or the svarita accent on the first syllable is called

in the one case ddy-uddtta, in the other ddi-svarita ; having either the one or other

accent on the middle is in the one case madhyoddtta, in the other madhya-srarita ;

having either the one or other accent at the end is in the one case a?itoddtta, in the

other anta-svarita. All the syllables of a word except the one which is either an

uddtta or independent svarita are an-uddtta. Although, however, no one word

can have both an uddtta and an independent svarita, yet, if a word having an

uddtta is followed by an an-uddtta, this an-uddtta becomes a dependent svarita,

which is really the commonest form of svarita accent.

978. As to the method of marking the tones, the uddtta or high tone is never

marked at all, so that if a word of one syllable is uddtta it remains simply un-

marked, as "Jt ; if a monosyllable is an-uddtta it has a horizontal stroke underneath,

as *n J if svarita, it has an upright mark above, as "gR* A word of two syllables,

both of which are an-uddtta, has two horizontal marks below, thus H*T ; and if the

first syllable is uddtta it is marked thus, ^nj:
J if the last is uddtta, thus W^.

A word of more than two syllables being entirely an-uddtta (sarvdnuddtta) has

horizontal marks under all the syllables, thus ^43 if
J but if one of the syllables

is uddtta, the horizontal stroke immediately preceding it marks the anuddttatara,

as in VNi*J^Rt, where the first and second syllables are an-uddtta and the third

anuddttatara, the fourth being uddtta ; and if the uddtta syllable is followed by

another an-uddtta, this becomes a dependent svarita, and is marked by an upright

stroke, as in ^WTTTm (Rig-veda in. 3, 1). Similarly, in a word of three syllables

like ^TOT, the syllable ^1 is anuddttatara, "5T is uddtta, and T is svarita.
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It should be noted that in Romanized Sanskrit printing and writing it is usual

instead of leaving the uddtta unmarked to treat that as the only accent to be

marked, and to treat both anuduttatara and dependent svarita as an-uddtta or

without any accent at all.

070. The foregoing explanations will make clear how it is that in the Samhita of

the Rig-veda an anuddttatara mark is generally the beginning of a series of three

accents, of which the dependent smirita is the end ; the appearance of this anudatta-

tara mark preparing the reader for an uddtta immediately following, as well as for

a dependent svarita. This last, however, may sometimes be retarded by a new

uddtta syllable, as in fi^T **M, where the syllable H, which would otherwise

be a dependent smrita, becomes changed to an anuddttatara because of the uddtta

avllable Tf following.
,

„8n But if an independent writ, is in.me4.tely Mowed by an udatia or by

an
2;Xnaent^,acunonS eonteiva„ee adopted. Shouhl the syliable

ZX *.U— „*. end in a short vowe., ***** < - --
J

% - '
, a m the same way but the miMUdara mark is placed

numeral \ is employed in the same way,

^ift^ (l ,«,, „),

both under the long vowe, and the numeral, e. g. fW^*™ (>

™? V '
' . . . „„t that the absence of mark is employed in a

9B, It should also be pointed o th t e

^^

^

at the commencement
of a sentence

s ^

8W^ («r« syllable of the sentence

»**»J\ ^^ if it hlI an

precede ; the nest syllab,e, if without mA is*<«^
^^^ ^^

upright mark, is ,«««<.; b«* th. «.
denote^.^ until the

absence of a,l mark after teupr, »* C

„„,„. ln fact, al.

appearance of the nest horizontal maA,
w thc „ania are supposed

a vetb (unless , is the first wor ^ ^ o „,y
when tky begin

The same rule appfies to^^ Verl)s prese,e the,r accent m con-

98, The system of accentuation m««
{ ^ acwnt when two

Panini The rules given by these treatis ^ m uW t0

exceptions. The foUow-g
âmi^M««^°;^

When OT^'«« vowels are
pronounce
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Pratis'akhyas pradaya. When the accent of two vowels is blended into one, this

is called pratlishta, samdveh, ekibhdva. The expressions tairovyahjana and

vaivritta are used to denote forms of the dependent svarita; while kshaipra

and jdtya apply to the independent svaritas caused by the blending of the accents

of two vowels, the first of which has passed into the semivowel y or v.

983. A few compound words (generally names of Vedic deities) have two accents,

and are therefore called dvir-uddtta, e. g. ^wfii:, ff«JHT mi t^» where the first

syllable being uddtta remains unmarked, and the second being an-uddtta ought to

become a dependent svarita, but the third being uddtta again the second becomes

anuddttatara and is so marked. In ftrdlN^^T both the second and third syllables

are uddtta. A compound (called trir-uddtta) may even have three uddtta syllables,

as in {•gl^Wiff.

984. In the Pada text where compounds are divided, if the first half of the

compound ends in a svarita coming after an uddtta, and the second begins with

an uddtta, the svarita accent at the end of the first member of the compound is

called tdthdbhdvya.

985. Observe—The accent in Sanskrit is not confined to the last three syllables

of a word, as in Greek and Latin.

Observe also—Although the Sanskrit independent svarita is in some respects

similar to the Greek circumflex, it should be borne in mind, that the latter is con-

fined to long, whereas the svarita may also be applied to short syllables *.

* See on the subject of Vedic accentuation, Roth's preface to the Nirukta ; two

treatises by Whitney in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. IV.

p. 195 &c, and vol. V. p. 387 &c: Aufrecht, de accentu compositorurn Sanscriti-

corum, Bonnae, 1847; reviewed by Benfey, Gottinger Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1848,

pp. 1995-2010.
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Abstract nouns, 80. xxviii,

xxxv, lxii, lxviii, lxix,

lxxvii, 81. ii, iii, xi, 85.

iv, vii, &c.

Accentuation, 975-984.

Adjectives, 186; syntax of,

824-828.

Adverbs, 713-725; syntax

Agency, participial nouns of,

579-582.

Alphabet, 1-24.

Aorist, 416-441; syntax of,

888.

Augment a, 251, 251.0./.'.

Benedictive, see Preeative.

Cardinals, 198; declension

of, 200.

Cases of nouns, 90.

Causal verbs, 479 ; termina-

tions of, 480; formation

of stem of, 481 ;
passive

of, 496; syntax of, 847.

Classes, of nouns, 78; of

verbs, see Conjugations.

Classification of letters, 18.

Collective nouns, 80. xxxv.

Combination (euphonic) of

vowels, 27-38; of conso-

nants, 39-7 1; of the finals

of verbal stems with ter-

minations, 296-306.

Comparison, derives of, 191-

197; syntax of, 829-832.

Compound verbs, 782-787.

Compound words, 733-737

'

Tat-purusha or Depen-

dent, 739-745 ; Dvandva

or Copulative (Aggrega-

tive), 746-754; Karma-

dharaya or Descriptive

(Determinative), 755-758

;

D vigu or Numeral (Col-

lective), 759 ; Avyayi-

bhtiva or Adverbial (In-

declinable), 760; Hahu-

vrihi or Relative, 761-769;

Complex, 770-776; Ano-

malous, 777 ; changes un-

dergone by certain words

at the end of, 778.

Conditional, 242,455; for-

mation of stem, 456

;

syntax of, 891.

Conjugations of verbs, 248,

249; three groups of, 257-

259; first group of, 261-

289; second and third

groups of, 290-362. 1st

cl., 261; examples, 585:

2nd cl., 307; examples,

644: 3rd cl., 331; ex-

amples, 662 : 4th cl., 272

;

examples, 612: 5th cl.,

349; examples, 675: 6th

cl., 278; examples, 625:

7th cl., 342 ; examples,

667: 8th cl., 353; tr-

amples, 682: 9th cl., 356;

examples, 686 : 10th cl.,

2S3 ; examples, 63S.

Conjunct consonants, 1, 5.

Conjunctions, 727; syntax

of, 912.

?>
F

Consonants, i; method of

writing, 4; conjunct, 5;

pronunciation of, 1 2 ; com-

bination of, 39-73.

Declension; general obser-

vations, 88-101 ; of 1st

class of nouns in a, a, i,

103-109; of 2nd and 3rd

classes in i and w, 1 10-122

;

of nouns in /and w, 123-

126; of 4th class in ri,

127-130; of nouns in ai,

0, aw, 131-134; of 5th

class in t and d, 136-145;

of 6th class in an and w,

146-162; of 7th class in

as, is, and us, 163-171

;

of 8th class in any other

consonant, 172-183.

Defective nouns, 184, 185.

Demonstrative pronouns,

221-225.

Derivative verbs, 460-522.

Derivatives, primary and

secondary, 79.

Desiderative verbs, 498

;

terminations of, 499 I
f°r-

mation of stem, 500 ; cau-

sal form of, 506 ; nouns,

80. 1 ; adjectives, 82. vii,

824.

Euphonic combination of

vowels, 27-38 ; of conso-

nants, 39-71.

Frequentative verbs, 507 ;

Atmane-pada frequenta-

tives, 509 ; Parasmai-pada
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frequentatives,5i4; nouns,

80. i.

Future, first and second,

386 ; formation of stem,

388; syntax of, 886, 887.

Genders of nouns, 89.

General tenses, 248,363-456.

Hard consonants, 18. «. b,

20. b, 39.

Imperative, 241 ; termina-

tions of, 245, 246 ; forma-

tion of stem, 261,272,278,

a83» 3°7» 330* 342, 349,

353, 356 ; syntax of, 882.

Imperfect tense, 242; for-

mation of stem, 261, 264,

272, 278, 283, 307, 330,

342,349> 353, 356 ; syntax

of, 884.

Indeclinable words, 712;

syntax of, 912.

Indefinite pronouns, 228,229.

Indicative mood, 241.

Infinitive, 458, 459; syntax

of, 867 ; Vedic, 459. a,

867.-6.

Intensive verb, see Frequen-

tative.

Interjections, 732 ; syntax

of, 926.

Interrogative pronouns, 227.

Letters, 1 ; classification of,

18; interchange of letters

in cognate languages, 25

;

euphonic combination of,

27.

Metre, schemes of, 935-974.

Moods, 24T, 242. a.

Nominal verbs, 518-523.

Nouns, formation of stem,

74, 80-87; declension of,

103-183 ; defective, 184;

syntax of, 802-823.

Numbers, 91, 243.

Numerals, 198-215; syntax

of, 206,835; compounded,

759-

Numerical figures, page 3.

Ordinals, 208.

Participial nouns of agency,

579-S8 *-

Participles, present, 524-

529; past passive, 530-

552 ;
past active, 553 ; of

the perfect, 554 ;
past in-

declinable, 555-566; ad-

verbial indeclinable, 567;

future passive, 568-577;

of the 2nd future, 578;

syntax of, 892.

Particles, 717.

Passive verbs, 243. «, 461

;

terminations of, 462 ; for-

mation of stem, 463 ; ex-

amples, 700-702.

Patronymics, 80. xxxv, 81.

viii-x, &c.

Perfect (reduplicated), 364-

384 ;
(periphrastic), 385

;

syntax of, 885.

Persons of the tenses, 244.

Possessive adjectives, 84. vi,

vii, 85. vi, viii
;
pronouns,

231.

Potential, 241; terminations

of, 245, 246 ; formation of

stem, 261, 272, 278, 283,

3°7» 33°> 342, 349- 353*

356 ; syntax of, 879.

Precative, 242, 442 ; for-

mation of stem, 443-454

;

syntax of, 890.

Prefixes, adverbial, 726.

Prepositions, 729, 783 ; syn-

tax of, 916.

Present, 241; terminations

of, 246, 247; formation

of stem, 261, 272, 278,

283> 3<>7' 330, 342, 349»

353.356; syntax of, 873.

Pronominals, 235-240.

Pronouns, 216-234; syntax

of, 836.

Pronunciation, of vowels,

11; of consonants, 12.

Prosody, 935-974.

Reduplication, 252, 367.

Relative pronouns, 226.

Root, 74, 75.

Sandhi, rules of, 27-71,

296-306.

Soft or sonant letters, 18. a.

b, 20. b, 39.

Special tenses, 24 1 , 248, 249.

Stem, nominal, 74, 77 ; for-

mation of nominal, 79, 80-

87; inflexion of, 88-183;

verbal, 244 ; formation of

verbal, 249-517.

Strong cases, 135. a.

Strong forms in verbal ter-

minations, 246. c.

Suffixes, forming substan-

tives, adjectives, &c, 80-

87; adverbial, 718-725.

Superlative degree, 191, 192.

Surd consonants, 18. a. b,

20. b, 39.

Symbols, 6-10.

Syntax, 793-929.

Tables of verbs, 583.

Tenses, 241, 248.

Terminations, of nouns, 91,

96; of verbs, 244-248.

Verb, 241 ; syntax of, 839.

Voices, 243 ; roots restricted

to, 786.

Vowels, 1; method of writ-

ing, 2, 3 ;
pronunciation of,

11 ; combination of, 27.

Weak cases, 135. a.

Writing, method o\\ 26.
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TO or TO^ prefix, 726.

TO augment, 251.

TOfe| ' eye,' 122.

TOfr«T 'fire,' no.

TOST 'before,' 731, 917.

TOH ' to anoint,' 347, 668.

TOfff prefix, 726. a; prep.,

783. a.

TOfcT^ 126.1.

TOfiTaTSJft 1 26. i.

TO^l'then,' 727. c.

TO*TTT 'yet,' 728. b. c.

TO^ft 'then,' 727. c.

TOff 'to eat,' 317, 652.

TO^' eating,' 141. c.

TO^'this,' 'that,' 225.

TOw!!r 'under,' 731.

TOV^' under,' 731.

TOfa prep., 783. b.

TO^ft'toread,'3ii, 36 7- a -

TOleT^'a road,' 147.

TO^' to breathe,' 322.0.

TO^TI7 'an ox,' 182./.

VSMtR*( ' after,' 731, 9 1 ?-

TOcj prep., 730. d. e, 783. c.

TO^J^'time,' 170.

TO'tTTl' within,' 731, 783.1*.

TO^Tt' another,' 777.6-

TO^g 'without,' 73 I>9 I 7

TOfcnir^ * near,' 731.

TO^ ' other,' 236 ; °rW 238

;

°1TT 236.

TO^ft"^ ' mutually,' 760. /.

TO^' water,' 178.6.

TO*J prep., 783. e.

TOfrjprcp.,783./; adv.,7i7.i".

W9 833. a.

TO*TO^ ' a nymph,' 163. a.

TOft prep., 730./, 783.0.

TOfalT^' on both sides,' 731.

TOfaljT^ ' in front of,' 731.

TO^TRf near/ 731.

TO*JT
' a mother,' 108. d.

^X to go/ 385. <?.

TO^ 'to worship,' 367. b.

TO^T 'to ask,' 642.

^ l

on account of,' 731,

760. d, 917.

TO^f or TO^TO 'on account

of,' 73*-

^fift^'the sun,' 157.

TO^'a horse,' 158.

^llcF 'after,' 731, 9 l 7-

^f '

to deserve,' 608.

TOo$^'enough,'90i.«,9i8.

3T5q
' a few,' 240.

TO^Fffa 119.

TOBlfatf 108.

TO3 prep., 7
8 3- h -

^T\ftt ' to despise,' 7fl.
«•

3
F2

TO^TOR' a priest,' 176./.

TO^T^' southern,' 176.6.

TOST^'toeat,' 357. w, 696.

TO9I ' to obtain,' * to pervade,'

367. c, 681. a.

TO^^'a stone,' 147.

TO*^ 'to be,' 327, 364. «,

584-

TO^'to throw,' 622.

TO^sT 'blood,' 176.fi.

TOW^ ' setting,' 712.

^ft*T ' existence,' 712.

TOfiw'aboiie,' 122.

^H*?f? 'we,' 218.

^ '

to say,' 384. b.

TO^'a day,' 156.

TOT prefix, 726. b; prep., 730,

730. a. ft, 783. i.

TOT^ ' to stretch,' 385.

TOnrercift 126.2.

TOTWoF
4

consisting of,' 769.

A, 774.

TOTrW^ 'soul,' 'self," 147,

232.

^lf^ ' beginning with,' et

cetera,' 764, 772.

TOTf^R or TOTO ( = wfif)

764. b.

^nqj to obtain,' 351,

3

64- a >

681.
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^nW beginning from,*

792, 925-

^TO 'tawny/ 126./.

^nf^ ' a blessing,' 166.

^T^'tosit/317; withpres,

part., 877.

3 'to go/ 310, 367.0, 645.

^ inserted, 391-415.

^THC' other/ 236.

^fiT 'so,' 927-929.

^^'this,' 224.

^V 'to kindle,' 347.

^H^'so much,' 234. b.

^l' to wish,' 282, 367, 637.

^J ' to see,' 605.

sJT to praise,' 325.

%"%$ 'so like,' 234.

$J{' to rule/ 325. a, 385. a.

$mT^' a little/ 717. d, 726.6.

T5^ to move,' 367.

^ff' also,' 717. h, 727.0,

T3H, TWX: 195.

^^CTr^or ^^15731.

^HTO'q^ 166. c.

^ prep., 783.;.

^i 'northern,' 176. b.

^f^M 'with reference to,'

924.

T^ 'to moisten,' 347.

^R prep., 783. k.

T<lft 'above,' 731, 917.

341*1^ 'a shoe/ 183.

W,Wl'both/ 238.

s^in^ * Venus/ 170.

JR'to burn,' 385. e.

<jfu!i^ a metre, 182. b.

<J»*H/ the hot season/ 147.

^^' strength/ 176. A.

^Rg 'to cover/ 316, 374.;.

"SRUl^ ' above,' 731, 917.

^ 'to go,' 334, 374. n.

^f^'to go/ 381.0.

^jin 'to go/ 684.

^Jff except, 731.

^fr^*T ' a priest,' 176. e.

^JV ' to flourish/ 367 . b, 680.

^ftjftjF^ ' Indra/ 162.

^'togo/358.

^3R 'one/ 200; °Kft 236;

inC238.

I?iTr[ 'this/ 223.

^V to increase/ 600.

^ft^'the syllabic Om/ 712.

^Rfwfa<t ' a few,' 230.

"GUV * to say/ 286. 0, 643.

SFrffa^, <*fr1« I94.

c(i^ to love/ 440. a.

<$H^ an action, 152.

«lif^'any one/ 228.

^FT prefix, 726. c.

flRTH 'desirous/ with inf.,

871.

<*i<Aui(^' on account of/ 731

.

cfitft^ ' doer/ 159. Obs.

Wf{ 'to shine/ 385. e.

fcffij 'but/ 728.0.

fai^' who?' 'what?' 227.

fal^'why?' 921.

fwmi ' how many/ 234. b.

TJ prefix, 726. c.

^jf^T ' to pain/ 360.

$mt'to play/ 75.0.

^fmct'agirl/ 107.

^n.' a lotus/ 137.

^' to play/ 271.0.

^F'to sound/ 358.0.

^ 'to do/ 355, 366, 369,

682, 683, 701.

SjT^'to cut/ 281.

°ffH<! ' who made/ 140. a. b.

3JiT 'on account of/ 73 1 *

^•r?^' times/ 723.0.

^TO ' to draw/ 606.

3? 'to scatter,' 280, 627.

of 'to hurt/ 358.

"afcf 'to celebrate,' 287.

W^'to make/ 263.

cjftsfrj'any one/ 229.

^ft ' to buy/ 374. <?, 689.

"5^ 'a curlew/ 176. c.

"^1* a jackal,' 128. c, 185.

f|Ji3? 'to harass/ 697.

^^0^11/684,685.

Tffi
' a charioteer,' 128.0*.

fepn'tokill/ 684.

fEpj/to throw/ 274, 279,

635 ; frcq., 710.

T5T 'to sneeze/ 392. a.

T?W 'to agitate/ 694.

^JJ 'to sharpen/ 392. 0.

^'todig/376.

4Sc$^' a sweeper/ 126. 6, 190.

f^' to vex/ 281.

OT 'to tell/ 437. A.

WH ' gone,' at end of comps.,

739. o. b.

TWft 'fearless,' 126. h. '

JT^'to go/ 270, 376,602;

freq,, 709.

jiOm^' heavier/ 194.

fit 'speech/ 180.

g^'to protect/ 271.

^ ' to conceal/ 270. b, 609.

Jjj to evacuate/ 430.



*! ' to sound,' 358.

*T 'to sing/268, 373. ^595,^.

Tu 'a cow/ 133.

JTk^T 'cow-keeper,' 181. c.

TTU 'the goddess,' 124.

IF^'to tie,' 360, 375. h, 693.

?J^ to swallow,' 286.

?T^ 'to take,' 359, 699;

freq., 711.

?|\H^ 126. d.

3 ' to be weary,' 268, 595. 6.

"^' to eat/ 377.

"tp 'to proclaim,' 643. a.

"TO 'to shine,' 684.

ITT ' to smell,' 269, 588.

^ 'and,' 727, 912.

^T<*r^'to shine,' 75. a, 329.

^WX^ ' brilliant,' 164.6.

^TEST 'to speak,' 326.

^T^'eye/ 165. a.

^JT^'four/ 203.

VT*('food/ 712.

^•5*1^ * the moon,' 163.

,BJ^ a host,' 125.

^ ' one who goes,' 180.

*nt«^' leather,' 153.

^^ 'to move,' 602. 6.

fa'to gather/ 350,374,583.

*P"^«lft",E

^
' desirous of doing,'

166. a.

facff?*^' a painter,' 175.C

fa*?T 'to think,' 641.

^ 'to steal,' 284, 638, 639.

^' if,' 727. 6,915.

^f?T^ * a pretext,' 153.

ft^ 'to cut,' 66f.

^ ' to cut/ 390. a.

^T^'toeat/ 3 io.Obs., 322.0.

INDEX IL-Sanhkrit

'f1^' the world,' 142. a.

*1«^ to be born,' 276, 376,

424- «, 617. a.

*T^' to produce/ 339, 666. b.

*PT^' birth/ 153.

»TT^' decay/ 171, 185.

SToJitf 126.6.

Ml'l to be awake,' 75. «,

310. a, 374.;), 392. rf.

*TliJf^ watching/ 141. a.

TIT to conquer/ 263, 374 6,

590.

ftPTf^ 166. a.

*ffa 'to live/ 267, 603.

*S3p^' sacrificing,' 141. c.

*T to grow old,' 277, 358,

375. *, 437- *•

sH 'to know/ 361, 688.

mi ' to grow old,' 359. a.

T\ ' to ily,' 274, 392.

Tf^|^ ' a carpenter/ 148.

TTH^ 'then/ 719, 727./.

rTOT'thus/ 727.6.

IK? 'he,' 'that/ 220, 221.

iT^' to stretch,' 354, 583,684.

ffcj 'thin/ 118, 119. a.

TP^t 'a lute-string/ 124.

ffT^'to burn/ 600. a.

TT^' a boat,' 124.

flTffSr ' such like/ 234.

iTr^fl^'so/Soi.fl, 920. a.

rTTTr^ 'so many/ 234, 801,

S3H, 876.

fffS^i76.6.

7J
'but/ 728. «, 914.

g<* 'to strike/ 279,634.

jJOTT^'Indra,' 182.?.

HTTT '

to eat grass/ 6H4.

405

^ to be satisfied/ 6iS.

If* to kill/ 348,674.

^'to cross/ 364, 374. r .

TC^'to abandon/ 596.

HTC'he/ 'that,' 222.

t<3T three,' 202.

<J£
to break/ 390. a.

3" to preserve/ 268.

r%% thou/ 219.

i^hr thine/ 231.

r?1? ' a carpenter,' 128. d.

il[ 'to bite/ 270. d.

^ftpOTi^or^ftl^f 'tothe

south/ 731, 917.

^^T^% 760. e.

^'giving/ 141. a .

^TV ' ghee/ 122.

<p$^
' impudent,' 181.

^ to be tamed/ 275.

N̂
' to pity/ 385.^

^K"JT 'to be poor/ 75. a,

3i8, 385.

^7 'to burn/ 610.

f^T'togive/ 335, 663, 700.

^T^' a giver/ 127, 129.6.

<*T*Tr^ ' a string,' 153.

fi^
4

to play/ 275.

f^T'sky,' 180.6.

"ftf^'a day/ 156.0.

fr^SI 'to point out/ 279,

439- ". n«.3-

fi*SJ 'a quarter of the sky/

181.

fre 'to anoint/ 639.

^V to shine/ 319.

?jfa*( 'evil-minded,' 164. a.

^[ prefix, 726. d, 783. /.

3f
'

to milk/ 330, 660. ;
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g? a milker,' 182.

"Spj/a thunderbolt,' 126. c.

TH? 'to see,' 181, 270, 604.

G vd*t/ a looker/ 147, 149.

^' to split/ 358, 374. m.

Vto pity,' 373./.

^5^176. e.

tfl^'an arm,' 166. d.

ST^'to shine,' 597.6.

^' to run,' 369, 592.
o

"5? ' to injure,' 623.

"5? 'one who injures/ 182.

"gTT 'a door/ 180.

fe 'two/ 201.

feTTiJ ' having two mothers/

130.

ftr^ 'to hate/ 309, 657.

figT^'one who hates/ 181.

VT^'rich/ 140.

Vf^'rich/ 159, 160, 161.

V^f^' knowing one's duty/

137.

Vi\
' to place/ 336, 664.

VTHr[ ' a house/ 153.

\rre'torun/'towash/6o3.a.

Vt ' understanding/ 123. a.

V^TH 'wise/ 140.

^
(

toagitate/28o,358,374.«7,

677.

1| 'to hold/ 285.

5)
'

to drink/ 438. c, 440. a.

tf«J 'a cow/ H2,

XRT 'to blow/ 269.

XQ 'to meditate/ 268, &%.b.

V 'to be firm/ 421./.

«f?ft
' a river/ 105.

cfff
' a grandson/ 128. a.

tJIJ
' to bend/ 433, 602. a.

«W( ' reverence/ 712.

«TSI 'to perish/ 181, 620.

?T| 'to bind/ 624.

«T? 'one who binds/ 183.

^TTR[ ' a name/ 152.

•TlftsT 'non-existence/ 712.

ftT prep., 783. 1

ftf^'to purify/ 341.

fafa^C * for the sake of,' 731.

fa^ prefix, 726. e y 783. m.

?ft
' to lead/ 374. a, 590. a.

cj'to praise/ 280, 313, 392. a.

tT 'a man,' 128.6.

rp^'to dance/ 274, 364, 583.

^'to lead,' 358.

Stafa^, ^ft^g 194.

fft 'a ship,' 94.

Tf^'to cook/ 267, 595. c.

tf^TT ' cooking/ 141.

tWj'five/ 204.

iTff 'to fall/ 441, 597. c.

tfflT 'a lord/ 121.

qftr^'aroad/ 162.

Vft 'to go/ 424. «.

TJtft 'the sun/ 126./.

<Rri^' behind/ 731.

TR*(' after,' 731.

TOraft 126. a.

TO*rC^ * mutually,' 760./.

TO prep., 783. ».

qft. prep., 783. 0.

TTftlJS^ ' a cleanser/ 1 76. e,

trft^T^ 176. e.

TT^' after,' 731.

TOT^' after/ 731.

TH * to drink/ 269, 589.

qT 'to protect/ 317.

Tmg'pale/ 187.

m^ a foot,' 145.

tTP^'sin/ 147.

VK* on the further side/ 731.

ftUKiiq l64- *•

fttij 'a father/ 127, 128.

fiTO^ ' desirous of cooking/

181. d.

fWTj' thirsty/ 118.

fa^' to form,' 281.

xft^'fat/ 147, 149.

^ 'a male/ 169.

tjS * to embrace/ 390. a.

pS'holy/ 191.

Jpl^ 'born again/ 126. c.

t}t:*T ' preceded by,' 777. d.

ip!^ or^ ' before/ 731.

tj^q 'a man/ 107,

gdn^T 'a priest/ iHi.a.

jq 'to nourish/ 357. a, 698;

'to be nourished/ 621.

£' to purify/ 358, 364, 583.

Y5 or ^faf ' preceded by/

'with/ 777. t/.

^^' before,' 731.

^q^'the sun,' 157.

""J^TT 'a deer/ i42.fi.

^ or St' to fill/ 358,374."',

640.

^' to grow fat/ 373. 1,395. 6.

H prep., 783.^.

H^ 'to ask/ 282, 381, 631.

Ufa prep., 730. c, 783. q.

JJ^y ' western,' 1 76. 6.

TT*ft 'superior understand-

ing/ 126. y.

Wffif 73 1
* 764- c, 792 -

TT^IT^' quiet/ 179.fi.

U?qT^ ' a steer/ 182. c.
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m^'before,'7i7./,73 i, 9 i 7 .

HT^ 'an asker,' 176.

TH^T eastern,' 176. b.

JJT^ worshipping,' 176. c.

ftn? * dear,' 187.

In 'to please/285, 358.0, 690.

iN*^'love/ 153.

^**I 'to bind,' 360, 692.

^fc3T? ' strongest,' 193.

TOfa^' stronger,' 167, 193.

^Ip!T 134. a, 190.

^t'rich,' 134. a, 190.

^J^x^ft 126.1.

"TV 'to know,' 262, 364;

cl. t. 583; cl. 4. 614.

^>l 'one who knows,' 177.

^3TT 'under the idea/ 809. b.

^^157.
^'10 speak,' 314, 649.

HTO 'to eat,' 643.6.

>ra 'to break,' 347, 669.

HT^'your Honour/ I 43» 233-

*^fa' yours,' 231.

^^ ' to shine,' 340.

HT«J 'the sun,' no.

HTTST^ 182. c.

WT^T'awifc/ 107.

)%m 'to speak,' 606. a.

fa^'tobeg/ 267.

fW^'tobreak,'298.c,343 5 r)
83-

*V to fear/ 333, 666.

>ft 'fear/ 123. a.

tfhS 'timid,' n8. a, 187.

*J5T 'to eat,' 346, 668. tf.

^' sky,' 712.

*J.'to be,' 263, 374-^ 585>

586; caus., 703; desid.,

705; freq., 706, 707.

*£ the earth,' 125. a.

*UJhT a king,' 121.

^' earth,' 712.

*J
' to bear,' 332, 369, 583.

^ to bear,' ' to blame,' 35H.

*9T to fall,
1

276.

^fi'to fry,' 282, 381, 632.

tf"55^ one who fries,' 176.^7,

tf^ to wander,' 275, 375. #,

£T*T to shine,' 375. i.

£T3T to shine/ 375. i.

tfVto fear,' 358.

TTR^'lndra/ 155. c.

iTrt to be immersed/ 633.

HTcT the mind/ 112.

HHr^'a churning-stick/ 162.

T^ 'to be mad/ 275.

Wl'V 218.

TSffa'mine/ 231.

HVJ 'honey/ T14.

RU? 'in the middle/ 731.

H^'to imagine,' 617, 684.

Jf^'the mind/ 164.

JT^I 'to churn,' 360, 693. a.

H^' great/ 142.

H'^IHH^ ' magnanimous,'

164. a.

H^HCR* a great king/151. «.

ITT 'to measure/ 274, 338,

664. a.

*n 'not/ in prohibition, 882,

889.

ITT *?242.a.

m^^ ' nesh-eater,' 176.

KT^' merely/ 'even/ 9 19.

HTHl'my.' 231. a.

iHlTlfa 'mine/ 231. «•

fift 'to be viscid/ 277.

407

3^ 'to let go/ 281,628.

$f
' to be troubled/ 612.

Sf 'foolish,' 182.

'jjl^'thc head/ 147.

*{
'
to die,' 280, 626.

fT a deer/ 107.

^ to cleanse,' 321, 651.

Tg ' tender,' 118. a, 187.

JJ^ one who touches/ 18 r.

yi one who endures,' 181.

milf^' intellectual/ 159.

¥1
' to repeat over/ 269.

I to fade/ 268, 374, 595. b.

V^' the liver,' r 44 .

I^T to sacrifice,' 375. c, 597.

MtsJ^ a sacrificcr/ 149.

^T 'as/ 721; at beginning

of comps., 760, 760. b.

IS'who/ 226.

tf^'if/ 727.^880.^, 915.

*P^ to restrain/ 270, 433.

T&Hh \2().b.

TJT 'to go,' 317, 644.

XfT^f ' to ask,' 364, 392, 505.'/.

Hf=nT 'as many/ 234, 80 r,

838, 876; 'up to/ 731,

917.

^ 'to mix,' 313, 357, 391. a,

rfo, 686, 687.

g^'to join/346,670; pass.,

702.

g^' a youth/ 155. b.

inWT'yoii/ 2'9-

X® 'to preserve,'

TH (with ^T)'to begin/60 1 .«.

TT^ ' to sport,' 433*

tr*' to shine/ 375- *•

tPf* a ruler/ i^-e-

' 606. b.
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THl^'aking/ 148, 151.

TT^ft 'a queen/ 150.

ft * to go,' 280.

tf ' to go/ 358.

^'to sound,' 313, 392. a.

^ 'to weep,' 322, 653.

TTO 'to hinder,' 344, 671.

^VrT 'hindering,' 141. c.

^'consisting of/769. A.774.

"^ 'wealth/ 132.

ttH^'hair/ 153.

citt*ft 'fortune/ 124.

<?rfxr^ ' lightness,' 147.

<tfw ' lightest/ 193.

cjtfV^ ' lighter/ 193.

75H 'to take/ 601.

c5* ' one who obtains/ 178.

fc5*? ' one who paints,' 1
75.fi.

foxj/to anoint/ 281, 436.

fe? ' to lick/ 330, 661.

fe? 'one who licks/ 182.

jft 'to adhere,' 358, 373. c.

<y^'to break/ 281.

<j/to cut/ 358, 691.

v̂
'to speak/ 320,375.0,650.

^<* 'to speak,' 375. c, 599.

^f<* 'the fortnight of the

month's wane,' 712.

q^'a wife/ 125.

^'to ask/ 684.

^'to sow/ 375. c.

^ ' to vomit/ 375. d. Obs.

qi5«^'a road/ 153.

5?^' armour/ 153.

W^' a frog/ 126. c.

^'towish/ 324, 375^,656.

TflJ 'to dwell/ 375. c, 607;

'to wear,' 657.fi.

^ 'to carry/ 375. c, 611.

^ff^' out/ 731.

Ml 'or/ 728, 914.

^T^' speech/ 176.

^T7T!T*ft ' an antelope/ 1 26./.

«TT^ 'water/ 180.

qlft' water/ 114.

31? 'bearing/ 182. c.

fa prep., 783. r.

fa 1^ 'to distinguish/ 341,

346.

fa*T
' to shake/ 34 r, 390. a.

ft^ 'to know/ 308, 583;

'to find/ 281.

fag^'wisc/ 168. e.

fa«TT' without/ 731.

fatfT*^' splendid/ 176. e.

facJTST 'desirous of saying,'

lSi'.d.

faST 'to enter/ 635. a.

faST 'one who enters/ 181.

fa vd^l? 182. c.

fa^^T 176. i\

fti* ' to pervade/ 34 1

.

^Vtogo/312.

3 'to cover/ 'to choose/

369, 675.

^71 'to be,' 598.

^V 'to increase,' 599. b.

^\ 'great/ 142. a.

^' to choose/ 358. See^.

^ ' to weave,' 373. h.

^fl^'a loom,' 147.

^Tt 'to go,' 75. a, 319.

^H^'a house/ 153.

?q^ 'to deceive/ 282, 383,

629.

^fBT^J 'without/ 731.6,

3^ 'to be pained/ 383.

a^'to pierce/ 277, 383,615.

^ 'to cover/ 373. y.

*fa^'sky/ 153.

"3^ 'to cut/ 282, 630.

eT^'one who cuts/ 176. g.

H\ ' to choose/ 358.

^ 'to go/ 358.

$T5F 'to be able/ 400, 679.

^1^M 'ordure/ 144.

^' to fall/ 270.

^P^'to be appeased,' 2 7 5,6 1
9.

3Pt[ case/ 712.

SnfOTT^ 'bearing rice/

182. c.

^TT^ 'to rule/ 310. Obs.,

328, 658.

^ITOT! 'ruling,' 141. a.

f^R ' S'iva/ ' prosperous/

103, 104, 105.

fijHT 'to distinguish/ 672.

$ft 'to lie down/ 315, 646.

Sf* 'to grieve/ 595. e.

3|fa ' pure/ 1
1 7, 1 19. a, 187.

Sjfartfa^ 166. c.

^ft 126. A.

$W 'fortunate/ 187.

SpRr^'fire/ 147.

^' to hurt/ 358, 374. m.

^ft
' to sharpen/ 373. d.

VXt*\ 'to loose/ 360, 375. //,

693. a.

ft* 'to resort to/ 374 -^ 39 2 *

440. «.

^ft 'prosperity/ 123.

^ 'to hear/ 352, 369, 374. A,

676.

T^'adog/ 155.



k'a mother-in-law,' 125.

13^ 'to breathe,' 322. a.

fa 'to swell/ 374./, 392j

437- h.

^rRT^ ' Indra/ 182. d.

* ( = *?) 'with,' 760. a,

769 ; ( = ^JTT^f) 769. c.

SRT^' a year,' 712.

*P*T$J^ ' near,' 731.

TOT^IT^'from/ 731.

Sconce,' 717./.

*lf«R ' a thigh/ 122.

tffa 'a friend/ 120.

^fT^'to%ht,'75.«.

*1*P( an associate,' 166.

^^ to adhere,' 270. d, 422,

597- «

^ 'to sink,' 270, 599. a.

*^'to give,' 354, 424.?, 684.

*1«TT*J ' possessed of,' 769./.

**( PrcP- 783- *'•

*W8J*[ ' before the eyes,' 73 1

,

WR^'with/ 731.

^Clftmf^ or *nflq^ 'near,'

73i.

OT^'fit/ 176.6.

^Kf^'a river/ 136.

*rftter: 195.

*C% 'all/ 237.

^R^T^ ' omnipotent/ 175.

^*MJ 'a charioteer/ 128. d.

^ to bear/ 61 1. a.

*? 'with/ 731, 769. 6.

*WJ 4

with/ 731.

*TCfT^' before/ 731.

Wj'good/ 187.

*U*i«l/ conciliation/ 153.

^TV^'along with,' 731. |

INDEX XL-Sanskrit.

"T*
'
to sprinkle/ 281.

ftw 'to succeed/ 273,364,

616.

^W['a border/ 146.

1 prefix, 726.7,783.*.

$ 'to bring forth/ 647.

*J
to press out juice,

1

677.0.

*}*sft 126. g.

gift 126. ,,.

*JJF(' well-sounding/ 166.6.

*jf^ 'the fortnight of the

moon's increase,' 712.

*pft ' intelligent/ 126.//.

5^t ' beautiful/ 187.

yu$ Mr,.

H126.A.

^p*T^ well-intentioned/

164. a.

tf^ 'jumping well/ 175. r.

^jfij^'very injurious/ 181.6.

l/to bring forth/ 312,647.

q' to go/ 369, 437.6.

^jT 'to create/ 625.

JJ^'to creep/ 263.

%*TT*ft 'a general/ 126. d.

it'Zt 'to serve/ 364.

*ft ' to destroy/ 276. a, 613.

*ft>?m 'a Soma -drinker/

108. a.

JsT*>T to stop/ 695.

*J
'to praise/ 313, 369, 648.

W orH' to spread/ 358, 678.

^'a woman,' 123.6.

^TT'to stand/ 269, 587.

^
k

to drip/ 392. «.

fqsr'to touch/ 6t,6.

TO? 'to desire/ 288.

3 G
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^*J^ to expand/ 3Q0. 0.

^J^ to vibrate/ 390. 0.

** particle, 251. 6. Obs.,

717-/- Obs., 878.

TO 'to smile/ 591.

W to reineinber/ 374. k, 594.

^ to flow/ 369, 592. a.

^ own/ 232. 6.

H^i, ^3i|TJ ' own/ 232. c.

^TOT'Svadhsi/ 312.

^"^ to sound/ 375./.

^^'to sleep/ 322.0, 382,655.

^Pj'self/ 232.0.

^*$or^T£' self-existent/

126. e.

*$J. 'heaven/ 712.

^"H a sister/ 129. a.

^Tfe salutation, 712.

*3^T 'own/ 2^2. c.

^'to kill/ 323, 654 ; freq.,

70S.

?fcf green/ 95, 136, 137.

^fa^'ghee/ 165.

t»T 'to abandon/ 337, 665.

?T^I ' a Gandharva/ 108. c.

fijT 'to send/ 374- c -

f?' for,' 727. (/,9i4.

fjP^ 'to injure/ 673.

? 'to sacrifice/ ^,], 662.

?? 'a Gandharva/ 126../.

£ 'to seize/ 593.

if? 'the heart,' 139, 184.

fffa{ or IrlVfor the sake

of/ 73 1
•

ft' to be, ashamed/ 333- «>

066. a.

j\ 'shame/ 123. a.

^ 'to call/ 373. e, 595.



INDEX III.

GRAMMATICAL TERMS, AND NAMES OF METRES,

Ak, the simple vowels,

18, note *, b.

A-ghosha, 8, 20. b.

Anga, 74, 135. c.

At, the vowels, 18, note *, b.

^n,aPratyahara,i8,note*,6.

Atikriti, a metre, 964.

Atijagati, a metre, 944.

Atidhriti, a metre, 959.

Atisakvari, a metre, 950.

Atyashti, a metre, 953.

Adddi, 249. Obs.

Anuddtta,^.cj accent, 975.

Anuddttet, 75. c.

Anundsika, 7, 7. «.

Anubandha, 75. c.

Anushtubh, a metre, 935.

Anitsvdra, 6, 7.

Antah-stha, semivowel, 22.

^/amdA^na, suppression, 10.

Abhydsa, reduplication, 252.

Ardha-visarga, 8. tf, 23. 6.

Ardhdkdra, 10.

^4/, the alphabet, 18, note*, 6.

Alpa-prdna, 11, 14.0.

Avagraha, 10.

Avyaya, 760.

Avyayi-bhdva compounds,

760.

.dsAft, a metre, 952.

jMrifi, a metre, 964.

Akhydta, a verb, 241.

Akjiydnaki, a metre, 939.

Agama, augment, 251.

Atmane-pada, 243, 786.

Ardhadhdtuka, 247. c.

Jrya, a metre, 972.

Arydgiti, a metre, 974.

J sir /t», Precative, 241.

I, rejected from i7/m in 2nd

sing. Perf., 370; rules for

insertion or rejection of i,

391-415.

It, an Again a, 250. b,

391. a.

//, 75. c.

Indra-vajrd, a metre, 938.

Ishal-sprishta, 20.

U, aVikarana, 250. 6.

tfyacft, 79, note *.

Utkriti, a metre, 964.

Uttara-pada-lopa, 745. «.

l/«/atffl, 75. c; accent, 975.

Uddttet, 75. c.

Udgiti, a metre, 973.

Upagiti, a metre, 974.

Upajdti, a metre, 939.

Upadhmdiiiya, 8. «, 14. «>

23. 6.

Upasarga, 729.

Upendra-vajrd, a metre, 939.

Ushnih, a metre, 965.

Ushman, a sibilant, 23,

23. a, &•

Eka-vatana, singular, 91.

Eka-sruti, 976.

EHbhdva, 982.

7?<f, the diphthongs, 18,

note *, 6.

Oshthya, labial, 18.

Aupa66handasika, a metre,

969.

Kanthya, guttural, 18.

Karma-kartri, 461. d.

Karma-dhdraya compounds,

755-758-

Karman, 90, 461. d.

Karma-pravataniya, 729.

Ka-varga, the gutturals, 18,

note *, «.

AVj/fl, tense, 241.

A>»7 suffixes, 79.

Kriti, a metre, 961.

Krilya, 79.

Krid-anta, 79-

Kriyd, verb, 241.

Kryddi, 249. Obs.

Atfva, neuter, 91.

Aflip, 87.

Ga, a long syllable, 934.

Gaga, a spondee, 934.

Ga/m, four short syllables,

934-

Gati, 729.

Gala, a trochee, 934.

Gdthd, a metre, 972.

Gdyatri, a metre, 965, 966.

G#i, a metre, 974.

Guna change of vowels,

27-29; roots forbidding

Guna, 390.

Guru, a long syllable, 934-

Ghoshavat, 20. b.

N-it, a Pratyahara, 91,

note *.
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daturthi. Dative, 90.

Candra-vindu, 7.

Ca-varga, the palatals, 18,

note *, fl.

Curddi, 249. Obs.

Cli, 2,^0. b.

Cvi, 788. a. Obs.

Ja, an amphibrach, 934.

Jajfatf, a metre, 941-

M a Pratyahara, 1

note *, &.

Jfl/ya, 982.

Juhotyddi, 249. Obs.

JA«r, a Pratyahara, i8
:

note *, b.

Jhal, a Pratyahara, i8
:

note *, 6.

Jhai, a Pratyahara, 18,

note *,b.

Jhash, a Pratyahara, 18,

note *, b.

Ta-varga, the cerebrals, 18,

note *, a-

Nal, 247- obs -

N<>\ 250. h.

Ta, an antibacchic, 934

Tat-purusha
compounds,

739-745-

Taddhita suffixes, 79-

Tanddi, 249* 0bs *

Ta-wwyfl, the dentals:

note *, «•

Tnthdbhdvydy 984.

Tdlavya, palatal, 18.

Tdsi, 250. 6.

TWfl'di, 249- 0bs '

Tritiyd,
Instrumental, 90.

Tairovyahjana >
9° 2,

Trishtubh, a metre, 937

DandaU, a metre, 964.

Dflntyfl, dental, 18.

Divddi, 249- obs '

Dirgha, n./-

Beva-nd(jari> 1.

Druta-vilambitUy a metre

943-

J)tfu/i(fo« compounds, 746.

D<%m compounds, 759.

Doitiyd, Accusative, 90.

Dvi-vatana, dual, 91.

Dhdtu, 74.

DArifi, a metre, 957.

Mi, a tribrach, 934-

Nflrt, 57. Obs. 3.

Napwsaka, neuter, 91.

N«j>rf/«, adverb, 712. fl.

Pahtami, Ablative, 90.

Pada, 135. c; a complete
|

word, 74; voice
>

243;
'

restriction of, 786.

Parasmai-pada, 243, 7
86 -

Pn-varga, the labials, 18,

note*, a.

Parfrt, a quarter-verse, 934

Pif, 247-

Pum-linga, masculine, 91.

Pushpitdgrd, a metre, 970-

Prakriti, a metre, 962.

Pragnhya exceptions, 38.

Pratyaya, a suffix, 74- 1

pratyahara, 91-

PTathamd,
Nominative, 90.

Pra6?iara''» a metre, y47-

prasBhta, 982.

Prfl/Kirs/u)H

/,a^tre,946.

Prdtipadiha, a stem, 74> 79'

135-
<"•

!

Plata, ii./-

to-rflAro". l
miral 9I

'

!

jfofc-rrfti
compounds,

pi-
|

769.
I

BAa stern, 135- c -

Bft fl ,
a dactyl, 934-

/^r^^sslve '
4(>1,

B*Wrf«.*49.°
W

jfo a
molosfeus,()34-

3 ° a

18,

18,

3/flrfAyama-/}flda-/opfl,745.ff.

Manddkrdnta, a metre, 953.

Muhd-prdaa, 14.0.

Mahd-mulikd, a metre, 958.

1 MaW, 11./, 934-

I

Mdtrd-rriUa, 934.

M««i»u or AInttnt, a metre,

95* •

Niirdhamjn, cerebral, 18.

Vo, abacchic, 934.

Yak, 250. b.

Yan, a Pratyahara,

note *,(>•

Yuti, a pause, 934.

Yama, 73- ^-

i Yar, a Pratyahara,

note*, &.

yfl -t fl rfya, the semivowels,

rH, note*, o.

1
Ydsut, 250. 6.

Ha, a cretic, 934-

Rathoddhatd, a metre, 940.

Uucird, a metre, «)47-

Rudhndi, 249- 0bs>

R^fl, the letter t, 1.

J* or Ughu, a short syllable,

934-

laga, an iambus, 934-

to, Imperfect, 34'

f, fl (,
Present tense, 241-

Late, a pyrrbic, 934-

/yin,
Potential, 241.

I Lt(, Perfect, 241 •

! hvn, Aorist, ?4 ! -

hu t, Vint Future, 241.

Um, Conditional, 241 •

W ,
Second Future, 241.

LV,theVed
1C inood )24i.^

891. "•

Ut, Imperative,
241-

yflB
A,.-/*«rite,

a metre,

942-
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Vargtty class of letters, 18,

note *, a.

Varna-vfitta, 934.

Vasanta-tilakd, a metre,

949-

Vdhya-prayatna, 8.

Vikaranay 250. b.

Vikriti, a metre, 964.

Vibhakti, a case-ending, 74,

90; a verbal termination,

244.

Virdma, 9.

Vivdra, expansion, 18. a.

Visorga, 8, 61.

Vriddhi change of vowels,

27, 28, 29. a.

Vaitdh'ya, a metre, 968.

Vnivritta, 982.

Vyanjana, consonant, 20.

Sa, aVikarana, 250. b.

Sakvari, a metre, 948.

Sap, aVikarana, 250. b.

iSapo luk, a Vikarana,

250. b.

Sa-varga
y
the sibilants and A,

18, note *, a,

Sdrdiila-viMdita, a metre,

960.

Sikharini, a metre, 954.

Siva-sutra, 18, note *, b.

Snarn, aVikarana, 250. 6.

Snd, aVikarana, 250. b.

Snu, aVikarana, 250. b.

Syan, aVikarana, 250. b.

Slu, aVikarana, 250. b.

Sloka, a metre, 935.

Shashthf, Genitive, 90.

Sa, an anapaest, 934.

Samvdra, contraction, 18. a.

Sankriti, a metre, 964.

Satidhi, pages 23-49.

Sandhy-akshara, 18. c.

Sannatara, 976.

Saptami, Locative, 90.

Samdvesa, 982.

Sumdsdnta, *]*$.

Samprasdrana,$o, 471 . Obs.,

543. Obs.

Sambuddhi or sambodhana.

Vocative case, 90.

Sarvandman, a pronoun, 216.

Sarvandma - sthdna cases,

Sdrvadhdtuka, 247. c.

Sip, 250. b.

Slyut, 250. b.

Sut, a Pratyahara, 91, note*.

Sup, 91, note *.

Stri-linga, feminine, 91.

Sparsa, 20.

Sprishta, 20.

%tf, 250. A.

Sragdhard, a metre, 963.

Svara, vowel, 20; accentu-

ation, 975.

Svarita, 75. c; accent, 975.

Sraritet, 75. c.

Srwii, 249. Obs.

Harini, a metre, 956.

Hr//, the consonants, 18,

note *, b.

llrasva, 11./.



INDEX IV.

SUFFIXED

Obs.—K.= Krit or Primary (including Kritya and Unddi) ; T.= Taddhita or Secondary

;

adv.= adverbial suffix. For distinction between Krit, Kritya, Unadi, and Taddhita

suffixes, see 79.

1, K. 80. i ; T. 80. xxxv.

jifco, K. 80. ii, 582.6; T. 80.

xxxvi.

vki, T. 81. viii.

wgn, K. 80. xxxiv.

inda, Iv. 80. xxxiv.

B f, K. 84. i, 524, 5*5» 57 8 -

ata, K. 80. xxxiv.

a£ra, K. 80. iii.

athu, K. 82. i.

an, K. 85. i.

ana, K. 80. iv, 582. c.

awiya, K. 80. v, 570.

anta, K. 80. xxxiv.

anya, K. 80. xxxiv.

opa, K. 80. xxxiv.

apt, adv., 228-230, 718.

abha, K. 80. xxxiv.

am, adv. ind. part., 567.

ama, K. 80. xxxiv.

amba, K. 80. xxxiv.

«r«, K. 80. xxix.

ala, K. 80. xxx.

as
t
K. 86. i.

asa, K. 80. xxxiv.

asdna, K. 80. xxxiv.

0, K. 80. i.

dka, K. 80. vii.

«>, T. 80. xxxvii.

dnaka, K. 80. xxxiv.

dtu, K. 82. ii.

rfn«, K. 80. viii, 526. a. Obs.

527, 528.

dnaka, K. 80. xxxiv.

wi/", T. 80. xxxvni.

dyana, T. 80. xxxix.

w/ani, T. 81. ix.

r%a, K. 80. xxxiv.

dru, K. 80. xxxiv.

dru
t
K. 82. iii.

dla, K. 80. xxviv ; T. 80. xl.

dlu, K. 82. iv.

i, K.81.1; T.81.X.

iJfcfl, K. 80. xxxiv ; T. 80. xli.

it, K. 84. ii.

ita, K.8o.ix; T. 80. xlii.

t/nw, K. 82. v.

in, K. 85. ii, 582.0; T.85.vi.

ina, T. 80. xliii.

ine-ya, T. 80. xliv.

iman, K. 85. iv; T. 85. vii.

iya, T. 80. xlv.

ira, K.8o.x; T.So.xlvi.

,7a,K.8o.x;T.8o.xlvii.

iyos, K. 86. iv.

wAa, K. 80. xxxiv.

ishtha, 80. xlviii, 192.

ishm, K. 82. vi.

is, K. 86. ii.

<
9
K. 80. i, 82. xv.

ika, K. 80. xxxiv.

ita, K. 80. xxxiv.

mcr, T. 80. xlix.

iya, T. 80. 1, 775. 6.

(j/f/.v, 86. v, 192.

ira, K. 80. xxxiv ; T. 80. Ii.

ila, T. 80. Ii.

isha, K. 80. xxxiv.

«, K. ^2. vii.

tf£ff, K. 80. xii.

utra, K. 80. xxviv.

una, K. 80. xxxiv.

urn, K. 80. xxix ;
T. 80. Iii.

ula, K. 80. xxx ; T. 80. liii.

usha, K. 80. xxxiv.

ma-, K. 86. iii.

m, K. 82. xvi.

uka, K. 80. xiii.

ukha, K. 80. xxxiv.

utfia, K. 80. xxxiv.

lira, K. 80. xxxiv.

dla, K. 80. xxxiv; T. 80.

liv.

enyn, K. 80. xiv.

eya
y
T. 80. Iv.

era, K. 80. xv.

f./iroa
}
K. 80. xxxiv, 576. 6.

ora, K. 80. xxxiv.

jfca, K. 80. xvi; T. 80. lvi;

761. a.
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kara, K. 80. xxxiv.

kalpa, T. 80. lvii, 777. a.

kritvas, adv., 723. a.

<!ana, adv., 228-230, 718.

fid, adv., 228-230, 718.

t, K. 84. iii.

ta, K. 80. xvii, 530.

tana, T. 80. lviii.

taroa, T.8o.lix, 191,211-213.

tamdm, adv., 80. lix.

taya, T. 80. lx.

fara, T. 80. lxi, 191,

tardm, adv., 80. lxi, 197.

tavya, K. 80. xviii, 569.

tas, adv., 719.

id, T. 80. lxii.

tat, K. 84. v ; adv., 719. c.

*<fci,T. 8i.xi.

ti, K. 81. ii; T. 81. xii

;

adv., 227. a.

titha, T. 80. lxiii, 234. c.

tiya, T. 80. lxiv, 208.

tu, K. 82. viii.

tri, K. 83.

tna, T. 80. lxv.

tya, K. 80. xix ; T. 80. lxvi.

tra, K. 80. xx ; adv., 721.

trd, K.8o.xx; T.8o.lxvii;

adv., 720. a.

trima, K. 80. xxxiv.

tva, K. 80. xxi ; T. 80. lxviii.

tvan, K. 85. iii.

tvana, T. 80. lxix.

toa, ind. part., 80. xxi, 555.

tvi, ind. part., 80. xxi, 555.

Obs.

tvya, K. 80. xxii.

tha, K. 80. xxiii, 234. c.

thaka, K. 80. xxxiv.

fA«m, adv., 721.

thd, adv., 721.

daghna, T. 80. lxx, 777. a.

da, adv., 722.

ddni'm, adv., 722.

deitya, T. 80. lxxi.

dvayasa, T. 80. Ixxii.

c?Aa, adv., 723.

wa, K. 80. xxiv; T. 8o.lxxiii.

Mft, K. 80. xxiv.

ni, K. 81. iii.

mm, adv., 722.

nu, K. 82. ix.

ma, K. 80. xxv ; T. 80. lxxiv.

mat, T. 84. vi.

man, K. 85. iv.

mrtya, T. 80. lxxv.

mara, K. 80. xxvi.

mdtra, T. 80. lxxvi.

mdna, K. 80. xxvii, 526, 527,

mi, K. 81. iv.

min, T. 85. viii.

ya, K. 80. xxviii, 571-576;

T. 80. lxxvii ; ind. part.,

555-

yas, 86. vi.

yd, K. 80. xxviii.

yu, K. 82. x; T. 82. xiii.

ra, K. 80. xxix; T.8o.lxxviii.

ri, K. 81. v.

r«, K. 82. xi.

n/pfl, T. 80. lxxix.

rhi, adv., 722.

la, K. 80. xxx ; T. 8o.lxxx.

/m, T. 82. xiv.

va, K. 80. xvxi ; T. 80. lxxxi.

vat, T. 84. vii, 234, 553 ;

adv., 724, 922.

van, K. 85. v.

vara, K. 80. xxxii.

vala, T. 80. lxxxii.

vas, K. 86. iv.

m, K. 81. vi.

i?i«, T. 85. ix.

vya, T. 80. lxxxi ii.

sa, T. 80. lxxxiv.

sas, adv., 725.

sa, K. 80. xxxiv ; T. 80.

lxxxv.

sat, 725.0, 789.

«/, K. 81. vii.

sna (shna), K. 80. xxxiii.

snu (shnu), K. 82. xii.



LIST OF CONJUNCT CONSONANTS.

CONJUNCTIONS OF TWO CONSONANTS.

15 kka, «FJT kkha, ^0 kna, ^fi kta,^ ktha, Jb kna, HX kma,

^5f Jcya} sfi or ^5 kra, !$ Ma, li foa, T5J M«. ^T %a, ^ khva.

TTI ^/«a, *V <7rfA«3 ^T £««, ^ tfWw, *** gma> ^T <W«, *J </>•«,

TJ ^a, ^ <?«a. TT ghna, ^ #%a, ^ <//w«, "^ </toa. ^ »*«,

^ nkha, "^ »</«, f «#'««> f nbha
>^ *'"«•

^t tta, *5 #*«, W '*«. ** Ana, ^f fy«- ^T <V,

^ dbru. "551 j/a,^ j/A«, ^M ^ >"*> ^ »"> ^ >"'

5? jva. *3 «&> *^ ma>
"^ ^'a -

^ //a, ^ tfto. ^1 »«, ^T %«• 1 *"' f •

'

a
' I •

•

°'

?*fta,f^5l^l** ^dhya,^dhra. J& ,/«,

TJ3 *tt«, U? *#», T^ ?'/'"*> * n*>^ '•"""'^ -
?/fl>^ •

""'

3> tta, ^ tta,m ttha, W /««,W /««, ** <y«, ^ tra, r* too,

mtsa. %thna,™ithya,^thva. *<&«,* d9ka,\dda,% ddka,

T dna, S dba, * Ma, V 4m, V *«, * ** * ** * **

^* 9 nna,* u*a, * »Va, * nru, * **j* -•

* ;>r«, 51 pla, *T P»*> ^ ^ ^ ^ „ « ..
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<?$ lka
} *?T Iga, ^ Ida, ^T Ipa, K$ Iba,^ Ibha,^ Ima,

<?I lya, ^f lla, <^T foa, ^ kha, T?SJ? 77ja.

"5" vna, ^ Vy^ ^ #r^ ~3^ ^ VVfl ,

^? Ma, ^f fee, ^1 fya, ^ ha, ^ ifo, ^ ha. **R ,Ma,

? 5/i/a, "5 s7*/7ja, ^Jf sAwa, 'Sf shpa, ^T «taa, "^ 5%fly '^ shva.

^jffi s&a, TJsT sMa, UT sta, W s£Aa, ^T sua, W sjoa, ^W? s/;Aa,

^RT sma, ^1 «ya, "5T sra, T$ sva,, TJJ ^a. ^J hna, |f Ma,

1?T hma, ?I %a, ^ 7/ra,
£JJ

hla, 3* ^va *

CONJUNCTIONS OF THREE CONSONANTS.

W or ^UJ Mwa*, ^^T %a, «fl?T kkhya, Wf ktya,

^J>
ton, 15 ktva,^ *^wct, ^F^f kMya, ^5 faftwfl, T^T foAma,

TJJT kshya, TB*T ^*7wa. '"'SI ggfyd) *^*T gdhya, *£*f gdhva, ***\ gnya,

TOf #M?/a, ?3J grya. ^ rc/tfa, |jjj »#ya, |£ »Mfl,
|jfj

W<%a,

*%$ ctya, ^m Mhya, tff AV/ra, ^ tthva. ^ jj/wa,
' 3

t53T jjva. >'°M wfyfl, ^ w<toa, >^t| //<%a, ^5 ri/va.

J5J ////a. f^ r%A,
JJ

</%«. TTSJf w/yfl, T5RT nihya,

iJSf n^a, <(|$* waVa.

If} /Arcs, T?T /fy^ ^ /^^ //^ FSZf tthya, ST %c, fK[ (/?rfl,

fW? /wyfl, ^1 /ry^^ trva, (^ towa, fl?T %a, ?^* tsva. Sf </^«,

^ST ddhya, ^ e/^rA, ICT ^7*ya, XT rfrya, U rfvya. N dhnva,

^ dhvya J. ^ ntma, »PT w/yA, ^T ^^«
3 n^f w/wa, *W w/*«,

**** nthya, ^ nddha> ^?T Ac, ^S ndya, •?[ »^«^ *^f ndva,

^Wf ndhma, •?! ndhra, •V ndhva, ^f ww^a, *5 wywa.

'ff^wwa, TRptya, ^ptra,lfptva, IXplva, 1^ psna,^^( psya,

"03 i?^A J.
«TM Aj^fl, ';SWI OA'AyA, ®^[ ArfAwfl, «^[ A%A,

* As in *pF&T from g^. f S^jT from F^R at 1 22.

t Waft: from *T«ft at 187. § Wfc from ^5.
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©^ bbhra. W bhrya. TOJ mpya, TQ mpra, T^f mbya, T*ft mbla,

WJ mbhya, Wf mbhra.

Tj| rksha, 7% rgya, TZ} rghya, *$ rtya, ^} rnna, J$ rnya,

"§ rtta, rq rtya, H rddha, V% rpya, f rWa, ^ r^a, f rsh(a,

^(jf rsAwa, ^ rhma.

^f Ikya, <3*I %«, <5fl Ipta, <?*[ /^ya.

^U Mya, ^55 irya. T5T *%a, TJ s/*/ra, *B[ s/i/va, m?f shnya.

^Rf s/ya, ^ 5^ra, 5^ stva, J-SJ s^/ma, 4^ sthya, *?*{ snva,

"^T smya, ^31 srya, H srva. |5J hnya, fr*T hmya, |5J /wi/a.

CONJUNCTIONS OF FOUR CONSONANTS.

^£J ktrya, T^f kshmya. ^J tt%a, ^ rcM'a, J^ »M?a,

ST? nkshma*,^ »*%«, |f
»**/«;«. ?JfT ndrya. r% ttrya,

r^f tsnya, r^T /«wy«. ^ <*<*%«. ^ w//W ^ »%«>

5?^ ntsva, *$ wtfArya. X^T />/ry«. ^ rkshya, ™ riUJa>

^ rtrya, T§ rtsya, ^ rdttra. ^9T Wv*> ^^ *"»«'

^X^Zf Ipsya. "gjT styrya.

CONJUNCTIONS OF FIVE CONSONANTS.

fjT nktrya% g nkshnva\. £ mMma
J, |f

rnkshva^

F^H rtenya ||, ^f rddhrya.

* ^T^ftT Intens. ofV^ t^ from ^.

t^ from^. § AS in Wlf*, W^ from root fc

|| As in *!rMl^.



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

Page 29, line 27, for ' 260. a ' read '

251. a'

., 40, last line, dele note t

,, 43, line 19, for '304. a' read '304. 6'

„ Hi, „ 15, for '257. a read '237'

<» 118, „ 4, for Thread "3^

>• I 5 I
* -i 33i for bases' read 'stems'

- i.">8. ., 27, for 'by 51' read 'by 50.
«'

«» '77> » 5» f°r bases' read 'stems
1

„ 268, „ 2 from below, for '667* read '666. //


